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ADMINISTRATION'S FISCAL YEAR 1983 BUDGET
PROPOSAL
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1982

U.S. SENATE,
-COMMITTEZ

ON FINANCU,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:14 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Robert Dole (chairman)
presiding.
Present: Senators Dole, Roth, Danforth, Heinz, Symms, Grassley,
Long, Byrd, Bentsen, Matsunaga, Moynihan, Baucus, Boren, Bradley, and Mitchell.
[The press release announcing the hearing, background material
relating to the administration's budget proposals, and the prepared
statements of Senators Dole and Grassley follow:]
[Pross Relesue No. 82-107 from U.S. Senate, Committee on Finance]

CoMMrrru ON FINANCESx's HEARINGS ON ADMINISTRATION'S Buwour PoPoeAL

Senator Robert J. Dole (R., Kansas), Chairman of the Committee on Finance, announced today that the Committee will hold hearings on those parts of the ean
Administration's budget proposal for fiscal year 1983 that are within its jurisdiction
beginning on February 23, 1982.
The hearings will begin at 10:00 a.m. in Room 2221 of the Dirksen Senate Office
Building. On February 23, the Committee will receive testimony from Secretary of'
the Treasury Donald T. Regan. On February 24 a panel of economists will present
testimony.
These hearings will be followed on March 8 by Office of Management and Budget
Director David A. Stockman, and on March 9 by Secretary of Health and Human
Services Richard S. Schweiker.
The Committee has reserved March 10, 11, and 12 to hear from persons wishing to
testify, on the spending cuts in the Finance Committee jurisdiction outlined in the
Administration s proposed budget.
Four days of testimony from March 16 through March 19 will also be reserved for
persons wishirig to testify on the tax proposals in the Administration's budget.
Hearings on the Administration's New Federalism proposal will be held by the
Committee in late March.
OPENINO SATMENT O SENATOR DOLE

I am pleased to welcome Secretary Regan this morning to help us begin our
review of the administration's proposd budget for fiscal year 1983.This budget already seems to have been thoroughly dissected by the press and pronounced ded or
dying by more than a few commentators. I would think that is premature: If we
close off debate before we even get started, we have no hope of taking responsible
action.
I have said that this is a credible budget, and I still say so. I do not agree with
in it, and other members have much stronger objections than I do to
everyth
some of the proposals. But I think we must agree that the budget aim i the right
direction-it provides for slow but steady reduction of the Federal budget deffct
(1)
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over the next 5 years While many would prefer a different mix in the budget, I
think it is clear that we must do at least as much as is proposed in the budget to
bring the deficit down. In fact, I believe we have to do more: And I look forward to
working with you and with the President to bringthe 1988 deficit significantly
below the 92 billon range that you proc Even that range can bne reached on if
we approve the administration's entire billion deficit reduction package. It will
not be easy.
T

I OF

IMSENCR

Let me note for the record that there have been some reports in the press that
the administration is hoping for a protracted budget battle in Congress that will
delay action on these spending and revenue proposals. According to this scenario,
the hope is that later action on the budget will take place under more favorable
economic conditions, and that the President may get more of what he wants.
I do not believe those reports and I feel that such a strategy would be a serious
mistake. The economy may well turn up sooner than some now expect, and that
may help pass a budget that is acceptable to the President. But what we are all
trying to do,I think, is to promptly pass a budget that will increase the likelihood
that the President will achieve his economic goals sooner, rather than later. That, I
believe, is a goal everyone in this room shares. Continued floundering on the budget
would convince the Nation that fiscal policy is out of control: and that can only undermine confidence in the economic program.
We can work together to fashion a budget that the President and the Congress
can live with. We cannot do it if we spend half the year working at cross-purposes.
A BALANCED PROGRAM

Having said that, let me reiterate that the President has submitted a sound
budget. It moves in the right directions, but it may not move far enough.
What is important, it seems to me, is that we make clear to the American people
our intention to take a balanced approach to the problem of deficit reduction. We
cannot afford to give credence to the notion that the deficit is reduced only at the
cost of the least fortunate. The deficit is everyone's problem: everyone should have
an opportunity to contribute to its solution.
I know that the administration has tried to reflect its concern for equity in this
budget. By proposing user fees and entitlement reforms, I believe the administration
is facing up to the need to spread the burden around. I agree with that, but some of
us feel that we need to go farther, and ruling major elements of the budget out of
bounds--in the defense area, in entitlements, and on the revenue side-makes the
job much more difficult. Everyone benefits from Federal program, -everyone should
n their belt a little. Unless the economic program is received as fair and equit9e, public support will dwindle away. Americans will pitch in when they understand we are all engaged in a common effort.
RZgM

I think we can agree that revenue increases cannot be a substitute for spending
control. That has been the case too often in the past. But I think we also have to
agree that some revenue-raisers must be a part of any deficit reduction program.
The President has acknowledged as much by proposing $32 billion in revenue-raising measures over the next 2 fiscal years. Some of the proposals in that package ee
not going to be enacted. I say that .t to pass judgement, but to convey my sense of
where Congress stands on some of these matters.
We will have to work with you, then, to find appropriate substitutes. Given the
scope of the deficit problem, I expect that we will in the end have to do more than
the President asks in terms of new revenues. I hope that your testimony today will
give us some sense of what other options the administration is willing to entertain.
Let me assure you that it is not the intention or desire of this Senator to interfere
or tamper with the essence of the tax reduction program passed last year. That program was approved by a strong bipartisan consensus, and indeed the alternatives
offered to it would have cost as much revenue in the near term. We all hope that
the tax program will prove to be the engine of economic recovery, and it must be
given a chance.
That is not to say that every item in that package is free from srutiny. I have
advocated cutting back on the leasing provision because it has proved to be a problem: It has given unintended benefits to some who are not in need, and it entails a
$27 billion revenue loss that cannot be justified to the public in terms of economic
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potential As a matter of equity we will have to pare back leasing, and I hope the
Treasury will help us do that in the most equitable way possible.
With regard to the tax program as a whole, however, I expect there would be
little sense for Congress to attempt a mar rollback. I know the President believes
in this program: He has demonstrated that time and again. I expect he would veto
any attempt to cut the tax program. There is no point in spending the year spinning
our wheeled. There are many ways to raise revenue without interfering in a significant way with the new tax incentives.
MONTHS AHEAD

The next few months may show a healthier economy, and that would make all of
our jobs easier. But even the administration, at this point, does not seem certain
what to predict. That is whyit is vital for us to move ahead with measures that
make sense regardless of the pace or timing of recovery. Measures, that is, to reduce
the deficit in an equitable way without undermining the basic economic program.
Given the scope of last year's tax cut, I believe we have a margin of revenues to
work with that would not interfere with the goals of increased saving and investment and greater productivity. If those revenues are tapp in the proper manner,
and only for the goal of reducing the deficit, we will greatly improve the odds in our
favor. -

There is considerable uncertainty in the economy right now. But while the course
of recovery Is hard to predict, there is a growing consensus that the main obstacle to
recovery is the prospect of continuing high interest rates. Clearly whatever we can
do to reduce the deficit, and cut the Government's borrowing needs over the next
few years, will help bring interest rates down. Perpetual deficit financing is not the
wth. Our pal has to be to reduce Government borrowing
way to ensure stable
without unravelling the growth-oriented tax program. The alternative is renewed
inflation or economic deadlock.
This administration has great accomplishments to its credit. The first sustained
and successful assault on inflation, a dramatic restoration of equity for the Ameri.can taxpayer; the largest budget reductions in history, and a defense program that
promises to end years of all page vis-a-vis the Soviet-Union. These are goals I support without qualification. Blt this is no time to lose our nerve in pursuing these
goals. They must be pursued in a balanced and coordinated fashion. None of them
can be achieved without a strong economic framework. We are here to help you
complete that framework, and I hope we can do so by expediting action on this
budget.
I am sure the members look forward to hearing your views on our economic prospects, and on the receipts proposals included in the President's budget.

PmARD SrATzMENT oF SzNAToR CHARLm GRASS
Mr. Chairman, I look forward to the comments of the distinguished Secretary of
the Treasury on the contents of the long-awaited revenue enhancer package. We
have all been trying to discover what course these reforms will take since last September. I hope your testimony will reveal precisely which steps the Treasury plans
to take to collect additional revenue. It has been difficult to have an informed opinion these very controversial issues with the five sentence explanations the Treasury has helpfully provided.
As a member of both the Finance and Budget Committees, I have a strong interest in achieving a balanced budget. Obviously efficient and fair revenue collection is
important in achieving that goal. Neverthefess, I question the wisdom of setting
forh specific tax policy changes in the budget document. Fortunately, this committee is chaired by an individual the Wall Street Journal called the most, powerful
man in the Senate yesterday, so I am optimistic we may not lose all of our jurisdiction to the Budget Committee. All of of us are concerned that the Budget Committee
may begin re in we adopt "savings" in certain tax areas, rather than giving us
-l t-, let me commend you for your work on an alternative minimum coorate
tax. I think this is an excellent idea, in fact when the second session resumed I introduced legislation asking the Tieasury to review this issue. Obviously this project
was onging within the Trsury, but you speed in answering my request is worthy
of praise. I am very interested n leaning which preference items you have included within the alternative minimum tax base.
The equal access to Justice Act permits an individual to collect attorney's fees if
the Government can establish that its position was substantially justified.
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The Equal Access to Justice Act applied to all tax cases brought in district court.
Recently, the Senate Finance Comimittee, the Senate and the House passed a bill
enabling individuals in tax court to recover their attorney's fee$ if they could establish that the Government's position was unreasonable. This bill is now in conferonce. I note with diem that the dministration is attempting to limit the recovery
on legal fee awards to te Government's cost in preparing a case. I do not favor the
actions of the administration In negating an important piece Of legisation through

t
the budget process. This isa sneaky and dishonest way of undoing=

nation. If

a taxpayer can show that the Government's position is substantially without Justifi.
cation or unreasonable, why should that taxpayer be denied compensation for what
it cost him to establish that claim? Why is the Government's cost relevent? While I
realize Secretary Regan may not be directly responsible for this underhanded
action, I plan to offer an amendment in both the Finance and Budget Committees to
strike this offensive provision froti the budget.
I'd like to thank the chairman for scheduling this hearing and I am anxious to
hear the details of the revenue enhancement package before the committee.

The CHiPMAN. Mr. Secretary, we are pleased to welcome you to
the committee.
I understand, if it is all right with everyone else, that Senator
Roth has a very important hearing in progress, and that he would
like, out of order, to make a confession or two-or a statement.
Excuse me. [Laughter.]
Senator Ron. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, first I would like to congratulate this administration for the initiatives that it has taken to create an environment
of growth. It is the first time in the many years I have served in
Washington where I have ever seen an administration really concerned about productivity, concerned about putting policies in
place that will get this country moving again.
And I would just like you to know that I am shocked-not
shocked, outraged-outraged by the business community reaction.
For years I have heard big business, the big banks tell us this: That
you lower taxes, you do something about regulations, and we'll respond; we'll show what this economy can do. And ever since we
have put these things in place, to me they have been a bunch of
crybabies. They have not responded.
In fact, if I were President, I would take another leaf out of Jack
Kennedy's book, and I would call them to the White House and tell
them, "We've set these policies in place; what are you going to do
about it?" And if they didn't respond, if they talked about deficits,
I'd just point out that there is something like $50 billion in tax cuts
above what the President asked. As a matter of fact, they are going
to have something like $150 to $200 billion in tax cuts the next 3 or
4 years, and if they want to do something about the deficit, I'll be
glad to lead the charge to raise those business taxes.
But Mr. Secretary, I can tell you one thing: There are those of us
that will fight, will filibuster, if they try to impose taxes on the
working people of America. We are not going to balance the budget
on the backs of the working people of this country. I just want to
underscore that and make it very clear that there are many of us
with you, and we will work with you.
I am concerned that business is a little bit like the hitchhiker
who catches a ride with the public. And now, after they get in the
car they want to steal it; they are not satisfied. They took a ride on
the across-the-board tax cuts, and now they want to steal the car.
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In closing, just let me say I am also concerned about these high
interest rates. When I get the chance, I want to ask you: Have you
thought about a windfall profits tax on big business or on the big
interest rates? You know, I have always understood that banks, if
they got the cost of living plus 2% to 8 percent were doing damn
well. Well, they are charging a lot more, so maybe we ought to
think about a windfall profits-tax there.
Mr. Chairman, I just want to say I appreciate your courtesy to
me. I just want the administration to know that they have got
some strong support here.
The CHAiRMA. Thank you very much, Senator Roth.
Are there other opening comments?
responsee]
Rhe CAmmA. Under the early-bird rule, you would be next,
Senator Bentsen.
Senator BwmTSEN. Well, I might comment.
Mr. Secretary, the President said for us to go home and listen to
the people, and I have done that. And I'm from a State that is
doing rather well. But I don't know when I have heard as much
apprehension about the economy as I heard at home. I don't know
when I have heard as much about high interest rates and the concern of small business and the farmer and the home builder to try
to get these rates turned around. I think we are going to see an
increase in unemployment unless we can do that. And a big part of
this deficit is the increase in unemployment-we have seen thus far.
So anything we can do to get a stable and a moderate increase in
the money supply and to cut this deficit is what I want to do as a
member of this Finance Committee. I think we are going to have to
look at some of these things that were done in this tax bill that I
think will result in an excess with what we are facing today.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CuAIRM. Senator Byrd?
Senator BYRD. Well, I want to express alarm at the size of the
projected deficits. I feel that they represent a great potential
d er to the Nation, to the recovery program. And I would hope
that the administration would focus more emphatically on the need
to reduce the magnitude of what I consider to be very dangerous
and alarming deficits.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Danforth?
Senator DAN oRmH. No.

The CHAimIM.
Senator Baucus?
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I would like to followup a little on a point made
by Senator Benten. During my week home, I found very much the
same reaction. And I had many different kinds of meetings-I had
town meetings, as many Members of the Senate have, met with
business groups, with bankers, with savings and loan officers-and
I must say, probably more often with Republicans this last week
than with Democrats. And I can tell you it is very interesting, the
reaction.
First of all, everyone-and that is not an exaggeration-suggested that we have to get interest rates down by cutting the deficit.
They first began with the defense budget. They say the defense
budget projected growth is just way too large. And these are busi-

I
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newsmen, these are bankers, these are people generally on your
side of the aisle.
Second, they wanted to do something with the tax cuts that we
"d last year. There was a virtually unanimous feeling that the
ta cut was too big. They wanted to cut some of the business
taxes-safe harbor leasing, for example, was not high on their list
of favorite tax measures that we passed last year. They felt that we
should perhaps do something with the individual income tax reduction that we passed last year as well.
All I can say is that the feeling was very, very strong; it was
across-the-board- and there was a consensus that to get interest
rates down we av to get the deficit down. And everyone I have
talked to is willing to do what is necessary to get that deficit down
much more quickly than they see it programed out to be under the
administration's program.
The CHA MAN. Senator Heinz?
Senator Hiz. Mr. Chairman, I just want to say to Secretary
Regan, we are delighted to have him, and alsotoreportto him
that, having spent the last week in my State of Pennsylvania, that
there is a considerable amount of disenchantment with the huge
deficits; there is alarm about high interest rates; there is real depression about high unemployment; and there is a grave and widespread feeling that on the revenue side we don't have our act together. And this is from people at large.
On the business side, I must say there is great concern that some
of the things that you will propose here today go completely
against the stated objectives and goals of the administration. If, for
example, you want to have incentives for enterprise zones, but you,
through a minimum corporate tax, make those incentives unattractive, if you want investment tax credits and accelerated appreciation to reindustrialize America, the question is: How do you justify
taking a half, a third, or two-thirds of those incentives away the
very next day? In other words, the problem is: Is the administration going to go through an on-again, off-again kind of tax policy
the kind of policy shifts that both Republicans and Democrats used
to criticize Jimmy Carter for?
I think we value consistency greatly here, because it builds confidence. Frankly, at the present time and given much of what has
been said, we are not building a lot of confidence.
Finally, I think that we really are at the point of very serious,
grave, even violent, political reaction to interest rates that are
double the rate of inflation, and that the high interest rates that
we have, being 6, 7, 8 points above the inflation rate, cannot be explained rationally to people who ask the question: If these interest
rates are so far above the inflation rate, who is getting the difference-and why-and what are you going to do about it?
Now we all know that some patience is required in order to give
economic policy-ours, yours, anybodys-a chance to work. But I
must tell you, Mr. Secretary, that there is just extraordinarily
grave concern building about these high interest rates that affects
the autoworkers who are laid off because cars can't be sold, it affects the homebuilder and the homeowner who can't purchase the
home, it affects the businessman who can't afford to borrow. It is
driving all of these people to the wall.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CH I"N.

Senator Moynihan?

Senator MoYNHAN. Mr. Secretary, may I be the last to welcome \
you to this committee and to tell you what you need hardly be told,
that in our year together our respect for you has grown and particularly for the directness with which you have responded to our
questions in a context where there has been something missing by
way of directness in other parts of the administration, or so some
of us feel.
As you probably know, there is a strong sense that once again we
have been sent a budget with the numbers cooked, that the deficits
are much larger than even the extraordinary deficits that are projected. And, indeed, the accumulated deficits of the next 8 years
could be half a trillion dollars, in 3 years making it as far as we
have come in 200.
We therefore depend so much on you, because you have never
tried to mislead us, and you have always acknowledged the range
of uncertainty in any economic forecasts. But when you have a
chance, and after you have testified, I would like to ask you about
the recent article in Fortune by Paul Craig Roberts, who was your
Assistant
Secretary
of the
for Economic
Policy,
your
planner and
forecaster
in Treasury
that regard,
who resigned
from
thebasic
administration in December and in January wrote an article in Fortune which is simply entitled "The Stockman Recession-A Reaganite's View." He says that -he recession that we now are in was
brought about by the policies of the Director of the Office of Management and Budget, Stockman.
If you recall, in The Budget in Brief, you have a little description
of why we have the huge deficits in 1983 that you are projecting at
91.5 but which perhaps some will say something more like 130.
Well, the first reason is the recession, which was unexpected and
produced part of that budget deficit. But I would like to know, do
you agree with your former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for
Ta Policy that the administration brought on this deficit, or
rather
t Mr. Stockman did? Or do you think it was sunspots, or
whatever?
Then I would
e, and I think we all on this side would like, a
certain exploration
the interesting new idea from our Republican colleagues that thbt. should be a windfall profits tax on big
business. I would like to hi r what you think about that.
The CHAIRMAN. He can't
wer those yet.
Senator MoYNiamH.
I just t ought that sometime he would like
to.
But, welcome, Mr. Secretary. [Lghter.]
The CHAIMAN. Well, Mr. Secretary, we wanted the members to
comment so you would know in advance what you are probably in
for. [Laughter.]
And it is wide ranging. We have very fertile minds in the staffs,
and they come up with all kinds of things.
But I have a very outstanding statement, which I will put in the
record. [Laughter.]
And say that I am very pleased to have you before the committee
this year to start the discussion of the budget. Now, if you listen to
some of the media, it has already been decided; it's been buried and
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forgotten. I don't think that is the case, and I don't fault the media
because it has been rather slow around here. But we're back now,
and we can really get into the work of discussing the budget and
where we must go.
I must say that I find the budget credible, if I look at the CBO
numbers and Chase Bank and DRI. I don't really f lthatN much
dispute with the assumptions used by the administration. So I
think it's a credible budget. That doesn't mean I agree with everything in the budget; I don't think any of us do or any of us ever
had agreed with everything in any administration's budget.
I know there are great concerns about interest rates. Like every
other Member of Congress, I determined that without going -home.
I went home, but I knew in advance that there was concern about
interest rates.
I do believe there are areas where we can make changes in the
tax bill passed last year. In fact, I recall making a statement on the
Senate foor in response to an inquiry by one of my colleagues that
if in fact we found provisions that were too generous or not working, then we would take the initiative. And I did that, as you may
recall, last Friday on the leasing provision. I don't recall your
statement after I did that; I don't know that you recall the statement. So I think that's a responsibility we have as a committee,
and certainly we are not going to make any final judgments without the input of the administration.
I think, also, it would seem to me that we have a great opportunity based on a 1968 precedent to use the debt ceiling-we are
going to be raising the national debt here, and we are going to
have to pass another debt ceiling increase bill. That will come
fairly early, and it would be a great time, in my view, to put in the
whole package on that debt ceiling which I believe would send in,terest rates down very quickly, if we can find some bipartisan
--

agreement on an economic package, changes that we are going to

make from the standpoint of revenues and spending. That was
done in 1968. It originated in the Senate Finance Committee under
the outstanding leadership of Senator Long. So I am very optimistic about the future.
It is customary, I understand, that when a chairman retires their
picture is hung on the wall. And if things don't- improve, my picture may be up there before Senator Long 's. [Laughter.]
So I am very hopeful that all these things will work that I have
been voting for. [Laughter.]
Having said that, we are pleased to have you. We do very sincerely look to you as the leader of the economic force in this administration. We appreciate your candor. We know it's based on experience. And I don t know of a single member of this committee
who is not willing to sit down with you, Mr. Secretary, and try to
work out a bipartisan effort to do what we all know must be done.
Thank you.
STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD T. REGAN,
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
Secretary RwA,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you,
gentlemen.
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President Reagan's budget is a blueprint for growth and for prosperity. It is a plan for reducing Federal spending and the tax
burden. It is a lan for increasing the family budget. For the first
time, we are asking the right people to tighten their belts: the Federal Government.
We have painstakingly gone through every item. All members of
the Cabinet have met with the President on their programs. And
we have fashioned a budget that responds to the Preident's call
for a new federalism; it meets the complex needs of our society;
and It reduces the rate of growth in Government.
This budget contains dramatic reductions in Government spend.
ing, yet it's important for people to know that we are not tearing
down the house nor ransacking the furniture. We are simply trying
to stop the runaway growth of past Federal spending and restore a
measure of commonsense to how we spend the Ipkle s money.
So let's take a quick look at how this budget was put together.
On the revenue side we expect receipts totaling$
billion for
fiscal 1983, of which 304.5 billion comes from individuals, $65.3
billion from corporations, $222.5 billion from payroll taxes, and the
remainder from excises, Federal Reserve earnings, and the miscellaneous taxes and fees.
More importantly, we have in place a sound long-run tax system
for the 1980's, one that will promote rapid growth of income, savings, investment, and- employment for years to come. That tax
system, with a healthy economy, will generate as much revenue as
Government should reasonably be allowed to spend.
However, the revenue picture has been heavily affected by two
factors: the recession and a drop in inflation-one bitter pill and
one piece of candy which together have significantly decreased revenue to the point of causing large deficits. The recession is temporary, and the decline in inflation most welcome.
We therefore had to face some tough decisions about how to
cover the coats of some very important Government programshow to make up the difference between $666 billion in revenues
and the $757.6 billion in outlays-until the growing economy triggered by our reformed tax system brings growing revenues into
line with restrained outlays.
Some have urged us to revoke the incentive-creating tax cuts already in place. The results would have been lower real growth for
many years into the future. It would have involved a self-defeating
major change in a permanent tax program to handle a temporary
prolem. That alternative was not seriously considered. Instead, we
shall propose certain worthwhile tax reforms, upgrade our tax collection program, renew our efforts at contro""n spending
d
borrow to cover the remaining deficit.
Deficits are not good. They rob the private sector of financial and
real resources needed for growth and divert those resources into
Government consumption. So do taxes. The root of the problem is
the Federal spending which appropriates those real resources and
then must find the means to pay for them in one way or another.
The budget deficit can and must be narrowed from the spending
side. For too long, spending has been rising faster than the economy has grown. The economy can no longer support the burden.
Some progress was made last year in reducing the runaway rate of
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growth in Federal nondefense spending. Further efforts wll- be required this year and into the future.
Insofar as spending Is not reduced, it is preferable to close the
remaining transitional recession deficits of the sort now being experienced by borrowing rather than by, taxing. The funds are
pulled
from the private sector in either case, but taxes impose a
lrecost in terms of reduced incentives for real growth.
eemust continue to strive to reduce thendeficit by curtailing
spend and promoting real growth. The. budget and the outlook
dt we are proposing take major steps toward closing that deficit
over the next several years. In the interim, it can be handled in a
nondisruptive fashion. Let me put the deficit into perspective.
The projected deficits, though some of them are at record dollar
levels, are not unusual following a recession when measured as a
percent of gross national product. The first attached -chart shows
deficits as a percent of ross national product since 1975.
0n-and-off-budget deficits were 8.6 and 4.5 percent of gross national product in fiscal years 1975 and 1976, due largely to the
1974-75 recession. Deficits are projected to be 8.8 percent and 8.1
percent of GNP in fiscal-years 1982 and 1988, largely as a result of
the current recession. There has been considerable -concern that
our projected deficits will put extreme pressure on credit markets
and thus drive up interest rates. However, deficits do not cause
high interest rates. The historical record shows no direct association of deficits and interest rates; the second chart shows that in
years with large deficits, interest rates went down more than they
went up. Interest rates are determined by the real rate of return
on capital, the expected inflation rate, and a premium for risk. Although deficits could conceivably influence expected- inflation and
risk this would not happen, according to the latest Federal Reserv Board report, unless they were accompanied by excessive
money creation.
As you all know, this administration has adopted a policy of slow,
and steady growth in the money supply. We are in agreement with
the Federal Reserve Board's fight against inflation, and we support
their announced intentions to reduce money growth rates gradually from year to year. Although we are concerned about the affect of
volatility in money growth on interest rates, we intend to work
closely with the Fedin order to reduce those unhealthy fluctuations.
The deficits will be manageable because of the growth in private
sector savings, as shown in the third chart.
Private savings resulting from normal year-over-year growth,
and from the Economic Recovery Tax Act will be several times
greater than the total borrowing requirement of the Federal Government in 1983 and 1984 and thereafter.
The net additions to total private savings are larger than the rise
in the deficit. This will produce crw
in rather than crow
out. This extra shot-it the arm of capital markets will put downward pressure on interest rates. Even after fnancing the Federal
deficit, there will be billions of additional dollars each year for private investment.
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Normal year-to-year increases in savings exceed $40 billion. This
will be supplemented by the additional personal savings and additional
business
earnings
induced by
taxthan
cuts.$60 billion
Compared
to retained
1981, private
savlnp.will
be the
more
higher in 1982, more than $170 billion higher in 1988, and more
than -$260 billion higher in 1984. Private savings was just under
$480 billion in 1981. It will rise to more than $740 billion in 1984.
It has been lack of growth, more than anything else, that has
been responsible for the current and projected deficit. As a rough
rule Of thumb, each time growth falls off by enough to produce a 1.
percent increase in unemployment, the budget deficit widens by
more than $25 billion. In fact, if we had grown fast enough over
the past 4 years to get unemployment down below 6 percent, the
current deficit would be $75 billion lower.
Growth is the only way to balance the budget while promoting
rising real income and employment. If the economy were growing
at 4to5percent er year in real terms, Federal revenues would be
rising $80 to $85 billion per year in real terms, even under an indexed Tax Code without the windfall to the Federal Government
from bracket creep. That is how fast the deficit would be falling in
1982 dollars if real spending were-being held constant. We have not
asked for spending restraint of that magnitude, choosing a more
gradual path toward budget balance. After a slight dip in real outly in fiscal 1988, real outlays are projected to grow approximately
one-third as fast as the economy in the next 4 years. However, we
would be willing to look at further spending restraint if Congress
wishes.
I would like to point out very firmly that any changes in the economic recovery program which reduce real growth will tend to
worsen the budget picture. Changes which reduce individual or
business savings by as much as or more than the deficit will only
worsen the situation in the credit markets.
NThe budget is not merely an accounting document. One cannot
simply take a billion dollars out of column A and put it in column
B. There are behavior changes and economic repercussions from
tax and spending shifts which affect savings, investment, labor
supply, income, and revenue. Very often, changes which may look
good on paper will buy little or no progress toward solving a budget
problem, especially compared to the economic cost to the whole
Nation of a policy shift.
These facts should be kept clearly in mind as we look at the deftcits in the budget.
As President Reagan points out in his budget message, our success in reducing inflation has reduced tax receipts. Over the next 5
years, we project a steady fall in flation. Yet if nominal GNP
growth were just 2 percent higher each year, reflecting a continuation of higher inflation, Federal receipts would be enlarged by
$353 billion over the next 5 years as inflation and the progressive
Tax Code pushed taxpayers into higher brackets. After allowing for
inflated
outlays, the budget deficit would be $88/a billion lower in
1987.
In the past, this is how administrations and Congresses planned
to balance the budget. We have a better plan. We intend to balance
the budget through spending restraint, lower taxes and higher real
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growth not through inflation. In the short run there will be substantial deficits, due primaril to the recession; however, we are
confident that personal and business savings over the next few
years will be adequate to finance both the projected deficits of the
total Government sector and a very rapid increase in real capital
formation.
I realize that there has been concern over the apparent reluctance of business to plunge ahead with new investment. It is not
surprising that some businessmen are holding back until it is certain that its safe to proceed. A lot of them are waiting for lower
interest rates. Others are waiting to make certain that Congress
will not make drastic changes in the Economic Recovery Tax Act,
so they can plan with confidence. Nothing kills investment faster
than uncertainty. Once these problems are resolved, the invest.
ments will be there.
While the administration is opposed to increasing statutory tax
rates, rates which apply at the margin to taxpayers who work,
save, -and invest, at the same time it is committed to insuring that
the tax system is run efficiently and fairly. Thus, while we do not
support increases in marginal rates for taxpayers, we do propose
changes in three areas: One, an elimination of abuses and obsolete
incentives within the system; two, a major effort to improve tax
collection and enforcement; and three, enterprise zone tax incentives and miscellaneous efforts to charge users of various Federal
program for the benefits they receive.
We want to eliminate abuses and to remove obsolete incentives
within the system. In many cases, abuses arise because the use of
special types of financial arrangements or legal devices allow one
taxpayer to pay a much lower tax than a similar taxpayer engaged
in exactly the same activity. Through the accelerated cost recovery
system and other provisions included in the Economic Recovery
Tax Act of 1981,,Congress, working with this administration, has
lowered effective marginal tax rates on all types of business activitr. We do not, however, support haphazard and arbitrary reductions in average tax rates for specific groups of taxpayers.
Eliminating tax abuses is entirely consistent -with the administration's overall economic program. The abuses that we propose to
eliminate generally do not provide desirable incentives. Even when
they might affect marginal tax rates, the effect is so distorted and
so difficult to disentangle from other effects that hardly any desirable incentive is provided. Indeed, when a tax provision provides
benefits only to a business or individual with special financial and
legal arrangements rather than to all taxpayers en aging in a simlractivity, then it may end up subsidizing less efficient taxpayers
with competent counsel over more efficient ones who rely on less
competent legal and financial advice.
Our proposals in this area will be the following: Legislative and
regulatory changes to eliminate unwarranted tax benefits arising
from the completed contract method of accounting, repeal of the
business tax credits on energy; restricting tax-exempt bonds for private activities, legislative and regulatory changes to eliminate unwarranted tax benefits rising from modified coinsurance arrangements, capitalization of construction period interest and taxes by
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corporations; and adoption of an alternative corporate minimum
tax.
This administration proposes also that Congress join with it in
improving tax collection and enforcement. Insuring that taxes due
the Government, in fact, are actually paid by taxpayers and they
are paid on a timely basis is necessary to the maintenance of a fair
and workable tax system. If nonpayment of taxes is allowed to go
unchecked, it can sowly eat away at the well-being of our system
that relies on voluntary compliance. If individuals instead are convinced of the uncertainty yet fairness of the enforcement efforts,
and they know that no taxpayer will be given preference inpaying
taxes as income is earned, then the system can work well. Taxpayers will comply honestly and support a system which they think is
fairly administered. However, if the Government fails to make adequate efforts at enforcement and adopt proper methods of administration, then the support will erode.
Strengthened enforcement and improved tax collection are entirely consistent with the administration's economic program. Improved compliance and timely- -payment of taxes owed does not
raise statutory tax rates and has almost no effect on the rate of
return from savings and investment, but it does reduce the opportunities and benefits from underreporting income.
Those who underpay their taxes indirectly raie the tax rates of
those who report all of their income and pay their taxes on a
timely basis. t would be foolish to argue that efficient productive
race ntieare provided by our maintaining a system in which it is
easier for some persons to underreport income or to pay taxes later
than others must.
Our proposals in the collection and enforcement area will be the
following: withholding on interest and dividends, corporate income
tax speedup, and IRS staff increases.
While the administration is committed to a program of improved
tax collection and enforcement, we are not wedded to these proposals only. We look forward to congressional input into this program
and believe that your suggestions for improvig collection and enforcement efforts will be vital to developing an overall bill. I feel
confident that the resulting bill will be fair to the American
people, yet at the same time will address in a forthright manner
problems of compliance, administration, and timely payment of
taxes.
Finally, the administration has proposed and will continue to develop initiatives to improve upon incentives in the economy, to
insure that direct beneficiaries and-Users of various governmental
services are required to pay for some of these services and to make
more rational and consistent the operation of existing programs.
Within a day or two, or hopefully this week, we will be releasing
comprehensive explanations of our proposals for maor tax revisions and for improvements in tax collection and enforcement. We
are also preparing legislative drafts which -we will send up as soon
ai they are complete..
In my written testimony, I 'have provided you with some brief details on each of our proposals.
Now, in conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we have in place a tax system
for the-1980's that will promote the growth of income, savings, in-
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vestment, and employment for years to come. Eliminating the incentives just adopted by Congress and choosing instead to steadily
increase tax rates would only be a return to the policies of the
past-policies that have been tried and failed.
The budget deficits can and must be narrowed, but from the
spending side, not the tax side. While the recession will cause substantial deficits in the short run, it is only higher real growth in
the long run that will restore our Nation's health. Raising tax
rates will only exacerbate our problems by lowering possible future
growth.
While the administration is opposed to raising tax rates in general, it recognizes the need to insure that the tax system is run efficiently and fairly. We support a program to eliminate abuses and
eliminate obsolete incentives, to make major improvements in tax
collection and enforcement, to create enterprise zone tax incentives, and to make efforts to charge users of various Federal programs for the benefits that they receive.
Let me throw out a final challenge to those who might oppose
the administration's tax program. I recognize that there are those
who did not and do not support reductions in rate of tax for individuals and businesses, and I recognize that there are those who
oppose the initiatives that we have presented here today. What I
find most incomprehensible, however, are those persons who can
oppose both. At least in part, these individuals can only be proposing that-an increase in tax rates on all taxpayers is a better means
of raising revenues than eliminating abuses and obsolete incentives, or improving compliance and enforcement programs. This
type of choice, however, favors special interests, those who are able
to engage in complex financial and legal arrangements, those who
underreport their income6those who-do not pay taxes on a timely
basis, and users of services who do not pay for the benefits that
they receive. Such favoritism is not warranted for two reasons:
First, it is blatantly unfair to the taxpayer who willingly and honestly pays his fair share of the tax burden; and, second, as a substitute .r direct rate reductions, it provides much less incentive for
restoring our Nation's economic health.
/Mr. Chairman, I do not believe that most members of this committee,/will favor special interests over the average taxpayer. I
--invite each men !er of this committee to work with us on the proposals that I have outlined for you. Indeed, I look forward to your
suggestions/fbr ways to strengthen our efforts to eliminate abuses
and obsolete incentives, to improve compliance and enforcement, to
create enterprise zone incentives, and to charge users of various
Federal programs for the benefits that they receive.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. Your

entire statement will be made a part of the record. I know you
--

summarized it, and we appreciate that.

[The prepared statement of Secretary Regan follows:]
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THE HONORABLE DONALD T. REGAN
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
BEFORE THE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1982

Good morning.

President Reagan's budget is a blueprint for growth and
prosperity.
It is a plan for reducing Federal spending and the tax
burden.
It is a plan for increasing the family budget.
For the first time, we are asking the right people to
tighten their belts. the Federal government.
We have painstakingly gone through every item. All
members of the Cabinet have met with the President on their
programs. And we have fashioned a budget that responds to
the President's call for a new Federalismy it meets the
complex needs of our society and it reduces the rate of
growth in government.

This budget contains dramatic reductions in government
spending, yet it's important for people to know that we are
not tearing down the house or ransacking the furniture. We
are simply trying to stop the runaway growth of past Federal
spending and restore a measure of co mon sense to how we
spend the people' s money.
So let's
together.

take a quick look at how this budget was put

On the revenue side, we expect receipts totalling $666.1
billion for fiscal year 1983, of which $304.5 billion emes

from individuals, $65.3 billion from corporations, $225.5
billion from payroll taxes and the remainder from excises,
Federal Reserve earnings, and miscellaneous taxes and fees.

More importantly, we-have in place a sound long-run tax
system for the 1980's, one that will promote rapid growth of
income, savings, investment and employment for years to come.
That tax system, with a healthy economy, will generate as
much revenue as government should reasonably be allowed to
spend.

However, the revenue picture has been heavily affected
by two factors the recession and the drop in inflation -one bitter pill and one piece of candy which together have
significantly decreased revenue to the point of causing large
deficits. The recession is temporary, and the decline in
inflation is most welcome.
We, therefore, had to face some tough decisions about
how to cover the costs of some very important government
programs -- how to make up the difference between the $666.1
billion in revenues and the $757.6 billion in outlays -until the growing economy triggered by our reformed tax
system brings growing revenues into line with restrained
outlays.
Some have urged us to revoke the incentive-creatingtax
cuts already in place.- The result would have been lower real
growth for many years into the future. It would have
involved a self-defeating major change in a permanent tax
program to handle a temporary problem. That alternative was
not seriously considered. Instead, we shall propose certain
worthwhile tax reforms, upgrade our tax collection program,
renew our efforts at controlling spending, and borrow to
cover the remaining deficit.
Deficits are not good. They rob the private sector of
financial and real resources needed for growth, and divert
those resources into government consumption. So do taxes.
lhe root of the problem is the Federal spending which
appropriates those real resources and then must find the
means to pay for them in one way or another.
The budget deficit can and must be narrowed from the
spending side. For too long, spending has been rising faster
than the economy has grown. The economy can no longer
support the burden. Some progress was made last year in
reducing the runaway rate of growth in Federal non-defense
spending. Further efforts will be required this year and
into the future.
Insofar as spending is not reduced, it is preferable to

close the remaining transitional recession deficits of the
sort now being experienced by borrowing rather than by
taxing.

The funds are pulled from the private sector in

either case, but taxes impose a larger cost in terms of
reduced incentives for real growth.

We must continue to strive to reduce the deficit by

curtailing spending and promoting real growth.

The budget

and outlook we are proposing take major steps toward closing
that deficit over-the next several years. In the interim, it
can be handled in a nondisruptive fashion. Lot me put the
deficit into perspective.
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The projected deficits, though some of them are at
record dollar levels. are not unusual following a recession
when measured as a percent of OMP. The first attached obart
shows deficits as a percent of GNP since 1975.
On- and off-budget deficits were 3.6 and 4.5 percent of
GNP in Fiscal Years 1975 and 1976, due largely to the
1974-1975 recession. Deficits are projected to be 3.8
percent and 3.1 percent of GNP in Fiscal Years 1982 and 1983,
largely as a result of the current recession. There has boon
considerable concern that our projected deficits will put
extreme pressure on credit markets and thus drive up interest
rates. However, deficits do not cause high interest rates.
The historical record shows no direct association of deficits
and interest ratesi the second chart shows that in years with
large deficits, interest rates went down more than they went
up. Interest rates are determined by the real rate of return
on capital, the expected inflation rate, and a premium for
risk. Although deficits could conceivably influence expected

inflation and risk, this would not happen, according to the
latest Federal Reserve Board report, unless they were
accompanied by excessive money creation.

As you all know, this administration has adopted a
policy of slow and steady growth in the money supply. We are
fnagreement.with the Federal Reserve Board's fight against
inflation and support their announced intentions to reduce
money growth rates gradually from year to year. Although we
are concerned about the affect of the volatility in money
growth on interest rates, we intend to work closely with the
Fed in order to reduce these unhealthy fluctuations.
The deficits will be manageable because of the growth of
private sector saving, as shown in the third chart.
Private saving resulting from normal year-over-year
growth &nd the Economic Recovery Tax Act will be several
times greater than the total borrowing requirement of the
Federal government in 1983 and 1984 and thereafter.
The net additions to total private saving are larger
than the rise in the deficit. They will produce 'crowding

in" rather than "crowding out." This extra shot in the arm
of capital markets will put downward pressure on interest

rates. Even after financing the Federal deficit, there will
be billions of additional dollars each year for private

investment.
Normal year-to-year increases in saving exceed $40
billion each year. This will be supplemented by the
additional personal savings and additional business retained
earning induced by the tax cuts.
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Compared to 1981, private saving'will be more than 060
billion higher in 1982, more than 9170 billion higher in
1983, and more than $260 billion higher in 1984. Private
saving was just under $480 billion in 1981. It will rise to
more than $740 billion in 1984.
It has been lack of growth, morb than anything else,
that has been responsible for the current and projected
deficit. As a rough rule of thumb, each time growth falls
off by enough to produce a 1 percent increase in
unemployment, the budget deficit widens by more than $25
billion. In fact, if we had grown fast enough over the past
four years to get unemployment down below 6 percent, the
current deficit would be roughly $75 billion lower.
A
Growth is the only way to balance the budget while
promoting rising real income and employment. If the economy
were growing at 4 to 5 percent per year in real terms,
Federal revenues would be rising $30 to $35 billion per year
in real terms, even under an indexed tax code without the
windfall to the Federal government from bracket creep. That
is how fast the deficit would be falling in 1982 dollars if
real spending were being held constant. We have not asked
for spending restraint of that magnitude, choosing a more
gradual path toward budget balance. After a slight-dip in
real outlays in FY 1983, real outlays are projected to grow
approximately one-third as fast as the economy in the
following four years. However, we would be willing to look
at further spending restraint if Congress wishes.
I would like to point out, very firmly, that any changes
in the economic recovery program which reduce real growth
will tend to worsen the budget picture. Changes which reduce
individual or business saving by as much as or more than the
deficit will only worsen the situation in the credit markets.
The budget is not merely an accounting document. One
cannot simply take a billion dollars out of column A and put
it in column B. There are behavior changes and economic
repercussions from tax and spending shifts which affect
saving, investment, labor supply, income and revenue. Very
often, changes which may look good on paper will buy little
or no progress toward solving a budget problem especially
compared to the economic cost to the whole nation of the
policy shift.
These facts should be kept clearly in mind as we look at
the deficits in this budget.

As President Reagan points out in his Budget Message,
our success in reducing inflation has reduced tax receipts.
Over the next five years, we project a steady fall in
inflation. Yet if nominal GNP growth were just 2 percent
higher each year, reflecting a continuation of higher
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inflation, Federal receipts would be enlarged by $353 billion
over the five years as inflation and the progressive tax code
pushed taxpayers into higher brackets. After allowing for
inflated outlays, the budget deficit would be $38.5 billion
lower in 1907,
In the past, this is how Administrations and Congresses
planned to balance the budget. We have a better plan. We
ntand to balance the budget through spending restraint,
lower taxes and higher real growth, not through inflation.-

In the short run, there will be substantial deficits, due
primarily to the recession. However, we are confident that
personal and business savings over the next few years will be
adequate to finance both the projected deficits of the total
government sector and a very rapid increase in real capital
formation.
I realize that there has been concern over the apparent
reluctance of business to plunge ahead with new investment.
It is not suprising that some businessmen are holding back
until they are certain it is safe to proceed. A lot of them
are waiting for lower interest rates. Others are waiting to
make certain that Congress will not make drastic changes in
the Economic Recovery Tax Act so that they can plan with
confidence. Nothing kills investment faster than
uncertainty. Once these problems are resolved, the
investment will be there.
RECEIPT PROPOSALS
While the Administration is opposed to increasing
statutory tax rates -- rates which apply' at the margin to
taxpayers who work, save, and invest -- at the same time it
is coumitted to insuring that the tax system is run
efficiently and fairly. Thus, while we will not support
increases in marginal rates 'for taxpayers, we do propose

changes in three areas. 1) an elimination of abuses and
obsolete incentives within the system 2) a major effort to
improve tax collection and enforcement and 3) enterprise zone
,tax incentives and miscellaneous efforts to charge users of
various Federal programs for the benefits they receive.

We want to eliminate abuses and to remove obsolete
incentives within the system. In many cases, abuses arise
because the use of special typos of financial arrangements or
legal devices allow one taxpayer to pay a much lower tax than
a similar taxpayer engaged in exactly the same activity.
Through the Accelerated Cost Recovery-System (ACRe) and other
provisions included in the Econmic Recovery Tax Act of 1991,
Congress, working with this Administration, has lowered
effective marginal tax rate on all types of business activity. We do not, however, support haphazard and
arbitrary reductions in average tax rates for specific groups
of taxpayers.
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Eliminating tax abuses is entirely consistent with the
Admnistration's overall economic program. The abuses that we
propose to eliminate generally do not provide desirable
incentives. Even when they might affect marginal tax rates,
the effect is so distorted and so difficult to disentangle

from other effects that hardly any desirable incentive is
provided. Indeed, when a taxi provision provides benefits
only to a business or individual with special financial and
legal arrangements# rather than to all taxpayers engaging in
a similar activity, then it may end up subsidizing less
efficient taxpayers with competent counsel over more
efficient ones who rely on less competent legal and financial
advice.
This Administration proposes also that Congress join
with it in improving tax collection and enforcement.
Ensuring that taxes due the government are, in fact, paid by
taxpayers and that they are paid on a timely basis is
necessary to the maintenance of a fair and workable tax"
system. If nonpayment of taxes is allowed to go unchecked,
it can slowly eat away at the well-being of our system that
relies upon voluntary compliance.

If individuals instead are

convinced of the certainty yet fairness of enforcement
efforts, aI theyknow that no taxpayer will be given
preference in paying tax as income is earned, then the system
can work well. Taxpayers will comply honestly and support a
system which they think is fairly administered. However, if
the Government fails to make adequate efforts at enforcement
and adopt proper methods of administration, then that support
will erode.

Strengthened enforcement and improved tax collection are
entirely consistent with the Administration's economic
program. Improved compliance and timely payment of taxes
owed does not raise statutory tax rates and has almost no
effect on the rate of return from saving and investment, but
it does reduce the opportunities and benefits from
underreporting income.
Those who underpay their taxes indirectly raise the tax
rates of those who report all of their income and pay their
taxes on a timely basis. It would be foolish to argue that

efficient productive incentives are provided by our
maintaining a system in which it is easier for some persons
to underreport income or to pay taxes later than others must.
While this Administration is committed to a program of
improved tax collection and enforcement, we are not wedded
only to the proposals presented in the budget.

We look

forward to Congressional input into this program and believe
that your suggestions for improving collection and
enforcement efforts will be vital to developing an overall
bill. I feel confident that the resulting bill will be fair
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to the American people, yet at the same time will address in
a forthright manner problems of compliance, administration
and timely payment of taxes.
Finally, the Administration has proposed a number of
initiatives to improve upon incentives in the economy, to
insure that direct beneficiaries and users of various
Governmental services are required to pay for some of these
services, and to make more rational and consistent the
operation of existing programs. While the initiatives
involve many issues besides tax policy, I want to discuss
them briefly with you today because they also have an effect
on receipts.
Shortly we will be releasing Comprehensive explanations
of our proposals for major tax revisions and for improvements
in tax collection and enforcement. We are also preparing
legislative drafts which we will send up as soon as they are
completed. However, let me now provide you with some brief
details on each of our proposals.
TAX REVISIONS
Completed Contract Method of Accounting

-

Current regulations allow contractors to defer tax on
income from long-term contracts until the year that the
contract is completed. This completed contract method of tax
accounting permits full deferral of income reporting on
progress payments received by the contractor throughout the
term of the contract even though certain costs are currently
deducted.
The completed contract method thus permits income to be
deferred for tax purposes long after payments are received
and. long after income is deemed earned according to standard
accounting practices. The use of the completed contract
method has led to large and unintended tax benefits. For
instance, many contractors, including virtually all in the
defense and aerospace industries, can substantially reduce
their tax liability through .he use of the completed contract
method. This is accomplished by deferring all income from a
contract until the contract is completed while taking
allowable deductions for indirect costs currently. In some
cases the period of-deferral can be as long as 10, 15 or even
20 years.
Because of inflation and the increasing size of new
contracts# deductible costs on new contracts often exceed
income to be recognized from old contracts in any one year.
The result has been that many taxpayers, while enjoying
substantial economic profits and reporting thee profits to

shareholders and creditors, have been reporting large losses
for tax purposes. These tax losses may shelter other income
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from taxation. In at least one case, the losses have been
sufficient to eliminate the taxpayer's accumulated earnings
and profits enabling that taxpayer to make tax-free
distributions to shareholders.
A particular problem resulting from the long-term
contract accounting rules arises because certain construction
contracts and contracts for the sale of heavy equipment
include provisions for engineering or other assembly services
to take place after delivery of parts and materials. Many
taxpayers obtain additional deferral by maintaining that
contracts are not complete until such services have been
rendered. This is done even when full payment has been
received upon delivery of parts and materials.
The Administration proposes legislation to disallow the
use of the completed contract method of tax accounting,
effective January 1. 1983. Taxpayers will be required to use
either the percentage of completion method or the progress
payment method of accounting for long-term contracts. The
percentage of completion method permits current-deductions
for allowable costs but requires reporting income according
to the percentage of the contract completed in the tax year.
The progress payment method allocates costs to long-term
contracts and defers their deduction until the taxpayer has a
right to receive payment under the contract.
At the time the right to payment accrues, the taxpayer
may deduct the total of the current and previously unclaimed
costs allocated to a contract, up to the amount of the
accrued payment.
I the accrued payments exceed costs, the
taxpayer would recognize such excess as income.
In addition, the Administration intends to amend the
current completed contract regulations to require that most
indirect costs (so-called period costs) be allocated to
contracts rather than inmediately expensed# and to clarify
current rules regarding when contracts may be aggregated and
when they must be severed in order to properly measure
income.
The legigative and -rgulatory proposals would be
effective foeltaxable years beginning after December 31,
1982. However, the legislative proposal provides that
taxpayers may continue to use existing completed contract
rules for contracts entered into on or before September 25,
1981. the date the Administration first announced its
intention to change these rules. The regulatory proposal----will similarly grandfather contracts entered into on or
before September 25, 1981. Grandfathered contracts* however,
may be affected by our corporate minimum tax as discussed
below.

(7j2
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Repeal Business Energy Tax Credits
Under current law, businesses are allowed investment tax
credits for energy property in addition to the regular
investment tax credit. Also available are production tax
credits and Industrial Development bond financing for certain
energy sources. Current law further provides an excise tax
exemption, or an equivalent tax credit, for gasohol. Some of
theso energy tax incentives expire at the end of 1982# but
others extend through 1985 and beyond.
The original reasons for providing these tax incentives
no longer apply today. At the time these incentives were
proposed and enacted, price controls and allocations were in
effect on both crude oil and natural gas, and there was
substantial political resistance to decontrol.
Prices of
both oil and natural gas faced by consumers and received by
producers were substantially below replacement costs, as
reflected by the price of imported oil. Oil imports were
growing at the same time that domestic consumption was being
subsidized and domestic production discouraged.
Because of price controls, business firms and households
had insufficient incentive to invest in energy-conserving
capital or in alternative energy sources (other than oil or
gas), or to use alternative fuels, such as fuels derived from
alcohol, wood, or biomass.
Therefore, some economic
rationale may have existed for tax incentives for
conservation and renewable energy.
Since enactment of the credits, however, crude oil
prices have been decontrolled and partial decontrol of
natural gas prices is being phased in.
Whatever their
original justification, the credits are no longer needed
because most firms confront the true replacement cost of
energy and therefore have sufficient incentive to invest in
energy conservation and renewable energy and to purchase
alternative fuels without targeted tax incentives.
The energy tax incentives distort the allocation of
resources by encouraging firms to undertake investments that
are uneconomic at current market prices and to purchase
higher cost fuels when a lower cost substitute is available.
As a result, these incentives divert workers, capital, and
initiative from more productive uses elsewhere in the economy
and lower the net productivity of the capital stock.
In general, tax incentives for specific investments fail
to rely on markets to allocate resources efficiently.- We
believe that it is better to rely on the market, rather than
Federal management, to determine patterns of energy use. The
Administrationls Accelerated Cost Recovery System acres) ,
enacted as part of the Economic Recovery Tax Act, has removed
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tax impediments to business investment -- including
investments now eligible for energy tax-incentives -- without
dictating ..rmsl choices among investment alternatives.
Moreover, by reducing the cost of only some conservation

measures, the energy tax incentives discourage other,
potentially more efficient, approaches. Many now inventions
and refinements in old technology are not covered by the
subsidies, and therefore are at a disadvantage because the
Federal government subsidizes the competition.
Effective January 1, 1983, the Administration proposes
to repeal all business energy tax credits, the gasahol excise
tax exemption, and special provisions allowing States and
localities to issue tax-exempt industrial development bonds
to finance low-head hydroelectric facilities and other energy
property. Fuel production credits and incentives for alcohol
fuel production will also be repealed. Transition rules will
Mitigate the effect of repeal on taxpayers who have relied on
existing law.
Restrict Tax-exempt Bonds for Private Activities
Current law permits States and localities to issue
tax-exempt revenue bonds for industrial development, housings
and other private activities. There is no requirement under
current law that industrial development bonds (1DB.) serve a
genuine public purpose. In addition, tax-exempt financing.
combined with Accelerated Cost Recovery and the investment
tax credit, can result in unwarranted tax benefits.
The volume of private purpose tax-exempt bonds has grown
rapidly. More than $25 billion were issued in 1981, up from
$8.5 billion five years earlier. Private purpose bonds
accounted for 24 percent of the tax-exempt bond market in

The largest growth has
1976 but rose to 48 percent in 1981.
occurred in small-issue IDBS, which allow tax-exempt

financing for any trade or business. Small-issue IDBs
marketed in 1981 reached an estimated $10.5-billion, out of
the total $25 billion of private purpose bonds. Continued
growth in the use of tax-exempt bonds for private purposes is
expected unless actions are taken to limit their use. The

expansion of tax-exempt bonds for private purposes affects

the market for tax-exempt securities as a whole. This raises
the cost to State and local governments of financing
traditional public services.
Many of the private activities using tax-exempt
financing would not have received direct Federal or local

government assistance. Small-issue IDBs have been used to
finance such private activities as office buildings for
doctors and lawyers, fast food franchises, recreational
facilities, and nursing homes operated for profit. Access to
tax-exempt financing is offered in-almost all political
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jurisdictions, either by State or local governments or by
authorities acting on their behalf. These authorities are
often established for the sole purpose of issuing tax-exempt
revenue bonds for private entities and may serve to avoid
local voter approval requirements.
Providing tax exemption for the interest on certain
private purpose obligations may serve legitimate public
purposes in some instanceS. Current law, however, does not
require the showing of any genuine local public purpose. In
fact, several issuing authorities have authorized tax-exempt
bonds for facilities located outside of their own
jurisdiction. A requirement that private purpose tax-exempt
obligations be shown to serve the needs of the local
community will-improve the uses of the Federal tax benefit
and will limit the volume of such obligations. This will
reduce their impact on the market for traditional municipal
bonds and the Federal government's revenue loss.,
The availability of tax-exempt financing for exempt
activities and other private purposes causes distortions in
the allocation of capital resources. The ability to obtain a
lower cost of borrowing for certain activities creates a bias
in favor of investment in those activities. In effect, those
favored activities are subsidized at the expense of other
activities. Thus# the allocation of capital is based upon
government decisions rather than upon its relative economic
productivity.
/
Moreover, in combination with the accelerated cost
recovery provided investment by the Economic Recovery Tax
Act, tax-exempt financing results in unwarranted subsidy for
many eligible borrowers. This combination of tax benefits
completely eliminates the tax on income from certain
investments and also provides tax shelter for income from
other assets. "Double dipping" of this sort should not be
allowed.
In contrast with other categories of private purpose
tax-exempt bonds, exempt small issues may be used in limited
dollar amounts for any type of investment in depreciable
property or land. Large businesses presently are able to
finance an unlimited number of facilities with small-issue
IDB's because the dollar limits apply only within a single
city or county. For example, one of the largest chains of
retail stores in the country, has financed facilities in at
least 100 localities, to the tune of $240 million since 1976.
Many large firms are using small-issue-IDB's even though they
are able to raise funds readily in capital markets without a
government subsidy or guarantee.
The Administration proposes that assets financed with
tax-exempt bonds issued after 1982 must be depreciated dsing
the straight-line method over extended recovery periods. In
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addition, the tax exemption for private purpose bonds will be
limited to those that are publicly approved by State or local
governments and which. for bonds issued after 1985, receive a
financial contribution or comitment from the local
government.
Small issue industrial development bonds will
not*" allowed for large businesses, which have capital
expenditures exceeding $20 million over a six-year period.
Additional requirements relating to information reporting of
IDBs, registration, and arbitrage profits also will be
imposed.
Modified Coinsurance
Many insurance companies have entered into modified
coinsurance arrangements and have claimed substantial
reductions in their tax liability. Such- arrangements are
designed principally for tax avoidance s*.nce little, if any,
insurance risk is actually transferred between companies.
In form, modified coinsurance agreements involve the
transfer of insurance risk between two companies. In
substance, virtually no insurance risk is actually
transferred. Although together they may be in the same
financial and risk position after the transfer, their
combined-taxes are lowered substantially. Many policies
reinsured under modified coinsurance involve little, if any.
present insurance risk. Because there is no meaningful
transfer of risk, there is generally no significant non-tax
business purposes for most modified coinsurance agreements.
Modified coinsurance agrements are structured so that
actual payment between the companies is a mall percentage of
the amount of income converted. This small charge represents
the "coinsurer'*" fee for entering into the agreement. The
nominal amount charged indicates the absence of any
significant transfer of risk or economic purpose under the
oified insurance agreement.
The modified coinsurance provision of the Code was never
intended to produce large tax benefits for in urance
companies.
The federal corporate income paid by the largest
mutual life insurance companies fell by 35 percent from 1979
to 1980, and by more that 40 percent from 1980 to 1981. The
primary reason for this reduction is modified coinsurance.
-In
several cases, the effect was to nearly eliminate tax
liability.
Through regulations and legislation the Administration
proposes to eliminate the unintended tax benefits resulting
from the use of modified coinsurance. In addition, the tax
treatment of other forms of coinsurance will be changed to
prevent insurance companies from obtaining similar unintended
tax benefits.

The legislative proposal applies to all
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reinsurance agreements entered into after December 31, 1981.
Capitalization of Construction-Period Interest and Taxes
Individual taxpayers must capitalize interest and taxes
incurred during the construction of commercial and industrial
buildings and deduct those costs over ten years. Under
provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the write-off
priod for rental housing (other than low-income housing) is
years, but is scheduled to become 10 years by 1984.
However, for corporations (other than subchapter 8
corporations and personal holding companies), the law permits
imediate write-off of these costs. The substantial
acceleration of cost recovery provided by the Economic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981 makes it unnecessary to grant

corporations-an immediate deduction for a portion of
construction costs.

It is a well-established financial and tax accounting-

principle that the costs of acquiring an asset, whether it is
held for resale or for use in the production of goods and

services-for future sale, should be c~naidered a capital
cost, not a current cost, of earning income. Only when the
asset itself is-sold-may the capitalized cost be recovered as

a deduction from the sales proceeds in determining gain or,
if the asset is used by the owner to produce goods and
services for sale, the capitalized cost may be recovered as
deductions over a reasonable period as the asset is used.

Unlike most corporate taxpayers, individuals and
artnerships are required to capitalize construction period
interest and taxes other than those-associated with

low-income housing. These costs of acquiring assets are like
other construction costs such as labor, materials, fees, and
permits, all of which are capitalized and recovered when the
real estate is sold or used to produce income. There is no

economic policy or tax administration reason why corporations

should not be subject to the same rules as individual
tax&yers who construct commercial and other nonresidential
buildings. Indeed, it is both economically inefficient and
unfair to apply different sets of accounting rules to
taxpayers according to their form of organization.

The Administration proposes that construction-period
interest and taxes incurred by corporations to develop
non-residential real property after December-31, 1982 be
capitalized. Costs will be recovered over 10 years. This
proposal will not change the tax treatment of residential
construction. The cost of commercial construction undertaken
by corporations will be increased by a small amount, normally
less than 2 percent.

Corporate Minimum Tax
--

Corporations currently must pay a minimum tax, in

addition to regular income tax, equal to 15 percent of.
certain tax preferences. This "add-on" minimum tax is not
limited to those corporations that pay very little or no
regular income tax. It may apply to any corporation that has
reduced its tax liability through the use of designated tax
preferences.
Nonetheless, many corporations currently pay no Federal
corporation income tax, despite reporting large profits to
their shareholders. The proposed corporate minimum tax would
tax "corporate profits." that is, regular taxable income plus
certain special deductions# and would appW only to those
corporations that pay very low regular rates of tax.
For corporations other than Subchapter 8 corporations
and personal holding companies, the Administration proposes
to repeal the add-on minimum tax, effective January 1, 1983,
and to replace it with an alternative minimum tax.
Corporations will be required to pay the greater of their
regular income tax or an alternative tax equal to 15 percent
of-their alternative tax base. This alternative tax base
equals regular taxable income plus certain tax preferences,
less $50,000. The alternative tax base will include both
preferences from the current minimum tax and a number of new
preference items. Current preference items also in the
alternative base area
o

Percentage depletion in excess of the year-end
adjusted basis of the property,

o

Accelerated depreciation on real property in excess
of that allowable under the 15-year straight-line
method,

o

Amortization of certified pollution control
facilities, and child care in excess of normally
allowable depreciation, and

o

-

Reserves for losses on bad debts of financial
institutions in excess of reserves allowable on thebasis of their experience.

The alternative base will also include the following new

preference items:
o Intangible drilling costs in excess of amounts
allowable had they been amortized over 10 years,
o Mining exploration and development costs in excess of
those allowable under a 10-year amortization schedule,
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o Lessor's leasing benefits which are in excess of net
cash investment amortized on the straight-itne basis
over the term of a safe-harbor lease,
o Deductions for interest on debt to carry tax-exempt
securities,
o Deferred DISC income,
o Shipping income deposited in capital construction
funds or construction reserve funds#
o Amortization of motor carrier operating rights
deductible under Section 266 of the Economic Recovery
Tax Act of 1981,
o original issue discount interest deductions in excess
of amounts that would be deductible under a constant
interest rate bond, and
o Current deductions of certain indirect costs incurred
with respect'to long-term contracts entered into
before September 25, 1981.
The foreign tax credit is the only existing credit
claimable against the alternative minimum tax. Investment
tax credits which give no benefit due to the minimum tax can
be carried forward.
We look forward to working with this Conmitteo to
develop a base for the corporate minimum tax that is
reasonable and fair, yet insures that all profitable
corporations pay their share of tax.
IMPROVED TAX COLLECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
Withholding on Interest and Dividends Individuals who honestly report their interest and
dividends pay more than their fair share of the total tax
burden. Recovering known lost tax revenues by withholding
where a reporting system is already largely in place -- is
both an efficient and a sensible step to take.

--

imposition of withholding on interest and dividends ic a
natural complement to the Economic Recovery Tax Act objective
of reducing the tax burden on income from investment.
Withholding offers an opportunity to increase tax revenues
substantially without raising taxes on those citizens who
carry their full sire of the tax burden of this country.
While individuals are estimated to underreport wage
income by only 2 to 3 percent, the comparable figure for
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interest and dividend income is 9 to 16 percent. Even with
the additional reporting requirements enacted in the Revenue
Act of 1962, a number of taxpayers still fail to report and
pay tax on around #20 billion of taxable dividends and
interest.
As interest and dividends have increased as a share of
individual incomes, the compliance problems of underreporting
has also increased. In 1962, interest and dividends
represented approximately 5.3 percent of adjusted gross
incomes by 1981.-interest and dividends represented 8.4
recent of reported adjusted gross income -- an increase from
40 billion to $150 billion. At the same time, the portion
of individuals' income represented by wages, declined by at
least an equivalent amount. As a result of this change in
the composition of the Nation's income, taxpayer compliance
overall has declined because a smaller portion of overall
income is subject to withholding.

r

Unfortunately, information reporting is simply
inadequate to reduce this shortfall. Much of the unreported
interest and dividend income consists of relatively small
amounts that millions of taxpayers- simply neglect to report
-- a. a result of failure to maintain records, or other
causes not amounting to fraud. Although the IRS matches a
high proportion of the information returns filed, there are a
number of reasons why the matching process cannot close the
gap of unreported income. Many information returns contain
inadequate or inaccurate information, with the result that
matching is difficult or impossible. In the wage area, by
contrast, the number of unprocessable information returns is
much lower because taxpayers have an incentive to obtainproper credit for withheld taxes. It is extremely expensive
for the IRS to use letters, phone calls, and personal visits
to follow up taxpayers suspected of underreporting,
especially when only small amounts of tax may be collected
from each one.
The obvious failure of some taxpayers to report interest
and dividend income diminishes public respect for the tax
system, and jeopardizes our system of voluntary compliance.
Moreover, past experience has proven that withholding is by
far the most effective means of combatting noncompliance in
the reporting of income.
Under the proposal, 5 percent of payments of taxable
interest and dividends would be withheld* Nontaxable
individuals filing exemption certificate* and corporations
would be exempt from withholding. Taxpayers aged 65 or older
with a tax liability of $500 C01,000 on a joint return). or
less would also be exempt from withholding. This will exempt
elderly couples earning less than $14,907 in 1983.
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This withholding proposal differs significantly from
past withholding proposals. The problem of forced
overwithholding, so prevalent in those past proposals, has
been virtually eliminated by the low rate of withholding, the
proposed exemption procedures, and the provision in ERTA
which will allow workers to adjust wage withholding for any
overwithholding that could occur. In addition, we must
recognize that the system of reporting of interest and
dividend income on forms 1099 is well established new forms
will be quite similar to the old forms, with an additional
line for the amount of tax withheld. Costs to financial
institutions thereby will be kept to a minimum. Indeed, my
own experience as head of a large financial organization,
along with many discussions with officers of our Nation's
financial institutions, has convinced me that withholding is
a sound and efficient means of increasing compliance.
Corporate Income Tax Payment Speedup
Corporations generally are required to pay at least 80
percent of their current year's tax liability in estimated
payments due four times a year. The remaining liability is
payable in two equal installments due on the 15th day of the
3rd and 6th months following the close of their taxable year.
An exception to the estimated tax payments rules permits
corporations to base their estimated tax payments on the full
amount of their prior year's tax liability. For large
corporations, the estimated payments must be at least 65
percent of their current year's liability (75 percent in 1983
and 80 percent thereafter).
To the extent feasible, taxes should be paid on a
current basis. Given the ability of corporations to estimate
their income on a monthly basis, there-is no longer any
reason to permit corporations to underpay their taxes by up
to 20 percent. A 10 percent deviation is sufficient t-o
reflect the uncertainties of intra-year estimates.
In order to collect corporate taxes on a more current
basis, the Administration proposes, for tax years beginning
after 1982, to increase the required estimated tax payment
from 80 percent to 90 percent of the current year's
liability, and to require that all remaining liability be
paid in one payment on the 15th day of the 3rd month
following the close of the tax year. In addition, large
corporations making estimated tax payments based on prior
years"liability will be required to pay at least 85 percent
of their current year's liability in 1985 and 90 percent
thereafter. All corporations with taxable incomes of less
than $1 million in each of the three prior years will be
exempt from this latter rule.
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IRS Staff Increases
In order to improve the efficiency of enforcement and
collection activities, the Administration proposes to
increase the enforcement staff of the Internal Revenue
Service by more than 5,000 persons. 4
- Three thousand of these 5.000 now employees will be
assigned to collecting delinquent taxes, 1,000 will
concentrate on the identification of nonfilers who owe taxes
and the remaining e00 will examine deficient returns and
process appeals.
Although the vast majority of taxpayers voluntarily pay
their correct tax on time, delinquent taxpayers currently owe
the Treasury more than $20 billion in Uncollected taxes. An
estimated additional $70 billion in revenues are lost each
year as a result of unreported income and improper
deductions. A strengthening of internal Revenue Service
enforcement activities will generate increased government
revenue and will improve the fairness of the tax system for
all taxpayers. Public confidence in the equity of our tax
laws is preserved only if the few who fail to pay their fair
share are held accountable.
OTHER PROPOSALS AFFECTING RECEIPTSZnteSpriese

Zone Tax Incentives

Under current law, no special tax incentives are
provided for the redevelopment of depressed areas. The
Administration therefore proposes that beginning January 1,
1984. up to 25 small urban areas per year (not to exceed 75
in total) may be designated as "enterprise zones". Relief
from Federal# State or local regulations, and special tax
incentives designed to increase investment and employment
will be provided businesses and individuals locating in these
areas. The-e incentives will be applicable for a 20-year
period. The Administration will be providing you with
details on this proposal at a later date.
Miscellaneous Proposals
o -Airport and airway trust fund taxes. Statutory
authority for the airport and airway trust fund
expired on September 30. 1980. The Administration
proposes to reinstate statutory authority for the
airport and airway trust fund effective July 1, 1982.
o

Increases in Passport and visa fees. The
Administration has proposed an increase in passport
fees from $15 to $30 effective April 1. 1982, and an
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increase in immigrant visa fee
effective March 1, 1982.
0

from $25 to $100

Change in railroad retirement system. The railroad
ret rement system provides coverage generally

equivalent to a combination of social security-and a
multi-employer industry pension plan. Railroad
employees and employers make contributions to
railroad retirement that are generally equivalent to
social security payroll taxes. Beginning October 1,
1982, the Administration proposes to extend full
social security coverage to railroad worker! payroll
taxes would be deposited directly in the social
security trust funds. The Administration also
proposes to return the rail industry's plan to the
private sector.
o Extension of highway .trust fund taxes. Under current
law, the 4 cents per gallon tax on gasoline and
diesel fuels will dcl ine to 1.5 cents per gallon on
October 1, 1984. Several other taxes that are
deposited in the highway trust fund will be reduced
or will expire at the same time. The Administration
proposes to extend these taxes at their present rate.
o

Extension of social security hospital insurance taxes
to Meral cpoyoees. Most Federal civilian
employees currently are exempt from social security
taxes. The Administration proposes to require
Federal employees-to pay the employee portion of the
social security hospital insurance tax effective

January 1

1983.

Technical Proposals
As soon as possible technical proposals will be
submitted to further close tax loopholes and facilitate IRScollection and enforcement efforts.
CONCLUSION

We have in place a tax system for the 1980's that will
promote the growth of income, savings, investment and
employment for years to come. Eliminating the incentives
ust adopted by Congress and choosing-instead to steadily

increase tax rates would only be a return to the policies of

the past w--policies that have been tried and failed.

The budget deficits can and must be narrowed, but from
the spending side, not the tax side. While the recession
will cause substantial deficits in the short run, it is only
higher real growth in the long run that will restore our
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Nation's health. - Raising-tax rates will only exacerbate our
-problems by lowering possible future growth.
While the Administration is opposed to raising tax rates
in general, it recognizes the need to insure that the tax
system is run efficiently and fairly. We support a program
to eliminate abuses and eliminate obsolete incentives, to
make major improvements in tax collection and enforcement, to
create enterprise zone tax incentives and to make efforts to
charge users of various Federal programs for the benefits
that they receive.
Lot me throw out a final challenge to those who might
oppose the Administration's tax program. I recognize that
there are those who did not and do not support reductions in
rates of tax for individuals and businesses, and I recognize
that there are those who will oppose the initiatives that we
have presented to you today. What I find most
incomprehensible, however, are those persons who can oppose
both. At least in part, those individuals can only be
proposing that an increase in tax rates on all taxpayers is a
better means bf raising revenues than eliminating abuses and
obsolete incentives, or improving compliance and enforcement
programs. This type of choice, however, favors "special
ntorestse, those who are able to engage in complex financial
and legal arrangements, those who underreport their income,
those who do not pay taxes on a timely basis and users of
services who do not pay for the benefits that they receive.
Such favoritism is not warranted for two reasons: first, it
is blatantly unfair to the taxpayer who willingly and
honestly pays his fair share of the tax burden, and, second,
as a substitute for direct rate reductions, it provides much
less incentive ;or restoring our Nation's.economic health.
Mr. Chairman, I do not believe that most members of this
Committee will favor special interests over the average
taxpayer. I invite each mekezr of this Committee to work
-with us on 'the proposals that " have outlined for you.
Indeed, I look forward to your suggestions for ways to
strengthen our efforts to eliminate abuses and obsolete
incentives, to improve compliance and enforcement, to create
enterprise zone incentives and to charge users of various
Federal programs for the benefits that they receive.
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The CHAMAN. We will operate under-the so-called early bird
rule, aid maybe 7 minutes the first round. If any other members
have pressing other committees, we would be happy to accommodate anybody who must be somewhere else in the next few minutes. So if you would just let us know, we could take care of that.
Last fall, Mr. Secretary, you testified before. the Budget Committee that the economy would turn up this sprin . Lately, it would
appear from the President's press conference and other indications,
that that date is being pushed back. Can you give me any idea of
when we might expect the recession to end? I don't expect a specfic date or week or maybe even a month, but is it still spring?
Secretary RE.AN. I think the second .uarter of calendar 1982,

Mr. Chairman, is when we will see a positive return in real growth
of GNP. I don't think that the ammtration is waffling from that
earlier projection. I think what the President was saying in his
press conference last week was exactly what you just said: He
didn't want to be pinned down to a specific date or a specific
month. But I am confident, having talked to him, that he shares
our view that in the second quarter will return to real growth in
GNP.
The CHARMAN. Following up on that, can I assume, then, that

you are fairly optimistic?
Secretary REGAN. As usual, Mr. Chairman, I am a bit bullish.

The CHARMAN. Are you more or less optimistic than you were

when you were here before?
Secretary RGAn. Strangely enough, I am more optimistic.
Maybe I am whsti in thedark here; maybe I see things that
others don't see; buti do think that we will snap back from the
current recession and do it this year.
The CHAaA. Yesterday the 90-day Treasury bill rates fell by
more than 2 percentage points. Does this signal the long-expected
break in the interest rates?
Secretary RmAN. Well, it's, I would say, at least one swallow,
which of course is much better than a turkey. I've noticed that
several of the large banks have dropped their prime back to 16
this morning. SO i suggest that we seem to be getting some break.
But notice what happened here. In spite of the talk about our big
deficits, and the like,-what really has happened is people watch the
change in the money supply and there was a dramatic drop in
the.money supply announced unexpectedly-well, the announce.
ment was expected, but the size of the drop was not expected. It
was $3V biion last Friday. As a result of that, the markets took
heart that the Fed might not have to tighten up as much as they
TheCA= AN. It's my understanding the policy of the administration and Fed is one of cooperation now; is that correct characterization?
Secretary RzoAN. We support their goals, announced monetary
goals, for this year.
The CHAmsRMN. And it has been-suggested by, I think, Senator

Jepsen and Congressman Reuss that we adjust the withho
tables now to reflect a 10-percent tax cut scheduled in July. I think
Treasury has been looking at that proposal. That would differ with
other proposals which would take it back to January, the full 10
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percent, which would be very costly. Have you given any indication
to anyone whether or not that is feasible or whether you would
support uuch a move? Maybe just reflect the change of withholding
tables in April or May, or at the earliest possible time?
Secretary RzGAN. Well, we have taken a look at that. And from
the point of view of actually trying to get it through the Congr ess,
signed by the President, and then have IRS come up with new
tables, publish them and have that go into effect, it would be
probably, well into May if not into June before all of that could be accomplished.
You would know better than I, Mr. Chairman, the difficulty of
getting such a thing through the Congress quickly, and you would
have to get it through the Congress within 8 or Tdays in order to
give the- IRS, well, what? Three to five weeks-maybe they could
shorten that-to change the tables and have them go into effect. So
I don't think it's a practical suggestion at this particular time. I
think we should leave well enough alone and go ahead with the
Jul, 1, 1982, cut.
The CHIMA1N. As I understand, at least from published reports,
you do not support a trial balloon that was quoted by the majority
leader on the surtax. Is that correct? I am not certain I do, either,
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surtax, I think that is the type of suggestion that we will be seeing
coming from the Congress over the next several weeks and months
as you wrestle with the same problems that we in the administration were wrestling with in November, December, and January. We
finally came to the conclusion that the tax increases were not feasible except for certain changes in the Tax Code, and I've just summarized those sugge
tons to you. We came up with certain budgetary suggestions. We went as far as we thought we could, and we
decided to live with the big deficits.
Now, it may be that the Congress will differ in their views, but I
think at this time I would rather not comment on all of these individually as-they come up, lest each day I be required to comment
as someone else has a new suggestion. I would rather wait and see
how the Congress finally comes out.
I do want to say this about surtaxes, though: This was tried
during- the Johnson administration. They did manage to have a
surplus in 1 year, but then fell right off the wagon again, and we
went into even worse deficits immediately thereafter. So, at best,
that's a temporary palliative.
The CHRMAni. I think my. time has about expired. But as I understand all of these suggestions you- have made, you would hope
that we might make those effective in January of 1983?
Secretary REAN. Yes. Our effective date for all of this is Janufuture. provithe immediate
suggested
ary 1,e.1983. Nothing sere
i some for
rumor
that the insurance
sion, that they think they ought to postpone that and not even consider it until calendar year 1983, ad that was not my impression.
Secretary REzcA. We would want that considered this year,
passed this year, and made effective January 1, of 1988.
The CHAiiw4. We were told by the insurance industry last year
that If we didn't do anything last year, our so-called second tax bill,
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they would be ready to go this year. Now they say they are ready
togo next year. I assume next year they would be ready to go the
nextyear.
Secretary REGAN. I would assume so, Mr. Chairman.
The-CHAIRMAN. Senator Bentsen?
Senator BzwmN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I have just returned from the State of Texas, and
I have never seen such apprehension on the part of the people of
my State concerning high interest rates and the deficit we are
facing.
Yet, at the same-time we are facing a record deficit, we have a
number of highly unfair tax breaks that drain large sums from the
Treasury. One of the provisions that is most unfair is the sale of tax
credits to very profitable corrations-which can result in their
avoiding taxes completely. Ihgave talked to members of boards of
directors of companies that are buying tax credits and they say,
"The law is there. We are going to take advantage of it; Bit we
don't understand why it's put in there." It seems to me that's an
obvious place to try to cut back on the administration's deficit. I
have been told that there are over $3 to $4 billion worth of. such
tax credits-sales already under negotiation for this year.
Mr. Secretary, allowing the very profitable of this country to pay
no taxes at all, not only adds substantially to the deficit, but also

destroys confidence in the tax system. That is wrong and ought to
be done away with.
I introduced an amendment to try to strike those provisions from
the 1981 tax bill, but at that time very few people understood the
problems inherent in the sale of tax credits, so I didn't get much
support for my amendment. But I understand there are now over
20 of those bills introduced to do just that.
I would like your reaction to a possible repeal of that provision,
as well as to the possibility of establishing an effective minimum
tax on corporations.
I fully support taxreaks that will actually increase productivity.
I worked very hard to increase depreciation and accelerate it so
corporations could buy new equipment and new plants to make us
more productive; but productivity won't increase by allowing major
cowmrations to buy tax losses.
Secretary RGAN. Well, let's take a look at some of the history of
this, Senator, and see if we can come up with some additional
thoughts on it.
First of all, you will recall that the administration proposed this
last year at a time when people were talking about refundable tax
credits, because there are many industries in the United States,
unfortunately, that cannot use their tax credits-the steel industry,
the automobile industry, the airline industry to some extent, obviously the construction- industry. They cannot use their investment
tax credits, yet the Congress and the administration wanted to see
what they could do to help those industries, particularly even more
so now that we are in a recession and these are the industries
where we have the highest rates of unemployment.
Senator BEmNS.N. Well, Mr. Secretary, wouldn't directly refunding those companies with excess tax credits be more equitable than
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the present approach, which allows profitable corporations to pay
no tax?
, Secretary REGAN. Well, to the extent, though, that we are getting at that through the minimum tax, that leasing will be part of
the preferences that will go into the minimum tax.
Senator BENTsEN. Well, let me comment on that. You made a
-comment that one of the reasons that business was not investing
was because they were-concerned that Congress might pass a drastic take back ofttese provisions. Yet, that charge is better laid at
the doorstep of the administration.
The tax reductions of last year's bill for 1982 to 1985 were $77
billion, The administration now proposes to take back $40.2 billion
or 52.1 percent of what the corporations got out of the tax bill.
That's what your own numbers say that-you are proposing. It
seems to mo that it's the administration talking about a major
change.
Secretary REGAN. Well, again, come back to what we are tryng
to do here. There are certain segments of American business which
have been, we think, unduly favored by the Tax Code. And as a
result, they have come Up-,with strange interpretations of the Tax
Cdde which I don't think were the intention of the Congress in
passing it. Modified co-insurance is certainly an example of that.
That started in 1978-79 and has grown so much so now that our
tax collections from insurance companies are less than 40 percent
of what they were.
Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Secretary, obviously changes are going to

have to be made in that provision. But there is a very specific
abuse taking place in the sale of tax credits that must be addressed.
Secretary REGAN. -Well, Senator, I would ask that you withhold
comment until such time as we can get the whole study to you. As
you know, the IRS was asked to have anyone engaging in leasing
report to it by January 31 of the type of lease and the details of it.
We now have that information in place. We are rushing with highest priority in the IRS to try to come out with that study. We hope
to have it by mid-March. And then, over a period of the next 30 or
60 days we can analyze it together to see exactly what did happen.
Senator BENTSEN. All right. I will look forward to reading your
study, but you are going to see a lot of people rushing through that
loophole in the meantime.
I would like to also comment on the housing situation. I recall
last year you were saying that the depression in housing would end
shortly'because lower interest rates were coming and because there
would be a general recovery in the economy. Of course, we have
not seen that yet. Yet, you are targeting further cuts in Ginnie
Mae and for the elimination of it by 1984, a drastic 70 percent cut
in farmers home loans, and cutbacks in Federal assistance. for elderly and handicapped housing. The result of those proposals will
only accelerate the problem.
We are looking at a situation in the Farmers Home Administration where delinquencies have increased by 35 percent. We are
seeing an increase in bankruptcies and unemployment and the
home building industry. Now the administration wants to gut a
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program that has been underway for 45 years and that has been a
successful one. It seems to me that this is a contradictory course,
and I don't really see it as a budget-saving item.
Secretary RWAN. Well, what we have done is to try to cut back
on the size of those programs. They have grown enormously in the
last 4 or 5 years. There is still a very healthy amount of mortgage
money available through those programs. We haven't cut it off entirely. It is high rates of interest more than the size or the amount
of what we are suggesting that will determine when and how the
housing industry gets started again. I think, personally, that if interest rates, the prime in particular, were down to where construction loans could be ca. below 14 percent, I think you would see
a real revival in housing starting. Hopefully that will occur this

spring.

Senator BHwrsEN. Well, Mr. Secretary, you know how people buy
a home: they don't pay attention to the average price so much,
they look at the monthly payment and then see if they can work
that into their budget. Right now, they find they just can't do it. So
a lot of these young people that were going to be moving out on
their own are still staying in the nest with mom and pop.
I remember when I got back from World War II we had something called the GI bill that helped me buy a home. But today the
only GI provision that works is 'Generous I n-laws." [Laughter.]
If you don't have that, you-just cain't.buy a home. The American
dream of homeownership is disappearing, and the administration
shfiuld be concerned about that.
Secretary REGAN. I know, Senator. The most recent figures indicate that in many cases home ownership is taking as much as 40
percent of income available to families, where it traditionally used
to be something in the neighborhood of 25 percent. That is entirelydue to high interest rates.'
However, I do think that the whole question here is: How fast
can we get interest rates down? I think that is the final answer.
Senator BEn'MEN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd, then Senator Heinz.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, in your statement you asked for the cooperation
of the members of the committee. I want to offer my cooperation. I
supported Ronald Reagan for President, and I've long been an admirer of yours. So I want to cooperate in ever way possible.._,
In your statement you say the budget deficit can and must be
narrowed from the spending side, and I certainly agree with that. I
think the problem in Washington now is, and has been for so long,
excessive spending. So I support the spending cuts, which indeed
are not cuts at all but rather a reduction in the rate of increase in
spending. I support the Reagan spending restraints and would go
further and support a restraint on the tremendous increase in military spending, because I think we are in a very severe situation
economically in this country.
Now, in your statement you say we intend to balance the budget.
My question is: When?
Secretary REoAN. Well, Senator, I would say that we are hopeful
that in the out-years this will come about.
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More important even than balancing the budget, an actual true
balance, is the direction that we are going toward. I think that Is
what the money markets and other people are looking at. If we can
keep getting the share of Gross National Product that the Federal
Govenment takes on a downward slope, I think that's even -more
imperative than actual coming to zero at any particular time.
Senator BYnD. But your statement says we intend to balance the
budget. And all I am asking is, is when?.
Secretary RuAN. Well, it's hard to be precise, sir, because as you
go out, as the President himself said in his remarks in the State of
the Union message, the figures that we give for 1986 and 87, 4 and5 years out from now, are so imprecise that we cannot be sure
what would happen.
Let me give you an example. Were we to return to let's say a 5or 6-percent rate of unemployment, that budget deficit would bereduced by about $50 to $75 billion. Were Gross National Product
real growth rate to be 1 percent higher, there would be a swing of
another 20 or 25 billion. And these projections-re so imprecise out
there that it's hard .to be exact-and I'm not trying to dissemble,
Senator, I'm just saying it's very hard to be precise when you get
-out 4 and 5 years as to exactly where we are going to be. But we
are hopeful that in that time period we can bring it about.
Senator BunD. Many feel, as do I, that the projected deficits,
which will approach or exceed $100 billion for 8 years, at least 8
years, and that these deficits are alarming and dangerous. Would
you give me your view?---.. Secretary RzGAx. Yes. Deficits are not good for anyone. They
cause a great deal of uncertainty in the money markets. It means
.that the Federal Government is taking funds, either by borrowing
or by taxes, out of the economy that could otherwise be spent in
the private sectoriid in my opinion in a better fashion than we
spend it in government. So deficits are bad, and it's part of the
reason, in answer to what Senator Roth said earlier, that we have
this huge gap, the uncertainty gap, the premium that we are being
made to pay over and above the real rates plus the rate of inflation.
Senator BYIW. Interest rates certainly are devastating, and I personally don't see how we can stimulate the housing market or the
automobile market, the two major segments of our economy, until
interest rates are brought down. Can interest rates be brought
down with deficits approaching $100 billion for 8 years in a row?
SecretarY REAN. My answer to that is yes. And I point to 1975,
1976, and 1977 as an example of what I am talking about. And if
you will notice n the chart in the back of my ppre
'testimony-it's this -chart here, Senator, the one that indicates that deftcits and the T bill rate do not go together-you can have a deficit
going down and interest rates going up. You can have deficits going
up and interest rates coming down. And I point to these years as
examples of that.
Senator BYiw. Well, I have figures from the Federal Reserve
Board and the Council of Economic Advisers. You mentioned
1975--the inflation rate was 7 percent, and the average prime rate
was 7.8 percent. In 1976 the inflation rate was 4.8 and the average
prime was 6.8. And in 1977, another year you mentioned, the infla-
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tion rate was 6.8 and the interest rate was 6.8. Then we come to
1981, and the inflation rate was 8.9 and the interest rate was 18.8.
Can you explain the doubling of the interest rate vis-a-vis the inflation rate?
Secretary RzGAN. It is a very difficult and a very imprecise thing'
that I am goi ngto try to explain, Senator, because no one knows
for sure what this answer is. There is an uncertainty in the minds
of those who lend money and in the minds of money managers who
have to manage other people's money as to exactly what is going to
happen to the economy of the United States. Are we going to be in
for permanent inflation? If we are, at what rate? Or, will we in the
administration, working with this Congress, get our deficits down?
Will we get the rate of inflation down? If we can do that, the premium will subside.
Also, the third factor, I think, that worries them is the volatility
of the money supply emanating from the Federal Reserve. Although they are on target year over year, the way that they arrive
at their target, with this extreme volatility, also worries the
money markets.
. So that combination of factors started in October of 1979, surprisingly
at the
time now
the Fed
changed
targets, and
then
we have
hadsame
2% years
of this
majorits
uncertainty
in since
the minds
of the markets. I think it will subside if they see that we in the
administration are going to stick to our plan and that you in the
Congress are going to come along with us in cutting Federal spend"%LnatorBnw. I have got one quick question, if I may, Mr. Chairman.
The debt ceiling was increased last year, presumably to take the
Government through September 80, 1982. It was increased to 1 trillion and 79 billion. When do you estimate that the Congress will
need to consider an increase in the debt ceiling?
Secretary Rzmu. Unfortunately, Senator, I have to tell you that
it will be in April of 1982. 1 think that we probably will hit that
debt ceiling sometime in May; and to allow ourselves some room to
debate this, I think it will be April that I will be back here -asking
that you raise that ceiling.
Senator BYUD. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAImA. Next is Senator Heinz.
First, I want to acknowledge the presence in the committee room
of our former colleague and ranking Republican, Senator Curtis of
Nebraska. We are glad to have you here.
Senator Heinz.
Senator HzZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I would like to go back to Your corporate minimum tax proposal, if I may. And certainly, I don t think you would
find much disagreement from -ny member of this committee that
if profitable corporations aren't paying their share of taxes, there
is something wrong with our system.
Now, a year ago when you came before the committee to propose
certain -changes in the tax law, you did not propose a corporate
minimum tax. Last fall, when the Administration proposed certain
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revenue-enhancement measures, you did not propose a corporate
minimum tax.

.

Now you are proposing a new corporate minimum tax. The question is: What is different? What has Changed? I suggest to you that
what has changed i that the leasing provisions that the administration inserted in the ways and means tax bill are totally flawed
and without much in the way of merit, and that that is what has
changed. And that what you are trying to do, which I think is understandable in its intent, is to crack down on the insurance companies that are buying all these unexpired tax credits from the
auto and steel and airline industries and are getting a tax break
for only. their paper entrepreneurial abilities. It's something you
would like to crack down on; so would I. But is it not true that as
you do that you are going to be-forcing thecompanies that you last
year said you wanted to help-the auto industries the steel industries, which don't make much money; indeed they are making
losses more than money. They are not making much steel or autos,
either. Isn't it true that what you propose is going to hurt the industries that we want to help revitalize and which your accelerated
depreciation ACRS proposal was designed to try and stimulate? Is
61.\
that not the case?
Secretary REAN. No, Senator. Let me first back up and talk
about these proposals in view of last year.
You will recall that one time last year we were talking about one
tax bill and then a second tax bill following on it. We never got
that second tax bill, for various reasons.
Senator H=Nz. No; you didn't.
The CHinAN. One did pass the Senate. We are in conference
now.
It wasn't a big one, but it was Members' expenses. That made
it. daughter. ]
Senator HEINZ. That was the Dole amendment. [Laughter.]
Secrtary REGAN. I'm not going to touch that one, Senator.
[Laughter.]
Senator DANFORTH. You are the only one who hasn't. [Laughter.]
Secretary RzGAN. No; but we did make the ruling on it; I will
admit that.
We did have several of these proposals that we surfaced in September of last year, that we are now bringing forth again.
Senator HEINZ. Did you have a minimum tax proposal last September?
Secretary RzGAN. No, not a minimum tax.
Senator HImz. That's the only thing I meant.
Secretary REGAN. But we did have the modified co-insurance and
things of that nature.
Senator HwNzz. I'm talking about the corporate minimum tax,
though.
Secretary RzGAN. As far as the corporate minimum tax is concerned, we are not sure that we would agree with you that leasing
was totally flawed, particularly the adverb "totaly." We want to
see our study first, before we make that judgment; because it may
have some very good effects, particularly in helping some of these
industries that otherwise would have to go to banks, borrow at 16,
17, 18 percent in order to get their new machinery, new plant, new
equipment. We are trying to help those companies.
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You recall also that leasing helps the new industries.
Senator HImNZ. Mr. Secretary, excuse me. I understand that, but
I did ask a specific question as to whether or not your proposal
would in effect increase taxes, or have the affect of increasing
taxes, on industries like autos and steel which are not havin
great time. Can you just give me an answer to that question?
cause there is another question I would like to ask you.
Secretary REGAN. I am coming to that, Senator.
What affects the steel industry i how the steel company's accounting is put together. If that steel company has an oil company
that it owns, if it has a mine that it owns, a coal mine, this 'of
that nature, depletion does come in. The corporate minimum tax,
therefore, will come in. If they don't own oil companies or if they
don't own mines, then they will not have the corporate minimum
tax preference item to come into effect as far as their tax rate is
concerned. So what I am suggesting is that the minimum tax
would affect steel companies differently, and you would have to
take it company-by-comp any rather than as an industry as a whole.
As far as the automobile industry, again, as far as I know, there
is only one company in that industry t.at is profitable at this particular moment. So the others are paying no taxes whatsoever. So
therefore the minimum tax would not apply to them. So it
wouldn't hurt them.
Senator HEINZ. In the limited time remaining, let me ask you
this. We here in the Congress have gotten into the habit, since
broken last year, of passing a preliminary budget concurrent resolution, the so-called first, and then an allegedly final one, the socalled second budget resolution.
The second budget resolution that we passed last year, as we all
know, was a farce. It was passed in the late fall. It didn't correspond to reality. The resolution that we tried to make work was
the first one.
I would be interested i your reaction, Mr. Secretary , as to
whether or not we shouldn't have just one budget resolution, pass
it this spring, and, most importantly, tie it to the debt ceiling for
the coming fiscal year, so that our budget resolution would not be,
as was our last one, totally meaningless.
Secretary REGAN. I would suggest, Senator, that in my opinion
the debt ceiling is going to be action-inducing on the part of the
Congress. And I suspect that there will be a lot of things tied to
that debt ceiling asit comes through.
Senator HEINZ. That is an understatement, Mr. Secretary. Does
that mean you would rather not answer my question as to whether
you think we ought to have one budget resolution, one debt ceiling
that goes along with it, enact it earry, like this May 15th, and that
that will be our financial plan and it will have a self-enforcing
mechanism-the debt ceiling-that will enforce us to stick to it? Orat least when we don't, we will know what we have to do?
Secretary #EGAN. Since I am appearing before the Senate Budget
Committee morrow, I don't want to commit myself in advance
until I sear hat they have to say.
Senator IjINZ. Oh, go ahead, Mr. Secretary. (Laughter.]
Secretary REGAN. But I do suggest this to you, Senator, I think
we would have to look at the legalities of that. I think maybe the
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budget act now requires the Congress to, and you may have to
chan gethe law if you are going to have only one budget resolution.
Senator HEZ. Mr. Secretary, I think that's correct. My question
is !zpt whether or not we have to change the laws, but whether or
not we should.
Secretary RmAN. Well, I would like to see what your action is
first, before I comment on that one.
Senator HINz. Clearly, Mr. Secretary, the Budget Committee
will have you to themselves tomorrow.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The C _mi A. Senator Danforth, then Senator Baucus.
Senator DANOarmi. Mr. Secretary, let's assume that we in the
Con
decide that the No. 1 economic problem before the country Is high interest rates, and we want to do what we can to bring
interest rates down, to bring them down as far as we can and as
quickly as we can. What should we do?
Secretary RzA. Well, I suggest, Senator, there are several
things that can and should be done. First of all, the country has to
be assured that the amount that the Federal Government is going
to take out of Gross National Product will be declining year-overyear. So, therefore, you would have to make some further budget
cuts in order to insure that that does take place.
' The dimension that we have suggested is $80 billion. The President has indicated that if the Congress wishes to go' further in
those cuts, that he would be agreeable to discussing it with them.
The second thing I think you would have to do is to make absolutely sure that the monetary policy of this country is as the Fed
has described it, a slow, steady growth in that money supply, not a
volatile one, not one that is overly easy, and one that is certainly
not too tight; because if you have a very easy money policy, you
spook the markets. On the other hand, if you have a very tight one,
you choke them off. So a slow, steady growth is a type that we
should achieve. And their goal, particularly in the upper part of
their range near 5 percent, should be enough to give us the nominal GNP that we are looking for, I the 10 to 11 percent.
Now, if those two things, and obviously these tax increases-let's
not call a rose by any other name-these tax increases that I have
just suggested, we think, should be enacted, with better tax collection methods. Put that together, and I think you have a reasonable
oaCkage to assure the money markets and to get interest rates
Senator DANFORTH. I would like to ask you a question about
something in your statement. In your statement you say that flatly
deficits do not cause high interest rates. And you have reiterated
that in answering Senator Byrd's question.
At -the same time, you seem to say that the size of the deficit is
important because of the signal it gives the money markets.
Which is correct? Do deficits affect interest rates, or don't they?
Secretary RGAN. Deficits do matter to interest rates. It depends
upon the type of deficit, Senator, and how the deficit is handled.
First of all, as you know, there can be deficits from too' much
Government spending. There :could be deficits from recessons,
which;.w, are: currently; having. There could be d4eficitso
h
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result of tax cuts. There could be deficits from a combination of
these
So circumstances.
it depends' upon how the deficit comes about, and then,
second how is it handled? Now, if there are enough savings to go
around so that when the Federal Government, the Treasury, comes
to borrow, we can borrow from the private sector and from abroad,
then It has less effect on the money markets than otherwise. If it
doesn't, obviously the Fed has to pick it up._
Senator DAvOmRTH. Isn't a lot of the effect of the deficit-not on
the crowding-out factr-but- on the psychology of financial markets? Don't the financial markets look at the size of the deficit and
say, well, we either do or don't have confidence in the direction-we
are headed?
Secretary REGAN. Certainly they say that. Psychology plays a
great dealing the market moves, particarly in the short run.
Senator DANFORTH. Don't you think that's the principal effect
that we have right now, that the financial markets are looking at
deficit. and are sayng, "We believe that these very
the very le
large deficits mean inflationary times are going to continue and
therefore interest rates have to be high"?
Secretary Ry AN. I think there is a great deal of that in the
market. I wouldn't say it is entirely that, though. I think that the
volatility of the money supply is another thing that has them
ral!y worried.
Senator DANTORTE. Should we in Congress do something aboutthe volatility of the money suPplIy?
Secretary REGAN. I don't want to leave a booby-trap for the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve; he's appearing before this committee tomorrow. I would suggest that you discuss with him the
chances of lessening that volatility. I know we have, and I know he
is sincere in his efforts to try to reduce the volatility.
Senator DANFORTH. Do you think Congress has a role to play?
Secretary REGAM. I don't think so. I think the Fed can handle
this on their own.
Senator DANFORTH. We are just asin you what we can do to
help bring interest rates down. I would be very skeptical that financial markets are so exquisitely precise that they distnguih between one kind of deficit and another. I might be mistaken, but it
seems to me that their question is: How big is the deficit going to
be? I it going to be a deficit which is moving up or which is
moving down? And they see very large deficits. They believe that
the size of the deficit is going to gow rather than shrink, and they
want the deficit reduced. They also believe that we overdid the tax
bill; isn't that correct?
-Secretary RzQA,. Well, I think some in the marketplace agree
that that was the case, but not- all. Again, it is very hard to say
that there is 100-percent unanity on anything when you come to
money markets. There is a body of opinion that thinks that. I
happen to diagree with that. I think that if we hadn't made these
tax cuts, that there would be no incentive for-additional savings or
work, and what we do need is additional savings. How do we get it
if the Federal Government is going to be spennthe money?
Senator DaN"OTH. Isn't it possible t do twothings at the-same
time? One is to cut down on the growth rate of Feral spending,-
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and the other is to have at least some adjustment of the tax bill we
have Just passed
Secretary RmGi. Well, to the extent that you can-and should
reduce the Government spending, and to the extent that you don't
destroy the web that ouhave created so nicely last year in giving
incentives both to
and to individuals.
Senator DAoRm. But, Mr. Secretary:, it is not necessary to destroy it. We had alot .of flexibility as we proceeded with the tax
bill last year. The original tax bill of the administration only had
two pieces to it-one was individual rate cuts and the other was
10-5-8. Congress did a lot in the meantime. And isn't it possible
that we could go back and look at that tax bill, keep in place the
general direction that we pursued, have a real supply-side tax cut,
but have some sort of modification on the timing or on the precise
amounts so that we can help close thi- deficit?
Secretary RGAN. I would not go for any change i Well,
the timing,
first of
particularly on the individual tax cuts. Again, why?
all, we have the tax cut of July 1, 1982, right in place nicely as we
are emerging from a recession. It will amount to some $80-$85 billion over the next 12 months. Starting July 1 it will be there, along
with the $16 billion that will be coming from social security-a
very nice boost to the economy at a time when it would need it.
Now, to the extent that the recovery is underway in 1988 and
you want to give another boost to the economy, that is exactly the
date that you should stick with-July 1 of 1988.
Senator DAmORTH. I wonder if the Secretary could answer one
more question?
The CIAmiw4. OK.
Senator DAxFORTH. Since you have said you don't want to touch
the timing, are there other adJustments thLt could, be made in the
tax bill which would not be viewed as totally abolishing or wrecking what we did last year?
Secretary_ RzAN. Well, we have no such suggestions for.you;
Senator. What we have done here is to try to craft some modifications that are going to raise in the neighborhood of $20 billion of
additional revenues. We think that that s about as far as we would
want to go.
The C.
Senator Baucus.
Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, you state often in your prepared remarks and also
in answer to questions that we have to get speiiding down in order
get deficit down. Why hasn't the administration addressed one of
the major portions of the spending side of the budget, that is, entitlements?
When I am walking to people in my State, and @gain these are in
all walks of life-ric-h and poor, all kinds of different people from
different economic backgrounds-generally the reaction is: "We've
got to get control over this economy get control over this budget,
get the deficit down, address the Defense Budget, cut that down a
bit but also do something about entitlements.".
ranklo1 think it's clear that because it has been a political
football .t it is difficult to address entitlements. But, more important than that, Congress certainly isn't going to address the
question unless there is some administration leadership. And you
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know as well as I the degree to which the entitlement portion of
the budget has grown an~s-prjected to grow. So, why 4isn't the
administration, if it is really honest in its pursuit to cut spending
down, why doesn't it address entitlements?
SecrQtary R.ANc.
Well, we have proposed in fiscal 1983 more
than a $12 billion reduction in entitlements, $18 billion in 1984,
and almost $24 billion in 1985. That would be a total of about $44
billion over the next 3 years, reductions in entitlements, generally
under the headings of medical care, of a cash assistance-SSI and
AFDC, the Federal retirement program, food stamps and nutrition,
and the guaranteed student loans. So we literally are going after
some of the entitlements.
Senator BAUCUS. Well, those aren't all entitlements that you
have listed. What about social security, medicare, military retirement benefits, Federal retirement benefits? What about all of
those?
Secretary R A. Well, we are suggesting a change in the Federal retirement benefits, and we also have suggested that, on social
security, that we wait for the commission that has been appointed
by the Senate, by the House, and by the administration, for their
report which should be coming in in the fall before we make any
changes or partial changes in social security.

Senator BAUCUS. It seems to me that if we are going to get our
act together here as a country and as a Government, that we have
to find some way to fairly, equitably apportion the burden, the cost
of getting the deficit as close as possible to zero and as quickly as
possible. And to do that, it has to be even-handed and equitable.
Therefore, it has to address all portions of the budget, and you
can't leave some section sacrosanct. Because once you leave a big
section sacrosanct and exempt it, defense and entitlements, you are
not going to have the confidence of the people. And that's just what
is happening.
So I strongly suggest that the administration exercise little leadership, that the President himself exercise a little leadership on entitlements and on defense, so that everyone in the country, as
much as possible, is fairly adjusting to the cost of getting our
budget balanced.
Second, with respect to medicare, there are lots of reports that
the Hospital Insurance Trust Fund is much more in danger than
the Old Age and Survivors Trust Fund in social security. You are a
trustee of that trust fund. Well, as a trustee, what zre your proposals to make sure that trust fund is sound?
Secretary REGAN. Well, as you know, we have allowed borrowing
from that fund this year. That borrowing privilege expires in October of this year. So I think we are going to have to come up with
some suggestions here as to what has to happen on a temporary
basis until such time as we can get a look at what the commissioners have to say about the whole area of social security.
Senator BAUcus. Why are you ducking this? You have been in
this administration now for over a year, and you know the problems. It just seems to me you are taking an easy political out by
not addressing it. The same with social security. You are just
taking an easy political out. And I understand it is difficult in. an
election year for Republicans and Democrats to restrain themselves
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and demagog- a little bit. I understand that. But, frankly, I think
our difficulties are so alarming that we should put that' aside, at
least try to put that aside. And we are onlv goig to be able to put
it aside if in some way the administration maybe consults with the
leadership in the Congress or to try to find a way to address them.
And I don't see any effort on the part of the administration to address a very difficult portion of the budget.
Secretary R.oTAN, Well, the Senator will recall that last year
when the administration surfaced some suggested changes in social
security, that there was such an outcry both in this Congress and
outside the Congress, that the President asked then, "AU right;
let's have a bipartisan go at it." And, suppo dly, that is what this
Commission is doing-trying to come up with a bipartisan approach to it that will take some of the heat and perhaps give a
little bit of light on the subject.
Senator BAUCUS. That is the hope; but I must tell you that it is
my reaction that that is just an expedient cop-out. You will push it
off until next year, and the so-called bipartisan really is certainly
not non-partisan; that is, it tends to be very political. And I would
like to see the administration attempt, anyway, some nonpartisan
bipartisan solution to this problem. It is a severe problem.
And I must repeat that until the administration does, s well as
the question of defense, I don't think that the present administration program is going to get any more confidence than it now has.
And it doesn't have much confidence.
To repeat, when I was home in my State of Montana, I was
frankly very surprised at the degree to which people from all walks
of life, particularly businessmen, bankers and people from the financial community, felt that the present program is wrong, that
we have to exercise a little commonsense.
Frankly, what I think has happened here to a large degree is
that the supply-side economics sounded good: it sounds good be-. cause it is having your cake and eating it, too. It's, "Gee whiz, a big
cut in taxes, and then we can have all these wonderful programsdefense, and all these entitlement programs." You just can't have
it both ways.
There is beginning to be a feeling, I think, in the country-out of
Washington, out of New York, and out of financial circles-which I
think is just basic good commonsense, that you pay for what you
buy; you have got to balance the budget, and you can't have it -both
ways. You. can t have defense and all these other programs and not
pay taxes for it.
To a large degree, I think that there is more commonsense out in
the country than there is in Washington and New York and in the
Fed, and so forth, where these basic programs are concocted somewhat on the basis of avarice and somewhat on the basis of rationalization, but not rooted in just basic commonsense.
So I suggest if you get together a program along the lines that
Senator Danforth suggested-you know, he's off a little bit on some
with this tax cut. Montana businessmen don't have any taxes. It's
not taxes which is stifling initiative and preventing productivity;
it's high interest rates. It is not high taxes. Not at all. And we
would say it over and over again: It's not the taxes---whether on
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the individual side or the corporate side-which is impeding
growth; it's high interest rates which is stopping growth.
Secretary RuAN. Well, the Senator willrecall that when I was
here just about a year ago everyone was saying inflation is the
problem, and inflation is the problem, and you should get inflation
down. I submit that inflation is down now.
Senator BAucus. I submit it- is, too. It is down now. Let me just

take half a minute here. It is down now. We have a slightly different problem now. It is interest rates. So-let's address that.
As you know, in politics and everything else it is perception
which is more important than reality, anyway.
Secretary RzoG,. As night follows day miall of economic history,
Senator, interest rates follow inflation down. And if inflation comes
down and stays down, interest rates will come down and stay down.
Senator BAUcUS. Well, we live in a very complicated economy. I
just suggest that if the public feels that interest rates is the problem and if deficits are the problem, it is probably due to spending.
And also the tax cut is too big If that is the perception, that is the
feeling-and I tell you that is very much the feeling-then let's address that so that business then can go ahead and invest.
Secretary REGAN. We will be very happy to work with you on

further cuts in the budget, then, Senator.
The CHAIRMA. I might say, and then Senator Moynihan is next,
that Secretary Schweiker will be here. We are going to have an opportunity in this committee to vote for some entitlement changes.
So I am glad to count the Senator from Montana as an ally. I
thought I a only one vote. [Laughter.]
-Senator

BAUCUS. As the Senator from Montana suggested,

though, it should be bipartisan.

The CHAIMAN. Well, that would be one of each.

-Secretary REzGAN. Or nonpartisan. [Laughter.]

The CHAMAN. Senator Moynihan, then Senator Long.

Senator MoyNIHAN. Mr. Secretary, just a small point. I believe
you said that the borrowing authority for the trust funds expires in
October.
Secretary RGAN. It is December. Excuse me.

Senator MoYMNw. Could I speak to that point of what happened in the last Congress to social security? There was rejection of
the administration's proposal, presented as a proposal to maintain
solvency- of the system. The rejection was based primarily on our
perception that that wasn't why the administration was proposing
to cut by 40 percent the benefits of persons retiring at age 62 starting last month, but that it was looking for ways to close the deficit
being brought about by thepolicy.
In all truth, sir, in The Budget in Brief, on page 10 you say, or
the administration says,"the final factor contributing to the worsening of the budget outlook is that all of the budget savings we had
planned for last year were not actually achieved-'most importantly, our plan on social security." That was presented.
You now say that what we said was the case wasn't the case. I
don't want to argue It; but you are not going to use social security
as a device for affecting fiscal policy. It is a separate program, and
should be kept separate in our view.
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4But could zsay, sir,in the iew of many ofu , and the majority
which I had
chairman's
I believe
it proved,
as
nothing ,resolution,
96 to
pa the
perhaps,
prompted,

Mr. Sectary, las week our diedchairman proposed-

that you put an end to the leasing. I thought I heard you, in your
earlier exchange with Senator Danforth, suggest that, you were at
on some
least
As flexible
you know,
part measures.
of that leasing system involved the right or
the, ability of pUblic transit systems to purchase equipment-buses,
subway trains-in the same arrangement as if they were private.
And the administration, having proposed to abolish all mass transit assistance--construction and operating subsidies-I would hope
you would see that as a respectable public purpose, that was adopted condiously.by this coi ttee to let mass transit continue. Otherwise, it is going to close down, not just the subways and the bus
routW, but the plants that make buses and subways. Would you
not find some part of your heart as an old New Yorker in favor of
that? [Laughter.]
Secretary RzAN. Well, I do believe in rent-a-bus.I think that's
not a bad result of the leasing provision. The only exception I took
to the chairman's words were because I was inundated with phone

calls at Treasury-not only I, but a lot of my assistant secretar-

lot
are athat
there And
becauseplans.
date;business
the cutoff
statement
is--over
to make
trying
and of
planning
of- peopl the
sort of shook him.
Senator MoYmumm. Well, surely. And you have made that point
before in this committee.
But I did hear you say that you are very much in favor of rent a
bus.

Secretary RGAN. Yes.

Senator MoYNHAN. And rent a subway car? [Laughter.]
Secretary RzGAn. With or without graffiti? (Laughter.]
would Say, from the point of view of leasing in genera, I th
that proposal did have merit last year. I still believe that it has
merit. Because I think in an effort to help both new industries and
industries that have fallen on bad times, that they are helped by
as well as the -other corporations. I see nothing-wrong with the
this
philosophy
behind lea i
Now, I am" definitely holding off on any adverse comments on
leasing until such time that I see what the study brings out.
. A fair point.
Senator MorNI
Could I then go to the question I said I was going to ask you,
which is:no our statement you said ifi the short runthere wilbe
sub antial deficits, due primarily to the recession. Now, your
former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Economic Policy, a
man' you chose for the Jo, M. Paul CraigRoberts, published in
FOrtune magazinee an article entitled "The Stockman Rcession-a
Reaga te's Account." And he said--he, having resigned foni the
Tt a-ury-that the-present recession was brought about bY the
policies of the present Government
in al' atruth,
feel? Because,
you arrived
me ask .you, how
Letbot.anawiMlot
gOnot
year sir,
int "i
people
of do'
"you
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He says, for example, that none of the people in the economic
policy group were L eritee. That might
the President.
But do you agree with Mr. Roberts? Is this a Stockman recession? An administmtion-caused recession? Or, if you don't agree
with him, how come he got to be Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Economic Poli? [Laughter.]
SSecr.etary,
WellV2, fr
he certainly
to be
Assitnt
Secretary
of-the Treasury
Economic didn't
Polcy get
on the
basis
of one,
article. It was on the basis of his beliefs. Crai Roberts is a brilliant'
economist and a man for whom I have the highest admiration, and
I hope aman to whom I can turn for advice from time to time. We
parted on very amiable circumstances. As you know, he was offered
a chair at Georgetown, a very-prestigious chair, the William Simon
Chair, named ar a predecessor of mine. And a result, he wanted
to assume that chair. That's the reason he left.
Senator MOYNuUN. Are-you sure it wasn't that he wanted to

write this article? [Laughster.]

Secretary RzAn. Wel, one also has to remember that when
economists disagree-and- I'm sure you are- well aware of this,
coming as you did from the academic life-when economists disagree, they disagree violently with each other. And they hold to
their positions much more so than us pragmatists or practitioners,
of finance.
Accordingly, that is Craig Roberts' opinion. I do not share it. I.do
not think one man is so
erful that he could induce a recession
in the United States all by himself. I think there is enough blame
id go aroun.-m many areas for how that recession actually came
into being without trying to pin it on one man.
Senator MOYNmAN. But you do grant that a senior official in economic policy for the administration says that the recession we are
in was brought about by the policies of this administ-ration, and is
not a hangover from the excesses of the New Deal?-Secretary RzGAN. Well, as I say, that, is ptirt of his thesis. I am
not sure it is his only thesis but it is part of hi4 thesis. I think he
regrets
this Congress didn't enact the Roth-Kemp bill in its
pristine that
form-10-10-10,
July 1, 1981. Had that happened, he
thinks that there would not have been a recession. So, to the
extent that the Congress didn't pass that, I think there is a little
blame there. And I think past policies of previous administrations
have to be charged with something for this recession.
Senator MoynIAN There were a lot of mistakes made in the

McKinley administration.
Mr. Chairman; could I just ask one more question? Because this
committee is f
of economists, you know, and we love these

thig.

He -said, "None of the supply siders within the administration
were Lafferites, promising higher revenus to lower taxes." Would
you agree with tliat?
Secretary RmAN., I am not sure that I understand his reference,
to who in the-administration he was referring to as Lafferites.
Senator MoviAw.
Well, the President, for example, in Tlint,
Mich. in May 1980, said, "We will take: the increased revenues that
come from the decreased taxes and use that to rebuild our-defense
capabilities." That sounds Lafferite idiom to me. [Laughter.]
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Secretary, RGA. Well, I wouldn't say that's more laughable
than Laffer, but I would say that from the point of view that what
we have here is a policy that has not yet been put into practiceremember that this is a three part program, the tax cuts. All ot
them have not been enacted. You are asking on the basis of a 14
percent reduction in the rate of increase in taxes that everything
be made smooth. That simply is incredulous.
Senator MOYN AN. I wasn't aski that. I was asking about
your opinion about your former assistant "Thank you very much.
The CuanMAN. I want to clarify a point. What-the President
said in Michigan is not laughable.
Secretary RWAN. No, no. I am saying what Laffer is saying is

more laughable than Laffer.

The
,CHAMAN.
Well,i saw people writing over there,
Secretary RGAN. No, no. Laughable. [Laughter.]

-Senator"Mom
. But would you agree that you have taken
the increased revenues that have come from the decreased taxes
and are-using them?
Secre ry AN. We will, when we get the tax cuts.
SenatOr OYNHMAN. Write that down. [Laughter.]

Secretary RGAN. And remember the last one comes on July 1,

1988. No tampering, sir.
Senator MoYxnA. Thank you.
The CHAIMAN. Senator Long?

Senator LoNG. Mr. Secretary, I have provided you with a copy of
what I thought was some of the best advice that has been offered
YOur administration. Try to get the President to read what the article says. If you take a Xerox, it sort of loses the impact. I thought if
he could read it out of the magazine for himself he would get the
point.
I have shown this to some of your colleagues. The have been impressed by it. I won't name any names but some of them are right
here on this commit.
They have been very impressed by this article that was printed on October 26 in Business Week. It is by Mr.
Blumenthal, who held the same job that you hold.
It has a misleadin# title: "What Ronald Reagan Could Learn
From J mmy -Ca
What he-has tried to say in the article is
that he is hoping that you and your President won't make the
same mistakes that hi President made; And some of this, I think,
is really the best advice that has been ever offered from one adin.
istration to another administration by a sincere person who had
the same responsibility that you have. Let me-just read a couple of
paragraphs:-,
As the economic clouds darkened for him in 1977, President Carter's findamonta
mistake was to keep trying to apply the ideas he had started out with and that
quite~eviently had not worked t first time around. Moreover, economic condiUons. h beefndamentally altered by a now oil c
an uncertain economy a
oinginflation pschology, and a dangerous erosion
or
the dollar's value inthe
international ama. Sothat s ample reason for a basic change in approach. Yet,
for too long Jimmy Carterrust kept p laying along, convinced that h would umaltb beh that WlStetwldsee the ligt, a$o that his program. would
Wor"I the end
Wherever he m chane in his economic programs, it was always with relu

4Mway too ittl an, always too late.

Now, let me Just move on to the 'next column.
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While inflation is rising, productivity Is low, economic growth stalled, and the international economy in disarray, there Is no solution that is not slow and painful.
No politician can for long escape this harsh truth. But the final and probably the
most sinfcant reason why the change was so hard was that Carter and his closest
advisors believed for too long, even when the statistics were telling a different te,
that their Qrginal policies hid been rlght, and they clung tenaciously to the mistakeni notion that to chang course was politically the k of death that it wasbetter
to ignore the -new numbers and hang tough. The critical error here was not Just the
failure to appreciate the chronic unreliability of economic prognostication but to
count on their flawed predictions weil pat the point of no return.

While this was serious, the worst mistake was to act on the false premise that the

President did in fact have a choice between "standing firn" or changing course.
Against the background of changing economic conditions, such a choice never existed. To stand firm really meant to opt for a policy of constnt small retreats and
compromises, for a gradual though reluctant step-bytep withdrawal from stated
is a
President
theprocess
change
with one Itbigwas
perception,
public
And
positions.
of small
for this
he Is vacillating.
chne
little
lotsinofthe
with
leader;
retreats that President Carter in fad-opted when he thought he was choosing to
stand firm. And it was this process that caused him to be pe ved-rightl or
wrongly-as an uncertain economic leader and ultimately cost him h cr&b ty.

Now, I would just urge you to read this article and see if the
President could just read it the way it was in the magazine. You
know, not a Xeroxed copy because it lose its impact. There is a
guy who had your job, and who saw the President making disastrous mistakes. In fact, in my judgment, your administration
right now is in the same trap that that poor man was in. I would
just hope that the President sees that. It could make a big change,
because circumstances have changed during the last year. With
regard to leadership, to try to hang in there and say, "No, we're
gofm to do it just the same way we did it before," when you are
really comin in for a series of small changes that are regarded as
vacillation, is not the wise course to make
For example, here you are advocating tax increases, eight of
them, when the President says, "You can't balance the budget on
the backs of the American people, and we are not going to ask for
a tax increase." Rather than opt for a series of small changes that
will be criticized and ridiculed, you ought to come in here with the
big change of direction.
Unless I miss my guess, Mr. Secretary, you have been advocating
that right down there at the White House. And I would just hope
that the President would read this article and profit by its advice. I
want to see your administration succeed for the good of the country, even if it costs us some seats in the Senate or the House. But
you are going to have to do somethings that are sometimes tough.
And I wish you luck in it.
But as Mr. Blumenthal says here in this article, "Now and then
even politicians can't escape the harsh truth." And I really believe
that, for the good of the administration, this man is giving you
.
some very good advice that ought to be carefully considered.
Secretary REIAN. Well, thank youi Senator. I will make certain
-that the President gets a copy of that m its original form.
The Cii~N Igave him a Xeroxed copy, and I guess he didn't
read it. [Laughter.]
. I believeyou have a copy with you, don't you, Mr.
-SenatorIio

Secretary

-

Secretal R AN. I have a Xeroxed copy which I have read, but
for the Pr sident I ll get the original.

Senator LoNo. Well, Mr. S
tary, if you don't have an original
copy, here's one for you. [Laugher.]
RsoAN. Thank you, Senator.
Secret
I might add, in that connection, as yet, Senator, we don't agree
that either world conditions nor domestic conditions have hanged
that d
atically from last fall to make us want to back off on
somen that hap ned only last July and August; that Is, the
tax cuts and the bu.t cuts.
Senator LONG. Mr. Secretary, we could agree on this: that you
and our chairman of this committee Bob Dole, have been giving
the President some advice substantially at variance with what you
are saying in your testimony here. And all I am saying is that I
think your advice has been basically correct-not necessaril MIall
and
I think
correct,
it I think
has beenhim
theBob
trend
of has
the
been
corIn. has
been advising
Dole
that
directionbut
the details,
rect. I would urge that you two don't just go along with something
without at least in a peaceful way trying to persuade your boss to
see it the way you see it.
Secretary RaAN. Let me say that I have broken a couple of
lances [laughter] trying to tilt at some of these things, and I'm not
sure I have many lances left to break. But I understand what the
Senator is saying.
Senator LoNG. Well, I believe you will find a lot of people will
help you with that, Mr. Secretary. I am not asking you to go down
there and get fired; I know how that thing works, too.
Secretary RzmAx., That might not be so bad.
Senator LONG. You mean you might be better off if it happened?
Alltam saying is that there are a lot of ood people-business
leaders and economists and people who haveTeld simuar responsibilities in Government-and I think that Paul Volcker is one of
them-who would like to go along with you in some things that
.you gentlemen can agree on.
Do you still have that meeting once a week with the Chairman of
the Federal Reserve?
Secretary RzoAN. We try to keep it, schedules permitting. We
usually do meet once a wee. Yes, si.e
Senator LoNG. Well he's not runig for office.
Secretary RoAN-. Neither am I.
Senator
toG. While I don't agree with you about the level of
interest
rates.--do
his thoughts
about what
general
program ought to think
be arethat
pretty
good. Basicaly,
YOUour
know,
he
thinks that we ought to cut wherewe can cut on spending, that we
are still going to have a biq deficit, and at that point that we ought
to look at the revenue side and that we ought to make some
"changes
tr
to improve our picture on that side. And he believes
that that's what is going to have to be done in order to bring inter.
est-rates down
Now, I,.6
that fellow is in a different position than most of
the Chairmen of the Federal Reserve. He got there without
a.kyicommitments to the guy who appointed him--any commitment
ofAnYsort. At least thinkthat iss .60
I w0uld hope. that you, worki
togeother with Mr. Volcker and
others, can b*rin about.smet
thtis going to brlig. tese in-
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terest rates down and get this economy moving as I know you want
it to move.
Secretary. REAN. Well, that is our No. 1 priority, to return prosperity to this country. And we will be working toward that end.
Senator LoNG. Thank you, sir.
The CHAnn"N. Senator Bradley.
Senator BwrnLw. Mr. Secretary, at what point do you feel that
your adversaries within the administration will begin to see that
the program isn't working?
The number that disturbs me the mos that I have seen in the
last couple of weeks, is the productivity drop in the last 2 months
of 1981: A 7-percent productivity drop and an 11.3-percent manufacturingsctr productivity drop. Now, I don't know what that
tells you, but that tells me that there are a lot of firms who have
had a dramatic dropoff in sales, a dramatic dropoff in production,
but they haven't let their workers go yet; they have kept them
on-kept their salesmen and their skilled workers on.
Now this is building up. And my fear is that if there is no change
of direction, we could find ourselves by midsummer in a much
more problematical employment situation than you or anyone else
expects. My question to you is: When will we
able to get this
message through to your adversaries within the administration?Secretary R.Ax. Well, I don't know that I have adversaries
within the administration, Senator. I wouldn't characterize it that
way. But I would say this: From the point of view of the economy
itself and when it can get going, we are expecting that the second
quarter of 1982 is going to be a plus.
Senator BumoizY. Let's assume that that doesn't happen. Is that
the watershed? I mean is it the second quarter? If we don't have
the growth that the administration is pro eating? Is that the point?
Secretary REGAN. No; I wouldn't say it's the watershed. But I
think, actually, that everything that we have nut in place would
indicate that it should come at that pArticular time. Together with
the boost that will come, if you wanted to go from a Keynesian
point of view, the boost that will come to consumption from somewhere in the neighborhood of $45 to $48 billion annually could
start at May 1.
Senator B
.. Well, could we stop at that point? Because you
made this point miyour testimony. You said that the tax cut was
coming just atthe right time, because we are coming out of the recession.
Remember the tax cuts were billed as being tax cuts for economic growth, not tax cuts to pull the economy out of a recession. And
you either have one or two choices. Those tax cuts are either saved
or they are consumed.
Now, if you say that they are going to be saved, then what is
going to pull us out of the recession?
Secreta RaG . Well, I think what you have -to look at is that
the individual portion of the tax cut wil-both will be done. It will
be both the consumption as welt as a savings type of tax cut. From
the
Atoint
of view of business, of course, it will be entirely sav
.
Putting te two together, wrexpect that somewheein the neighborhood of 60 to 65 percent of that tax cut will occur in the form of
savings. And the remainder will be consumed.'
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The social security portion we suspect will be entirely consumed.
So that there will be a division between consumption and savings
there.
-Now, as far as the tax cut being billed one way and then actually
something else coming about, I don't think any economist, particularly early on in the early part of 1981, was projecting a real deficit
in the nature of-well, it's currently a minus 4.7-percent drop in
real GNP-in the final quarter of 1981. 1 don't think anyone projectedSo
that.
as a result, what we have here is something that was not expected and the depth of it not expected, akd we are trying to work
our way out of it.
Senator BwnDum. Well, my point is I think what we need is a
sustainable economic policy, not one with the extreme premises or
F rcptions. And that was my argument throughout the tax bill
Year.
precrptions;
thethis
pr big tax bill; it has extreme premisesrsn
Now, we've and
gotten
and

r

on and

ram was supposed to deliver, acco

to your testimony and OMB's projections, unemployment of 7.2 percent and now it's 8.9 percent. It was supposed to deliver growth of
4.2 percent; we'll be lucky if we get to plus 2 percent. It was supposed to deliver interest rates of 8.9 percent; we will be lucky if we
I
get interest -rates at 11 to 12 percent.
Now, at some point there has got to be a recognition that things
are not working. I saw a recent study done by Mellon Bank of
Pittsburgh, in which they estimated that roughly 50 to 60 percent
of personal savings in this country will go to the financing of direct
and indirect Federal debt. Now that means you have got all the

companies that are supposedto be producing growth compete

for

the remaking 40 percent of personal savings. Now how is that not
a prescription for Cher interest rates?
Secretary Rzo. Well, as you know, in this chart that we have
inthe back of my testimony there-although it is not in color as
this one is-this shows domestic private savings increasing rather
than decreasing. And it shows in red there the proportion that the
Federal Government will be borrowing.
Now Ito the point that our Federal borrowing does not have the
crowding-out effect, I don't think that it is going to take 50 to 60
percent of gross private savings or anything like that in the outyears; because not only do we have a natural increase in savings
year over year, but we have the tax cuts.
Senator BADuLmY. But are you saying that if it does take 40'to 50
percent of gross private savings, then that's a recipe for higher interest rates?
Secretary RmG. Oh, yes.
Senator Buwx.

OK.

Then the question is: What evidence can you provide the committee that these savings rates that you have described- ou said $450
billion iti1981-are going to go to $760 billion? And iit is going to
be that kind of shift out of consumption to savings-we only have
savings' or consumption-how is that not a recipe for continued
stagflation?
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Secretary RE.A. Well, from the point of view that something
will be done with those savings. Those savings are not going to lie
fallow in banks, and the like.
Senator BeAzm. OK. You are saying that the recovery is going

to be led by capital
n
spending
Secretary REGA.
es
initially by consumer open
and
then later by capital spending. In the, short run, over the first few
quarters of any recovery period, it is actually consumption that
leads, and then capital spending works, too.
Senator BRADLwy. All the businessmen I know in New Jersey are
withholding their investment because interest rates are too high.
They are saying they can't make the investment until interest
rates get down to 12 and 18 percent.
You know, I think you are caught here. And sooner or later you
are going to have to address the problem.
Secretary REGAN. Well, what we are saying is that we think in.
terest rates will come down into that area this year.
Senator BawuLy. This year?
Secretary REoA. Yes.
Senator Burnzy. Eleven percent?
Secretary REGA. That is what we are forecasting. Actually we
are forecasting somewhere between 10 and 11 percent on Tbills, and all other rates accordingly.
Senator BRADLE. Do you have in your own mind a contingency
p lan? You know, if growth In't so high, you have a much bigger
deficit. If unemployment is not as high, you have a much bigger
deficit. You have got some real problems out there, and this buildup in potential unemployment-11.8 percent decline in productivity in the manufacturing sector-is ready to burst if this program
doesn't work out the way you have projected.
Now, do you have contingency plans for that?
Secretary RGAN. We will have and dQ have contingency plans,
yes. You obviously have to; but they are not something that you
disclose, because you try to make certain before you enter into a
contingency-and this is partially what Senator Long was driving
at, that once you are convinced that the thing isn't working, then
you have to make a major change. But as long as you are convinced that the thing has a chance togo, which Ronald Reagan believes, that his program ti time WillgoSenator BiwDizv. What do you believe?
Secretary REGAN. I am right with the President on that. I think
the program will work.
Senator BApDLy. And what about the guidelines? Where do we
judge i it working or is it not working? Last year, clearly, it didn't
work as projected, and you didn't meet the numbers. S6 the question is, where alone this path do we say, "Look, it's not working,
we'd better change'?
Secretary REGA. Well, I think that ou -have to give the program,,asI suggested in testimony last fall before this committee, at
st a,year to be- in effect.
Senator
A year.
you are have
saying
October.
.By Octo,
ber 1 It theBADm.
projections
of theSoprogram
notbybeen
reached?
Secretary REzA. Well, I don't want to be precise about October
1; but I would say in the fall of this year if the program isn't workN
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Ing, then you obviously would have a chance to say that the thing
isn t go to work; we should change. But, on the other hand, if it
seems to be working you wouldn't tamper with it.
try to
Senator BR.DLZY. Is that what's behindd the strategy
push off as much of the budget decisions this year untilHlate fall?
Secretary REGAN. Oh, no._Far from it, because the budget cuts
are needed in order to reassure the marketplace that the portion of
GNP that will be allocated'to the Federal Government wi be- less
each year. So unless we get those budget cuts, they won't be reassured.
Senator BRAwiz. All right.
Now, let me just conclude by asking: There are economists that
are 36 different catare in demand, supply, whatever. I mean there
"egories; you knowthat.Among the groupkof economists that could
be called "friends of suppy-d,". like Felstein and Penner, and
even one of the proponents of this big tax cut, Charley Walker,
have all said, "Look, we think we ought to postpone the third year
of the tax cut."
Could you tell me what is the rationale for not at least making
the third year of the tax cut contingent on the health of the economy? You have just said that by next October you will know if the
programs working or not. So why should we have locked ourselves
into a tax cut in July of 1983? Wouldn't it be more reassuring to
your friends on Wall Street that you talk to, as it is to some that I
talk to, ff indeed you made it contingent, so you would see some
source of revenue?
Secretary REAN. I think that what you have to take a look at
here, Senator, is what are you making it contingent on, and why
are you m
i t contingent?
First of all,I assume you are talking only about the individual
-ta cut,-Were you to do away with that tax cut or to make it con.tingnt what you would be saying is: OK, the program isn't working, therefore we arein a worse recession, we are In worse stagflation because your program isn't working, and therefore we are
going totax -you more.
Now, I on't see the sense of that, that in a period of worsening
conditions That you would-be actually increasing taxes -on apersrn,
at a time when you had a bad recession or stagflation continuing.
-Now, if our program works, obviously it is prosperous- times.
Senator BAwIz. Right. And therefore there is no need to make
it contingent.
Secretary RzqAN. Well, wait a minute. That means that what
you .are saying is that i prosperous times you should not give
people a tax break, that you shouldlet the money g to the Federal
Government for additional spending.
SenatorBw"z :Y-,No. I a saying if the progroin'is working, the
tax out goes though.
Secretary RiGA. Pardon?
If the program is working, the tax'-cut goes
Senator BMLADJUN.
throgli
If interest ratesar much higher ta you have proifut
jectedo
h con over' and 'am
$sec.retakv I_*~
BtIhaetre
vin~by If14j progtazw doesnt wrk, d'Yqu-wanttonces
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taxes? Because if the program doesn't work, you are in a worse recession.
Senator BaADum. That is a mattefspeaking here. You say increawe taxes. OK? For most Americana is tax cut means $4 a
week. But you and I both know that they are not investing. And in
exchange for that $4 a week they have in their pockets through
this tax cut they have got interest rates of 15 percent; they are sup
ing more for thelr
prting an unemployed relative; they are
saddled
to
be
oing
are
they
and
ds'
education;
with
policy State
thi higher
and local taxes. Now in my iew that is purse '% with

-

an ideological fervor that is not in our country's national interest.
Secretary RzGAm. May I answer that for just 1 minute?
The CHAIRMAN. 'Yes.

Secretary RuAN. This is a chart here that shows a worker with
a $20,000 income and what happens if we postpone the 1988 tax
cut, What happens to his taxes. And you can see that his taxes go
way up as a result of that; $8 to $400 per year for a $20,000 worker,
one wage earner in the family, four people in the family.
Senator Bw DLY. What is that per week?

Secretary RzoAN. Ona per-weekly basis it amounts to-in 1985

it is something in the neihborhood of about $6 a-week. But when
you only have got $20,000, $6 a week is a hell of a lot of money
that you would rather have than give it to the Government.
Senator BRADLwY. But if you can't buy a house, and your reative's food cost in your house is more than $6 a week, where is the
balance?
Secretary RGAN. But, Senator, what you are saying is that you
should take the money away from that individual and give it to the
Federal Government, And we are saying: No, let the individual
it to spend on his relatives or food.
have
Senator BRiADLY. I am saYin the individual would have more
iould if he got the $4,because he would
disposable income than he
have less exPenses due to interest rates, supporting the unemployed relative, and paying more for education and higher State
and local taxes. That is what I am saying.
Secretary RzGAN. No, I couldn't agree with that.

The CA zuw. We always allow him a little more time. He

voted wrong. (Lauhte,

Senator MASUNAOA.,Thanik you, Mr. Chairman.
is this administration concerned about reducing
Mr.; Secrt,
orellinatingthe deficit in our balance of trade?
,ANYes.
Secretary
Senator MLTOU AGA. Would you agree that the greatest single
contributing factor to our balance of trade deficit is our contiuMg
vast imports of foreign oil?
Secrety
TUNAGA You would not? I am surprised.
Senatr RzGAN.Io
Secretary R M. I would have to know what the whole equation
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less than $5 billion, Jumped to nearly $90 billion in 1980. Is that
notSecretary
true? RzAN. Yes, but we 6soSenatr M tUNAG IA When'we suffered our greatest deficit in
the balance of trade, because of that tremendous payment for oil
which escalated andkept on escalating.
Secretary' Ro. But on the other -and, you have to take a look
at what we could have been exporting and why we failed to export,
and wh 'we priced ourselves out of the markets in a lot ofareas,
and why we had to import a lot of cheaper products .from 6ther
countries. So. that's why my short answer is "no." I think it's more
involved. It is not as simplistic as that, Senator.
Senator MATsUNAGA. Well, would-you say that excessive oil im.

portation is "one" of the factors contributing to our trade deficit?
Secretary ROGAN. One ofthem I would agree with. Yes.
Senator MATKUNAGA. All right.

In Hawaii, we import about $1.5 billion worth of foreign oil,
which leaves the State In an annual trade deficit of about $800 million. If we in Hawaii could only eliminate or substantially reduce
that, import of oil, we would not have a trade deficit.
Now, as I see it the best way to reduce our imports of foreign oil
is to develop our own indigenous sources of energy. Do you agree?
Secretary REGAN. Yes.
Senator MATSUNAGA. All right.

Why, then, does the administration insist on eliminating tax incentives for renewable energy development? The President in last
year's budget address on September 24 proposed to repeal the business energy tax credits so as to raise revenues. In response, 62 Sen.
ators, including a majority of this committee, and 266 Members of
the House -cosponsored a resolution of disapproval. As you know,
that
resolution was •incorporated into the fiscal year 1982 continuing resolution.,
The President again proposed the repeal of the business energy
tax credits in his budget message of January 26 of this year. Eleven
members of this committee, Democrats and Republicans alike, sent
a joint letter to the Presidentstating. their opposition to the repeal.
Several other Senators have sent individual letters to the President
to the same effect. It would seem to me'that with the majority of
this
committee,
the Senate,
House
on record
the
real
of the busie
energyand
tax,theyour
request
would opposing
be mos unlikely., Yet, the administration persists in'proposing repeal of the
energy tax credit.'
The thing that bothers me most is that every time the adminisable
eneoro
tration
proposes ectspl
repeal, financiers pulback from funding renew-aypjt
I will give you an example. There was a proposalto buI an 80-megawatt wind farm on the island of Oahu
Where Honolulu is located. Now, when the President made his an-,
nouncement
September 24 of last year the principal money
backer pulledon
out of the deal, because only the tax incentive would
have made the project profitable.
Businessmen throughout, the country have complained to Us, and
I am
sure they' have gone to e you, about the administration's
persistence i eliminating completely tme energy tax credit."
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Now' my isquestion
you- is:incentive.
Why? You
of obsolete
It speak
has served
a geatincenpurtives.
not an to
obsolete
pose in speeding the development of energy sources which otherwise would have been -slow in developing. Hawaii has geothermal,
ocean thermal energy conversion, solar energy, and blomass energy
projects, which would have been delayed had it not been for these
tax incentives.
Secretary RaGA. Well, I Will try to answer that, Senator. First
of all, you kow that a lot of these credits will expire automatically
the end of this year, and there are only certain ones that continue
on to 1985, a period of another several years.
What we are saying is that, since the passage of ACRS, since the
passage of the leasing provision, since the investment tax credits
are in effect, and since the price of oil has been decontrolled and
now, thankfully, is starting to fall that these projects now should
ptand alone with just the normal tax incentives. And certainlY,
from what I have heard from some of the other Senators, they
think that leasing is a little bit too much of atax break, and they
don't want the minimum tax, which would simply that a lot of
people would not pay any taxes-a lot of corporations.
with that
background
mimind,energy
I fail development
to see why there
to Now,
be a special
privilege
if renewable
i at has
all
market efficient. If it is market efficient, then it should stand on
its own and compete in the marketplace with other devices, whether. Senator
it is gasMAToUNAGA.
fuel or oil fuel or winc fuel or geothermal or nuclear.
Mr. Secretary, as you well know, alterna-

tive energy developments to be self-supporting must be commercialized. Once commercialization, is achieved, outside supports are no
longer needed. But at the .beginning,
incentives are needed to assist
development and commercilization.
I will give you just one example in the geothermal field. The Federal Government provided program support for geothermal exploration 4inawani. After one well proved successful, four additional
wells were drilled without any further Federal or State support.
But the business ventures that drilled the new wells were bank.
ino~n the tax incentives to commercialize geothermal energy dev opment. They were willing to go ahead, because the: business
energy tax incentives made geothermal energy competitive with
I'
other conventional sources of energy.
,Secretary Rzo . Well, you r
that if a project is started we
will have grandfatherng, and things of that nature, so that any
project that is started now and is in being will continue to get
these tax breaks. What we are sa is that they have had quite a
few years to get these started. They have known for quite some
time that the tax provisions were going to expire. And it is time
now to cut off this subsidy, let those projects that were demonstration projects, that were to have led to this development, do This
there are, after all, quite a few wind projects tried elsewhere. sois not the o0y one.
I Senator MATSUNAoA, My time Is up, but I might merely comment that grandfathering alone "s not sufficient We need to have
more of thope projects so that we can cut down our need for foreign
oil imprt.
Thaik.you, Mr. Secretary.
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The CHarMN. Mr. Secretary, I understand you are willing to
proceed with the questions of Senator Symms Senator Mitchell,
Senator Grassley, and Senator Boren on the first round.
Secretary RUQA. Yes.
The CHARMAN. And there may be some coming in from rest and

lunch who want to start on the second round.
So, Senator Symms?
Senator Sm3ns. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Secretary, I have been interest*d in listening to the discus-

sion here this morning, and it seems that many people like to say
that Reaganomics isn't working, so we need the change that
supply-side economics isn't working, so we need the change. hut do
we really have Reagan comics or supply-side economics as it has
been sold in the campaign of 1980 to the people in place yet?
Secretary RfAN.- Oh, no, Senator. First of all, you will recall
that the tax cuts were to have been 10-10-10 and started much
earlier. We now have 5-0-10, and only the 5 is in effect now.
Second, we haven't had any chance for the return flow yet to get
the savings, and the like.
Senator Symms. Thank you Mr. Secretary, but that is exactly my
point. Now recently in the *ashington Post there was an article
that Columbia University had done a poll and had pointed out that
85 percent of the 4600 Washington journalists had voted for
George McGovern and 81 percent voted for Jimmy Carter. So they
can't help but have an ideological bias to-report to the public that
.Reaganomcis failing. Why are we keeping Ronald Reagan-why
in't he out on teleision explaining to the American people that
Congress hasn't even b
to scratch the surface on the spending
side of the equation yet? We haven't even tackled the so-called entitlement programs. So we are still spending money at a very, very
rapid rate that we don't have, forcing iterest rates up.
I would just urge you as one of the senior Cabinet officers to get
the President on television to tell his side of the story. It is true
that Reaganomics, isn't in effect, and people want to change course
already and go back to what got us in the problem. Isn't that corredt? Raise taxes and put up into a depression.
Secretary RzoAN. I would agree in general with that. Yes, Sena.
tor,
Senator Symis. Well, when you come down here and call for
raising taxes, how do we raise taxes in an 1111 uid private sector
withoutforcing those same people that we raised their taxes on to
balance the budget-to go to the same private markets to borrow
money topay the taxes so we still force interest rates up?

.. Secretary RwAN. Well, from the point of view of the changes in

the Tax ,Code, what we are suggesting is that manY corporations
now don't need some of the-tax breaks that were in the Code already. We are making no suggestions for any changes in the indi.
vidual
tax cut~.
They
are greaterrates,
enforcement
and ofthe
it Is
not a cha
e inthe
statuary
or anything
thatlike.
nature.
It ismere6l speed UP collection.
Senator Syms. Well, I know that is true, but I had the opportunityin-1976 -to campIgnv with'Ronald Reagan, and 'I head him
aga in lI980when Was in mycampagn,andhealwaysusedto
say, "People pay taxe; busing collects taxes." So what we are
,

,

,
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blood out of a turn. Don't we
wueezo
doing out here is tryin to
sn't
It what we spend tt counts,
reall neod to cut spending
whoetr we print the money, borrow the money, or tax for it? We
are still forcing an Illiquidity on our economY.
cut spendhave
rtanlythat
we Icethink
think but
RGA&. Wollq
Secretary
that
a sg
is to
mysel I here,
I am repeating
ing.
the money markets need, the reduction in the rate of growth of the
total Federal spending.
Senator SVMns. It is to reduce spending.
Now, as a former financial leader before you came to Treasurn,
and you are still a financial loader, in your opinion what kind of
spending cuts would have a real Impact on tho nancil markets?
In other words, the bond markets have to go up so interest rates
can come down, Long-term rates need to come down. Will cutsin
will-stil
every ayear-we
be appropriated
will only
defense
long-term acrossfor defense-or
adjustment
make some
have to which
the-board- freeze of entitlements?, Which would send the ignal
the markets to bring interest rates down?
Secretary RloA. That is a hard one to answer, because it is a
hypothetical.
nator Symms. Well, maybe I am not making it clear. Let me
ask It again and rephrase it.
If we cut defense this year, then we still have to play catchup
next year, and we still face the same Soviet threat. So that is a
given fact that is reality. The President has been very firmo0 this,
and for that I commend him.
and this administration would just come out
But If this Con
that we are increasing '60 percent of the
is
and say the problem
year, by 1990, 98 percent of the budget
every
percent
16
by
budget
will have 7 percent for defense and the
we
So
entitlements.
will be
the President would go on television
If
rest for the Government.
overwhelming evidence would supthe
think
and tell that story, I
through Congress that he
anythingport him, and he could pass
to me daily when I am in
talk
needed. Because I have grandfathers
my retirement check,
you
increasing
are
my State and ay, Why
to buy a hOuse?'
money
when my grandson can't afford to borrow
thei Federal
because
is
high
And, 'he reason the interest rates ar
checks."
these
me
sending
Government is borrowing all this money
In fact, I have had some retired Government employees talk to me
who said they are getting more mon eynow than they got when
they quit working because of the COLA's. Both miltary a nonmilitary said that. Social security recipients are saying tha.
Why are we so arad of that? Let's get the President out in front
and overwhelm this news media who are saying eaganomcs has
failed, when it hasn't even-tarted.
Secretary RwG,. Well, as I suggested in answer to a previous
question, we are trying to cut some of the entitlements. And
av we

have suited

there. But, as the Senator knows,

the
to get
difficutprogram
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. through
tiement.
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instant cure with
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ANRo
Tax increases won't-do that. As a matter of
fact' I think thattax increases, Particularly If they are put on to
indiduals to where their taxes will, increase year. after year, Will
be a disincentive.
Senator SymIms. I thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. You are a
good witness.
The
Senator Mitchell?
Senator MnvHzm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr., Secretary, I am not an economist, but I have spent mbst of
my adult life trying cases. And if there Is one thing I recognize, it's
the foundation
for an
And- Ihere,
wantsuggesting
to say Ithihk
that
the ng
sequence
of questions
andalibi.
answers
somehow
that the econOmic program we have In this country is not President
program,
can be accurately
identified
as laying
the
foundationan's
for an
idibi. Is"there
any doubt in
your mind
that what
we have in force in this country is President Reagan's economic
proam, substantial as propose ?
Secretary RGAN.
, tel
hink its a question of timing, sir. And
we are not trying to alibi This. progam is not-all that President
Reag an wanted. Ideed, .he -has made some suggestions, part of
which I offered to this committee today, for changes in that program. So the entire program has not been enacted. And the portion
that bag been enacted las not had, at least in our judgment, sufficient time to work. I do think that you have to give us a little more
time, and then we can take the consequences of what- has: transpired.

Senator M.vHLL I)ust'want to say to you, Mr. Secretary, and I

recognize your good faith 4in this, but I was truly dismayed at your
.tinsto
Senator Bradley's question sue
i that you won't
kow or be in a position to evaluate it until October' 1
want to ay to you, -from direct personal-contact-in 'MY State overy
weekend vith hundreds and indeed thousandsof people and what I
observe over the count Just
m from reading the papers and hearing
other reports,*is'that'ilfl be too, late.- There is widespread apprehenson, "there is widespread 'anxiety,' there *is widespra fea in
this. country abut the states of our econoy And if *theeconomy
continues .on its present course, and you say we are going to wait
utiltober to make a juadgmetit of whether orntti
rogrami
has succeeded or failed, thIn, of course, there will be a lengthy

period of time for any kind of analysis to suggest- a .change. I

submit to you that's just too late for many, many people in this
country.
Secretary RxGAm. I think the gentleman has misinterpreted the
...... I gave to Senator"adle
] r .eyoro
-ayeI dint.mk
6I
answer that
aybe
didn't make
• i~myself. clear'' enough. I was
wering there his ,que n ,"hw
lon Will It be 'before. you think a judmnabua
inournprocedure should
aedgm ent about a radicat¢han e
I did sugest in answer t eArlier questions, that "thought.the,
recovery would stdft in the'sprng ofthisyear and' Would continue
throu:. the smer and well in. the, fall/and on inton ext reaz:
That - s what we sicrely believe. HoweVer the Senator asked Me'
"n th event that it's nat workg In the event that unemploymert mgetti worse at whatat time .would you nike that
JUdgment?" Then, and the only, did Isaythe f"D
ya.But
itli

no

we are cert

y not wgitinguntil ,e f t haven kindof'd
syttotcpi
o
Vwe are.very symothotioh
to
e pe t whom yo
r ta k
in# about high rates of interest. We are very se~wtive 't tohat
point'.
Senator Mr CI U.? WelrlI just think it is a serious problem that7will require a change in the administration's economic policy ,Well
before October 1. But you have covered that With Others. I want to
cover one other point, followig up on Senator Matsunaga's 4uestions about th e energy.tax CrediUt.
The rationale' that you used.-in suggesting the repeal of 'the
energy tx credits that the original reasons no longer apply to It;
they havq, been descrbed by the Presidet a .obsolete, the a -u
ment bei that, as a result ofdecontrol,' prices have r'sen.
I guess would ask you why the same logic that you suggest ap
plies ig this ca-egry does'not ap
to income tax provisiosde.
.signed toprot oiproduction? Why has not the same rise in oR
prices that has made, according to our testimony, conservation and
alternative energy subsidies obsiete also made production tax sub
es just ps obioletO? What lam asking is: If you -are conbcerned
uthe deficit and suggesting a number of tax provisions to help
close the deficit, why don't werpeal the oil industry tax'prov.
sions that, were enacted last year as part of the tax cut? Does not
the same -ogic apply to them that you have just expressed--the al.
ternative energy tax?
Secretary RGAN. No. Ifthink I can fully explain that, Senator.
What we are suggesting here is that, in these alternative forms,
they have a new type of accelerated depreciation-the ACRS that
the- Congress pisid In 1981.They did not have that in 1974,5-6,
and s on, when these laws were passed. They did not have the
leasing provision at that tine, investment tax credits, things of
that nature. Therefore, now that the tax law has changed that
much and there are these added incentives there, they still have
tax breaksin order to produce these alternative sources.
The ofl industry? They--have depletion, They are getting a tax
break. 'Sothe two are equated in a way. Now, for the oil industry,
we are putting m the minimum tax. As you know,. the depletin
actually is in the m inum tax right now for the oil industry. So
we think we are p
them both on an equal footing.
Senator-Mrrc
rWell, I just strongly recommend the COntrary
to yqu for reason, more than just the necessity for cloing the deficit, but really for reasons of fundamental fairness. Mr. Secretary,
most of the American people don't understand the details of this
tax bill and tax legislati6n- but they do understand fun4amental
fairness. Y,.'. must be concerned about the rising nmer oif peri
cansnow i the mAJority who believe that the mitrat ion sec
nom~c program is unfair. And for mos Americans, andI Will re,
and' symost
people the
in iy
Stateof that
because
I have not
symbol
unfairness,
the
traveled Widely
'In other States,
tangible manifestation of that unfairness, is when. the President
sys, "We've got to cut taxes on the oil in story; we've gotto give
thwem
a break,'I
and he
it turned
out toinbe ext
$12year's
bfllln,budget,
and that
adeficit
And then
comes back"
ae credits
Ooveminent, twbis ¢9 n ttee, ad .y,
e've -got to cl ose this def!c
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so let's cut medicarelet's cut medicWd, let's cut all of those po
graMs
There is a fundamrental unfairness thee that is apparent to most
of the Amerigan people. And I suggest to you that is one of the rea-reI urge
working.
is notI think
economicinprogram
thie position
whyyour
sons
longtoway
go ayou
it will
that respect.
consider
beyond'the, iinediate d1lars that ae tnvolvo in closig tle
budget deficit.
O. Well you have to take a look at what has hapSecretaO A
country
in thisthings
exploration
oilhave
il as to
thedecontr1
since
pened
of
been dialed,
thai
of wells
and the lilmb, the number of
more and more oi in-this,country, as a
that natre. We are find
given them.
were
that
result oihthe incentives
Senator MirCHiLx. Is production of oil increasing or-decreasing?
Secretary, R AN. Actual production has stayed about these ame,.I
believe, at this point. But we are finding more and more oil in' different places-not only the overthrust beltobut e.sewhere.P $o, as. a
result, I think that the incentives that we ,havegiven to the oil industry are'logical in view of what we have done.
Now, a far as cutting back on medicare and things of that
nature, remember fr these programs, again, it's cutting the rate of
growth in these programs. There will be morelmone for medicare
in 1988 than in 1982, and more in 1984 than in 1988 under our procedure. So, we are not saying actually cut back, we are sayig cut
the rate of growth in these funds, particularly the growth hospital costs which, I think the Senator would agree with me, are get.
ting way out of hand at this point.
Senator MITCHELL. It is a very severe problem, but I have to disagree completely with the approach the administration is taking to
solve it. I do agree With you, it is a problem.
My time is up, and I don't want to intrude on the time of others.
Thank'you very much.
The CHAmmN. I just want the record to show that there is no
oil produced in Maine, and that we might want to take a look at'
the tax breaks the timber industry gets; I think we can get into
this argument all day long.
I might also say the administration did not- propose the oil
amendment; they came from above. (Laughter.]'
But they supported it.
Bi-,
Senato'r Mre1i
'The 'Cum w Senator -Grassley?
Senator GxASSi v. Mr. Chairmani I would like to put a state--ment in the record which -would substitute for an opening stateiment'that I was goimg to make if I had been here.-The first question I am going to ask you I *l submitto you
to mention it so you would thi"k about:It. It
butyour
i wanted
ting,
wi
.deals
with
Department
and'the Department of Justice. Iterattorney's fees from' the _HW
challenges
tane
Under to
thesuccessful
Equal Accessto
Justic forAct.
Were tg'in to exte nd this
hlttonp. on the
Sprovia4n to' the Tax Court, but there
reiuest.
budget Untnt -i thisai
of legal fee in your
AniWlknt
cler. I
ott_€ngresino
i Is my feeli
I,
would like to ask you the e.xt to *h8h Yot s4PeOrvi
and they-, may hav ha soehn o owtthis-i
'Oversee
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budget requests. HopefU!yi this request will be changed. But will
submit that to you in writing.
the poIt Mr. Mitchell
to echo proposed.
I would
Senator
Mr. Symms
that like
a solution6 to-it
and GRANssW.
made,
I sense, after being in iowa' quite'a bit s9 Congress adjourned
t the
before the Christmas break, that there is this perception bt
don't
andI
Ufair,
is
it
that
agree
don't
t
fair.
not
tax bill was
mind sa ying that publicly. There is a sense or perception of unfairness that it was a tax cut for the corporations and a tax cut for the
person isn't
.working
littlethe
that -the that
butsomething
wealthy,
is so
Fai'nessafair
.lso
faces. getting
President
share. It is
intertwined with t whole budget. The unfairness about increasing defense spending as opposed to social programs is a concern We
have to realize is there. Ifyou aren't aware of it, I'm giving you iny
frommya state.
view
I traveled
great deal in my State during the month of January
and also even last week. I think the President is in the middle of
explaining the equities of his plan to citizens because, of his ability
to communcate. I also sense that there is a reluctance on the part
of White House advisers-not you, but of White lHouse advisers-4o
limit .the President's appearances on television and radio"to avoid
overexposure. The President's success last year was based upon his
ability to go to the people at the grassroots and convince them that
enthusiasm percolates up through the system and is gradually reflected in the Senate and House. Particularly, that was necessary
in the case of-the House of Representatives, and the j~b is even
more difficult this year than last year.
So I think the President is going to have to be more aggressive in
helping. those of us in the Congress who basically support his view.
I think it can be done, but it rests with what Senator Symms
said--offsetting the liberal bias of the media. The President is our
best weapon.
On a related point, how should we build confidence in theprogram so that the business community will react?
I feel that we have made dramatic changes, even considering the
fact that the-deficit is bigger than we expected. If we don't act, the
deficit is going to be-still bigger, and a high deficit is causing"
PeOPle to doubt our prram, particularly the business comm unity.
The fact remains, we did make dramatic change in budgeting and
tax policies last year. And I ask, what do we have to do hereto get
e and the business connunithe Fortune 500, the Wall. Street p
ty generally to respond favorable? the whole success of supplyis based upon their reside economics rd the Raan o
sPonse to this, what more canwedo? And howlong dowe have to
oit for there to be a response?.
I am not asking that ''uestndin 'any way of chastisement, I an
just looking for a straw to asp onto.
ent
have o
willextentet's
that We
think, Senator,
Secretary
take
tothis
the neg'
and selsoI segment
question RoA".
'the
new plant and, equipment.
miaacturjng ompanie and bufdlnl
Theresent rate- thei current jans are, just bey keeping UPrate of inflation in this country.'
wit
I~ikthat you hayvq t thi'trough that they probaebl have
mnay lin to 6oa~a to,ptpand. Bu th ey run
_h

1
Through a computer

tware program the results don't come out

of the computer with the rate of return that they think they must
have th st&t borrowing that kind of money at 148;percent intor-

est. So- I think that the whble key here is the rate of interest. if
that rate of interest comes down, and hopetflly sooner rather than
later, then I think you will start to see that recovery. The Wall
Street aref, whether it i" the buyers of securities or the sellers of
securities, the lenders of money or the borrowers, I think the whole
iiistraidea' here is credibility. ',Are we going t6 be a credible
tion? is the Congress going o work with us in order to get these
deficits down? Oi are we gong along year after year with ever-increasing deficits? I think f the. s the trend coming down, I think
then that's when confidence will be restored I thifk that's when
that unusual gap, that premium that'. we have to pay now for
money, Will start toShrink and, with It, interest rates.
'Senator GassLzi. Aren't they giving any consideration at all to
the dramatic accomplishmientsthat we made last yearin reversing
budget growth?
Secretary -Rw~x. Since I have been there-I guess I will have to
make a complete confession. What you are asking for is businessmen to be other than businessmen. Businessmen are designed to
make profits, whether they are in the, service sector, in the finang sector." And if they can't see
cial sector, or in the manufact
where they are going to make profts, regardless of what plan we
have, they are not going to indulge in it. And they can't make profitsSenator
with these
high rates
of interest.
GRAsZY.
Well,
the UAW is responding to the marketplace by renegotiating contracts; Ford and General Motors are responding to the marketplace by offering rebates- when are the
bankers going to offer rebates? If there is money there to loan, instead of just worrying about the profits, why can't they take some
cut, too, in their profits, if General Motom and Ford can? Banking
is bUsiness just like General Motors is; isn't it?
Secretary Rzoz. Well, I think you have to look at their overall
blend of rates, or things of that nature, to see what their margins
of profit are.

One portion of banking, that is the thrifts, as you know, have
been knocked out of the market by thes6 high rates of interest,
therefore they can't help at this particular moment. The otherat the weekly flu ctuthey are
looking
part,
ationsthe
in commercial
money, whatbanks,
it is cos"nq
them
and the like, and I think
they are going like a yo-yo with this.
Senator Gxssm Y. I get tired of bankers telling me that they
have, qot plenty of money to loan but nobody wants to borrow it.
Doesn 't money respond to the marketplace just like cars and labor
does?
Secretary RGAN. Certainly it is supposed to, Senator.
Senator G s
. Well, can't you communcate that to the
bankers of this country? You know, the people that have the most
to lose sometimes in our society and our economy dothe least to
Now, those aren't my words those are the
keep*it from ha
President's. Bt t's tn., doggone It. They have h4d12 months to
respond to a change of deon, and tohant
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my ealer answers, it Is a combination Of-not_-kpowgexactly
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what is going tohappen toe b s ine tax cu hnot nki
exacy
knowing
hot
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happn
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oing
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lywat
certainty.
do with someGoenenb
going tothe
Reserve i going
theFpderal
What
Resol'
Ge
Soator
Senator GRASSMY W these pplehave tremendous influence
Government,.bWt
Federal has
much as
economy-not as
on
got, get out
Andthesomebody
influence.
havetremendous
theyour
there in front. Otherwise Yo are going to go,-back tothe pump
g da"s of the New Deal, slid you. know where ths got, us,
pr
where we are today, and we don t- wantto go back to that So -we
have got to ask the private sector to respond,.
.
The CAMMAq. Senator Boren?

Senator Bow. Mr Secretary, following alo

witi what Sena-

tor Grassley j t said. I hope my comments will not be m ter
preted or taken as being unkind, but I do want to be candid with

t play
tried not
to succeWd.
I want this administration
you.
sucit does
that ifnot
cornedl have
wit It. I am very
poitcs
ceed that those of us on both sides of the aisle with moderate and
reasonable views will see a situation in this country in which we
could have a lurch far to the other direction, far to the left, that
would be damaging to this country for a long ime.
or a viewSo what
what is attempting
ofviewpoint
of oneI tsay Iisdon't say from a pi
point
key. And, fra kly, as long
to be done. But I think credibility is
as we have deficits growing at t e rate they are, even if you take
Mr. StockmnWs figures, the optimistic figures; and you look at the
fact that we have indexed our income downward in the out-years of
the tax bill and we continue to index most of oux benefit payments
upward, we take the Stockman figures on the deficit itself, there is
no one that needs a crystal ball to understand why reasonable businessmen who are looking after their own investments and are
having to look down the'road at what they think will happen to
-interest rates are guesing as they do.- They are right to guess as
the.d6.
Te pple of this country I think elected this adnitration because they expected it to balance the budget Whei people talked
to me last year about supporting a bipartisan movement, which I
'did support all'the way up and cown the line, they wanted to do it
that
think
They are
budget.
the these
balancethat
because
greatest
thethat
deficits
greatest toproblem,
the want
has beenthey
problem we face. Theyhave not changed their mind.
I just came from 10 town meetings in my"home State-the President suggested we get out and listen-and I just want to share with
Sou
thalI asked -the question in 10 towp meetings to crowds rananywhere from 50 to 200 each, relatively small towns. I saii:
How many of you would be willing to have a loer increase in defense qspnding?
How many of you would be willing toput off the third year of the tax cut in order

to get the deficits down

IIwould supp
there were 1,500-2,000 people in all those meet8a4
people said they might not be willin-out
ings put tgr,
0O t 2,000. Allthe rest urged meto dO that, and to advocate
9f1,
that tath administration,

So Iam-trying to Isento
American people. I wonder
about it. - j aemd
concerned
-the administiaon•1is? I am
Y thtwhn,
I must say to ypq also,
lythat
when
psals
made
iket that aebt senator
who sufreeze
let's
look atstatement,
entitlements;
let's
look
everything,"
a-very
thnk,
spending;
lt 1 !look
at
"let's
look
at at
military
courageous
how fast we can afford tax breaks," and was branded as ridiculous
by yourself and others, that that is not a bipartisan spirit.
I am, convinced there is a true bipartisan majority In this ConWres
ready to get the deficit down and to to
the very touh poNitial questions: that would be necessary tackle
do it.,_ if we 0ould got
the President to join in with'that real majority that exists ini

Congress on both sids of the aile.

s

And I urge yoUIplead with you, don't keep givin the President
this advice,.if indeed you are, thatthe deficits really are, not as impoat 'as is being said by others. They are. And people are. Wall
invest
is trying
anyone
would:who
Street
goig to
to make
go. Andthe
interest
rates are
andreacting
decide as
where
ments is
long-term bond market is where it is because-people are& akin
v6r rational calculations about what is going to happen to the
.rate of interest in the future, and they don't want to get caught
like thrifts. I'think all of us know it, and I would just preface it by
Ssayin that.
But I would like to ask this question: We are trying to get the'interest, rates down in the short run, and I think getting the deficit
down is the only way to do it, overall. Have you considered at all
the, fact that mergers and what I would call nonproductive user of
credits took some $61 billion last year, for example, for Du Pont to
buy Coneco, for United States Steel to acquire Marathon, and so
on, and this will ultimately recycle in the economy? But yet if that
$61 billion could have gone more directly into- productive investment-housing, and other t
where we have serious needwouldn't it have been better?
I understand President Eisenhower jawboned with the financial
community when he was President, that there is authority under
existing law. I believe the President could authorize the Federal
Reserve to take action to establish rules about the nonproductive
use of credit. It is my understanding Mr. Volcker has said that he
would use such authority if authorized by the President. Is that
under any consideration by the administration?
Secretary REAN. Well if we are talking here in terms of credit
allocation, I thinkthattat, at least as far as I'm concerned, was
pretty well discredited in the past.
You take the efforts as recently as March of 1980, in order to do
thi at a tim9 when we had some simlarities with the present situation. They didn't work, and they had to be taken off right away. I
don't think that credit allocation by the Federal Government
-works. I may think that I'm pretty good, but I don't think that as
Secretary of the Treasury I could participate in any kind of a sensi
ble allocation of credit better than the marketplace would be doing.
Now, as far as your particular question, I would be glad to
Submit t6the Senate a fO -terecord a sud thatwo havemade
f "'the
recycling of some of these do911"a i these merler "that.
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shows that they don't, have the 4lzincentlves that eight appear
the suface,
Senator G Ac
, I -would like to see that study and I would

very lIntet in study-ng lt.,
.e information follows:]
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Merger Activity and bank Cte'dit
This report was prepared in response to a'request to Searetary Regan by Chirman Domenici of the Senate Committee on the
Budget to provide a hlstoricPerspective on the amounts of
money involved in merger activity 1/ It provides measures of
merger activity for 1981 and for previous years and documents

the growing use of' cabh in these transactions. Th* impactt of'
the use of bank credit for merger purposes is briefly analysed.

1981 Mer2er Activity
Corporate mergers and acquisitions increased both in
their size and in number-during the first three-quarters of
1981, according-to data reported by W.T, Grimm & Co. I/ There
were l,b0? merger announcements daring this period compared
with a total of 1,889 announcements for all of 1980, Total,
reported payments associated: ith these mergers in the first
nine months of 1981 amounted to $60.8 billion--about double
the amount for the comparable period the year before. The
total for all of 1980 was $44.3 billion.
There has also been increased activity this year with
respect to large merger deals. Ninety-four of the mergers In
1981 had a reported purchase price in excess of $100 mill ioh.
This is the same number that occurred during the entire previous
year. tn' 1980 four of these transactions involved payments in
excess of $1 billion. Together the four were valued at $8.4
billion. &fter nine months the 1981 count of billion dollar'
mergers stVod at eight. These eight contributed $24.3 billion
or nearly 40 percent of the overall dollar total for the first
nine months.
Mergers and takeovers are obviously not new phenomena,
and it is doubtful whether current rates of corporate acquitition approach those of the period 1967 to 1969 in relative terms.
In particular the data on merger activity are biased upward.
The dollar amounts of mergers and the assets involved should be

I/This request was made during a Committee hearing held on
October 30, 1981.
2/ W.T. Grimm & Co. collects data on net merger and acquisition
announcements, defined as *completed or pending transactions
as of the end of the applicable period. Grim" records
publicly announced-transfers of ownership of at least 10,
percent of a-company's assets or equity. Divisional or
partial sales must _have a minimum purchase price of $500,000
to be included in the merger count.' W.T. Grimm & Co.,
1980 merger 8umar.
Data for 1981 was obtained from an
00tober 21'p, 90X news release, 'Merger Upturn Persists,
Third Quarter Up 2St."

adjusted to remove the effects of inflation,

which aqeount

for some of the rise in merger activity over'tine.

Also,

growth-of the econoxW would normally be expected to increase
ad, hence, the trend of mergers. wt
the nmber of ir"
is new, however, is thl dramatic increase in the use of
cash, rather, than stOck swaps, in the financing of mergers.
Furthermore# at least with respect to tender offers, 3, bank
credit has apparently boen an important direct source of
that cash.

Historical Perspective!
Table 1-reports merger announcements for the years 19731961. These data show a relatively high level of mergers in
1973. The number of announcements, falls precipitously through
1974 and 1975 and more slowly thereafter, with a smal upturn
in 1979 and a more noticeabe upturn. in 1981. However, the data on larger mergers -(in excess of $100 mtilon)' illustrato
an almost exact opposite trend, increasing continuously,
since 1975. The-number of these large merger announcements
nearly tripled in :076 *almost doubled again' in 1978,' and
are rising very rapidly in 1981. The number of mergers with
payments in excess of $500 million almost tripled in l970.
Table 2 shows the type of announcements bWing recorded.
In recent years# about 35 percent of the announcements each
year have involved a divestiture. / Over $0 percent of the
announcements involve the merger of closely held companies.
This latter type of merger typically involves less use of
cash# with a greater reliance on stock swaps. Mergers of
publicly traded companies constitute roughly 10 percent of
merger activity each year. Of these, less than a third are
tender offers. Thus, tender offers, which account for most
of the takeover headlines# represent less than four percent
of total mergers.

3/ A tender offer is one means of attempted corporate acquisition by which an effort is made to purchase a controlling
or majority interest in-a publicly held atock, often bypassing the target ftrm's management.
1/ Divestitures aro defined as "partial sales where '10 percent
opmore of a company's equity is purchased as well as
divisional sales where a ,product line# subsidiary, or a
Co., 1980 Merger Sumarve
diversion is sold.o W.1. qrLm

,.

..

..

71Table 1
Merger and Acquisition Announcements
'Number of Announcements
Total

Year

2,861
2,297
2r276
2,224
2,106
_2,128
-1,889

19"74
X975
1976
%1977
1978
1979
1980

2,469

19481

With purchase price-it excess of
fl.ujmJlion
f5OO millon
h.a.
nea.
nea,
nea.
14
I
19
4
41
2
80
5
83
14
94
16
125

Total Reported
Paflen t s**
n.a,

flea.
11.8
20.0
2109

34.2
43.S_
44.3
81.7

*Annualized numbers based on 1,809 mergers during the first nine
months of the year.
*These figures should be treated with caution. A minority
of total transactions typically-report dollar amounts.
For example, in 1979, payments data were available for 1,047
mergers# or 49 percent of the total number of transactions.
In 1980, payment data wore available for 47 percent of the
-transactions.
n.a.

Not available from sources cited.

-

W.T.Grima
1977, 1980.

Sources

Co., various news releasesand Herger Summary,

O0
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Table 2
Merger Ipe
(Percent-of total announcements.*)
Publicly.Traded Companies

Year
1976

1977

1978

1979
1980
1981"*

Divestiture
46
45
39
35
35

34

Privately-held
Companies
38
44
46
49
52

56

Total

Tender Offers

7
9
12
12
9

2.2
2.6
3.4
3.7
2.1

n.a.

n.a.

* A residual category not shown here includes foreign sellers.

*"Percentages reflect nine months activity.
n.a. - Not available from sources cited.
Sources

W.T. Grimm & Co.# various news releases and Merger Summary#
1977, 1980.

•
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W.T, Gtimm Co. reports that 30 percent of total announced
tender off ers In 1979 (as distinguished from completed or
peroing ofers) Involved bids of $75 million or more. The
equiLvalent figure for 980 was 35 percent. This percentage
has tncreased 4ramatically since -975 when only 7 percent of
-the offers were in this range. ./ This increase is due partly
inflation of asset price. over the years and partly
to
real move towards relatively larger takeover bids. 6/
a general
tO a
A longer term perspective on merger and acquisition activity
may be obtained from data collected by tho Bureau of Economics
of the Fed:al Trade-Commission (FTC). Two series have been
compiled by that agency an overall merger series, and a
large merger series that includes acquired manufacturing and
mining companies with assets of $10 million or more. Data
pertaidng to those mergers are shown in Table 3. Unfortunately,
the FTC data collection effort was discontinued after 1979 so
that' comparable numbers for the most recent years ae not available. Also, the TC-coverage of mergers Is more limited concep,tually than the data reported In Table 1. Z/ The two series,
therefore are not comparable.
J/ WT. drimm & Co.

Merger Summary, 1976, 1977, 1980.

These data are not good measures of the relative growth in
merger activittv, as they contain an upward bias over time.
Firsts with economic growth, the number of firms in the
economy will grow and there is no reason why the number of
mergers should not expand accordingly, similarly, noweconomic growth, as well as inflation, should support an
upward trend in asset values over time.

./

/ To be included in the FTC data, an acquisition must meet
four criteria:
1. The FTC must have jurisdiction over the industry to
which the acquired company belongs. This excludes
*
commercial banks, transportation entities such as
*
railroads and airlines, and commnication concerns
such as radio and television stations.
2. The acquiring concern must acquire at least 10 percent
of the acquired company's stock or assets.

S

3.

-The acquired company must be American.

4.

The acquired company must be an independent company, a
-subidiayr or division of another company, or a division

of-a subsid Lary.-

-Bureau of Economics, Federal Trade Commission, tati tical
'ereas
. 11.
9771
uisiio
on. Here and
R
figures or paymen s (for Wout
Grim report s o ar
.
half its announcements), the FTC record s dollar figures
-for assets of large mergers only. Tha-latter also records
"compensation paid" whet, publicly available for large mergers.
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Table 3

FTC Merger Series
Overall Merger

Series
Number

Completed*

Ye

Large Manufacturing and Mining Acquisitions

Number**
4

1948
1949
1950
-1951
1952
1953
1954
1955

6
5
9
16
23
37
67
53

1956

47

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961,
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979***

28392359

1474
1047
1164
1207
1279
1214

42
49
51
46
.65
54
73
64
76
138
-174
138
91
59
60
64
62
59
82
-101
111
97

Total Assets
of Acquired
Firms ---

($millions)

Assets as a
Percentage of all
Manufacturing and
Mining Corporations

114.4
89.0
186.3
201.5
385.3
795.1
1,479.0
2,227.3
2,110.5
1,427.7
1,173.1
1,712.2
1,734.1
2,234.9
2,660.7
3,187.1
2,576.5
3,721.9
4,380.2
8,955.7
13,759.2
12,219.2
6,601.1
3,140.5

2,670.8
3,558.8
5,118.9

5,528.0

6,926.0
10,129.5
11,770.4
16,033.6

0.10
0.08.
0.15

0.14
0.22
0.44
0.81
1017
1.00

0.62
0.50
0.69

0.65
0.81

0.91
1.04
0.80
1.07
1.13
2.10
2.94
2.32
1.14

0.51
0.41
0.50
0.69
0.70
0.80
1.08
1.14
1.36

Partial acquisitions are not included in this total.
*

Data on number of acquisitions exdludecompanies for which data.
were not publicly available. There were 589 such companies with
assets of $16,950.6 million for the period 1949-1979. These
assets are included in the data reported hero.

,

Figures are

Sources

reliminary.

Statistlca1
Bureau of Economics, Federal Trade Commission.
"
qulsitions. 1979. Tables 10, 15, and 1
Mergesian.n

Report on

The final column in Table 3 reports assets of acquired
manufacturing and mining firm as a percentage of assets of All
manufactring and mining corporations. -Tus series provides a:
good picture of relative aggregate merger behavior over time.
Thes- data shoQ peaks of merg r activity'in 1955 and 1968
and indicate that merger activi
had increased from a low in
1972 to a possible peak in 1979. The W.T. Grimm data discussed
''earlier imply that t is likely this current serieS, if it had
been continued# would have shown a possible dip in 1980 (due
to credit controlq And the recession?)- with a further' upturn
in- 1981. It ts uhlikelY# however, that 1981 data would have
approached the levels Of merger activity as had occurred In
the boom years of 19'61 to 1969.
In'-1967 to 1969, 6ver 80 percent of the reported compensation paid for acquired manufacturing and mining companies
it estimated to have been in the form of stock shared. The
data in Table 4 show that this percentage has dropped precipitously to where in recent Years typically over 60 percent of
the compensation is paid as cash and much of the rest is in
some combinatt0n of cash and stock.
-

'Using these data,' two indexes of cash merger activity have
been constructed. The first is obtained by multiplying the
.,percentage of total manufacturing and mining assets acquired,
by the percent of reported compensation which, is purely cash.
This-is the "cash only" index shown in Table 4. The second
'index is similarly obtainedj using the percent of reported
compensatiOn that is either cash or a combination of cash and
stock. This index is the *cash involved" index.
These indexes shoO' vividly the increasing importance of
cash merger transactions. In the relative merger index of
Table 3 (column 4), the most recent year 1979# registers less
than half the ,(relative) merger activity as does the peak year
1968. However,'' in terms of the use of cash transactions, the
1968 activity 'is one-third that of 1579. This indicates that
th0 potential Impact of merger activity on credit market measures
has -increased from h-istorical levels.
Telider Offers
. Cash has been the predominant form of payment for tender
offers especially during the seventies., Over ninety percent
of the offers from 1972 to 1980 have been cash offers. / The
use of cash, however, need not imply. the use of bank credit.
Pirms often utilize internal financing sources. To investigate
this relationships the Securities and Exchange Commission
collected for the years 1979 and 1980 information on the source
,

Douglas V. Austin, *Tender Offer Updatee 1978-1979,
and Acquisitions. Summer 1980, pp. 13-32.
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-- Table 4

Compation Paid and Cash Me~rgr Activity
Merger File*

FTC Larxg

Year

Total
Compensation
", Paid
($ millions)

1967

2,955.3
11,894.7
5,390.3

"1 70
$.171

3,282.0
1,61.1.6
2,070.9
2,073.3
3s 324.2,
2,2670
,3,530.1

1968

1972

1973
'1974

1975

*

Cash & Stock
Combination

60.8
59.4
64.3
39.1

2.7
5.5
7.2
7.5
6.3
5.6
2.2
5.5
13.7
6.8

75.2
65.6

32.9'

8.2

1,792A8

7,796.3

Cash
(Percent)
-10.8
s.1

5:637.8

1978
%1979

Indexes of 'Cash

21.8

22.6

14.9

8.8

'Cash**

Involved
(Percent)
16.3
15.4
36.4
32.1'

24.8
66*3
73.1

71.1
54.0
84.0
9o.S

Merger Activity,Cash
only#
.065
•317
.190
.326
.132
.:'9,0
..

Cash
involvedO
e122,
.479
'

3,57

.13

o414
. .104
412
e0A4

,420
.416
.514
.422
:857
.892

-. 457
.512
.569
.583
.95$.
1.340

Percentages ar ofasset
totals, excluding'acquisitions for
which no publio'data were-available.

* Sum of previous two columns.
# Column *Cash*.#-this Table, multipled by final columns Table 3,
## Column *Cash InvolvedO, this Table, multiplied by final column,
Table 3..

Sources Constructed from Table

27, FTC Statistical Reegrt, 1979.
Data coverage of firms and assets is quite uneven from year
to year.

3 3 . . 3
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'Ot funds used in successful takeover bids. Table 5 shows
the results as compiled by the Congressional Research Service.
In 1979, more than halt of the acquiring firms resorted to
some form of bank credit to finance their takeovers and nearly
three-fOorthi of the required funds were directly bank financed.
of_,Less than four percent of the takeovers used an exchange
shares. Most of the remainder resorted to internal financing.
Whether this meant a bank loan had to be resorted to for some
other reason is unknown. in any case# the data show a high
llreiXance on, bank ptarti ipxtion for, financing tender offers in
-

The 1980-experience was somewhat different. Less than 20
percOnt of the estimated cost 'as directly bank financed, and
two-thirds were financed internally. This situation primarily
reflects the impact of credit controls in that yea*r.
To some extent, an emphasis on bank credit financing may
reflect depressed stock prices. If stock -prices are depressed,
as has been the case in recent years, takeovers become an
attractive proposition. An acquiring firm will generally use isbank
credit to finance the takeover if the price of its own stock
depressed. However#' as the economy recovers and stock prices
firm uPio stock swaps should revive as a means of financing take-ovors.
1981 Credit Activity
Only a portion of the known merger-related-loan commitments
contracted in 1981 have been taken down. For example, 'in one
six-week period in 1981, nearly $40 biTlion in lines of credit
had been announced in connection with nonfinancial corporate
mergers of U.S. firms. 9/ U.S. banks and their overseas branches
were responsible for an estimated $20 to $25 billion of these
commitments. Through August, however, loan drawdowns at U.8,
banks associated with these merge-related commtments amounted.Q/'.
to app oximately $5.2 billion

./

Federal Reserve Bank of-New York, guarterliY Review, Autumn
1981, p. 29.
branches
, Perhaps another $1.5 billion was booked at foreign
of U.S. banks. (hd, as such, is not included in the usual
bank-'aredit statistics). Unpublished estimates,.Banking
Section, DAyision of Research and Statistics. Board of
. Governors of the Federal Reserve.
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-10Table 5
Sour-ce of Funds Used in Successful Takeover Bids
1979
Number of
Takeovers
Total Bank Participation
Unsecured bank loans
-Urecud

4,009.32 §/

26

758.602 2

1,447.99 /

506.80

374.30

12
-'7

33

1,239.42.£

27

3

692.80

5

1

35.00

0

44
14

bank loans

plus internal financing
Secured bank loans'
Internal financing only
400 percent in exchange
of shares
External, non-bank
financing
Source of funds not

available

Cost
(bmillions)

1980
Ttal EstLmte4
Nlmer of
cost
Takeovers

7

2,187.03

4

3
81

Total

5,283.74 /

a/Excludes.one takeover with no cost estimate.
Excludes two takeovers with no cost estimate.
./ Excludes three takeovers with no cost estimate.
Excludes five takeovers with no cost estimate.
Excludes nine takeovers witno cost Ostizate.
'Surces' Copiled -b CRs from information provided by the SEC.

K

7

57

14s.36

105.86

2/

3,259.12 W/
1,

352.23
0600--

312.00
4,329.14

W

85By way of compar~son, total copmercialbank loans and investments outstanding nAO ust 1981 amounted to $1.3 ttillin
of which nearly 0350 billion wore domestic commercial and,
Industt.a (Cil)' lans .Between OdeiOmbej -1t$O and $eptember
1981 there was .O
uet change of $25 billion
thes l~ns.
on s
The f5.2 billion figureP therefore, represents 20.8 percent of
the loans made during that period.' This figure ii biased
upwardr since it assumes that none of-the merger loAn money
w obtained was repaid during the period. Nevertheless, it
appears that the merger r~lAted loans wer'a-significant, but
not overbearing, component of new domestic Ci credit
extensions.

"

Impact of Bank Credit
An informal survey of-banks indicated that U.S. banks did not
expect to limit oredLt to other cUStomers and would fund any
loan drawdowns through issues of certificates of deposit (CDs),
federal funds/repurchase agreements (RgPOs), or Eurodollar. borrowings. ll4/ This indicates that the formation of loan commitments themseles does not have an appreciable impact on bank credit
behavior. The bank consortia involved have ready access to
worldwide money markets, and it is likely they-finance any major
drawdowrn, 4n the first instance, by increasing liabilities
rather than'by selling assets such as Treasury bills. 12/
The impact of an actual extension of bank credit which i's
used to purchase stock will depend on the disposition of the
sale proceeds-by the former stockholdert'.' There is a good
presumption that a very high percentage of the proceedsw would
be reinvested.'_/
-It is p~ssile;' of course, that the former
stockholders would choose to purchase the very same bank liabilities used to finance the merger loan. In this case, the funds
would be completely recycled Oith a Minimum impact on interest
rates for CDslREPOs, and other Aoney market obligations.

iI/ Information obtained from Banking Section# Division-of Research
and Statistics*, Board of Governors of ,the Federal Reserve
--

Boari.

'L2/ Banki typically face an exogenous loan demand in the short
run# accepting all legitimate loan applications meeting a.spei~ie4 risk criterion. The loan rate may vary with the
perceived' r~s)Ineess of the loan# but-the rate structure
itself changes with the cost, of bank liabilities.. It is
very
that a drawdown -nlikely
of a loan commitment will lead
directly to a cancellation of another loan.
-.

With
f/ institutional sellers, this percentage is.-likely to
approach 100 percent.
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Theoretically, however, there

y b4 some'small impact o

bank reserves and Interestrates if Such credits rise substantialLy above normal levels. An increase in Eurodollar borrowings
and nonpersonal time deposits Voul4 cause' a mall increase: in
required bank reserves. This would put upward pressure onthe
federal fnds ato an6s _t
. , ve!Cs
ce
cnt
Th-:
or3)
o'o ; -velt si.eOcient to induc ().)
rated wouldhvd to cis
shiftfrom deimnd deo t and
e checkable deposits (ibi
carry h(gh2
reserve requirement) Into bank nondeposit liabilitiia (2
ak'li of bank-held assets (Treasury bills) that.
eliminates bank*liabiaitie and their attendant required reserves"
(3) a shift Into nonbank RaPOs, which do ot carry reserve reqUirem
meht r and/or (4) Induce banks to increase their borrowings from
the'Federal Reserve, a4oing to the supply of available
reserve.e
however,if loan drawdowns to finance corporate mergers vary between
$3-6 billion per yea,r this would involvea reelatively sama
proportion,
iseapproximately 1n-24# of total bank reserves. Resuirements of this magnLtde are in line with those of recent years and
should niot be a major new. inflIu'ence on the f inancial System Qr--on
the level of interest rates.

The impact on the money aggregates will depend upon the
size of the lending# the use to which the public puts the stock
sale proceeds, and thte response of the Federal.Reserve. In many
cases the amount of the money supply will not change because the
funds loaned Oill be recycled within the banking system, althougii
probably not in the same financial institutions or-even in the
same financiall form. Any effects on HI# therefore, are likely'
to, be only transitory., To the extent that short-term 'interest
rates rise, there will be an inducement for the public to
shift out of H1I assets into 12 and.H3 assets. In addition,
to the extent banks reduce -their' holdings of Treasury securities,
the initial impact on 13 will be aaeliorated. Also, where
banks utilize Eurodollar borrowings rather than CDs, the impact
on 13 will be lessened.
-. Conclusion

-

*

The level of credit extended by domestic-U.S. banks .for
merger related purposes. i small when compared to overall bank.
loan and investment activity. Furthermqre, the fact that the,
loan proceeds are used to buy investments creates-the .presumption..
that a very-high percentage of the stock-sale proceeds will-be
reinvested andr thus, effectively used to finance indirectly"
the original eXtension.bf credit., For-these reasons the, ex--,
tension of bank credit for merger related purposes is likelyto have miriimal effects on the cost and availability 6f credit.
It is not likely that such loans would have more than transitory
effects on interest rates, required baInk reserves,' and the
growth of the monetary aggregates.
14/ This last result offers only a short term solution. Eventually, higher Federal Reserve borryOing will lead to
either a higher-discount rate, which vill discourage that
borrowing, or to a decrease in the nonborrowed reserves
target. In either case' the-borrowing .acts as a short
term b4ffer. Eventually interest rates must rise suff - "
ciently to induce one or more of the other responses
mentioned in the text.
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Senator Boivi. On the question of the all-dwr certificates that
of
many actve
very
law--there
passed into
wereconcept
to etmore
ordersupporterss
-year,
cmmt werelast
on this
'the
s that it.o~b loanod
S & WO'safd ibeb
mo.0 ito the 1.
tat folowing the en
undortnig
my
is
it
bou
out f~r
meant of that provion that action was taken, I beleve, by the
DIDC, the commission for deregulating or for setting rue and regSulatiorns for financial institutions, which allowed, a 1-percent brokera fee to so-called bona*tde brokers for the selling - -bf-Aver
the tunds
lot offinancial
n athese
therefore, to
which resulted,
certificates
ii from
being channeed
the allve andcicate
tions as opposed W the banks and ,savin and loans where they
mght have gone into houi more d tlyY.
Woo this the action ofthe DJIC? A-ndI wonder if it was'taken in
open session with a formal votes at we mightknow howthe
various members of the DIDC voted in terms ofauthorizing these
brokerage fees and really changing somewhat the nature ofthe all
savers certificates.
Secretary R1cN. Well, ,from the point of view of what I was
asking my sstants here, whether or not that was done Inan
opensession or not, I don't thinkthat it was. I don't recall. think
it was done by the circulating of a memo, but I am not certain. I
check that for the record, Senator.
will
you must realize that there are cerAsfaraswhydidwedot,
tain institutionsini cert~i etoso h onr that doh't have
as much money as in Other ections of the country. A broker working to bring money from one section"to another, I don't I S
vice being performed for a bo.
Outside the realmof a, real
wouldn't
money,
the
want
didn't
institutions
the
Indeed
they
money,
thethey
did want
i
have to, Ifpay',the brokerage fee. feY
could get-it-Now tb the extent "that you would say, 'Well, if the broker
or
the inlocal
the- money
weren't
Plus aY5 such
a cOmmunity?"
sayinthat
have tostay
youhwo:d
e you,would
what hathere,
"asFlorida ,it would . remain in Florida But Florida stil has a sur-.
Plus, from the point of view of other States.
PS' I tik that that didn't impede al-savers."l think the fate of
all-savers depends upon the factIthat t-is of short duration, people
dontAndrstand it,things of that nature, more than the brokerage
fee.Senator Bo'4. i would agr with.that.,But for example, the
local savng , loans
Russell-Kansas Savings& L6oa or the
ttee brokerage fe eepiwihwr
orbnkthefc
not lrity -requi;W by the bill'' ltaeli; did', thaitresult in more
® 10i g into the First Federal Savings & Loan of a small town
money
iOkWao 01O less?
Secretary' RwA -Well, we'd have to find out wherethe money!
came from, where. thebrokers got it. I doubt if many. brokers,, for. a
omethlng
of-money-6-50,O,
feo for a, small
10".percent
Russel, or what hae you, m
gone int
haveamount
of that bature-,would
"they would concentrate
order to extract tbat none; I would t:
9,nd other.
Jlcoie'si
an
-Angees'
-Ihe,14~
effort
their
placs ofta aue
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Senator Bowz. What about the DIDM? You said, and it wasmy
, the reason I asked the question, that this was not
uide6rtan
done In an open meeting, that it was not'done by formal action,
that It was done by informal staff arment. With my experience
in l'egilative and executive bodies, I have neverparticipted in a
of
'ntead
staff agreement
by Is
informal
took Votes
committee
-the
prnct thatactually
voting.
this standard
procedure?N
t only
:
6but on other very important issue involved with deo thisisse
regulation of our financial institUtions, is this standard operAtingj
procedure?
REGAN. No, that is not standard operating procedure.
Socre
there' i someThe DIO-C meets qUarterly, and we take a vote. ?'h
thingof inportance or a technical matter that Wouldn't call for as.
semblin of all the members to vote on just several minor items,
there iS a circulation of a document in which the pros and cons of
the situation a' there, and each member then votes by signature
on the document.
Senator Boom. So there would have been a vote taken by signa-

ture onthe document?
Sec~tary
answer.-Oh, yes. -And for the record I will submit a
correct RGAN.
S more

Senator BoRmN. would appreciate that.
(The information follows:]
Committee's
rule prohibiting
interpretation
#isfinders'
actuallyfeea staff
"rulingof
rate ceilins
and Was
subjectoftotheInterest
for depit
theTie
payment
based upon, a prior determination made by thO Committee. All members of the Corn-

mittee were aware of the prposed response to the brokerage question prior to the
Issuance of the determination. The determination, which was "itally requtby

a savIngs and loan association, was intended to asist all federally Insured depisitory'
"nstlituons in attrcng ASC depositsPreliminary information Indicatee that oily a small number of depository institu-.
tions utilize brokerage arrangements. The dollar/volume of brokered ASCO as a percntageof total ABC deposits-at savis and loan associations relatively smal; it
is estnateed to. be somewhere between three. and five percent. We have seen no
evidence that brokerag fees are unresonably exPensive in relation to either the
services'that are provided or the alternative costs of promoting A dosit pro
• ean.Moreover, no information has been presented to indicate'that smaller local
M

f
tons have suffered In their ability, to, attract local ,..d

Nothwithstandg

n
we are continuing to m.onitor-the situation andere in.a posiitheseni
tial
tintotk appropriate action should- evidence ?f abuse develp.

Secretary, I know .you -have ,been here-aa,
The CMr.
couple of hours, but I just need to ask a few more questions that I
Shave been aked by -iembers who could not be here.
SenatorPurenberger-would lIike-a-.response. -'Iol sai"Indr
stand_
thtbyh homebuilders
completed-contract.
methodsmall,
-of accounting
is used extensvely
and manY
busineses.,Will
it
repeal incre se heborrowing needs and cote of.doing busiess for
these groups?" He conclud thait will andthat it is hard tOjustify. increasing housing. costs at this time of high interest rates.,
Sectary Rw. xiow
Concerning the completed-contrct method of
accounting, we are Yi to solve a problem bnvolingthose who
or Feral
do: special work for governments, wneher ciy 1
ly -defense -cntractors -and people Of that
Gc.ve,,me
,ternmeAlct,,
3~toadmaybe
8ke
nature whoiar uliga rJect Oht t
more years than that to complete..

stt,

/
(I
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weap

them; b"e

I moonthe variQ-h

CegvMenta of go"vernmdent., Ihey are, tak ig that, into account They
'~llcspagAinst that
tnvariou costs
o-t"t p~rio5,ds
t e frec
ro), or los before tazeo3. d
tahn
E p rfi loss nt consideration
as
far
as
thir
re•rt
k
based' Uo 'that ae
eu "n
holersare conc oth-4 and, bae
i
aaret re,'elto_ n
w~h execoitlv bonuoes are mad anrth'ing of t hnature..
pir-t-,ie they don't report, fntil the flpaymen4
fort
adthen "the mleabloon payment otaedependin uon
what
are-a acted.
-- So I thn
.t the extent that they .have been profiting off Gov,
ernzentsbdy I t
it's time, with all-the other subsidieS we
are iv in g . ,.. I ceased.' .t-be
N , as fa as' homebuilders are. concerned, ordinarly homebuilders- work- pretty quickly: and a home can be built within a
rear. So. I doubt if -many homebuilders have this particular probTheqI mw.
I think
be was suggesting
if in fact it
:wouldimpact
aversely
onwhat
homebuilders
and small was
businesses.
•ecretary R6AN.Well, there is also an exclusion in 'there of
.a0,000,recall, for small businesses.
SIncdenlwy,.
ChirW
the- complete description of all of
thes6 proposals, as rsaid, will be forthcoming to you and this cornmittee and to the publc, hopeuy within week.
The
. Hasthe administration' given any more
thougt-l kno in-the HOuseo'bill last year there was some questionf .hortenmg the holding period, the capital gaisholding
eriod from 12 months to6 months. Have you given that any
tj ught? You are not advocating that this year?
Sece ryRaoAW.We have no plans atthe present time to advoSThe CtA
. It is my understadin that some, including the
New
York,
Stock
Exchange,
would
actually
suchenda
change;
There
would
be a static
loss, but
they profit
live from
that the
result would be a'profit, at least cease revenue to the Government.

-

Secretary RwAN. I argued that way, Mr. Chairman, for many
years,
The:C
Right.Well, I think you understand what hap.
poned last year. It w"s a qusin of how the amendment was
'Cretary RwwAN. Ir-ec vividy what happened at that time.
'The Ciim Nm.-Right, And I do, too., l-ememberwhat Chairman
Rostenkowskid told: me ta
hat he would not .accept, that provision,
more or,less.,
SenatorlBoren mentioned the all-savers certificate. Is there any
pla" to extend that provision? That is about $8 billion a year; $4.2
billon for th 15-month or
provision. Haveyou had an opportiunity to make a deison

, .

that?

Secretary RItuA.. We have not come to. any final conclusion, but
Our tentative conclusion Is that there is no z eed to continue it;that
,has notperved the purpose that itwaasl gedtow~
do.It
hro are other way. that we .cn,work wth the thrif idurti.t
Accompllp
their po
trying to get more money'into those
insttutionswithoutthe
need
for the all-savers,

.:

-

-

SThe CwuZua.

.has
alre
-iraisin
:.,it

I know there would' be ,some; andin fact-there -

been some interest ithe extesion of that. M
it now is a matter were

is a .rvn lo.

-ecetary

wpn

g6ing to havto o coisid*r6that
o;mybe t hat in itself isnot treason:_.

Well, what we phaned to

,inrasyw

Sto
waita fori 6-moinths,
have'
6-month .lgire
in had
then :. ,
make
of *t,-to torake
ceranthat
we knew
what and
we4tudy
were
tal dn about as to exactly Whalute effect oral.e avers ha been. i

i The -CI~AIMaN. If we permit the foreign 'tar credit to Offset the

tU.S.
income ta!x,
tax. Andthat',
matter concern
some oft
ntew?
minimum
many U.S. amultinationals
will tO
continue

a

-

seemsthat they Ought to be hep
e
pay orthe military
that
protect their worldwide interests. im not. certih
what yourposition ion that, but t is a matter we are going to consider.
Secretary R -o..
We have taken no position
on it, but we would
tyou
on
Wt..
'
CHAMMu A nd wor wI know the defense will be that it
s double .taxtion, but it seems to me weoughtto be able to miti.
gaft oreliminate that and still, not let them escape alltaxes.
.
Secretary Rzoh. Well, I think that Was one of the .reasons.
that
there was such an outcry against the leasing proVision, that some
of the oil companies were ableto use both sides.
The CnA~tMw.The Occidental caseI think, really focused alot
of attention onleasing. Do you think there will be a fall off ofuleas
ing activity this week [Laughter.] .
.
Secretary Rrzi. I know there will be, Senator. I
eow"there i.
aThe ChA
N,im
In the black lung bill, among other t things, we
put a provision thatrequirer ed reporting-not thatf it needed to be
required; you are going to do itminany event. But as I
sunderstan
that date as Janu
, d we hope to have that Informaon
soon.
Secretary RAN. We have had a prelIminary We havelooked at
a quckstudy, but I want towait. I think I can promise you that bY
the. middle of March we will. have the completed study. Wea
giving Irttop priority at IRS and at Tax Policy. And If we can get it
there by mid-March, then we can start studying it and drawing
concluons from
it.
.
t
.
rThed ou
. Some .of ui who don't .understand it, probably, '
wonder
the Federal
Reserve
weekly-.money
number.why
Is ithat
in the. law,
or ispublishes
it.a procedure
that hassupply
been

adopted?
it seem tous t causes a lot of confuion. You spend the
next week until Friday woinabut what happened the last
Friday,W nd ithas an effecton interest rates, among other thngit
Secretly Roar, Well, of curse the real expert on that will be
before
tomorrow,
Chai"rman
But I' might,:
guive mythis
own,committee
iniononthat,
Senator.
I thinkVoelker.
it's morelooking
at - the S
Muns
e .ctand thins of that nature, theFreedom of Iiifo wthInfratin
i: mation
MAt.Federal
This iinformation--m
as regula-,
twonef the
Reserve Sinucetheyhavethe
. gathered now. weekly
figure b~y, theypup..

.sh thm;beca
Serear

'zGN'"

se I-tinth

el,

they feel that anyone
could-isist uPon
f

ouseth

ralexer

o

tatwil-be,
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Now, as far as whether they should publiH it, whether tibey
should require it or not; there s a ve4 large body of thought that
on a weekly
thisministers
it, that
shouldn't do Md
they othernation.
say$
and
finance
thedoes
timeelse
lastone
the no
basis-no
th6 central bankers met, there' were a lot of the foreign finance
ministers that-were urgingme and Chairman Voelker thatwe not
that it added too much static
pUblish weekly for the simple r
what was going on.
'The counter-gument to that, though, is that, all right, there
are going to be wild guesses, then, in the marketplace. Traders in
the marketplace with big positions are iffot going to sit still and
Wonder from month to month what is happening to the money
for the
type itofis.proxy
get some
totusingto tat,
supply.
not
S6o why
whatever
andgowill be
mon-y They are
publish the figures anyway, if we have them?
1 do think, and here Ihave been stern for quite a few years so
this is not something new, that Wall Street overdoes it Friday
afternoon. I wish they would all qit at noon' on Friday and let
those figures come out without fast action and hair-trigger phone
calls in order to try to unload or add to a position depend on
what's hap eied n the marketplace. I think there is too much sensitivity to the weekly figures.
The CAI. Maybe if we reduce the holding period we will
.get that agreement that they close on Friday noon. They might be
Willing to do that.
Secretary REGAN. Unfortunately, you are talking about two sides
of the street-*-one in the stock area and one in the bond.
II. Well, Senator Bradley may have other questions,
noThe C
butyl wanted to indicate :that it is our purpose, the S1nate Finance
Committee, to move ahead on.the President's budget and not wait.
In some reports the administration's srabteg is to wait until Sep'1'tember. I think that was only a report that Ihaven't been ablo -to
But it seems to me that if we can accommodate allthe members
who have an interest, we would like to complete all of the hearings
in the next 4 to 5 weeks on revenue increases and alsd budget reductions and user fees and other things that we have jurisdiction
on the
are back here
when
position
be in
and, hopefully
ofcompromie
outyou
a-bipartisan
Worked
to ahave
increase
de~tcelin
with Members of CoNres that Senator Boren alluded to, and I
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something

There is one thing as Secretary of the Treasury, though, tbat I

wish you would do for me, as long as you are going to do

Mi'rthe debt ceiling area,,and that s change the Senate procedure on
the debt ceilin so that the Secretary of the Treasury wOuldn t
have to be coming up as often, whether 't is myself orMoYe of my
successors. I do think-that we are playing games with the debt ceiling. In the Passage of budgets, and so forth, we know that we are
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The CHaumMA.
we are more a deliberative body. I guess when the Democrats were
in control we didn't think that it was a good idea to do that. Now
that there is a change, I think they have had a change of heart.
Secretary RzOAx. Well,.peaking as one that is- in between, I
wish you would change your minds.
The C.
Plus, it is an opportunity to see you on a frequent basis. rLaughter.]
Secretary RMEAN. Well, I can assure the Senator that I would
come anyway.
I
The.

-
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ship in a very short distance. So my fear is that that is going to
drive people's expectations and therefore determine their economic
decisionmaking, and have a long-term impact that will be detrimental to the success of the program and therefore to the country.
, Finally, I actually did have a question, and that is:-I'm interested
to see, your proposals on the repeal of various tax expenditures.
And I'm curious why you didn't go further. You might have seen
Martin Feldstein's -article in the Wall Street Journal just this
week. He recommended eliminating a number of other so-called
loopholes, tax expenditures, and rm curious whether part of the
administration's flexibility is a willingness to consider many more
of these?
Secretary REQAN. As I said in my prepared testimony, Senator,
we are more than willing to work with this committee and with
Ways and Means to see what the wishes of the committee are in

-this area, as long as they dol't interfere with and become disincen-

tives to what we already hiove in place in both the bushiess and in
the individual tax cuts.
Senator BRADLuY. Because I think what you heard here, at least
from Senator Heinz and a couple of other people, is that you've endorsed the idea of a minimum tax that affects all corporations, and
yet you haven't been very agressive on the idea of the tax preferences. I mean, you have come up with $7 billion, which is better
than nothing, but I think there is a certain wish that the administration would kind of take the lead here even more than it has.
Secretary RUGAN. Well, I don't think we want to go overboard on
theie and wipe out entirely what we did last year with ACRS and
the individual cuts. And that's why we have suggested these. If
there are replacements for what we have suggested, or if there are
better ones we would certainly be willing to discuss it.
Senator BRLMEY. Thank you very much.
.-The
.
A..A.. Senator Bradley, I might say we have the Joint
TaxmCommittee and the Finance Comttee staff reviewing all tax
expendtures. They have becn doing it for a number of weeks. And
we may have some suggestions in certain areas, and certainly we
expect to work with Treasury on that.
Mr. Secretary, we thank you very much.
Secretary R A Thank you, Mr Chairman.
_The k
w. It may be necessary for you to come back again,
but we appreciate your testimony and look forward to w
with-you.
+

$ecretary RzoAN. 'Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[Whereupon, at 1:18 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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ADMINISTRATION'S FISCAL YEAR 1983 BUDGET
PROPOSAL
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1982

U.S. SENATEt
CoMMrrrE ON FNANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:44 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Robert Dole (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Dole, Danforth, Grassley, Roth, Symm Ben
sen, Bradley, Moynihan, Mitchell, Boren, Baucus, and Byrd.
Senator Ro0H. I've been informed that the chairman has been
temporarily delayed, but should be here any minute. And he has
requested that.I open the proceeding.
So we are,.indeed, pleased to have before us today Hon. Paul
Volcker, Chairman, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System. Mr. Volcker, we appreciate your being here today and we
would ask you to proceed.
STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL A.VOLCKER, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Mr. Vowxzn. Senator Roth, I have a statement which bears a
certain resemblance to a statement that I delivered yesterday to
the Ways and Means Committee, and perhaps I can just summarize
some of the points as a method of getting started.
As you know, we are in difficult economic circumstances; we are
in the midst of a recession. At the, same time, I would want to emphasize that we are making progress on inflation. I think that is
fudamentally important. It's important because of its implications
for the trend in interest rates over time, which is important for the
business situation as well as for its own sake. The more progress
we make on inflation, the more room we are going to have for
growth in this economy. We have to keep very much in our minds
that part of the process of dealing with our very evident economic
have
beenI
which,
of course,on we
with
problems
track.
of progress
that
We now
seeinflation,
early signs
tr ing to is
do.dealing
tbih that suggests we are beginning to lay the groundwork for a
sustained recovery. It is at least as important that that recovery be
solid and sustained in precisely the month or quarter in which it

Mo netary policy, of course, is directed in large part towarddeal.

ing with the inflation problem, It will continue to be so. I review in
my statement, very briefly, some of the objectives for monetary
(95)
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policy lst year* and state our targets for this year, I make the
point that [think they are consistent with recovery in the economy. I think it is also going to be a tight fit by design, because our
monetarytargets are designedto keep pressure on reducing inflation for the reasons I suggested.
Interest rates are cer'tany a key to the sp d and rapidtty of recovery. In that connection, would point out"that-as you know-there has been a very heav, bure n on monetary policy in dealing
with the inflationary situation That, mi tself, has repercussions on
financial markets, on interest rates. I think it is always in our interest-and I use "our" broadly, not just to mean the Federal Reserve-that too Much of the burden not be, left on monetary policy
alone In dealing with that situation.
That, of course, brings me to the, immediate concern of your committee, the'fiscal situation that we face. It is sometimes coni
to, describe that situation because of the variety of numbers an
projections that are out. I take off from the projections of -the administration or, the CBO or the many private forecasters that are
all inthe sameareaas to what the outlook would be if no action
were taken--if we just accept the budget and budgetary trends as
given, and assume the defense program of the proportions the administration has been proposing. I think all analysts are basically
in agreement that we then face the prospect of widening deficits,
and substantially widening deficits, as recovery-proceeds. That is
an unusual and potentially alarming situation. we haven't been in
that situation where, assuming a good recovery, assuming lower
unemployment, assumIng the revenues you get- from recovery, assu glower unemployment compensation payments, we have a
rapidly widening deficit even so. That is the problem to which I
think theCongress has to address itself, because it does have the
potential for absorbing far too much of our savings potential for
squeezing out the very investment activity and the housing, that
we want to see during this recovery period.
-Though the administration has clearly recognized that problem
and has proposed a very sizable program for 1983, 1984, and the
years beyond to deal with the budgetary situation; their Proposals
for reduction in the deficit are in the magnitude of about $55 bil.
lion for fiscal 1983 and $82 billion for fiscal 1984..And if a program
of that magnitude were to be enacted and carried through, then
you would move-the deficit curve down a bit instead of having
these sharply rising figures as recovery.proceeds. Whether that's
enough or not is a matter of judgment. I ve expressed the opinion
on a number of occasions that I would prefer to see a greater safety
marg. The key here, in my mind, is really 1984, when the recovery has had a lot of time to proceed. What kind of problem are
you potentially looking at for that year and that kind of prospective? I think the aministration has proposed a very sizable program. The challenge is before the Congress to move on that prograin or to present a program of comparable magnitude or larger. I
think the larger that program is, the safer we wl be, in terms of
repercussions in the financial markets, in dealing with the problems that are so evident now.
The only other point I would make is thatI think we are not just
dealing with a potential problem for 1988 or 1984, but for today.
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Financial markets look ahead; they look at what the prospects are
for 1988 or 1984 and react today in the light of those prospects.
You can strike a blow for better conditions hi financial markets
enhancing the prospects for earlyrecovery by acting .as
as forealy as youIcan to deal with those future deficits. I am not
so much concerned about the deficit for fiscal 1982, the current
fiscal year-which is in the neighborhood of $100 billion. That deficit very largly does reflect the immediate repercussionsof the re-.
cession. It is the future deficits that loom large in
mind and
large in the minds-of those in the market as they have to make
thenr lending and investment decisions.
That's a broad summary of my statement, Mr. Roth.
Senator Rots. Mr. Volcker, it has been said that a 1-percent increase in the gross national product will increase revenues of-the
Government roughly $80-85 billion. That a decrease in unemploy-_
ment of I percent w increase revenues of the Government roughly $25-80 billion. Little is said about getting the economy to grow
again. Do you agree with thosefigures? Some people say well, we
work so hard to cut spending-it is difficult to'accomplish, particularly,-shbrt-rane, and that we are losing sight that some growth in
the economy will have a far more significant impact.
.rw
Mr. Vowwm..I agree with the second figure you cited. I just
don't have in mind the relationship regarding the first figure. It
may be correct. But I think this goes precisely to the point that I
was trying to make. The kind of projections that you have before
you, whether you look at the administration's or the CBO's assume
an increase in the gross national product. They assume a declining
rate of unemployment of what seems to me a reasonable level
These are more- the nature of projections and assumptions, perhaps, than forecasts. But they do make that assumption that you
are gpong to get the gain in revenue and the decline in expenditure
of which you speak, as you look ahead into 1983 and 1984. The
hard fact that stands out after you do that exercise in projection is
that even so, the deficits will rise to historically high levels. That is'
the problem; even after takmi credit for the very facts that you
mentioned, you are left with this very large deficit. We wouldn't
have anyproblem if these deficits disappeared as the economy recovered. That ought to be our objective, but that is not the way
things stand at the moment without an action by the Congress.
_Senator .Roi. Well, as you know, most people feel very strongly
tht the high interest rates are standing in the way of recovery.
Many people feel that the interest rates being charged by the
banks of something like cost of living plusof8Congress
percent is-obscene.
The
suggestion has been made in the Hfais
that we ought
t Zome kind of maybe what you might call a windfall rofits
tax on these high interest rates to the extent they exceed infation
plus 8 percent.
For example, I showed you a little earlier, an article in the New
York Times showing that the rate of return for the last quarter
has been extraordinarily high. For First Chicago, the pe*ent
change in their operating earnings, over $0, was 200 percent; City
Corp., 125 percent; Chase- Manhattan, 89 percent. WWt would be
your views of trying to level some kind of a tax on interest rates
beyond a fair return, say 8 percent or so over inflation?
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Mr. VoLwm. Let me address myself to those profit figures that
you quotedflrst, to put themrein a little prospective. The fourth
quarter profit figures were, I think, good fdr most banks. The first
figures that you have compare them with not such good profitfig
Ures
foryear
the fourth
quarter
of were
a yearUpago.
look banks.
at the BUt
profits
for the
as a wholethey
-forIftheyounmJor
in
relation to their assets, I don't think the profit picture of baks has
been extraordinary in 1981 or relative to earlier years. They certainly have been doing better than some other sectors of the economyInrecently; I don't think that there Is any question about that.
terms of putting on an excess interest tax instead of an excess
profitstax, I sawthat idea for the first time yesterday, andI
wouldn't pretend that I have sat down and analye it, but-itis
very hard for me to see how that is a workable proposition. Who do
you put the tax on? Do you put the tax on the homeowner? Or the
consumer who owns money market certificates or has deposits or
the equivalent of deposits in money market funds? Is-that who we
are talkingabout taxing
SenatorlOH. I think I am talking about the large banks.
Mr. VoLcxn. Then-I suppose you are talking about an excess
profits tax on banks.
Senator ROm. That's right.
Mr. Vow=. I am not sure that you can make a strong case
that there are excess profitsin banks. Asabanking regulator, I
have to be concerned about the capital position and the strength of
the bank too. Banks had a good fourth quarter-most banks, not
all of them-I don't want to deny that. But if you thought of an
excess profit tax in reference to some base period, some return on
assets over a period of time, I don't think you would find much
excess profits there.
Senator RoTr.. Let me ask you this question. My time is up and
the chairman is here." But is there any--do you feelthat as a general proposition that It is fair to say thaabank is receiving a good
return on the cost of living plus 2 to 8 percent?
Mr. Vocmm. I don't think you can put it that way in terms of a
bank. The bank has to look at its return in relation to what it pays.
I think you can say that the level of market rates is high relative
to the current cost of living..That point has been made over and
over again. I would note that in loo
at history, there is not the
degree of stability in that relationshp that some of these comments imply, In partlculariI think it is not realistic to think the
interest rateis going to follow the consumer price index on a
monthly basis or a quarterly basis or even an annual basis. That is
not the way it has workhistorically. I agree with the general
point that there should be some tendency over a period of time for
interest rates to bear some relationship, on the average, to the in.
flation rate, presumably being above it. But there have been long
periods in history where it was below it' and real interest rates
were negative. There have been periods in history where it was
above. We are in aperiod now where, I believe, the inflation rate is
declining. But we have come off a period of very high inflation
rates and I think it is fair to say that the market is not entirely
convinced; it is not as confident as I would like to see it about the
future prospects for inflation. I think, perhaps, the market is un-
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derestimating the progress we are going to make on inflation.
There's a lot of caution in the market, based upon the fact that
looking back over the last 15 years the trend has been in the other
direction. In that sense, I suppose, theY are sort of from Missouri If
I may use that expression; they still need some convincing. It's
very important, in terms of our own policies and in terms of fiscal
policy, that we continue to demonstrate that the prospects are,
indeed, toward a lower rate of inflation.
When you talk about a real interest rate, what you really have
in mind Is the interest rate prevailing In the market relative to
what people think the inflation rate will be in the future, not to
what it was last month. One way of expressing our objective is to
be convincing enough about the inflation rate and have it. come
around that you will have these. interest rates decline. Thes6 interest rates are very high; partly for that reason, I don't accept at all
the proposition that interest rates have to rise as economic recovery proceeds. We are starting with a very high level of interest
rates, and if we can get a recovery going consistent with the decline in the inflation rate-and I think we must; that's the only
way the recovery is going to be sustained-I think we can look
toward interest rates declining for a long period of time, with that
in itself helping to keep the recovery going.
Senator ROm. I would hope-that your statement would allay

some of the concerns. And I appreciate your concerns.
Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd. [No response.]

Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Volcker, you
have heard from Senator Roth a proposition which is gaining some
support on the Republican side that there should be a windfall
profits tax on major banks. And this follows a succession of years
in which the other side was exceptionally confident that if there
could be a huge reduction in tax rates, there would be no loss of
revenues. In other words, no deficits. In other words, no anticipated
huge levels of Federal borrowing or higher rates of interest.
The degree of economic confidence which is shown on the other
side with respect t equal and opposite propositions, is getting to be
part of our economic problems. But we will ask the banks how they
like the Republican proposal. I will ask you, as the biggest banker
in the country, is it your intention to keep interest rates at these
extraordinary levels throughout this recession? Now we had what
was called "good news" yesterday. In the middle of the worst recession since the 1980's, the prime rate dropped to 16.5 percent.
I think it is a fact that in 1777, with the British occupying New
York and Burgoyne headed for Albany and the South in the hands
of the British, the Continental Congress issued bonds at 6 percent.
The market is now charging, I think, 12 percent for 90 days. Are
you going to keep these rates this extraordinarily high? When was
the last time the Federal Reserve changed its rates?
Mr. VoLcwm. You have got the Federal Reserve charging this
rate.
Senator MoYNHAN. No.
Mr. VoLcmm. I think the market is charging these rates.

C-
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Senator MymHAN. Your money supply, to some degree, is intendedto affect the rate.
Mr. Vowm=. My money supply? The money supply has some influence, but that's a complex influence.
Senator MoynmuAN. Some influence, sir.
Mr. Vowiwa. What?
Senator MoymL4N. Well, surely you have a plan. You don't

always succeed.

Mr. VOLCJCR. We have a plan with respect to the money supply.
Senator MOYNnLAN. Yes.
Mr. Vowwm. But that's different from having a plan with respect to interest rates.
Senator MoVmHAN. You have no plan with respect to interest
rates?
Mr. VoLcmm. We don't have a specific plan with respect to interest rates. I would think, as I suggest e m my answer to Senator
Roth, that the most powerful influence in bringing down interest
rates over a period of time will be the prospects for inflation, and
our policy is certainly directed toward encouraging a decline m. inflation. I think that that is, in the end, fundamentally important to
the outlook for interest rates.
There are other factors that affect interest rates as well, certainly in the short-run. There is a lot of pressure on monetary policyy
with respect to dealing with inflation in the short-run. Thereis not
a large supply of money out there relative to economic activity,
and that tends to put pressure on interest rates. The fiscal position
aggravates that effect. There is something you can do about those
interest rates.
Senator MoYNHN. Let me ask you a question to get on the
record what I think is the case. Surely of all the branches of the
American Government, this fourth branch, the Federal Reserve, is
the least understood. And its policy decisions, while open, are not
comprehended very readily. Is it not the case that about 2 years
ago, you switched your main object from controlling interest rates
to controlling money supply? That there was a conceptual change
in the way you went about your work?
Mr. VoLwmm. No. I think that overstates it in th sense that
before October 1979 we were also looking at the money supply. We
had money supply targets. The Humphrey-Hawkins Act requires
that we have such targets and that we present them to the Congress. That procedure and the intent of a money supply target was
not changed. What was changed was the approach by which we attempt to reach that target; we now operate much more directly
through reserves and the reserve base and their relationship to the
money supply, where as we used to operate directly on the Federal
funds rates in the short run. However the operation on the Federal funds rates in the short run was designed to affect the money
supply over a period of time, so that objective has not changed.
You referred to the complexity and the difficulty of understanding what the Federal Reserve was about.
Senator MoYNHAN. We have all followed perfectly what you just
said.
Mr. VoLcwm. These things get difficult, but in effect, we're tried
to simplify that. Let me make the point this way: The basis of our
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operation-before 1979, but perhaps more clearly after 1979-is to
work on what is a fairly simple and I would hope comprehensible
relationship. Too much money means inflation. if you are going to
deal with inflation, youhave got to bring down money grow h.
Senator MOYNIJAN. Would yU be wlli topredic what the
prime rate of interest will be at the end of 1982?
Mr. Vowxm. No. Because I religiously refrain from such projections. People might attach some importance to them.
Senator Mo69mAN. If someone said it will not be much below
what it is now, would you think them wrong?
Mr. Vow0Ma. You are not going to lure me into a precise predic-

tion of that sort. I will say, as I have said, that I think these interest rates are extraordinarily high relative to the current inflation
rate.
poulcies are aimed at reducing that inflation rate. Over a
period of time,Iwould expect those interest rates to decline and to
decline even with business recovery, but just how much time that
will take on a direct path to interestabout.
rates during this period
ahead, I don't want to try to be precie
I know certain things that wi speed that. I think it is essential
in the background-or in the foreground, if you will-that there
not be any doubt about our own intentions about persisting in the
fight on inflation. Right now, one of the major preoccupations in
the market is the budgetary situation, and if you want to strike a
blow for speeding and insuring and reassuring a decline in interest
rates, then I think you want to deal with that budgetary situation,
because it is another major element in our financial market picture today and one of the reasons why. markets have been hesitant,
as you suggest in the midst of a recession, in terms of interest rates
being heldat these levels.
Senator MOYmnHA. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Danforth.
Senator DANoRTH. Mr. Volcker, if our main concern in the Congress is to try to gt interest rates down as far as we can as fast as
we can what would you advise us to do?
Mr. iVOwm. Then ou go as fast as you can and as large as you
can in dealing with te budget deficit, prospective budget deficit.
Again, I am not so concerned about 1982.
Senator DANwRTH. Now, I thought, there was some confusion in
Secretary Regan's testimony yesterday as to whether or not there
is a relationship between the budget deficit and interest rates. I
take It your view is that there clearly is a relationship between the
budget deficit and interest rates?
Mr. VOLCmz. Yes. MY view is there is a relationship. But let me
-define that rela#ionship. If you look at history, at a time series of
defidts and interest rates, you will' probably find a correlation in
the opposite direction; that is the bigger the deficit, the lower the
interest rates that appear on the surface. You might want to leap
to a conclusion that you should have a bigger deficit to get interest
rates down. Well, what you e in just that simple correlation over
time is' that deficits tend to b bigger when the economy is in recess.
6ion or most,squggish'you have very powerful forces, ordinarily in
a recesAio PUs! interest rates down, and some of those same
forcs push the budgttodeficit. So you see, on the surface, there
In't much relationip.
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We have a situation here, as I tried to emphasize earlier, which,
left unattended, would produce a very large deficit in a period of
prperlty. What does that mean? That means that the Federal
Government would be preempting a vQry sizable share of the Potential savings of the economy, or
a h!1torie1Y
share
of the
pressure
does put
tht large
think
i
and
available,
credit
of
amount
total
on interest rates.
Senator DAFORTH. Well, Secretary Regan's testimony was that
while the Federal deficit is very high, private savings are going to
increase at a Arate faster than the deficit. Therefore, the ratio between savings and the deficit will continue to go up, and there isn't
any problem in financing the deficit.
Mr. Vowwi. I would agree the probability is and my own expectation would be, that the savings rate is going to go up as the economy expands. It has been extraordinarily low. You have taken
some tax measures to encourage savings, but the rospects for inflation itself-indeed, the level of interest rates, all encourage savings. I would expect to see savings rise. That's a matter of proportion. We are starting right now from a situation in which certain
private credit demand ds, anyway, are depressed. That is particularly
true in the homebuilding, homebuying industry. It is an enormous
user of credit when it is operating at a high level. So we have got
to make room for what we want to see.
Senator DANFORTH. As I understand it, your view is that regardless of Secretary Regan's testimony yesterday with respect to any
increase in private savings, still, it is very important for the Congkees to get to work on the deficit and toclose the deficit.
Mr. VoLcu. Well, I suspect, first of all, that Secretary Regan
was referring to projections, prognostications, assuming that the
President's program is enacted.
Senator D~vrORTH. Yes.
Mr. Vowm. I am now talking about a deficit before the President's program is enacted-that $150, $160, $170 billion deficit that
is staring you in the face in 1983, 1984, 1985._Obviously, if you do
what the President is suggesting and enact a program on that
order of magntude, you have taken a very big chunk out of the
problem. As I said earlier, I would feel more comfortable if you
went be ondthat. If you want to make a striking impact on the
financial markets, the more you do, the better off we are going to
be.
Senator DAmmRTH. Do you think that we should amend what we
did on the tax bill last year?
Mr. VoLcKm, I -might say, in general, that I am very reluctant to
get*into
compositionI
of what
you might
I think my only appropriatethe
role
is to suggest
the nature
of thedo.overall
problem. You
get into a lot of other considerations when you ask which expenditure, which tax..
Senator DAxoR i. Secretary Regan took the posifion yesterday
that We should reduce spending but we should not reduce or delay
the tax cut. He felt that there is Avery big difference between closing the deficit on the spend
side and closing the deficiton the
revenue side. My suspicion i that if we want to take iely bold
action on the deficit, we can't leave *outhalf of the problems and
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that we are going to have to look at the revenue side. Would you
%sa that that is true?
Mr. VoWXKR, My position on that is very simple, Senator. I
think from an economic standpoint it is better to o it on the expditure two side. I am not looking at social objectives, I'm not
looking at defense; those things are all important. Im just giving
you strictly an economic judgment for the health of the overall
economy. You would be better off doing it on the spending side,
and I would urge you to do all you can on the spen ding side. If you
can't get it all done on the spending side, then I think you have got
to come around and look at revenues, but that doesn't necessarily
mean looking at the income tax or the business tax prov sions that
you enacted last year. There are other sources of revenue. You can
look at so-called loophole closing for what that is worth, and you
can look at other areas of taxation too. There are areas of excise
taxation for instance; there are areas of energy taxation where
choices can be made. I don't think ainything I say necessarily says
you have to look specifically at what was done last year, at that

tax program, which was designed to produce certain favorable incentives.
The CHimumN. Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Volcker, it
seems that what you are saying is that the sooner we get the deftcit down, the more likely it is that interest rates will come down.
Mr. VOLCeR. Yes.
Senator BwLzy. But have you given us any assurance that in.
terest rates will come down if the deficit is reduced even more that
the President's projected target?
Mr. VOUCKER. All I can give, I guess, is a commitment as to how
/the market is going to react. I can give you a judgment that if the

market were convinced that the deficits were going to progressively

decline significantly below the $100 billion level that we are starting with ti yrI
think that would be an extremely constructive
element in market thinking and would be reflected, particularly, in
long-term rates.
Senator BRADLEY. As we struggle with this question, we have the

President's proposal of roughly $26 billion in nondefense cuts, $20
billion in s
led management efficiencies, and $9 billion in tax
increases in the form of loophole closingMr. VoLcm. You are looking at 1983?
Senator BRALY. 1983. That's the target. That comes to roughly
$54 billion. We are also, as you said, in a recession. Hopefully, it

will bottom out by summer, but one can't be absolutely certain.
And there are rather ominous signs out there like the productivity

decline in the last 2 or 3 months of 1981. Normal economic analyis

would say that if you are in this kind of recession, the tax cut that

we have already passed, which goes into effect in July, basically,

will help consumption; will help the economy respond.
In 1988, the tax cut is worth $37 billion. The third year of the
tax cut goes into effect in July of 1983,. So, that there is only one
quarter m fiscal 1983, which is worth $9 billion.
Now, what I am trying -to assess what would get the economy

moving and get the deficit down deeper. Let's say we take a $54

billion figure as given-and there will be disagreement on this
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committee and in the Congress about what the composition of that
is. Would a deferral or a cancellation of the tax cuts that are sup
posed. to go into effect this July be a sufficient message that the
deficit is now not going to. be reduced $54 billion, that instead it's
going to be reduced roughly $90 billion? So, depending on whose assumptions you have the deficit would be $60 billion in 1983, not
$90 billion, or $55 billion, not $90 billion. Would that act be more
stinulative to the economy and get interest rates down quicker, in
your
view, than would the tax cut given as a consumption lead tax
cut?
Mr. VoLcKmR. If you took that strong budgetary action, I think
that would have a favorable effect on interest rates, all right, and
you would get the stimulating effect from that direction.
I'm not sure you have to go that fast. I wouldn't suggest that.
You have emphasized 1988 and that is, obviously, the budget that
is immediately before you. but let me emphasize,, if I can, the years
beyond 1988, which in some sense are even more important. Right
now, in 1982 while you have a $100 billion deficit, a very large
component of that is cyclical. The structural deficit is not so big
1982. The structural deficit gets bigger each year thereafter, and it
is not going to be as big in1988asi is in 1984, or as big in 1984 as
it is in 1985 as things now stand. But I am not sure you have to go
quite as fast as you are now suggesting.
I think it is important in the budgetary actions that you take in
1988, that you look through to their effect on 1984 and 1985, because that is where the -problem is potentially even more acute
than
in 1983.
Senator
BRLEuY. We have three choices if we are going to try to
affect those 3 years: One is entitlements; two is clearly defense
spend which mushrooms in the outyears; and three is the revenue side-the taxes, the tax cuts that were passed last year. Particularly, the growing revenue loss from the depreciation change.
Now what's your suggestion as to how we look at those three?
Mr. Vowm. What I am implicitly suggesting is that I don't see
the need to look at that tax cut that is coming up in just a few
months. Considering that we are in recession, the main deficit to
be worried about is progressively in 1988, 1984, and 1985, so you
have time to deal with it.

Senator BRADLEy. So, that what you are saying is that not only
will 1982 not make a difference, but 1983 doesn't make much of a
difference either.
Mr. VOLomm. Everything is relative. But 1983, in and of itself,
doesn't seem to me as critical as making sure that you get the
thing on a path in 1983 and beyond that. I am not saying sit here
and do nothing about 1988. You have got a $54 billion program of
reductions in front of you.
Senator BRAwLzY. But you said you would like to see even more
than that.
Mr. VoLcmm. I wouldn't be unhappy to see more than that. But
my focus, again-where I would particularly like to see more-is
more of an implication for 1984.
I am interested in getting a pattern for the budget that will show
a declining rate of deficits as the economy improves. In 1983, you
are still going to have a lot of unemployment excess capacity be-
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cause the economy will be coming out of recession, hopefully-I
of recession. But 1988 is not as pressout sure
it will beascoming
expect
aproblem
is makin
you have dealt with the 1984 or
1986 proposal*. I'm assuming that you do at least as much as the
President is proposing for 1988.
The CHAIMAN. Senator Mitchell and then Senator Bentsen and

Senator Grassley.
Senator Mnrknu. Mr. Chairman, you have expressed the need
for concern about 1984-85 and to establish a path. Is there anyway
that that can be done with the indexing provisions scheduled to
take effect in 1985?
Mr. VOLcOE. I suppose that makes it harder, but, yes, it can be
done. You ust have to look at expenditures and other sources of
revenues. You have indexed taxes-that was not an idea that I
originAted-but you can live within that constraint, sure.
Senator-Mx HELL. Do you think we should repeal the indexing
provision now scheduled to take effect in 1985?
- Mr. Vowxu. I would like to get the economy back on a basis
where price stability is a normal presumption and the issue of that
indexing wouldn't even arise.
Senator MrrcHICI. It doesn't now appear t%be the case, though,
and your urging of action to set a path for the future, your concern
for the future, seems to me, to lead inevitably to the urging of repealing that.
Mr. VowLcwm That's one thing you can look at, but I don't believe it is true that that is an absolute prerequisite; it is obviously
something you can look at, but that only phases in, in 1985.
Senator MrrcHzLL. But there's a wide range between an absolute
direction and something you can look at. What I am asking is what
you recommend. If you were here now and someone proposed repealing indexing scheduled to take effect in 1985, how would you
vote?
The CHAmmAN. I'd vote "no."
Senator Mcrrcmna. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My questioning of
you will follow.
Mr. VoLcmi. I will give you a straightforward answer to that. I
don't think that should be the source of debate right now because
it doesn't take effect until 1985, and I think you are going to have
to do something before 1985. That's irrelevant to 1988-84; it becomes relevant, obviously, after 1985, but you have got a couple of
years before you have ot to look at that one.
Senator Mnwmu. You used the phrase a couple of times "you
have to deal with the budget deficit, deal with the budgetary situation." Let me ask you another specific question. Should we support
the President's budget as proposed which contemplates a $91.Sbillion deficit for 1988?
Mr. VOLCK. That would sure leave you a lot better off than
where you are now. I feel if that were enacted tomorrow, so to
speak, and the markets knew that that was in place, you would
have an improved situation.
Senator Mrrcmn. In other words, the deficits projected by the
President are acceptable to you?
Mr. VOLCMi. I don't think it is question of being acceptable or
unacceptable. What I said was that I would feel more comfortable
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with more margin, particularly as the years progress. I would feel
more comfortable, particularly if the reasonably projected deficit
for 1984, assuming the same business picture, were significantly
lower than he has projected for 1984 and If it were somewhat lower
in 1988.
I think the job becomes progressively greater as the time period
is extended.
Senator MnvH=. Well- he has projected deficits of $92, $88, and
$78 billion in 1983 1984, and 1985.
Mr. VowIxm. We are all making judgments. Even if you assume
the President's program, which is a long distance from where you
are now, I think we would be much safer6 better off, Wf we could
look forward to lower deficits in 1984 and 1 85-and to some extent
in 1988 as well.
Senator MrrcIB. At what point in terms of the size of the deficit, is the Federal Reserve Board likely to respond and loosen the
money supply?
Mr. VOwuz. I'd put that question a different way. The more
pressure taken off the markets through these budgetary actions
the more easily the economy will live with the present projection ox
the money supply; in other, words not so much of that available
finance would be diverted to the federall Government so that the
~>

private sector-housing, small business, farmers business invest-

ment-will have more room to grow and expand, which seems to
me the object.
I don't think we can afford to abandon the effort against inflation through monetary policy, while at the same time you are
moving toward fiscal discipline.
gh.
Senator Mrw.
Mr. Vowma. We have to maintain an appropriate monetary
policy at-the same time.
Senator Mrrciimi. Agreed. But as you have- made clear many
times, in your public statements, the restrictive monetary policy is
made all the more necessary because of the fiscal POcy.
Mr. VowmzR. I don't know if I have sa quite hat Senator.
What I said is that it is all the more difficult to live with in some
sense when fiscal deficits are very large. But it is necessary, I
think, whatever you start on the fiscal side. It just becomes much
easier to live with when the Federal Government itself isn't pre-

empting.

Senator MIrTmLL. Are you saying that it doesn't make any dif- ence with-respect to the.deficit whatyour course of action would
be? I guess I misunderstood what you have been saying all these
months.
Mr. Vowmm. Saying it doesn't make any difference, I think, is
going too far. We have to maintain restraint on the growth of
money, I think, whatever the deficit is. Let's not get that down to
the last decimal point, but the general concept still holds: With too
much money, you are going to hAve inflation, and we would undercut what you are doing on the fiscal side if we conducted an inflationary policy. We don't intend to do that.
Given that, the implications for interest rates, the implications
for the economy will be quite different, depending upon what fiscal
action you take.
. 40
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Senator MrrCHELL. Well, if I understand what you are saying isit doesn't make any difference what we do with the deficit, you are
not going to loosen the money.
Mr. VoLOmKE. That's right. We are going to maintain a restraint
on the money supply that we think is appropriate to dealing with
the long-term continuing threat of inflation. Obviously, We are also
permitting money growth consistent with the growth of the econo.
my under those conditions. We will continue to do that.
Senator MITCHELL. Thank you.
TheCHAIRMAN. Senator Bentsen.

Senator BWmrsRN. Mr. Volcker, you have been talking about the
Congress cutting the steps, and I agree we should do that. But Congress alone is not at fault; the cause of a substantial amount of
that deficit rests at your door. Your 0verrestrictive tight money
policy, which keeps interest rates at these record high levels,
causes unemployment. And for every 1 percent increase in unemployment, the deficit increases some $25 billion. Since last July, unemployment in this country has increased almost 2 percent. Soalmost $50 billion of this deficit comes because of your policies.
Last year, we saw the biggest increase in the number of small
business bankruptcies in the history of our country. Last month,
that was repeated again. And yet the small business sector employs
far more people than big business. Thus, the effects of your tight
money policy have contributed substantially to the deficit we face.
Getting down to specifics, last year you estimated that you were
going to increase M1 by 8 to 6 percent but it actually increased
only 2.2 percent. In the second and third quarter you actuallycontracted the money supply, while in the fourth quarter you increased it approximately 12 percent.
What I would like to ask of you, Mr. Volcker, was that by
intent-is that the way you intended it to come out? Or was it because you didnot have the mechanical means to control the money
supply more within your targets?
Mr. Vowwm. If I may make just one preliminary point on the
deficit, then I will answer your question. You emphasized the importance of unemployment, recession on thc deficit. That's true this
year. But let me just emphasize again that when you are looking
out there at 1984 or 198T, you are looking at deficits that assume,
no recession and assume a high level of business activity. That's
quite a different situation. I Just want to point out that that is my
concern, not this year's deficit. It's the deficit that you would have
even in a situation of prosperity.
Senator BzNwr4S.
My concern is how you handle the money
supply and what the supply was-I don't want that extrapolated
into the future.
Mr. VoLCmK. Let me turn to the money supply. Lastyear, in the
middle of the year, we said we thought an, appropriate M-1 number
would be at the lower end of that 83Vg to 6 percent range that you
referred to. We came in at 2.8 percent, a little more than 1 percent
below that.Senator BzNSmN. But the quarter to quarter results are also important. I don't pagy any attention to those weekly reports.
Mr. VoLcmm. Right.
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Senator BuzNw . Unfortunately the market does pay attention
to the weekly figures. My question, though is why should the quarterly reports vary that much. Don't you have the mechanical
means to do better than that? Or was that result intentional?
Mr. Vomm. We don't have the mechanical means for producing absolute stability in that number. The more interesting-I question is whether we should. I think what is important is that the
trend be maintained in the right direction. And, of course, in judging even the trend, you have to judge the effect of various changes
in the market.
Senator BzLrsim. But is it a consistent trend when the money
supply contracts in the second and third quarter and then increases by 12 percent in the fourth quarter?
Mr. VoLcwm. Yes; but I don't think the second quarter contracted. I am not sure the third quarter contracted either.
Senator BmTsim. I am told that the composite figures indicate
that it did.
Mr. VOLCKm. If you take it from a peak figure in April, you can
go several months and see a contraction. But the peak fire in
April was higher-than we wanted to see it. There was a bulge in
April, and we were perfectly hap to see the money supply dedine a bit from a bulge in April. You don't see that much difference in the quarterly numbers. There was some fluctuation in the
quarterly numbers. M, was low over the summer following a peak
level in April. Then it began growing again in the last quarter of
the year.
These fluctuations were not out of line with historical experience. They are well within historical experiences in foreign countries. Then you face the question, which is a very real question, of
how much more stability or rigidity you want to buy in monthly or
quarterly money supply figures, at what expense. If you were goig
to use present techniques or adopt new techniques to enforce more
stability on one particular aggregate, Mi, let's say, I think all the
analysis suggests that you are going to have still more interest rate
instability. Is that a good tradeoff? I don't think that necessarily is
a terribly good tradeoff. In the end, it's the interest rates that are
going to affect the economy.
I might also note that while we came in low on M, last yeareven a bit below the lower end of the target that we said we were
satisfied with-on M9, another monetary aggregate that in some
ways may be giving a more reliable reading, we came in about a
haifa percent high. We had to make a judgment, not Just based
upon one particular number that we know was affected by a
number of changes going on in financial markets, but hopefully
based on some kind of a bidanced analysis of wa t was going on
with all the aggregates and in the markets generally.
Senator BzNTSmN. Are you saying that you do not need better
mechanical tools to produce a more stable money supply-one that
will have some continuity?
Mr. VoLcv. We bave prop
, in fact, some changes with respect to money market funds, but we have not made Prop
beyond that. If it were the Congress' Jud ent that you wanted to
in the end, you can, in effect, control whatever we do. If you said
the be all and en all was to have an absolutely stable M1
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number-I wouldn't recommend that-but if that was the law of
the land, you would need additional instruments.
Senator BzNTsi. Well, Mr. Volcker, the M, number is obviously
not stable when it contracts for two straight quarters and then expands by 12 percent in the third. That kind of volatility causes the
people in the bond market to build in a risk-factor discount. And
that is not just a risk factor for inflation; it's one for movements in
the money supply.
Mr. VOLCER. I disagree with that, Mr. Bentsen. The question
would never arise, we would not be in this colloquy, if the money
supply came out nice and stable every month. I don't happen to
think that is the nature of the beast. But the volatility that the
market most worries about, in my judgment, is the volatility in interest rates. To the extent you have a tradeoff hereSenator BENTSN. I think those two go together.

Mr. VOLCCER. I think they go together but in the opposite way
that you are suggesting. If you enforce a rigidity on the money
supply from month to month, you are going to have more volatility
in interest rates, in my judgment. Apparently, there-is a difference
TheCHAmIm . Senator Grassley.
Senator GRAsLY. Mr. Volcker, I support the independence of
the Fed, and I suppose most of us in the Congress do. Independence
appears to be.leadingto isolation. Last week in the paper it was
reported that you, had your third meeting with the President. Are
three meetings with the President of the United States enough in 1
year? Is there going to be any change in the policies of the Fed as a
result of that meeting last week?
Mr. Vom.

I think we have met more than three times. I am

obviously perfectly happy and delighted and welcome as many
meetings
You asked whether
a result of that meeting there as
waspossible.
a change in policy. I would as
have to point out, Senator, that I think in the broad intentions of policy, the administration and the Federal Reserves see things very much the same way.
Senator GAssum. Well, then have the reports of the President
and Secretary Regan been wrong, the reports that have shown up
in the media lately. Particularly, they have been challenging the
volatility of money supply and the inability to control it. Have
treports been inaccurate?
Mri. VOLCIER. I read the reports in the media about the questions
of volatility, but that is, in my judgment, a secondary issue. In
terms of the basic thrust of policy toward maintaining restraint on
the growth of money, I don't think there has been any disagreement at all.
Senator GRAssm.
Should there be frequent meetings between
you, s a powerful economic leader in our country,and the President of the United States?
Mr. VOLCKER. In the end that's up to the President, of course,

but I welcome as many meetings as he wants to have.

Senator GIAssUY. You don't see those meetings as useful tools

for you doing a better job?
...Mr. Vow
. Yes, I do.
91-116-0 - 82 - 8
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Senator GnAmssL. You do. Well, then wouldn't more meetings
enhance that without jeopardizing the independence of the Fed so
that there is more correlation?
Mr. VOLCKER. I don't think there's any problem with the
independence of the Fed in those meetings. I don't have that sense
at all.
Senator GASSLzzy. All right. Then on a second point, sir; you
stated in an earlier answer to one of the questions that the markets still aren't convinced of the future of our economic policies. Do
you think the criticism of the Fed in the marketplace for releasing
monetary aggregates on Friday afternoons causing needless financial overreaction-is warranted? Does the occasional overreaction by
lenders jeopardize your achievement of long-term goals?
Mr. VOLCKER. I don't like this procedure of publishing the money
supply weekly. Everybody all over the world hangs upon the publication of a weekly figure which, in itself, is not meaningful in an
particular week. The question is what to do about it. I don't think
our problems are going to be solved one way or another by whether
we publish it or not. There is a presumption that if you have the
information, you publish it.
Senator GRAwSLzY. Has there been any thought to announcing
the aggregate less frequently?
Mr. VOLCKER. Yes, lots of thought.
Senator GRAsLZY. And what's your feeling about that?
Mr. VOLCKER. My feeling has been, so far anyway, that the difficulties are less in doing it than not doing it. But that decision is
constantly reviewed.
Senator GRAmsLzY. Are you satisfied with your tools for controlling and making your policy decisions, such as lagged reserve accounting?
Mr. VOLCKER. Right.
Senator GRAZSLy. Are you going to change that policy to a more
current method of accounting?
Mr. VOLCKER. That will come before the Board of Governors in a
few weeks and we will make that decision.
Senator GRisLEY. Do you see any more support for it now
within the Board as there was back in 1976 or 1977 when it was
first suggested?
Mr. VOLCKER. I think the Board is of mixed opinion about it, and
I wouldn't want to prejudge how they are going to come out.
Senator GRASSLEY. Are the staff reports from your staff to the

Board
as favorable as they were in the decade of the 1970's when it
was
rejected?_
Mr.
VOLCKER., I don't remember the staff reports in the decade of

the 1970's and I can't make that comparison. There are some tech-

nical reasons that point in that direction, and there is some staff

view that it is a good idea. I think it would be wrong to suggest

that many people in the Federal Reserve think it's a terribly crucial decision one way or the other.
Senator GRAsSLEY. You say there aren't too many people that

think it is a crucial decision?
Mr. VOLCKER. I think that's correct.
Senator GRA sLEY. OK. If that's the case, then there sure have
been a lot of economists writing about it in the press and scholarly
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journals lately. Some experts say making the change is very important.
Mr. Vowxxa. There is one school of economists that thinks it is
important to make that change. I don't happen to think It is.
Senator GRAssLEY. Along that line, is there considerable opposition from the banking community toward the change because ofincreased costs to them? c
Mr. Vowua. Yes. Generally, I think the banks are opposed.
Senator GRASSLEY. How overriding is that opposition going to be?
Mr. VOLCKzR. It's not overriding if you think it is important.
Senator GRA ZY. You don't think it's important?
Mr. VoLcm . I don't think it's critical, no. But that doesn't say I
don't think the bank objections are profound either. I don't think it
is that much of a cost. In general, it's true that banks are not
happy about the prospect. Many of them, as a matter of analysis,
and many economists, as a matter of analysis, don't think it is very
important.
Senator GRAnseu. I thought the recent literature on it was overwhel mingly i support of the policy change.
Mr. Vowtm., Id lo't think that is true. There is a school of
economists who think it is very important.
The C.
Under the "early bird" rule, I guess I am next. I
aologize for being detained this morning. We had a meeting on
the Caribbean Basin.
With reference to Senator Grassle~'s question about weekly reporting, would you feel more comfortable if there was some clear
legislative authority to hold up the money supply data for say a
month? Would that tend to smooth market performance?
. Mr. Vowxmm. As things stand, we have two problems in not publishmg weekly. There is a presumption, I think, in the law that we
will publish under the Freedom of Information Act. There is a
question as to what the status of this would be under the- act, but I
think there is a substantive presumption that if we collect-the fig.
ures it is on balance useful to the market to have available the figures that are available to us.
I think there is a further question that I want to examine. Under
our present techniques, we are bound to collect the data or something very close to them. We don't have to put them in precisely
the form in which they are, now published. I begin, to wonder
whether we want this data every week. That would involve a
change in our operating procedures, because the reserves are now
maintained on a weekly basis and that, in essence, is why we collect these figures weekly in the first place. If we didn't enforce reserve requirements on a weekly basis, but rather over a longer
period, we presumably wouldn't collect them weekly.
A particular proposal that we made on contemporaneous reserve
accounting, for instce, involved a longer reserve averaging
period. If we adopted that roposal-while we certainly haven't
made this decisionh-At wouldat least be consistent with that pro.
-posa1 not even to collect the figures weekly.
The C.
Are you worried at all about the 1982 deficit?
Mr. VoLcl a. You worry about--deficits, but that's not the primary source of my concern.
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The CKI
. In other words, if we wanted to pump a few billion dollars into the 1982 deficit.
Mr. VowKza. I'm not encouraging that. All I am saying is you
have a much smaller structural deficit in 1982 than you have in
each year moving out beyond that. If you could assume a good business year in 1982, if you didn't have the recession-the deficit
would be of fairly modest proportions. The big difference between
1982 and 1984 or 1985, let's say, is that if you make that same assumption in 1984 or 1985, you have a very, very large deficit.
The CHAnUMAN. You wouldn't recommend that we just ignore the
1982?
Mr. VoLemm. Not at all. Obviously, if you ignored the 1982 deftcit and went about spending more in 1982, that would have repercussions in 1988 and the years beyond, too. You are just going to
multiply your problems.
The CnAmk&N. Well, there has been some discussion. I hope
they find some bipartisan support. Maybe one way we can approach this is to act earlier in the year, rather than waiting to go
through a budget process that may never develop in the first place.
Maybe we could use the debt extension process that has been used
in the past and put together an economic package-of sorts, if you
can find a majority of votes in the House and the Senate. Hopefully, that would send a clear signal or a signal that we were trying-to
come to grips with the deficit. I think, very honestly, that many in
the Congress who are concerned about the deficit aren't going to
cut spending. They are. going to make speeches and r
their
hands, but when it comes t voting, let's say, to reduce medicaremaybe I had better not use this sample because I know we are all
going to do the right thing. Let's just say in some other committee
when it comes to voting to reduce a program, you may find some
slipping off. So I think what you are suggesting is the best way to
reduce the deficit is to look at the spending side.
Mr. Vowcmm. Yes.
The CHAMMN. And if that fails, then the revenue side.
Mr. VoLcmm. Yes.
The CHA um. But if you were going to list the way we should,
it would be in that order. And without being specific.
Mr. VoLwm. Yes.
The CHAIMAN. I think you have indicated you are not prepared

to say we ought to dismantle last year's tax cut. We are looking at
specific provisions like the leasing provisions. I don't imagine you
want to comment on that. But we do have a responsibility where
we believe areas ma be too generous or whatever to take a look at
them. There are a kinds of ideas on just what we should do. Senator Domenici made a speech in New York last evening; laid out another plan.
Now you have testified before the Joint Economic Committee,
the Senate Banking Committee, the House Banking Committee and
the House Ways and Means Committee. During those pleasant moments before all those committee, did we, in essence, cover every
thing that you think might be hel ful to go to work on this $100
billion problem that you described that we have to the, I think,
Senate Budget Committee?
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Mr. Vo wz. I think all the points have come out. I continue to
feel there is a certain amount of confusion, so let me Just emphas itagain. My concern is what those deficits look like in a 'noaction" scenario, because I think all the analysis before you points
toward a rising structural deficit. I think that is the heart of the
problem. All'those figures indicate that you really have a very bg
job in front of you i 1983 1984, and 1985. You can re abou
whether the magnitude of the 1984 job is $85 billion or $110 billion
or $100 billion, but that argument pales in significance compared
to the necessity of getting to that area in the first place. Obviously,
Iwill
have
given the magnitude of the job, that we
enda certain
up withconcern,
something,
let's say, much less than what the
President
has
proposed;
he
has
already taken a very large swipe at
theroblem.
TheCHAmM . But to get to his $91 billion, you have first got to
find $50-60 billion.
Mr. VoLCwm. That's right. You have first got to find the $56 or
$54 in 1983. And you have got to find $84 bllion in 1984 to get to
hisfigure in that year. That's what I would emphasize; the magnitude of that job.
The CHAn&AN. We have a vote in progress. We will hurry back.
I know you have some time constraints. The Fed doesn't rate the
Congress so we don't get any ratings. We rate the Fed a lot. Do you \
have a system down there that rates the Congress?
Mr. VOLcxKR. No.
The CHAIRm
. You haven't asked anybody to resign in Congress0.
Mr. VoLCwm. No. We try to work together.

The Cruinmm

. I think you are doing a good job. I just want to

suggest-I assume there is a temptation for some, particularly in
my party since you are not a Republican appointee-because at
scapegoating time we can't find any easy answers so we start look.
"rg for a target. So as big as you are physically and also because of
the importance of your role, I assume you are fair game. But I
want to suggest that that view is narrowly held. And we believe
that your meetings, as Senator Grassley said with the President,
with Don Regan, indicate that there is a broader problem here. It's
not a Fed problem. It's not a congressional problem or it's not an
executive problem. And it's a little early for scapegoating, it seems
to me.
Mr. Vowzma. There is no question that we all have a very large
problem before us. We are in the midst of a very difficult period.
But I just want to record that I think we are also-in the midst of a
transition toward a much more satisfactory future than what we
had in the 1970's when we had a progressive deterioration in the
economic situation. I think we are laying the foundation for a progressiveimprovement in the economic situation during this decade.
The Cni wA. Are you fairly optimistic on interest rates this
year
they are going to be?
Mr.without
Vowic saying
. I amwhat
optimistic
in the sense that I think they are
extraordinarily high for any prospect that I see for inflation, looking pt the business situation and all the rest. I would assume that
with correct actions on- our part and on your part, interest rates
have no place to go but down. We want to facilitate that process
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and do it in a way that is not just a flurry. There is no point in
adopting a policy that may, for 2 months, make everybody feel
good, because if things go down, they might pop right up again. We
have to do something more fundamental than that.
.The CHAiRMAN. Mr. Volcker, if it is all right with you, we will
have a recess for a couple of minutes. Senator Boren and Senator
Baucus would still like to pose some questions. They will be back
when they vote. We will stay in recess until some Senator returns.
(Whereupon, at 10:55 a.m., the hearing was recessed.]
AFTER RECESS

Senator BYRD. The committee will come to order. Mr. Chairman,
I haven't been able to be here for the entire meeting. A group from
the Virginia Legislature is in the Capitol along with the Governor
on a matter affecting Virginia.
suspect
some criticism this morning was made of
theI rather
Federal Reservethat
Board. I don't know, but I have heard on the
floor of the Senate the Federal Reserve Board condemned for highinterest rates. I just want to say that I do not associate my self with
those comments. I think that it has been that the h*gh interest
rates result to a very considerable degree from the continued reckless, irresponsible spending by the Congress of the United States
over a period of 15 to 20 years.
I think the Federal Reserve Board is doing what needs to be
done. I think the Congress of the United States has not done what
needs to be done.
-I don't find among my colleagues a willingness to get spending
under control.
The press reports that there has been great reductions in spending, There have not been reductions in spending. There have been
reductions in the rate of increase in spending, but there have not
been reductions in spending.
I know the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board in his statement today and in other public statements has expressed great concern as to the magnitude of the projected deficits. The Senator
from Virginia wants to express the same view.
Frankly, I am alarmed at the prospect of 3 consecutive years of
$100'illlon deficits. I am convinced that this year will end with a
deficit of more than $100 billion. Next year, the deficit will exceed
$100 billion. And possibly the third year, likewise. I think that's
highly dangerous. The Congress must get into this act of controlling inflation. And as a result of that, controlling or bringing-down
interest rates.
Now, Mr. Volcker, on page 4 of your statement, you say, "Credibility in dealing with inflation will have to be earned by performance and persistence over time." It-seems to me that that is abso,
lutely sound. We can't correct what has been going on for so long
in a short period of time. We must have a consistent and'persistent
-

policy.

On page 8 of your statement, you say, "All the estimates before
you, by the administration, by the Congressional Budget Offlce or
private forecasters, point in the same direction." 'Namely, high
deficits, "In the absence of action to close the potential gap, the
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deficit will rise to about $150 billion or more in 1988, and to still
larger amounts in later years." That's even a little more peseimistic than the figures that I have been working with.
Mr. VoLcmm. Those are the figures, if I may just interject, Senator, that the administration and the Congressional Budget Office
lay before you in the absence of action.
Senator iw. Well, I think it is even more alarming than I had
asserted a moment ago' I note you say "in the absence of action."
Mr. VOLcxa. That's an important phrase. I literally mean, "in
the absence Of Congress doing anything."
Senator Bymw. And I don't look for Congress to do too much. I
don't look for Congress, for example, to support reductions in the
rate of increase in spending that the President has proposed. And I
don't look for Congress, and maybe justifiably so, to increase some
of the taxes that the adminitration has proposed. So I think that
these may be more realistic figures than the ones that I have been
working with.
Now in page 9, you say:
The deep-eated public instinct that sustained large deficits will lead sooner or
later, to pressure to create more money to finance those deficits, or wiM otherwise
stimulate inflation, which undercuts the effort to restore stability.

There again, it seems to me that that is a sound, logical, cornmonsense approach to our problem. I think the public does feel
that these continued accelerated, accumulated deficits are bound to
lead to more inflation; it's bound to lead to continued high interest
rates.

Now in page 10, you assert:

Given the nature of the problem before us, and the clear risks of underestimating
the size of the budgetary problem, I can only conclude that the Congress should set
its sights for still larger budgetary savings, keeping in mind the widening gap now
projected beyond fiscal 1988.

There again, I think you are totally correct. But I don't see theCongress, either the Democratic House or the Republican Senate,
setting its sights-it may set its sights but I don't see it accom lish.
in or being willing to accomplish a ler budgetary saving.ny
judment, there should be a larger bu etary saving; there should
than has been proposed. But I think the-likelihood
it will end up with more spending
So, Mr. Volcker, I just want to say -that I think the points you
make tn your statement to the committeetoday are-sound i my
judgment and I would hope that the Congress would take to heart
your
0 deep expressed concern for the need to show more budgetary
restraint, to reduce spendbg to a greater d"
.than has been
proposed, and Ito reduce the horrendous deficits with which this
countryis now faced.
The Cx
li. Senator Baucus.
$0nSe
o BAVOS. Mr.hr
, in response to the-points put to
.you .,natr Bradley, you mentioned that probably as important
is tit
t g spen dng down for fiscal 1988 and the deficit of:1980,
I I oo
more nportant to address the out.years, 10 , 1986,
to~tt~p
Tterithe
Mr:
VTey
V.
go.
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Senator BAUCUs. Yes. They go together. That is really my que.
tion. I am curious as to how we set that ttern without significantl cutting the 1983 deficit. I am lookir at the out-year defense
spending or other out-year spending programs and even the taxes
we put in place or don't put in place mi fiscal 1988 as they affect
future years. It seems to me that to set the pattern you mentioned,
you have to act.
Mr. Vowm. No question of that. You have to act in 1988. You
have to act now to affect 1988 and if you are going get the momentum
m 1984 and 1985. You have to act significantly in
1988. Again, the President has already proposed a $55 billion program, and we were just talking about how urgent it is to go-beyond
that. I was expressing even more urgency for the years beyond
1988.
Senator BAucus. I perhaps misunderstood then. I was a little surprised that you didn't seem toMr VOLwxu. No, there's constant confusion, I'm afraid, about
looking at this before or after the President's proposal. My remarks are couched in terms of the raw budget before the Kesdent's proposal. In my colloquy with Senator Bradley, I was assuming that you would go at least as far as the President went in 1988.
Senator BAucuS. But I'm wondering whether it is important to
go even farther than the President prop-ted for 1988.
Mr. VO m. In my judgment-and we are in the area of reasonable debate I suppose-it becomes more important beyond 1988. We
need to get in motion programs that will make even further progress in 1984 and 1985, when I would hope and expect-it partly
rests on the fiscal action-that the economy is going to be operating at a higher level. We are going to want to see more home buildig more private investment, more of other sectors that compete
with the Government for the supply of savings.
Senator BAUCUS. Moving to another area. The central question is
that the interest rates are so high, but with inflation coming down,
at what point, in your view, does the cure become worse than the
disease? That is, at what -point is the discrepancy between interest
rates and inflation so great that perhaps there is time for the Federal Reserve to adopt a different course? I don't know what that
would be, but I would be curious where in your mind that wouldbecome so large.
/
Mr. Vowua. I don't think we are going to be faced with that.
The question presumes that there is some alternative course that
will assuredly bring interest rates down-not only bring them
downfor i few months, as we were just discussing with Senator
Dole, but keep them down. It will profit us nothing to embark on a
heroic effort to bring interest rates down for 8 months to find out
that we have undertaken a policy course that in the next 6 months
sends them up.
Senator Bucus. I'm not asking you whether"you thin interest.
rates are going to ome down or not or whether, Inflation 16 going
to come down ornt;,but at what point in your view Would the di
crepancy be too great? That is, what if inflation on an annUal basis
were to stay at a very low rate 6 percent, 7 percent. With the way

interest rates are now, would t
inanwy

patuse you to change yoUr course
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Mr. VoLaWm. I don't think the interest rate level in itself can be
singled out in terms of that judgment. I think what you really have
to ask is what is going on in the economy generally.
Senator BAUcus. I'm assuming that unemployment remains high
and interest rates are high.
Mr. Vowxca. It is always possible that, triking a look at the
economy as a whole, taking a look at changes in financial markets,
behavior of individuals, behavior of businesses in holding money,
you will reach a conclusion that you have got the wrong monetary
t et,
and you would change that. I don't anticipate that happening, but you are, I suppose, hypothesn situations where we
would-want to do that. I cannot deny that tat situation hypothetically can arise but I can't judge right now all the circumstances
that would lead one to that conclusion.
Senator BAucus. -I mention it because when I was home during
this last week, this is a point that came out very often in takingto
businessmen. That is they felt that inflation has come down so
much that it is time for the Federal Reserve to ease up a little bit.
That's how they analyze it. And that's why I'm asking the question
in the way that I am.
Mr. Vowm. I think there's always legitimate argument as to
precisely where those targets should be, precisely where we should
be within those targets. We've expressed our judgment on that very
recently in setting these targets, suggesting we 11 evaluate all the
factors that you've mentioned and others. Right now we think it is
acceptable if, on the M, number, we come out on the higher part of
the range, or that we come in on the high part of the range on Ms.
We've taken those kind of factors into account.
Senator BAUCUs. Let me rephrase it slightly differently. That is,
a lot of the talk, you say, is on inflation rate, Mi, and unemployment, growth. Those are averages. Is there a point at which you or
the Federal Reserve will begin to change course in some way? At
what point is the discrepancy so great that you begin to become
alarmed? And if we look at credit allocations or if we look at something.
Mr. Vowm. I can't give you any particular signal. I can say I
think there is implicitly a process of continuing review.
Senator BAucus. Is there a point? If you analyze the economy to
the extreme between big business or large businesses-the extremes in the economy become so great that aren't seen in the
averages that you do something?
Mr. reach
VoLCKE.
are hypothesizing,
Conceptually
we
could
the We
conclusion
that there isI suppose.
something
going on that
we didn't anticipate; some change in relationships that we didn't
anticipate that would lead us to conclude that,-le-t's say, we had to
increase the supply of money further than what we say now, or the
reverse. Last year, for instance, we got half way through the year
and we observed what was going on, made the best judgment we
could, partly on technical grounds, that the money market funds
were provide some substitute for M-type balances, and that we
would be satisfied com ig i low in that range. We undershot M,
slightly at the end ofthe year. You could arrive at the reverse
judgment at some point. We did arrive at a judgment; at the
moment, we find it acceptable t be in the upper part of the range
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and to permit the money supply to run somewhat above thosecones that people like to draw with our ranges for a while, in the
light of all that had gone on and was going on currently.
I think your question suggests maybe a more discrete poimt than
typically exists, because we are constantly making these judgments
as we go along. We will certainly stick to the general points; that
the prospectfor the economy. are not going to be improved-in
fact, the prospects for a sustainable recovery will be damagedunless we are concerned with the inflationary problem and the possibility that an excessive growth in the money supply can reignite
the inflationary process. We are just beginning to see the kind of
progress that we need on that front. Within that general framework, a precise number, precise action naturally can be re-dewed.
We have a lot of experience behind our judgment as to the general
course of the money supply and ito relationship to inflation.
Senator BAUCJS. My time is up. Thank you very much.
The Ci IRMA". Senator Boren,
Senator BoRE. Mr. Chairman, the interest rate situation-I
think there are many of us who feel there not only cannot be an
economic recovery until interest rates begin to come down so that
we can have the growth in the private sector we need, but also that
if they do not begin to come down relatively soon, very soon, that
we are going t have a very sharp break in the economy. My question to you is how long do you think the economy can sustain
either the present rates of interest or what appears to be some long
range possibility that the rates will go up. As people look down the
line at these out-year deficits that you are talking about, I think
the market is responding rationally. I don't think it's an irrational
response at all when they see the kind of out-year deficits that are
looming. We've indexed our revenue to go down and indexed our
payout to go up. I think anybody looking at that would say what is
going to happen to Government borrowing in the future. When it is
increased, there is going to be more crowding out. We don't want to
be caught like the thrifts and others so we are going to put even
more of a pad in our interest rates.
Mr. VOLcKER. I think you have described part of the process that

is going on very eloquently.
Senator BoREN. So if-we don't make any changes here to avert
that and to change the outlook by stopping the indexing reducing
the deficits, reducing the Government borrowing pattern, we could
have interest rates going up. How long do you think the economy
could sustain interest rates at or above the level that we now have
without some kind of serious problems?
Mr. VOLcKsR. I don't think I can make that judgment with any
degree of precision. Obviously, we would be happier to see interest
rates going in the other direction. It would be healthy for the economy. It would be healthy in sporting a recovery. How long will
rates stay at what precise level, I don't know when; that is a very
difficult judgment to make.
There are a lot of factors out there. Let me say that the principal
problem at the moment seems to me to be this one in
ancial
markets. There are other factors in the economy that would, on
any kind of typical- analysis, suggest that the economy is getting to
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the point where a recovery would be a normal expectation. Indeed,
that is our feeling of what is most probable.
You've got production rather sharply cut, inventories declining,
consumption.supported in part by the large deficit that is going on
good,
and prospectively
by the tax reduction at midyear.ggestis
Therewe
is a lota of
good, old-fashioned business cycle analysis that suggests
are approaching a phase of recovery. Now the financial market loonm
there as a stone in that path.
Senator BoIWN. But wouldn't you say again though that the failure of interest rates, again caused by their expectations, to come
down is really a major impediment here?
Mr Vowm. Yes.

Senator'BoevN. Because it is also drawing into interest payments
funds that would otherwise be available for increased-consumption
to help the economy.
Mr. VowKzR. Yes. Of course, those interest payments end up in
somebody's hand, too, and are available for consumption in some
sense. But they certainly add to the pressures on business. We have
business profits severely squeezed at the moment, and that's an adverse factor in the situation. But I agree with the thrust of what
you are saying.
Senator BOIWN. Well, because of the cause of the problems that
we
have just discussed,
are many that
people--.
happn
one
of them-who
are very, there
very concerned
we could
havetoabe
sharp
break in the economy in-the next 12 months if something doesn't
happen. And when I was talking to people at home-I was particularly talking to people in agriculture and small business-many of
them see thsas a very personal thing to them. Many of them that
have talked to me laid out graphic detail, confidential details of
their personal problems. And these were very solid people, not
marginal people in agriculture and small business. And they are
barely hanging on. They can't really make it. Some of them can't
make it as long as a year. And what they say to me is:
-It looks to me like no one is really pulling it all together. What we ought to have
right now is a coordinated emergency economic program. It ought to inckide the ad.
minist tion; it ought to include the Congress; and it ought to include the Fed. Why
aren't they getting together?

One of the reasons I called on the President to withdraw his
budget and start over, to sit down with .ou, to sit down with Chairman Dole, and to sit down with people like Senator Baker, Senator
Hollings, Senator Domenici, and others, and let's work out an
emergency program we can all agree on. And I think the country
would accept it.
If you were drawing up such a program and you had the freedom
and you wer in such a meeting with key congressional leaders and
the Presclent and with yourself bei
nt, and you were called
on as to what you see the central thing we might do together? I
gather part of it -would be to say go to work on the outyear deficit.
Mr. VoLaKE. No question.,

___

Senatgr Bowl. A very principal thing Get themOwer even
than the Presidenths talked
ut•
Mr. VOLCM. Precisely,
b.
Senator BORM. Are there other elements that might be forthcon~ For example, the transfer of fuds to' money market, no
•

_3
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reserve requirements in terms of any kind of a level playing field
that applies to money markets, that applies to bank deposits, some
possible discussion of temporary dual credit policies or other kinds
of policies that might assist in the short run while we are working
on the real cure. What other kinds of things would you like to
mention in that If it were to be held?
Mr. Vouwm. Let me object, if I can, to the premise of your question. I don't think the economy is going to have the kind of rate
that you suggest.Senator BOaw. I hope you are right
Mr. Vow. Obviously, we all hope that that is right. But I also
do not think economic polic is in quite the degree of disarray that
the question may presume. I think a lot of pieces have been put in
place that shouldU a central part of a sustained policy. You have
done some things in the tax area. You are left with a budgetary
problem.
Senator Bom. Yes.
Mr. Vowxxmm. Just looking at incentives, savings, and all the
rest, I think they move in the right direction. I think monetary
policy, broadly, is in the right direction, too. I think we see progress on inflation; that is fundamentauy important. On the regulatory side, I think we are seeing progress. We've maintained open
market internationally. We see more competitive pressures where
perhaps they are needed domestically. A lot of fundamental things
are going in the right direction. We are not talking about moving
off in a grand new program as your question may have implied, but
there are things that need to be done. We want to reduce any risks
that exist of the kind that you see. And,-of course, the thing that is
missing is that budgetary outlook at the moment, and that seems
to me to be the most important thing.
You referred to things like money market funds or credit allocations. We've made some proposals with respect to money market
funds, but I don't think they are central to this effort; I wouldn't
want to put it out of proportion. We think both from a standpoint
of managing monetary.policy and for equity reasons the proposals
we made--are very sensible. But I wouldn't elevate them to the im.
portance of the budgetary problem, the tax policy, general monetag policy.
Senator BsoRN. At themagn
Mr. Vowem At the mn=, those things are useful. But IJust
don't think they are central to the success or lack of sucs.
en
you get into a whole different approach of credit allocation, our experience on that has not been very happy, historically. We did that
in somewhat different circumstances, although the circumstances
also had some similarities, in early 1980. We got a degree of reaction that hadn't been bargained for, you ma recall. I don't come
away from that experience with feeling that that is a promiing approach for handling our economic problems.
Senator BoN. The reserve requirements for the money zaarket.
Something along that line. But that requires legislation.
Mr., Vowzm. That requires legislation. And it is partly a matter
of equity in that case.
Senator BoaVk. Right.
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Mr. Vowxa , Our proposal was a rather modest one. Just to
remind you of it, to the extent the funds are runni a checking
account business, they ought to segregate that business and play
under the same rules as banks.
Senator BOwN. Right.
Mr. Vow. To the extent they are not running a checking account business, the wouldn't.
Senator BowM. II could just ask one followup here. On the size
of the deficit-again I realize this is like asking you,you cannot
say how many months or years-but in terms of ball park figures,
in terms of reducing the outyear deficit-of course we have estimates that are very hard to private economic analysis concensus
that could add som
like a trillion to the debt over the next 6
to 6 years under the budget. The CBO says something in the neighborhood of $400 billion that would be added to the deficit if we used
the
over
the next
6 years.
tpdoti
fwewr
par f
cousin ballassumptions
what wouldadministrative
NowPresident's
toto the cuts s ested by the freident? We were tl
about
building in enouh of an additional cushion that we think would
effect the psychology of the market enough that it would help to
bring down the interest rates. Are we talking in terms of say on
the 1988-84 looking down the road, or are we talking about another $40 to $50 billion -of reduction of the deficit a year? Is that a
ball park area?
Mr. Voumm. You are quit right in saying you have got to talk
in a ball park area when you get out in that area.
Senator Boi. Right.
Mr. VoLcma. I guess the way I would put it is that if you did
everh
the President was asking for, something with that net
resut, ou would get in the ball park, but not as comfortably as I
would like to see it. You are getting in a range where it becomes a
matter of judgment as to how safe you want to be. Given precisely
the concerns t you expressed at the start, I would urge you to go
beyond that, because I think it provides a safety margin and more
assurance. If you do everything the President asks for with reasonable projections of savigs and all the rest, I think you then begin
to get within the rane of historical experience, although you are
kind of on -he high side in terms of historical experience. I would
like to see you go beyond. I have used the figure on a number of
occasions of $100 billion compared to his $80 to $85 billion in 1984.
It would be better if you went beyond that.
Senator Boam. So, if we went somewhere $20 to $40 billion less
deficit-I realize we don't know whether we are arguing apples or
oranges.
Mr. VoCm. Right.
Senator Bomx.
Let's say the $91 billion figure is right for next
year. And the figure for the following year is right.
Mr. Vowm.
ht.
Senator BoimN. stead of $9 billion if we were using all his assumptions--keeps apples and apples-if we were to go to $71 instead of $91 or down as far as say $51 or $61, if we got down that
far you would feel very comfortable-again realizing we have to
look at i
in and some other things that will detly affect
outyears.
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Right.
Senator Bowq. But you would feel comfortable in predicting at
that point that psychologically the markets would begin to react by
feeling less of a need to have a cushion?
Mr. VoLCmm. If the market felt some assurance of that kind of
outlook, I feel quite confident that it would react and react strongly. You face a market now that might react favorably if you enacted an amount equivalent to the President's program. My judgment is that they don't believe even that is going to be done.
Senator BOREN. Thank you, sir.
Senator MrrcHm.. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask you one
more--question. You have rightly stressed here today and over the
past many months the need to control inflation. Some economists
have suggestedthat one of the deficiences in our current approach
is that we have no mechanism for directly dealing with the wage,
price spiral, and the effect that that has on inflation.
Mr. VoLcim. Right.
Senator MICHELL. So, there has been suggested, I guess what is
most commonly described as a "tax based incomes policy" that
seeks to use mechanisms of the Tax Code for incentives to encourage anti-inflationary behavior by both labor and management.
Would you comment on that? What is your general reaction to
that?Mr. VOLKER. The problem toward which that kind of policy is
aimed is very clear, and the logic is very clear and very attractive
from the standpoint of trying to resolve these problems. I think the
problem is a practical one. Can that kind of approach be made
workable, sustainable, equitable? I think on that score, however attracted one is to those proposals in concept, they begin to break
down. What do you actually do? Is it sustainable? Can you administer it? Is it going to be fair? Is the public going to tolerate it?
Tax-ba
incomes policies are a response to the evident problems that we have had with earlier attempts in the same general
area-with more overt controls or more voluntary programs. The
experience, overall, has not been so successful, to put it mildly,
that you have any justification for putting a lot of weight on that
r ht now.
we could develop institutional arrangements, some sense of
greater coherence, greater concensus, in this process, as time
passes, I think we will be better off, but I don't think we can do it
right now. We haven't got the groundwork. We haven't got the admuistrative capacity to do so. There is some possibility; I don't
want to put too much weight on it, but other countries have done
this a little better than we have through the years. Maybe we have
something to learn in this area.
I have to make one final comment. I don't think that kind of
thi cn ,in,anyway be a substitute for monetary discipline or
lsamdiscipline. One of the great dangers of that kind of program
is, like it or not, people do look at it as a substitute. They say, 'OK,
if we are doing this, you go ahead and expand the money supply or
you go ahead and run big deficit'." I think we can be sure of one
thing; it's not an either/or proposition. If we go ahead and have an
inflationary increase in the money supply, it is going to be inflaMr. VoLwKcm
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tionary in the end regardless of these other programs; they are not
a substitute,
Senator MrcIua

I didn't suggest it as such. I gather what you

Senator ,BR-DLu.

When he asked whether-it would be helpful if

are saying is that you have no problems with the concept of the
process but you are skeptical about whether or not it can be practicall iiplemented.
Mr. vowwx. That's right. I don't know when the practical reeervations seep overito a philosophical reservation. I certainly recognze why people talk about this, why they think about it. They
think it is an area that has affected all advanced, mixed economies;
that is, how you reconcile in the end high levels of employment,
very low levels of unemployment, with maintaining an equilibrium
in the labor market that doesn't give you an inflationary problem.
An inflation ary problem, in the end, will undercut the prosperity.
If we can devise, in time, a different kind of institutional arrangement in that market obviously, .it can be helpful. I don't *ant to
express the feeling that I think it is relevant now or that there is
some kind ofa magic answer out there in the future.
Senator Mn'cI
,L.N-O But to the extent that the large wage settlements continue to exceed productivity by large mar ins, you
would agree that the problem of controlling inflation is simply
made much more difficult.
Mr. VoLwm. No question.
Senator Mrwcm. Thank you.
Senator-BawDL. Mr. Chairman, last time we talked about eliminating the tax cut in Jul of 1982. What if the tax cut were accelerated from July to say January and no tax cut were provided for
1988 or 1984? This is the idea that Senator Domenici floated last
night in New York. Is that the kind of relief you would recommend?
Mr. VoLcm. I haven't seen Senator Domenici's speech.
Senator Ba'DLY. I think that's what Senator Dole was alluding
to earlier.
Mr. VoLwx . Right.
we could push some of this deficit off into 1982.
Mr. VOcwiz. I haven't got any direct responsibilities in these
areas and cannot reply in detail on whether this particular tax
-measure or spending measure Is better than another one.
Senator BDL. OK. Let's go to another question. Inflation is
much lower than it has been in recent years. Interest rates are
very high. The real interest rate is er
h, You have saidthat
90u want to keep the interest rate high to try to squeeze as much
lotion as you can out of the economy. And you then said earlier
that you felt that these high rates of real interest would refutethe
claim that as-the economy starts to heat up -again, as we begin to
grow, interest rates will then go up. Could you play that scenario
once more?
Mr. VOLcRm. I wouldn't describe it as the possibility of heating
Up again. Heating up has some vision of boom and so forth. All I
am saying is that given the starting point of interest rates that are
historically very high, I see no reason why you cannot have a recovey Proc-d at a reasonable rate of speed for a verY oniderable
pen
of - with out bringing more pressure on cdit markets
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and .on interest rates. Indeed, I can see the possibility that they

would and should decline because these interest rates are abnormally high if we are going to continue to make progress on inflation.
hazard that
the happening
market, inare
particular,
focuses on
now isOne
thatgreat
the chances
of that
gravel diminished
if you are going to run these big deficits during this period. We
want to do everything we can to enhance the possibility of that

happening.

One element of that, I think, is maintaining a disciplined mone-

tary policy, but another element is mantaini disciplined fiscal
--,policy, and that is going to require some action. If you put those
prerequisites in place, I just don't see any reason- don't accept
the notion-that economic recovery has to bring higher interest
rates.
Let me point out that as recently as during the recovery from
the 1974-75 recession, I think it is roughly true that 18 months
after that recovery started, interest rates, particularly at the short
end, were lower than when the recovery started.
Senator BWDLz, But if deficits continue, they will eat up a big
chunk of private savings.
Mr. VoLKE. Exactly.

Senator Bw.zL. And, therefore, the critical point here is the
level of deficits. Now, as you look out at 1983, 1984, 1985, at the
projected deficits, assuming the cuts the President has asked for in
1983, and as the carry through to 1984, do you see at those levels
of deficits the likelihood that we will be able to finance them and
still not provide the remainder of the private market with a situation where there will be very serious- competitions for credit and
therefore push up the rate? Or must we go more?
Mr. VoLam.- More; and I think you are in the ball park-. I would
feel more comfortable if you went beyond that, but you begin to get
in the ball park in that area. Obviously, I feel much more comfortable with that than with the present situation.
-Senator BwwizY. You and I and every Member of the Congress
know that there are two ways that you spend money. One way is
through the budget process; the other way is through the Finance
Commit.
And the assumption ofthese big tax cuts last year was
that they would drive-up cuts in the budget., Another possibility
that is occuring to more and more of us is that they might foster
more significant closing of various loopholes. Now,- from your perspective, is that neutral from an economic standpoint? --- -;
Chairman Vowu
. It depends upon the loophole, I suppose, but
I would certainly thinkthat is an area you can look at. That is one

of the options before you, a very clear option.
Senator BWDz. Rougyhl, the tax expenditures are $260 billion.
Chairman VoLCKm. Right.
Senator BauDm)I. You know you are facing deficits. We've cut
sn
g
Chairman VowCmt, 'The President has proposed you look at
some of these.
Son r BDl
. Well, he has proposed we look at the equivalenta
$
Vbillion.
Right
Chairman VOLCm. Right.

$180 already.

-
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SenatorBRADLu. Now $7 billion out of $260. Meanwhile, we are

Going to cut spending $26 billion. From your
it is neu• at the
• standpoint,
..
right? VOWKeR.
tra!;
tralirman
Right. You would have
to look
particular tax expenditure, but those are fair game. I don't see why you
shouldn't look at them. Let me expressthe pdnt more broadly and
perhaps, therefore, less helpfully. There are lots of areas you can
look. You have got the deficit problem. Ideally, you would close
'that deficit by taking measures either on the spending side, or on
the ti* side, where the action you are taking has other benefits as
well. One area that comes up repeatedly is what you do in the
energy area.
Senator BRLwuX. If I could just interrupt. The energy area, let's
-ay if tax credits don't mean much, and we are going to get big dollai out of the energy area, looking at intangible drilling costsMr." Vowxm . I am thinking, in that case, of putting on a tax.
Senator BRDLM. OK. What about thI like employer contributions to health plans or taxing une ployment compensation or
eliminating deductions for consumer interest or a variety of other
things that are all provided for us?
Mr. VOwKx. i literally don't know enough about some of those
things. You mentioned health care deductions. I know that we have
a big problem. Ldon't know the answer to it, but one of the sectors
of the economy where costs and prices are rising the most rapidly

is the medical area. That's also an area where you have got a lot of
third-party payments.
Senator BRADLEY.Could I ask you then, out of the $260 billion of

tax expenditures, which ones would you advise us not to touch for
the health of the economy?
Mr. Vows. Looking at it strictly from an economic standpoint,
I suppose you should be most cautious about those that have a
clear and direct rationale. I am speaking as an economist now.
Those that affect investment, savings incentives, and so forth may
be really useful. One that was enacted last year was the all savers
certificate. I was not very enamored with that at the time. I don't
-think it is a very useful tax expenditure in terms of accomplishing
the, stated objective. Of course, that is scheduled to expire next
year.
Senator BRADmLY. But that's one that we can cut.
Mr. VoLcm. That's right.
Senator BmmY. So your general advice would be don't touch
those that have the broadest general incentive for savings or investment?
Mr. Vowxmz. Right, if they are effective. Some things go under
that label and are not very effective, but if it is one that is not effective
look at it.Which brings us back to one man's looPhole is anMr. BRADtm.
other man's incentive.
,Mr. VOW . Tat's right. Ands- fortunateyfor all my other
sins, I ont -have the job of having to make
particu
deciSenator BUM WhY don't we emphasize M, more than M1?
Ai~doi o

WO

40
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Mr. Vowin. We report it monthly for a statistical reason; that's
when we get the number. We don't have that number weekly. I
think your question is appropriate. Looking at the Open Market
Committee, you have got 12 people and you will get a different
answer to that question from each of the 12. But I =h
it is fair to
say that there is a feeling that that figure in some ways may give
you a more reliable reading than M, particularly, in the short rn.
Historically, it has moved rather erratically because of all these interest rate ceilings.
Senator BewDy. In a deregulated environment, isn't it a more

accurate reading?

Mr. Vowua. Yes, there is some evidence of that. Since the important deregulation that was made in 1978 I guess, M2 velocity in
technical terms has been much steadier tiian M, velocity on an
Annual basis, which suggests that it has some mean.
Ind eedwe
give it weight; there is no question about it. We do give it weight in
our policy determination.
If you ask a group of economists who may agree upon the importance of monetary targeting and monetary restraints and all the
rest, yQu are likely to get as many different proposals as'to what is
the right aggregate tolook at as there are economists-we haven't
got as many aggregates as there are economists. If you have three
economists, you may get three different proposal. We take all of
them, and if we thnk one of them is distorted for one reason or
another, obviously, we discount it at that particular time. But you
can't arrive at a fair judgment without looking at a variety of evidence, certainly including Ms.
The CHAnMAN. Senator Byrd had a final question. We do have
four economists next.,-And we hope to get four views.
Mr. VoLcmm. Maybe you will get four answers to that question.
Senator BmY. Just one brief question. Some economists recently
have stated that they feel that the inflation rate is underes ated.
I wanted to know what you consider to be the true inflation rate.
Mr. VoLcmm. The inflation rate?
Senator Bmn. Inflation.
Mr. VoLwxm. I can quote some figures to you. The producer
price index has been a little more than 4 percent in the past 6
months. The Consumer Price Index is around 8 percent. If I remember the figures correctly, it was 8.9 percent for the whole of
1981. If you look at some broader based industries, if-you look at
the tirndm wage costs and make some allowance for productivity,
you. will probably get a figure in the area of 9 percent now. It is
beginnln to move down some but not as dramatically as the produceroPnce index indicates. Those figures may be a better reflection of the inflation that is embded in the economy at the
moment. You are in there somewhere under 10 percent, I would
judge--I hope coming down and I expect coming down. The particular indices that are so widely used-the producer price index and
the Consumer Price Index--do show a better record. That will help,
I think, to effect wage claims and other factors in the economy so
as to help bring down the inflation rate over a persistent period of
time.
Senator Byiw. Would It be reasonable to say that the currect inflation rate is somewhere between 9 and 10 percent?
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Mr. VowKE. I would put it closer to 9, I think, moving lower on
a trend basis. It depends upon what you mean by the inflation rate.
If
youIflook
prices
thattopeople
paying, it's
than
I think
it
rate,lower
be theare
underlying
at what
looks
you at
lookdirect
that
is in that neighborhood. The current inflation rate, as measured in
actual prices, is less than that.
Senator BYnw. The Federal Reserve Board is the No. 1 inflation
fighter. What does the Federal Reserve Board consider to be the inflation rate?
Mr. Vo E. I guess we are talking about definitions. Using a
commonsense definition, I think the inflation rate currently is
probably 8 percent or lower.
The CHAiRmAN. Senator Symms.
Senator Symms. Mr. Chairman, I apologize that I wasn't here.
We had highway hearings this morning which I had to chair. But
in view of-that, if I have any questions, I will just submit them in
writing to the chairman.
The CHAMAN. I might also suggest that Senator Wallop would
like to submit some questions i writing. We will have those.
[The prepared questions follow:]
Aswemm y HoN. PAUL VOwxJM TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR WALLOP

1. Mr. Volcker, a recent Congressional Budget Office study entitled "The Prospects of Economic Recovery" states that the Economic Recovery Tax Act is expected
to boost economic growth by stimulat n consumer demand and raising incentives to
save. And noting that It. may take a little longer for the savings an investing effects to develop, they are vitally important to economic growth and productivity. In
almost the same breath, the report goes on to note that monetary policy Is expected
to be exactly opposite to that of fi
policy-that high interest rates will restrain
consumer spending and that "there is considerable risk that tight credit conditions
will offset the investment incentives of the act." This study further notes that the
fiscal policy is not expected to have much of an effect on inflation, but that wages
are the critical factor in that area. With that in mind, could you explain to me,
what interest is being served, by monetary policy which restricts, at the very least,
the Economic Recovery program the Congress put in place last year?
2. Mr. Volcker, I have a chart in front of me that shows the percentage increases
and decreases in Mie since 1978. Of particular interest to me Is the incredible
change in the consistency in the fluctuations of M1 I beginning right around the first
part of 1980. It seemed that on several occasions last year, and this year, I heard
reports that the basic supply of money unexpectedly dropped or increased more
than projected, and no one had an explanation. How can there be a consistent monetary policy when there does not appear to be any mechanism by which Min can be
controlled, or anyone who can explain it in any event? Is it proper that something
which you cannot control, should 'have such control over the direction interest rates
take?
8. Mr. Volcker, I realize that there have been modifications to the formula used to
compute Mts, but does that explain the extreme deviations from what was a rather
consistent pattern before 1980? Are those deviations at least in part attributable to

police which you have followed-policies which may in large part explain the

lrrisk
premium in interest rates now?
I also have another chart in front of me which traces the yield on 3-month treasury bills from 1976 thru 1981. At the same point in time that Min started to fluctuate greatly, treasury bills started to show the same erratic behavior with rates fluc.
tuating between 7 and 16%-what kind of consistent monetary policy can such behavior possibly demonstrate?
4. Mi. Volcker, it is not unusual for rme to hear in Wyoming, as well as here, that
the high interest rates are killing us, and that the person who is the most responsible for keeping them at those intolerable levels is a man I didn't even get the opportunity to vote for, Mr. Volcker, I am not sugestin that the C
of the Federal Re6erve should be an elected office, but I wonder what your opinion would be of
making the Chairman of the Federal Reserve a member of the President's cabinet
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with the responsibility to take those actions which the President feels arm consistet

with his or her economic program?
5. Mr. Volcker ertinly the Congress has a responsibility ahead of it to deal with
.tebudget and make s! n._cant progress in the projected deficits figure. Ho
,
if th 6Cngress Makes i
cant progress in reducing the deficit fAmwasyuan
we must and I think we will. whit assurance Is there that your poscieswllnotbW
so rtrictive as to stifle an possible significant recovery by this economy?
Answer No. 1. The objective of the Adminitrtion's economic program announced
February 18, 1981, is to support economic growth while reducing inflation, Recognizng hMe critical role of monetary policy inthe flight against inflation, this program
calls for a consistent policy of monet
restraint. The Federal Reserve's ob$elVes
for growth of money and credit in 1981 pad those for this year-announced on Feb.
ruary 0, 198, in the Board's Monetary Policy Report to, Conge-are consistent
with the A
stion's program for economic recovery. The obJectiv6 of monetary policy Is to slow the expanson of money over time to rates consistent with the
need of an economy growing in line with its productive potential at reasonably
stable prices. But I shoud emphasize that a program of restrained money growth
not synonymous with a hih Interest rate policY. The level of interest rate espe
caly
m rates,
is Influenced
by a varlet
of factors besides the supply of
money,lon
Includng
prominently
expcttions
about inflation.

tWhile recent credit market conditions have had a damping effect on economic acivity, a relaxation of money grwt would exacerbate--not cure--the problem. Economic theory and_. experience alike ndicate that p rogress toward price stability

cannot be obtained without adequate r
t on the growth of money and credit
-Failure to persist i the effort to lower the trend of monetary growth would have
long-lastin and damaging consequences for the performance of the economy. The
recent improvement i infation-which is beginning to be tanalated into expect.
tions-would be reversed, with potentially adverse effects on financial markets, particularly long-tern rates. Indeed, continuing doubts and skepticism that anti-inflaton efforts will b& carried through'-specially in light of the large federal deficits
expected in the coming years--is a signficant factor exertion upward presur on
interest rates tay. Thus, the Federal Reserve's announced policy of restraint on
the growth of the monetary aggregates, rather than hindering the economic recovery program, is a key element in the nation's attempt to reduce inflation, restore
greater stability to financial markets, nd improve the prospects for sustained ecoSnomicp
noer o. .2. Let me first observe that your chart depicts money growth on a
cant factor In economic performmonthly basis, which I do not belie is a s
ance or inflation. However, we are mlndftd of the need to understand the pattern of
money growth over time and have done considerable research on the matter. A Federal Reserve staff study of the first year of the new monetary control procedures
(February 1981) identified several factors which contribute to variability in shortterm money growth. It was found, for example, that comparisons of money stock
variability for different years are importantly affected by the seasonal adjustment
process. Seao.nal factors applied during the current year-and, to a lesser extent, in
recent earlier years as well-are not able Moly to reflect changing sesnal patterns. Annual reetimation of seasonal factors-as money supply dat for subequent years make possible better estimates of the changing seasonal patters-gradualytends to smooth some of theIn.
in IrI served
in money.
gvnad= er
or ditrin fecso seasonal factors, there apparently a
been a rise in the short-run variability of money growth since the introduction of
the new operating procedures. Evidence suggests however, that swings in monetary
growth -in the frs yea of the new control ptocedures importantly reflecte large
in money demand asociated with the impostion and subsequent removal
of the credit control program, Further, in early 1981 the rapid shift of fnda into
the NOW accounts introduced nation-wide at the
of 1980 sgnficnly affected
variability In Mi g
. Finally during the period since OctoWr 1979, the demand
fr money
.n
has been buffetb
e rapid but erratic pace of
innovations, w Mc e arisen as money holder have responded to highfinancial
market
in
teror
bseeking
w
y
to'v*are
their
tmnsaotions
Apart fom
se
d
oevelopments, movements In baliace.
the money stock over short
LribApart
romt rect wc
pr
tascinsblne
pods
naturally
the underlying
volatility
in the public's demand for money.
.The enormous volume of trnactions that occur each dy in our complex economy,
involving financial assets as well as goods and services, is associated with considerale short-run variation in measures of money. Efforts to eliminate such short-run
fluctuations, which tend to be larglelf-reversing, would necessarily be at the oz.
pense of even greater volatility Ininferet rates,
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But to restate the more important point, there is no empirical evidence that
month-to-month fluctuations have significant impact on the course of the economy. In evaluating the experience wi monetary control, the focus therefore should
be on long-term trends. In this regard, the Federal Reserve has had a considered
degree of sucoes, slowing the growth of M, over the past two years consistent with
the needs of ati-inflation policy.
Answer No. 8. M1 was introduced in February 1980 when the monetary aggretes were redefined It differed from M by the inclusion of other checkable depos
(OCD), containing interestUN
nd smila account. Growth-in QOD
has significantly affected the growth of Mis on several occasions both before 1980
and ince. The major impact already has been referred to in the response to the
previous question, namely the rapid growth following the nationwide adjustment
authorization
to
of NOW accounts at year-end 1980. In recognton of the public's
NOW accounts, the Federal Reserve published a "shift adjusted" Mil in 1981, alculated as M19 less estimated shifts into new NOW accounts from sources other than
demand deposits,
*
Because mni, which as of January 1982 has been relabeled M,, now has a substanti OD component, It likely will respond somewhat differently to Interest rates
than it did when its 00 component was les important. Because OCD can serve as

a savings medium as well as a medium of exchange, variations in savings p

r-

ences can affect the public's holdings of OCD. In particUlar, OCD-together with
traditional savings deposits themselves and other liquid instruments-represent a
more attractive temporary store of wealth in times of heightened uncertainties rethe future course of interest rates or economic activity. For example, in the
July t August 1980 period and again in the November 1981 to January 1082
OCgrowth accelerated along
twhsavinge
and certain other liquid assets. Thus it
may be that the changing composition of M has tended to make it more variable. In
view of the changing nature of M,, the Federal reserve monitors closely the behavior of each of Its components.
The variations in interest rates and monetary growth you refer to do not indicate
a lack of consistency in monetary policy. Rather they primarily reflect variations in
the amount of money demanded by the public and the accompanying financial
market pressures implied by an effort to keep the money supply clos to a targeted
path. Thus, the sharp run-up in rates inlate 1979 occurred as both Mi and Ma
threatened to exceed the upper bounds of their growth rate ranges for that year.
Subsequently, as the monetary aggregates began to decelerate, credit controls were
introduced In March 1980. The profound effects on economic activity and financial
conditions led both to sharply reduced demands for money and credit and to considerable downward pressure on interest rates. The extreme sharpness of the economic
contraction at that time was followed by an unusually prompt and vigorous rebound
in economic activity and demands for money and credit. As a result, the money
stock began again to move rapidly toward the upper end of its target range. Policies
to resist this movement were accompanied by upward movements in interest rates
during the second half of 1980.
Interest rates began 1981 at record levels. However, shortly into the year money
demands began to subside and financial market pressures eased-for a time. A subsequent bulge in money in the second quarter resulted in a growth in required reserves that exceeded the growth of nonborrowed reserves provided by Federal Reserve open market operations, and short-term/interest rates moved back toward
their earlier highs; By mid-summer, demands for money and credit weakened, while
the Federal Reserve provided reserves in an effort to maintain adequate monetary
growth. Accordingly, interest rates declined until the final month of 1981, when
money demand again picked up, apparently in part as a result of heightened precautionary, motives.
Answer No. 4. As you know, the Federal Reserve was created by the Congress in
1918 as an independent agency in order to insulate monetary po1 decisions from
shot-tr political pressures., One of the mai ideas in the mins o the framers of
the originalFederal Reserve Act was that the System should be a distinctly nonpartisan organization whose functions are divorced from partisan political considerations.
Although the Federal Reserve, as an independent agency, Is responsible for reachaccountable to the Congrs
ing jud cents in the monetary Policy area, te
and maintains close communications with oMt the Congress ndthe Amns.

tion.DeslntinIthe Chairman of the Federal Reserve a member of the President's

cabinet, ioweir, could result in some erosion of' this carefully constructed
independence-au ind endeu
P,
that I regard as esential if monetary policy is to
be ee from day-tdaypolitical pressure and play Its p
role in ichieving eco.
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nomic stability. There I. also an issue here of credibility, which is a vital, even if
tangible, component of sucoessW monetary policy. We must be concerned about
the market's perception of our will to continue a disciple ., monetary poll6y and
this perception could be uadermined by an eroson of the Fed'S independence within
the government.
Answer No. 5. The central objective of monetary policy currently is to return the'

economy to growth in line with its productive potential at reasonably stable prices

For the ps two years, in partic r, Federal Reserve policy has been diece
toward te achievement of thi obetie by slowing the g
of mone over time.
nmyopinion, the prospectsGven
for inflatiOnare noWfoimprvcnnt,Vn. tie the
although
monethe batl 9is far from won. Given these prospects for slW=n
atog
tary targets for 1982 *11 "leave room" or economic recovery later this year. Accel.
era
the
growt
he
eyupplY in an effort to bring teres rotes down
quicly runs the risks of rekind n hationary expectations and therefore being
self-defeating. In such an event, the "inflation premium" in interest rates would
rise, and the pr
on inflation itseWf could be reversed.
In regard to the longer-run period for which Co ge will be attempting to control and reduce budget deficits, let me note again the scale of the problem. In the
absence of deficit-reducing measures at least at large as the President has proposed,
the unified deficit in fiscal year 1988 and 1984 are projected to be over 4 percent of
GNP (that I larger than the post-war record in the recession year of 1976) and over
20 percent of total goss saving provided by the private domestic, foreign, and state
and local sector combined. Potential deficits of this nanitude suggest an intense
competition between the federal government and private borrowers for the limited
pool of saving and, hence continuing pressures of interest rates, especially on'the
assumption of renewed economic growth and recovery in private demand to finance
business fixed investment, housing, and so forth. In contract, a significant reduction,
in the deficit within the context of a moderate anti-inflationary monetary policy
would result in more credit being available to the private sector at lower interest
rates.
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The CHutiN. Mr. Volcker, we thank you very much for your
attendance this morning. And I assume that it is fair to say. that
we hope we will be seeing you again before the Committee. If inflation and interest rates drop too rapidly, we may have a hearing on
why it happened. (Laughter.]
And I hope I am Chairman when that hearing is held.
Mr. VOwLmI. I would be delighted to return under those circumstances or any other, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMA.

If it happens too fast, I am certain somebody is

going to criticize it so we want to be prepared and we arb already
laying plans for the hearing.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Chairman Volcker follows:]
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Statement by
Paul A. Volcker
Chairman, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
I appreciate this opportunity to participate In your
hearings on the President's economic program. The responsibilities
of the Federal Reserve are, of course, limited to monetary policy,
but we must necessarily recognize the broad interrelationships
among monetary and other policies bearing upon national economic
performance. Your Committee has particular responsibility for
initiating specific-revenue and pending measures; in reaching
your decisions, you must also take into account their implications
for the overall fiscal position of the government and the implications for__financial markets.

It is at that point that our

concerns intersect, and my comments this morning will be largely
directed to that area.
I have often expressed my concern about the critical
need to break the inflationary momentum that had come to grip
the nation in the 1970's and spoken of the indispensable role
that monetary policy has to play in that effort. At the same
time, I have emphasized the extra difficulties that result from
placing too heavy a burden on monetary policy alone in the fight
.on inflation -- difficulties manifested in exceptionally heavy

pressures on fi'tancial markets and interest rates, and therefore
on credit-dependent se%:zors of the economy.
Current developments both reflect needed progress on the
inflation front and reinforce my concern about tho burdens placed
on monetary policy to bring about and sustain that progress.

In

the best of circumstances, ending an inflation, once Lt has become
embedded in behavior and expectations, can be painful in the short
run, however necessary that effort is to our future strength and
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prosperity.

The hard fact is the economy is now in the grips

of a second recession in as many years.

Recent developments

have some of the characteristics of earlier cyclical downturns.
But the current recession has been superimposed on a pattern of
stagnation extending over a number of years --

years characterized

by a rising trend of unemployment, lagging productivity, and
particularly strong pressures on the older industrial sectors
and regions.

And, even now, after months of rising unemployment,

interest rates have remained painfully high, delaying recovery
in some important sectors of the economy.
In broad terms, I don't think there is any great mystery
as to why the economy and financial markets have behaved in this
way.

During the 1970's, inflation increasingly became viewed

as a way of.Jife, and in the process economic incentives were
distorted and our productive energies sapped.

As we lost our

Most important financial yardstick -- a stable dollar -- interest
rates rose and became highly volatile.

As monetary policy moved

to deal more forcefully with the inflation -- particularly in a
context of fiscal imbalance --

became more acute.

the strain on financial markets

But the alternative course of trying to

accommodate to inflation by providing excessive monetary growth
would offer no lasting relief -even in the short run --

and probably little respite

for that approach would only feed

inflationary expectations and reinforce the reluctance of lenders
to conit funds for any substantial period of time ahead.
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Now we can see clear signs of progress on the inflation
front.

A reversal of the pattern of the inflation rate ratcheting

higher in each successive economic cycle would be an event of
profound importance, not least in encouraging a return to much
lower and more stable interest rates.
we have yet turned that corner.

We cannot "prove" that

Indeed, some of the progress

against inflation reflects the more immediate and temporary
effects of recession-weakened markets, the pressures of extraordinarily high interest rates on commodity and other sensitive
prices, and recent surpluses in petroleum and grain production.
But we are also seeing signs of potentially more lasting changes
in attitudes of business and labor toward pricing, wage bargaining,
and productivity.

Not surprisingly, the effort is most clearly

apparent in industries where costs and wages have been most out
of line, where international competitive pressures are particularly
intense, or where regulatory change has encouraged greater price
competition.

But, I believe the pattern is likely to spread,

"building in" lower rates of increase in nominal wages and prices
over time.

And, as the inflationary and cost pressures ease, the

economy can resume a healthy growth pattern, with greater job
-opportunities, increasing productivity, and higher real wages.
But if that bright prospect is to be achieved, we simply
cannot afford now --

just as the disinflationary process is

beginning to take hold and beginning to be believed --

our monetary vigilance.

to abandon

Past failures to "carry through" have

left a legacy of skepticism and uncertainty among workers and
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business men, among consumers, and among participants in financial
mArketa-where lenders demand "inflation" and "uncertainty" premiums
when committing their funds.

Credibility in dealing with inflation

will have to be earned by performance and persistence over time.
Prudent fiscal and other policies must help in achieving that
But I believe it is broadly and rightly recognized
that, whatever those other policies, appropriate restraint on the
expansion of money and credit will continue to be fundamental to
credibility.

restoring price stability.
As you know, I testified two weeks ago before the House
and Senate Banking Committees to report the Federal Reserve's
specific intentions with respect to money and credit growth for
-1982.

Without repeating the details, I'd like to highlight a

'fewi--the major .Voints _
Develop-ints durng-1981 were broadly consistent with
the continuing effort to reduce growth of money and credit to
non-inflationary levels over time.

There were, to be sure, some

divergent movements among the various monetary and credit aggregates
that we target.

Those movements are largely explicable in terms

of technological and regulatory change --

the introduction of

NOW accounts nationwide, the enormous growth of money market
funds, and other factors affecting the preferences of the public
for different types of financial assets.

Specifically, Hl-B growth

(adjusted for the estimated shift of funds into NOW accounts)
-decelerated further last year, averaging, over the year as a whole,
a little more than 1 percent below the previous year --

the third-
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consecutive year of lower growth. From the fourth quarter of 1980
to the fourth quarter of 1981, Ml-B growth (adjusted) was 2.3 percent, a little more than 1 percentage point below the lower end of
the target that we had indicated was desirable at mid-year. The
growth of the broader aggregate M2 -- about 9-1/2 percent over the
four qarter period -- was a bit higher than in 1980, partly

reflecting the extraordinary growth in money market funds.
As you know,the money supply increased particularly
sharply in the early weeks of 1982, following fairly large
increases in November and December.

Increases of that size

are unusual when production and incomes are weak, and the
recent rise appears to be related in considerable part to the
desire of individuals to place marginally more of their assets
in highly liquid form.

Interest rates, after falling sharply

last fall, retraced part of that decline in January and early
February, partly because the rising money supply was reflected
in renewed pressure on bank reserve positions.

More recently,

monetary growth appears to be moderating, and bond markets have
rallied.
These recent movements, in my mind, emphasize again two
relevant points in assessing our monetary targets and their
implications.

First, in a large and complex economy, short-term

fluctuations in money supply data
and much more so from week to week

for a month or even a quarter,

---

can be anticipated as consumers

and businesses adjust their'cash holdings.

So long as the trend
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is appropriate, those short-term fluctuations should have no
important implication for economic activity or-inflation.
Second and more fundamentally, our targets are, by design,

limited to amounts necessary to finance real growth in a framework of declining inflation.

The stronger the inflationary -

momentum, and the more pressure on credit markets from other
directions,ithe greater the risk that high interest rates will
squeeze out housing,

investment, and other private activity

supported by borrowing.
We believe the targets for 1982 establishedthis month
(reaffirming tentative targets set out last July) will be consistent with recovery in business activity ovei the second half
of the year.

Our target range for Ml of 2-1/2 to 5-1/2 percent

it-consistent with growth in money over the year as a whole
larger than during 1981, and the Federal Open Market Cormaittee
has suggested that, as things now stand, growth in the upperpart of the range would be acceptable.

The FOMC also suggested

M2 growth toward the upper end of its 6-9 percent range (the
same as last year) would also be acceptable.

But these ranges

also imply a "tight fit," in the sense they are predicated on
the assumption and prospect of a further decline in the rate of
inflation.
-

The fact is that consolidating and extending our progress

on inflation will require continuing restraint on monetary growth,

and we intend to maintain the necessary degree of restraint.
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That restraint, by. providing assurance that inflation wil l
continue to decline, should over time be..a-powerful- influence
in bringing down interest rates as well, particularly in the
long-term area.' Indeed, prospects for any lasting relaxation
of interest rate pressures would be dim without the continuing
monetary discipline that success against inflation requires.
For the more mediate future, interest rate prospects
depend crucially on other factors as well, and I am fully
aware that interest rates are vitally important to the timing,
strength, and sustainability of economic recovery.

The most

important of those "other" factors is surely the outlook
for the Federal deficit, and it is a factor directly within your
own purview.
-As you know, this year, fiscal 1982, we will have a
very large Federal deficit --

on the orde r of $100 billion.

To a-considerable extent, that deficit is a reflection of'the
recession, as it reduces revenues and raises outlays.

In the

particular circumstances of today, the current deficit, to a
large degree, acts as an "automatic stabilizer" for the economy.
The financing load should be manageable in a context of reduced
credit demands by other sectors.
As we look ahead to 1983 and beyond, the situation is
quite different, and that is the source of my concern about the
budgetary situation. What is so disturbing is that the current
services budget (taking?-account of the Administration's defense
program) shows a sharply rising deficit, even if we assume ri-venues
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are lifted and spending restrained by, rather strong recovery.
All the estimates before-you, by the Administration, by the
Congressional Budget Office, or by private forecasters, point
in the same direction. In the absence of action to close the
potential gap, the deficit will rise to about $150 billion or
more in fiscal 1983, and to still larger amounts in later years.
Looking at the same situation in another way, even if we assumed
the unemployment rate would soon drop back to six percent or so
about the level of the best recent years

--

-- we would be faced

with large and rising deficits unless strong new measures are
taken to contain them.
In recognition of this outlook, the Administration has,
as you know, proposed substantial measures to reduce the potential
deficit for fiscal 1983, and the years beyond. The emphasis is
on spending reductions, but some revenue measures are also proposed. That program is estimated to reduce the projected fiscal
gap by $56 billion in 1983 and $84 billion in 1984. If enacted,
as proposed, it would go a very considerable way toward dealing
with the fiscal problem.
As you consider those and other proposals, I-must emphasize
the threat that, unless substantial budgetary actions are undertaken, private borrowers would be squeezed out of the market, with
adverse consequences for homebuilding, for business investment,,
and for other credit-dependent sectors. In other words, the
budgetary outlook, as it stands, does not seem to me consistent
with the expansion in private investment we seek, and have sought
to eicourage through tax reduction and other measures.

(1
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The problem is not simply one for the future --- for

1983 and 1984 and beyond.
ahead

- -'any

Financial markets constantly look

lender or borrower tries to anticipate and "discount"

what lies ahead.

Anticipations of a future "squeeze" are trans-

lated into present high interest rates, into a desire to "stay
short" in lending, into a reluctance to set into motion plans
to build and to invest.

Moreover, the deep-seated public instinct /

that sustained large deficits will lead-, sooner or later, to

pressure tb, create more money to finance those deficits, or will
otherwise stimulate inflation, undercuts the effort to restore
stability .-/

I would also point out that, even with measures as large
as those proposed by the Administration, we would be left with
historically high deficits

in relation to GNP or our probable'

savings potential, as the projected recovery proceeded. And
those projections have little margin for misjudgment of the
underlying trend in spending or revenues,in interest rates,
in the inflation rate and the like -- areas where any projection
has an element of uncertainty.

I note, in that respect, that

projections of the existing budgetary gap by the Congressional
Budget Office run somewhat higher than those of the Administration.
The potential for continuing squeeze -on financial
markets could be alleviated by increases in business and personal
saving.

Such saving has been abysmally low in recent years.

Greater price stability, positive real interest rates, and the
tax measures introduced last year, all should work in the direction
of greater savings.

11-

But to count on a dramatically large increase
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in savings to "bail" us out of the budgetary problem would be
to mibs the point, at best.

We need larger saving to finance

higher levels of business investment and housing construction;
we cannot afford to have it dissipated in financing prolonged
excessive budget deficits -- deficits that, as matters stand,
would absorb, or more than absorb, a reasonable projection of
increased savings.
Given the nature of the problem before us ,-and the clear
risks of underestimating the size of the budgetary problem, I
can only conclude that the Congress should set its sights for
still larger budgetary savings, keeping in mind the widening
gap now projected beyond fiscal 1983.
Credible steps to assure substantially declining
Federal deficits as the economy expands, looking toward balance
as we restore satisfactory levels of unemployment, would be
enormously helpful in resolving some of the problems in our
financial markets today.

Indeed, such action could have a

galvanizing effect in bringing about lower interest-rates
because it is concern about the budgetary prospects that preoccupies the thinking of many potential investors in the market
today.
In carrying the primary responsibility for
tax legislation and for certain large spending programs, your
Committee has the excruciating job of translating general
budgetary objectives into concrete legislation.

You must make

choices involving social, national security, and progranatic
considerations far beyond the purview of the -ederal Reserve or
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my competence.

As purely economic matter, I do believe that,

in general, lower taxes -- particularly lower marginal income
tax rates

--

will permit the private economy to perform more

effectively, tending to increase incentives and to reduce distortions.

From that standpoint, spending control clearly deserves

priority.

But to the extent the needed job cannot be done by

expenditure control alone, I see no alternative to considering
new sources of revenue.
The difficult economic circumstances of today should
not blind us to the fact that we have much upon which to build.
We can see the tangible progress against inflation.

The Adminis-

tration and the Congress have taken action to spur productivity,
work, and savings through the tax system.
trend in spending has been bent lower.

The inexorable upward

Regulatory reform is

underway.
From that perspective, what we need is not any basic
change in direction, but a sense of urgency and persistence
'in "carrying through."

That has clear implications for continued

discipline in monetary policy.

And it has direct implications

for dealing with the budgetary problem that looms so large
before you.
Seldom, in my experience, has the challenge.been so
clear for all to see.

And seldom has there been so strong a

consensus on the need to meet it with bold measures.

It is

those facts that give me confidence that you and your colleagues,
working with the Administration, will find the way to reconcile
the competing priorities amonx the particulars of spending
and revenue decisions in a way consistent with needed reduction
in the deficit.

The quicker that can be done, the brighter, in

my judament, will be the outlook for the economy.
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:Monetary Policy
:Objectives for 1982
Summary of Report to the Congress on Monetary Policy piuant
to the Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of 1978. With
excerpts of testimony presented by Paul A. Volcker, Chairman,
Federal Reserve Board, February 10, 1982.
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Monetary Policy in 1982
Reseem's bJectve for the
The Fe&
Growth of Money and credt
The Federal Reserve remain committed to restrined growth In money and credit to exert continuing
downwa presre on the rate of inflation. Su;h a

economic disruption-through a combination of
monetary, sal, regulatory and other economic
policies. But it is quite clear that inflation cannot

poiyseseta if the groundwork Is to be lidW for
fsu--ained
expansion.

persis over an extended period unless financed by

1981, and the prospects for further prOgrs am
good. Failure to persist In the. effort to maintain this
improvement would have long-lasting and damagin

with the aim of slowing the expansion over time to
rates consistent with the needs of an ecoAomy growing i line with its productive potential at reasonably
stable prces. The speed with which the trend of
money growth can be lowered without unduly disturbing effects on short-run economic perfoum
depends, In pan, on the credibility of ati-infladon
policies and thek effects on price expectations, as
well as on other forces influencing interest rates and

excessive' growth of money.

Targets for money growth have therefore been set

There was adstnc slowing of inflation -during

consequences; Wtionary

would again
-xetdn

deteriomte, with potentially adverse effits on nnclal markets, partulary long-term mtes, and the
next effort to curb infation would be asociated with
still greater hardship.

Program toward price stability can be acheved
most efectively-and with the least amount of

creditmarket demands, including Importantly the

fiscal position of the federal government.
Given these considerations, the Federal Open
of
Market Ccommittee re affirmed the rangesbelw
for the
shown In th tabl
monear
ye"eW~u

the hurth quarter of 1902. These

rane are the.-same as those tentatively set last July

for 1982 and confirm the Fedral Reserve's commitment to reduce inflationary forces.

Ranges of Monetary Growth
198M Projected
Mi"

1981 Actual

2 to percent

MID
M I (si a4Justed)

5.0 percent
2.3 pecent'

M2

6 to 9 percent

M2

9.4 percent

MS

6 N to9I4 percent

M3

11.4 percent

Coumerla
lak Credo

6 to 9 Percent

Commercal.
Bank Cred

*sunoy MID. See fotmes pp 11.

2

8.8 percent
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Gowth fi the Othe Aggregats

M1 Growth
At Its meeting In February, the Committee c
nixed that the recent rapid increases placed 4MIA
January well abqve the average level during the
fourth quarter of 1961, the conventions

The acual and potential effects on MI o ongolng

changes in financial technology and the greater avail-

ability of a wid variety of moneylike instruments
strongly suggest the need to give careu attention to
developments Inthe boaler money measures. The

base for the

new target. Experience has hown that MI

gowt

can fluctuate rather sharply ova short periods and

range for M2 growth is dte same as In 1961, when

actual growth ,U"tleyceded the uppor biind of
the range. The Commttee fet that M grOWh in
1962 would be somewhat below the I I pace, Athough probably in the upper part of the rane.
However, should personal savng-repodi to recent changes In tax law or ther influences-grow
substantially more rapidly In relation to incom than
now anticipated, or should depository stitutions attract an exceptionally large Inflow toKMA accounts
from soume outside M2, growth of M2 mIgt appropriately reach-or even sllgtly exceed-the upper
end of the range.
The 1982 ranges for MS and bank credit are unagain
changed from those for 1961. These a
will be Influenced importantly by the deree to which
credit demands tend to be focused In short.term borrowing and are funded at home or abroad.

these movements may be at least partially-mrsed

farly qulcldy. The available analysis sugestethat
the recent increase reflected in part some
y
factors, rather than signalling a basic chang_ In the
-amount of money needed to finance nominal GNP
growth.
During 1961, MI1D (shf adjusted) rose relatively

slowly In relation to nominal GNP.. On th' assumpdon this relationship Is likely to be more normal in
1982, and given the relatively low base for the MID
rangeP the Committee felt that growth In MI (for-

merly MI1)' this year in the upper halfof its range
would be acceptable. At the same time, the FOMO
elected to retain the 2% percent lower bound for MI

growth tentatively set last July In recognition of the
possibility that financed innovitions--especially techniques for economizing on the use of checking account balances included in Ml--Could accelerate,
with restraining effects on MI growth.

S
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The Outlook for the,
Economy in 1982
?P e~tU fr Econmc Efcover
Economic activity still appeared to be costractingIn
early February: industrial production and emplcy-

pansion
time

meat certainly declined further InJanu , with the
extent of the fal worened by exceptioeil bad
winter stormu.Demand in the key sectors that had
led the dedlne-housing and consumer spedingshowed some signs of leveling off as the year begun
and the recent cuts in production likely have helped
.to relieve some of the remaining inventory inbal-

at exceptionally high leveIin lowe years.-dverely

infliuces current fana mart condidons.

The Federal Reserve's, objectives foe money growth
in 1982 are consistent with rcovery in economy activity. The expansion Islikely t be concentrated I.

ally in connuner spending. Given the substantial

margin of excess capacity, outlays for business fixed

investment may remai weak,. particularly if 1g

ances. It would appear that the economy Is i the

process of bottoming out and a perceptible recovery
Inbusiness activity should be underway by midyear.
One cement supporting Anal demand, In the
economy Isthe federal government. Part of the re-

term interest rates continue to fluctuate near their

current high levels. A continuation of high level of
lon-term rat also would inhibit the recovery in
residential housing, although demographic factors

will continue to buttress demands in that sector.
The effort to deal with inflation Isat a critical

cet epnsion In the deficit reflects thAua inn

effects of reduced tae and increased government
expenditures that result fom declining income

growth and rising

Impetus to the economy. At the sane
-partculay if expected to continue

juncture. The. upwad trend In inflation clearly has

e moment. Inaddition, how-

been halted and the process of reversal is underway.

ever, the build-up in dense spending is 4-continuIlg source of stimulus. The second phase of the tax
reductions scheduled for July wil provd another ex-

There are signs that price setting, wage bargaining,'
decisions afe being made that
and

-erspendin

wll serve to Moder e, rather than Intensify, Inflationary pressures. Nonetheless, the behavior of financlal markets and other evkece strony suggest that
there continues to be consderable skeptic
that
progress in reducing infladon will be maintained.
Lasting Improvemoent in financial umares-partic-

ulay for longer-term instruments-is dependent on
confidence that progress against inflation will continue; looming federal deficits have served to shakc
that confidence. Prospects for lower interest ra and
for sustaining recovery ove a long p
indeed
for the timing of recovery-are thus tied to prospect
for a more stable prie level.

4
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* Ioomkc Projections

Given the cunet ,rumae ad in lht of the
monetary tage for the coning year, the individual
o icprmember oftbe FOMO hec
formance 1n

l96that g

ally l

Improveamt in Inflation during 1962 comparable

milabout-.
with the Adminltatiom's, as well as
h Ad Imte'. pro"
look for the labor market The

section Amr real growth fls at the high end of the

within the

d
FOMO copemmu. Should prices and wages
more rapidly to and-iation policies than haks
experience suggests, or should more favoral

rang isted In the table below.
thlwPOMC expect Inflation to
Amem~be
continue to modmt in 19 2. At the same time, real
activy Is pected to acelrmte with mot of the
row comg In the second half of th ye. With
Iflatioctinuing to be sbstntal md the pro.
spect that the federal budget deficit will remain lar
even a the recovery Pthm momentum, demands
Wocredit should Intensif as the yoar pr

ductivity treads develop, then the rcvr
faster without adverse pressures developing 0ui picis,

wages, and jiters

rates.

"'ss
in

, the recovery is l elyto be
these ciumsta
somewhat restrained, with unemploynt probably
substantial at yearend 196.
eo
encompass those that
The
underbe the AdmInistration' recent budget proposals. 7e consensus view of the FOMC anticipates an

-

-

Icoaoudc Projections for 1982
Isil Actal

INS Projected
POMO Members Admnlnlatradm

Ohang. burth

Nomial ONP

9.5

8 . 1014

quarter, perem

Real ON ,
ONP Dedasmr

0.7
8.6

14 to 3
611 to M

5.0
7.2

Averae Ind I
the fourth
"quarter, percent

1Unamployment
Rat

8.5

811to 91

8.4

quarter to furth

10.4

5
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Monetary Policy and the
Performance
of- the Economy
in 1981
The Growth of Money and Credit in 1981
in its report to Congress last February, the Board of
Governors indicated that the Symm intended to
maintain restraint on the expansion of money and
credit in 1981. The specific ranges chosen by the
FOMO for the various monetary
antiipe a deceleration in monetary g
would
e
further improvement in price performance. Measured from the fourth quarter of 190 to
the fourth quarter of 1961, the ranges adopted are
shown in the table below.

credit placed these aggregates above the upper
bounds of their ranges at midyear.
After resasesng Its objectives for 1961 at midyear,
the FOMC elected to leave unchanged the previously
established ranges for the aggregate. However, in
light of the reduced growth in MI-type balances over
the first half of the year--with Indications that this
weakness might reflect a lasting change in cash
management practices of individuals and businesses
related to the growth of alternative means of holding

highly liquid funds-and given the relatively strong
growth of the broader aggregae, the FOMO an-

ticpated that growth of MIS might likely and

Even ae accounting for shifts into NOW accounts,
and re'lcting the rapid pace of Institutional change
in idiW "k
, the behavior of the agregt
in 1981 was more divergent than antdipated. Averag growth in adjusted M IB over the first half of
below that which would have been ex
pI9!, wu
on well
the bas of historical relationships among
money, ONP, and interest rates. On the other hand,
despite tM wmen in MIS. the broader aggregates
expanded quite mqpkdy In early 1961. M2 growth
over the first hW was near the upper end of its annual range, while the expansion Of MS and bank

desirably end the year near the lower bound of Its
annual range. At the same time, the FOMO indicated that M2 and MS might well end the year
around the upper ends of their ranges. This expectatio also reflected the possibility that regulatory and

legislative actions as well as the popularity of money

market mutual funds might intensify the public's
preference to hold assets encompassed in the broader
aggregate.
The table on the net pae puts the perfmane
of the aggregates during 1961 Ipto a somewhat
longer-term perspective, showing two measure of
annual growth. In both cases, a marked deceleration
in MIS Is apparent since 1978. The table also cleady
illustrates that growth rat *r the broader aggrg
ates have been maintained around a higharl

Monetary Growth 1981
1ti Ranges
MID

1l

Actual

191 Q4 Levels

6 toK
8 pierce

5.0 percent

436.7

314 to 6 percent

2.3 percent

425.3

M2

6 t 9 percent

9.4 percent

1806.9

MS

6

11.4 percent

2171.0

Dank Credit

6 to9 percent

MIS (s

-adjusted)

OA
Mo dlms.

to9 percent

8.6 percent

MaOMAsy &4ud.

6

1320.3'
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Growth of Money and Bank Crodt (perentage change)

Four quarter to
fourth quarter

Annual average to
annual average

Yer

Mil

M

M

Crdt

1978
1979

6.3
7.5

8.3
8.4

11.3
9.8

13.3
12.6

190

6.6

9.1

9.9

8.0

1961

2.3

9.4

11.4

8.8.

-1978 -

1979

8.2
7.7

8.8
8.5

11.8
10.3

124

1960

5.9

8.3

9.3

6.5

1961

4.7

9.8

11.6

9.44

and larger divergences have developed from MIB
growth. In considerable part, these differences can be
explained by structural changes In financil markets.
ChassI* ~snilPufie
As indicated, the growth of the narrow aggregate
adjusted for shifts Into NOW accounts was low in
1961 compared with the other sggregat and also in
reltimo to Income and Interest rates. Continued high
Interest rates provided a substantial incentive for
businesses to pare narrow money balances and to

make Increasingly widespre4 use of sophisticated

cash management techniques. At the mane time, explosive growth of money market mutual funds

(MMMFu) appeared to prompt household to mini.

account baes; the broader availmizechec
accounts also may have prompted
abyoft
them to reconsider the way they handle cash assets.
Lkewife, the strong growth of M2 lat year
reflscted changing financial practices. Money market

13.5

funds and Intruments offered by depository Inititu-

tions that pay market-related interest rates have been
accoutin for an nceing proportion of M2, a
much assets have beco
much more competitive with
open market Instruments. Indeed, the attractivenm
of small time deposits was enhanced h year by the
hlralization of the interest rate celinp on small
mavers ceztficates and, late in the y , by the introduietion of all avers certificates. Rven so, two-thrds
of the increase In the nontransactions component of
M2 was accounted for by money market mutual
funds which grew 140 percent last year.
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emmdak PesomMANe in M98
The

ag rapidly as 1961 began,

yclica rebound tha maned in

.0 .tinU_L.h

F ihm.

mid-1960. Act=Vityleele out during the spring and

summer, however, and it fell In theial quarter of
do year. Asa re, On raft of produ nof goods
'andmv
___ONP-waonly
N

the end of 1961 tmnit hadbeen ayewrui

. With

±

of unutilized plant capacity widened and the um.-

ploymnt rat roe sArply.

activity was d poias

56soprrm in retax,
yathere waeumb mime
daiflationary presue-s.rr

Ewa1

ON? -hance

,Q. ...
80.5

ger at
high

te weakening ofoutput lat in the yea, the marsvi

W1

mgehi. m

ka Q1 to Q4' Euremes

9S U1__

also were Indication of an eating inwage inlon,

-.1

particularlyIn som h

atrnstigInutis

The trend In Inflation Improved noticAbly during
1961, and by yar-end virtuafy all &I~teIce

dxew advancing well below &hram
for the first dime sinc 197. The consumer price in--

-4

dex rose 8.9 percent over the course of 1981, down

frin the nearly Is parent average rate In 1979 and
1900. Important factor in the slowing of Inflation

197

1916

1979

1960

were axeptionally favorable agricultua supplies and
declines, after the first quarter, In world oil prie.
Inflation In areas other than food and energy-particularly consumer commodities and captal equip.-

1961

ment-also began to abate, although price presmu

In the consumer service sector persisted. As the year
progressed, surveys of Inflation expctaion sugthat the Inflationar psychology, which had
permated many aspects of economic behavior in
earlier yars, appeared to be subsiding.

-ete

ICred a&*
On balance, bort-term- Interws rates-although quite
volatile and at record highs a 1961 began-moved

down considerably over the coqrseof the year. In

8

N
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Contrast, long-tenm rats me suba=ally. The
pressure o long-term raes appeared 10 reflect.
combination of factors. Anticiation that continued
large federal budget dedits would dash with private

credit demands, particularly as the economy Ozpand-

ed. wae a contiuing strong investor concern. Despite substantial reductions in the growth 6( many
federal
p ram, federal borrowing in
calendar year 9 sip
IN

to service
disposable
family
aVermonthly
payment
on 0Incomndd
typical new mortgage row

froa 21 percn In 1976_to nearly 40 pierce t las
year.

labor Marke
Employment grew at a moderate rate during the Om
three quarter of 1961 and the unemployment rate
edged down. As economic activity ega to nm
trac

off roughly a quarter of

the tot uids avall" to domestic financial
borrowers. Alsoin the background were
continuing
doubts and skepticism that ant-Inflatio programs

In the autumn, the demand for lobor fell sharply and

the unemployment rate climbed to 6.8 percent in

Decmbr--onl fractionally below its pswar MO.
The unemployment rate of adult men jumped to'a

would e arried tgalue.

postwar record of 7.9 percent in December 1961.
Labor productivity (output per hour worked) rose

Hawing M.*ke
The tensions Incredit markets in 1961 had their
greatest Impact on household capital omation.

at a 1K percent annual rate in the first three
quarters of 1961. However, output fell more than

Housing construction fell to its lowest level in the
postwar perio; only 1.1 million new housing units

employment in the fourth quartet and productlvfty

were started in 1981. 7W average closing rate on

tbesfr
new homes was 15.5 percent in the
f~rW"=of 1961, up fromn 12.6 percent a year
earier. High prices als adversely affected the ability
of those seeking new homes to afford the monthly
payments. Although house prices changed'little in
1961, over the preceding 5 years; prices of new and
existing homes had risen hal again as fast as the
overall rate of Inflation. As a result, the'share of

9
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actively. Tbese
enable tm to compee more
decind, offtting gains eaer Inthe year. A weagto.usmentso
coupled with the propesm mIn reduc-

ingscros short-run cynical movements.

A
has shown little improvement In M q y
thu has provided virtually no offim to the Imato(
rapidy rising copnainon unit labor css
nd ageIncreases did decelerate
Compnsaion
during 1961, with steady prges towuhout the

lug Inflaton during 1961, gge that the ation's
stag or a maitai
s
aav
id unwinin of wage and Price Increses

ha, in
o 91 des
year. Al.o, by de second
traditlopsi wage-setting practice wee undrway:

management and worker alike began to reconsder
some exiilng contracts
planned Wage abtn;
were nagd dwail In advance of termination
at a number of firma
dates; and labor a
were modified in a efSw to ease cost pressures and
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1.

olcf

narrowly defined msy

ove 192 so In rm oMl only. DSd on a vadey

of evidence
that the bulk o thes " to NOW
accounts had
by lat 16. the federal Reserve Ia
publishin only a snine MI Cgure In 1962 with the uaint
coverages ths forme MID.
Ml Is cu=ecy held by the public, plu traveler's
cha2A , plus demand deposits at commercial banks not at
deposits due to foreign commercial banks and offilal institudoeskm cash items Inthe Process of collection and
Federal Reve float, plus other 4heckable depose ts ..
negotiable order of widrgWa1 amounts, accounts ,u4ect
to automate trander wrvice, credit union share draft
bales, and demand deposits at thrift ititutions).
M2 IsMlIPu savings and small denomination time

d*pou (Including retail RPm) at all depository istu-

tions shres in non-Initutional money Market mutual
fun& (MMMF,), overnight repurchase agreements (h)
issued by commercial banks, and overnight Eurodollar
deposits held by U.S. resents at Carribean branches of
U.S. banks.
MS IsM2 plus large time deposits at all depository institutions and lag denomination -m RPh issued by
commucial banks and svings and loan associations, and
shar in in utdon-only MMMYs.
SAk ed Is ol km and investments of commecial banks.
2. MIS velocity, before s adjustment, tos at a rate
closer to histodi epree. However, the shift of unds
from saving accounts or other sources of uds not Included in measures of the narrow money supply temporarily

S. Secaus Of the introduction of Intrnationa Banking

Facites, the bank credt data beginning InDeceber
1961 are not ocparable to earlier data. Thus, the tr
for 192ae iantrms of growth rm the avm e of
December 1961 and January 1M to the avm level in
h brth quaarter of 1902.
4. December )evi used forcallatng 16 growth rat
for bank credincwporates an adjustment to abstra
from the shiftgofasseu from U.S. bankin of erwls!Irnational Bankn Facilities.
5. Growth ra for 1960 and 1981 a4jud for shift to
other cbecka deposit acuats sn" the end of the
year.
SOPR as~n

.L

r Dee e 1901. Bes

of the introduction

of Intrnaona lBkU Faciltite. this figure is not Comparable to earlier data. January 96 evj is no yet
a1vailale.

de;pcee the velocity fgure particularly early In the yea.

A copy of the full Report to Congress may be obtained from Publications Se vices, Board of Governors,
Washington, D.C. 2051.
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Excerpts from Testimony of
Paul A. Voicker, Chairman,
Federal Reserve Board I have submitted for the recod the o

repot

from the BoArd in accordance wih the Humphrey

Hawkins Act. I would like to offer some more per.

sonal views on the problems-and equally important,
the oppostuniies-that are befto us.
As you know. the economy has been in recession
for some months. The recession has some of the
-amcter-stcs of earlier downturns. But it seems to
me plainly wrong to think of the current state of the
omomy a simply reflecting "another" recess.
Rathe. we ame
sing the culmInation of a much
extending WO back into the 1970'."-pefra
meat, much higher inteest rate , and pressures on
the real earnings ofthe average cidten and on the
real profits of our businesses.
A number of facton have contributed to that
deteriora*on in our performance, not all of them
completely understood. But we pervasive

element-an element particular relevant to

monetary policy-stands out: we found ourselves in
the midet of the most prolonged Inflation in our
history, and that Inflationary process had come to
10ed on itself. Incentives were distorted. Too much of
the energy of our citisens was directed toward seekIng p ction from future price increases and toward
speculative Ictyty. and too little toward production.

Increasiney dep se

nd volatile capital markets

rflfected the uncertainties. Effective tax rtes increas.ed as inflation carried taxpayers into higher brackets.
But, In a sluggish economy, those revenues did not
keep up with our spending plans and programs
Against that background, the notion that we might
omfocably live with inlatin--r that we could accept 'nflti
in the interest of strong growth-was

exposed as an illusion. I believe it is far to say a

dear nationl consensus emere that tumng bad

Inflation had to be a top priority of economic
-dsat a sble dollar Isa necessary par of the
ouna o of a strong economy.
Monetary policy has a key role to play In restoring
that stability, and our policies are directed to that
end. But recent developments have confirmed again
that ending an Inflation, once it has become deeply
at in expectations and behavior, is not a dmp*
andpialess process. The problems can be a-pravated if too much of the burden rem on one instrument of policy. And the -effott to restore stability
will be more difficult to the extent policies feed
tkism and uncertainty about whether the effort
be sustained-a skepticism rooted in past failures to
"carry through." Monetary, lcal, and other public
policies are constandy scrutinized-In financial
markets and elsewhere-to detect any signs of
weakening In commitment to deal with inflation. To
speed the transition to lower interest rates and
healthier capital markets, to reduce the costly
elements o(anticIpated Inflation built Into wage and
price contracts, to permit more confident planning
for the future-In fact, to lay the base for tweisd

recovery-credibility in dealing with Iflation has to
be earned by pefrmance and persistence.
That, essentially, is what public polky-and
monetary policy in particular-has been about for
some time, and there are now signs of real progress
on the Inflation front. That progress Isreflected to
greater or lesser degree in all the widely used Inflation indices. Consumer prices rose 8.9 percent last
year, SH percentage points less than the 190 peak,
and the inflation rate seemed to be trending lower
stl as the year ended. Finished goods producer
prices have had an average increase at an annual
rate of only about 4 percent for six months. Expefttions cannot be so easily measured, but earlier fears
that inflation might rapidly acelerate hive plaily
dissipated.
Those gains, to be sure, have elements that may
not be luting. Some prices are depressed by
recession-weakened markets, and some by the
pressures of high interest rAtes on inventories and
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derran to mw car sales as the industry
m wor
spe0culative positions;-exeto- l godapel
com" to Si"s wioh long developing cmtlvad
hav
yea hav held food prices down; and
emergeI-,In oil markets, following the enrous pricO ' reguatory-problems and the enormoust
adpigto 60e hiow price at gasolie.
increases of sarler years.
nte best ofe rcu n copn wis deepBut we also ae evidence Of poentAllY more
awed Wlatign would powe dWculties. At the saoe
lasing changes In the trend of costs as management
time, we have had to & to the hu1,lcrefts In
with ow
nd labor~ in keyIndustries oo
t ,=wap trends. I the price ofens , t meet the need a toWng
d- a
am aware that tisroc hasut begun, and it ha dens, and o deal with the dragonancentves and
investwent resulting frm rising margn tax rates.
ben centered larly in are whm competiv
oonomic djusat , the
Impliess eco
AM of dho
pressures ae most Inue Sut as theme
o
cancn
mal
owing
a
of
tIDr
iterns PFPrea we will have succeededinetbsig
wem
Of area
rstim I Cr. inn 1110 level

-upue
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against Infla o and for reconciling, as we must, a
return to greater price stability wih powth, reduced
t, d higher real wages.
o
un
I am acuty ware that p rpss on the blat
fMon has been acopanidby histrially high
levels of interest rats and heavy afttins on financial
zmaket. Those sectors of the economy particularly
allr term bordepenent
o bor~w~ng-spc
roing4-have bee hard hWto cie high Inte ras as
It would be sim
the sole caus of the difficules Inthese vulneable
sectors. Pat of the pblkm aise. Am other, and
longerterm, actors, themselves associed.with the

iflatona proes. I hous, for

e , we

have had a decade ob a In prices of home
almost double the rate of ndo In the economy
well in ec of the rise in avera
,fyand
Sik. r shock" sti sems to be the
incm.
0

I

I

generate. ad pwWA distessng

mm of out older industia cener, mrone symqp-

torm. Luting pore
other needed
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oward Prm ,I-Y

s--cann be built oni

riin
.omut
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an

grwh.Te relevan question.I no whther currnt
obviousd*eall-tw
codtos arisasscosy or
ly af not . It bwhether outr ices, and our policy
mix, promise to achieve the needdresults over dine.
It is against hat background that I review
monetary policy last year and disais our intentions
for 1962 in sy omeW report...
Consolidating and extending the heartening pro.
On
grew on inflon will require continue. re
the
maintaingrow
and we intend
powth,
monetary
Thmtosnnu
e ofretrit.
necessar
are, we beiee mndstert with an
ranges ;=
economic recovery lae this year, although we do
not andcipate, by historical stdas, a sharp "map
back." What is more Important is that the rcovery
have firm ondatlon-that it be sustained over a
long period. There win be mor room Ior real
growth-and much beter pope for sustsnin
tha growth over mny yem--the greater te pro.
grews onIfaon...
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Today, we are acutely aware of disturbed capital
-i slack, and a
markets, high Interest rates,
,poo productivity record. But. when the economy
begins to expand, productivity should rise; tax and
other measures ready in place or under way should

help reinforce a better tren. Productivity g th, in

turn, will permit prices to rise more slowly ta
wages-more modest wag aW alary icrase in
.dolars will then be consistent with more growth In
real earnings, encouraging Urther moderatio n in
wage demands and sustaining the disinflatiquary proces. As confidence returns to securities markets,
prices of bond and stocks. should rie, and lower intast rates and more favorable capital market conditiu will In turn support the continuing growth In
ae
Investment and productivity. With appr
budgetary and monetary discipline, the process comAd
be sustained for years.
That is not an impossible vision...From the stand,

point of public polcy, much of the groundwork has

been lad. I have spoken of the key role for monetary
policy, and of our record and intention in that
rega. The tax program enacted last year can, In
the right context, have favorable effect on incentives
burden of regulamd on Investment. The C
tion is being addressed...I have referreon many occasions to the key importance of winding down the
cost and wage pressures that tend to keep the inflationoy momentum going. The process appears to be
surdng, and the fatr it takes hold the better the
"outlokfor growth and reduced unemployment. But,
clearly, prospect for early and sustained expan-

sion-an eqanon that can be bmdly shad by industries now severely epres-Is dependent an ac,cesto capital and credit on mor favorable terms.
Pumping up the money supply cannot be the answer
to that problem-excessve money and the inflation it
breeds are enemies of the real savings needed to
finance investment.
What we can do Isrelieve the concerns the
market understandably have--concerns reflected so
strongly In the budgetary documents beore you from
both the Administration and your own Budget Offlowe. all action to cut spending-or, Ufthat fails,

to raise new revenueq--t would fA the prospect of
deficit rising to unprecedented amounts, whether
measured in dams, in relatim to the ONP, or asa
proportions oour limited savings amd the supply of
amoaig ourselves Just
loanable funds. We can da
what level of deficit Is tolerable In coming years and
what Is not. We can be tempted to sit back and let a
year pa as we discuss what programs should be cut
or where revenues can be raised. But I think we au
knoW that, without action, we would be on a colision couse between our need for new plant, equipment and housing and our capacity to save-and it
would be more difficult to reconcile the requirements
for a sound dollar with our desire to grow.
It could be argued we have a little time. A large
deficit in the midst of recession should be
manageableI it indeed provides some support for the
economy In a time of stm. There are also large
potential sources of demand In the private economy.
Trhe lates economic lndicat6rs are not so weak as
they were. We can see we at making some progress
agais Inflation, perhaps asfast a could reasonably
have been anticipated. In all these crcu dances, a

degree of patience is needed-andjustfied.

- '

But delay i another matter. In my judgment, the
more progress we can see in restraining costs, and
the more resolute your budgetary action, the earlier
we can be assured a prompt and strong recovery.
The course of action we have set In the Federal
Reserve seems to me consistent with that sense of
direction and urgency. But no single instrument of
policy can, alone, do the job. We look forward to
working with you and your colleagues In the weeks
and months ahead to meet these challenge constructively.
O O O0
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The C.
We now have a panel of four outstanding econo
mists- Dr. Martin Feldstein, president, National Bureau of Economic Reeahc
Dr. Joseph Pechman, director of economic studies, the
Brookings stitution; Dr. Allan Meltzer, John M. Ohln, professor
Of political
economy
and public
policy,
Carnegie-Mellon
Univerilty;
and
Dr. William
Feilner,
resident
scholar,
American Enterprise
Institute for Public Policy Research.
rm not certain whether you have had any time to coordinate
how jou wish -to proceed, but we are hopeful that you might sum.marize the hgght-of your written statement which will be
made a prt of the record. That will give us an opportunity to ask
questions based on what Mr. Volcker may have said or what some-

body else my have said or what ;vou may have said. And I assume

we can start in the order in which I caled the names. Marty, If
you want to start first, and then Dr. Pechman.
STATEMENT OF DR. MARTIN FELDSTEIN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, CAMBRIDQE, MASS.
Dr. FzWswwN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I understand that you
would like us to summary ze in about 5 minutes apiece.
The
. If
IaAm
we could do that. And then after each panelist
has had a chance to do that, we will open it ulY for questions.
Dr. Fam~srm. I think I can summarize the statement in about 6.
First of all, just a comment that I think it would be wrong to be too
gloomy about the economy at this point.. I thin there has been remarkable progress in the last year, which in light of the current
recession and high interest rates often get overlooked., I think what
you did last year in the tax bill m providing incentives for investment and for individual savings will have powerful long run favorable effects. I think the progress on bring down inflation has
really been very dramatic, very impressive. Much more so than
inost of the skeptics of a tight money policy expected a year or so
ago. And that is permeating through all kinds of prices and wages.
The second point that I want to make is that despite this fall in
inflation-no matter how measured-interest rates have remained
high because of the fear that inflation may turn around and go
back, up again in a very substantial way in the latter half ofthe
1 801s and beyond. I think the financial markets are worried that
the Fed will
dthe money supply in order to speed the recovery, di rerto generate more tax revenue. Andthen in the
longer run, I think they are worried that the Fed will expand the
money sup ly to accommodate the deficit.
I don't tink you can explain high :interest rates by the deficit
per se, by the borrowing requirement of the Federal Government
even under ratheresms assumptions about how mtich cutting
can bi done. Butit s thefear thattatdeficit will leadtOa change
inmodaton
monetary
wil lead to the kind of, expansionary Acc - .
we ,hit in
the 1960's and 1970's, in-particular, that I
frghteninfnancial
think
Ithinks
ptat,-__terefore, otomarkets.
It's is_!
mport,
bring
rngtdtdown the prospective d cit
notool because of the
1rowdlng out of private investment, but
also in order to turn around these nflationary fears that- re
addingsomuch to the interest rates atthecurrent time.
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Third, I think it is possible to reduce the deficit more than the
administration has predicted both over- the next few years, and
over the 5 or 6 years that I think it will take to get the budget in
balance. In the statement, I suggest a mix of tax changes, defense
spending changes, and nondefense change that will do that. And it
Sdo that without rescinding either the business or the personal
tax reductions that were enacted in 1981.
a The key, if one is really to have anything like a balanced budget
in 5 or 6 years, Is to slow the growth of Federal nondefense spending until the share of GNP that goes into nondefense spending has
been reduced to about 18 percent. That was the share of GNP that

went into nondefense spending in 1970. 1 don't think that that b

an impossible task. I don't think it represents going back to the
Dark Ages in terms of social policy or economic policy. It does represent reducing the share of GNP by about 5 percentage- points.
That means if one is to do that over 6 or 6 years, slowing the real
growth, cutting the real growth of nondefense spending by 2 percent a year. A 2-percent reduction a year over 5 or 6 years combined with a much more moderate rate of real growth
than the ad.
ministration has forecast-a 8% percent rate of real growth-will
bring down the share of GNP going to nondefense spending to 18
-- .....
percen t.
What that means in slightly different words is a reduction of the

current real level of nondefense spending by about 12 percent,
phased in over 5 or 6 years. And tat would bring it back to the
1978 real level.
If you don't do that, you cannot balance the budget without substantial increases in personal taxes. 7"I think to achieve those kinds of reductions in nondefense spendingin a fair way and with the least disruption, it is necessaryto
broaden the rage of programs that are bei reduced-beyo$ what
the adnistration has suggested. I think the administration, by
omitting any reductions or social security and any signi"lcant
cages to medicare or the disability programs, has essentially put
aside 40 percent of nondefense spending. And that made it virtual.
ly impossible to achieve the kinds of reduction over the next 4 or 5
years that would be required.
In the formal statement, I make a number of suggestions for
making changes in those programs. The one that Iwill just mention here isinsocial security where I think the best thing to do in
the shortrun is tochange the in
formb hav what in
insurance terms would look like a deductible in the insurance
against inflation. The first 2 percent would not be covered by the
indexn And ever
n-excess of it would be covered by it. But
that would mean a 2-percent floor before indexlg began so that if
we have 7-percent inflation measured by the CII sociaL security
benefits would rise, but by 5 percent instead of by the 7 percent
under current law. Cumulatively, that would amount to very sig.
nificant reductions in outlays over a period of years.
Let me also say as I do in the formal statement that all of the
changes that I would suggest in social security, medicare and disability and in other- programs can be achieved In ways that In
effect exempt the poor. It not
I necesar, for example to apply
that 2-percent floor on benefits to alsocial security reopen nts.
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could exempt people whose monthly check is below some amount,

and still get virtually all the-savings. That most of the dollars don't

go to the Very poor in these broad programs. And, therefore, we
could make changes in medicare and social security which saves
tens o billions of dollars without affecting the poor.
--

_Turning to the revenue side, I think it Is important not to undo

the
major changes
that were
madelast
And I don't
it is
necessary
to undo them
in order
to get year.
subtantally
morethink
revenue
than the adinstrationirndieated. The decontrol of natural
combined with an appropriate windfall tax, perhaps coupled wit a
-tax on imported oil could be an important source of revenge. I've
also ro
a list of
changes in tax rules that I think
would be desirable even if the goal were now not to raise more revenue.
But turning to the broad personal tax cuts, my view is that one
should not rescind that 28-percent tax cut. As you know that cut Is
really just enough to offset bracket creep and to prevent the share
of inc-omb& that are paid in personal taxes from rising between
1981 and 1984. Even more important, I would urge you not to rescind the index
that is scheduled to begin in1985. I think f you
did that, it woul have a terrible effect on inflation expectations.
We all know that without indexng, inflation is a way of balancing
the budget; is a way of bringing in more revenue. Without indexing, the temptation to inflate away the deficit is overwhelming. I
kif you were to repeal indexingat this time you would give
financial markets a signal that inflation is going to have a bigger
payoff in terms-of tax revenue and be more likely in the coming
years.
I will stop there.
[The prepared statement follows:]
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On Balancing the Federal Bdget
Martin Feldstein
The combination of the current recession, the high Interest rates and
the recent budget forecasts make it easy to be too gloomy these days.

It "s

important therefore to remember just how much progress has been made -in the jp at
year.
-The

most tangible achievement has been the substantial reduction in

the rate of Inflation.

During 1979 and 1980, the consumer price index jumped at

more than 12 percent a year and many people began to worry that inflation was
out of control.

In contrast, the 1981 CPr increase was les

than 9 percent.

the producer price index shoved even greater progress, vith the rate of increase
declining front 12 percent in 1979 anA 1980 to 7 percent in 191.

The rate of

increase of average hourly earnings declined gradually over the yearly while
January's wages were 10 percent higher than a year earlier, December's wages
were only 8.1 percent higher.

Most economists anticipate that the 1982 infla-

tion rate will show a further substantial decline.
The significant progress in reducing inflation can be credited primarily to the relatively tight monetary policy during most of the past two
years.

Tight money prevented the 1980 recovery from developing into a full

expansion and then caused a further downturn in economic activity in the suser
of 1981.

The tight money policy also raised the value of the dollar relative to

other currencies and thereby helped to prevent price rises for oil and other
Internationally traded goods.
Nobo4 likes a recession but it appears to be the unavoidable price
that has to be paid for bringing down the rate of inflation.

Moreover, the rise
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in unemployment has brought much pteater progress in reduong inflation than the
skeptios of a tight money policy had anticipated.
momentum of inflation has bee

And nov that the upward

reversed, further gains in reducing inflation

should be possible with lose slack in the economy,
The financial market is nevertheless still unsure about the decline
in inflation and about the-Fed's willingness to keep money growth in the coming
years within the bounds of gradually declining target ranges.

The abnormally

high real interest rates at the present time reflect the financial market's fear
that the Fed may accelerate money growth in an effort to expand the economy and
raise tax receipts or that the Fed may onetise too much of the government debt
in fUture years in an attempt to prevent real interest rates from rising.

If

the financial market ha4 greater confidence that the Fed would not be porsuaded
by Congress or the Administration to depart from the policies that Chairman
Voloker has announced, the long-term interest rate would be significantly lower.
In addition to the progress in reducing inflation, the major economic
achievement of 1981 was the enactment of new tax rules to encourage increased
business investment and a higher rate of personal saving.

I believe that the

accelerated cost recovery rules and the individual ret.ment aooounts will cause
a substantial increase in saving and in business investment in the decade of the
1980s relative to their levels in the 1970s.

It is important that Congress not

change the law in ways that will weaken these incentives.

oreover, priority

should be given to the very low cost reform of increasing the $2000 coiling on
IRAs to keep pace with rising incomes.
The principal problem that now clouds the econonio future is the
series of vast deficits projected in the Administration's recent budget.

Even
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It these budget targets are achieved, the defloits would average nearly $80
billion a year between 198

and 1986.

But the defiott, outlook is even worse because the Adainistration's
revenue forecasts are likely to prove to be overly optimistic.

Their forecasts

assume a rate of nominal ORP growth that is not consistent with the Fed's plan
for limiting the growth of the money stock.

If tight money keeps nominal OlP

growth below the Adminitration's projection by one percent a year, personal tax
revenue in 1984 wiil be $20 billion lover and the deficit will exceed $100
Million.

And even this bleak figure assumes that the Administration is success-

ful in achieving all of its requested spending cuts.
Sustained deficits of this magnitude are a serious burden for the economy and result in reduced investment, increased inflation or both.

Since a

government deficit means increased government borrowing from the public, its
automatic effect is to raise the real rate of interest and thereby reduce
private borrowing and investment.

And it the Fed tries to prevent this by

purchasing some of the additional government debt, the resulting increase in the
money supply would raise the rate of inflation.
While a consistent monetary policy can prevent such inflation, the
result would be a substantial crowding out of private investment.

Net private,'

investment in the United States is nov only about six percent of ONP.

A $100

billion deficit in 1984 would imply that the goveranent must borrow two and a
halt percent of GNP.

Since the resulting higher real interest rites would

induce an inflow of foreign capital, the government borrowing would-not displace
an equal amount of private investment.

Nevertheless, the impact of a $100

billion detfilit on private capital formation is likely to be very significant.
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The large defciots aro, however, unlikely to cause the financial
and extra

ly high interest rates that some dour Val 8tratersae

aose

predicting.

Nuch of that pessimism reflects a confusion between nominal market interest
rates and inflation-adjusted real interest rates.
market interest rates is the fear of inflation.

The principal reason. for high
If the Fed follows a policy of

consistent monetary control, the inflation premium should fall even though there
are larger deficits.

The direct effect of the deficit Is to raise the real

interest rate to a level that reduces private spendin- here and abroad by enough
to finance the government borrowing.

Since th inflation premium may fall -at

the sm time that the real rate of interest is rising, there Is no reason why
large deficits should produoo hiser market interest rates in the future.
How much higher would real interest rates have to be in 19% if the
government deficit that year is $1Cc billion instead of $50 billion?

Although

economists don't know enough to give a precise estimate, a reasonable answer is
"not much, probably not more than one or at most two percentage points**

The -

-rise in the interest rate Is limited to the extent that funds are attracted from
abroad by a higher U.S. real interest rate.

The interest rate increase is also

small if domestic borrowers believe that the large deficits are only temporary
and therefore that their cost of funds can be reduced by postponing their
borrowing.- With some *450 billion of annual investment in the United States and
nor than that in the rest of the world, a temporary increase in government
borrowing by *50 billion is likely to have only a negligible effect oan the real
rate of interest.
Another source of xaggorated pessimism is the concern thatlarge
deficits will 'abort the recovery."

It is, of oourso, true that a larger defi*-
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*it, by raising the real interest rate, will reduce spending for plant and
equipment, now housing and consumer durables.

However, a larger deficit also

means either more government spending or lower taxes and therefore more consumer spending, thus providing a direct addition to demand that can stimulate
and sustain the recovery.
The real problem is that substantial deficits could eliminate a signifioant portion of net capital formation.

This adverse effect on capital for-

nation, which could occur even if the rise in the real interest rate Is small,
is the important reason to reduce the projected deficits for the next few pears
and to bring the budget into b-lane within five or six years.

I believe

moreover that such a policy can be designed without rescinding the business or
personal tax reductions enacted in 195i.
Slower 2rowth of Spending
The key to balancing the budget is to slow the growth of Federal nondefense spending until these outlays equal the 13 percent share-of GNP that they
did in 1170.

During the past two decades, the automatic growth of tax revenue

Induced Congress to vote for new programs and for program expansions that would
never be enacted today.

Although !hese programs are generally not without some

value, there is an increasing belief that their value Is not enough to warrant
the high marginal tax rates that would be ndoessary to finance then in the

future.
Returning nondefense spending to 1970's 13 percent share of ONP over
the next six year. would only require a 12 percent decline, in the real-level of

nondefene outlays, baok to the real level that prevailed as recently as 1978.
The oobinatlon of a two percent a year reduction in real nondefense outlays and
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a 3.5 percent real OUP growth would be sufficient to bring

ondfens

spending

back to 1, percent o 0lp in six years.
A two percent annual reduction in veal nondefense outlays can be
achieved most fairly and with the least disruption by making changed in t~i full
range of government programs.

Unfortunately, the Administration has refused to

make any significant changes in the Social Security retirement, disability and
Nediore programs that currently account for some 40 percent of nondefense
spending., As a result, the Administration has been forced to propose many
spending cuts that are unlikely to be enacted, thereby further increasing the
probable deficit in future years.
It is now up to Congress to broaden the range of spending reductions,
not in order to out spending by more than the Administration proposed but to
distribute the spending cuts in a way that is both fairer and more likely to
achieve legislative approval.

Changing the Social Security indexing rule to

raise benefits only for price increases in excess of 2 percent would save nearly
$20 billion in 1986, or about one-tenth of the total require spending reduction.

Postponing the ae at which full retirement benefits are payable and

changing the benefit formula for new retirees could also achieve substantial
savings without causing painful adjustments for any individual.

Returning to an

earlier standard of eligibility for disability benefits could save half or more
of the current $i8 billion outlay.

And requiring Xedicare patients to pay a

modest share 6f their hospital charges in the soae way that patients with pivate insurance do would not only reduce the $45 billion Medioare outlay but
vould also help to control the inflation in hospital costs.

All of these

changes could be done in a way that exempts those who are truly poor without

significantly affooting the revenue savings.
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Vhat about defense spending?

In dollars of constant purchasing power,

the United 8tates spent less on defense in 1980 than it did in 1960.

As a

fraotion-of Mo, defense spending halved from 10.0 percent of ONP in 1960 to
less than five percent in 1980.

As on economist I do not know what fraotion of

ON? would be spent on defense.

That clearly depends on the efforts being

made

by oukenesies and allies as veil as on the technological possibilities for
translating more spending into greater deterrenoe.
The Adinistration originally proposed raising real defense spending
at seven percent a year, a rate that would raise the defense share of ON? by one
peroentaSe point in four years end that would double real defense spending is a
decade.

The revised budget calls for nearly nine percent real growth of defense

outlays between 1Q8

and 195. Without judging whether such an increase to

warranted by military conditions, I will only note that returning to seven percent real defense growth would reduce defense outlays by 820 billion in 19F35.
Revenue Chanies
Turning to the revenue side, there is much that can be done without
revoking the personal and business tax cuts or tampering with the 1985 indexing
ule.

Rapid deoontrol of natural gas prices would conserve this important

resouroe and add 15 to 820 billion a year to tax receipts.
There ae several revenue producing, changes in tax rules that would
deserve to be made even if there were not a deficit.

Rish on Yq list is

limlting the exclusion of employer contribution for medical Insurance premiums,
a rule that is responsible for much of the inflation of. health care costs and
that nov reduces income tax revenue by more than 815 billion and psyroll tax
revenw by additional billions.

Other tax rules that not only reduoe revenue,
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'but also

istort economic inoentives A"e the xol2iLon of uneupioymunt benefits
tiumatd revenue lose of more tia $ billion) and of Vorkme's o-

(vith a

pemation benefits (83 billion) and the deduction of consumer intdrast (86
billion)*

Ths combination of natural gas decontrol and offiolonoy-improving, tax

changes could easily add $30 billion a year to revenue in 19S4 and beyond.'
The persoAal tax outs of 23 percent are essentially just enough to
prevent bracket creep in 1981 through 1964 fro* raising the share of Ihoome paid
in taxes. It would be good, howevg, to stretch out the 10 percent tax out
scheduled for July 1963 into 5 percent cuts in July 1984 and July 1985. That
would achieve the same ultimate tax rates but would do so in a way that reducs
the deficits in 1981 through 1985 while the spending reductions are being made.
The extra revenues would be about $35 billion in fiscal 1934 and nearly $20
billion i- fiscal 1985.

Addin it Up
Row does it all add up? The 1982 deficit will be about three percent
of ONP.

the combination of the business and personal tax out. and a seven per-

cent real annual increase in defense spending would raise this to about six percent of ONP in 1987.

Reducing nondefense outlays from 18 percent of GNP in

to 13 percent would lower the deficit to about one percent of GNP.

982

The change

in tax rules can produce a budget that is predicted to be in balance and that

ha a good safety margin for keeping the deficit within one percent of ONI.
Two things about this strategy are obvious.
or six years to achieve a balanced budget.

7inrt, it will take five'

Although stretching out the-personal

tax out can reduce the extent of the budget dielts Along the way, there is no
va

to reduce. government outlays rapidly enough to balance the budget by 1984- Olt

1985.

Second, the strategy for balancing the budget without raising taxes

only work if Congress is prepared to

n

ake a 10 to 12 percent reduction in real

nondefense outlays over the next five or six years.

If such spending outs will

not be made, there is no choice but to raise personal taxes.

But if Congress is

pr,6pared to slow the growth-of government spending in this way fir the next half
d0.sen years, the basic proSram of tax reductions, increased Investment and lower
inflation can succeed.
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The CHAMAN. Dr. Pechman..

STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH PECHMAN, DIRECTOR OF ECONOMIC
WASHINGTON, D.C.
STUDE s, THE BROOKNWGS INTO;

Dr. PUmuMA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't have to repeat

the obvious point that the budget that the administration has subdeficits before
that are
unsatisfactorimitted
enacted,
ca'eldproblem
s, If thp
defci even,
do we
Y
et6ehWould
uishoW
practical
the
guess
'ut
the Reagan budget realve tried to price
"Letme say that
istically. I think some of the numbers that are being bandied about
underestimate what is likely to, happen even- if the Reagan budget
is approved lock, stock and barrel A you know, in fsyear ,198s,
the budget deficit gets down to about $72 billion. But his adsump
tions are th~t W6 will grow lii the next years inthe faeof high
interet rates and high deficits almost as fast as we grew in the
early sixties when there was virtually no inflation and when. interest rates were 8 percent. These economic assumptions are quite unrealistic. But yoU don't have to moderate them very much to generate a large'increase in the deficit.
For example - if you take the Congressional Budget Office assumptions, Whichreduce the rate of real growth in the President's
budget by about a point and a half-and I think that is not unrealistic-but still provides for quite a handsome expansion, and assuming that the inflation rate goes up bTa corresponding amount,
the deficit increases by close to $50 billion by that one change
-

alone.

Then I think there are excessively generous estimates in the
budget on what they call management initiatives, which means
sales of assets and land, accelerated leasing of outer continentalshelf lands, and'so on. There is also a-vast underestimate of the
cost of the farm price support program in the budget. If you make
realistic
estimates
you add another $20 billion' to
the budget
deficit. for those items,
.
Then, the fact that we are going to have a higher budget deficit
during the next 8 or 4 years, and probably somewhat higher interest rates, you have to add $20-billion for interest. Instead of a $72 billion deficit, you are up to a $160 billion deficit
in 1985. I think that practically any economist that you talk to
would agree that that is outrageous in light of the assumptions
that are behind these estimates. It would mean that with' unemployment less than 7 percent and the economy growing at a rapid
rato the deficit would amount to between 83 and 4. percent of the
GNI., which would be unprecedented, except for periods of deep receSSon-..
Furthermore, at that -time, and under those economic assumptend-to
private investtions,
the deficit
ment; clearly,
and, therefore,
raisewould
interest
rates. crowd'out
It would aso,
by its yery
nature, reduce national savings.
$6 you have a big prblem. And the problem is not measured by
omet
like $70 billion in 1985, it is measure by something like
$160 billion in 1985. The question is what to do about it.
a this estimate, I have assumed that all of the Reagan
In
cuts in the nondefense budget are adopted. You have to add to the
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deficit if the Congres does-not adopt ever dime of the cuts My
growth
beto thatcetothere
would
preference
own
l ,defense
nonde
cut of
moderateof,the
some
and apply
spending
apnd "og Ysoe
feene
-'Ho6wver, assuming -that you do-' make the savings that, the
canpaper
be reproblems
enormous
you still
proposes,
budget
in my
outlinethat
side.I
the receipts
on have
by Working
solved Only
number of methods of increasing receipts enough t*reduce-the
$160 billion deficit in half. That would mean $0 billion in"1985
and would cut the deficit to a little less than 2 percent of the. GNP *.And, hopefully, the deficit would be going down from then on so it
would probably be tolerable, assuming, of course; there would be
1985.
downside of th61deficit be
on of
thestep0'irst,
pressure
continued
I suggest
Aumber
thin that we siPiy cannot
afford the tax cuts that are now in place for 1988 andthe lWdexa.
tion that would begin ln-1985. I agree with Martin Feldstein tht
these ought to be delayed. My own view is that indexation was afiscal blunder, and that you will probably not enact it in this
decade after you look at the numbers.
But be that as you may, even if-you temporarily delay on indexation until you can afford it,, You would be increasing receipts in
fiscal year 1985 by over $50 billion.
I would also deregulate natural gas and adopt a windfall profit
tax. That, according to the Congressional Budget Office, would add
$12 billion to receipts. To followup on Senator Bradley's questions
about tax expenditures, there are many more tax expenditures in
the law that are counterproductive. In other words, they do more
harm than good. They misallocate resources, and reduce the rate of
growth-of productivity rather than increase it.
The administration, itself, recommends a menu of something like
$20tbillion-including withholding on interest and dividends, which
you know I have supported it for 80 years. I hope you adopt it.
But I think that my administration has only touched the tip of
the iceberg. I have a list in table 1 of my testimony which would,
increase receipts by close to $60 billion, $57.5 billion in 1984, and
$65 billion in 1985. If you did that-but I doubt that you will do all
of it-I think the economy would be better off.
The program I recommend is to defer the tax cuts in 1988 and
te natural gas and adopt a windfall profit tax,
indexation, de
add at least billionn from the listof $260 billion of tai e xpenditures that Senator Bradley suggted. That give $80 billion. I
think it would be a rood start on reducing what is an intolerable
prospect for the deficit.
you very much..
Tn
[The prepared statement follows:]
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•H AT TO DO ABOUT&THE DEFICITby

-

Joseph A. Pecbman
Statement before the Senate Finance Comittee
February 24, 1982

I am pleased to have this opportunity to discuss with this committee some of the difficult Issues in current budget and tax policies.
In this statement, I will discuss briefly the economic and budget
outlook, and then turn to methods of reducing the large deficits that
seem to be in store for us.
The Economic and Budget Outlook
The Reagan team disregarded budget deficits in making its plans
for the next several years. Hence they were able to persuade themselves that taxes could be cut by more than expenditures,

without se-

rious economic consequences. But they forgot that the tight monetary
policy -- which they support -- would collide with their loose fiscal

policy (i.e.,

continued high deficits). The result has been high in-

terest rates, which brought on the current recession and will

continue

to retard the growth of the economy.
Assuming there is no incomes policy to reduce the rate of growth
of wages and prices directly, the only mechanism that remains to combat
inflation is to restrain the growth of-money

91-160-82-22

and credit, which then'
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slows down the econoM.

If this policy iS mintained for a long enough

period of time, wages and prices will respond.

out, as the current

experience amply demonstrates, the cost of this policy Is very, very
high in terms of lost output and unemployment.
Federal deficits exceeding $100 billion a year are now inprQspect

for the foreseeable future.

My own estimate is that the deficits will

amount to $110 billion in fiscal 1982, $125 billion in 1983, $140 bil-

lion in 1984, and $160 billion in 1985, even if the Reagan budget proposals are fully implemented and the.economy grows at the rate projected by the Congressional

Budget Office.

tolerable because it is a year of recession.

The 1982 deficit is

However, the deficits in

the later years are not tolerable -- unless Congress does something
about them, the deficits will raise interest rates and condemn the
economy-to frequent recessions and slow growth.
I believe that reduction and eventual elimination of the deficits
would help to *ease interest rates, moderate the effect of monetary
policy on the-economy, and promote stable growth.

In addition, elimi-

,nation of the deficits (which is really dissaving by the federal
government) would increase saving and thus permit a larger increase in
investment, which say help to stimulate productivity growth.
Closing the Expenditure-Revenue Gap
The administration and the Congress

have

already

reduced

non-defense outlays substantially, and I have little doubt that further
cuts will be made this year. My own personal view is that a cut of 5
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percent in defense spending for 1985, which would reduce outlays by $15
billion in that year, woold not endanger our national security. It
would-also permit moderation of some of the non-defense spending cuts
proposed in-the Reagan budget, But even if any savings that can be
made indefense outlays are not used for thft purpose, there isstill a
hugo gap between expenditures and receipts and 6at gap can be closed
only by action on the tax side.
The source of the problem is that the 1981 tax reductions reduced
the revenue potential of the federal tax system in1983-85 by more than
we can afford. Inaddition, the indexation of the individual -income
tax which was incorporated inthe law effective in1985 was a major
fiscal blunder. Itwill reduce federal receipts by $12 billion in
fiscal 1985, $36 billion in1986, $&lbhllion in1987, and so on.
There are several methods of increasing taxes, some better than
others:
1. A traditional method would be to increase excise taxes on
tobacco, alcohol, and gasoline. An increase in the tobacco and alcohol
taxes, which have not been raised for many years and have been eroded
by inflation, may be justified on grounds that the consumers of these
products impose costs on society which should be recouped through
taxation. A substantial increase in the gasoline tax would be appropriate to promote conservation. However,-except for the gasoline tax,
the revenue potential of excise taxes isnot great: even ifall the
maor excises were doubled, the revenue increase would be about $10
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billion in fiscal 1984, and $11 biliion in-fiscal 198'"' Moreover, to-

bacco and alcohol taxes are generally regressive and increases in these
taxes are resisted by the public. If excise taxes are increased, tax
increases should also be imposed at the higher income classes to offset
the regressive effect of the excises.
2. As natural gas is deregulated, a windfall pro-fits tax similar
to the tax niow levied on production of oil would be appropriate. Such
a tax would not raise as much revenue as was once thought; the Congressional Budget Office estimates that the revenue gain-from increased
income taxes and a windfall profits tax as natural gas is deregulated
would amount to about $12 billion in fiscal 1984.

President Reagan

opposes the windfall profits tax, but he might reconsider after reviewing the alternatives.
3. Another possibility is to enact a value added tax.

This tax

is highly inequitable as compared to an income tax, since It is
regressive or, at best, proportional.

The experience of politicians

withythe value added tax isnot good, but some may turn to this tax if
the revenue situation becomes desperate.

I hope that Congress will

avoid this alternative. The enactment of a value added tax after the
large income tax reductions made last year would be a clear indication
that the real purpose of recent tax policy has been to reduce the
progressivity of the tax system.
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4. The best way to increase revenues in the future is to eliminate many of the Irrational, uneconomic, and inequitable tax expenditures. The administration recommends several revisions that would
raise about $11 billion in 1983 and more than $16 billion In 1984 and
1985.

I think that the goal should be to raise at least $50 billion by

this means.

A list that would easily raise this amount In 1984 and

1985 is given in Table 1. This approach would raise urgently needed
revenues and improve horizontal and vertical equity at the same time.
5. Since the huge 19M tax cuts are major causes-of the deficits
now in prospect,

it would be appropriate to delay or repeal the July

1983 cuts and the indexation that goes into effect in 1985.

This would

increase revenues by about $37 billion in fiscal 1984, $54 billion in
1985, $76 billion in 1986, and $102 billion in 1987, and would be timed

fairly well from the standpoint of countercyclical policy.

It would

also be useful to accelerate the July 1982 tax cut -by three months.
The reduction in revenues of $7 billion would help to accelerate
recovery from the present recession.
Over the longer run, it will be necessary to review the structure
of the income tax to see whether It can be improved sufficiently to
remain thp major source of revenue fol- the federal government.
I believe that, by eliminating unnecessary deductions, exclusions and tax
credits, it would be possible to-make the tax much simpler and more
equitable than it is today and cut the tax rates well below the rates
now scheduled to take effect In 1984.

)
'1
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In summary, we are-in desperate fiscal shape as a result of last
Yiar's tax-cutting- spree and only tough action to increase revenues
will rededy the situation. A practi-al program-would be to delay 'the
1983 tax cut and ivtdexation, deregulate natural gas and impose a windfall profits tax, and elimtnate at least $15 billion of tax expenditures over and above the list proposed by the administration.

These

steps would raise receipts by over $80 billion in 1985 and would assure
the capital
deficits high level.

markets

that Congress will not tolerate $160 billion

more when the econony-s expecting to be operating at a-
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Table 1. Revenue Effects of Various Tax Revision Measures Fiscal
19844
~ AMA i
~j~~~Y
iji

Years

DW

'Adkmtnistratti66 Pro

1985

"1984

..

It
sil s

6.0
0.4

ReVised contra9t accounting
Remove business energy tax credits
Limit tax-exempt revenue bonds
-Eliminate modified coinsurance

0.3

2.2

Amrtize construction period
interest and tax.

Enact covPorate p.nium tax

Speed up corporate tax payments
Withhold on interest and-dividends
Subtotal
Additional' proposal s
Eliminate 19'81 act saving provisions
Eliminate tax-exemption for
all industrial development bonds
EliMiftat iai T ' inome by domestic
international sal es corporationss (OISC)
Repeal._ percentae depletion Teminatedeductibility of consumer
i interest payments
Limit home, mortgage interest deductions
to-$5,000
Terminate-' deductibility of state and
local' sals, taxes
--Taxone-half of social security benefits
Tax all unemployment insurance benefits
Limit taxf4ree employer contributions to
health plans to $120 a month
Rai se -the threshhol d for medical expense
_--de-dtctibn to 10 percent and eliminate premiums
__--separate deduction for health insurance
Su-btotal

_

-2.5

1.0
0.9

4.6
1.7
1.3
16.6

p'16.8

2.0

5.6

3.6
2.0
1.6

2.0
1.9,

7.8

1.0

1.3

5.3
9.6
1.7

-6.0
11.3

4.4

3.0
40.9

3.2
49.2

57.5

65.0

States Governmet, Pical Year 1983,
CongreslOnai udget- Officel-Tax
Budget Projections for
and Five-Year
.
er

6

1.7

3.3

Total re'&-nue-effect
Source: Budget-'of the United
pp. 3-12, 3-150 and 4-9; and
Issues
Current 5pt
Expenditures:
rISm Years 1982-06,

3.2
0.6
1.6
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STATEMENT OF DR ALLAN MELTZER, JOHN M.OLIN PROFESSOR

OF POITICAL ECONOMY AND PUBLIC POLICY, CARNEGI

MELL 0

NWE. rrT, PISBURGH, VA.

Dr.
xnaz
Thank- you, Mr. C m
In my statement, I
stress the uncertainty iabot Federal Reserive policy and budget
policy. I like to thilk about thaproblem of the budget by' tli
a
very bief story, a good news, bad news story. Th, g
news is
tat a busload Of supply siders fell into a ravine. The bad news is
that there were three empty seats. [Laughter.]-'
Dr., Mm a. ,support the general program of, monetary decel-,
eration, deceleratton in the growth of Government spendn, reducilin tax rates andI deregulation,
whichwith1 Mr.
benPechman'spro
emphasized bySthisioadministration.
strongly disagree
gram. He would solve our budget problems by raisg taxes anJ repealing ind
gexi.
The latter raises taxes'by using inflation to put
peopbleinto-higher tax brackets.
The problem with he administration's programs not its general
thrust; it lie with its implementation. I enjoy hearing Mi, Volcker
speak. I enjo rding his statements. I agre with most of what he
says but with little of what he does. If you look at table 1 of my.
paper you will see that while he has been making clear and defi.
nite statements about the need and the desirability of slow Miloney
growth for the last 6 years, neither he nor previous Federal Reserve chairmen have remained within their target bands, Four out
of 'the 6 years they have been outside, the entire target band. No
-matter how large they made that target band, 4 out of the 6 years,
they were not able to get in the band. And Mr. Volcker's experience with controlling the money stock in the last 2 years has not
been any better., Indeed, even worse. Not ony is money growth
highly uncertain, it is highly volatile. IS it an wonder, therefore,
that people in the financial markets have no idea as to whether in.
terest rates are going to be high or low or whether money growth
is going to be large or small, whether the bands are gbing tobe
met? Is it any wonder, that there is uncertainty in the financial
markets?
If you look at therates of interest, adjusted for inflation, in the
United States and other countries, then you get-an estimate that
the risk premium in"the United States is extremely high And that
risk premium i, there -not-only because the Fed. doesn't ,meet its
target, but because one cannot be -.certain from the experience of
any 8 month period what the growth rate of the money stock will'
be in the next &month period or for the"year.
should
That situation requires correction. It canbe orrectedand
be corrected. Since th4 Fedeia' Reserve is a creature of the ConI believe It is something that the Congress should do. The"
congress treats the'Federal Reserve with cate; the chairman states
desirable goals that wall
- share. But the implementation of his
policies leave much to be'desired. Something needs to be done,
We had tji experience of 1980. The growth of the money stock
collapsed for part ofthe year, and thien soared. Is that going to be
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the experience of 1981-82? We had _a big drop.:Will there now be a
big d? What will the gwth rate be at the end of the year?
n1
ther'
rate-even if therih were
.hadt at m
an annual,
'We've
iod
_we would
o
growth6
the rest of hwe tar
h from the -monostockfor
have710Percent rab ogrowthfor the. quarter.That r slat: into
omethininthe. neighborhood of 21 prce torthe, year., W are.
at the lower edge of te annual band,
hae no moneY g.owth
.!hi target
remain
from;here op,.b Mr, Vo1cker, then, go -ing
band?How I~
he
1h 3months
Wkett.ecide t
i
isan
'e
18cee1982icW
go.ingto see a return
ion year, are w Hh
hfwe

last mo t
on for what happened
we now get a cor
Reservereluctant
Federal
the
se
surge
another
'Andraise then
kate6 in an election yepr..Who ca be certain about
mtrt
busiessmen, Mvetors, :pecucan consumers,
Iowstock
those
market people, or anyone else make ong:
bond pople,tors,decisions?
term judgments in the face of pervasive Uncrtaint? We need t
dO sofethin, to correct that- uncertainty tln't just. the tenor of
what the c an, says it is the chasater orwhat he daes ta s
Ixnp rtant.
isnot our
policyuncertainty
side. Monetarygrbat
to the fiscal
me turn briefly
•Le "problem.
poblem-thereis-The budget
6ily
about the budget problem and how it will, be'resolved. Were I
believe, on the verge of a flscaY -crisis. NOt: in 1982 and 1988, te
years which receive so much attention. There seems t be an mtr,
nal inconsistency, or at least a question about theinternal consistand the projections
the economy
projections
the
.,encybetween
for the budget
deficit.We
havefornever
had an experience
anywhere
h-lr2g
wol:ike'W
largest economy ,in the world has a
imthe world
finance the deflct, As we lo out
to
used
rising share of saving
not just to 1984, but on out as far as we can project , we do not see
the size of the budget deficits coming, down relative to GNP or
slain. That's -a problem which I think hn over the economy
and 'creates uncertainty about how the problem is going to6b resolved.- Coupled with- the uncertainty produced by monetary, policy,
we-have ver uncertain outcome.
I believe'te policy of the administration is correct. The simple.
mentation leaves much to be desired. We don't know whether the
deficit as a share of income or as a shar of savings will continue to
rs as any reasonable set of projections could easily show them

doing. No one can be certain. We need to do some hng. we must
make further cuts in the growth of spend , implemented 1982
for the 198& budget. The -cuts should not be concentrated on the
deficits in 1982 and 1988 but concentrated on making cuts which
ath of deficits as a share of income in 1984,
.
will show a declining
under reasonable assunp-itons; not
an1988i
-1985,' 1986, 1987,
as has been provided byOQBO.
such
scenario
case
under a best
There are no recessions. There is
scenario.
case
best
a
CBO gives
in order to bring thendeficit
And
percent.
8'A
of
a stable growth
ocenario-there is a very
case
best
a
it
cal
towants
one
down-if
less than we ought to
Much
inflation.
of
rate
slow decline in the
settle. for in the monetary program.
How shouldth problem be resolved?- I don't think it's just a
matter of-political decision. Real income after taxes, real woge
afe taxes, have been, growing very slowly or falling for years. De-
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spite the noise which one sees in the press and the clamor that
comes from various people who. have spken on- .the issue,.real
transfer payments have not been redu . Real transfer opayYmente
have.been rising. And so we must make a correction.- You have
voted itner
programs based upon assumptions about the econ
omy growing and prospering at a rate which we have not achieved.
Now that we know that we are poorer, partly because Of oil, partly
because of low productivity growth or for wh t-ver reason,, we have
to hake a recontract. You have to redUce some of th6 transfers you
have jiven awvaybecause your decisions Were based Upon a belief
'that-trned out to befalse. It is time now to mak those adjust.
ments by reducing the growt)i rate of spending, not by pushing consumers
andlike
businesses
into higher
tax brackets.
I would
to conclude
by reading
the last two p
phs Of
my_tatement which say what I think is the central issue.
Curnt fiscal and monetary problems pose a chal.eng to repre- sentative government. The problems are easy -to state. Solutions
are not hard to find. There are many. Noneare easy to implement.
None are costless. None can be chosen On technical grounds alone.
The problem is political; we must change our-polide and the, in.plementation of our policies.
At issue is the ability of representative government to put an
end to 'the current fiscal crisis:and the rising instability brought
about by destabilizing budget policies and Federal Reserve actions.
The alternatives to a change are much less attractive. We run the
risk of sliding into the combination of immobilism and instability
characteristic of modern Italy or of moving to some other less desirable solution that no one can now foresee,
Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:]-
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by Allan H. Meltzer

The administration's budget policy and Federal Reserve monetary policy have at least
one common feature. Both-Inreis uncertainty about the future and thereby make planning for
the future difficult. The reasons am very different, however.
Federal Rem" Poly
Th main problems with Federal Reserve-policy arise because, despite statements full of
good Intentions and worthy goals, the Federal Reserve does not make any of the changes that
would improve monetary control andlower interest rates. No one can have any confidence in
Federal Reserve'stateoments that reaffli their commitment to slower money growth and lower
Inflation because, more often than not, the Federal Reserve has not'honored previous commitments. Currently, as in the recent pat, a wide gulf separates Federal Reserve statements
and Federal Reserve actions. Table,2 shows the discrepancy between Federal Reserve announcements and achievements for the six years In which they have announced targets. for money
growth.
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In four of the moat recent six years, the Federal Reserve failed tokeep money growth
within the pre-announced target band. Since 1979, the Federal Reserve claims to be more
concerned about money growth, and gives greater emphasis to money growth i Its statements,
bit monetary control has worsened. Annual errors a larger, and short-term variability has
increased. Better procedures, endorsed by virtually all monetary economists, including Federal
Reserve staff', are available, but they have-not been adopted.
Recent Federal Reserve policy is more variable than in preceding yetn. Sudden shifts
In policy have been a principal cause of two recessions experienced in the last two years. The
surge In money growth during December and January will, if continued, reverse the progress
made toward lower inflation. An attempt by the Federal Reserve to Wlnain within the announced
target band for the year will require slow growth for the rest of 1982 and produce pattern
roughly similar to the 1981 pattern. It seems likely that the Federal Reserve will neither maintain
the high rate of increase of the most recent quarter nor return to its announced growth path.
What will the Federal Reserve do in 1982? Neither you, nor 1, know. They do not seem
to know. Why should anyone expect homebuilders, farmers, Investors or consumers to act
boldly or confidently in the face of this pervasive uncertainty about money growth, inflation,
interest rates and the prospects for sustained recovery that is, In part, a result of Federal Reserve
policy? flow can anyone be confident that interest rates will rise or fall under current conditions? Is
there any remon to wonder why published forecasts of interest rates now cover the widest spectrum
in memory?
TlM questions reflect the uncertainty we all experience. The response of the Congress to
The Federal Reserve is a creature of the Congress, but the Congress does
the uncertainty is puzzle
not undertake to improve the Federal Reserves performance despite repeated failures to meet its
targets. We ae in danger of losing this current opportunity to have less inflationary, more
stabilizing policies.

Budget Polcy
The administration's budgets for fiscal 1983 and future years, whencombined with
currently available guesses or estimates about nature economic activity and inflation, raise doubts
about the internal consistency of the fiscal program and the fMture stability of the economy.
"These doubts are of two kinds. One concerns the success of the promising effort to restore

productivity growth to its historic path and increm personal Incentives by reducing current and
• tum tax rates. The other Isthe increased probability that the budget deficit will g ata faster
rate than output, thereby reducing real capital formation and generating increasing economic
real rates of interest, falling productvity and a chain of events that no one
Instability with ri
can forsee accurately or predict reliably. There is no way-to anticipate the full effect of e'erincreasing real budget deficits and an everincreasing share of total saving absorbed by deficit
finance. While no one can be confident about the effects of continuously Increasing deficits,
the effects are unlikely to include any of tlh paths of stable growth and declining Inflation used
by CEO, OMB and private f6recasters to generate budget data for the next five fiscal years.
-There is, therefore likely to be in inconsistency between the projections (or the economy and
fOi futum deficits. The result may be deficits larger than forecast, a decline in real Income-and
standards of living leading to an economic crisis. Or, the-economy may continue to limp along
the path characterized by low productivity growth, rising real transfer payments and a rising size
VO vernment.
There is nothing certain about these outcomes, or any oter. We have no prior experience
on which to base a relable judgment because there is no example in which a large economy the largest economy - ran deficits of this relative magnitude for an Indefinite perid. There is
great uncertainty. Prudence requires that the uncertainty be lessened, promptly.
I want to exlpand my views on three aspects of the budget problem. These ar..the degree
to which the problem is now manageable, the extent to which the underlying policy program is
correct, and the type ofaction that should be taken to reduce future deficits.
Firt, I believe the budget problem is manageable. I am less concerned about the deficits
for fiscal years 1982 and 1983, that receive so much attention, and more concerned about the stream
of deficits that continue - and seem likely to rise relative to our ability to produce output - for the
forseeable (Uture and beyond: The near-term deficits raise serious problems for housing and for
theinerhandise trade balance, but these problems are manageable; the longer-term deficits may
not be.
Second, I continue to believe that the administration's policy or program is correct. Reducing
the growth of government spending. reducing the share of output spent by government and reducing
tax rates is a means of increasing incentives to save, work and invest. The problem Is not in the policy
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conception or design but In Its implementation. The proposed reductions In spending are too small
relative to the projected reductions in tax collections. To achieve the promised gains from tax
reductions requires additional cuts in the growth of spending. The principal reason is that current
jolky dbs. not reduce the share of output spent by government and may, Instead, lead to increases
inthat share.
While the share of output spent by government is a more reliable measure of applicable
tax rates than the revenue share, no single measure summarizes the incentive-and disincentive
effects of government progrLas. Nevertheless, when the administration proposed the fiscal
reform program, and when the Congress adopted Humphrey - Hawkins and the 1981 fiscal
program they proposed to reduce the share of output speat by government to 20% oftGlN or
less. This promise is unfimfled and is unlikely to be fulfilled. Currently, government spending
remains between 23% and 24% of output, and the percentage is not Ilkel 1 to be reduced without
further reductions in the growth of spending.
Third, for the United States, at present there are two main ways to use fiscal policy as a
-tool to increase productivity groWth - by increasing the share of output Invested in capital and
other productive ameti- while reducing the deficit. We can, as a nation, decide-to reduce the growth
of consumer spending, relative to GNP, by raising tax rates on consumer spiding. Or, we can reduce the growth of government spending, relative to GNP.
Taxes on spending encourage consumers to save more and spend less. The additional
saving finances hwestment, and the additional taxes reduce the deficit. Raising taxes on conswuers forces the current generation of consumers to finance capital accumulation and maintains
the size of government.

Reducing the growth of government spending lowers the budget deficit relative to GNP
and allows consumer spending to rise. Major reductions in projected spending are difficult to
implement quickly. Fortunately, the budget problem does not require substantial reductions in
the outlays for fiscal 1982 and 1983. But, action is required this year to reduce spending for
fiscal years 1984 and beyond. This is particularly true of military spending, where thedistinction
between obligational authority and outlays is most relevant, but the distinction Is not limited
to military spending.
I believe that the better solution Is to reduce the growth of spending, not to raise taxes.
The main reason Is that two oil shocks, inflation and slow productivity growth have left us
poorer than we expected to be when many of the income maintenance and transfer programs
,
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were adopted or expanded in the put two decades. Consumers' real Incomes, after taxes, reflect,
the dower growth of real Income. Most transfer payments do not. Transfer pa nents have
Increased In real terms at a faster rate than real Income, consumer spending and real waes.

Concluding Commenai
-Curent fiscal and monetary problems pose a challenge to representative government. The

problems are ely to state. Solutions are not hard to find. None are easy to Implement. None
ar costless. None can be chosen on technical grounds alone. The problem Is political; we must

chnw our poucies
At issue Isthe ability of representative government to put an end to the current fiscal
crisis and the rising Instability brought about by destabilizing budget policies and Federal Reserve
actions. The alternatives to a change in policy are leas attractive. We run the risk of sliding
into the combinalion of Immoblllsin and instability characteristic of modem Italy or of moving
to some other less desirable solution that no one can now foree.
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Allan H. Meltzer

Supplementary Statement
Additional Statement on Tax Incmes

The prospective budget deficif can be closed either by reductions inexpenditures or
by increases Intaxes. I favor the former, for the reasons given in my statement.
It taxes are to be raised, I favor a tax on imported oil of $5 per barrl or more.
Initially a tax on imported oil would raise domestic oil prices to the level of imports and
Increases revenues from the windfall profits tax. A ballpark estimate of the Increase inrevenues is, approximately, $20 billion if the tax is effective through the full fiscal year 1983.
An Important, additional reason for favoring this tax is that it will encourage substltution of domestic for foreign oflt n consumption. The current position of the world oil
market places considerable downward pressure on the prices charged by the OPEC cartel.
A further reduction In U.S. imports would, I believe, be followed by additional price cutting.
Reductions of this kind, If achieved, would be of benefit to all other market economies that
are not importers of oil. The world would pay a lower price for oil. If this occurred, prices
by U.S. consumers would not rise by the full amount of the tax.
The current position of the il market, and the current and prospective balance of
payments position of most OPEC members offer-an attractive opportunity to reduce the
world price of oi for a sustained period. The listing benefits to Western Europe, Japan and
to our militiry-political position add to the usefulness as a revenue producing measure.

7"
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The C.
Dr. Fellner.
STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM FELLNER, RESIDENT SCHOLAR,
AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH, WASHINGTON, D.C,
Dr., -Fzuxn. Mr. Chairman, I would like to summarize very
briefly some parts.of this paper thatI prepared but which contains
numbers I Wouldn't know how to present. without looking'at this in
detail.
The C1AMAN. Your full patement will be made a part of the
record, Doctor.
Dr. Fmiu m. Well, I will do what I can to say it without any
numbers in front of you. I am one of the people who are very sympathetic to the main thrust of the administration's program, which
is to disinflate the economy, and to remove some of the disincentives which are in Our tax structure and in other characteristics of
our institutional setting. That is th disinflate and create supply
stimuli.
I think what needs to be avoided in order to establish credibility
of this program and to create confidence in the markets is to avoid
certain
are inwhich
the official
inclu ding ambiguities
the budget which
documents,
makespronouncements,
everybody wonder
which of two routes will be chosen if ambiguities force a choice between
routes.
INow two
I will
use two illustrations for this. One of the"
the
nominal GNP projection in the budget. This nominal GNP piojection- in 'the budget foresees for the coming few years an average
rate of increase of about 10 percent in nominal GNP. That is not
compatible with gradually eliminating inflation. The past periods
in which we had this kind of an increase in nominal GNP were
always- significantly inflationary. As a matter of fact, these were
periods of rising rather than declining inflation. And the budget
document does have this projection.
.Now the Federal Reserve targets-are not compatible with this i
all probability. They could be compatible only if money velocity
rose very much more steeply than has been the case in the past.
What will hapen if an consistency develops? If an-inconsistency
develops, which way will it be resolved? This must leave the markets in great uncertainty. If the Fed accommodates a 10-percent increase in nominal GNf over the next few years, that iill not fit
into a disinflationary program. If velocity should rise to the extent
to which it would have to rise to make the Fed money growth targets compatible with that, then the money growth targets should
be adjusted, And it is unlikely that velocity willrise at that rate.
So here you have an ambiguity'. The markets don't know which
wayyou will go then And tat creates a great deal of uncertainty.
And even if the right decision will be made, this slows readjustment of expectations to "the disinflationary program. That is one
remark I wanted to make.
The other relates to deficits. Obviously, a careful analysis of
what deficits mean to the economy would require going into details
and ftne ,po&nt-which I will not"do. I w concentrate -oh Onepr.9
portion, amely, the. proportion of private savings that are a::'+ 91-115 0
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sorbed by the Federal deficit. If you want to arrive at finer conclusions from that, a number of qualifications would have to be added,
but I don't think they would chang the conclusions significantly at
all.

Now let me look at these numbers here and perhaps read that
one paragraph before I finish. That is on page 8.
The simple relationship in question is thit of the Federal deficit
to the aggregate savings of the public, that is, the percentage ofthe
public's savings-net person plus corPorate saving--tht Is absorbed by Federal deficits. In my appraial, very optimistic assumptions need to be made across the board to arrive at the estimate
that in 1984 this percentage will fall short of the two highest percentages observed for any year during the past quarter of a century, provided we compare 1984 with ears no less favorably located in the business cycle than 1984 will be in the administrations_
scenario for the next few years.
I describe the method by which I selected my years in a footnote.
If we consider these 12 years which qualify as no less favorably
located than 1984 will be according to the iration's
scenaraio-if we consider these 12 years of the at-we find that the
highest percentage of savings was absorbed y the Federal deficit
in 1977. This was 40.8 percent. Ye obtain the next highest proportion for 1978. This was 82.6 percent. Now both these years fall in a
period with unusually weak productivity trends. That was really a
very disappointig riod. It is in these two periods that we find
the highest figuresfor savings absorbed by the deficit, namely, 40.8
and 82.6.
The next highest percentages are in the neighborhood of 20 percent. Two of the 12 years considered were surplus years. On very
optimistic assumptions, across the board the data suggest for 1984
Close to 27 percent. If this degree of optimism is slightly reducedif the calculation is made more realistic-the data stiggest for 1984
between 80 and 40 percent. And on somewhat more pessimistic or
cautious assumptions the data suggest fol' 1984 a proportion exceeding 40 percent. .Ih, this regard we are likely to be heading for
proportions just about matching or even-exceeding proportions ex.
penenced only in the diappointing late seventies.
Now it follows from this that
.if the proposed deficit reductions
are adopted, and if -the scenario of the - administration comes
through, which is an optimistic scenario in a lot of respects, even
then we are at very high rane of historical experience. And if not
everything. goes very well i those regards, then we are beyond
past experience, pat historical experience, in how much'this defteven if we make exceedigly
cit will absorb of the available sav
favorable savings assumptions.. And what I made there is the assumption that we get 8 percent savings relative to the GNP, while
at'prpsent, we are at
And that would really be a very high
-5.8
f

conclusionn from this is that we should give very serious con-

sideration to raising consumption taxes. I wouldnot Skback on the
personal income tax program because I would not like to see us
return to the m
tax rates to which- we got through th
bracket creep, which I think s quite an unconscionable way of
managing fiCal affairs
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But I do think we should give serious attention to consumption
taxes in addition to adopting the deficit.-reducing measures proposed by the administration.
[The prepared statement follows:]
Testimony Uore the Finance Coumittee of the U. S. Senate
Presented on February 24, 1982
by
William Fellner
American Enterprise Institute
Yale University, Emeritus
Mr. Chairman:
I greatly appreciate this opportunity to express my views before
the Senate Finance Comittee.
Hay I begin by saying that I belong among those who have for a
long time suggested a reorientation of our policies toward disinflating
demand and also toward reducing the disincentives to supply created by
our tax structure and by other features of our institutional setting.
These are objectives which the program here under review is intended to
serve and which are effectively served by many of the measures recently
taker

as well as by many of those proposed for the future.
-r,what I think needs to be avoided much more carefully than

has been the case so far are official pronouncements involving ambiguities
and thereby creating a great deal of uncertainty in the markets as to
whether the authorities will persist in their disinflationary and investmentpromoting posture.

I will use two illustrations:

problems raised by the

official nominal CUP projections and problem raised by prospective budget
deficits.
The roughly 10 percent annual growth rate of nominal GNP projected in
the budget for several future years is incompatible with moving gradually to
practically noninflationary conditions and thus is incompatible also with the
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Federal Reserve's announced intention to move gradually to practically noninflationary rates of increase of the money supply. Periods of such steep
increase in nominal GNP -

roughly 10 percent a year -

have so far been

significantly inflationary periods; they were periods of rising not of
diminishing inflation rates.

A successful disinflationary program would

require putting us gradually in shape for moving through future business
cycles -- not yet the present cycle --

average annual increase of nominal GNP.

with something like a 5 percent

The path of numerical money-supply

targets which the Federal Reserve seems to be planning at present might vell
be consistent with this conception, but in this case that path would prove
inconsistent with the Administration's nominal GNP projection.

Indeed, only

in the event of an unusually steep sustained increase in money velocity
would the path of numerical money-supply targets which the Federal Reserve
seems to be planning prove compatible with the Administration's inflationary
nominal GNP projection.

But if that should be the case, then the Federal

Reserve should further lower the path of its numerical money-supply targets.
The road to the right decisions is not closed by such ambiguities
but the markets have remained in uncertainty as to which course will be
chosen, and this slows the adjustment of market expectations to the desirable
policy course even if at the end that should prove to be the chosen course.
Let me now turn to the problem of budget deficits. Quite generally
-

aside from the present context -

this is a problem a professionally

responsible appraisal of which would have to take account of a good many
"fine points".

Some finer points might indeed come up in the discussion

following the brief statements of my colleagues and myself; yet here I will
limit myself to calling attention to a simple relationship that, I suggest,
is significant.

What I am essentially suggesting (and would be glad to
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defend) is that the refinements and qualifications are not weighty enough
to deprive of its significance the simple relationship to which I would
like to call attention.
The simple relationship in question is that of the Federal deficit
to the aggregate savings of the public, that is, the relation expressing
the percentage of the public's savings -- net personal-plus-corporate
savings -- that is absorbed by Federal deficits.

In my appraisal, very

optimistic assumptions need to be made across the board to arrive at the
estimate that in 1984 this percentage will fall short of the two highest
percentages observed for any year during the past quarter of a century,
provided we compare 1984 with years no less favorably located in the
business cycle than 1984 will be in the Administration's scenario for the
next few years.

Using-the method explained in the foptnote, I considered

twelve such past years.1 /

If we consider these twelve years we find that -

the highest percentage of savings was absorbed by the Federal deficit in 1977;
this was 40.3 percent.

We obtain the next highest proportion for 1978;

this was 32.6 percent.

Both these years fall in a period with unusually

weak productivity trends.

The next highest percentages are in the neighbor-

hood of 20 percent, and two of the twelve years considered were surplus
years.

On very optimistic assumptions across the board the data suggest

for 1984 close to 27 percent; if this degree of optimism is slightly reduced
the data suggest for 1984 between 30 and 40 percent; and on somewhat more

1/The question of cyclical comparability is a matter of importance because
in years unfavorably located in the cycle the diversion of savings from
investment to deficit-financing does not have the importance here suggested.
For a comparison with 1984 1 tooi, beginning with 1956, all years that were
second years of expansion after a year in which a lower turning point
occurred and also all years in which cyclical peaks occurred and the years
preceding these. Double counting by the two criteria was, of course,
avoided.
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pessimistic (or cautious?) assumptions the data suggest for 1984 a
proportion exceeding 40 percent.

In this regard we are likely to be

heading for proportions just about matching or even exceeding proportions
experienced only

in

the disappointing late seventies (1977-78).

What are the across-the-board optimistic assumptions leading to
the conclusion that close to 27 percent will be the proportion of 1984
savings absorbed by the deficit of that year?

That is, what assumptions

would make the 1984 proportion come out in the high range by past
experience but would nevertheless make it come out lower than the two
highest percentages observed for "comparable" years in the seventies (as
defined in footnote 1)?

The assumptions leading to this conclusion include

the assumption that all economic performance projections of the budget
documents come out right; and that, net personal-plus-corporate savings
will by then be 8 percent of the Administration's GNP estimate, as
against the 6.6 percent observed for 1977 and the 5.3 percent observed
for 1981.

Now, if,

in addition to the 8 percent saving rate we assume

that Congress will enact all the newly proposed deficit-reducing measures,
then, with all these assumptions jointly made, the officially projected
1984 Federal deficit would absorb 26.7 percent of the public's net savings.-/
is
Thiskless than the 40.3 percent obtained for 1977 and less than the 32.6
percent obtained for 1978, though even the 26.7 percent is quite a bit
higher than the analogous percentages obtained for all other "comparable"
past years.

But what if we reduce the here implied degree of optimism?

If we reduce our across-the-board optimism by assuming a 7 percent
instead of an 8 percent personal-plus-corporate savings rate relative to
2/
2-To be precise, this implies a saving ratio of slightly more than 8 percent
(and the next paragraph slightly more than,7 percent) because for 1984 1
have no calendar-year deficit estimates and for that year I therefore related
the F.Y. deficit to the larger calendar year GNP times 0.08 (or 0.07).
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GKP -- or rather assumed that the deviations from the across-the-board
optimistic scenario will add up to the equivalent of this change in the
savings assumption -

then we would obtain 30.5 percent for the proportion

of the 1984 savings absorbed by the Federal deficit (and

this proportion

is very nearly as high as the second highest proportiqn of the past (1978);
and if we continued to assume the 8 percent saving ratio, but assumed that
the deviations from the across-the-board optimistic scenario will be the
equivalent of enacting only one-half of the newly proposed deficit reduction,
then the proportion of the 1984 savings absorbed by the Federal deficit
would be 40.3 percent.

This is as high as the highest proportion observed

for any past "comparable" year (1977) and is quite out of line with any
other of the twelve observations for "comparable" years.
I will not speculate here about further moves avay from a very
optimistic scenario.

Nor will I discuss the refinements and qualifications

for which such simple comparisons call but which in my appraisal are much
less weighty than is sometimes implied.

Instead, I will conclude these

remarks by suggesting that options for raising consumption taxes deserve
serious consideration.
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The CHAmmN. Senator Byrd.

Senator BYRD. Senator Bradley has another meeting to attend, so

I will let him go first.
Senator Bwurny. Thank you, Senator_ Byrd, very much. I would
like to ask Dr. Pechman and Dr. Feldstein--in both their testimonies, they alluded to tax expenditures as a possible way that we
could go. I wonder what criteria you might advise the committee to
apply to the $260 billion in tax expenditures that might guide us as
to which ones we might suggest and which ones we should stay
away from.
Dr. PzCHmAN. Well there are several criteria. One is whether-the
tax expenditure achieves the objective that it was designed to
achieve. I think many of the tax expenditures simply don't do what
they were expected to do. The all savers certificate was mentioned
earlier and that's a clear-cut case. That, of course, expires at the
end of this year, and I hope it will not be renewed.
Senator PBRADLEY. Could I just interrupt and say that you are op-

erating in a little different environment this year than we were
last year when a lot of these tax expenditures were passed. When
the marginal rate was 70 percent, that might have required you to
give a tax expenditure to X, Y, and Z to stimulate investment, but
since the marginal rate has dropped to 50 percent, the question is
which ones should we now consider? -

Dr. PzmHMAN. Yes.. A second point is whether the tax expendi-

ture unnecessarily distorts investment decisions. I think, for example, the preferential treatment given to interest on industrial development bonds permits wealthy people to avoid taxes, and raises
interest rates on other tax-exempt securities, as well as on taxable
securities.
I would eliminate the DISC provision, which I don't think has
done very much good, and costs a lot of money. I would also do
some things that would raise the taxes of the middle class and even
the lower middle class. For example, it seems to me that the exemption for social security payments was ill advised from the beginning. Even if you assume that half the social security benefits
paid for by the employee, which is not the case, there is still another half that is not taxable.
I would also tax that other half. I would tax all of unemployment
compensation benefits. We now tax them only if the individual's
income is above $15,000; if he is married, he is not taxable until his
income reaches $20,000.
I would limit the medical expense deduction to 10 percent. And I
would eliminate a separate deduction for health insurance premiums. I would also put a lid on employer contributions to health
plans and so on.
All of these things, it seems to me, would improve the allocation
of resources and improve the fairness of the tax system. They
would also reduce the deficits, which, of course, would reduce inflation over the long run.
My table 1 gives a list of tax expenditures of close to $60 billion
in 1984 and 1985. I hope that you look at the table carefully. Iam
not sanguine about the chances of getting a significant share of it,
and that's why in the statement I said I hoped that Congress
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should add, at a minimum, $15 billion to what the administration
recommends.
Senator BwiDzv. Dr. Feldstein.
Dr. FBWTEN. I think you can't make any general rules. You
have to look at each one on its own merits, although highest on the
list would be those which are harmful. And I think you mentioned
several of those in your statement earlier, and they happen to be
similar to the ones that I have already listed here. The health insurance exclusion that employers and employees currently get for
health insurance contributions.
Senator BwAwUz. So you are saying you would address both empler and employee?
a t k
F..

Yes. I think that the key thing i not to allow in-

dividuals to buy health insurance with dollars that otherwise go
untaxed. They should buy them with after-tax dollars rather than
before-tax dollars. I would agree with Joe that the exclusion of unemployment benefits is one of those things that not only has adverse revenue effects, but, more important, distorts the decision of
employees, and even more important of employers. And employees
working together in thinking about things like temporary layoffs to
misdirect compensation through the unemployment insurance
route. The interest deduction for interest paid in excess of invest.
ment income-I think is also on the list that I had in my testimony-is one that does harm in undermining the savings incentives
that you-enacted last year.
On the useless list, I would put the all-savers very high. I think
there was very widespread understanding that that wasn't going to
do anything to really help encourage savings. There was a mistaken view that it was going to do a lot to help the thrift institutions
and the banks. And Ithink both of those are now clearly false. And
that's a good candidate for elimination.
I would add one general caution, and that is that these features
of the tax laws are something that people come to expect when
they make long-term commitments. And turning off any particular
one can only be done when one has thought about the impact on
expectations more generally* You want people to rely upon the-stabiity of the Tax Code when they make decisions. And certain kinds
of changes would have very severe effects immediately on people's
capital positions and on businesses capital positions. If you were to
disallow mortgage interest payments, which I know you wouldn't,
that would have/drastic effects on the net- equity that people have
in their homes.
I think more generally there is the feeling that
you have an obligation to not make an abrupt turnaround in
things that people have relied upon in the tax laws.
One; final point on this issue. We talk about it as if the only tax
is the personal income tax or the corporate tax. And all the tax exnditure numbers that you quote exclude the social security tax.
But with something like the employer payments for health insurance, the revenue loss to the social security system is also extremelylarge from excluding-that from employee compensation. And I
think if you decide to close some loopholes with the respect to the
definition of income, it is important to include that in income for
the purpose of social security tax as well as income for the purpose
of the personal income tax.
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Senator BRDLzy. You mean include social security payments?
Dr. Fz~wrmN. No. Take something like employer payments for
health insurance benefits. They are now not income.
Senator BRADLY. Right.
Dr. F WInm. They are not income for the personal income tax,
and they are not income for the social security tax.
Senator BRAuDLY. I see.
Dr. FwmmSI.N. And the temptation would be to say that's income
for personal income tax purpose, but it's not payroll income for
social security purposes. And there would go $10 billion or more. I
am saying make sure that when you decide that something is
income, you call it income for both personal income tax and the

social security tax.

Senator B&4mum. Thank you.
The CHmRMn". Senator Byrd.
Senator BYiW. Dr. Meltzer, you made a statement which I think
is very significant. If I understood you correctly, yousaid you feel
we are on the verge of a financial crisis.
Dr. MmLm=. Fiscal crisis.
Senator BMiw. Fiscal crisis. How do you differentiate between financial crisis and fiscal crisis?
Dr. MzLTmi. Well, in my statement I say that the fiscal crisis
arise from the fact that projected growth of Government spending
relative
doesn't-come
down.
of taxes
Government
spending to
to GNP
GNP does
not go down,
thenThe
the share
share of
to GNP
falls. The result is that the deficit increase relative to GNP. What
is that going to do to the economy? We don't know whether it will
produce slow growth, lagging productivity growth, or whither it
will produce an explosion in real interest rates. As I look out to
1985, 1987, 1988, I have no idea. And I don't think anyone else has
a clear idea. We have no'fbeen in that situation before.
Senator BxRw. But we are, you feel, on the verge of a fiscal
crisis?
Dr. MzLTZm. That's right. We seem not able to manage our
fiscal affairs. And we do not show any determination to manage
our fiscal affairs.
Senator ByRw. Well, I agree with you. There are a lot of numbers, of course, floating around and no one can be certain of what
the deficit figures will be. But in my judgment, we will have a $100
billion deficit 8 years in a row.
Dr. lEIZR. At least.
Senator BRD. That represents a fiscal crisis.
Dr. MmTz. 1983,
Well, I am much more-concerned not just about 3
years-1982,
1984-but the fact that one sees deficits continuing to rise in 1985, 1986, 1987. That's as far as anyone has formally
proj ected them. But it would be a foolish man who would say that
1987 is the end of the problem. 1988 1989, 1990, as long as we project out those deficits, we not only don't see them getting smaler,
we don't see them getting smaller as a share of income. That's
what I mean by a crisis. Our ability to finance those deficits does
not seem to be increasing as rapidly as the deficits.
Senator Bmnw. With a $100 billion deficit for 8 years or more
than that, how can we bring interest rates down with such huge
deficits such as that?
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Dr. MrwZ. Well, real rates-that is, rates adjusted for inflation-may fall this year. There are three main factors, I believe,
operating on interest rates. The deficit is one of them, the one that
receives greatest attention. The other two are the uncertainties
being caused by the policy.- It is not just the deficit itself but the
uncertainty caused by the combination of fiscal and monetary
policy. People just do not know how we are going to handle this
problem, so they charge a big risk premium. It was conventional, a
few weeks ago, to say in the financial markets we have seen longterm interest rates go from 8 to 16 percent, but they are unlikely
to go to 32 percent. There are now people predicting that interest
rates will reach 25 or 30 percent. Lenders charge risk premiums.
We have this wide range of predictions about what will happen to
interest rates. It reflects the very enormous uncertainty which is
being b rne by the financial markets. I emphasize the uncertainty
more at the moment than the level of the deficit.
And, third, of course we have the monetary policy. We will
reduce interest rates at least to some degree as we bring the rate of
inflation down.
Senator BiYD. Dr. Felner, you mentioned a number of places, in
your statement before the committee today, of deficits.
Dr. FzLumm. Yes.
Senator BinD. On page 2, you say,
The principal problem that now -clouds the economic future is the series of vast
deficits projected in the Administration's recent budget." Certainly I agree with
that. And then you say on page 8, "But the deficit outlook is even worse because the
Administration s revenue forecasts are likely to be proved overly-optimistic.
-

I think that is certainly a reasonable and accurate statement.
Dr. Fzuiwm=. Wel, I do think, Senator, that it is reasonable but
it was in my colleague's statement, Dr. Martin Feldstein's, not in
mine. But I do believe it's a reasonable statement.
Senator Bvnw. I'm sorry. I beg your pardon.
The CHAmiw. Go ahead.
Senator BYRD. And then you say, "Sustained deficits of this magnitude are a serious burden for the economy, and result in reduced
investment, increased inflation or both." I think these points need
to be emphasized. Those are my words; not yours.
Since a government deficit means increased government borrowing from the
public, its automatic effect is to raise the real rate of interest and thereby reduce
private borrowing and investment.

You certainly talk in my language.
And then you say, "Nevertheless, the impact of a $100 billion
deficit on private capital formation is likely to be very significant."
This is a significant paper.
Then you say, "The principal reason for higher market interest
rates is that they are inflation." There again, it seems to me that
that is totally sound.
Now then you get down, still on page 4, "The interest rate increase is also small if domestic borrowers believe that the large
deficits are only temporary."
Now my question to you: In your judgment, are these large deficits only temporary?
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Dr. FaumTm. Certainly not based on anything that Congress

has done yet.
Senator BYRD. And then on page 6, "It is not up to Congress to
the range of spending reductions * $ *" I agree with that.
broaden
"* * not in order to cut spending by more than the Administra* "" And I don't agree with that. "* * * but to distion proposed
tribute the spending cuts in a way that Is both fairer and likely to
approval." Well, I think that if there are unfair
achieve legs
spending reductions, that ought to be let up of course. But I don't
agreewith you in saying it ought not to be cut below what the administration recommends. It seems to me that there has been no
basic reduction in spending, there has been a reduction in the rate
of increase of spending. But it is still a very high rate of increase.
Dr. Fvuwrzw. if you achieved the real reductions in non-defense
spending that-the administration proposes over the period to 1987,
and you did the other changes that I talk about in this testimonybasically some increase m tax revenue without changing the ftndamental things that you did last year, plus a slow down from 9 to
7 percent in the growth of defense spending-we could look to a
balanced budget by 1987.
Senator Binw. 'YOur statement ends up on page' 8 by saying,
"First of all, it will take five or six years to achieve a balanced
budget."
Dr. Fmuwrzm. That's when 1987 is.

Senator By=D. Five or six years to achieve a balanced budget. I
think that is justification right there for the assertion that we are
on the verge of a financial crisis. But I do watto say that I am
impressed at your emphasis throughout this statement on the huge
magnitude of the deficit that is facing our country today.
Just one final question. Dr. Pechman, through the years very
seldom have we been on the same wave length. Most certainly, we
are not today when you propose to tax social security benefits. You
say that at the very end. But you also advocate repealing tax indexing. My guess is that you will prevail in that. Not this year; not
next year. But in my judgment, that will never become part of -the
tax code. But that will become effective. I don't see how you are
going to index expenditures upward and index revenues downward.
Dr. FEUz m. No. That is a very different thing, Senator. The one
has absolutely nothingto do with the other.
Dr. FzLwsrmN. The indexig expenditures upward means that expenditures maintain their real value. Indexing taxes downward
mean the taxes maintain their real value, so that if you have both
indexed, inflation shouldn't have any impact on the deficit. Taking
away the indexing of taxes means-and maintaining the indexing
of benefits-means that taxes grow more rapidly than benefit because we have a progressive tax structure.
Senator By"w. That's true. And, of course, the Government gain
by inflation so far as taxes and revenues are concerned.
Dr. FZMNU. That's a dreadful thing. That is really a dreadful
thing.
Senator BinD. I agree it's a dreadful thing.
Dr. FmzLNm. To build that into a fiscal system. That the Government has an interest in creating inflation because that makes the
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tax revenue rise in a higher proportion than the income of the
public and the outlays of the Government. '
Senator BYRD. The Government gains. In other words, the more
inflation we have, the more the Government gains by it,
Dr. FmSTmmN. And the day the Congress votes to rescind index-

ing, the financial markets will recognize the bad news, and will
say, ah ha, that means that Congress has a bigger vested interest
in higher inflation rates in the future.
Dr. FLLNEm. Yes.

Senator Bymi. Now you folks are experts on this and I am not,
but it doesn't seem too logical to me.
Dr. PaCUMAN. I don't agree with them I think they have exaggerated the inequity of indexation. I think it is much more unportant to reduce the deficits. We cannot afford indexation in the forefuture. I agree with you, Senator, that it should beoseeable
delayed.
And- I don't think the roof will cave in at all. On the contrary, I
think it would be quite unfair to do what Dr. Fellner-says: To substitute for indexing an increase in consumption taxes, wrich would
hurt the lower income classes.
Senator BYnD. Glad to know that.
Dr. MxrTZa. Senator may I add to that? The nonindexed tax
system has not produced a balanced budget or even come close. Indexing is a way of assuring that the Congress declares that it will
not balance the budget by pushing everybdy up into higher tax.
brackets. Congress must declare that if it is going to balance the
budget or even get close to balancing the budget, it is going to do it
by honest maneuvers, voting for tax increases and expenditure reduction.
Senator BYRn. Well, that ma be. But I just want to comment on
Dr. Pechman's interest in a banced budget. I don't recall-that interest in the past, Dr. Pechman.
Dr..Pc.maN. I'm sorry, Senator. I would urge you to read what
I have written about that subject. I have always said that we ought
to balance the budget in good times, and that we should tolerate a
deficit only in bad times. My statement explicitly says thmt, in the
economic situation foreseeable in 1984, the deficit that is now projected is intolerable.
Senator Bumw. I'm delighted to hear that. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Let the record show that the vote on indexing

was three to one in favor. [Laughter.]
Senator Mitchell.

The CHAIMAN. That's out there. Up here it might be 8 to 1 the

other way.
Senator MITCHcET. I just want to say, Dr. Feldstein, that you
guess that the repeal of indexing would send different messages.
That is, that the deficit would be far more out of control.
Dr. FzUDrZIN. Exactld
Senator mbm imi. Ld it would have an undesirable effect
rather than desirable.
Dr. Fzwermw. But the deficits are frightening to Wall Street because of what they say about inflation, not because of the deficit
per se. One of the ways In which the deficit can create inflation is
by persuading Congress to eliminate indexing, and then persuading
the monetary authorities to reduce that deficit through inflating
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the economy, pushing us all into higher brackets and collecting
more taxes. So if I wre sitting on Wall Street and I read that this
committee had voted'to eliminate indexing, I would say that was
the first step toward an inflationary route in eliminating the deftcit.
Senator'-Mncimi
Well, I appreciate what you are saying. I
merely submit to you that an equal number or perhaps greater
would draw the opposite.
Dr. FzuL*=N. But, you see, your position, Senator, is that indexin* will reassure people because it wl tell them that we are not
going to have the deficit. It helps to bring down the size. . ,
Senator MiTCm 1L. No. That s not my position. My position is it
won't be as large.
Dr. FzLDSTEN. Won't be as large. But the reason it won't be as

large is because you would be counting on inflation to do the job
for us of bringing down the deficit.
Senator Mackmt. No.
Dr. Mmi'zu. No.
Dr. F=a=t. That's the only way we can along those lines.
Senator MrrcHELL. But Dr. Meltzer says a no-indexing tax structure has not produced a balanced budget, so index as though that's
the answer.
Dr. MMzT=R. No, no. But look at the country. Look around the
world, and look at countries with very high inflation. Israel.
Senator Mrrei. Do they have indexing?
Dr. Mz T=. Yes; they do.
Senator MrcmzjL. Brazil.
Dr. M
-z.They have indexing.
Senator MrfciiL. Chile.
Dr. MTz=a. Chile does not have indexing.
Senator Mrrem. Look in this country. Look at Minnesota.
Dr. MLT=Z. How do any of those countries manage whether
they were indexed or not? How do they manage to bring down the
rate of inflation. It was not by trying to let inflation raise taxes.
That is certainly true of Israel, and that is certainly true of Chile.
It is certainly true of Brazil. It was true of Argentina. Inflation did
not keep their tax rates rising fast enough to keep down their budgets and deficit, and that's why they ran into the problems they
nave.
Senator MrrcirLL. Well, I want to get into a couple of others. I
don't want to limit it all to indexing because we have got more immediate problems
Dr. Feldstein, based upon the portion of your statement that Senator Byrd reread, is it fair to conclude that you disagree with Secretary Regan who came here yesterday and said, "Deficits do. not
cause high interest rates"?
Dr. FWtuEI.. What I said in my statement and what-fltoeve is
that the deficit per se, the borrowing per se, raises real interest
rates only a little bit. The primary reason for our high deficit is the
fear of the inflationary policies that might occur either just to raise
taxes before we index or to accommodate a deficit in future years.
Senator Mrrcmqj, So in other words, the statement left out the
word direct or indirect. What you are saying is that there is a rela-:
tionship but it is indirect. Does anybody disagree with that?

-
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. Yes.
Dr.
Senator MrCeLL. You disagree with that?
Dr. FzLU. Yes.
Senator Mmmuwa You don't think there Is any relationship between deficits and interest rates?
with the statement that there- is no
Dr. FELNR=..I diee
direct relationship. I think there is a direct relationship.
Senator MmiCHL. You think there is a direct relationship?
Dr. F=mN . Yes.
Senator Mncfaum. Oh, I see. So you disagree with the Secretary
,1of Treasury?
Dr. ftutN. Well, I don't know what the Secretary said. Judga d that the increase in the
ing by the papers, the Sect
a high
the deficit
though Wll
thatremains
so largewhat
rate ofwUrbe
saving
we
more than
still be absorbs
the san,
proPortgin
had in the past. I think he made a statement of that sort. At least
that is what I read in the papers..And that isn't quite the same
thing as to say that deficits have no bearing on interest rates. I
think what he was saying is that he hopes to getsucha higncrease in the saving rate that even though a lot of that willbe absorbed by the deficit, what remains will still be more than what we
now have. Something of that sort came through in the papers.
Senator Mrwmrii. Well, I don't know what the paper said. I just
read you what he said. I was sitting right here and-I have got his
written statement.
(
Dr. Fm~m. Yes.
Fellner.
Dr.
question,
another
you
ask
me
Let
Senator MrrCHELL.
to
ought
we
but
tax
income
touch
to
not
ought
we
You said-that
mind?
in
have
you
do
taxes
What
taxes.
some
increase
Dr. Fzsmu. Well, that would really require a study, a comprehensive study, and not someone who is working i a research institute and doesn't have access to the full range of materials and data
that would have to be studied. But what comes to mind, among
other things, is a levy on off imports.
Senator MItcimL.. A levy on oil imports?
Yes.
Dr. Fgusw.
Senator MrrIcZm. Aren't you concerned about that?
I'm concerned about all these things, but that is
Dr. FEUwta.
one thing I would study.
Senator Mmfmu. Yes. Well let me ask you about the general
effect. Aren't you concerned about making, within a period of a
year or so, a. major reduction in the personal income tax rates on
the higher income persons, and then increasing consumption taxes,
which are shared proportionately upon those of lower income
that you would be effecting in our society a major shift of the total
burden of taxation from the higher income evels to the lower
income levels.
Ru. Well, these very high marginal tax rates have deDr. Fzx
veloped as a result of the bracket creep. Namely, it.is a result of a
nonindexed tax structure due to whic, these marginal rates were
rising all the time. Now we are making a move to prevent that
from continuing. And as a matter of fact, I think we are getting at
least somewhat back from the present very high rate, if you make
allowance for future inflation. We may be now doing somewhat
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more but only slightly more. .That that is an unfair measure to the
low-income groups is, I think, not a dfensible proposition.
Senator Mrrnm. Well, didn't we reduce that from 70 to 50 percent? Isn't that a reduction on the rate paid?
Dr. Fmwu. That really falls in a ifferent category. That is not
really the same thing as the general rise in the marginal rate.
Senator MIwTCEL.

But then we are reducing over a period of 8

-years the rate by 25 percent.
Dr. FEUmx. I would like to see an estimate of how many people
really paid those 70-percent taxes.
Senator Mrrcmi. Well, you will find that the people in the
middle-income tax category paid very close to the rate on the tax
table. But the higher up you go in the aggregate, the greater the
gap between the rate on the tax table and the amount paid by the
taxpayers. A very simple reason that we all know is that all of the
available mechanisms for reducing the income tax liability are generally available only to persons at the higher income scale. Not for
any legal sense, but the guy working in the mill making $18,000 a
year, he is not thinking about depletion allowances. He is thinking
about paying next month's oil bill.
Dr. E -mi. But that is still another way of saying that the reduction from 70 to 50 hasn't really made much difference in that
regard. For what reason it has made not much difference, I don't
know. But it has not made much difference in that regard. But at
any rate, I think that high marginal tax rates-to say that those
are equitable is at best half true and half untrue. Collecting these
high marginal tax rates and then spending the income of the revenue of the Government for supporting the lower income groups,
that is fair to those in the lower income groups who will never
make it. And very unfair to those who want to get ahead and have
it in them to get ahead. You make it very d cult by this very
high marginal tax rate for anybody to get ahead in the income
scale. So the equity considerations are very ambiguous in that
regard and it is certainly a very inefficient way of handling the
economy.
Senator MrrcHELL. Well, I diagree with you. But I apologize to

the chairman and the other members. I went beyond my time. I am
sorry, Mr. Chairman and Senator Boren.
Thank you very much.
Dr. FzLLNE. Thank you.
The CHAmM"N. I think under the early bird rule, I got here
before Senator Boren. I plan to stay in any event, but I wanted to
ask you a couple of questions.
Do any of you think we ought to continue the all-savers provision? Do you see anything coming out of that except about $3Vabillion revenue loss?
Dr. MELTZE.

No.

Dr. fmugxzR. No.
The Ci RM"N. Dr. Pechman.
Dr. PcHMAN. No, I don't think we ought to continue it.
The CfMANM . Dr. Feldstein.
Dr. FzwsrmN. Not continue.
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I would not continue although I think that there is
Dr. M.
probably some small incentive benefit there. I would say it should
not be, continued.
. Same here.
Dr. F'L
The CHumMRN. Pardon?

Dr. FELLNER. Same here.
The CHmn.&. I'm not sure that will be helpful because we are
going to have to face up to that sooner or later. And I want to say
to D. Pechman that we are looking at all the tax expenditures in
addition to those you listed. We have had our staff and the Joint
Tax Committee staff looking in a number of areas, including pension where you can contribute $45,000 if you are a doctor or lawyer
and have a corporation. And there ought to be some limit to what
you can put away tax free. We are looking at a number of those
areas as to whether we can cap some of the excess benefits in an
effort to raise some revenue. But I think we run the risk, if we
have a laundry list of revenue gainers-I'm not certain whether we
can accomplish all that in time, to send the right signal to the
right people, whoever they are.
We had hoped to come up with a package-I hope-that we
would add to the debt ceiling extension when it comes to us in late
April or May. And do you feel that if Congress-and I am talking
about bipartisan groups, the Members of Congress-with the help
of the press, would really put their minds to it, and would add to
the debt ceiling extension of more or less of an economic package
with substantial increases in revenue, if necessary, including some
budget reductions, user fees, and we could even add appropriation
cuts and other things as they did in 1968, that we would have an
impact on the financial market?
Dr. PECHMA.

I think there is no question about it. I think that

the quicker you make it clear that you are going to reduce the deficits out in 1984 and 1985 by at least half, the more you will reassure capital markets. And let me add that I am delighted to hear
that you are examining the whole list of tax expenditures. My purpose in table 1 was not to limit your scrutiny.
The CHAxnRMN. No, there are a number of them. We may have
difficulties on some of these things. There may be some we can
agree on. I think we have problems if they become parochial-but
there are some nationwide where I think we can address those.
Dr. Pzcu" . Yes.

The CH nuZ . At least I hope we can address those. Does
anyone here object to modifying-I know it is tinkering-or repealing the so-called leasing provision?
D7rb.
MzLmz. Do you object to it?
The CHAIMAN. We will start with Dr. Feldstein.
'Dr. FzuxsmN. Well, I would welcome a chance to discuss it in
more detail. But I think the leasing provision is basically a good
provision, which is necessary in the long term for carrying out the
intent of ACRS. And if you eliminate leasing, you will have elimi.nated for many high growth or high leverage frms any favorable
incentive effect of accelerated equipment depreciation,
There am abuses. And I can think of ways in which I would
tighten the leasing rules so they have their favorable effect with91-115 0 -

82 -
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out, in effect, wasting revenue unintentionally. I wouldn't eliminate the basi leasing vision.
• The CHaIhi.nI
there are about nine different options
now under discussion on ways to tighten. One was re..al. And I
would venture to guess that if you offered a motion to this committee to repeal it outright, it would be nearly unanimous. I have
never seen such widespread agreement among conservatives, liberale, moderates or whatever, Republicans and Democrats. I don't say

they are abusive. It is just too generous. I don't fault somebody for
taking advantage of a provision at all.
Dr. FxgwxmN. I think the generosity is often.thought about in
terms of lessor. That an IVM or a General Electric can substantially reduce their taxes. They are not getting something for nothing,
though, in this. They are, indeed, reducing their taxes, but they are
simply transferring the tax benefit to others and making a very
small main.on it. After the first few months, that market became
.a, ver pfect market. So people are, in effect,.parading in that tax
I 0 U fo some other company. The-beneficimies are the lessees
and not the lessors. One shouldn't think about eliminating this because IBM is getting a great break or GE is getting a great break.
Even though they are the ones who appear to be reducing their
taxes very substantially, they are merely transferring the tax benefit to the lessee.
The C.
Dr. Pecbman.
Dr. PECmA..I indicated that I would not approve eliminating
the leasing provision without substituting something else. AndI

am glad to har that you are t k
of alternatives. My preferred
alternative is to do something that I know is unpalatable to Congress, but I think most economists would say that an income tax
law ought to have some degree of refundability of investment credits and net operating losses. I'm not sure that 100-percent refundability is either possible or desirable. But I certainly think partial
refundability would be appropriate. And, also I have the feeling
that you could probably control refundability better than you can
under leasing. But I am not an expert in this area.
The CHArMA.

I think one area of concern is whether or not

there is any confidence in what Congress will do. We can all attack
the President's budget as being irresponsible. And I heard one of
my colleague on TV last night saying that this is the first time in
history that4 evebody in Congress was opposed to the budget.
Well, it is probably the first time in history we have been cutting
programs. In every other budget sent up here, it is seeing how
many billions we can spend of taxpayers' money we didn't have. I
don' think that is a valid criticism, but it is enough to get you on
the nightly news. Well, I won't get into that.
But do you have any confidence in Congress? Would anybody
here give us a vote of confidence? Is there anybody in the room
that would give us a vote of confidence? (Laughter.]
Dr. Pechman, do you think we will do what, we should do?
Dr. PwHMN. I have a feeling, just reading the newspapers and
looking at the nightly news, that Congress is aware of this fiscal
crisis. And that you are going to do something about it. I don't
think you could face the electorate in the fall unless you did something very, very significant. I am hoping that youwill examine the
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budget very carefully and go beyond what the President recom-v
mended.
, The CH MiN. Dr. Fellner, thank you very much. I hope your
leaving Is not a total lack of confidence. [Laughter.]
Dr. Fmzuzm. I really didn't know it would last this long. Thank
much. Thank you.
very
you
_-_
&Zi"MN.
The
Dr; MnTzmi. I would not hazard a guess as to what Congress
will do in 1982. I will guess that at some point Congress will do
something about the budget problem because unless-something is
done, the deficit will continue to rise. And I think that the important consideration for Congress is, of course-despite the fact that
this is an election year-is that there is an opportunity for leadership in putting together a package which goes across many, many
different constituencies. If Congress doesn't do anyt thingg this year,
then in certain areas, it becomes much harder to do something
next year and the problem just ets pushed into the future. I think
you are all familiar with the military problem where cutting obliCatilonal authority doesn't do very much for you in the near term,
ut it does a lot for you in"the long term. And we should begin to
make those change, I believe.
The CHAnmw. As I traveled around the country, I think that is
one question that was asked of me. Will Congress do anything or
what *W Congress do? It has got to be a part of the equation somewhere. Certainly, you need to Cow how Congress responds.
I will just ask one more question and then I will look to Senator
Boren. We've been told thaVmost people discounted the 1982 deft:
cit. Is that generally agreed?
ADr. MLT=. Yes.
Dr. PBCM"N. Yes.
The CuAmmAN. So is it all right to put a few more billions in
there?
Dr. FzewmN. No. Well, I would entertain accelerating the tax
cut that will go into effect on July 1, 1982. I would object, however,
to making it retroactive to January 1. I think thafls just increasing your deficit without getting anything for it. I,would make itprospective. And if you could act by April 1, you would get 3
months of stimulus which I think would be neat.
The CHAIRMAN. Row about the revenue?

Dr. MwmT . Senator, I would like to say that any effort to raise
expenditures at this time, unless it is accompanied by some sign
that there is really serious action, not discussion, but action taken
about the future deficit, will, I think, send exactly :the wrong
signal. That is true on both the tax side and the expenditure side.
if you are going to do something to accelerate spen=dn or to alter
the tax cut, it ought-to be part of a package in which the future
deficits are reduced by a meaningful amount..
The HUM". Do I infer, from your statement Dr. Feldstein,
that you are not so concerned about the 1983 deficit?
Dr. Fzuw . No. Remember. what I said was I would postpone
the 1988 tax-cut to 1984 and 1985. I think it is important.
&a__..,, Because that just takes pressure, off Congress to
The
do anything responsible. If we can find some, painless way like devi
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ferring a tax cut that people don't have, we can pile up a big savmbiFzuxTRN. Well, you don't pile up a very big savings for

fiscal 1988 since it's only 3 months of a 10-percent tax cut, about
$10 billion. The main thing is in-1984, it reduces pressure. But on
the capital market, it means we don't have as much crowding out.
But I certainly wouldn't want to do it if the implication of doing it
was that we would simply spend that much more. I think it is terribly important also that if it does get postponed, it gets postponed
for an explicit date. Although even that, I recognize, runs the
danger that you can then postpone it again for another explicit
date;
The CmAmMA . That wouldn't give the taxpayer much hope.

Senator Boren, unless someone here is under some time constraint about going to lunch or dinnerSenator BostN. I will try to be brief so that we don't keep them
past the dinner hour.

How would all of you react to the general suggestion that we
ought to follow a tax policy which penalizes consumption more, and
which rewards savings more? In other words, expands the opportunity for further tax exemptions in the savings area to get the pool
of savings up. And would put further tax burdens on consumption.
As a general policy statement, would you agree or disagree with
that?
Dr. PvcmAN. Well, I don't think I would go that route at present, particularly when we have the vast amount of dissaving in
by the Federal Government. Right now we- are facing
prosp
What will essentially be a full employment deficit of 4 percentage
points, which cuts into total private saving by a factor of about 25
Percent. If you balance the Federal budget, say, 3 to 5 years out, I
think you would have a satisfactory amount of national saving, and
productivity growth. If, at that time, the country decides that it
wants to grow faster, then the only way that I know how to do it
would b"t reduce the emphasis on income taxes and increase consumption taxes. But there, you would be hitting into, the equity
question. My guess is that I would .not vote for a change of that
/
sort, provided, of course, we are growing at a satisfactory rate.
. Senator Bom. I suppose in theory, you could approach the
equity question by the way you waited, the types of articles and so
on. Primarily, luxury taxes.
Dr. PzcnhuN. No. The only way you can really tax consumption
adequately and fairly would be to introduce a graduated consumption tax.
Senator Bowm. Uh huh.
Dr. PeHN. I don't think you could simulate the kind of
progrvesivity you have in the income tax system by way of value
added tax or a sales tax. That, essentially, is a flat rate tax, even if
you eliminate necessities. So the alternative is a graduated consumption tax, and I certainy don't favor that.
that we should have-I agree with you,
Dr. Fzmxwzm. I a
Senator--more emphasis, on savings incentives. And I think Congress made a major step in that direction with the MA's last year.
I think that raising the ceiling from $2,000 to higher limits would
not be a program that favored the rich in any sense. If one took it
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from $2,000 to $8,000, it would basically be favoring middle-income
savers. And it would be turning what, for some people, is a reward
but not an incentive because they are going to do $2,000 anyway
into more of an incentive because it-raises the ceiling for them. I
think the cost of that is very small. And when Congress finds itself
in the position where it can think about any loss of revenue, that
would be very high on my. list.
Senator Bo6mW. You think, for example, when the all-savers expires that we ought to perhaps consider putting whatever the revenue cost of something like all-svers are into other forms of increased savmg incentives, be they IRA retirement or be they other
kinds
retirementYes.
funds.
Dr. of
FmLmrimN.
And I don't remember the exact status of
that 15-percent interest exclusion that Is scheduled to come in
1985.
Senator BoiR. No.
Dr. Fzwsrm. I remember that that was intended, in some
sense, to follow on when all-savers is saved out.
Senator Boin. Uh huh.
Dr. FzLwrumn. But I think it is there in any case.
Senator Boamm. Yes.
Dr. FzLemm. So I would say that the extra revenue that you
save by eliminating all-savers ought to be directed to either expanding that or raising the limits on the IRA's.
Dr. PacHmu. Let me say that I just couldn't disagree with
Martin Feldstein more on the IRA's.
Dr. Fztwsm. You couldn't disagree with me more on this than
on other things?
Dr. Pzcim. Than on other things, ht
Dr. FELD rJmN. That is the limit.[Liau ghter.]
Dr. PacHm". Martin has heard this before. On January 4-1
think that-was a Monday-my wife and I each transferred $2,000
-from one account in a mutuffund to another called IRA. It happened to be a money market fund. We didn't increase our saving
by~ne dime. And we got, essentially, a $1,000 tax cut for just
making this transfer. I predict that the increase in saving resulting
from your action on IRA's last year will be very, very small. And
that the benefit of it will not go to the low- and middle-income
classes, but will go to rich people like Martin and me, and the
people sitting in this room.
.
.
Now if you want to have a saving incentive-I want to repeatyou are go" to have to tax consumption or give a deduction for
net saving. In other words, you have to avoid the possibility of
transferring or borrowing funds. I don't know of an ing i the
tax law yet that does that. As I indicated earlier, I am against
doing that. But I think.you ought to eliminate the savings incentives, which are graffiti in the tax law-and do more harm than
-good.
Dr. Mwrzui.Let me speak as one of the poor, because Joe excluded me from the group of rich that included Joe and Martin,
and properly so. He made the mistake of confusing marginal and
average tax rates. Of course, there are going to be people who will
do exactly what he said. But Tam sure the Congress was aware of
that when they passed the law. At issue is not whether somebody
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will take advantage of the tax exemption and put some long-term
saving into an IRA; at issue is whether there vill be some people
who have not saved at all who will now save. My estimate of what
is ing to happen to the saving rate is that we will see, -as Secretary Began said a substantial increase in the saving rate this year
because of the Mia's.
Let me give you some good evidence of that. The kinds of shifts
that we have been talking about here are the kinds of shifts which
took place in Britain. They lowered the progressivity of the tax
system. They put some taxes on spending. The saving rate jumped
before the recession began. And the saving rate has remained high
in Britain. Their problem, like ours, has been that the deficit has
also remained high, so a lot of that savings is absorbed by the financing of the defi cit.
Dr. F=Dsvm. Canada is another good example of a country that
introduced these kinds of savings incentives and saw a very big increase in their savings. But on the proposition that the Pechmans
saved $4,000 and got a tax break, that argument would suggest
that one shouldn't have an investment tax credit either because I
bet there are some people who made investments and got the ITC
who would have made those investments even if the ITC hadn't
been there. We know that is true about any kind of incentive. That
it doesn't have an effect on absolutely everything that gets a tqx
benefit.
Dr. Pc_.wHAN. May I just interrupt on that? When the investment credit was enacted, I opposed it because I thought it would be
wasteful; I supported a net investment credit at that time. And I
have the same view with respect to savings.
Dr. METZER. I think Joe is making a very strong argument for
raising the maximum level for the IRA. Because when we get up to
the level at which Joe will save more, we will have a big increase
in savings.
Dr. FzLDsTm. Well, we don't have the facts on the distribution
of the number of people who currently save at least $2,000 per
person or $4,000 per working couple. But extrapolating the best
earlier information that we had indicates that very few people are
already at the limit. Perhaps 20 or 25 percent of people are. And
forthem, they are in the Pechman situation; they get a reward for
doing the saving anyway. But the rest of the population, it's a net
incentiveThe CHAIMAN. How can ou refuse? You watch some of these
TV ads and you are going to e a millionaire if you put a little nest
egg of $25 a week or something like that.
ISenator BoRzN. Let me ask you another question, Dr. Meltzer.
Now in following up on your comment, I agree that we have built
into the interest rates now an uncertainty premium. I think that is
a real factor. Both uncertainty as to monetary policy and uncertainty as to the future side of the deficit. Crowding out. It also re-flects the future anticipated inflation so that your long-term rates
are probably being padded here, whether it's by 2, 8, or 4 percent.
It's a very significant risk factor minimization type fishing that
they are trying to get here in the interest rates.
You criticize veryshrlthe monetary policies and the failure
to stay within target. And the uncertainty that adds in addition to
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uncertain fiscal policies. What would be your suggestion, if you
sions
to enable
Mr. Volcker
the Fed, in terms of
were gee
making
su that
chan
in policy,
might
them tomstay
more within their
tarts? What kind of changes in the operation w ould ou suggest?
zir. Mz ' . Let me just preface my remarks with'tw others. I
want to go on record as favoring your consumption tax or favoring
the shift from income to consumption taxes for the reasons that I
think Martin Feldstein laid out, And I would like to say that I do
not believe that crowding out is not a problem. Crowding out is a
problem for the United States, and I have emphasized that for
many years.
Senator Bowr. -What if we get to a $2 trillion debt by 1986 or
1987 instead of a $1, ,gather we would have severe problems.
Dr. Mamv.
I think it's a problem in 1988 and 1984. But I don't
think it is the main reason why interest rates are high., And I don't
want to be mismterpreted when I say that.
Senator
Bowl.All
Right. t. As far as the monetary policy is conDr. Mwrzmz.
cerned, I believe that we could have a significant drop in interest
rates if we would reduce the variability of monetary policy. How
could we reduce the variability of monetary policy in the United
States and the uncertainty? The simplest thing is let the Fed set a
target that it can control. Something on its balance sheet.' Let it
not try to aim at any of the money stock. Let it stop trying to control interest rates or to set its targets in relation to interest rates.
Let me briefly expand on that.
Senator BoRmE. How would that work?
Dr. MzLTz=. The Fed now tries to figure out what money
growth will be by estimating what the interest rate will be at
which the demand for money and the supply of money cross. It
then tries to estimate how much banks will borrow. Those relationships are in the short-term, very much less than air tight. Consequently, the Fed makes errors. They underestimate how much borrowing there will be in the economy. They underestimate what
they call the demand for money in the economy. They think they
are going to get stable growth of money and then they get a bulge
in money. Now they have to decide, is that temporary or is it permanent? Should they take it out? Just exactly the problem tev
face now. Should they take-the bulge out now; should they let-it
stay? Will it correct itself? Another week goes by and we get another bulge. And then another week goes by and pretty soon people
begin
to rise
buildand
upborro
their Oinflationary
rates
b1, to
bgn to expectatiQns.
rise. And thenInterest
the Fed de-

cidewell, maybe the bulge is there longer than we thought it
would be. They crack down on the money stock. And that puts a lot
of variability in money and interest rates.
What I would do instead is simply this: They have a balance
sheet. The recommendation we make is ''ssmlon
simply control
trolte the size of
o
their balance sheet. Ifthey control the sizo of their balance sheet,
which they can read every day, they will have no problem with
variability. That doesn't mean that interest rates will be perfectly
stable. !t means that they will be more stable. The market will
know. fI were in charge of the Fed now, I would announce what
the growth of reserves or base money the balance sheet is going to
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be for the next 8 months. And I would hit those targets for the
next 8 months' Then people would have confidence that I can
achieve the targets I set. If the Fed, did that for 8 or 6 months, I
believe the greater part of the risk premium would go away.

Senator BoREr. You think you would have( much less fluctu-

ation?
Dr. MEJTrZE. Indeed. Indeed. And a lower level of rates.
Senator BoRE. Lower level.
Dr. FmmnmN. I just want to say that I agree with what Allan
says but I would pose a question that really reflects an uncertainty
in my own mind to him. And that is, there are two kinds of uncertainty. There is this kind of uncertainty that you have been talking
about: What is the Fed going to do the rest of this year and so on?
Dr. MxTzz. Right.
.
Dr. FuwrmN. And then the other question is: What are they
going to do in 1984 if we still have an $80 billion deficit?
Dr. MELTZER. That's the budget problem.
Dr."FtEIN. And does this raise the credibility-does what you

are suggesting-raise the credibility of the Fed statement that
come what may, they are going to stick with a certain growth path
for monetary base or availableDr. MmLTZa. Only the Congress and the President can take out
that uncertainty. I would like to say one last thing on that subject.
That is essentially what the German Central Bank does and for
that reason, among others. They did not try to target M-1 or M-2
or M-3. They chose the size of their own balance sheet. One reason
the did that was because they wanted a target that they could hit....
Senator WREN. It has worked much better.
Dr. Mm m. It has worked much better.
Senator BoRN. Until they started being so severely impacted by
our end.
Dr. MzLT=x. By our interest rates, and also their own very large
budget deficits.
Senator BOREN. Do you agree with that also?
Dr. PzcmAN. I'm not a monetary expert so I will pass.
--Senator BoREN. OK. I understand that. That's very helpful. Let
me ask you this question. I was a little shocked about hearing the
discussion on indexing. It seems to me that you talk about uncertainty and you talk about expectations and psychology--the financial community has to be looking at the fact that all of our spending is indexed to go up, and our income was indexed to go down.
And, therefore, this gap-creating deficit is going to grow.
Dr. FmDmrm. Let me try again on that. I didn't do it very well
last time. The spending is indexed to go up in proportion to prices.
Taxes, if they are not indexed, go up mare than proportion with
prices. And indexing cuts back that excess so that they only go up
proportionate to prices.
In other words, if you have both spending and- taxes indexed,
they both, rise in proportion to prices. Real taxes, real spending
don't change. There is no widening deficit. If we started with a balanced budget, having indexed spending and, indexed taxing would
not lead up to a deficit. The isue i do you want to use an unindexed tax system as a way of raising the tax share, bracket creep.
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effect the very rich. They are not going to be

That ip, qt gong

bsically
bracket
creep.you are saying and that Is a very
SSen~treffelctbY
BoiU. Yes.
I see what

g09s1addltionaj p~oint.
•.
..
r-. M.=
,=zSenator, may I just add one thing. It leaves, and I

am sure
r would agree, a problem. If you start the indexation
with a ve b deficit, you are not going to get rid of the deficit
-that way. You ill have to take down the spending rate.
SenaOr Boom. If you could get the deficit In place and perhaps
we could do something along those lines. I don t know. I guess I
have
philosophically
with what
are saying
in
terms toofsay-I
thein factagree
that
the indexing
wouldyou
merely
keepyou
lace holding fow
ad
hMndw
hol
down
in place for the tax system and not have it
inflation. I think, to me, having everyone see that the deficits are
definitely going to shrink becomes even more important than holding to that principal at this point. The political realities are that
most observers, probably realistically doubt that Congress will do
enough in terms of cutting the spending, bringing down, into a balanced budget, that we would then have with on the kind of tax
policies that you are talking about. So I am not so sure I would
burst ahead with them.
Let me ask you this question: Let's suppose you could strike a
deal that would say that all references to indexing in the law
period-all of them. Pension funds and retirement programs, Government spending of all kinds, including social security, including
indexing the taxes. In other words, all references to indexing in the
law across the board everything-could be removed, that would inelude tax indexing as well as spending indexing, under the argument that there is some equity in that and that Congress ought to,
on an annual basis, as most of our States do-we fought this in our
State and I opposed and vetoed several bills that had anything like
indexing in-I vetoed on the theory that the legislature should do
the job each year. We operate under a budget balancing amendment, we should each year meet our responsibilities, set the prioriAties, try to do so with equity. And, of course, I always said we will
try o help'the senior citizens as much as we can afford each year
on an annual basis.
Would you be willing to make that kind of bargain if we could
remove all indexing references to law. Would you be willing to bargain away indexing in the tax law as well?
Dr. FnLDMMU: I wouldn't. I think it would be a mistake. I think
'there are certain programs, partc larly the social security program, where explicitly or implicitly you have to have indexing.
Senator -Bo~
m. Why?
i! r. F' cwr. . Basically, you make a promise to all people that
theoy
dn retire
aboutyou
age make
65. With
the kindthat
of benefits
are
€rntly
ci
gvingatthem,
a pomise
they canyou
retire
with very little Wnthe Way of assets of theirown and then you say
you have to take your chance. We have a lot of inflation, you.
benefits won't be worth much unless wq decide we w"J. to give it
to yOu, And if yoi dOn.t ha
lot ofinflation, you
Iget a cer
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facto indexed up and down in the past. And then in 1972 started
formal indexing.
Senator Boimr. Well, you would say then that the reason we got
into problems because-because if you are going to index the taxes,
you are going to keep the income tax from gaming ahead of infla
tion, you continue to index the benefits, spending. This is where we
have gotten into such trouble.
Dr. FtwumN. No. We got into trouble not so much from indexmng-we got into trouble because we raised the share of nondefense
pend.
by 5 percent of GNP, from 18 to 18 percent, over a
Senator Bomw. When you say nondefense spending, you are not
including entitlement programs
Dr. FPtws'mN. Yes, I am. Including. all nondefense spending.
That $550 billion current figure was raised from 18 percent of oNP
in 1970 to 18 percent of GNP now. A small part of that is due to
indexing in excess of what otherwise would have been done on an
-"
ad hoc basis to keep social security retirees whole.
Senator Bowl. Well, would you support the proposal then that
we go to the wage-not to exceed the wage index in terms of social
security?
Dr. FxnzwmJ.

Yes. I think there's a case for that because that

really introduces very little uncertainty in comparison to the uncertainty
Senator Bowm. Over about a 3-year period because of the unusual divergence of the CPI and the wage index, it has contributed
greatly to our immediate problem of social security.
Dr. Fzuwszm. But it's not a way of solving any of the social security problems or the general budget problem in the future. I
think to do that, you have to take it on head on.
Dr. PuzcmN. May I add just one point?
Senator Boaw. Yes.
Dr. PEcHMuN. I really object to saying that a major source of our
problem has been mdexation on the outlay side. The source of our
problem in the next 3 years is the fact that Congress and the administration went on a tax cutting spree. Last year, you reduced
taxes by $150 billion in 1985 and you couldn't afford it.
Dr. FWLwmrN. I am sure, Joe, you and I disagree on that even
more than on IRA. (Laughter.]
Dr. PCmAN. Yes, we do disagree on that. But I want to emphasize that we would have been better off if you had not passed the
1981 act, and if you had just let taxes go the way they were and
deferred action on taxes until you could afford it. But you didn't.
And I think that that was a gross fiscal blunder.
Dr. FELDSTEN. But that would have meant raising taxes.
Senator BORZN. I have to say I don't agree with that because I

think you have capital formation problems.

Dr. PCHMAN. You haven't gotten any additional capital forma-

tion, you have got reduced capital formation as a result of your
action on the tax cut.
Senator BOREN. Are you talking about Federal tax cuts or--,
Dr. PN mAN. I'm talking about the entire package. I was sup-,
portive of the business tax cut, incidentally. I think probably that
should have gone through.
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Senator BowN. You are talking about the individual.
Dr. Pcwwi. Yes. If I had my druthers, I wouldn't have taken
any action to reduce the individual *come tax last year. Further
more, I predict that the rate of growth of capital in the next, 8
years will be lower than it has been in recent years because of the
deficit that was created last year.
Senator Boitm. If Government spending grows-let me Just.E
you this question-as a proportion of our gross national product-it
grown every year for the last 8 or 9 years or whatever-isn't it
obvious then that the capital formation must shrink? And it is very
likely it will shrink if Government spending is a percentage of
gross national product unless you are willing to cut back on consumption.
Dr. PROHMA. That's right. You can raise taxes to reduce consumption to make room for investment.
Dr. MMTZ,. Let me put it this way. You are going. to make it
much harder to increase capital formation if you are going to allow
prodnational
#ross Joe
fasterI than
to grow
Government
Pechman
is given
think the
of what
undoes some
uct. And thatspending
recent statement gives the wrong impression. He starts with the
1981 tax changes. Over the decade of the 1970's, the economy grew
more slowly. The oil shocks came, we analyzed those shocks incorand
up consumption
thatallpumped
we Introduced
rectly;
of slow growththe burden
We pushed
spending.programs
Government
into investment. The 1980 tax program tries to undo some of the
damage that was done.
Senator BoImW. Well, let me ask one last question, Dr. Pechnman.
If you don't want to touch the
cut the
youwould
would
Where
cut spending?
youspending?
where
indexing,
Dr. PzcwMN. Well, I would limit the adjustment on the outlay
side to the increase in wages or prices, whichever is lower. I would
also take a very hard look at defense spending. I can't believe you
couldn't reduce defense spenin in 1985 and 1986, say, by 10 perprogram.
cent, and still have an adequate d
I object to cutting back on medicare and medicaid and other
things that are in the Reagan budget. I think that user fees ought
to be eliminated. And there are some other direct expenditure programs I would eliminate. But on the whole, it seems to me that the
major problem is that we are trying to increase defense spending
and reduce taxes at a time when we can't afford it.
The CHAmmAw. Well, I thank the panel very much. I hope it's all
right to submit some questions in writing. I think we have some
areas we would like to touch on. Particularly, whether or not you
support -the Administration's minimum tax on corporationswhether that coupled with leasing is going to sop up most of the
business tax cut dollarwise. There was some question raised about
that,
The CnAnIMAN. Whether or not you think we could reduce the
long-term capital gain holding period from 1 year to 6 months.
What impact that would hav6, Plus or minus. Your thoughts on
that. And some other areas that we would like to cover.,
-Iswill just ask Dr. Meltzer: Your disagreement with the Fed
pocy is not as strong as some of the supply riders who-have called
for Mr. Volcker's resgnation.,
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Mr. METzE. I think Paul Volcker's statements are ood.I don't
think it is a personal issue and I don't think it should bepersonalized. I think Paul V61cker, under present circumstances, is making
down to noninan effort to get the rate or growth of moned
flationary levels. I disagree with the wdyin which he implements
his policy, but I don't believe that his resignation would solve the
problem.
The CHARMAN. How b was that bus that went down with thebus that went down with the supply
how many seats were ontt
siders?
Dr. MELTZE. Not enough.
The CHAmMAN. Well, I am thinkng maybe that three empty

seats might hold all of them now if you went around Washington.
[Laughter.]
You might need only a very small biccle to take care of them.
There may be one in the White House. I aven't checked.
Well, we will send you a number of questions. And we appreciate
very much your patience. And Senator Boren will be happy to sign
your luncheon check.
[Whereupon, at 1:86 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
I

ADMINISTRATION'S FISCAL YEAR 1983 BUDGET
PROPOSAL
TUESDAY, MARCH 9, 1982

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITrE ON FINANCE,

Washingon, D.C. The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:06 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Robert Dole (chairman)
prepiding.

Present: Senators Dole, Danforth, Chafee, Heinz, Durenberger,
Byrd, Benten, Moynihan, Baucus, and Mitchell.
[The opening statement of Senator Bentsen follows:]
OpIo

REMAR

or SENATOR LwYD Bmwros

Parts of this budget seem pennywise and pound foolish. What do we gain, for ego to work
Ieople
ample, If you save a nickel by abollshin a proramthat helps
o
and get off welfare, then have to spend $5 on higor welfare
- You are proposing budget cuts, Mr. Secretary, that in some cases will result in
hige
take WIN, the Work Incentive Program, as a case in point.
hiI t's costs.
You: want to abolish it and, in the words of your budget document, "give the
states greater flexibility to develop public and private job settings for welfare recipients than WIN does."
I must say, Mr. Secretary, that's a very cynical statement in that budget docu.mont. It says this Administration will gIve the states "greater flexibility," when in
reality the outcome of these proposals they a"re enacted will be to force state after
Americans to find work.
state to drop efforts to encou
The claim is that the state will have greater -flexibility by dropping WIN and
of their
then using their Social Services Block Grant to fashion a word pr
own. 'The fact, though, is that the Social Service Block Grant program Is up for a
half-billiondollar cut in this budget. What kind of "flexibility' is that?
Areally does, -Mr. Secretary, is abandon efforts to get people off
budd%ob.
this into
What and
welfare
Historically, since it was established in 1967, WIN has done a great Job ge
Americans off welfare rolls and onto employment rolls. It has consistently cug
the rate of growth in AFDC, Aid to Families With Dependent Children.
Between 1960 and 1965-the years before WIN-the number of people on AFDC
rolls increased by 80 percent, the cost of the proram went up by 85 -percent.
It took'a few years for WIN to get up a ul head of steam but when it di it
really had an impact. Between 1976 and 1980 the number of ADC recipients actually declined by 8 percent and the cost of the program was reduced 12 percent.
And now-your Administration comes along, Mrf. Secretary, and wants to wipe out.
this very successful program

In faci, this year's budget appears to reverse what I believe was your position on

WIN last year,Mr. Secretary

Let me; iff may, quote back to you some of your words in testimony before thi
on to-aiudl
s
was the intention of the Ad
said it
Youwork
ear*the
committee
strlast Ken
requieents in the AFDC program" because "the
Lmerlcan public is not willing to bear the burden of supporting people who can
(217)
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What has happened in the months since then to change your mind, Mr. Secretain
I quote, from your testimony of last year, "Everyone who is receiving as-"
sistance who is capable of working should be involved in a work program.
Last year you assured the Fiisnce Committee that the proposals endorsed by the
Administration would--quote-"increase the self-esteem and work experience of
many recipients and promote self-support throughJobs in the regular economy."
I agree with your testimony of last year, Mr. Secreta-y. I agree wholeheartedl
with this next quote. You said the work program would also-and I quote--elimnate current abuses in the program and, more importantly, lessen the burden of
-providing public assistance to those in need."
That's very true. It was true last year. It is true today. WIN, indeed, lessens the
burden of providing public assistance to those in need.
When you have a succebflzl program for lifting people up and out of welfare and
helping them find a Job, it not only helps those people, it helps hold down government costs.
Every time unemployment goes up by 1 percent the federal deficit goes up by $25
billion. The same principleIs true here. You help an individual find work and go off
welfare and you not only reduce AFDC payments but the person who is working Is
able to pay taxes.
What is the rationale for cutting out WIN, Mr. Secretary? Why have you, over
the past 12 months, changed your mind about this program which seems to be doing
a great Job helping people find Jobs? If you eliminate this program do we have any

assurances that the states will take on the expense of finding Jobs for welfare recipi-

ent-eseclllyin fl~ht of cuts in the Social Services Block Grant program? Or,
does the Adminiistra
also plan to ask Congress to do away with AFD work re-quirements?

The CHAmiwx. There are other members on the way, Mr. Secretary. But I think in the interest of time, since some of us need to
depart a bit early today to meet with the President, we will proceed with your statement.
Let me say, first of all, we are very pleased to have you before
the commit . I'm hopeful you can tell us how we can save a few
billion dollars. We believe this committee is prepared to meet its
responsibilities on both the spending side as well as the revenue
side if given the appropriate or proper ways to do that. I know you
will have some excellent ideas.
So we welcome you back to the committee. You may proceeding
any way you wish. I know you have some charts you would like to
go over, which I think would be ve helpful to members of the,
committee and members of our ta. So, Mr. Secretary, we are
happy to have you here.
Senator Chafee, do you have any statement you want to make?
Senator CH"zr. Mr. Chairman, do you have an opening statement of your own?
The CHAIRMAN. No, but I would be very happy if you gave one.

[Laughter.]
Senator CHAF . In lieu of yours? [Laughter.]
I did have a couple of remarks, Mr. Chairman, but first I want to
join in welcoming our compatriot and former colleague, the Secretary here.
ere are three areas that I am particularly interested in hearing about today. The first is preventative health. The second is the
efoct of the pproposed changes in medicare and medicaid on the recipients. And the third is the incentives to be provided in the pro.
gram.
We are all looking to reduce costs. At the same time, I know you
share our concern that any reductions be rational and c9mpassion.
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ate. It seems to me, emphasizing preventative health is our best op-

portunity to reduce the costs.

Nowhere, I believe, is preventative care more important than i
the pregnancy and the early years of life. The Federal commitment
to maternal, child health, and nutrition program recognizes this
fact.
So, I amblock
eagergrant
to hear
the admini
rations justifcations
for
the maternal
and child health
including
the proposed
and women, infants, and children programs. Maybe- you won't
touch on that subject today. If not, certainly we will look forward
to when you will bring that forward.
Also, I am interested in hearing how the copayments and their
use under medicaid will affect the use of the health care system by
poor individuals. Will copayments discourage individuals from
using the medicaid when they really need it?
Finally, what also troubles me is that few, if any, rewards exist
tothose providers who hold down costs. You and I have discussed
this (on occasion), Mr. Secretary, but, particularly in the medicare
area, where are the incentives? It seems the medicare system, has
no such incentives. Perhaps you will propose some; I will be particularly interested in these ideas.
So, we look forward to hearing your testimony and are grateful
that you came, Mr. Secretary.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The- CHmRmN. Senator Bentsen.

Senator BimTszm. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, in looking at this budget, my concern is that in a
number of instances you are proposing some cuts that will actually
end up costing us more and. will end up keeping more people on
welfare.
Let me cite a specific. Let's take the WIN program, the work incentive program; I think that is a case in point. You Want to abolish it and, in the words of your budget document, "give the States
greater flexibility in setting up their own programs."
Now, I really think that is a very cynical statement; because
when you turn around and look at the other part of the budget,
where you drop WIN, then you take the social services block grant,
and you say for them to have a program of their own with that,
but as I read this budget you are talking about cutting that by a
half a billion dollars, now what kind of flexibility is that?
What this budget really does, Mr. Secretary, is to abandon efforts
to get people off the welfare rolls. Historically, since it was established in 1967, WIN has done a great job of getting Americans off
of welfare rolls and on to employment rolls. I has consistently curtailed a growth in AFDC-in the aid to families with dependent
children. Between 1960 and 1965-and those were the years before
WIN, before the work incentive program-AFDC rolls increased by
80 percent and the cost of the program went up by 85 percent.
Now, it took a few years for WIN to develop a head of steam, but
it finally did, and it really had an impact. Between 1975 and 1980
the number of AFDC recipients actually declined by 8 percent, and
the cost of the program was reduced by 12 percent.
And now your administration comes along, Mr. Secretary, and
wants to wipe out what ?*s a very successful program. In fact, this

-
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year's budget appears to reverse what I believe was your position
on WIN last year.
Let me, if I may, quote back to you some of your words in testimony before this committee last year. You said it was the intention
of the administration to, and I quote, "strengthen the work requirements in-the AFDC program, because the American public isnot willing to bear the burden of supporting people who can work."
What has happened in the months since to change your mind, Mr.

Secretary?

Aain I quote from your testimony of last year: "Eerone who is
receiving assistance who is capable of working should be involved
in a wor program." And I agree with that.
Last year you assured the Finance Committee that the proposals
endorsed by the administration would, and I quote, "increase the
Self esteem and work experience of many recipients and promote
self support through jobs in the regular economy." And I agree
with that-testimony of last year.
And I agree wholeheartedly with the next quote. You said the
work program would also, and I quote, "eliminate current abuses
in the program and, more importantly, lessen the burden of providing public assistance to those in need." Now, that's true. it was
true last year; it is true today. The work incentive program lessens
-.-the burden of providing public assistance to those in need.
But then to turn around and say you are going to let them have
more flexibility in the States, and then cut that block grant-by half
a billion dollars, now that just doesn't add up to me. The CHAIRMAN. Senator Heinz, do you have an opening statement? -

Senator Hzmz. No, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
'The CHumm. Mr. Secretary, I think that is an indication of
our concern and our willingness to do the responsible thing. That
has
been myself.
expressed by Senator Chafee and Senator Bentsen and,
hope,
we by
kill .b happy to hear what you propose. Then we will followI
the early bird rule on questions proceeding as quickly as we can.
STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Secretary ScHWwKmt. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, Senator Bentsen, members of the committee, it is
a pleasure to be here today to discuss the portions of the President's budget for fiscal year 1983 that concern the Department of
Health and Human Services and that are within the review of this
committee.
The budget we present for fiscal year 1983 builds upon the new
course we began last year: it is based on helping those most in
need, a new partnership with the States, fscal responsibility,
reform
of the
entitlement programs and regulatory reef.
We will
maintain
our leadership role in health research, disease
prevention, and control. We will confront the hard facts of health
care cost inflation.
Overall, the 1988 budget for Health and Human Services will
total $274.2 billion in outlays, an increase of $20 billion or 8 per-
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cent over 1982. Our share of the budget will increase to' 86 per-

cent-stl

more than all 0 States combined-more than the

budget of any nation on Earth except the United States and the
SovietUnion, and $56 billion more than the defense budget.
One year ago, the cruel reality of inflation and the harm it was
inflicting prompted the American ople to demand that their Government adopt spending reforms. Today it is even more imperative
that we, utilize discipline in Federal spen rrr, stemmmmg the rate
of growth in HHS programs, thus helping reduce inflation.
The major sources of growth have men in social security and the
medical entitlement programs, which have risen from negligible
levels to the single largest source of budgetary growth in this
decade....
Sigificant p
toward reform was made in the landmark
SOm"ibus Reconciliation Act of 1981, in which the Congress for the
first -time used the full, leverage provided by the Budget- Act to
shepherd significant entitlement changes though to final enactment. Much more, of course, remains to be done.
Under our proposal, social security benefits will continue at current levels with full cost-of-living increases; the budget makes no
major recommendations concerning social security benefits or financing, pending the report of the National Commission on Social
Security Reform.
Head Start's service to disadvantaged children will be continued,
as will our emphasis on -preventive medicine and health promotion,
making "wellness" as pivotal as treating sickness.
Mr.. Chairman, I would like to just- point to a few charts that I
think might outline well the points that I am trying to make withoit
through my whole statement.
E
are°WW z. The first chart here shows our agenda and
our list of accomplishments. The agenda that we went to, in terms
of my tenure as Secretary, was to put wellness at the top of that
group.
I have a task force workn on structuring teNHi
a
that we have a coordination of information for basic data research
on health prevention, and we are to have a report and a status announcement shortly on that.
I have set up a Public Health Service task force with medical
schools to focus their curriculum on wellness in health prevention
aswel
on disease.
They have
very cooperative
and helpful
inchangin~c
curriculum
attitude
iner as"'their
nbeen about
®ethis.
oth
We are bgnnn a program with some of the -private, sector
groups, incpudin the March of Dimes and our Healthy Mothers
Campaign, the Red"Cross with its Hypertension, Atheroscleroeis
CAmpaign, and the Advertising Council of America with a general
educational
program
wellness.'
As' you.'
el '1saW
['
on theoncover
of one of the leading news magazines
wte
wedae have our sodium-poa
It si hig gear,
with = 1 aniunprecedented empha on the fact that sodium
plajs a keyrole inhypertension an, dises ofttheheart .,
r' i vate sector ron are also being encourado
cnie
that, we are wtorkigonI terms Of t1~eswt h aiUs compa-
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[Change of charts.]
On consumer choice and competition proposal, we have an
agenda of several items, one of which.goe before the President tomorrow in our Cabinet Council meeting to hopefully get our consumer choice options there.
One of the options being considered is a voucher system that
would give, as Senator Chafes mentioned an incentive to compa,
nies to compete, to gain from some profit advantage if they are
able to, or to compete in the marketplace with other compni In
bidding for their business under medicare, with a proviso that
these vouchers must provide a floor equal to current benefits.
•
We also have a cost-sharing proposal with a catastrophic plan,

something that our senior citizens have not had an opportunity to
have in terms of catastrophic protection, and a prop
relating to
the tax deductions of private insurance with tax rebates as an incentive feature.
[Change of charts.]
We did continue our NIH research. As you well know, we have
62 Nobel Laureates that have either received awards-Nobel
Prizes-because of their work there or have been given grants that
got that, recognition for them from the NIH.
[Change of charts.]
Deregulation? Of course, we have worked with this committee in
terms of block grants to States, phasing out the Federal health
planning role, and we are working on the drug lag. This year, for
the first time, we have set a new record on the number of new
drugs that have been approved by FDA-some 27. We hope to have
a task force report very shortly to even expedite that process,
We have saved about $2 billion in the waste, fraud, and abuse
area. One of the key areas has been the computer match of people
who, are deceased and who are also receiving social security and
black lung benefits. As simple as that may sound, it had never
been done before. We are continuing a computer match in that
area.
We transferred some eight Public Health Service hospitals and a
number of clinics to the private sector. And instead of just shutting
them down, in most cases we were able to have them utilized bY
the private sector. In Seattle, in Baltimore, in New York, commumtiesd took them over. In Louisiana, State administration took them
over for child usage. I am delighted that we were able to -take them
and put them in the private sector and no longer have them on the
Government payroll.

[Change of charts.]

We have targeted welfare benefits, with the help of this commit.
tee. We have reduced employment in my own Department by about
7 percent, and cut travel some 20 percent.

S[Change of charts.]

Our budget for the coming year is $274 billion. As you can see,
the bl0est part of it goes to social security and HCFA (health care
fi cing) medicare and medcaid
Ninety-Ave percent of the money in my Department goes to entitlement p
arogrms.
Basically when you are talking about cutting back, unless you
change entitlements you can only shave 6 percent of-my budget.

223-This year's budget is $20 billion higher than last year's budget,

and that represents an 8-percent increase in spending. Except for
Defense, it is twice the rate of the other Departments-8 versus 4
percent in increasing spending.
[lChange of charts.]
T particular chart shows the share of the Federal budget that
my Department has. In 1970 it was 25 percent- this year it's 85 percent. The new budget will bring it up to 36.2 percent. Even with
reductions in growth-they are not cuts, they are reductions in
growth on an absolute basis-my share of the Federal budget will
continue to go up. I think that's very significant, considering we
are already $56 billion higher-than Defense.
[Change of charts.]
,Now, this chart shows how drastically they will go up. If you will
look at this program chart of spending in ry Department, and it is
rather typical of social welfare spending throughout the Government since we do the most of it, each decade has seen a sharp increase in spending in social welfare programs-s pending was very
low in the 1950's, moderate in the 1960's, in the Great Society/New
Frontier days, and took off like a-jet rocket in the 1970's because of
indexing entitlement mandates, and the rise in categorical programs from 150 to 500. Even in the green area under the Reagan
administration unless we change current law the curve will go up
even steeper. I think that ought to-be a pretty alarming note: that
unless we change current law that rise will continue to escalate
with the budget going out of sight.
[Change of charts.]
To show how modest our proposals are, in spite of our critics' assessment of them, just changing some $6.8 billion in entitlements,
slowdowns which we propose in this budget, we are only making
the difference in growth rate between the dotted line and the
straight line. Current law is represented by the dotted line. If we
change it some $6.8 billion, that will slow the increment of growth
a very small amount. It shows you how serious the problem is.
Even the littlest change which seems to evoke the greatest outcry
is difficult to do. I think it is important to show that these changes
have to be made if we are really going to get that growth curve
under control.
[Change of charts.]
Now the good news isthat we have made some progress, frankly
with your help. When I became Secretary of this Department, we
*ere increasing our growth of spending in my Department at a
rate of nearly 18 percent. With a $200-plus billion budget, you don't
have to be a Mathematician to fig re out that 18 percent of $200
billion gets to be a pretty big chunk of growth. '

With the reconciliation battle, and with the help of this committee, we reduced that 18 percent to 10 percent. Thus, the growth in
my Department has shrunk to 10 percent. Our budget proposals
thi year would further slow it down to 8 percent. But, again, it is
still 8-percent growth, still twice that of other Departments, except
-for Defense. I think there is some indication here that we made
some progress in the rate of growth, not the absolute dollars,"but
that is significant.
(-,,[Changeof charts.]
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In the area of hospital costs, I think we have an extremely serious problem. I know this committee has done a lot of work in this
area. Here is a good illustration of it. Hospital costs went up. 19
percent this past year, twice as high as the cost of living. It is the
worst year in history for hospital inflation. The line here shows the
curve.
It is interesting, though, that other medical costs have not done
nearly as badly, and we should give some credit to those elements:
I think pharmaceutical products were lower than the growth of the
cost of living, dental fees were lower than the growth of the cost of
living, and even doctor fees only rose slightly compared to the cost
of living. But hospital costs were the culprit. Over the last 5 years
they have averaged 14-percent'increase compared to 10 percent for
the CPI This year it was 19 percent-a totally unacceptable figure
to this administration.

[Chang of charts.]

Part of the indication of why there is a factor here: my Depat_
ment pays 40 percent of all the hospital bills in this country. In
1965 we started medicare and medicaid. In 1970 it was about $18
billon; $68 billion the last fiscal year. And this figure of $68 billion
will triple in the next decade if we do absolutely nothing about it
and leave current law in place, which puts them at a $200 billion
rate in a very short period of time. So there is part of our real
problem.
t
this shows why costs gou p. I think there is a good chart
explanation to it. As we all know, the consumer doesn't play much
of a role. The doctor orders a service in a hospital, the hospital administration delivers it, and the health insurer pays for it. Obviously the consumer plays virtually no role in that consumer choice decision.

(Change of charts.]

An illustration of this statement, back in 1950 the hospital per
diem charge was $15, in 1980 it was $245; it's probably $260 today.
If you put it in constant dollars ,it went from $22 to $99, about 450
percent, eliminating inflation, But the key was that the out-of.
pocket costs paid by the patient were 80-percent cost sharing back
in 1950; and now they are only 9-percent cost baing. So the patient's proportion has gone down. And if you put that in-constant
dollars, the average person only pays $2 more for his hospital bill
over that 80-year span even though the hospital bill has gone from
$15 to $245. That tells the whole story. NoAy feels the paI out
there, so the bill just keeps going up, we keep passing the buck
through the system.
[Chane of charts.]
Now, we have made some proposals in medicare that have some
controversy. We have got to get a handle on this some way. These
proposals are a temporary way of dealing with the problem. We
have some permanent recommendations, too. And basically the
impact will be on the providers and not the beneficiaries in'terms
of the medicare savings. It is important, to note that hospitals will
get 87 percent of the burden; Federal employees, 21 percent of the
buren; physicians, 18 percent of the burden; employers and group
health plans, 15 percent; beneficiaries, 9 percent; or a total savings
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of $8billion. The portion that directly goes to the beneficiary is less
than 10 percent, and we have purpxelY designed it that way. I
figure that if a hospital rate ii going up 19 percent, somebody
ought to be able to swallow something--with a rate that's twice
the rate of the cost of living.
M d of charts.]
Chairman, last year 25 programs of this Depar ment were
consolidated into seven block grants, reducing over 800 page of
Federal regulations to 6. The new budget proposes to consolidate
additional programs, thereby accelerating the return of decisionmak g to he States and reducing administrative costs.
inherent in the President's F eralism Initiative, as in the economic recovery plan, is the idea that the time has come for a constructive change, for a sorting out of Federal and State resonsibilities, living new fiscal resources to the States to assume full partnership In addressg the Nation's concerns.
Mr. Chairman, before getting into specifics of some of the key

program I am gong toak a ut, I would like to take I minute to

mention our competition initiative. I believe firmly that part of the
solution to moderating various health care costs lies in creasing
individuals' participation in-decMons about their health care-and
i increasing the opportunities for competitive forces to operate in
the health care industry. To that end last spring I established a
competition task force within HHS to study proposals to encourage
consumers to make more cost-conscious
care choices and to
T'encourage the system to promote diversityhealth
while avoiding overregulation in the medical sector.
Ree ntly we sent to the White House a number of options to be
considered by the Cabinet Council on Human Resources. Oncelected and in final form, I believe we will have some positive mechanisms to improve economic incentives among consumers, insurers,
and providers for more cost-effective health care.
The medicare and medicaid proposals differ, in a sense, from proposals to other entitlement areas, because health care entitlements
suffer from the explosive growth in the cost of health care services
generally. The costs of the medicare program were $35 billion-a
20percent increase over 1979. In 1982 medicare expenditures are
projected to reach a staggering total of $49.6 billion-or a 16-per.
cent increase over last year.,The fun
picture with respect to medicaid is toalso
alarming.
$17,8
nearly
The Federal share of medicaid payments will soar
billion in 1982. ,
Hospital costs have been the largest driving factor in medicare/
medicaid program costs. The have continued to rise at an hitoler-ably high -rate-an estimate 19 percent in 1981. OUr. present costbasedreimbursement continues to contribute to this trend, even as
we aretrying to reduce inflation to the economy and cut the size of
Federal. spendig
The medicare hospital insurance trustees now estimate that because of expected i tion in hospital costs, the trust fund will
spend $67 bion under current law in 1987-a dramatic 175-percent increase over itA 1980 disbursement-of just a year or two ago.
If medicare is to continue to meet the basic health care needs of
the elderly, these trends must be checked.
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Our fiscal year 1988 medicare proposals would meet basic health
needs yet reform medicare coverage policy and reimbursements to
M or savtion M.n.
as well as streamline program admi
providers
In resulting
from these .
will be derived primarily from
sources other than bone c!aries. Our 1988 medicare proposal
would hold expenditures next year to approximately $2.5 billion
below what they would otherwise be and generally add additional
revenue of approximately $600 million.
might say that even with those changes, medicare will go up
$5.8 billion. So it is notthat we are cutting back; we are just trying
to alleviate the escalation.'
The 1988 budget also includes legislation and regulatory initiaimprove
andknow,
control,ofover
that anmphAslze
tives
are
we the
As you
the medicaid
program. costs
effectiveness
efficiency
engaged in discussions with the Governors on the details of the
President's federalism initiative, which, if approved by Congress.,
will mean the Federal Government will assume financial responsibility for the medicaid program beginning in 1984. Absent reforms
in the interim, however, medicaid costs will continue on an upward
--

course.

Our proposed -reforms include modest cost-sharing requirements
for beneficiaries, reduced Federal matching for certain services,
and increase emphasis on family responsibility. These pro
are vital it we are to bring about needed reforms in the medicare
pr ams.
and
In medicaid
developingth 1988 budget, every open-ended entitlement proigram was closely examined for possible reforms. In the SSI program, we identified a number of relatively minor changes, which
are: Relate SSI benefits more closely- to an individual's income and
circumstances- tighten the eligibility .requirements for disability
ration.
payments;, and simplify program a
We have also iluded proposals that will affect the administration of the OASDI program, of social security benefits, as well as
the SSI program. These are intended primarily to facilitate proprogram integrity
gram administration and to improve or mmai~n
entitlements._
affecting
without
the Social
under title XXin,offiscal
services
social
TheAct
1982.
year Secuwas implemented
lastblock
year grant
rity
enacted
This program was designed to provide States with.greater flexibility in determining priorities among the needs of their population
resources accordingly.
and in
A level of $1.974 billion is requested for the social services block'
grant to continue support for the, variety of social services- authorized-by'this program. A State may also use a portion of,its allocation to support work incentive programs; -however, we expect that
in fiscal year 1988 as in 1982 the States will be in a, position to use
the greater latitude in use of these funds to develop more cost efficient and, effective social services delivery systems.As part of this'same effort, we are prop n a consolidationof
of the Social Securitymajor child welfare authorities under title
Act: child welfare services and training, foster care and adoption
for this block grant is now
assistance; The authorizing legislaon
beingdeveloped; and we believe we have created a*program which redue the Fedeoral burden on the States -while eadinit the *-
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sential prote".tions for children in foster care and for those receiving child welfare services.
W arewproposing a number of additional changes- in the AFDC
insure that-assistance is provided only to those
who are in need and cannot provide for themselves; strong work
requirements; and administration of the program is improved.
Several of the other proposal would req&ULr that in determine
a family's need for AID aU sources of income available to the
family will be considered, 'including the contribution of individual
who- share a household with an AFC unit. We seek to further
reduce the duplication of payments by different programs for the
td to only those adults which still
same need andto provide ass
have suibstantial family responsibilities in the home.
We propose to eliminate over several years Federal matching for
erroneous AFDC and medicaid benefit payments and to establish a
consolidated grant to combine and cover State and local costs of administering the-AFDC, medicaid, and other food stamp programs.
These are the major aspect of the fiscal year 1983 budget that
The
come under the jurisdiction of the Senate Finance Committee.
important thing overall is that we bring reckless Federal spenidlng
under control. The only way to do that is to limit Federal expen.tures to those that are necessary, to restructure existing benefits in
such a way as to curb abuse, avoid duplication, and streamline administrative expenses.
I will be happy to answer questions that you, Mr. Chairman, or
members of the committee may have.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the committees it is a distinct
pleasure to be here today to discuss relevant portions of
the President's Rudget for Fiscal Year 1903.
the budget we present for fiscal year 1983 builds upon the new
course we began last years it

is based on helping those most in

need, a new partnership with the states, fiscal responsibility,
reform of our entitlement programs and regulatory relief.
W wll4 maintain our leadership role In health research and in
disease prevention and control.

We will confront the hard facts

of health care cost inflation.
Overall# the-1983 budget for Health and Human Services will total
$274.2 billion in outlays, an increase of $20 billion or 8 percent
over 1982. Our share of the federal budget increased to 36 percent
-- still are than all So states combined

-

more than the budget

of any nation on earth except the United States and the Soviet
Union, and $56 billion more than the Defense budget.
One year ago, the cruel reality of inflation and the harm
It was inflicting prompted the American people to demand that
their government adopt spending reforms.

Today, It is even

more imperative that we utilize discipline In federal spending,
steaming the rate of growth in HBO programs, thus helping reduce
inflation.
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The maJor sources of growth have been in Social Security and
the medical entitlement programs, which have risen from
negligible levels to the single largest source of budgetary
growth In this decade.
Significant progress toward reform was made in the landupark
Omnibus Reconoiliation Act of 1981, in which the Congrerss,
-for the first time, used the full leverage provided by the Budget
Act to shepherd significant entitlements changes through to final
enactment.

Much more, of course, remains to be done.

Throughout his Fiscal Year 1963 Budget, the President is calling
for re-examination of our current law eligibility and benefit
commitments.

These proposals are the result of many months'

of work within the Administration -

grappling with the difficult

sorting out of valid commitments from Invalid ones, and excessive
benefits from appropriate ones.

This is the challenging task

the Congress now faces if these programs are to be brought
under control.
Under our proposals, Social security benefits will continue at
current levels with full cost-of-living increases; the budget
makes no major recommendations concerning Social Security benefits
or financing# pending the report of the National Commission on
Social Security Reform.
Bead Start's service to disadvantaged children will be continued#
as will our emphasis on preventive medicine and health promotion,
making Owellnesss as pivotal am treating sickness.
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Last year, 25 programs of this department were consolidated into
seven Block Grants, reducing over 300 pages of federal regulations

The nov budget proposes to consolidate additional progranes,
thereby acceleratingtihe return of deciuionnaking to the states
to six.

and reducing administrative costs.
Inherent in the President's Federalim Initiative# as in the
economic Recovery Plan, is the idea that the tie-

has cone for

constructive change, for a "sorting out* of federal and state
roles.

The reforms of the- 1983 Budget are preliminary to a

comprehensive program, which will be submitted to the Congress
this spring, giving new fiscal resources to the states to asume
full partnership in addressing the nation's domestic concerns.
Mr. Chairman, before getting Into specific* o the programs
that l an here to talk about# I would like to take a minute to
mention our competition Initiative.

I firmly believe that part

of the solution to moderating various health care costs Les in
Increasing Individuals' particApaton in decisions about their
health care and In increasing the opportunity for competitive
forces to operate in the health care Industry.

To that end

laet spring I established a copetition task force within H88
to study proposals to encourage consumers to make more cost
conscious health care choices and to encourage the system to
promote diversity while avoiding overregulation in the medical
sector.
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Once our competition Initiative is completed and implemented I
believe we will have some positive mechanisms to improve economic

Incentives among consumers, Insurers and providers for more
cost effective health care -- and mechanisms that wil

permit

the powerful influence of consmer choice to foter a healthy
balance of competition in the health care market

--

a market.

that has suffered badly from the loss of effective consumer
participation.

Medicare and Medicaid
Let me nov turn to proposals relating to the Medicare and Medicaid
programs.

Mr. Chairman, these proposals differ, in a sense, from

proposals in other entitlement areas. In addition to the problem
of rapidly expanding eligibility, health care entitlements also
suffer from the explosive growth in the cost of health care services
generally.

In the period between 1965 (when Medicare and Medicaid

Vere enacted) and 1980, health care costs rose at the astonishing rate
of 12.60 annually, during a time when the inflation rate averaged
only 7.70.
Costs of the Medicare program In 1980 were $35 billion,
at 20.2 percent Increase over 1979. Medicare expenditures in
1981 were $42.5 billion, a 21.3 percent Increase over 1980.
In 1982, Medicare expenditures are projected to reach a staggering
$49.6 billion, or a 16.6 percent over last year.
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The funding pictur. with respect to MedLcaL4 is also alarming.

Zn

1967, the first full year of implementation, combined State and
Federal costs for this program totalled $109 billion:
Mdera

by 1982, the

share of Medicaid payments will soar to nearly $17.8 billion**

Hospital costs have been the largest factor driving total Medicare/
Medicaid program costs.

And these costa have continued to rise at

an intolerably high rate -- an estimated 19 percent increase In 1981
alone.

Our present cost-based reimbursement system continues to

contribute to this trend by paying whatever the hospital bills- us,
even as we are trying to reduce inflation in the economy and cut
the size of Federal spending.
It

is Lportant to remebere too, that hospitals are a major recipient

of Medicare and Medicaid reimbursements and thE9o rely on this
source for their continued existence.

Therefore* we believe they

aust be willng to share in the burden of reducing Federal expenditures in order to guarantee over the long term the financial
viability of these programs.
I would like to point out here that the Medicare Bospital Insurance
trustees now. estimate that because of expected inflation in hospital
costs# the Trust Fund will spend $67 billion under current law in
1967 -- a dramatic 175 percent increase over its 1980 disbursements.
Expenditures under the hospital Insurance program are of critical
Importance for they comprised 69 percent of all Medicare expenditures
in-1981.

If Medicare is to continue to meet the basic health care

needs of the elderly, theme trends must be checked.
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Mediare Proposals •
Our 11 1963 budget contains a number of proposals which would meet
basic health needs yet reform Medicare coverage policy and reimbutsement to providers as well as streamline program administration.
Major savings .resulting from these proposals will be derived p*imarily
through those provisions affecting reimbursement of hospitals and
physicians, coordination with other insurance plans, and coverage
/
of Federal employees under Medicare.

Our 1983 Medicare proposals

,-would hoM- expenditures next year to apfroxiately $2.5 billion beloi
what they would otherwise -be, and generate additional Federal revenue
of approximately $600 million.

We have carefully analyzed our proposals

in order to minimize any undesirable impact on beneficiaries.
Briefly, major reforms includes
Bring Federal employees under Medicare Part A.
Applying the

ospital Insurance tax to Federal

employee wages will result in $1,238 million in
additional revenue to the trust fund in fiscal
year 1963, and $619 million in net deficit
reduction.

For the first time, Federal workers

-would become eligible for Medicare based on their
Federal employment.
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Modify Medicare coverage of the working aged.

This

proposal would result in net Federal savings of $303
niAlLon In fiscal year 1983.

Eployers would be

required to offer employees ages 65-to 70 the saN
health benefit plan offered to younger workers.

This

would. reverse the present situation where Medicare
has subsidized employers for much of the cost of
providing health benefits to-older employees.
(

Further, we will propose legislation that would provide
the Department with additional discretion regarding the
way we contract with Medicare intermdiaries and carriers.
This reform will allow the selection of a contract
arrangement, such as a competitively bid, fixed-price
contract, which will produce the most economical -results
in a variety of circumstances.
Reimburse Hospitals at 98 percent of reasonable costs.
Federal savings fr64 this proposal would equal $688
million In fiscal year 1983.

The decrease of 2 percent

in reimbursable hospital costs allowed by Medicare
would be an interim step pending development of a
long-tern solution to the very serious problem of
rising hospital costs which Z mentioned earlier.

This

approach Is similar to-the Medicaid cost reductions
adopted by the Congress In the Omnibus. Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1981 and has the same. goal --
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reducing the rapid rate of increase in Federal health
care expenditures*
LliAi" the increase in physician paymqnts by holding
the- Bconomic Index to 5 percent Ln 1963.

Total savings

from this proposal would amount to $37 zillion in fiscal
year 1963.

This one-time limit would place on physicians

a share of the responsibility for slowing the growth
of health care expenditures, at a tine of severe
constraints on the Federal budget.
Reimburse Inpatient radiology and pathology services
at 80 percent of reasonable charges, the aum

level as.

all other physicians' services under Medicare.

Thus,

reaburment for these speciality services in the
same manner as all other physicians' services under
Medicare, would result in savings of $160 million In
fiscal year 1983.
S-"Establish

targets to reduce unnecessary use of hospital

and medical care saving $372 million in PF 1983.
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SZnnLtute co-payments for hore health services to reduce
unncessary use of these services and provides savings

of $3S-aillion in T 1963. lam health services are
currently free and unlimited. As a result, the program
is growing at an annual rate of almost 30 percent.
Modest co-payments would be established to encourage
beneficiary cost-conscLousness in the use of the
service.

the co-payment would be 5 percent (about

$2.40) for the first 100 visit@ and 20 percent

thereafter.)
Index the SKI deductible.

The current $75 deductible

would be indexed to the Consaer Price index in order
to keep its economic value constant.

This would

produce savings of $65 million In 1! 1983.
* establish Medicare eligibility at the beginning of
the first full month after attaining age Gi rather
than the beginning of the month In which the birthday
occurs.

Thie change would conform Medicare practices

to similar changes proposed for other entitlement
programs and save $145 million in 1t 1983.
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Zn addition to these legislative proposal, we will also undertake a number of administrative initiatives, 'including .tbe
elmination of duplicate Medicare payments for services in
outpatient departments-saving $160 million in fiscal year
1983.

PhyLcimans providing care In hospital outpatient

departments are now paid the sane rate by Medicare for services

as the physicians would be if the services were performed in
their private offices.

This Is true even though the hospital

is often reimbursed separately for overhead costs.

Ie propose#

therefore, to refine the application of the Medicare Ocustomary
and prevailing charge

screens to reflect more accurately the

all able charges for professional services provided In different
locations.
The Administration also proposes to establish objectives for
Medicare contractor activities and cooperate with private
sector efforts to reduce unnecessary days and other services.
At the same times, current provisions which vaive provider
liability for the cost of unnecessary or uncovered care would
be eliminated.
Medicaid Propoas
The Department's 1983 budget also includes several legislative
and regulatory initiatives that emphasize control over Medicaid
costs and improve the efficiency and. effectiveness of the program.
As you know, we are engaged In serious discussions with the,
Governors on the details of the President's fderalim
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inIttiative, which,

if approved by Congress, will mean

that the Federal government will assume financial responsibUlity for the Medicaid program beginning Ln 1984.
Absent reforms In the interim, hovfft,

edLicaid costs will

continue on an upward spirale.
Briefly major proposed reforms includes
o

Require cost-sharing by Medicaid recipients.

We

are proposing legislation which would require a
$1 per visit co-payment on the categorLcally
eligible and a $1.50 per visit co-payment on the
medically needy for physician, clinic and hospital
outpatient department services

Also, a $1 and $2

co-payment per day would be required of-the categorically
and medically needy, respectively, for inpatient hospital
services.

A number of States have applied for waivers

of current law to allow then -to institute co-paymeht
practices.

Furthermore, we believe a requirement for

modest cost-sharing will make beneficiaries and their
physicians more cost conscious in their use of health
care services.

This initiative would result in Federal

savings of $329 million in. 1983.
o

Lower Federal matching rate for optional services for the
categorically eligible and all services for the medically
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needy by 3 percent. This would provide States with an
Incentive to target resources on those most in need and
on services with the highest priority, Federal savings
would be $600 million in 1983.
o Bliminate the Federal matching payments for Medicare 8
OBuy-Ln." Resultant Federal savingst $203 million in
1983. The buy-in provides an unnecessary subsidy of
almost 900 for Mediare-covered services.
o

laminate federal special matching rates that currently
apply to family planning and State certification activities.
Family planning is the only mandatory service matched at
a differential rate, and we believe this special matching
payment is no longer warranted. This proposal would also
reduce the Federal matching rate for State certification
activities from 75 percent to 50 percent. Federal
savings for 1983 would be $64 million.

o

Family support and liens on property.- We will propose
regulations to allow states, under their laws of general
applicability, to require adult children Of institution-

" " led Medicaid recipients to contribute to the cost of
their parents$ care. Zn addition, we will propose
legislation which will simplify current State efforts to

--
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recover Medicaid costs from recipients' estates when
the property is no longer needed as a residence by the
reicipient, the spouse, or any minor children.

These

proposals would eliminate an inappropriate public subsidy
to iieficlarees' families and heirs# while continuing to
assure access to needed care.
" ZstablLsh a policy of phasing in full State responsibility
for erroneous payents, saving $59 million in 1983.

It

is essential that, in this tight fiscal climate, reduced
resources not be wasted.
" Shorten the automatic extension of Medicaid eligibility.
Currently, individuals who lose their eligiblity, for
AVDC as the result of increased earnings are granted an
automatic Medicaid extension of four months. We propose
-to reduce the extension to one month, sufficient time for
private employment-based health insurance to become
effective.

This will save $75 million in 1983.

Mr. Chairman, the legislative and-administrative proposals I
have just discussed are vital If we are to bring about needed
reforms in the

edicare ad Medicaid programs.

The Federal bill

for health and medical care should continue to be a priority item
for review by both the Administration and the Congress.
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SB! and OASDI
Let me now turn to proposals relating to the 081 program
and then to some changes that also affect administration of the
OASDZ system of Social Sec rity.
88!
Zn developing the 1983 budget, every open-ended entitlement
program was closely examined for possible reforms.

in

he 88

program, a number of relatively minor changes were identified.
These changes fall into three categories:
*

Relating 88

benefits more closely to an individuales

income and circumstancesn
*

Tightening the eligibility requirements for disability
benefits in the Sol program and,.

*

Simplifying program administration.

Included In the first category of relating benefits more
closely to need are the following changes:
*

A proposal to end for future beneficiaries the
special advantage that 881 recipients with other
income get as a result of the present provision

-
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for disregarding up to $20 a monthof any Income
in the calculation of SSI monthly payments. The
present provision helps those with some Income other
than 88--not those who are wholly reliant on 881.
the 88 benefits to persons receiving only 88 will
not be reduced by this change.

Those who now benefit

from the exclusion will continue to do so as long as
they remain continuously eligible.

This proposal will

save about $15 million in PY 1983P and
*

A proposal to prorate the first month's benefit to
reflect the actual date of application or first
eligibility (if later).

This change will eliminate

payments for that part of a month preceding the
person's benefit eligibil-ity and application for
payments and will-save $40 million in 7Y 1983.
I an presenting two proposals which would help ensure that S!
disability benefits are paid only to recipients who are
totally and permanently disabled.

They areas

Changing the definition of disability"

to

require that an individual's impairment must be
expected to last at least 24 months, rather than the
current 12 months. This change will save $45 million
in F! 19831 and
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*

Giving greater consideration to objectvely-deterined
medical factors in determining whether or not an
individual is disabled rather than nonmedical factors
(such an age# education

and work experience).which

are such more subjectivei and result in inconsistent
decisions.

This change will save $75 million in

F 1983.
In order to simplify program administration, I offert
A-proposal to round the maximum monthly 881 payment
and actual benefit amount to the next lover dollar.
Title It Social Security benefits are already rounded to
the next lover dollar under a provision of the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981.

SSA

Is taking edLnistrative steps to assure that
final payment amounts-after taking account of
individual incom-vll also be in whole dollars.
This proposal will save $20 million in PY 1983.
In addition, I want to present several technical proposals which
merit your attentions
A modification to the provision for retrospective
monthly accounting for 8Me.which was enacted as
part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981.

That provision has the unintended effect of

giving 881 recipients who also receive Social Security
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benefits an extra Increase for the Months of July and
august as a result o
increas..

the regular July cost-of-living

BOX reciptnts would not receive the

proper payment amount until

September.

We propose a modification which will assure smooth
coordinatLon of the cost-of-liv"n
Security and

8

increases in Social

while retaining the overall advantages

of the retrospective accounting system.

This proposal

vouid restore the projocted savings of $20 million in
P! 1982 and $40 million in IT 1983.
We propose a change which would remove an unintended
limitation in the applicability of the provision in
the unibus, Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 which
dealt with undegotiated $81 checks.

This amendment

would make clear that the procedures of notice by the
Department of the Treasury and the follow-up LnvestLgation by the Secretary of Health and Human Services
apply Ln. the case of all checks Issued under the S81
program that remain unwashed for

/

re than 180 days,
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whether or not State supplementary payments are
included in the checks.
We are proposing a four year phase out of the "boldharmless

provision.

this change affects only Bawali cr2

Wisconsin and is necessary because, as & result
of change adopted in the late 70's, the Obold-harmless"
provision did not phase Itself out as a result of
increases in the Federal 581 benefit as originally
intended.

The first.stage of this change, affecting

the FT 1382 %old-harmesO amounts, is reflected in
the current continuing resolution.
We are also proposing the elimination of the mandatory
paso-throagh provision.

The current pass-throgh

requiremente in effect since July 1977# mandates
continuing State fiscal partLLpaton in the 8
program.

By repealing the pass-through requLrenent,

our proposal would return to the States the basic

freedom to decide bow much of their revenues would be
spent on supplementation programs.

Mandatory pass-

through restricted that freedom by establishing
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miLimum supplementation and expenditure levels
below which the States are not free to go without
forfeiting Federal funds under the Itdicaid
progrM.

By repealing the pass-through'requirement,

our proposal would return to the States the basic
freedom to determine the extent to which they wish
to supplement Federal 882 benefits and, as a result,
provide then with a greater degree of control over
their expenditures.
Finally, to protect the food stamp cash-out status of
California and Wisconsin in light of the foregoing
changes# we are modifying the cash-out requirements.
States would be permitted to retain cash-out status
so long as they agree to provide a supplement equivalent
to the value of food stamps that an individual or a
couple with only 88Z income could receive.
Social Services and Child Welfare
The fiscal'year 1983 budget for social services activities continues
.the effort begun In fiscal year 1982 to increase State flexibility
in the programming and administration of program resources and
to simplify Federal administrative and oversight responsibilities.
The Social Services Block Grant under Title XX of the Social
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Security Act, enacted as part of the omnibus Budget Feonbiliation
Act of 1981, was implemented in fiscal year 1982.

This block

grant program was designed to provide States with greatly
increased flexibility in determining priorities among the needs
of their population and In allocating resources among thQse
priorities. interim final regulations for this and the other
six iS block grants were published on October 1, 1981.
A level of $1,974,126,000 is requested for the Social Services
Block Grant to continue support for a variety of social services
at the State level. The amount requested represents approximately
82 Percent of the amounts States received in fiscal year, 1982.
Services which a State may choose to provide say Include, but
_

ae not limited too

child and-adult day care-services, protective

services, foster care, transportation, family planning, training,
information and referral, counseling, delivery of meals, and
health support.

In addition, a State may use a portion of its

allocation to support work Incentive.programs,

Including rela t

child care and supportive services.
since we are lea

than halfway through fiscal year 1982, the

Department does not yet have available specific data on use of
the social services block grant funds by the States. We hope
to have preliminary data later this spring. However, we expect
that In fiscal year 1983, as In fiscal year 1982, the States will
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be in a position to use the greater latitude In use of these
funds to develop more cost efficient and effective social services
delivery systems.
AM part of this same effort to increase State flexibility
in management of social services programs# we are_proposLng this
year the consolLdation of the major federal child welfare
authorities under Title IV of the Social Security Acts

Child

Welfare Services and TraLning, ftster Care and Adoption Assistance.
the proposed authorising legislation for this block grant is now
being developed. The proposal: is not yet final,-but we believewe have crafted a program which reduces the Federal burden
on the States, while at the same tLme retains the essential
protections for children in foster care and for those receiving
child welfare services that are embodied in the Adoption Assistance
and Child Welfare Act of 1980.
A level of $300,120,000 is requested for the nev Child Welfare.
Klock Grant authority.

The amount requested represents 82 percent

of the comparable fiscal year 1982 level for the activities
proposed for consolidation In this apprqpriation.

This

request is based on the assumption that Congress will enact
the required enabling legislatLon prior to-the enactment of
fiscal year 1983 appropriations.
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As I noted earlier, we are proposing to allow States to fund
work incentive programs, inc luding-child care and supportive
services, under the Social Services Block Grant, and wil" be
proposing, appropriations language to this effect. No funds
are proposed for a separate WIN program In fiscal yar 1983.
Eligibility changes In the APDC program enacted in the omnibus
Budget Reconciliation hAt of 1981 and proposed In the fiscal
year 1983 budget,. in particular mandatory community work
experience programs* minimize the-need for a separate WiN
program.
We believe that the overall effect of these changes in the
social services programs will be to allow States to maximize
resources and administer programs within their Jurisdictions
to best respond to circumstances and priorities within their
states.
ArmC
The Administration Is proposing a number of additional changes
in the AFDC program, the basic federally-asseisted:cash assistance
program. These are Intended to complement the changes adopted
last year as part of Omnibus Budget Reonciliation Act and to
further ensure that assistance is provided only to those who are
in need and who are not in a position to provide for themselves
that strong work requirenents existj and that administration of
•the program is improved.
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Seere1 of our proposals would require that, in determining a
fpsIlyto need for APDC, all sources of income available to the
family will be considered. These proposals would end the
practice whereby families exclude members with Income from
the assistance unit in order to mazimise benefits. They would
also require states to recognise the contribution of individuals
who sha re a household with an AM unit. We seek, also, to
further reduce the duplication otpayments by different programs
for the ese ned to provide assistance only to those
adults who still

have substantial family raponsibilities in

the home. We believe that employable adults whose youngest
child Is 16 are sufficLently free from -failly responsibilities

to-no longer require assistance.
There are several other proposals designed to strengthen work

quirements and improve the employablity of recipients. The
administration believes that all able-bodied individuals who
request assistance should be involved in some type of workrelated activity or job search from the day they apply. We
propose to requires
# that all applicants who are able to work and not
caring for young children be required to begin A job
search as soon as they apply for assistance,
*

that those whose search is unsuccessful and who become
recipients be required to actively participate in a
community work experience program, work supple-
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mentation program, or other activity designed to_
increase their emloyability through actual work
experience, and in continued job search at-intervals
set by the state, and
that placement in private sector employment will

--

remain the foremost goal for these individuals.

We envision that States viii include greatly expanded employment
activities a an important feature of their AFDC program.

To

move recipients from-welfare dependency to self-sufficiency is
a goal universally shared.
We also have 2 proposals aimed at reducing administrative
inefficiency. We propose to eliminate over several years Federal
matching for all erroneous AM benefit payments and to establish
,1consolidated grant to combine and cover State and local costs
of administering the AFDC# Medicaid, and Food Stp programs
at 95 percent of the fiscal year 1982 level. Both of these
proposals offer strong incentives for States to tighten
administration'of these programs. We believe that public
acceptance of and support for assistance programs will be enhanced
if we can ensure that administrative costs are kept to a minimum,
that only eligible individuals receive assistance and that they
receive only the amount to which they are entitled.
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child SumPort enforcement
The Child Support Rnforcement program assists States in enforcing
the support obligations of absent parents to their children,
locating absent parents# establtshing paternity and obtaining
child support. These services are provided to AVDC families
and are available upon. request to families who are not recipients

of public assistance in recognition of the cost avoidance or
deterrent value of such services.

The Federal government presently

pays the great preponderance of the administrative costs of the
program and provides a wide range of services and technical
assistance to tht States.
A major legislative initiative will be proposed to restructure
the financing of the Child Sopport Rnforcement Program.
on a nationwide basis, there is a still
increase child support collections.

untapped potential to
Program, effectiveness varies

widely from State to State. Costs are often excessive in
relation to support collection.

The net result is a deficit

to be borne by the Federal Government, under current law,
of $191 million in fiscal year 1983. our restructuring proposal
will establish a clear focus on performance# and serve as
tangible recognition of superior performance.

0

'

.
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A related theme of the Child Support Rnforcement legislative
proposals is flexibility, giving States the opportunity to make
priority choices and to apply workable and worthwhile means to
enhance performance in the context of their own individual
oircumstances. One aspect of this approach, for example, will
be a legislative proposal to refocus the Child Support

enforcement

audit activity to a concern with program efficiency and effec-

tiveness rather than preoccupation with process alone.
Another Child S.upport

enforcement legislative proposal seek

to change the method by which States recover administrative

costs Lnctkred for the provisLon of services to custodial'
parents who are not recipients of AF'DC.

Last year the Congress

enacted a provision on this subject as part of the 0mnLbus
Budget ReconcliatLon Act. By general consensus,tthe law as
it now stands-while well-intentLoned--Ls administratively
expensive, cumbersome, and burdensome on the State Child
Support Enforcement Programs, in Its place, we will propose
legislation requiring States to retain a percentage of
collections from non-APD

cases to offset the adminlstratLve

costs of processing theme cases.
in addition to the above, under current law, there are a number
of relatively minor statutory restrictions which make the collection
of certain child support payments unnecessarily difficult.

We

are proposing a series of provisions to overcome these
qstrL tions and,, in the process, increase State flexibility in
the administration of their Child support programs.

9AR
WMen. infants and Children ftedinc pogam.
• rifn8ally-, the AdinistratLon will submit legislation to broaden
the recently established Maternal and Child Sealth Block
Grant to include nutrition service# for won, infants and
2aihs broadened and renamed program, "Services
for Woen, Infants and Children Block Grant* will thus
include a full range of health services for women and
children.

The broadening of the block grant will also
assure the coordination of nutrition services with
there health services for pregnant or lactating women and
children.

their young children.

2he 6mbination of services

provided under this block grant will be more effective in
'improving health-status than any one component only. A
Research trianglee Institute evaluation of VIC prepared
for USDA reports that "A recurring scene in studies reviewed
was the necessity of merging the three program elements
supplemental food, nutrition education, and adjunctive

--

health care in order to obtain optLmal effects from any one
of them." Under the new block grant the States will be
able to determine the most appropriate mix of such health
and health-related services.

Ora
This proposal is logical and aeceseary for several reasons,
and here 'ai *Gm of them,
a

utrition services (Rol have always been a part of
State health program

0, in most of the states,

nutrition services for women, infants and children
are organizationally'located in the State health
agency# and State health directors have general
responsibility for 1S as one aspect of a broad 1C1
undertaking.

o State maternal and- child health officials have had
sianif iant involvement In the development of NO.

from the earliest beginnings of such services,
state NCR staffs have exercised considerable
leadership and assumed most of the responsibility
in their development.

for example, many MCH directors

took the lead in their States, identifying areas of
need, recruiting other agencies to participate inU, developing community support systems, establishing
program criteria, and obtaining additional resources.
Zn other words, State health officials have, over the
years, tried to integrate NO into their health programs,
where it rightfully belongs.
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STh e some health care personnel provide both HC! and.
rS

services in the States.

Physicians, nurses,

nutrLtionLts, health aides and related personnel

certify eligibility for participation in VIC as a
regular part of the services they provide under
maternal and child health programs.

Por example,

the public health nurse in the pre-natal clinic,
supported by Title V/MC! Plook Grant funds,
perform a complete health assessment and determines
the mother's eligibility for VIC and other services.
The nurse also instructs the beneficiaries in the
principles of good nutrition
as well as other
aspects of prenatal education.
o

nutrition services as an important part of both the
NC! program and WIC.

Nutrition services have always

been a key element of maternal and child health
programs and historically were first developed under
such program.

It sakes good administrative sense

to avoid needless duplication and overlap by merging
the similar services provided by WIC in a new broader
Services for Women, Infants and Children Block Grant.
NCR funds are used now by State and local health agencies
to employ public health nutritionists.

These workers

provide nutrition consultation to health professionals,
dietary counsel to mothers and their families, continuing
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education in maternal and child nutrition, and coi

nity

nutrition education efforts.
Despite having identLal objectives, the artificial destinations
of separate program
objectives.

have Inhibited them from achieving their

Although ES and USDA have attempted to coordinate

their efforts# there are always inherent tensions when two
dept=entx attempt to administer simlir programs.

-

In the 1980 Report to the President by the National Advisory
Council on Maternal, infant and Fetal Nutrition,

it was

pointed out In -Report Recomendation 11 that duplication of
services and problems in jurisdictional coordination diluted
the effectiveness of WIC as a categorical program.
The report clearly recognized WIC and the Comdity
Supplemental Food Program as

ad-junct(s) to health care.*

The report recommended greater ties between WIC and other
State health frograns due to the logical relationship
between them.
It is also worth noting that this report highlights some
of the regulatory and cumbersome administrative burdens
which have hindered VIC's effectiveness.

The conclusion

was that allowing greater innovation* responsiveness and
flexibility among State program administrators would be
of great benefit in king WIC dollars go farther.

-I

_

Significantly the block grants are the vehicles which make
those goals poqsible -- goals which are difficult to meet under
national oategorical-grant programs with many federallyestablished uniform rules and regulations.
Nr. Chairman, these are the major proposals accompanying the
Fiscal Year 1983 budget and falling under your Comttee's
jurisdiction. The important thing overall in that we bring
reckless Federal spending under control.
We believe that our nation can no longer tolerate inaction
in the crucial area of social policy.

Unless sLgnificant

steps are taken, our nation may soon be hard-pressed to
afford even the most rudimentary support for those who
are truly dependent on it.
I will be happy to answer questions that you or Members of
Committee may have.
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The CHAIMAN. Under the early-bird rule, we will now start withSenator Heinz. We will allot each Senator 7 -minutes on the first
round.
Senator Heinz, then Senator Chafee, then the Chairman, Senator
Bentsen, Senator B , and Senator Baucus.
Senator Hmz. Wr.Chairman thank you very much.
Mr. Secretary, let's look at A1DC for a minute. The .adnistration, as I understand it, is propsing to nandate a community work
experience program for all AFDC recipients. At the -same time, the
administratIon, as I understand it, proposes to eliminate the work
incentive program, which is aimed at work registration, employment, and training services, as I understand that program. Is that
correct?
Secretary SCEWEIKR That is correct.

Senator HMEz. Could you explain the rationale for, on the one
hand, having the work requirement and, on the other, eliminating
the. program that helps people find jobs and helps them with Jo
training?

beSecretary Scmmam. Well, I think the primary reason, is bil-

cause of the President's decision to start a new program a $1;8
lion job training program in a block grant form, which basically
would be direct primarily to -the welfare recipient; in other
words, the two high priority target areas of the $1.8 billion job
training program that the Labor Department proposed is for welfare recipients and teenage youth from disadvantaged areas.
So when I saw that, and when I realized that we are gom to put
primary emphasis on welfare recipients i that program, I thought
it became duplicative. Frankly, if that had not been proposed, I
would not have accepted the proposal to eliminate this program.
Senator HmNz. In your judment, is the $1.8 billion programwhich it is not in the jurisdictin of this committee; it's in your old
committee Labor and Human Resources-is that adequate to
attack both teenage youth unemployment as well as the job training requirements of welfare recipients, in your judgment?Secretary ScuIm . Well I think it does two things that the
1 is,
No.youth
things:,
threeand
and maybe
didn't
program
CTTA target
other
teenage
recipients
welfare
aredo,
groups
the primary
from disadvantaged areas. These are really the two high priority
categories; they are not going to try to cover the waterfront.
No. 2, it is clear that because of the fact the emphasis will be on
training, we will end-up with a very high dollar value on training
as opposed to some of the other aspects of the old CETA program.
So the fact that under the old program there was some ?1-600 million spent on training, and we propose to spend $1.2" lion on
training, which will be a key factor in a cttaking this problem.
Senator HziNz.-Well, I wonder if that is anywhere near enough,
Mr Secretary. But let me ask you this: In effect you are mandating
a community work experience program to be set up at the State
wou be p*d for by the
level. How different is that, albeit
States, under your proposal, from the existing wor incentive
. program?
t Well, for one thing
Secretary Seu
z. You are as in the States to set up a program;
Senator
we have a Federal program. Is there any real difference between
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the two programs except who would be running them and who

would
be pbaing
for them, or are the-two programs substantially
theSecretary
sameT
-' Scnw--mu.
Are you talking now about. the $1.8 billion

program?
Senator Hmtmz. No; I am talking about the community work ex-,
perience program contrasted with or compared to the existing WIN
-program.
Secretary community
Sciwm Well, I think one of the -factors is that
CWEP-the
work experience program--would now be a
compulsory.requirement. The WIN program was limited to the
number
job program
training would
slots that
were
WIN
program.ofThis
not be
so funded
limited. through
And, in the
addition,
Fworkfare" would place recipients in public service employment
working in return for welfare payments.
Senator H=pNz. Mr. Secretary, let's move on to medicaid,
Secretary,Scnmxuu. Let me say, and I want to say this to. Senator Bentsen, too, I am not critical of the WIN program; I think we
have had good experience with the WIN program. The key factor
ini my mind was that we came up with another program the President wanted to -put into effect which would have been duplicative
and would have overlapped with the WIN program. The new program is addressing ts problem to the tune of $1.8 Ilion. So
that's where I acquiesced to this proposal.
,Senator -HmNz. Mr. Secretary, moving on to the medicaid program, you proposed a 3-percent reduction in a State's matching
rate. for all services for the medically needy and for optional services "forthe categorically needy.
Now, as I look at those proposal, what they appear to represent
to me is simply a cost shift frmthe Federal Government to the
States. I suspect the elimination of the matching rate for tlhe medicare part B 'buy-ins" would have the same ost-shift effect.'
On the other hand, at the same time as you are proposing to
shift- more costs to the States by simply adjusting the Federal
match downward by 8 percent, you are proposing that the Federal
Government assume all of medicaid in 1984. Those seem t be confli
proposals. One day we would tell the States to spend more,
and the next day we are going to tell them not to'spend anything
at all-we'll take care of it.'
How do you explain that?
Secretary, ScwDmm. We
it this way: As you have
from theca, our medicareexplain
and medicai.d programs are the seen
fastest growing programs. We have got to build some element of control into them. We have an incentive here that puts the optional
services on a fast track. And we believe, frankly, that the basic
.services are more important-than the optional services
Some States like California have some 80 optional services that
they cover, and New York covers some 29. We aoit believe that We
can sacrifice the core program for giving some States that extra escalatot. All we are, do is eliminating the incentive to fast track
the optional services, so that the emphasis can be on the core ervices and not the opional services.
Senator Hziwz. Mr. Secretary, thank you. My time is completed.
Th'e C~iAMI. Senator Chafee
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Senator Ci u=. Mr. Secretary, I feel very strongly that anyichanges
social 8ecarty-the Payments, costQf-vg index,
whatever it might be-should only be contemplated in the contest
of preserving the fund, that is, the social security trust fund itself.
We should look only to b61stering its finances and not use social
security to help balance the Federal budget.
Now you have stated in your presentation here that the administration will not, make any changes in the social security CPI with. out :flrst hearing from the National Commission that is studying

As you ,know, there has been considerable talk of freezing. the

social security cost-of-living increases., This suggestion has: been
made in this committee adelsewhere.
Would ou reiterate for me, please, the adzrnstration's position
are to take place in the CPI, as far as social securit goes, before the Commission has reported-the study group?
SecV.retrySenator,
wediffcu-wear
appointed a Presidential Comwhic
mission,
ch has a tremendously
ult job. Therefore, we are
declaring a position of giving them the first crack at recommending
social ecurity changes. Our position is to be on hold until the Commission comes forth with any proposal.
Senator GU m. So there would b no proposal to change the
CPI until-that takes place?
Secretary c,
That is correct.
Senator Ca"zi. Well, -1 further would like to stress that any
changes in the CPI, as concerns social security, should solely be in
connection with-preserving the integrity of the fund, the issue the
Commission is concentration
, rather than
trtwintng this
issue with the roblems of the Federal budget. Whether the Feder-.
al
buets. in b
ce
do with social seUrit. or in deficit, it seems to me, has nothing to
"
%

SecretaryBoS
snam Well, I agree with that, Senator. And,1I
think b deferring to the Commission in this: respect we accomplish
that objective.
Senator"
Mr. Secretary, I1Now,
would like to get to your
block grant -proPosal for maternal and child halth and the
women's and infants' nutrition program. At the same time as con"Aoidting them into a block grant, you are reducing it by $850 mil-lion.
Now, you have testified not only here today in connection. with
the women's and infants' but also ihthe past on the maternal and
child'health, that these are very important preventative health
program
h .wo'
'ersks
-By.
block rnIs
anthem,
won't we
risk setting up competition be-,,

tween
two forces
for these
all, this
that's
what ablok.
grant i compete
all about.Iam
very dollars?
skePticalAfter
whether
is
..

"

a wise step since one program deals with food az4 the other deals

with an issue of even greater than food.
Secretary
EZ Well, Senator, Zknow from our experience
with thi Qqmmittee last.year that you and some othr member
had some concerns, and I believe you very o ructive put forth
proposals thatI think guaranteed
tain
. et e say,
receptive to that approach and I thin b 0some Qf theac.
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tions this committee took last year, and Some of those,

-covered

thOse concerns.
So. we have in mind in this area to provide some basic protec-:
tions. While that wasn't in our initial proposal, we recognize a con-,
cern' in this committee,
Senator C uin All right. I will look forward to Working with
you on those.
No*, you prpoe, at Iunderstand it, eliminating the utilization
!review and also the PSRO's. Yet, who will monitor the Federal
-.,,,health expoihditures within the hospitals-the bed occupancy; the
length 6f pei'd-if you eliminate both of these?- Will we be e-pendent,upon some voluntary group of doctors? Secretary S Mxa. I think'there iamnsunderstandin about
'the PSRO picture. All we have said, basically, is, that we don'
think they should receive direct Federal funding. We have not said,
that they cannot, participate In the regular ,provider system and
can get reimbursed under medicare and- medicdd. There i absolutely nothing to prohibit the ones that are cost-effective that do a
job, and that picipate, from getting reimbursements. We pay reimbursements through the provider to hospitals or groups that
elect to use PSRO's. So I think there is a great misunderstandng
here.Allwe are saying is that we feel it's wrong tosimply do ital
from Washington, that if they are cost-effective, if the hospital
chooses to utilize them, they can get reimbursed by medicare and
medicaid.
-I!is
very important to make that point. I agree with the thrust
of what you are saying,
Senator C"yzI- That is an important point.
Now, let's refer'back to one of your charts there that showed the
cost reductions anticipated in medicare and how they would be
shared. I didn't write down all the figures, but as I recall, the hospitals' was 86 or 87 percent.,
The CWAnMuN. We can put that chart up.

[Showing of chart.]

benatorCHAi. The individual's share is something like 9 percent, and the Federal employees' was something like 17 or lgpercent-21 percent.,
Now, to me, that seems an extraordinary portion for the Federal
employees to bear of these -reductions, when the beneficiaries bear
9 percent and the Federal employees 21 percent. Could somebody
explain that?
Secretary y Scniwmicu. Well, that simply means that we believe
that the Federal employees should pay their fair share of the medi.care benefits that they get. Right now they are not paying medicam benefits that they get, and medicare is the primary payer for
Federal employees entitled to this, covered. So they are no contributing as much as tax-paying citizens in terms of medicare. All
we are saying is that they should be contributing to the hospital
nsuianco fund just like ajy other wage earner does.7 That is just a
matter of equity, and It is an idea that has been kicked around for
some time. lf you want to befair to -the taxpayer, ithinkItis an
equity matter.
-

ORA,
Senator CHim. Well, but in all fairness, the6 beneficiarytle in.
diVidual, Is having haf of - his cost also paid by the employer
through social security.
Right. •Rgh.
Secretary__
Senator CHM. So it seems to me you are coming down a little
heavy on the Federal employees.
-.But they are benefitting from taxpayers'
S secetmay Scuwm
money. They are drawing theufind down. You said you want to
by
aremoney
to t69
be fairand
of theodoffthe
fund._One money
the siphonng
into and
puttingWeany
not fund.
fund
on the fund Is the money going to coverage of Federal employees
who don't py a cent into the fund.
* Senator CHAm. I see.
Than you, Mr. Chairman.
The C6 mau , Just following up on that, What percent e of
F eral employees am currently covered by medicare? [Pause.]
t is well over hal
Secreta. ScAwmiXA. Yes; about 619 out of 1.84 billion. So, over
half. I am givig you a rough figure, about half.'
..So the proposal is not without some justification.
The Cxmwanted to make
point!
That is the
Sciiwm . It certainly isn't
'Secretary
mthybe ere is a fairer-way to do it, Mr.Chairman. We are
iNow
open on what is the fairest way to do it, but with that drawdown
out of the fund, we ought to do something.
coming
The UIEMAN. Well, we tried last year, as you probably know,
others
by Senator
success.
and without
year. and
this Stevens
compromise
some told
out were
work We
they would
that

I wanted to make certain I understood this, because I never hear
it or read it-maybe you ought t6 buy an ad. Would it be possible
for you to buy an ad to tell the other side what your budget is and
how little you are cutting, since you never get it expressed in the
media? Could you buy an ad and put it in the-paper or on television?
I would like to, Mr. Chairman, because I
Secretary S.
have used this figure. You know, even with the new defense
budget, we are spending $56 billion more than the new,- highest defense budget. And our rate of growth is still going to be 10 percent
this year. And when you put 10 percent on top of a $275 billion
budget, it is like a track with a runaway engine going down there
in terms of where we ar heading.
The CIAuuwI. But there is a $274 billion budget, an increase of
tomorrow is that you are going to cut the
readpeople.
all Ipoor
I bethelp
8 percent. that
-programs
Secretary, ScuwMz. Well, that's what concerns me; because all
we get -are the raps for the cuts, when.in- fact my Department
hasn't been cut since I've come, it won't be cut when I leave It's
going to grow every year because of entitlements and because of
mandias. And I think is unfortunate that people always prlay up
placi i ,
taken,
cuts and not .-.the4remendous qrowth- that -has
the
.
mV Departent
mummWhat is going to happen if we don't do anything?
That is a-possibility this year.

--
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Secretary Sc ww_ I. Well, that one chart dramatically shows
the eagan years will go up
-that if we do nothing Spending du
during the Carter, Kennedy, Johnat a higher spending rate t
sonsear., because it is out of control.
Unless we really
And that's the trouble.
.. e..
deal~ ith current law-and that green chart there shows it very
w ill be greater than the preceddramatica.- our rateof growth
ing President$. Every -resient"s bud et subeequenty s boming
into tmha
worse under thi infrastructure that we are build
system, regardless of all the budget cutting that has been done.
The'CnWVL4. But we might have a different way-of cutting
thafi you haveV suggested, you understand. We mikht want to place
lb.bii, 110 percent-on All hospital costs rather than some, per8223
entage; but we may not want to do that- either. BUt we ought to
th point that I Would make.
ihat's
do something, t
YoUare taking about'a $7 billion redUction in your budget?.
i. Seven billion dollars, right.
Secretary
Th CAM .s that about 2 percent or a little over 2 percent?
B. Two percent.
Secretary
The CuuuMAN. So we are not talking about-"massive cuts."
SSecretary .soiw~MMA. -Two percent. And last year we cut the
Carter bUldget 8 percent, and youmight have thought the sky had
even
year,
up $21ibillion
still 8went
budget was
fact-my
fallen
propos,
we are
Thi-year last
percent.'
reduction
the gross
thoughi..In
ing a 2-percent reduction.
The CixM. Well, Ithink it is difficult to portray accurately
all of thesefigures in a shortmedia presentation, sothatsprbably why they are never presented. But I think it is important to
note tMat this program is. out of hand.
We had a slack time in our committee here about a month ago,
and I was reading back testimony that some HEW official had
made about 10 years ago, where he was redicting with alarm that
medicare would cost-$9 billion by 1990:. htwould be the project.
ed cost by 1990? It will be $118 billion; think.
: Secretary Sciwzm. Well, the quick answer is, if you throw
medicare and medicaid together, it Is $200 billion-about $195 billion, for -medicare and medicaid from our cost point of view if-we
don't change anything.
.

.

-The .. MAN.-Well, I just want to say I am optimistic. This
committee indicated in our report to the Budget Committee that

we hope to achieve or exceed the President's numbers. We didn't
suggest just how it would be done, but certainly you must keep the
pressure on for spending reductions. I am even more encouraged
since you are looking at the providers, who escaped with little or
no impact last year.
President
who fought
Some of usliterally
shocked
when Carter's
hosptl
oper costcontainment
costs, umped 19hproposals-w
cent. Now, there may be justification f(r It, and I am certain we
tel us why that happened. But we
will hve a witness whou
begin to wonder If we did the rlightthing intrying to put a mandatory, cap on that escalation.
agree, Mr. iChairmn, with that point-of
SI
-vew very strongly.
I
°

_

Th6 "a MAN Wei why did they go up so -fast? When in-' ,iOn
-morethan p
was oming down, why did hospital costs
hy&
t goi.g
. we are
everYthingelse?
costs and drug costs-and
cans'
-Secretary
W ,wih
I "ew but
to
move very quickly into the area of posp ive reimbursement.:
The CJI
; You can dothat Without legislation?
I think we can: do some of that tough
Secretary,
regulation-not all ofit, but some of it. And I think it"is a very
sig cnt, salient, way to o, and we are working very ha- o6
that. I have task force due to report to me shortly,and thatia
.,be controversial; too, but it is the only way I know to bring some
relief to the situation immediatey.
an, just let me say we hav
Senator Cw Well, Mr.
prospecove reimbursement in our State, and it has been yery, very
su-c f. Iti tough, be it tough negotiations between the t
and the Providers, but it i a wondered way to proceed; it Isthe
se Ie way, and it puts sonimi incentivO Ito the system.
"onlY
This whole system has n6 incentive for anrytd involved to hold
down costs, absent' prospective reimbursement and some other
changes.th
I think the Senator is correct. I just say for the
The C.
syste-beneficiare now
who
Ofthose
interest
decade or
inthethe
next
hopebeneti
to benefit from
andthose who may
aries
that I think the challene is rather significantforthis commit
If we can agree, and I am not suggesting just what that agreement
may be, ten we can -help ,stem the tide unlimited spending

,,'There 1s one program that Senator Chafee pointed out that I

have an interest in as Chairman of the Nutrition Committee; and
that is the WIC program. In my view it is a good program. Awas
just wondering how long it will survive if we transffer. it to your Department. [Laughter.]
I don't mean that you would do anything, but there would be
competition, and the WIG program might be the first to go because
you are a health and not a food agency.
CKaRMmt.I am in a very unweH,--Mr,.Chairman,
Seeretau
usual position. Some recommendations for a change involving pro.
grams in my Department, and they were no recommendations
that originated in my Department. Sol will be a good soldier and
handle Whatever programs they give me, but these were not oriWnated within .our Department..
So you would not be too disappointed if it didn'tThe CA
ha ppen?
Well, I am supportive of the administer
Secretary
this
area.
in
tive position
Well, we are, too, up to a point. [Laughter.]
The C.
That may be one point ±kAt we can agree on.
Now, how soon can we expect to have your competitive proposal?
Are you-going to present it tomorrow to the Cabinet Committee?
.I am hopi within a matter of weeks. The
Secretary
-,but
newi federWism Initiative delayed' competition tempo
thigs-are back on track now and we hope to have a decision soon.
When would they be effective, f ih fact we
,The C.
would act-Osnatr Durenberger probably knows the aiswert0
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that question, but I don't--if in fact wewould act expettoualyon
the ompet~tion- proposls When would they be 31aetlv?
effc
Well, we woud try to put the i
Se ct ry Mwz2!a.
as soon as.Congrespassed'them; a I guess youwould have to ive
after.' Congres passed them, because of
memayb about 60
th regulationsInv d. We did score that record Ist year, much
Sto the chagrin of some States. But'Itifnk WO could do thatff we

The G N , And finally, Senator Chafee mentioned social security. Some of us are on that task force-Senator MoynI1hen, Senator eims -and Myself.
There have been two roups of numbers presented; there aren't
any propo ,Yet, But-Senator folling has numbers and Senator
Domenct has numbers, and in each, f their-, packages of numbers
they have some ftee on social security which could be adjustdit is my under-,
a hara'freez or a partial fut
it could be
1stndi.n that the administration does not want nnytfiing done with
reference to the COLAson social security, even, ifit means loweri deficits and interest rates and helping the economy.-(Laughter.]
&
S..abaI
I1- +iwxS zSMAMO Well, have been very
predon't
I
reall
that.
,
about
Chairn
the
Gto
Anreenspn,
and Ithink it would
scribe or limit whatthey can do in this,
shouldn't do
do this or
me to-say
they:should
wrong
_be
this point.
at they
it's an openbook
concerned
that.
As farforat-I'm
we do
this ear If adjustto-regular
cost us costof-iving
goingthe
is it With
.WWhat
The
. CA
go ahead
and we just
nothing
ment?
cretar

-,.The C.

Secretary

.

About $12.2 billion.

The dollar cost, not the political cost. [Laughter.]
w . You can figure roughly, itisf1%billion

Percent increase in the cost olivng
?
.
MAD N. But what wasyour total f
Secretary ScHwKWxia. $12.2 billion.,,
The CHAIAN. My time has-expired, I do think this is an area
that, If infact We are going tohave a bipartisan effort, whichI
hope will be the case, there are some who feel we can't overlook
that particular issue this year. And there have been all kinds, of
pro als suggested--advancing it from July t October, different
ways, t pick up a few billion dollars in an effort-to get the econo
y moving. But-we won'tdecide that todaySenator- Bentsen.
--Senator BmOizi . Yes.
Mr. Secretary. obviously we have to cut back on Govemment
for eve
'The'

-

spending, and this Senator voted substantially to cut back; but why

,ouldyou a don a program that Is actually saving the taxpayers
money? And that's the case with the work incentive program, to
getpeople off of welfare and into Jobs.
Let me cite you the numbers from the DepartMent of Labor
from the adminiration, and these are numbers that have just

,been published:It shows the annu

savin- welfare costs,

strtngback in 1978-at.$251 iloinrsngto$6 iln6n
yaar Now that's savings to the taxpaer-. And'to abaindontispo
gramof
gttig peple~ of*elare_ ,oll and intojb- hnis
",.O

-t

. . . . . . . . . . ..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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2W~
serious nstake,-To say that you are. going to turn. that back to the
Soci
ot thedollar
the itsame
State.,andthen
by timea andbUion
Security's blockturn around at cut
is Wilt State, Y.State l g, gaban"3ayig
what-youi
certainlY--theed
do this, are reallyand
etkeothe
m
donin
to t P"Oe.Off
worka serious
contln i to that'"
OUght to.be And
we realtatpogram

welfare rolls and into jobs. I think that's what they want and
that's certainly what the layers want.

,Would youcommenton it?
,
"*0
ell,
taSct~'ary
SecretaPy that
1W
, again, Senat9r, I
kthiismportant tosay thatf the propoaI for a neV $1.8 billion job-tra
progpam:wasn't on the btabe, T woul&-have stre uously"opposed the
Se~lination of this program,.
S Senator BmsB!mw Well, MIr Secretary, that particular program
p a
you are talking about is a. 49-percent cut inthe tra
about aS a alterof the government . That Is what you are,
native to it."And'yYotre talking about a 49.percent cut there and a
1thort,.
22-percent cut-In budget a
actual
at
the
you
look,
Well, I think if
Secretary, cI,,
money spent containing, it will not be a cut, Senator. It will. be an
increase, because Under CETA we had a lot, of auxiliary services.
.Senator BBrSKN, No. That isnot my numbers at all.
-Secretary,
w zmaiWel,I think you will, find that thev puta
on
dollars
and the
program, than
services
lot
of. asxi!ar
we cur.
program
the actual,
the $1.8bilion
underintoie
are'larger
training
rently are supporting.
that. That-isn't
see have
don'tyou
Secretary,
BNsmuN.
StheSenator
way the
numbersWel,
add Mr.
up to
me. AndI here
got a pro-.
2

."gram: ftt

IS cost effiective,- and youwere statmg a while; ago -how

Imuch you supported coet-elfe i. programs. And here is one where
the work incentive program is to encourage people to get off welfare and into jobs that last year, with the Department of ,abor's
figures of this administration, said saved .the taxpayers of this
country $780 million and put the people into productive' employment, encouraged them to go in that direction: rather .thanstaying
aIthink is a serious
onwelfare. And then to abandon that p
mistake.
SSecretary Scjiwa, .The figures under the old CETA program,
Sentor, were $3.4 billion; but only $600 million was spent ontrain-'
.g. Under the a ini tration's proposal, we are spendingonly $1,8
billion, but $1.2 billion will be on training; so that actual traing
are twice as high as the old CETA program. And I will be
.- fures
glad to supply, thewe
"r

t

.

",

";

''

'

" '

Senator.Bn., I t]nk you have to get beyond the CETA
program. You have to talk about' vocational education, and you
1mha_0,t lk.about other parts of the training program.
andi
Let me hit- one more point, because -my tbme is limi
want O get.yur re pons to it Iam deeply concerned about the
for children
pr
adoption
talking
about Inthe
We arecare prevent-o
cuts foster
of seeing that children are
thequestion
a44d
'not lo044n t.pe yme
cbiwad
hard-to~plo#

we aret~ig about a substaial cur-
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tatlment there. I would like to, have your 90mments, on tha, bec.use it is amat4er of deep concern to m l think that one produce,
tive i
weca do is to help these ChVldren find a-home,In this
day hen we, are tr~i~oh~efil~sta give, oome, direct
S.sma
ch en,
I
terribly
* +
Importantthat
w8 continue
t6
upport~that
p ora.
,
to+/
r ta program. Senator, 1 believe'
that the.,.committee did

Ii

express some of these concrns lastyear and I ended up aren
ifftem. We Incorporated some Of them in, law. Othl&r0opcalthat Will be forthcoming would recognize -theas
Smade a.d the suggestions made last year. We wo d build
that basis rather than starting froni Oqqareone.PtO
re0o6Oof
am ,WOUI
W S-we
th. ork that was done herb last y
ti flect
* the things that this committee was corned aot in termn of
picking up some of the ri
intent of the law .
Senator Bv K.
: Secretay,,let me propose one, other probe.
lem that we have under theTexas constitution; and that ith f !t,
that we have a constitution limit on the expenditure for, wel'fare-some $80 million. And that means that hen you transfer
back to "s some of th'e additiOnal responsibilities that we have to
have time
to adjust.
That meansand
that
-legislature
Which-have
meetsa
to take action,
wethe
have
,every
hs to havemet,4
2 years
referendum, to make a correction so we could absorb some of these
thinPasif that's accomplished And I would hope that this was given
consideration. Ivould assumethat same kind of a problem may
exist in some other States.
Secretary SCEw m. It does Senator, and we have tried to be.
cooperative with States where they le ultimately have no legislative
session scheduled and can't do it. We have made a number of exceptions -on that basis. We will try to continue that policy with
whatever new programs we have.
'on

-

S nator BSweziC All right.
t completes my question, Mr. Chairman,,.
The
.Senator Byrd

Senator BtPb.Thank you, bit. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I just wanted to commend you for the emphasis
that you are putting on controlling
costs in your Departm+nt. Very
Cone
lfw depment hed ha_ come before any commltte of t.
+/s his
cally,to point out just-how rapidly/the cos of a pr
-_ul ar'deprtentare growing.
Youpresent some very dramatic figures today. You say"that the
pndituresy
h
yournat alone will be more than*the'total
budgets of all States Of the - united States. I don'It think t average peonreally ales that.
You state also hat the expendit s of your De
ent alone
total amount of money spent
.aycoitry
re gre:aterwthan the
in the world ex*pt6the-United Statq and the Soviet Union. 71
hink you, render an -Important srice hi mkin those facts aval.,
able, ind 3-commend you forlit..,
Sc
Srstary
. Senator, let me just add to that that even
in+the new budget we will be increasing ourspending rate:.fro
aoutoio-rd aof bil on dollars dayto+
Abot
luatraofabilliondolari a dayhSoi
neWc
eaproposaiWe w still be.
Ppendin h*Ueurter of a+billion
FoOlars
a day n mydepart"
7
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*
meant.
fAnd m product
Department will then represent 9 Pe;ent off
'os national
of -i country. Oneeleventh of the wholeIhe
'
t
nt.
country's GNP will co=efrom my Dep
cost
th
fromyourfgure,
Senator BY.D. And as I underst
ie-D6of operating your Department-the total exIenditureso of y
new
the
in
8 percent-• grater
say-wil
should
partmentI
:/
budget'..
currnt
htscret:be
is in the
budget. than, it~ertr
-:

SecretarThat is correct.
And the current budget is 10 percent more than it
Sntr ln.
was in the previousbudget.

Secretary

That is correct.

senator BYa". And te previous budget was 18 percent more
than the one before that?
SecrtaryScaw~u.That correct.
n has been
and
upw
whole trend
the bon,
SorealerehasDen
Senator BYRD. has
been a
there ha been no realreduction in expenditures; tee
reduction' in tho rate of growth.:
SecretaySnma That 16 coret
i that there needs to be
Senator Bmn. And thats your feel
even a sharper reduction in the rate of growth.
Secretary Scnwmu. The tragedy is that, even with this administration, our rate of growth curve increases under current law
unless we change something
e lst year was a very
Now, the .ReconciliationAct
A

tant first step; but'If we do nothing inthat rate of gwt itwill
get worseagam.
Senator Bua. Thank you.'

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

:

-

. Senator Baucus.
The CO MkwM
Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, following up on this same line of question , I'm
a bit curious. What inflation rates have you assumed in that jreen
chart, you showed-1970 to 1980? Do you have that off the top of
your head?
The other question I am going to ask is: What inflation rates do
you assume for 1980t 1984 on that chart?
. Well, we tok actual inflation rates until,
Secretary
last year.
the[mowing
Of Chor.
SenatorBAucus. Did you average an amount? Or did you take
alone when you drew that line?
1980
"
. _
:
t au~e.]

you kmi
years are
whichThats
Sc. wui~W.
Sretm
line.
a straight
t0'1980.
1970 For
Senator BAucus.,

am just

Scuri-dld y take the average rate of inflation?
W'ejust averaged out.
SSecretaryScwz
Senator BAucus And. what inflation rates do you assume for.
19 and 1984?
,-.The CPI?
Secretary Scw
Senator4AUcuo. The (-PI.
'percentfor 1984 it
For 1988 itwas 6/
SeOreAy
was 5. percent..,,
w

$1,"pe
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SeuatorBAucus. And even with th0 assumptions that you .are
veraglnj out for those years, you still haveahigher rate ot
growth. Is that right?
Secretary Sceixza. That's right.
Now for 1982 we assumed 9.1,
e
Senator-BAucus. All-right.
to a couple, of.times,
Turning to another chart you WW
from-my quecome
wifl
ings
sa
medicare
1988
on where fiscal
bear the
actually
-not
will
hospitals
to which
tion is the de
matterps
practical
a
for
)*unt ofthat. That Is, won't hospitals,
on those cuts to health insurance companies and als to privatee pa
tients, including -some medigap nurance policies? The point I am
'trying to get at Is,.a a practial matter, f beneficiaries will receive
hart.
"thegreater brunt'of the cutethan, indicated on t
e retary .ovwE . Well, let me say, that the -percent overrIde'.there, which Is in the hospital chaA',Is directed for t"t not to
to
obviously
Now,
happen.
Of it.'•,we are going to have to watch'it and
aspect
10loo at that
Senator, BAUCUS. Well, it doesn't go, I understand, to medicare
patients. But still, hospitals can pass on those cuts, obviously, to
private insurance companies. They can als pass them on to pri
y the, medigap poll
. Cer
vate patients.,nonniedteare patent
cies!. premi~n will beincrae aswell.
u. Well, one of the things we are trying to
Secetary
focus in on that I don't think has been focused in on-maybe you
saw one of the House committees had a hearing this week and
showed that we as medicare payers were paying as high as five
time for lab tests under medicare what they were charging regu
lat patients, and the average was twice as much; that we are being
taken to the cleaners; that we are in essence being billed twice'as
much for some' things that dctor and other people normally get
hal as much for. That's WhyIthink there sfat inhere I
,think wecan go after it.
just trying
is fat,tntoo. trI amerring
I think
BAucus.
Senator
sts ulto
fat-rather
out thethere
we cut
out.how
figure
sme of te
addressing 00t
k nto benef ciaries and
timately
problemsthat Senator-Chafee addressed
Secretary Sciw1za think by targeting our bills so that we
th
they areusc 0 percent
charge fivetm
to tes~me
hemfor
dottalloWt4~
:Sdoctor'next
barbiflthey whatcig
s whys
percent
aVeragewas
,theA.'
more.
la fees, that
fr-t Thatona planmore.
got,
We have200
"CThe
:- And
would put a cap on it.
Senator BAUCUS. And then turning to pysicians,on your chart
yousay that 18 percent of your savings will come from.physicans.
Isn't it true, though, that physicians probably will, under thee
cuts, acc fewer assignments and paso p on again more of their,
beuiiais as an ~itoim at cal matter?"'
ch1are to mei 0f are
atlo
I going .tobe .,eaI
tat wt in.
tg
J
ustIanii
tobenftiare&
oost
certain
..sa,
Sciiw ixz~ .would have Wnatr,that
Secrq"ary

that Istoaus in termsOf the aeptance.Andwehave
lyconcern
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o
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bOenstudying that aspect to see what other infrastructure we can
build into the system to do it.
Now in terms of the 'actual fee level, for example, the' fee
changes here we a making would mean a 5-percent fee-to a
doctor; and so the increase would be $5 instead of -$7.8. So we are
talki- about a 2.8-percent chne here. Maybe they will find a
way to'crcumvent it all, but I would hope that they would hive
some responsible participation in the system, too. That is something we are going to watch.
Senator BAucvs. The only point I am driving at here Is, prob.
ably;, ultimately the bars on that chart are go' to end up sloping
the other wy that is, hospitals initially wilbsbear the greater
brunt of the cost, but- they are going to transfer all of that off to
healfet~r ce companies and private patients. And, ultimately the beneficiaries are going to see more of the cuts than sisho on,
that chart. I am just trying to-strive at candor here.,
Secretary S.
Senator, how do we slow down the cost's
Growth? Eerybody has a criticism of what we propose, but I would
sure like tW hear how we do control this thing.
Senator BAucus. -Well, I think%some of the proposals Senator
Chafee was talking about should be addressed, and you have mentioned those as well,
I have no more questions now, but I do have a series of questions
I would like to submit to you, Mr* Secretary, to get at the ultimate
cost of these cuts.
Thank you.
[The questions follow:]
Question. Mr. Secretary, your chart entitled, "Where the Fiscal Year 1988 Medicare
Will Come
your proposals
would achieve
a total
ings Saving
of $2.99 billion.
YourFrom
press states
releasethat
of February
8 contained
this same
chart,savas
well as a Medicare-budget summary (see pages 48 and 44) which detail legislative
and reguatory initiatives for Medicare which add up to $2.602 billion.
aCd
you explain why these two figures do not agree?
Could you list each of the Medicare proposals and the parties (e-. hospitals,
beneficiaries) listed in yourFchart, 'Vhe
iscal Year98 Medicare Savings Will
Come From?"
Answer. The $488 million difference between the two charts is the result of a
slightly different configuration of Medicae proposals. The chart entitled, "Where
the Fiscal Year 1983 Medicare Savings Will Come From" includes a net increase of,
$619 million in, revenues (budget authority) to the Federal budget in Fiscal Year
1988, a result of the proposal to provide Federal workers with coverage under Part
A of Medicare. The Med
budget
u mmary in the .pres release is' premed in
terms o outla reductipOn and.therefore dir7onnot include the $819
in Icreased budget authority.In addition, the Medicare budget summer includes $181
million in savings from a variety of admnistrative proposals, such as the elimination of the utltion review requirement, PSRO's, an[ ftnds for State facility rt-

views, which are not included in W chart.

-The following
i a lit of the proposals in the chart,
Where the fisal year I8

medicare avings will come from

Hospitals
- -. •

............... $1128
01...............
ent hospital
disallowance .............
.....................................
658
E im~inate
prliatei room
............. ,..............,.,.......
ginglemft for SWO and
•.l1te
waiver ofr
i
tI ..
............................. ,..
100.......
Utllatl on review itiativeS...,...........
................................
267

s.............................

278
Composite rate for ronald.........
...........
,
......
eeral employ e: Brine Feral employees under medicare part A ....

Physicians

............

.....

. .-. .

,

N

. . . a*$ toP...........-

$121
619
,,.

t to................ 0

plpdat fee scree in Octobe.r in
of July ................................. .
$.....tl.210
Limit increase In economic ndex to 6 percent ........ ..c
Eliminate duplicate payment for overhead in outpatient departments ....
160
.. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .

Utilization review Initiative

. .. . .

.

.

.

. .

68

9
..
Composite rate for renal dialyls . ..............
................................... 68
H0pltal-bed physicians'
E.employers and group health plans .................................................................
448

...odify mediae coverage of the working aged ............

Delay initd eligibility-date ..

........

60
6.....................

Beneficiie
lidex paitE deductible t
Ii7

I....,
...............................
Require minimal coinsurance on home health services ..............................
Reimburse radiologists and pathologists at 80 percent ................................ -..
'

Totall. oese 60064
stor intiativec

08

145
65
8
160

06666.2

Question. Could you tell me how much it would cost States to implement your pro
posal to require costsharing by Medicaid recipients?,
Answer. We are not certain how much it would cost States to implement our costsharing proposal. We expect that States will require providers to establish mechanisms necessary to collect copayments. Since providers already have in place methods of collecting payments from non-Medicaid patients, we do not believe this would
present an undue burden on either-providers or States.
Question. Which States have asked your Department for additional authority in
recoveryof long-term care costs?
Answer.Consistent
Many States,
exprevied
about the
costs of long
care
services.
with have
this. States
haveconcern
been generally
dissatisfied
with term
the provision in current law prohibiting the imposition of liens on the estates of Medicaid
recipients residing in nursing homes. Therefore, although we cannot document
which States would- like this authority modified, we expect that many States would
take advantage of the change, if it' enacted.
A number of States have wanted more authority to require some form of family
supplementation of payments for Medicaid recipients in nursing homes. States in
the South, such as Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia, which mandated some form of
family contribution in the early days of the Medicaid program, could be interested
ii additional authority to recover long term care costshrough family supplemental
tion. Also, the State of Indiana has questioned whether money receded pursuant to
a State statute making adult children generally responsible for their indigent per.
ento could be counted as a resource in, determinin Medicaid efltlbilt. Since the
spefics of this regulatory change have not yet been formally proposed, however, we
cannot be certain Which States will choose to take advantage of It

The CHA'
.,M
Senator Danforth.
"
.Senator DANFbRo
.'.r Secretary, I am sorry I wasn't here for
your presentation.- I understand
informative;.
- that *it was..very strong and very

. Isn't it fair to say that we are going to continue to have deficits

In.
the neighborhood
of $100
billion or more unless we come to grips
Swiththe
problem of the
entitlements?

Secretary .Sciiwai,. Ninety-five percent of the money in, my
Department is spent in entlement pro
. Admy Department
has been the .astes owing segment 6f the Government tlnles
we deal with enitemens, you can't control the Federal budget.
And let me sy, unless you deal with entitlements you are going to

-
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disproportionate cute in some of
continue to put
department
oythe betterI categrcal programs that ve to swallow it. In
*e
W
we, are really hurting some good. categorical programs beca
don't deal with entitlements,
Senator DAtaonm. Well, for example before I came here. I had
the representatives of the University of Missouri Extension"ServiMe
in my office aiid they were very concerned about past, cuts as well,
astfuture cuts.
But it is true, is it not? that there is a limit to how much, iOre
we can do in the apprgpriated-domestic programs.
wmxu;i,, There Is. In fact, one of the things I fought'
Secretary
for, quite frankly, in the budget process was to avoid additional
of wich Comecuts in our health categorical programs, ma
through this committee, over what we cut last year. I feltI we
reached a limit and that they had taken their fair share, ad I
fought and apple led, and-we persevered. But the point ls, that's exact y right; and that's why we have to deal with entitlements.
Senator DAwRTi. And isn't it also true that in approximately
the last decade Federal spending for entitlement programs has in-'
creased at about 2i times the cost of living?
Secretay Scwmm. In fact in my areas of special fast triack
programs, it is even greater than that.''
Senator DAmmm. Yes.
Now, when did we begin the procedure of indexing entitlement
programs? It is my recollection that these weren't indexed until
the early 1970's.
Secretary ScrfzuxR, That's right, indexing was enacted in 1972.
Showing of chart;]'
And if you will look at the chartThat s exactly when the chart
an to take off.
Senator DAjmowi. So until 1972, we had no indexing of these'
programs. Now we have a situation which has gotten o0tit of" on-..
trol. And now we have a situation where unless and until we come
to grips with the entitlement programs there is zero possibiity of
having a balanced Federal budget. Isn't that a fair sttement?
Secret
S IMwMO. That is correct. And .i also want."to say ,
Or
that in the social security case, benefits were overadjustd forIinfla
tion. Now, that is not true now, but it was true for the Mist, few,
years 'that Social Security was indexed'i and that is, part', of the
+
reason that entitlement 'ogram spending has risen so quickie.
two*
D
moam
,
Mr.
Secretary,
I-just
want
to
make
Senator
hints to ou, twothings that I feel very strongly. The first is this:
,ybeeAmerican people want interest rates brought dwtp;
lieve that mtere t rates are related to the
of the deficit they
oize
want the deficit brought down; and they are wil g to see program ,
changes take place if that will bring the deficit down,

Think that if we are going to accqmplish that objective it very

i trms that pople can-,
important o 1lnk broadly and to h
understand.
One thing that concerns me is if our method of trying to control
the uncontrollable is so detailed, has so many smalllitl, parts tO
can understand what w are tryingto do, we obla,
it that nob

the kud of consensus and we lose the support which I think people
aw

0 to give us.

*
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and find out, for
I ami concerned when I: look at your statement
of rela:. pie, when you s.Y under .8, "We Identifie a number
pong
XWear
AFDO,
oraanider
change
small
in the APDC program, I think
of additional chan
people on bord a
American
the
bzlng
go
are
if we
opinion, we have toti
my
in
board
on
much ;want
er. •tobe
ad
tha are easily
broadly, and we have to think.In termstnk,
in
i
funderstandable..v.
e
eay.
PSimcty,
and eeI
" 1
ORlables
tr4ng,to control the, uncor,would
that-the
emak
liketo
that.
point
Second,
to try
h
boad
American people are-w Ig to go along with
that
proved
program,
to contain the growth of the entitlement
to
way,
Aeest
the
is fair; and that
-hey'beievethat theprog
.1r,
not
itis
that
o the national consnsus s .hat people think
I think
ts'
r
tm.
t
.fair
not
s
... re
..
what
xm rtantt for the
isve happening
+thatt it
-look at; to
not justalthough.
and not onl entitlements,
domestic aprpilatons. finistration
,
.. it .. .
.. that
1,
is au " ...
that m
thiik
sesenti
Simporta
retook at the ,Defense Dep
went's, udgetand a ,-to retook at
tgisd lastyear.
the revenue loses that we le
it, ,buiwA . t
want
esl+ent
knoWthat.the .... t kdoesn't
Now,.I
,,,am
.. to'do people an
e,"
'th..
Americ-n.
tat.. the
asaying
sad ftto yyo is,, l-r
.they'are wi&l
"they wartto cotoltedeficit;
inteestiatesdoww'
Cotprhen-b
road
tnd
w Jit; t;.but- it
" ..gtogoao
a
hwe
r going todo thjob.
,
esed
afapon
opepi
t
CKaf~
The~h
CuAa~A~.
The

ell we are NOrk
4. m are br

n
.+Se

Chairman, -th,

stock,

oil
MOt.
Senator
stok
maket
went down12 po.

ntato

t down ery well (Laugh-

i

aof
.:
' - t +. ,
, the
, tk market."
.- , -aazd,
e
.he has
ht d'wn
tb*...ar award, th way he has
came in'tOW..n
nat&M
and first.
"rek.bee
e• know who
t n don't
DO. you want to goA-a
was seated,
-+- iie GE AR-AN. we are going to givethe Prosident t

"
:
Senator
rsenatYr
Senatorr TDtezibrger'
"YolU. DirenbergO
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side. So trying to deal realistically with what it.I we are proposing
becomes a real problem.
You-kmow th6work that I put in on:New Federalism. I go back
to: my State now; which stands to benefit themost from aredefni
aboutNe Feder6ftheFederal ytm, and-everybody t
Ution

alism in terms of cutg and -capping and blocking and Si

costs off somewhere ito the riVate -sector And I think allofui
recomneed th start dealing realistically with som of these budget
healthe

The~ have nothn t do with holdlig down the cost of
mendations,mendaion-g

---

heath re
income security, the cost of f ing, clothing, prodlng
narrow thebudget deficit from our
the -eedy. A
stadpoint
if _ tok you through -6ie of those charts that has been raised
~three or four ditflernt timeS, and I won't ask the gentlemaito do
hee
itait ,-the fact of the matter is that there is mo savings I
except in the Federal bUdet. Everyone bf those-cost reductionson
relyshift the cost:of health care; and medicare, medicexample off somewhere into the Private sector. Either the'
-benfiiaries pick up a little bit of it or the doctors pick up 4 Vlitle
bit or-the, hospitals. pick.uP a,Whole1lt of it. What do theydo with
they don't have very substantial profit M n they
it'?i be
Ift,it Off"on sOomebody .else-i-the bhlft" It off on to emiployers in
06s country whiaoisrne bIIJ tey shift" itof rAo l
Cross. The more healthy hospitals just stop seei medic .and
alhasSec-,
whoMr.
onto
back
the load
shiftpernt
medicaidd
Andsomebody
that, to me,
10ad.
ofa
85-40-50-60
ready jt patients;
-policy change at a- time
approachn
withIt in
retary
hen *,Is d~he_
desperately
-e prole need
this coUntry'Under
the guse of cut.
vQ1
geed
nw*lethero'
e gzn.had a chiO inwhich theyC0
uthe
iires--here. a couple f week
S ith
theY indicated tAii
and 1988 spending. 4
pared 197' spending'
eiadI.
real, d lAM" wl be" epeasin b Y50,pret

andedicre 1,percent.,
oranthe
g
we- have
Sohen
versus
needyand
withantheapples
we entitlements
task about, dealig
8ii
it ! 7
i
::large ctegory of income secudty programs for the elderly, once
sid-/.-::
situton.
different
very
e
a
is
It
orange.
an
is
one
and
healtji
e
-apple
i " nS'But
uth
A b
"as
ayou .knowd
-aepartculrly
I
te~ "ipofweheiIa

,!J€u~eo:f we

mpttnw

we are. going to4 see pqo ,thn

eerl,

Iis
s,~

to..-some. ses of.".

d 1cean
cope i week age. isu~ o hv ~ iftogtths
you have
you ofusintro
as several
.bill-! .coul4
.voucher
:o:Heinz'
Jn
!ioin:
a tha*
-iiproyemen
lVooked at the peer revieW
th~sn -roUntry
-.
'can:1be .seen
,they
n Ipp
i..hiqUic~
here i asa
ar goingt in come
you iby.people
Otherj'
Posatble.
a whe
asre

budget, and
couple Of Weeks, or whenever we-dealaswith ti
going todfind a
you-are
this'table
around
xthequestzo'
fl fromam,
and..
t
lot-of
,
1oa
o
-nono
n
,
choswe.-r ngnono
wholeun
ithat-sor of thi .,
and al,.
care.t tI~a We cophont i i*~o ye,

o, sensitive to
kart
tiUm
Osyng, t's
~the fact.,thAt thi -America PeOPl ar
gethe wa you do things and hot just pick a few bUcOW out of
here and there."
association-one
shifts. Tey are telling
of costI don'tkno-wwhich.One
ectthem;
on ,the ub of
advertising
dO!ghospital
is The
outhee in St. Cloud, Mnn., has already
going onahospital
yuairallyhome
My
1ota shiftof $22a day Ona$20 hospital room..These budgeV p
pomals takes it up tW $55. They have a got a medice andmedicad
do -titdhout
population of85 prcent.,@They-can'tdo,,i.:Th'evzcan't
country drko
this
i
insurer
the
and
sh=init;-Andthe employers
ht be to s-t
t
I
y
fd
syingfthey can't do it, either..
as t might
d
you are going to
chUn out $4.2 bilion..sIbe_hee On i.medicare and medicaid and just the
h~mte
factod
anyboy;
affecting
caue I is'tdirectlyL
to Ml is dfrectl y affectingi lot of people, and it is domng noth
which
tmenz,
sa
youfr
in
l~u-dblo
t v:ery Ihe
ment
the cost-based . i m b
withharve
deal you
we that
waygoal
changing

And,'that's not what ware up., We, I t

-about

04t;

so I )Uot want to _AY to you, without asking question,' guess,
the com tr
whchw
n~prpratthnkthseofuso
n either
we a
than
comfortable
-more
issues
poliCy
in
deal
budget spending or cutting, at le M9 e8 ears thatI haVe' beenl
ration i at on
here am ver anxious to see where the
6re
ae
the
that some of Us have made, howa
some Of the prop
wi togo, how f you are *Wwn to stick yOur .neck out, whether'th
fh6 1reideit will even star- speaking "t o. these issues,.stop
'talking about increases in medicare and medicaid ben due to
Te wat
waste.,
withoutdefining
ud, waste nd abuse,
fra
youa
as in
.p ly is
Don't
Start saying that.
system.
cos-reimbursement
did in that article-and we all "aw it in the Post-don't imply hat
you 5,
Sall Of the waste in the *systemis'because -somebodys bi
pr
peanuts
a
times what they have billed somebody -eeThats
ofth whpoesystem.
urge YOU, and !,know ] a sPeaking tb the conve.,edton thS
butI need to use the forum to urge you and oters to lm
ubjctb
,'
pre"son,the President the urgency. to' spea out on policy re
and not jus budget cUtting, or it is gon tobe vpry, vertoh for
some of us this year'.
. Well, -your point, Senator, aQUt ompeti
SSecretary Scu Wu
infrastructure livital, ad I
cocur.
0i14
sr y.
n
taasancsayvhcet
I: als thnkthe prospective review aspect- falls ight into t.lat
:"-,same category,' because, you'r right,, we will never changei-te.
sytem, unless we change the infrastructure.,
[A'Seiiator Moynihan,.
The
Senator MoYNUN.: Thank' you, Mr. Chairman I Would 1ii6'1wt
pursue the very sensible remaksthat Senator Durenberger made.
Secrtar? Mr.
Mr. SecPa a yoilnow, jusit aweek agip"
~Lughtez
Tankyou,
Secrtar?
youfz, voice, no matter which
cimz.Icntms
"ertary
(a~ti.
way m loknSenator.
AT"

-
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Senator Moymwi. A week ago Senator Packwood, the rakingi
Repubcan: member of tso committee, said'that the Republican
Party has just aboutwin off those women-who work for wagesw'
n the marketpace. -And that's right; that' clear. W t I woud
like, to ask yuis thisThe Cuwi i~, What's clearThathe is rankln
Seavtor M0YNI
. That he is right. He is not here to defend
himself, Hesright.
have
youdeclared
war oh-women
whoincome
work infrom
the Welfare?
marketPl Whyand
have
a small supplement
to their
NOw,sir, inthis morna
Washington Post'areprtofa
study of the University of Chiago Center for Social Policy which
says a quarter of the families wh6 receive AFW payments; which
are social
are-ct?
gob They
to, beare
cutb
proposals.
And
-why security
are theypayments,
going t-be
gon your
t6' becut.be-,
cause they ate working.
Last year you drove through this Congress the cutoff in the $80 vi
incentive system for working. TodaY, in New York State, a mher
work almost fullotime,ma
n, theaver1t
monthly wage of working AFDC mothers i New Yorkgets v$2Im
AFDC payment a little energy asitance, and some medicaid. By
i'ttlna work' together, under the administration's .fiscal year
988 propals,
shehas another_40 a month. Her monthly income
goes
. up0~
'a onh
I want o ask you this: You surely can't be doing this' as an ec.nomy measure;atboUgh a lot of your economics end. up with sinlar
result It can't be an econom-y measure. Are you in fact doingthli
drive these poor women back into dependency so you can abuse
them more? [LUghter,
[ g
._Laghter
Senator MwmnAN. I am serious.
May I ask,'sir were you at themeeting where the story of the
orange and the little 6f vodka was used t demonstrate our economic 'problems?
SSceay w. NO, I wasn't.
Senator Mo
iANi.Quite seriously, why do you want to make
women who are working dependent again? Is it because it fits the
Imag6 better Are'you doingit because you want to spend more_
money?
Uider youi propoa, the family not working in New York woud
get $288 in more Feeral, State and city- outla thanthuef.mnly
whose head continues to' work. Now, what can be the economic or
policyr0nTito e for this? And I don'tmean to be anythn but ser-

Twenty year this committee hastried to buid work for people

driven onto welfare. One child in three born i the United States
tday will be supported at some timeby the AFDC programs. Are
they to be brought up in conditions of utter depen en
Or are
.th
be sup
conditions ii-whicha parent tries to work?
SenatarfySiw AN..Areyou ready for me ;[Laughteri]
Secret
of ,all,
let me say that the income dis-

regard was"passdby'this conitte eon three separate occasions as

a,

so

this oMittee-'s-
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Sec tryr
cOWII~
ooitinun] Made ai Judgant in te)s
decade toput A' income 4isreprdchang .W effect. Sobeoro We
ih- Itw.ought f acvrteaal
utcomplte~
elf initiated tre incoil+ disr. ttee tholedon mltt
Nilhose who don't know, the income, dore.
Senator Mo
h
g~d Is an incentive, to work It allows' youtokeac montll
hep *OthOr
A4a third thereafter.W I*
~O~our eanns

to stay in the work force. ThankM

ea

isIIno

sa

aloner
raly"Do
!e erk 4 months; it 'is a sudden death#- - other
fid~j+herself
dedding
I stat
on my
job, a.td
giv, my chldrei
al,
vemY
children
ndg
lsodo
ri'& more?" Wha+tan
zYJband4gv'V'
Or dO I quit myjoba
lows

tenativet give a mothr. .
We
Iorlng .is
No.2, which. you keepPthat
z
Secretary S
exor
child
care
work
our
roposal
account
under
take
into
si

the work

We haven't e

dis

AM

expense disregard; we haveiVt eliminated the child care DIard.
That's still in there."
into
-Do, youdeny that if your proposals
Senator Mo
f theUnion a working mother will beoff
effectW 2 Stat
qultolnwhe job? Ye or No, Mr. Samrtary.
my answer from
woi~id lk't-ins
yor tery15q sii
You r or5 questions, Senator, lImight.
. 1le. is that in -terms of our statistic, in
Se.86nator Mon
sctSecretay.Next
terms of our studies, there has not been a significant change which
shows your point of view is correct.,
dwa enacted,
SFor exam-ple, up until 1967, len' the disr
about 14 percent of all welfare mothers worked. And the interesting things that after theincome disregard were- enactW which
ed to t a higher percentage. of welfare
was de
supp
mothers working, it has hardly changed at all. SO we 'have gone
andOnet
in fact
of thisofsupplement
yearstenths
almost
through
or.,
waythe
point
1 percentageidea,
withinor9
a few
14 Percent,
theory on which you ar4 prei
- another, has not changed. So
1
sound, No.
is
not
fAmdamentally
ing. 6natormomn
your Whole question
. I would not have regarded
-thatas
a theory; I
have regarded that as an empirical proportion. The fa t of
would
the
matter is tt, as a proportion, of, the population, FD recipi.ent hae gPne down,.And -as a propron
to
,bUdget, i+AFC ex-

penditures have gone down throumh he 1970#. Not -greatlybut it

ent;Menditf which
'the one, ara of social securtyr entit
-has in fact declined Your data do uiot'addraso thisnt dl they -ado
drei the perhaps more relevant lint about the work fcentieA
consnt- proportion ma be worki while on AFDQCb4tare- more
to work+I
women
movin'.from
fact jU the exact, opposite has
Seorey
"
i. +Noo-2,
haPpened. Thirtyh~r~eepercent f those leaving' welfare PXrl0 to
eving earned',lamo, ii o'e7r
1967 left becau e they_ were

words, becae of+jobs. No+ oi1Oe0rcin leave beu the ar
workinit. Spthe p0intIs' if a

it hsworked i reversxe. In-
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on welfael
9eple tome
Itkep
it.nuve
-are propsn changing
selfL
t people
h -a ivless

raden .

ha~u
t~t, later. I>

gard keep peoPle on welfare., Wel,; we will

,,tle
But can!ask you:Inhe Was"hinton Post timorI
/ortt
U findig of the Universityof Clcig Ostudy are punYhd.
-nately the columns got mixed up. It suggstthat in 24 States of
the Union, nmy own iluded, Kasa Included,.mothers receiv/n

enacted, be worse-of working and bette" oft if they stop work
.
..Puo?...
-" And-. is Ityour
dePetident.this is so?
S anid
become
completely
Now,
isityour
udgment.that
<f
Z you find th~tt e alysissaccurate, wold youbewWilngto
Well, first of all, we don't agree with the

study in view of the fiue that we have given out.
agree with the
MOYNHAN. You don't
"Senator
have
a discussonsometime,
Mr. Secretary.
%Xstudy?' So we can

Secr t

se

ou

Nobease ourY

sh

that the-

.before
the incentive
working
ar the
of people
same
percent'
was put
into effect.
That's
wholenow
thesithan
of his
argumen
e s
ying"hypothetically
cnjust
Whatmight happen f people might

-. decide to work or not worr We are sa
ashrwexperience has
l
and?
your
Ihn
that that doesn't happnatoil. In fact, 14 percent of welfare moth,
e lwere working before the incentive was enacted, and 14percent:
thn
waseAre,
sorr toflsay,
wt6 Inam0
studyte
were
working aerwards.
-N re
.....
0
Senator MoN
. Could I ak you, Mr.Secret , have you
heldthis study inyour hand? Have you seen this studyr
Secretary
wh,
..
what
yave williHv
If SenatorMo
A. H-1ave yOU seen the study Have you held it
* WSePretpxaI.
No. The studies alwasget leaked to the
-

.
.<
.
New York Times first. '","
"
".,:.
mx.
They
rotate,
Secretary
S
Senator MoyNwi
.;No, wrong. Spencer Rich says "wro." The : -

W~hington Post got it first. ButI have it right here. It has been
avalable since Fe26.Laughter.] ,
,
Thme perci.
e
They have a rttion plan between those twoive

wacommend.
Inquetion,Sertary for answering-u
'toh
stde al"T-tlae
*eadylz.No.-h
pepewar
-'"
given -4pt-SenatotMitchell..
an _oppo.tuniy,
Swhen
_ (Lughter.]
tjd. ' mdahs
Io
0 ,.~a -i
akgaithe
f
lertha
ot'
makhinon
JuSeatr M
Thank you, Mr. thAlrmaz .
't
S Mr.
k tary,aI-would like to Iquire about that portion of your
prorze tht pr oosi
t the low-income energy ae
be
countedat inome ipn o _4tr Infracu -That is a matter m reat
coner
n
and I wonder
ncpnivIf you, col
thse raceonde
aleafor, fha. seem. to
ask you, Mt.severe havpe upon-Secret,

Se

-.I

irp

.ircm

M

Te

-lK

-No,

wrn.Sene

ihsaswog

tnce.

e

all,

thatb OIsthat

a pso

4

$100 welfa

chec,

and if

stnc check, we 'are not 9ff-i
th e gt.$10 lwcoeonegy,
yV#Js
$100 ttItl
for $10d61m
bottins
e' are. saying is If yareallocated, ina theoreticala~. W
214001on that.$20. or, $M: Ofta total wefaepamntwilg1u
f06eL; thenyw oWyofe~t So6 If a Person get6 a $250welaehc
and geti a $106 chock to asirt inyng heatting bll++then raey
whatever is allowed tem in
~il Offset~ Yb$5ArL$20o

-derstood.

euplca

th+e firt calculation. We are only trying to elmiae

trad e-off:.
they get a $100 heating check, that-,mme.
ate inat the $100*welore chck .No true. Whatever we-fig
iedfor heating i their first theoretical calculatlon-$20 "or$30 a
displaced. And we dolt be.
part that-gets
is the only That's
month-that
all.
cai~mUselit lsa+duplication.
4Well the fact that disturbs -me, If! I wer?+ Senetor.Mrn
the.
iegility criteriA,
wrong, the
correct -me
stand it, andprora
other
for all in
to the criteria
are I inot.aidentical
:loW.income
r...Pog
and that.you could have .two families receiving energy
instance, one of whchzmight beelie for Bomo other assistance
doing
a. most
What-you
thatfamily
be;the
not to
would
rorain,
which
apply
the offset
areanother
having which
tt youaxjd
ist
Si +need; ttt is, that has an, e]liblity for some other program
which+might not-am I wrong In that? And, If not, what is the
has the
that this proposal
me
It seems to
Pordoing that?reductions
raiontlo
leas.abe-to
prfmies
those
+on
,effect ofe impoig'the
bearit, and perdito the full benefit of energy assistance to got"
those who, although hot in, good 'crcumstance, are not as bad off-as
the others."
Ithink, honestly, Senator, your premise is,
wV.C
Secretly
been
.peviously
portion
oftet
only
would
We heating or coolinga; costs.
calculaprevio had
in the
Andthat
rvMed.for
:wrong.
thaint bicl
be true. Sowas
would notcalculation
assun~jtion
Ithink,
tion,
th6e tit
the theoreticalWhatever
ofsetyour
Swe-onl7
there is-not a d
7lonT
!anY peoplethink

somewhat
got not
whyweit are
it is complicated,
I realize But-It
irePa mis-a
"factisthat
thethat
get Lback toand
construed.
as maypeopl 0 think
c
$i00checkwtOh a
But let -.me a k the
an
Seor

question s n and ask you to submit t respnse in writi"t,
I is clear my mind.
Secre WY+ScANpIR. A9, ht.

j+usto

criteriaSenttor
for thelow-incomeMyunderst..din1
energy assstp.c is
pr that the
is elgbility
not identical
or
every
coterminous
(++~~
.!n it t "stres
true?,respect ,with eligbility,
++ .. for other welfare
++ pro-

Thats -right.
MO
SecretaryL
8O. that you -could have t*O families
of++
one of
anssitace but o both
lowmcme
ofOpr
InsO a low ftk somo er u

Sere
i. nator

i
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?fwt~efctfyour proposal would be ihat the fa4il that Ur
el"gible for low-Income sitac ut-hot fr sAy other-asistanc
h ulbnltof,
prgrmis not pnlzdI any re taIgt

the energy assfstNce4

progrm

The ecod
fnill, wichis" inWorse, economic cicuiane
thanthefirest, by' virtue of that flEat~ibl fo0o~te si
0sitan
in effect a redcto in6the energy a
anCe pragts
progtrain.
Secretary
N o ithinok where. we ~feSntr
n
what you are, sayin is hot' inacuat, but!where we, differIs, that,
One, family already.isfgetn a deoefh othrfmlb
caus
th alradyhAv aocalcuation- in their welfare payment fo
fuel. otefalythat doesn't have that now, IsgtinWicrm
So byor posal, we are -juttrying t9 aac the two, so -that,
Ithe- o0
am that gets it now- will havethat taken"into consldor,-'
tion;, tho'aml that doesn't get it now will not get deducted and,.'.
also have more equity.
Senator MIiu.- Well, of cloursethe oitistatw are- not,
takingt about two welfare aiis
we
akn b~t
u~ one whichi
16aXone. *hichrlsn't bu both.of which are eligblfolp"
income assistance.
Alguess I won't. pursue it, exdept to say that Itt iItis a UtraO
~olcythat, sas tewyoslvth-rbem is, to brinm
hmbt
goom-rthor.'
Secetay Siiw w.,,We are not- brinithem'boton W~
are only brnigteoedw t
ais the d mlcte amnt6~
cause he pot more payment than the, othe guy.
Senator Mnimuzi. IBut, he got; it because hscicmstne are sQ
bad that he, is eligible. for asitance wiuder another program.
I
other Words,. whatis say is t1hat- the lower the.level :Of yu
that. yu suffer'vwith respect tok
icme,, thegreter. ofthe elt
th~pato h program.
Secreary cuwz w ell, in fact, Senator,' It is vey complicatf
rr
because the frt 'family -that doesn't get Itcudba
pziy ts just tht hY don't categorically qualfy for. AFD( so
thy0ol actual bei rae
dta h ctegorically9il
*~~~~14
elyan
'l.oi'atept tobeflair rather, tastd*cnae
Wlthat nigt-be true.I' you,~ ledte
Secreary ciiwixm 'Weo That is w~
mtyn osy
Wed6&
Sentor~r~iuu~. t desA't Apply. with respect: to food, atmps,
housn n
'higelse?
Secrtar ScwxucSO. No. Only AFDC.
Sento
Mnuu..All ~lght. 'Then Idwul apeit
further.
statement in writing
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n
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n18 but
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budget wa 0~
hr a
te
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to
like
wudbe included In 1 g 1 would
benany changeIntaplnn.
Senao it"Isn't in.-this budget because it is
SecretaM
pyendn beore the Presiden rlt nw h rooa o aerfre
for at 81prcent c00aMinnt,.on te
to-lwouldbasicy ask
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be no
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bill; it-might be a AU~h~

f it
btod~ vesn

in

torjW

of

your-,

Beobnd, Isalute what YOu have said'bout
v e.
pla
pyment,
on
A"prosve
we
agree
The
sooner
hopitaI.
d d64dlalthough Iecx mi there ar soe problems wew1U
cuswith yu u etr
But he ea quOIoz16 Is:,Wa r egigt do-about cpietl-,
tion -in the health car t sectt geneay Senatr Durenberge's'
Reform
At-is
HI'RA bli
ealth been
hncentWes
miles
e thatha
introduce,
as were
ourabills.yfrioa
ast
yer; Year and a half, And the hSrdet and most politically courageous p of thit bill is.to put a cap on either the employer or .e
employee in termof the continmentfaor of what Will be6 doadnlitration ma be hackn
di
leib.' have heard that the"'
.
aay from having either an employee or an empoyeeasedC
one,
tis
eithe 666tVe
SNow rkly, if there
teeh W a procompetitlon approa ch. it just become;a g,ewaY.
program like our present'cost-based reimbursement system Is andi
you will never succeed i doing whale Senat or tDurenber-er ad .
must be dqne.
others
us,have suested
that you do favor- d cap that
d Mr. Secretary,
SNow,ofIUndes
You have favored an employer-typb cap. Is that correct?,Senator.
Would oou agree that if there is not some kind of
cap, that the proposal
blarely ineffective?
let me say, Senator, we are
Wel,
eetary
most supportiVe of your bill and the voucher area-I think tha's
basically a good bill. O proposal iS similar, and we are quite sup
portive of that concept.
Senator H z: We will send you S, 1509 jiust as soon as we get

the chairman'back from-his meeting. Thank you, Mr., Secretary.,

SecOnd, the idea of a tax cap has been the
Secretary S w
most difficult-of- the, three proposals before us, because thr-aeso,
many diftermg points of view on it. We have ied o refine itarad
target it with a somewhat different version, but we still are considk,.
ibelg conering the-tax cap concept, and it is still in the packac
sidered. I personallythink It is a very impor t partof the package;
Senator DiWammzOu. I would say to my coll ues that the
get out
hereyou
in the next 5 ran:
Secret
.Ute.,If t is trying
isat-alldesperately
possible. Itoleave
thatofwit
as an advisory
note.

-

Senator
•_'Senator Chafe.
CHAe, All right. I wil~make my questions short. I a
up ne* , as I understnth list.
senator DaftBnmB Ru Yes, you are.
entrC'senu.MM r. Secretary, the copayments for medicaid rmWhats your
$2 on
or ottlent
c6pients
taught of
on $1-or
Whether
thisin.
chargeW
ill disco services.
urage individuals frovm
vs itg a doctor, either themselves Or their children?
Secretary
S w
. There have been a nmbr of Studies.
.
HSenator'
-The Rand study Indicates ther w be *disln.
eator

.

wil!e
,.

....

w.

.

Ar

cn

Aat

actually put Into

effect one on drugithat sw a bit factor.
question of overUzaton, but noody
a hostal because they don't hav aldo
to say that. Obvously if omebodydoest

It a aay.
Ipu it this
go ttao bit coM out of
hve a doll rthe
have a doar

not'n to be denied treatment. So it is going to be a matter Of
atd good effort to do thi butwe are not going to kJc
go
SouTbecause they don't have a dollar.
natorAll r1jht.
, my ne4 question y know in my original remarks I dolorthe fact that any fiscal incentives seem to exist anywhere In

Te other day I remarked to you that I had visited a fiscal inter
mediary in California which is doing a superb job providing the

lowest cost for any procsi

of a 0m==2.O, Al they go for

their cost-effectiveness was the pride that they were No. 1. wn,
that's wonderful; we are gladthey are doing it, but would tl4e
number three lowest cost 9id any priden advegs it is No. 8,

what incentive Isthere for that person not to slp back to No.

Nowhere in the system do I find any fisa incentives or rewards.
it? I agree totally with your
considering
you addressing
Are
let me sa,
wel,
Scuw that, or
Secretary
premise, Senator. You are absolutely right: there ar none throughout the Whole system, and that's why it is skyrocketing.
So the answer is, we are addresing it. I have a group working on
the fiscal intermediary proposal, and" believe me that will be a
factor because we have got to build some financial Incentive to
them to be cost efficient. I really support the concept the Senator
has outlined.
Senator Guwm. Well, in conclusion, when are we going to hear
from you on these matters? You mentioned you were working on
the prospective reimbursement for the fiscal intermediary.
As Senator Durenberger said, we can cheerfully an willngly
support these efforts-certainly I can-because that s where the
dollars are going to be saved.

Secretary

w

. Well, I would guess Inthis particular case

it's on a different track from the competition area. But my guess
would be within the next month or two we would certainly have a
proposal up to the Congress in this area.
But Wr arn glad t .work with the committee now on it. I mean, I
don't want to limit it to what we have. I think you have a good
idea, and we will work with you on it.
All right,fne.
Senator CHm
Senator DuwWMou. Senator Byrd.
Senator Bnw. Just one question.
Mr. Secretary, you mentioned certain hospital related costs. In
regard to those costs, the Government is billed double on an average, what the private citizen woud be billed. What ciane in the
liw would be required to prevent that?
=etary Punwmmu Would you restate the question, Senator? I
am not sure I understand it.
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Senator Bvw.>In your earlier statement you mentioned that cer
to h pital-related costs-tain medicare costs in r
overchared?
were
0h Government
SC--:m.
Secretary
is overcharged on an averWhere the
Senatr YR.
age of double;
Well, !have directed the HFAa regulaSecretary
whatthe state of the present
findut
and
trator to go back
things around here,' it hinges on
other
of
lot
a
tion . I suspect, like
a
tory proposal is presently published. So, they
the way the
the
of
revision
a
under direction to go back and to see if it takes
. It might take a statutory change; I don't know .yet.
"eartor BMn. But you might be able to do it administrative?
Secretary ScHwm I ho we can- and believe me, if we can t,
to do It.
we Will be sending a pro p
General-geared up-so tat
G-Inspector
my
getting
I am also
looking a it both ways
i
he can go at t 60am
..-.
Senator D wmz =. Senator MoU 1 .
athe SecreChairman,
Mr.
brief,
be
will
I
MOXULN.
Senator
tayhas to 00o
we ask
when seem
us seriously
takeAFDC
youI willte
I hope
Secretary,
-Mr.
,to
sstmM which
changes
you making
why are
tration says it subus counter to every proposition that the ad
do.
scribes to and counter to what we have tried to the administration
March '179, year ago, you said the policy of
independwas "encouang indiidual efforts toward economic
incenwork
the
to
an end
ence." You also sent us proposal to putwe
income
earned
th&
call
which
tive that was initiated n 967,

reliable
is nopost.1967
there and
my knowledge
Now, may
the pre41967
differencetobetween
the sir,-that
as toI say,
evidence
I think you will find there is not.
eXPerience of working mothers.
us your best evidence on this? The fact is
-youtosend
May I ask
rhetoric, the
that during the 1970's, contrary to an awfu lot aofpercent
of the
as
stabilized and began to decline
AFDCpro
reforms..
the
of
some
of
budget. That may have been the result
This committee did propose changesin the income disregard; it
never proposed to drop it Mter 4 months. That was the adnunista. That ipnt one.
tion's proi
-And point two s, and I don't ask you to Answer it-w, but you

of Chicago Study. Mr. Secretary?
here is the university
can,
. Well, do you want me to answer your first
Secretary
question or last?'
send
was would
question answer,
Well'my
or Nyouwou1a
woidbean
Ye first
undertadig
you bes:MYNUm.
usSenaator
be an answer or Maybe.
mwtos., Well, the Senate Finance Committee did:
Secretary
t iWtial
propose a month transition rolling period. That wasme
too disir-.pop0sal. Mnd that is not
the
"enat(or MOYjIAN. My question, sir, was could, you givetheuswelleaving
for
reasons
best evidence of the Department on

Secretary scwm

. We will give you that.

'

Senator MOYNIHAN. I think you will find they are not
But maybe they will be, and that would be good to know.'

eted.
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[The information follows:]
RauuwM XY, O3AT*39 MOYIWIAJRURAnqq Tunl AFPC Hir 1,6 i
we WONG MouMi ANb i UM
nv'uS
i
or OmoAGo SUDY
Our evaluation of t he previous system of ds
d
an Ineffective workincentive is based in part on research literture. A Study of the Impact of the bncome
Disregard: Final Report November 1975, Int
, oun that theAca of the perwere ten times greatr than the svn Frink.
d
manent $804nd-one
LevIn reort in the Journalof Hilman Re~reWinter 1979 pp.,7.9 tte
The
'of Female
Heads
oroAFD
Work- -Work kabr
Too rUV concluded
thatHousehold
*for
icular
guarantee,
a Inc~entives,
redu
ofDon't
the
JMOMATION

tax rate can raise the labor supplo recipin Ifat all, only by lowrin

upply
sue
of the population a a whole.. ur evluation s also support b
the trends In employment among AFDC recipent, The data show that both before
and after introduction of the and-one-third provision, indeed t
hout the 60's
Aof mothers with earnings was remar l! Obn tn
and 7W the peren
about 14 'Prcent. Furthermore, before the $80-and-one-third proviso
enacted

about one-third of the households who left the rolls did so because of increased earn-

ings, but by 1979 fewer than 10 percent did so. This evidence indicates that rather
hn econ
recipients to work their way off the rolls the provision had theoppsite eff
srving to maintain AFDC families on the rolls indefinitely without
se,
inreang the percentage of AFMO families that worked.
UiM RUPON
TO
v Ow cmcAoo eftn w-__
The University of Chicago's Center for the Study of Pollcy recently analyzed the
purprted impact of last year's AM legislation and the potential effects of the Administration's 198 budget proposals on low income families. The study claims work
incentives for low income families will be eliminated, that low income families will
become more, not les, dependent on welfare and that projected savings will not materialise The study is defectiVe'in three maor ways: (1) It contains some inaccura.
cies;mine
(2)phi^3
the ,flur a cited do not support
the conclusions;
be supported.and- (8) It, makes unexacannot
usupioswiu
Although the stud dealstwith both last year's chages and the propped 1988
changes, With ree
to A
it deals with the latter only briefly, an, wheeit
iDC
does so, eroneou .For exam
it claim that energy a
c will be counted
dollarfordollar g1
benefits, whereas the d
tioni AFDC proposal is to count energy
only to the extent that It duplicates the amounts for
beating and coo
that are in the AFDC payment sa-ndad The study also claims
that the Administration proposes to remove children from the grant when the
reach the age of 16 whereas the Administration proposes to remove only the needs
0f the caretaker when the youngest child reaches 16. With rp
toFD
the
finding by-dlarge go over the same gro nd as the study the University of Chikago did, -,y with t main focus
being on th elimination of the 0r.pndone-thir after four months and the dariztion of the work
wee
The main difficult with the study is that, despite the fact that it -presentsmasses
of numbers the study presents no direct, empirical evidence for the claim that the
AFDC provisions have dces, or will decrease, the work effort of AFC recipi-.
ents. Frthermore, analysis of the data that the study uses to arrive at this conclusion shows that, because it uses data from out of their original context, the very
relevance of the data to the conclusions is doubtit.
One clear example of this is the claim that some families will actually be worse
off financially if they work tha f they-do't. With- respect to AFDC,. the main
-o %0"
din
of er"tagt wor*
from
pensn
-e
when there wnotere
cto t 191cages
d or
ucted.rom
a recipient's countable income, there no centive for wcipients

for recip
c.t there was , apositiveincentive
in their work expenses.to In
to.economize
higher income l
stay on the IolO
ients to maximi e their p

most cases, the only mandate' Work expenses for low income family are PICA
and State and local income taxes, since their Federal income taxes are low tO non-

exi*t. her -expensessuch as transportajon and clothin are within the control'
of the Indvidualand, considerable economies can be realized by recipients. LA
year's FC chg
pr
t incentive for recipient, to do this, and'thus,: t ,
std'se of earlier data on work ezpens does not'give a truE pcure.
sometimes ev~~~~~~~~e

rovidasers

thet

percent
osss~o

iread

wr

fe
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tive i tooving families int~Qlnde pepdence. Thus the study assert that lut year's.
"elminate the etivs to work for fmMi that are trying to er
teifway o the rolle
ignores the abumpndant- ev dence that

thprevoul pm nent
tht change

0

e.

which s the main facto in

th studys
Oin "benqiW uction rat.." by the AFDC

cha s hadl _Jst the opposite effect-it served to maintain AFD families on the
rolls n
ly, without increasisth
rcent e of AFIC families that worked.
Thus both
read after
in
d
of the $ 0ad-one-third, and indeed
Th u
the Q and 1970', ae
t oO
mothers had earnings.
outhemr
in 197 befRe th $8Cn-n-hr was enacted, about one-thir of
s
who letthe roll ddso because of inorased earnings, but by -1979
the~
ho
less than 10 percent did so. Clearly' the reason for -this was that the disregard allowed recipients, even, with relatively high Incms to continue torecl
FD

and thus preer"d their dependence on the system. This allowed A

to become

an"income supplement program for individuals able to work, rather than a social
ding an
~
~net for-those with no other source of income. Thus rather than
vW incentive for welfare redpienti to "earn their way off the rolls' by &AV
work more attractive than welfare, the permanent, $80an4-ne4hird only serve to
make the combination if work and welfare more attractive to some individuals han

Just work alone.

The problem of making work more attractive than welfare sugests a third dilculty wit the University, of Chicao analysis except frone pae, burled well into
the welfare report (0 28) it inore the po-sibt of using work requirements to
mak welfare less airive.
The only foim of work incentive that the study takes
seriously is a positive answer to the financial question whether at a paicular
moment an individual contemplating work will
fave
more, and how much more,
money by working than by not worlng.6
In so doing, it ignores the insoluble problem of posing the work/welfare Issue simply in financial terms. If one rejects work
requirements, the only arrangement that wIll provide a low'mardnal taX rate for
welfare families is either a sy#m, that pays extremely low benefits to those who
are unable or unwilling to work and thus penalize those in the first category, or a
system that allows individuals with such high incomes to continue to reeive welfare that a substantial segment of the popaon would permanently depend on
other taxp
r The only way out of this dilemma is-to takework requirements
seriously.No system of welfare will work, nor will it be accept by the American
people, which allows anableodied individual. to calculate and chooe "Will I be
better off if I work or if I allow myself and my family to become depndent upon the
work of other individuals?' By enforcing current work
irements and .by
hin
them, potential ablebodied recipients would not be given the choice
of decidingn] to become totally dependent upon welfare" (p. 21).
The study brioy s
that work reqTirment of this sort are not workable.
It*
that it wfll-be difficult to document if a person quits or loos their job.
Actu y this decision is routinely made with respect to Unemployment Compensation. Furthermore, able-bodied applicants ajnd recipients canbe required to look for
work and to participate in community work experience. The study su
that the
latter has been tried and has failed, because the work that would be provided does
not usually develop skills that would help-the recipient to find other employment.
Three points need to be made here. First, any jo provides
such as good work
habits and a work history, which are relevant to finding other Jobs. Second, States
are already dntlfn
s such as school or hospital alde, w h clearly p o
valuable experience in fiding other jobs. 1!hird, with repc o tework incentive
issue, the point is not sm ly that the community, work experience jobs should lead
directly to private sector CO&s but that the choice of a ivid
notto work, and
isedbe supported by telbrof others, should not bean available opion. ThuA
testudy ignores the possibility of reforming wlare by systematiFc stelft.
work requirements and instead suggests the return to a system wich has proven

Itself to be hopelessly defective.

Senator MoYNUUN. The second thing is: This is the University of
Chicago study that suggests .that in 24 States mothers who receive
welfare and earn, from working ave e wages for AFD recipients
in that State-the work is not small it is aoot 80nours a week-•will be. worse off w rking than fi they just go completely cold
turkey dependent on welfare.
Thi stdy gays in effect that the adminitation is proposing t
ps People oUt of hejob market, into dependency. -You don't.have
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to agree
this, but owould
giveThis
us your
Judgment
why
this with
-is wrnf
hnYou TO
Is a best
arulstud
.dyItabout
was
done by Tom Joe, an economist who was brought to Washinton by
your predecessor, Mr. Robfrt Fineh, former Lieutenant Q5vyrnor of
California under Governor ea , an Secretary o HEW/Uder
President Nixon. This is his judgment. It may be wrong. But it goes
State-by-State, item-by-item.
I really do feei we need a response from you.If you find Joe's
study correct, would you modifyyour proposals? Because as our
proposals now read, It seems to me-they declare war on working
welfare women.
Secretary
.Sc4wmuz.Well, Senator, where I disagree with you
is, there is a fairness issue here that nobody has metioned-and I
heard that word a lot. If a secretary Is earning the same amount of
money as your welfare recipient, and hasn't been on welfare, they
don't get the income supplement; they don't get their car expenses
paid; they don't get their union cues paid they don't get their uniforms, tools, and many other disegad lowed.
So you talk about, fairness?- You are telling a person who has
never been on welfare, that is holding down the same job as the
person who has come off welfare.,gett
the same pay, that it"is
OK
for
the
Government
to
pay
one
and
riot
the other, You are encou
the person who has never been on welfare to
dip down.
and dWdote same thing-go on welfare and then come back up, and
they get it for life. There is a catch-22 here, Senator. You hive anincentive built in now-an inequty-to say the secretary who has
never been on welfare, getting the same amount of money, gets all
these benefits; but the person who has dipped down into welfare
comes up and gets a special privilege. And I think that Is an-inequity that makes people want to go on welfare.
Senator -MoYNIHAN. You really do like to abuse these people,
don't you? And the more of them there are, the more you wilt be
able to abuse.
Secretary
w
. I like to be fair, Senator. I like to be fair.
Senator Moymmm. Who was talking about a secretary? I was
asking you about a study of the University of Chicago. I asked'
would you study this and let us know what you think
Secretary Scniwmm. I will study it, but I think we ought to be
fair. And I think, instead of ust waving this study aroundSenator MOYNiAN. I think we ought to be fair, too, Yeo.
Secretary ,cIVwmR.
All right. We ought to be fair to the
person who is getting 'the same income as that person who has
been on welfare and is getting no benefits from the Government,
noayments, and no disregard
Senator Dum sRNoRR. I think we have the answer to the question.
Senator Mitchell.
Senator mncu. Mr. Secretary, in the earlier round of questions you stated that the energy assistance would be counted as
income only, in the AFDC program. And specifically you said it,
Would not be counted as income i the food stamp progmra.
Now, I want to refer you to the President's budget, which I have
now before me. And at page 44 of that budget, here are these words"
uider thOheading of proposed change in the food stamp proga
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It says, and I quote, Energy assistance payments will be counted
as
income
in determining
household
elgbility
and under
benefitthelevel."
That
is in the
President's budget.
it will
be counted
food
stamp program, makin wecily' the point that I made in my ear.
Her round of questioning.
Secretary
woiRmu. First of all, Senator, I think it is important to say that this is not my department, so obviously I am in an
ar where we are not directly involved.
Senator Mfrcuu. I understand that.

Secretary

w

Second, I think your point is correct in

terms of the food stamP aspect of it. But, and here is a big "but,"
they also have the utility element in there, indirectly, of some account. So you can, make the honest argument there"the same way.
But I think your point is correct.
Senator'. Mnciix. I really wish you-and I ask you to do this
not
the heat of
the moment
when
you go feel
back-would
you now
haveinsomebody
analyze
this? i but
reatly,honestly
that the
effect is to penalize those at the lowest end of the scale and to
permit others who are low enough to receive low-income energy assistance, but high enough so they don't qualify for these other programs' to get full-benefit of the energy assistance. It just seems to
me an inequitable circumstance.
And I don't question your good faith or your motives. In fact, I
know you to be .oncerned about this. And that's why I asked you
to take a look at it and give us back some kind of an account.
Secretary Scxwnm; We will, and we will get back to you and
try to get the whole picture together that is outside of our Department.
Senator MrracmL. Thank you.
Senator DuRmzER=On. Mr. Secretary, I need to ask you just one
question, whether it is for the record or whether you have the
answer. You have been asked about when we can expect legislation
from you in a couple of areas. Is it possible for you now to give us
an estimate of when we would get legislation on all of the areas we
have to deal with? Welfare, child welfare services, SSI, medicare,
medicaid, and so forth?
Secretary ScuwIMEE. In terms of all -the areas that are up for
consideration?
Senator DUENDRGER. Rght.
Secretary Scwtmm IA w put it this way: We are way ahead of
last year, thank goodness. And I would guess that there are either
on my immediate desk in terms of action or at OMB now-so it is a
1Q ay turnaround once they get to OMB-I would guess that half
of the material should be available shortly to the committee. And
the other haiL ought -to be available in, about 2 weeks; maybe 3
weeks.
Senator Duwmm oz. Thank you very
much, Mr. Secretary
Senator MoYNAx. Mr. Chairman, could I submit
for-the record to Secretary Schweiker?
Senator' Pmaon . Yep, Senator boynihan.
[The questionsfolow:
.

Quaion. How will thM review nursinhome reulations,, which reIax olr'eni
hate current safeguards, adequately protect the
safety, and rights of nursing

-
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home resident, especilly in light of reduced federal funding for inspection of nurm

ln

ser. After a careful review of existing regulations, Secreta Shwelker an
hage I currekt
ounces1 on March 21 that he had dded€
Z etess
lditions of par patlo) governg th natonPsnursing
e
Kome. Aopf

recor

the pres release announcing this decision is provided for the

WNW~ mkea-Ua D~pewtirmt g1.le OWu~e

~m
b Mares,
. 21, 19"2)

Ms Secretary Richard S.Schwelker tday decided against making any changes
in current health

and saety rules (conditions of participation) governing the naionts nursing homes. His action reaffirms support for a strong federal role in the
area of health, safety and ptient rights.
d
After a cariful review 6f W t regulation the Secretary stated, "contrwry to
recent reports in the proI will nom
peril senior citizens in nursing homes, our
most vulnerable po ulation, by rem6ying essential federal protections, I will not
eliminate any staffing requirements for nursin homes such as medical directors,,
dietitian social workers, and other necessary health and safety consultants Ip ad.
tlon, standards for Inetion control, communicble disease, an drug administration will not be altered.
"T/he current rules have brought about significant improvements in the long-term
care of nursing ome residents. The exstnghlt and safety requirements Will
Icoct
remainiuntoced. I will not turn back, th
The, ecretars announcement came after an exhaustive review undertaken as

part of the A nrons effort to review regulations for their necessity. The Sec.

rotary said that "while I recognize the burden placed on nuMing home administm.
tor, I also
gnize that the federal government must not abrogate a most critical
commitment to the nation's elderly
In addition to the Secretarys ecision not to change present health and safety
regulations, he also announced thathe w sonpublish in the Federal Register a
proPol to improve nursing home inspections. More inspections *ill be targeted on
susandard nursingj hmes.
The Secretary d that "oThe health and safety standards are effective If properly
enforced. Our efforts will focus on those facilities that have been identified as not

meetim current standards." The Secretarysaid, 'We will hpect those facilities

more often than in the past and as often as if necessary to bring them up to standNew Inspection policies will permit those facilities that have a record of sustained
good prormance to be surveyed less frequently. The Secretary saidM'oreovr all
Cfaclities
will be s object to random i
tionsbaed on sampling not unlike what
,the MS
requires for taxpayer audits. Under this policy chnge
the number and
quality of inetions will not be reduced-rather our resources Will be redirected to
meet the health and safety needs of the elderly."
- The Secretary's decision on the new ins.
.on policy is based upon recommendat smade Yo-'nowyisbaedtraZCOMO
A dnsma
irlyn
X Davis, d--tWr
of HHS Hogn
Caw ian cn
There are about 18,000 long-term care facilities which participate in the Medicare
and Medicaid programs. About 1.8 million of their 2.2 million patients are covered
under the federal programs. Medicaid pays for about half of a=lprivate and public
spendinon long-term. care. The current health and safety standVd (calle ondi.
tons of ticipation)have been in effect since 1974.L ,
t
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Questo.. The Administration proposes consolidating the Social Security and a.
rood Retirement systems, and i
- %the
i
Interch
between the
two systems. ,Apparent

r.up.

ltresult ina onetne $1.7

blloni cost W~ socal I
Is. ther ziyoreason why we -should'd& this when It
wHil cost thssemnery$ ilhon?
Rponse. Tiprmar. purpose of the Administration's propose is to defederalise
he l
Retiremmt
(EM). Under current law, the two
am
ems are
closely ordinatled fnancialyand adminstrtiely. The Administration s proposal

would eliminate teoncilinterchange and te d
tivitie -individuals w

o d cvesocial"
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Security Mmh~stration and railroad penson
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IntrchaIgetpa-

od as a "colt" becaUse It Oow not represent Any additional
curity Trust Funds. It is the approximate net amount of
that the Railroad Retirement ]oard tlmates the Social
incur for ad year 1982 under current law. .
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to- Waysand
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%IYour l
" t thetiom
draftChildweare
Grant I Means
OslationCommittee
would be questions,
available toyou
Cogre
'o

to t.Mch. 'Can you toll us what reduction in services or asitane would take
wer reduced as propped? How many and which individuals
place if the n

would be affected? Whch of the p
ons mandated by the 1980 Child Welfare
and Adoption Assistance, Ac
ioudbe man ae?
Answer. The Adminstration's Child Welfare Block Grant proposal is.In the final
in the very near
_stage lof development, and wil be submitted to the Con

Aitume T

rget

level for this Block Grant will be $80 120000 for fiscal

year 1988 fur~fodd to the States for foster care maintenance anA adoPton assit
aei payments, child welfare services, and child welfare services training.
We cannot, prode figure on changes in services and individuals served under
the Block Grant. Because the legislation will give States greater flexibility in decid+ ptoritiand allocnti resources in response to those priorities, we cannot, at
to time, anticipate-hI tates will respond.
While the p o is not yet final, as currently drafted, the legislation would re"quir_ States to maintain the protections that are currently in the 1980 statute, and
would contain a provision to set aside funds specifically forthe purpose of imple%WP N+'osT0 SVIATOR MOYNAN'S QUZerION
etr aton proposes to reduce the "error rate tolerance" so
,"that the federal government does not fund AFDC, food stamp or Medicaid payments
made eroneously. Under current law, thfederal government does not match pay-ment iin error aboe a 4 percent rate. Under the proposal, the error rate tolerance
would drop to 8 percent in fiscal year 1988, 2 percent in flcal year 1984, 1 percent
-In1lo year19.and 0 fiscal year 1986.:
-!t b t empirically andtitl
y true that a state's error rate rises as.it be

QU.MIn TMe

comN more

saemeloed Incr

A

t cal"W~
chi and labelling errors and as the size of its

s1The 0ore people who receive benefits, and the people Involved in
rthoseapplicationsth more chances there are for errors to be made.
onprposlstake
fatstheinto
account?
Answqr+We, would daw
+adstincion these
between
States
front line administraI
program and thebac up monitoring of the Quality Control system. It is
SieW
WtQat
e 8 become more sophisticated In. the operation of the program .
rone profiles, computermatches and other technique, more errors

W*
l l Stte
a ablelowto correct
wellinand
for
e ladmore
th usually
error ascases
More errors
and not more
mdt. a, to-make
imc-lu.I
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i1, QwaUWt

ontrl to fin. The-adinistration will continue to focus attention on-those,.
aeto workload and tann rbes1
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which dela the dale ntil October. What isthe opinion of

the
ittMon r
senator Levmis Il? Does the Admistaton have an
alternative which might better address this issue?
Response. The "RanAdminltrtoro
phasing out Social Security stu
dent's benefits because other educatio
aid programs hav been established to
asist needy students and because eliminating less esential elements of the Social
Security._p
,would help restore the fiscal soundness of the Social Security
s The For and Carter Administrations also had recommended eliminating
Social Security student benefits for the same reasons. We continue to belive that
these reasons for phasing out the student benefits program are sound.
•
Phasing out student benefits will Improve the financial condition of Social Security considerably, saving $10 billion in calendar years 1982-86. Despite this reduction in costs, the Old-Age and Survivor Insurance Trust Fund (which payp retirement and survivors benefits, including most student benefits) is in serious financial
difficulty. Under all reasonable economic assumptions the fund is expected to be
unable to pay benefits on time beginning July 1988. further corrective legilative
action must be taken to ensure that Social Security will be able to-meet its benefit
obligations. S. 2107 would add a significant cost to the trust funds at a time when
their status is already extremely precarious.
Any date that might have been chosen for beginning the phase-out would require
rethinking by some students of how they will pay for their post-econdary education
costs. Dela
the enrollment date cutoff for the phase-out at this point would add
to Social Secuty costs and create confusion without appreciably easing the adjust
ment to the phase-out of student's benefits.
DxAwrumnm
o Hzwm mmw HumAN. Smavicze,
Ovwcz OF TMU SAcauMAR
Washington,DC, May 7, 18.
Hon. WILLIAM V. ROm, Jr.,

U.& Senate,
Washington, D.Q

DUa SxNAToit RoYr: On behalf of the Secretary, I am pleased to provide ou with
responses to the questions in your March 15 letter on the Department's 191 bu
These responses have been forwarded also to Committee staff for inclusion in the
record Sincerely,
of,Ce March 9 hearing by the Senate Finance'Committee.
. c
y
THoMAS R. DONNELLY, Jr.,
Assistant Secretary for Legislation.
Enclosures.
Question 1. Won't a 2 percent across the board reduction in hospital reimbursement penalize the efficient hospital more than the non-efficient one? How could this
2 percent reduction proposal be changed to reward efficient hos itals?
Answer. We considered a number of proposals for accomplishing the necessary
program savings. The advantages of the proposal to reimburse hospitals at 98 percent of reasonable cost are that it spreads the responsibility for program savmp
evenly across all providers and is both simple to understand and to administer. This
is an interim proposal. Our strategy is to develop and implement as quickly as possible a prospective payment system with Its built in incentives for efficiency and cost
control. Once such a prospective payment system is in place, efficient hospitals will
be rewarded.
,cQuestionP. If you require Stat.. to provide Community Work Experience and to
document a Job search for AFID recipients at the same time that you eliminate
funding for WIN (which funds this type of activity), cut funds in the Social Service
block grant (which would become eligible to fund the activity), and cap State AFDC
administrative expenses, how will ths "workfare" program be supported?
Answer. Money will be available because of program, savings due to the closure of
an estimated 100,000 cases resulting from proposed legislation, and diversion of
150,000 apliat cases under mandatory job search requirements. Related, administrative sving will be commensurate with the program savings.
Money for work activities will also be available because of administrative savings
dge to the elimination of separate bookkeeping and reporting requirements under
the combined welfare ministration block grant as well other improvements In

adminitration.

.

On-the-Job supervision for participants canusually be provided using existing staff
at the work site Where the recipient is assigned,

297
QuationS. What assumption were used to develop the savings estimates for the
propsls to e
r long term care costs?

Answer. Legislative proposal to permit States to impose liens on the property (in-

cluding homes) of Medicaid recipients residing in long term care facilities-In calculating -fiscal year 1988 savings of $188 million, we assumed that States representing
three quarters of Medicaid nursing home expenditures would implement this option
a esvely and realize 80 percent of potentially recoverable amounts. The 1977
l~ationa1 Nursing Home Survey was used to estimate the number of dead discharge
without spouses (approximately 167,000 in fiscal year 1988 auuming an annual
growth of 2 percent per year). We assumed these recipients had length of stay patters which paralleled all nursing home patients. We also expect that recoveries
would -accrue from persons discharged to private or semi-private residences (66,000
in fiscal year 1988) and, therefore, included this group in calculating savings. To de.
termine asets, we assumed that home ownership patterns among Medicaid nursng
home r lpients were equivalent ot the general nonmarried elderly population as
specified In the 1976 Retirement History Survey and that home equity equals
$20,000 in fiscal year 1988 dollars.

Regulatory proposal to allow States, under certain clrcumetane

to require adult

children to contribute to the long term care of their Indigent paiente--In calculating fiscal year 1988 savings of $29 million, we assumed that States accounting for
hafthe edicald nursing home expenditures would a
vely enforce this provision. These States would mandate that families with annual incomes above $16,000
would be expected to contribute. The 1976 Survey of Institutionalized Persons shows
that there are almost 900,000 institutionalized Medicaid recipients on any given'day
and 16.5 percent of these recipients had one or more adult children with incomes
above $16.,000 in 1988 dollars. We also assumed States opting to implement this pro.
vision would mandate contributions ranging from 2.6 percent to 4.25 percent of
gross family income. Finally, the anticipated savings were reduced by $76 million
which we expect States to incur in
in ring this provision.
Question 4. The budget projects Additional revenue of $619 million by cover
federal employees with Medicare, and requiring employees to pay in to the Hepig
Insurance trust fund. What etimate do you have of offsetting expenditures? What
percentage of retired federal workers already get Medicare by virtue of limited private sector employment or as a spouse?
Answer. Our proposal would require-Federal employees to pay the hospital insur.
ance tax beginning in 1988, and would entitle them to Medicare hospital insurance
benefits after they turn 65.
We believe that there will be relatively small offsetting expenditures in the first
year after enactment of our p roposal. We estimate that between 60 and 80 percent
of Federal employees currently qualify for hospital insurance based on their own
non-Federal employment or that of a spouse.
All Federal employees will be eligible for Medicare. We expect to have a transitional provision to permit Federal employees nearing retirement age to quality for
Medicare with fewer than 40 quarters of coverage.
We are not proposing changing the law concerning former Federal errployees who

have already retired We have no estimates on the cost of covering thespeople, but
expect that It would be very costly.

Senator DuwRBnoza. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. We
aPnremat our candor.
,Anator moym
. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
VThnk you.
(Whereupon, at 12:14 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]

ADMINISTRATION'S FISCAL YEAR 1983 BUDGET
PROPOSAL
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10, 1982

U.S. SENATE,

COMMrEM oN FmANCE,

Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Robert Dole (chairman)
presiding.
Present: Senators Dole, Roth, Danforth, Heinz, Symms, Long,
Byrd, Bentsen, Moynihan, Baucus, Boren, Bradley, and Mitchell.
[The prepared statement of Senator Dole and opening remarks of
Senator Bentsen follow:]
STATMIuN OP 8NAToR DOL3
As we continue our review of the administration's budget proposals for fiscal year
1983, we are pleased to welcome this morning Budget Director David Stockman. I
hope the members will take this opportunity to further explore the options con.
tained in the President's budget and suggest alternatives for cutting spending. The
time is getting closer when we are going to have to make decisions, and none of
them will be easy.
Before we begin I would like to take a moment to comment on a matter that is of
some concern to me. Over the past few weeks we have been inundated with budget
alternative
and hopefully we are beginning to learn to sort the wheat from the
chaff. Our job is to work with the Presdent to enact a responsible and realistic
budget package to carry over the next few years.
At the same time, we have to limit our options, or we will never reach agreement.
Some alternatives have to be rejected, and some lines drawn. The President has not
hesitated to do that.
This past weekend I was disturbed by reports that Secretary Regan had
that the administration might be willing to trade away the tax indexing p
ion of
the 1981 Tax Act, Some of us believe that is the most significant taxchange for
working people in decades, and that its retention will aid, not hinder, deficit reduction efforts.
The President has recited the virtues of tax indexing many times. Last July 27, in
urging the American people to press Congress for
e o h tax bill, President
Reagan stressW the dramatic difference mnexing ma eor the American taxpayer.
Ilpannot say it better than the Pnsident:
. et 'then to ensure the tax cut is permanent, we call for indexing the tax rates
in 1985, which means adjusting them for inflation. As it is now, if you get a cost.
living raise that's intended to keep you even with inflation, you find that the in.
cre m inthe number of dollars you get may very likely move you into a higher tax
bracket and you wind up poorer than you would. This Is called bracket creep.
1rBot creep t an isidious tax. L*t me give you an example. If you earned
$10,000 yearin-1972, by 1980 you had to earn $19,700 Just to stay even with inflation. But tat's before taxes. Cbme April 16th, you'll find your tax rates have in.
creased 80 percent. Now, If you ve been wondering why you don't seem as well-off as
you were a few years back, It's because government makes a profit on inflation. It
ts
automatic tax lncreaw without having to vote on it. We intend to stop.
(ON),

N

800
The Preisident went on to point out hat a 25 percent tax reduction was neededj
part because bracket rapi o~nio wth scheduled payroll tax~con "
uled over the next few yeam would raise te by 2 percent between 1981and
the 4f A President LP, pduce a cm w
1984. Most drmac
forpnog indexing me~ for the admnitr
h said "Thew
gree coluns
and give youa" on1%oingcut
our bipartisan l wich wipe out t" tax i
I 1100 uRT MIANDS ISM

I believe President Reagan has pot retreated o ib from his commitment to
retin/fture bracket creek
his State of the Union address on January 2k
P ide intrested the fact
'!because we Indeed future tas to the rato
inflation, we took away G1ovenment'.
bdd n
4
nse ofbuilt-in profit on hf4aton-an4I.hde
larger at the
vo
dent may have to compromise on some tax measures at some point if we want to
Nu our shoed economic
that will help UW*
a deficit-reduction
Put itt
oeebo
hswe"
koah~ wasdisturbed beetromnt

I know that Secrary Bigan Is trying, a we all ato find the best set of alter
natives
can eagree
For more
year nowregr
I havefor
ba him.
the But
pleasuwe
cs withwethe
t on. and
I havethethe agreatest
all ofofusworkare
oblged to exercise our best judgment as to how we olht to proeomd, and Ido differ
with the ecretir on this matter.
TheThe
keyPresident
to thi Issue
contained
in thedenies
remarks
Prsdnt Reaanmade
July.
said i.that
tax indexing
the government
a profit fromlast
Inflation, and prevent. automatic tax inea not voted by Gogeel That is why It
is
so crucial
at this
time
commitment
otherwi
s would
send
a to Imaintain
that weour
were
N to tobonepty
inlate the inotaxation.
lnomy
o To
botdo
revenues in order to ease our budget crsib. We foewore that route last yea, andft
wa the most far-roaching e we made.oura etovote for eirota
when tho areearyneeded forte n omy asa
whole.
That
is
our
obligation,
as
the
hasy'arsht
acknowledged
$80 billion revenue increases over Presdent
the next two
if weby proposin on
'a over
the
ssue of the inflation taxinceage we risk unravellin the p
toward a lowertax, lower
din8 economy that the President has wkedo hard to acbheve.
AMMOAN
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I know that Sn
offered his comments on tax indexing as part of a
wide-ranin g interview on tax, budget, and economic matters. It Is clerfo the
Uuet fiiremarks that the Secrestary was prmrl iming at the notion that
revenues must be raised only for Purposes of ruin hedfci.AsScrtr
eans aid, we re awthdly afraid tha when you get into tax In
e including
dropping indexing, it would only be toancove
kcuseourtoade
say, 'well, weg Ieof
dn't have to Mu
enougb revenues
anymore. We ve
Iagre with &tI believe the President does too. 'enerOvenue have to be
raised to deal with the deficit, but the emphasis must be on snng restraint. We
cannot accept revenue increases that are not linked to substntial spending cuts.
My point Is -ust thi indexing tax is a political refOrM as well as, th most sign
cant proeci on against hier tae for al working mericans. In the long runit
will mean even more for taxpayers than thes series of rate cuts we ae" put In place.

against
bracket creepImportant
is cruciaforfortaxpayers
all taxpayers,
coms, ton
whoit
is particularly
at low an deaei, th
coms, hohave less discretionary inome and are at greater risk ofbeing shunted
Into a highr bracket
bil
I ot
rearleas doesthe
Our goal is to end inflation and get the economy
moving.
We have
had consider.
able success on inflation which is why I have sugestd the possibility of Indexing
earlier in, lieu of the 198 rate cut. Not because we do not~need rate cuite-but be.
causelowerinfla&raMp. does pno -ofthe job of rat stabilis'
thaitusly acktbr
I would- rfr, a deh
Prsietlavn individual tao uts intact ad lookigeseh, for reveAuea.

80%
Some of us have s
other options including minimum taxes and nqr-owlng
the compliance p
Iput.if
we do have to compromise, indexing should be the last,
place we loo.
='got the gene Inthe 1bott% we ought not to tamper with the-creep apin.
notion Of unleashing
OvuqnioRW1AU

We have to stop looki

OF SENATOR Lwn6'BBuMWm

at ths, Mr. Director, as a democratic economy or a Re-

publiconeconomy. M
American economy.
We in the Congress have to work with the Administration in a sprt of bipMrtisan
cooperation
ifwe
---- to resolve our budget difflcultie and gt tl Aerican
oeon
back
on zaz

TF one Democrat who stands ready tO do that. And rm not alone. There are a

lot ofUs UknCongres.
mind telling
you that
partisan
, don't help any of us. such
ye atcsgintDmocrats
to shrill,
have mad
Is reported
thoseIdo6n't
the President
as But

Swish you would go back, ttothe W t ouswith a'mesago

President

thatinflation2'..."
It is not true that Democratic policies call for "planned
deficits" and "deliber
-ate
"'

It is not true and that kind of talk is not helpful.
If he continues these kinds of p
attacks then, sooner or later, some Democrat is going to remind him that the only federal budget to show a surplus over the
pas 28 years was written by a Democratic President. The only one.
If these attacks continue, some Democrat is going to charge that Republican policies deliberately thr people out of work.
The fact s, Mr. Director, this country is in a recession and the Republican are in
the White House and the American people are fully aware of this and if the Prel.
dent pefrs a Political batl toaonest, bipartisan effort, to resolve our difficulties
then wish you'd tell him for me that he can't win.
Worse than that, the American people can't win. It serves no good purpose and
can only cause harm to our national interest,
Tell the President for me, Mr. Director, that I want to work with him. Tell him
that a lot of Democrats in Congress stand ready to work with him. We demonstrated
that last year. Congress last year gave the President virtually everything he asked
for.I
We must continue working together, to reduce this terrible budget deficit. We
must work together to bring down interest rates.I would especialVy like to see a
bipartisan effort to convince the Federal Reserve Board to change their policies, as
of our effort to bring down interest rates. Between Congress and the White
1
If we make concerted effort-we ought to be able to convince the Fed that
there is a great difference between independ
and isolation.
Which rn me to my first question. How much of the budget deficit would you
sa is brought on by hig-h interet rates? What percent? Is that available? I know
high interest rates brouht on the reesion andi know that high interest rtes'
mean the government has topa a lot vore for the mop eY It borrows nditsborrowina t ore these day Those two factors alone p44 substantially o the deft-.
cit. H6w do you measure the impact?

r

-"

The CiAwM , We are very pleased to have r,, Stockman with
us this morning. I mght say before we begin thit w will follow
the early bird rule. Fist here; first up.
Senator Byrd, do you have a statement you would like to make?
Senator BYRDThank you, Mr. Ca
. I think I will wait,
uhtil after Mr. Stockman's testimony.
The CRAUM . Senator Heinz.
SenatorHznMz No Mr. Chairman. I would like to hear this first..
The Chairman. Well I wlljust say a few-words. Yesterday, Sec
rotary Schwqiker was herand I suggestedto him that myene
way ttell his story woud be to run an1d because itis diffcict,
sometnm for the pros to understand that the bud
are big.I
would like to put in the record the report of the hearing yesterday
that appeared in-t e New York Times.
'[The newspaper tem.follows:]
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This sentimnt in reponse. to several Congressonal proposal to fre-or cut cer-,
tain benefit programs, is being reflected in the gOu internal dMscuos aEd
tion.. It co
in some cass been con veyd to Congress and Ihe Rean
lde& of
PreMslents
the
to
year
ost
widelia
to
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t with the
_tghtmunng
~r, urity.
It missf o Sc
The programs are those under which people are entitled to benefits as long as
they meet certain eligibili criteria. Such entitlements, sometimes referred to as

uncontrollables or automatic spending, account for about half the Federland.budget,
with
fOr nearly half the entitlements
with Social Security itself aot
f billions of dothe elderly, accountfng
for
healthprogram
Federal
ethe
M
.,.
:
"
lains.more..
The willingness by's , groups to accept unpalatable measures appears to be
prompted by huge budget deftcis, which are officially projected by the Aministra.
billion for the fiscal year 1988 but whlc! according to many analyst,
at $96.4 higher.
tionmyrnfa
DISAQRUKMN

ON C~7U5

"Old people, like everyone else, want the budget brought into balance," said
James A acIking, assistant legislative counsel for the American Associatlon of Re.
tired Personsd the National Retired Teachers Association.
Among the groups that say they might be receptive to some sort of-entitlement
curbs, besides the A.A.R are the American Legion and the Disabled American
Veterans.
I Not all interest groups, however, are willing to say they would accept such cuts.
;Gary DINunno, a spokesman for the Amercan Federation of Government Employees, which represents 70,000 workers, said his members "are losing ground to infla.
,
tion" and added that many were being furloughed from Federal jobs.
He said that While there might have to be cuts in planned benefits, we re going
to work hard to find budget cut in other areas.
Many financial analysts, particularly on Wall Street, believe that only by impose
ing substantially more -ambitious curbs on entitlement benefits than have :been
adopted or proposed by the Administration so far, can Federal spending be brought
under control and economic recovery assured.
"If you want to catch, fish, you'got to go.where the fshare, and if you want to
save money you have got to' where th bucks are," Repesntative W Egne
Johnson 3d, a North Carolin Republican, sai4 at a recent meeting of the Task
Force on Entitlements, Uncontrollablesand'Indexing.
At that session David A. Stockman, the Administration's budget chief, noted that
from 1970 th 1980 Social Security, medical and other entitlement benefits soared to
$261 biljon from $62 billion, -an average annual growth of 15 percent, The pro1grams' share o t~i Federal budge rose, by nearly half, to 45.4 percent.
ALTraNAWx ox DUDONt

At least two.. alternatives t0 the Administrtion's 1988 budget, from Pete V. Do.
its ranking
menid, head of the Senate Budget Committee, and Ernest F. HoHo
ATere now
minority member, have involved some .assault on iuch, spending.
being seriously considered by. recipient groups, though Mr. Donmenici has not spedfled his ideas.
If a free on benefits, such as proposed by Senator Hollngs was applied across'
d to oppose,
thd-boWd and included Social Security, "we'd be pretty harevve director ofe d
that, commented Charles Be. Joeckel, deputy Isl tiv
said.
"
he
It
all
bear'
can
we
think
M are big but we don't.
erASs group. "Our
legislative director of the Amerca . Lion, said,' e re willing
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to eerlou
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across-the-board, equitably distributed entitlement adjust-'-

be added -"would bet place Qongr

and the dinistra-
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large tax o)ie
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not begun
approc military
has apparently
ents but it*has been told abi
if t th willnn
-of Various groupstoonie
'Just about all the intereA groups are saying entitlements are not 10sacred ow,
E~aabetl*
mLDlPeietRaa's
asitant for Public liaiso, sai toa
d
MeanWhul, Rchad S. Schelkrs Secretaryv of Health and HunSriesi
tha the Admis aon wquld not .seek a
a
the SocialSecurity costliving adjustment before a special stu4 panel raes its report late this year.
We eeed also to indicate that the Administration would not support any such
-. oppsal-g erated by Coges before, then but he would not allow i
to be
Om-ed down on that point
Jed
bWas raised at at hearing of the Senate Finance Copmplte by John WL
M66_!ca_ of Rhode Wslnd4 Mr. Schwelker agreed with Senato-Chafee's suget ion that the Adminitrtion did not intend to propose Social Security
ch
asprt of the budget-cutting process but would do so as part of the effort to
Pr
ite'
"f
nW that "we cannot S1yu cs-f4ing adustMM~r bt lr that "other things drop down In priority.'7

i'm not certain whether
The Cu mM , According to the st
Schwelker was even here. But I think it would be nice to have this
I
record to indicate just how objective the reporting is.
The
HHS
budget
Is
$284
billion in fical year 1988. An 8-percent,
increase oyerts fiscl year.
TheSecretary with rather good
charts,
thought, suggested
.about 96
percent
of his
budgetat isthose.
entitlementI programs
We obviously
need"
to-take
a lookSomehow that was not indicted in the news per report, It i

-1idicatlon
id'difficult;
at" best,
to let the
people
know that that
we doit have
some budget
problems
and American
that We are
i a
fica crunch, and that it may be necessary for some programs to

be reduced. I think with that, Mr. Stockm, we will be pleased to
have your testimony 'unless Senator B nteen wishes to make an
Opening statement.
-Seator
BzumsM' I would like to make some comments, f" I may,
:Mr.
Chairman.
(Mr. Dretor I think it is time we stopped looking
at this econo.
b* as a Republican economy or a Democratic economy.It is the
American economy. We, in the Congre, have to work with this
administration if we are going to resolve this budget defifit; if we
are going to get'the American economy back on the track, Iam one
Democrat who is ready to work at doing that, and there are alot
more in the Congress Willing to dothat. But
and partian, attacks against the Democrats, such as those the President was rereUydon't -help ll ,'that regard.
to -have
ported ~ell
Please
the made
White yesterday,
House that it is not true that Democratic
policies call for a planned deficit and a planned inflation. That
kind of k is just not going to be:helpful.,
If the -President continues to make those kind
partisan atpof
tac__si sooner or later some Democrat is going to remind him that,
the last balanced budget was drafted by a, Democratic President. If
those attacks continue, some Democrat is going to chargethat Re.
publicanpolicies deliberately throw people out of work.
The fa t 1, Mr. Direct, this country- i in a recession, and its
i
the, publicans who are in the White House. TheAmericn people
,yr wr
. of .hi. And if -the Prmdent prefers a
ical
ffortoresolve out d fAt A th
bipartim
WO'
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you
advise
he can't
than
the Americn can
people
can'thim
Win.that
It serves
no win.
good Worse
purpose,
andthat,
it causes
harm
interest."
to Tellthe
the national
for me, Mr. Director, that I want towork with
President
him Tel
e!l n that a lot of Ilemocrats in,Coge Want tW work
with him. We demonstrated that last year when Congress gave th'
President virtually everything he asked for. We haie to work together to reduce this budget deficit. We have to work together to
effort to
bn down interest rates. Moreover, we need a bip
convIncethe
Federal
Reserve
to
change
some
of
their
policies
as a++
part of our efforts tq bring .own interest rates. Between the Congress and the White House, if we make a conc.rted effort, we ought
to be able to convince the Federal Reserve that there is a greatdf.
ference between independence and isolation.
me to my first question. How much of the budget
That b r.
deficit would you say was brought on by high interest rates? What
percentage? Isthat information available?
I know that high interest rates brought on this recession, and
that high interest rates mean that the'Gvernment has to pay a lot
more for the money it is borrowing' Those two factors alone add
substantially to the deficit. My question is how much of the current
budgetdeficit d'you think has been caused by high'interest rates?
Thank you very much, Mr. -Chairman.
The CkifAuw. Thank you. Well, I won't respond to what Senator Bentsen said although I was at the meeting. I don't recall any
shrill attacks by the President on Democrats. I think,-in fact, it
was a very conciliatory meeting. He didn't even attack any Republicans. lughter.],
ye oga.S61-don't know where that story may -have originated.
Senator Bzms. -it's in the press, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAntw. Oh, well, that wouldn't be an indication that it

was accurate.: Laughter.]

But having
there, and I think I was there every, moment,
what the President may havesuggested was that if, i fact, there is
this bipartisan, effort, he would certainly be willing to look atit. I
ag T at -we are goig to need your help, Senator Benteen, and
Senator BYrd's, and others,+or we aren't going to have any geement
orDave.
a bipartisan
+,Well,
+ . package.
.
•
,
.
"
STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID A.STOCKMAN, OFFICE OF
MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
Mr. SOCxkN. Well thank you very much, Mr.
preciate very much this morning your
ted procedure-on
thesehearings without openng,
statements.
Perhaps
can reciproin the*
that .I would prefer to'put my statement
cate
i by su s
record--maybe
summarixe
very Iquickly,
a fewL
briefasked
points-then.by Senquestion
knowthe,
because
procee+p-tothe quesions

Chairman. Ia"p-

atoe
is a goodsubstantive
one. Other members of the committee will
have Bentsen
other important
questions thAt wemust dealwith
if we are. to treat and cope with this deficit Problem.
I hav about threeif bervations'to'make, Mr 'Chairman.The
firt is that 'under any- economic,- forecastltht yo U wuse, we, face-

+"
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o.or Those.
_g udge deficit.Monup
in 1988 andlethe out-years.
and risinbudget
hug exen
deiisraW"e btween $10blo nu to $216'billionover-that 8year period, depending on which set 6f economic variables you use
problem
common
is the
forth beThat
es and
interest
for
be reIt cant
away.
wised
It can't
ard so
deal rawith
thatGNP,must
moved simply by chaning the expected economic forecast or path
over the next several years.
Second, we -know that deficits of that magnitude would be a
needwe desperately
recover and
to the kind of economic
threat
severe
in ths Congress
this committee
I think-everyon
and that
on a biparMsan basis, is dedicated to achieving. So we have a great
to shape a package of
policy takbeforeus, and that task is a
that can reduce
difficuty
and
dimension
and
Unprecedented size
time.
present
the
at
face
we
that
deficits
services
current
those
Third, Will say those large defcits have suddenly appeared, bethe
cause there have been such dramatic and massive changes
current and prospected economic outlook since we beg to shape a
fiscal plan last year.
I' hve noted for the budget committees and I will underscore
again for this committee that those deficits are the result of the
much more rapid reduction in inflation than we anticipated, and
the much deeper and more prolonged recession than we anticipatchanges in the economic outlook will dramatied.
ca Combined,
reduc thethese
path of nominal GN. over the 1988-85 period
you will be dealing with in your legislative action this year. G%
Will be lower by over $176 billion in 1988 and b' nearly a quarter
of a trillion by 1985, compared to what we or CBO foreWste last
year.
Now the reason that I stress this is that the budgetary receipts
that we collect from the business sector and the household sector
are linked directly to the level of nominal income in the economy.
Since we now face a path of much lower nominal income due to the
progress on inflation and due to the setback on recession, we will
have revenues that are at least $50 billion lower in1988 than
anyone forecast. last year. Revenues will be $60 or $70 billion lower
by th out years than almost, anyone forecast. That -is the heart of
the new fiscal circumstance or picture that we face and .we -must,
-find ways to deal with it.'
- Similarly to try to respond to SenatorBentsen's opening qu escirtion I would point out that over the 1970's, we had a nor
the
to
closel
cumstance in Which the interest rate tracked-fairly
T.bill
the
decade
inflation ra. And, indeed,-durlng much of that
ate on which we finance most of the Federal debtptcked behind
the inflation rate whch Meant that we had the good fortune to f!nance the Federal debt at the negative rate of return. But the marinthatcur-,
with the
not putup
wouldpremium
that;
with
caught Uplate
kets
between
1981 a huge
andinvetors
1980
definitely..In
rentinfion rat and-the nominal interest rate opened up, which
6 percent. we xpeOt that premium
Its now, as you know, 4 ,r
wig: come down, but we think.it will taetjzne and the serious
time:to
,","- treatment of the budget 4eflcit isue. rethink it will t
befrth
poy
ilrestore credibility. of bohoIa nd-wonetary.
m* an can
ont
4~
praetycn~cdt4ii~~nI
.~~~~~~~~
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As a -result of that sudden appearance *! this large premium in
the interest rate and now the higher nominal interest rates that
we are projecting in this year's budget, combined -vith the hgher
deficits that result from lower revenues, we are faced with an
outlay increase of $81 billion for debt service costs In1983 abd
nearly $107 billion cumulative, in outlays over the 1988-85 pekiod
compare to what we were expecting last year.
Now if you fctor those variables together-the redu
nominal GNP on receipts and the much higher level of, de itnd.
interest'related costs-you have most- of the xplanation,- most of
the
storyas It
to will
why do
we aregood
dealing
with areconstruct
$150 bionthepoLloy
current
ices-deficit.
to tryto
' servctions or economic events of last year. They are simply facts f life
that we now must deal with as we face thefiscalyear 4988 and
future budgets.
The second point I would make relates to the specific area of entitlements, which is a heavy and important urisdiction ofthis committee. I understand that Secretary Schweiker was here yesterday
and went through considerable program detail with you. I would
only point out today that we inherited the situation in 1981 in
which the combined entitlements of the Federal Government had
grown 'from $62, billion to $262 billion between 1970' and 1980.
Those entitlements, the whole set combined from milita retirement to social security, food stamps, medicaid, and the other entitlements, had increased at a 15-percent compounded rate each and
every year during the 1970's.
As a result of the effort we made last year to begin to curb that
totally unacceptable and unforeseeable rate of-growth, we have reduced entitlement spending by about $69 billion between 1982 and
1987. We have put that into law, largely as the work of this committee last year.
Now that sounds like a substantial change. And it was an impo rtant start. But the committee needs to understand that over the
next 5 budget years, we will spend over $2 trillion on'the entire set
of Federal entitlements. As important and s gnicant as that set of
changes and reforms werelast year, the $69 billion, It will amount-

to only 3 percent of the base line spending-for entitlements that
was in'the law when we began to addr ess this issue last year.
As. a resultchanges
we; have
proposed
in 'this
budgetthat
a further
round
of
entitlement
in many
of the
programs
arei" the
jurisdict on of this committee. I realize thiat many of these changes will"
be difficult, especially under current circumstances' and given the
presures that, are brought to bea,, But Anless we can somehow
slow down.
_
i built in growth rate for entitlements-which is projected to exceed 8 percent annually over the next 5 years, arate
far in excess of projected inflation-there is simply noaiy that we
can.hope toredUce this built in budget deficit and restorefiscal
equilibrium in theyears ahead,.
Thereibre,
c ure
on thO
morning
andcare
in thel
the discussion
committee this
to take
a very
weeks
ahead,PsI we
would
ok at the detailed program atic chng that we have propoe
ii &"dcare,dmedicaid,
AFI), and other Ar - you feel tese :I.
c
es afn't w
ted, come ip with alteative pro
that
would achieve th sane -nd of -i aInt and the same lind ofr
,"

__duced rates of budget growth-- because without a serious addsig
of those areas, we simply can t solve this problem.
The final point I would make "this morning, Mr. Chairman,l
that under the current fiscal circumstanoes that we face in which
the threat is so severe and the problem is so large, there is a tendency to look for simple formulas to deal with the entitlement pro.
grams such as a freeze, a cap, or a delay. I don't believe that those
formulas should be ruled out under current circumstances. We
simply may not have the time or the capacity todo anything more.
But I would also point out to the committee that this fiscal probe,
lem that we have is not a 1-year program, it's a permanent ptob.
lem. A solution to the entitlement growth problem simply cannot
be achieved by a one time expedient, nor can we fairly and .tustiflably impose caps or freezes or delays on avpermanent basis. 'rhe
reason is, fairly obvious, and that is that the beneficiaries of Feder-al entitlement programs vary radically in' their circumstances and
their needs, and that some kind of uniform formula simply does
not'
or recognize those differences in needs.
Intreat
otherwith
words,
frezes, cape, or delays, are perhaps an appropriate temporary solution, but not a permanent solution. For example,
If you take the entire Federal entitlement structure, you will find
that at the top there are people receiving $8,000 a year in Federal
retirement payments-a GS-14 retired 10 years-and there are
other people receiving $8,800 a year--an SSl beneficiry with no
other outside source of income. Now that's a 10 to 1 disparity be.
tween the top of the benefit range and the bottom of the benefit
range under •this -enormous complex of entitlement programs.
Clearly, the impact of any
gained or permanent freeze or acrossthe
change would be very severe on the bottom and much
more tolerable on the top.
I simply mention this to point out that even as we perhaps look
for temporary expedients to slow the cost growth of entitlements
and to achieve mediate budget savings to reduce the deficit, we
must not negled the on-going work of permanent structural reform
targeted in a programmatic and spc way, as'this committee did
last-year, In order to deal with tMe- Outyear entitlement problem
and the permanent problem of growth.
Those are my initial comments. They summarize some of the

more important points in my testimony, Mr. Chairman. And
having made tiose points, Iwould be very happy to proceed with
te Uestons of the Conmittee.
L .PTh
pr
e statement follows:]
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EXECUTIVE OPPICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OP MANAGE ENT AND BUDGET
WAMSINGTON, D.C.

M

FOR RELEASE ON DELIVERY
Expected at 10:00 a.m, Wednesday, March-10, 1982

TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE DAVID A. STOCKMAN
BEFORE THE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
MR. CHAIRMAN:
I am pleased to appear before you to discuss aspects of the FY 83
budget of particular interest to your Committee. I would like to review the
highlights Of the overall budget picture in terms of the deficit and budget
aggregates and then focus for a moment on two issues that I know are of great
concern to this Committee, the explosive growth in entitlement programs, and
the Incentive effects of our proposals on the working poor., I will briefly
review the common-sense diagnosis of the entitlement and Incentives problems,
the progress we have made to date, and the thrust of the President's new
initiatives.
-

First, on the overall fiscal, situation, I would remind theCemittee
''that current deficit projections, absent Congressional action,

idicate serious

danger to economic recovery, the stability of financial markets and the
economic well-being of every American. I think we all understand this fact,
but iteis, an" important starting pOint, for our deliberations-on-the FY 83
budget, Without a sweeping and comprehensive budget savings, plan.for 1983 and,,the outyears, we face unprecedented, massive and. rising Federal deficits each
year

.

A range of estimated deficit paths at current services, which assumes
noftrther policy actions from what is in the budget today for Fiscal
Years 1983 through 1985, suggest the dimension of the fiscal problem.

Under a

variety of economic assumptions, both optimistic, pessimistic and somewhere in
between, current services deficit projections far transcend plausible
differences in economic assumptions. These estimates indicate the magnitude
of the fiscal problem, with its potential detrimental impact on the economy and
the financial markets if we fail to deal with It.
Current services deficit estimates range from $129 to $162 billion in
.1983 rising to the $133 to $197 billion-range In1984 and from $120 to over
$200 billion in,1985, depending on whose economic assumptions one uses.
The second point I woUld like to highlight about the budget, Mr.
Chairman, Isthat there ismore to this budget that the Administration has
presented -than simply the bottom line, although that has received most of the
attention and most of the discussion. The deficits are Important, but what
lies behind them interms of the comprehensive plan to reduce these deficits
Is,innur judgment, even more qiortant.
This budget provides a comprehensive plan to reduce the deficits by
..50 percent from the large numbers that I have just cited over the next three
year. . Deficits would be reduced by $56 billion In1983 through a variety of
measures:, revenue, entitlemnt, discretionary, user fees and management
initiatives. 'These savings increase to $84 billion by 1984 and nearly
$100 billion by 1985.

/-

I

The third point I would make about the overalI budget, Mr. Chairman. is
that these dramatic changes in the budgetary outlook

in the magnitude of the

deficits that we are dealing with both on a current service and after policy
action basis -- result primarily from changes inthe economic outlook, both
current and Ipospective, which have had mJo1 adverse imadts on the budget.
The combined impact of much higher interest rates than we expected, a recession
that we did not expect, and an inflation rate that Isfalling faster than
anyone anticipated, has been to increase the deficit in1982 by $31 to $57
billion, depending on which forecast you use from last year. The deficit is
also increased by $40 to $89 billion infiscal Year 1983, the budget year
before us, again depending on which forecast you use.
The recession and reduced inflation together will reduce nominal GNP
dramatically In1982 and outyears and, of course, Itisnominal GNP that determines the level of government receipts -- the taxes that we receive from busi-

nesses and househslds.
Compared to what we expected last year, nominal GNP would be
$176 billion lower in1983.. By 1985 those differences are even larger.
Nominal GNP would be $291 billion lower than what CBO forecast last year and
$242 billion, or nearly a quarter of a trillion dollars lower, than what we
forecast last year. This much lower prospective Oath of nominal GNP reflecting
the recession, reflecting a more rapidly declining rate of Inflation', and.
reflecting continued moderation inmonetary policy and growth of the money
supply, means that budget receiptt.will be $30 billion lower in1983 than CSO
projected or $31 billion lower tha we projected one year'ago.

4o.
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.Y 1985 the change in the outlook for nominal GP wll mean revenues$71 bifion lower than CO projected and $60 billion lower than we projected.
That is the major change in the economic outlook, and you can see it has a
large and dramatic effect in decreasing the level of revenues.
The other major change in the economic outlook relates to Interest
rates. As we all know, last year we experienced something unprecedented In the
economic performance of the last decade or perhaps even the Post-War period.
Historically, the Interest rate has tracked very closely to the Inflation rate
-- indeed, du ng the 1970's the T-B11 rate was actually lower than the
inflation rate much of the tim, which meant we were financing our Federal debt
at a negative rate of return, a bargain for the government -- but that picture
changed dramatically during 1981 as the financial markets caught up and
demanded a premium above the inflation rate of unprecedented size.
No one can adequately explain or predict whether or how long these
Interest rates and premiums will last. Some call it an uncertainty premium,
some call it a volatility premium, and some call it a risk premium.- Whatever
the explanation, it isthere and it-is increasing dramatically the debt service
cost of the government both In the current budget year and prospectively. We
believe that as the Inflation rate comes down the interest rate will come-down
gradually with it, and that as market stability and cred1'oilJWtre restored,"
these unusual and unprecedented premiums will begin to diminish. Nevertheless,
under the forecast we are now using, the effect of interest rate premiums on
Interest-related outlays will be to add $31 billion in1983 and $107 billion to
outlays over the next three budget years.

'

7 tt.
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If you add together the impact of lower projections for nominal GP on
receipts and the impact.of interest rates on debt service outlays, you have
about 90 percent of the change from the deficit projections that we and others
looked at last year.
Further, the Committee might be interested to note that the current
budget outlook would not be substantially different ifCongress had adopted the
major fiscal alternatives considered last year. For instance, similarly large
current service deficits result from either the Administration tax program as
adopted, or the alternative House Ways and Means Committee tax program rejected
by the Congress.
Had the House Ways and Means Committee tax bill been adopted, the
third-year of the individual rate cut would not likely be triggered in
January 1984 as provided by the bill. Nevertheless, due to other provisions of
the Ways and Means alternative, the FY 82-84 static revenue cost would have
been similar to that of ERTA:

TABLE I
(Billions of Do1lars)
Economic Recovery Tax Act

revenue cost, FY,82-84....................

Ways and Means Tax Alternative
FY 82-84 without third year rate cut.......

-269
-253

N

*

2

'7

31~
As a consequence, current services defect projections for Y 8244 are

nearly Identical when bsed on common economic assumptions. In both cases, a.
large, unanticipited fiscal '.PrO6lem looms on the horizon due to changed ecQnomic circumstances and outlook.
The current services defit that resulti-from the interaction of these
ecunamic factors requires urgent action this year of roughly the same magnitude.

as last year,
ENTITLEMTS
Now I would like to focus for a few moments on one area of great
'interest tq this Coumittee -- entitlements. To assist this Coittee's
deliberati9ns, I would like to briefly put our entitlement programs in
.'.historfcal context, because, ina sense, the validity of the cuts or changes or
reforms that we are proposing at the present time depend Inpart upon the
acceptability and Justification for the enormous benefits expansions which
occurred earlier and which, therefore, create the base of benefits and
expenpurps that we must confront and cope with at the present time.
The following table tells the basic story interms of-the historical
trend and base of entitlement spending.that we have today.

-

.4,
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TABLE 11

ENTITLEMENT GRWH INTHE 9701S
(Millions of Dollars)
1_

19 70-1980
Annual
Growth
BACA
Avera

19.=

Social Security -/...... 31.2
M~edical........,... ,.
9.9
Other............,.....1.4

68.3
21.6
7

121.4
49.0
M

14.21
16.9%
16

Tota!................ 62.4
Share of Budget......... 31.9

147.2
45.4

261.3
45.4

16.0

Share of

.

:weWP......
6.4 10,0 10.2

1/Includes Railroad Retirement
Between 1970 and 1980, one decade, entitlement costs literally exploded
In terms of their impact on the budget and their coverage of various eligible
people.
Entitlement costs rose from $62 billion in1970 to $261 billion by 1980
a 15 percent annual rate of growth each and every year -- well over double
the Inflation rate that we had during that period.
Perhaps more significantly, interms of the leadership this committee
must'provir4'in allocating budget resources, the share of the budget accounted
for by entitlement programs grew inthat decade from less than a third to near-ly one-half.
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If we place this trend in even longer historical perspective, I think
7the message is even more dramatic.
The costs of all entitlement programs combined 25 years agoin 1955,
amounted to 3.4 percent of the GiP. By 1981, that claim of our entitlement
programs alone on the Gross National Product had increased from 3.4 percent to
nearly 11 percent, more than a three-fold increase over the 25-year period..

TABLE III
Outlays as a Percentage of GNP and the Mdil

Social Security.................,.

A1 Other11.7.7

IM 1966
1975
7.3
15.3
21.1
.edft 6.7
.2

Entitlements as a share of Budget.. 19.0
Entitlements as a share of GP..... 3.4

18
22.1
9.0

27.0

45.4

46.5

4.8

10.0

10.7

I think the policy implication of that historic backdrop and trend was
very clear by 1981 as we set out to work last year. The implication was simply
that unless the growth rate of this combined set of entitlement programs was
somehow slowed down, then itwas obvious that Ina very short period of time,
entitlements would either drive out of the budget other commitments that we
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have to dUcretionary acktivttesi to tredjtionol functions of thi Fedoral
Government, to national defense and so forth-or altet&tiv6lys, tkihe would
increase substantially the tax burden on the American people and on our econ
to levels that would become clearly dounter-producttiv and excessive.
I presentfitis background, Mr. Chatirman, because the entitlement reform
policy that we have adopted and proooted is designed to avoid both of lhese
eventualities, which were built into the trend of growth that we confronted in
1981. We would do so by reducing rather substantially the overall grwtwh rate
of entitlement spending and thereby slowing down the growing preemption of-both
budget resources and national income that was iuplcit-n these 15 percent
annual rates of growth year in and year out.
As we b g n last year.it was obvious that this 15 percent growth
pattern could not continue. Fifteen percent growth per year from the FY-01
base would have equaled about $615 billion by FY 86 or 13.2 percent of GIP
compared to 5 4 rcent in FY 65.
In the following table, we demonstrate both the enacted and the newly
proposed entitlement reforms and savings that are part of this strategy and the
Impact of these measures, the total budget savings, on the current law
entitlement base as it existed in January 1981 when we began this- long overdue
process of reforming and constraining the growth of the entitlement system.,

4
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TABLE IV

Entitlement Changes FY 81-86

(Outlays in Bllions of Dollars)

1981

1982

1983

1984

198

M-196 70-

Current Services
(1/81)....,...... 305.3 352.0 385.5 412,0 441.1 472.8
Enacted'Changes....... +.4 -10.6 -14.8 -14.2 -12.2 -12.6
ProPOsed Changes
In 83.Budget,..,...,.
Lj -12.8 -1. -23
-.
-29.4
Total After lSavings

Average Annual
Growth Rates

8Lg

--

9.1%

--

8.5%

-

--

306;8. 340.0 357.9 379.7 405.2 430.8 15.0%- 7.1%

The historic Reconciliation Sill passed by the Congress last summer will
-result inabout $65 billion less spending for entitlements over the 1982-1986
period than would have otherwise been the case had the pre-1981 growth rate
continued to hurtle forward at its previous pace.
But note that while this number sounds large Inthe aggregate, $65
billion in budget savings over a five-year period only mounts to a reduction
inthe growth rate that was built into current law as of January 1981 from
9.1 percent to 8.5 percent, a relatively modest downward shift.

.-.

S 0- '82

21
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.,--.,Perhaps to put itmore dramatically, that $65 billion insavings that,
has now been enacted Mounts to only 3 percent of the $2 trillion'that we wbWld
have otherwise spent for entitlement pregrms over the 1982.46 period on thes
basis of currint-law as it existed in January of last year.'
So oblbOusly we made a start last year.

But I think when viewed In

that perspective, Interms of budgetary impact and fiscal policy Implication,
itwas a start, but very'1ittle more than that.
And so, therefore, inthe fiscal year 1983 budget, we have proposed a
new round of additional entitlement reforms designed to reduce further-the
growth rate of entitlement spending, target better the benefits to those who
truly need them, and in the process, save an mount even larger than the
$65 billion five-year savings enacted last year.
Total entitlement savings in-our budget plan for fiscal year 1983 would
mount to $86 billIo over the next five years. But even then, ifthese
savings were agreed to and implemented by the Congress, itwould only lower the
growth rate to 7.1 percent or about four-fifths of that baseline that I mentioned before that was built into the entitlement structures as of
January 1981.
Nevertheless, as modest a reduction as this might seem, when viewed In
the context of the much more rapid growth of coverage and real benefits inthe
1970's,"it would have to be considered a major fiscal accomplishment.

AT. percent growth rate for the fi~st half of the 190'S would be less
than one-half of the" 16 recent growth rate we had in the last decade. More
over1 as we know, theinflafton rate-Is coming doWn'rapidly.. W expect an

.

average inflatlon rate Of 5 percent or S-1/2 percent itn our fovecast over the
next five years, and even that may be high.
the case, then the entitlement growth rate at 7-percent
But if" that ic'
would only be slightly" higher than'the inflation' rate, and that would mean that
the real rate of expansion, or the real growth, of budget resources requffed by
entftlements, would be quite modest over the next four or five years.
What I would like to suggest with respect to the entitlement probTem
that this'Comittee It.concerned with, is that this plan represents a basic
shift, a shift from a po icy environment and a policy direction characterized
by rap d expansion of coverage and real benefit levels fn the 1970's to one
characterized by,'a substantial constraint, by no additional expansion of the
entitlement-base, but still modest real growth for the 1980's.
ENTITLEMENT COMPONENTS
Another factor this Committee should consider, Mr. Chairman, Isthat
with aggregates of this magnitude -- when you are dealing with $358 billion
worth of entitlement spending in the FY 1983 budget -- it is Important to look
at entitlements from a fiscal policy point of view because the programs have to
be funded ifthey are not changed.

1-
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But In terms of some of the more detailed and precise policy cont.,dera,
tons that' thIi Committee will have to grapple with, aggregates tell only a
limited part of the story. We must, seek to examine more detailed levels of
croonrs
:and programS in order to get better, Insights as to th* choices and
trade-OffS that we have available.
And for that purpose, I "have divided the entire set of entitlements-into
three basic categories, because I think the policy issues and the fiscal directions embodied inthese three basic categories are Very different.
us
Those categories are medical entitlements, which basically present
With a problem inthe structure of the private health care delivery and payment
system; Social Security, which presents us with a trust fund solvency and
intergenerational com titment problem; and all other entitlements, ranging from
food stamps to Federal civil seNivce and military retirement, which present us
with pure policy issues, interms of benefit levels and eligibility criteria
that have to be dealt with on their own technical terms.
.If you look-at these three categories, you see a very distinct pattern
Interms of budgetary Impact.
MEDICAL PROGRAMS
edlcal programs are slated under current law for rapid and unsustainable 14 percent compounded growth over the next five or six years'unless major
reforms inboth the entitlement structure and inthe health care delivery and
financing system can be achieved.
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Thusfar, as thefollowing table shows, the enacted savings In'the
medical 'component of the entitlement structure have been almost neglible
compared to the base of spending.

TABLE V
Medical Proarams EntlementChanges. FY 81-6
(Outlays inBilions of Dollars)
, ,,

j

Average Annual
Growth Rates
Current services
Enacted changes,....
Proposed changes
in83 8udgetij/., ..
Revised Total

1986

1981

98

183

1984

58.8

69.6

78.3

89.0 101.4 114.8

.6

-1.6

-15

-1.8

M9

59.3

._!,1J
67.4 -72.4

I/ Includes Administrative Actions

1985

-1.0

.1.
79.8

88.8

700.. 8146

-1.3

--

14.3%

--

13.9%

-ij.7
97.8 17.4% 10.5%

/

And what that suggests, Mr. Chairman, isthat ifwe are going to deal
with the entire entitlement burden on the budget, then this component Isclearly the leading area to be addressed for coming up with creative solutions,
because it itS the leading edge in terms of the rate of growth and the increase
in the fiscal burden.

e

'

Now ther will be substantial ;cpntroversy over the reforms thati we have
presented in the FY 8$ budget for the Medicaid and Medicare programs but theydo represent $40 billion worth of savings over the-next five years." The# will
also reduce the built-in growth rate from more than 14 to 104/2 percent.
In the area of Medicare, the Administration its proposing the adoption
of many cost-saVing changes which your Comttee'ihas considered in the past.
Some call for rethinking of our present riubUrsament system; others are simple,
coon sense.
Inthe latter category, we propose repeal of a vestigial provision from
the early days of Medicare which permitted reimbursement for uncovered Mrvicsl, on the grounds that physicians didn't know what was covered.
Inthe former category, we propose to adjust allowable physician fees
for services performed in hospital outpatient departments to reflect the-fact
that physician office overhead costs are an appropriate cost in the physician's
office

--

where those costs are actually incurred

and not appropriate in

-

settings where the physician has-no-overhead costs at all.
Other proposed changes include
--

establishing HI coverage for Federal workers

making Medicare a secondary payer when beneficiaries
have employer-paid health insurance;

-

eliminating subsidies Inthe cost .Structure for
private rooms;
delaying and restraining upward adjustments inmaximum
al 1wable fees;
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'reasonable technical and conformng changes.

SOCIAL SECURITY
The second component of the entitlement structure is-the Social
Security program, which accounts for nearly half of all entitlement spending,.
Benefit payments under theOld Age and Survivors Insurance and
"isabilt: Insurance portions of the Soctal Security system will continue to.
rise throughout the period. It must be noted that present OASDI revenues are
insufficient to finance thit outlay-path.

TABLE VI

Social Securit)'
Entitlement $Growth FY 81-86
(Outlays inBillions of Dollars)

Outlays......

1/Includes

1981

1982

1983

143.4

160.3

173.5

1985

1986

188.5' 202.3

216.5

1984

Social Security.payments to railroad retirees.

Average Annual
Growth -Rates
70-80 81-86
14.2%

8.4%
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Action in this area, however, awaits a bipartisan consmnsus on the best
method of putting the Social Security system on a sound financial footing.
OTHER ENTITLEMENTS
The third component of the entitlement structure very briefly, Hr.
Chairman, mainly covers Federal retirement benefits and a whole range of meanstested entitlement programs like SSI, AFDC, and food stamps.
The combined effect of both the enacted changes and the proposed changes
in this area will be to reduce the growth rate of spending for the non-medical,
non-Social Security entitlements toa-1iittle under 3 percent over the next five
.years. Basically, we see a picture of no real growth, but no shrinkage either
inthese entitlements as illustrated inthe following table.

TABLE VII
Other Entitle nt Chanaes

FY 81-86

(Outlays inBillions of Dollars)
1981

1982

1983

i

198

1986 7080 8186i

Current services
(1/81).. ............ 101.6 117,7 127.6 127.2 129.8 133.3

--

5.6%

Enacted changes.......

--

4.7%

--

-6.2

-9.2

-7.5

-5.8

-5.7

Proposed Changes
In83 Budget j/.....
: - A . .L
.
Total. ....... .... ... 101.6 110.6 112.0 111.4 114.2 116.5 15.0% 2.8%
-Includes all entitlements except Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid
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Note that some of the flattening out of spending in this entitlement
area merely reflects our economic forecast and has to do with the fact that
this Component of the entitlement structure Includes unemployment insurance and
other 4nemploment-sensitive entitlement programs. Since our forecast aisumNS
a strong recovery lasting through the entire budget projection period, spending
for unempIloyment- Isurance isexpected to fall and there isless pressure on
the other unemployment-sensitive entitlement programs.

TWO APPROACHES TO RESTRAINING THE GROWTH IN ENTITLEMENTS
As we sat down last year and looked at an Antttlement structure growing
at a 15 percent rate, heading for spending of a half a trillion dollars in a
very i&-years, It was very clear that we had one of two basic routes to take
interms of a-policy strategy ifwe wanted to achieve major savings,
One was across-the-board reductions, which, I will argue, isonly
appropriate as a temporary expedient. The other was some kind of targeted,
selective, permanent change t the entitlement structure designed to tighten
that structure and better focus it on those with demonstrable needs.
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As we looked at those basic strategies, the across-the-board Strategy,
which we rejected, had a great deal of appeal. I think it iS obvious to
Numbers of this Comittee, as well, why that appeal exists.. With an acrossthe-board-type constraint on -ertitlement programs, depending on how severe the
constraint, one can generate large savings and have major budget impact over
tme as a result of relatively modest changes-through across-the-board type
caps or formulas.

I offer the Comittee today perhaps the most dramatic illustration Of
this point. Ifwe were to simply freeze the current indexing structure in
place at the levels that existed In1982, which isto say after the 1982 COLA
adjustments, for every progrm from food stamps to military retirement, and
keep that freeze on for three years, through FY 85, the savings would rise from
about $25 billion the first year to nearly $53 billion a year by 1985.-

TABLE VIII
Cumulative Budgetary Increases -ue to COLA's. FY 83-81/
(Outlays inBillions of Dollars)
Proarams

FY 83

FY 84

FT 85

Social Security COLAs .....
Other retirement COLAs....

16.3

27.2

36.2

6.1

9.2

11.6

Other entitlement COLAs...
Total.....................

2.5
24.9

1
40.3

5.0
52.8

I/Additional program costs due to COLAs, compared to the cost
of maintaining benefits through FY 1985 at FY 1982 levels
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However, inthe process, we would have reduced the expected benefits of
the average retired couple on Social Security by nearly a thousand dollars, not
Just the expected benefits of more well-off individuals.
Let me give the Committee an illustration of this problem, Mr.
Chairman. If you were to freeze all indexed programs for one year,$ you would
be freezing at one and the same time the benefits of a GS-15 retired for
10 years at $33,000 and the benefits of an SS1-beneficiary with no other source
of income or Social Security, of which there are hundreds of thousands, at
$3,300. There is a 10 to 1 disparity between benefits under the anhuity programs for retirement at the top and benefits under the income maintenance or
means-tested prograras at the bottom, and when you impose a freeze,-you are
imposing a freeze on individuals that are spread all the way across that spectrum, some 40 or 50 million people.
The point of this-illustration isthat across-the-board formulas or
freezes cannot be Justified as long-term solutions to the enormous growth built
into the entitlement structure because of the similar way they treat beneficiaries inradically different circumstances. The only way to minimize the
adverse effects of an across-the-board type approach on current beneficiaries
Isto significantly limit the duration of any freeze or payment cap.
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Given this situation, last year's and this year's budget proposals,
whic- were oriented toward making permanent changes _An the entitlement structure, took the targeted, elective approach to entitlement reform.' However,under the present conditions cf fiscal urgency and with the kind of problemsthat we face today, we may have to consider teporary entitlement reform
expedients of the type we have been discussing as well as the long-term, more
permanent changes in entitlements proposed In the budget.
Mr. Chairman, I believe we face an enormous challenge In attempting to
bring the-growth rate of these entitlement programs into a range that Is
compatible with fiscal stability and balance, and in achieving the detailed
specific reforms in this complicated structure of literally dozens of programs
--10 a way that will Meet the needs that have been either promised through social
insurance programs in the past or that are evident by the income needs of
various people in our society today.

THE WORKING POR
Before I close, Mr. Chairman, I would like to address ,one other area of
considerable interest to this comrAittee -- work incentives in our welfare
system and how our proposals affect them. For over fifteen years, analysts
have focused on the effects of welfare program benefit guarantee levels and
reduction rates as the key to understanding the problem of work disincentives
inour welfare system.. From the Family Assistance Program of the Nixon era to
the Cater "welfare reform," conventional wisdom has held that only by reducing
benefit reduction rates, and by providing recipients higher Incomes for work
than non-work, could we hope to move a substantial portion of the caseload off
welfare.
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While a more benign structure of benefit reduction rates has long been
talked about, ithas, to date, never been achieved. When President Reagan took
office, the decade-long effort to reducemarginal benefit reduction rates had
still left major cliffs and notches in our income support system. An unap oyed father in a welfare household receiving $300 per month In cash assisL

tance stood to lose that entire $300 per month inbenefits -- and the similar
value of Idicaid coverage to boot -- by increasing his hours of work from 99
to 100. Even in the more frequent case of a single mother moving from a parttime job at minimum wage to a full-time job at $4.00-per hour, the combined
loss of cash and in-kind benefits produce "marginal tax rates, inmany
instances, well in excess of 100%.
The reason for these continued anomalies isan-iron law controlling the
feasible limits of means-tested entitlement programs that makes itliterally
-osstb 'to fashion a program which simultaneously offers reasonable benefits
and low benefit reduction rates.
A siiile example illustrates this point. Consider a welfare system
that provided benefits equivalent to $6,000 per year

--

,thich would presently

be inthe high average range -- and taxed a recipients' benefits away at the
low rate of 25 cents on a dollar earned, Such a system would provide cash
welfare payments to every American family with an income under $24,000 -- or
better than half the Doulation. Every effort to lower the Otax ratem raises
the "break even point" for continued benefits higher and higher into the middle
class earning stream.
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The only to Isolutiors" to thts fundamental political impasse are no
solutions at all: •one must either drmatically'slash benefits, or else
increase the tak rite. In the example a6ve,-the break-even pot could be reduced to the $12,000 income level (still, quite probably, too high) only by
either cutting the basic benefit to $3,000, or by raising-the tax rate to 609.
Confronted with this paradox, the Federal government has erred on the
side of keeping tax rates moderately high so as to permit the benefit level to
be maintained-atjadequate levels. Any tax rate below 100, however, has the
effect of creating a permanent entitlement for those capable of supporting
themselves through work. Because the "tax rate" problem cannot be solved, we
have up to now maintained a benefit reduction scheme that has discouraged the
vast majority of recipients from working, while maintaining permanent
dependency for those who nevertheless do shrug off the disincentives and obtain
productive employment.
The Administration's Proposals
The overall effect of the Adicnistration's proposals isto finally
break through this log.jm by recognizing the inherent I!Mossibility of "welfare
reform" as we have construed It in the past. Based on the insight that
means-tested entitlements, as presently constructed, will never solve the
dilemma of work disincentives, we proposed, instead, to -Retarget assistance toward those who are not circumstantially
capable of supporting themselves;
Use tighter eligibility screens and absolute work requirements,
notably "workfare, to provide the needed work incentives for those
who are capable;

--

--

Limit special work-related incentives, such as' the, 'thirty and
one-third" income disregard, to temporary, rather than permanent
assistance; and,
Eschew all further fruitless efforts to mitigate high benefit loss
rates.

Under the welfare regime proposed by the Administration, the charges of
the crtics that we are fostering "work disincentives" based on old-model perceptions of ,"welfare reform' are simply irrelevnt. Rather than arguing
forever-whether a-70 percent tax rate on work istoo high, the Administration
proposes to turn the problem around, and establish a one hundred Dercent tax
fate on non-work by those otherwise capable. Only Inthis way can we provide a
cash welfare system that compassionately provides for those with nowhere else
to turn, while assuring the American people that they will not be asked to
support those who can support themselves.
This concludes my prepared remarks, Mr. Chairman. We face an enormous
challenge inthe budget areas this conittee must address. I know this committee has studied and analyzed these problems very carefully and I-look forward
to our discussion today about your ideas, as well as ours, on how we can
proceed.

WELFARE 1$ THE"PROBLEM
*

David A. Sto.krna

Every session of Congress In the past decide has seen the.
start of a major effort to revise the tangled mass of transfer payments
programs that constitute our nation's welfare system. Each of these
efforts, Including the one begun by- the Carter Administration last
year, has ended in a stalemate. The persistence of the stalemate Iiali
the more remarkable In light of a- near~universal perception of
Irremediable flaws In the existing system: The reasons underlying the
rejection of such disparate approaches ps the Nixon Administration's
Family Assistance Plan and the Carter Adminlstration's Program for.
Better J6bs and Income are only now becoming apparent.
Many serious watchers of the welfare reform debate on Capitol
Hill have reached a consensus on the causes of the Congresslonal.*
stalemate. This view, ably 'rticulated by Senator Daniel P. Moynihan
In a recent brtlcle In T *OmUNtsrrnJ
FOastacgECoecWsruDIts
holds that comprehensive welfare reform requires so many
trade-offs that no one Is able to muster the political skill to fashion a
compromise acceptable to a majority of the competing factions. Conalder. Just two of the seemingly Irreconcilable sets of conflicting
goals: the demands of state officials for fiscal relief vs. those of ad.
vocates of higher benefit levels and the program designers' quest for
administrative simplicity vs. effective mechanisms for reducing fraud.
and abuse. Compromise has proven Impossible.
However, as difficult a-s It may be to shapli a politically ac-.
ceptable formula for revision of the welfare system, the real obstacle

to change Is more fundamental. The legislative log-jam. Is only a
political overlay masking a basic policy dilemma that is the-true'
source of the stalemate.
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---A breakthrough in this pOlicy conundrum may b# In thi offing,
however, The revival of marginallst thinking Inthe public poicy Brena
offeti the promise of an Alexandrian sundering of the political
Gordian knot. Sudden and unexpected Congressional:'Support tot the
8telger Amendiment, which lowers the, tax on 'Income from capital
0ains, and the gathering momentumof thi KempRoth plan for a 30 .renewed
peroeht out Ih personal Income tax rates indicate
awareness of the Dower of government oic1es to .ha Indivl
behavior through Incentives that Influence delsions On the margin.
Former Wall Street J6u"a editorial writer Jude Wanniski such
oinctiy described the marglnallit perspective In a recent book bearing
the modest.title, The Way the WOrld Works:
As a general rule of the economic model, the only way a
government can Increase production Is by making work
more attractive than non-work...The statement may seem
childishly simple, but economists frequently argue thatwhen Individuals are toaed more they will work harder in
order to attain a target level of Income or wealth. These
arguments can be supported by anecdotes, but cannot be
te on the margin. If the person taxed works harder, then It
follows that the person who receives the tax receipts works
less, and there are thus neutral effects on Income. All
economists agree, though, that In addition to an "Income"
effect there Is a "substitution" effect, and that clearly a
worker substitutes leisure for work when his fax rate is
raised.
What remains- to be pointed out is that this response to high

marglnii tax rates is not confined to upper Income Investors or upwardly mobile middle Income citizens. There i I littlnrnco Wleve

that the oot respond to high marginal taX rates anydfferently than

the WeaIthv.

The More You Tax, The Less You Get
Although the poor can In most Instances fill out a Form 1040
and end up owing the IRS only a tiny percentage of their Income - it
they pay-any tax at all - they are nevertheless subject to marginal tax
rates that roatch or even exceed the marginal rates faced by our
wealthiest citizens. 'he marginal tax rate laced by welfare recipients

-91-2%S

0 - 82 - 22'

results'Io the combined effect of the benefit losses and Income tax*
ItablItles that they incur when they ilnorease their non-welfare
earnings.
nder the
r ram.
mr"no02r~n
*welfare
recipients
f.r current
rnrij AFDC-Food Stam
t
r
every dollar gained through Increased Work effort, they lose 70 cents
through reduced benefits or Increased Income tax liabilty. At certain
Income levels, the marginal rate: under- the AFDC.U program (for
*
families that Inblude on unemployed father) exceeds 100 percentgaining a dollar through Increased work effort leads to A dt loss In
total family Income. Faced With those astoundingly hlgh marginal tax
rates, the welfare recipient has come forth with an outpouring of
creative effort and Ingenuity-that matches Or even surpasses the
kaleldescope of tax-sheltered Investments devised by the wealthy.
The difficulty Is that such "tax avoidance" by welfare recipients is
uniformly counterproductive, for society as well as for the recipients
themselves.
There Is a saying that goes "the more you tax something, the
less of It you get.", Nothing could more aptly describe the effect of the
high marginal tax rates of the existing welfare system on the work 6ffort of welfare family heads. Nor is the Impact limited to work effort
alone. High marginal tax rates Introduce perverse Incentives that
erode family stability, deotease parental responsibility, and encourage welfare fraud among the beneficiary population. In short,
high marginal tax rates are the analytical key to understanding the
whole range of problems associated With the welfare issue.
The reduction of work effort Is undoubtedly the most obvious
effect. A dramatic example is provided by the programs In which
families with unemployed fathers receive benefits. Unber such
programs, earned Income in excess Of $360 per year Is taxed at a rate
of67 percent up until the point at which the father works 100 hours
r month or more --- the equivalent of a half-time job. After that point,
family Is disqualifiedfrom further assistance payments altogether. Due
this absurd provision, a family In which the male head chooses to.
ccept a full-time job at the same wage rate ag the prior hplf-time job
ill actually suffer a net decrease In take-home Income once the loss
f In-kind benefits such as Medicaid and food stamps is taken into
accourot. No "culture of poverty" Is necessary to explain'why fathers
of such families decline Invitations for full-time employment. Confronted with this negative incentive on the margin, the male head of a
welfare family witl be as much of a "rational economic man" as any

Wall Street banker could possibly bq.
The situation isequally grim for female family heads over many
Income ranges of the.regular AFDC program. A welfare mother In my
fullhome state of Michigan who chooses to go from a half-time ta better
by
Income
family
redue
to
stands
time job at $3.00 per hour
than $47.00 per month - a marginal tax rate of 117 percentl
None of the proposals that have been before the Congress this
year resolve this problem in a satisfactory manner. The Incremental
approaches, despite expansions of the earned Income tax credit to a
wider family Income range, only. reduce the marginal tax rate from the
TO100 percent range to a more modest 60-90 percent range for the
majority of welfare reci lents. The response of the wealthy to such tax
rates is to shield their-income from taxation through tax preferences,
aco0unilng gimmicks, and non-taxable compensation. Lacking these
mechanisms, the only way the poor can shield Income is to conceal it
Illegally or take It In the form of leisure or other non-measurable, nontaxable benefits.
The President can- claim with someJustice to have sought to
end the work disincentive faced by welfare recipients at the lower end "-.
of the Income scale. The problem with the Administration welfare
reform plan was that It went after this goal by broadenig the Income
range subject to the disincentve-producing high marginal tax rates of
the present welfare system. In effect, the President proposed that we export these high marginal rates to thb middle class.
The primary cause of the highly undeslreable "export" wasthe
exemption in. the Administration plan of the first $3,800 In family income from the benefits reduction formula. Welfare parents who took
jobs In the $5,000 to $6,000range would, by the Administration plan,
have experienced a-small loss in benefits. But If family Income rose
above this modest level, the benefit reduction f rt-"Js In the Clrtr
Proa ram for Better Jobs and income (PBJI) would take the character
of a sharply -roaressive tax ra, u,ul f.Iincme in the range f
$6,000 to $12,000 would be taxed at marginal rates in the range of 55
to 65 percent. Thus, while the first Increments of additional family Income would be protected from the high marginal rates Of the current
system, the work disincentive effect reappears with undiminished
vigor a bit further up the Income scale. When combined with other
features of thei President's plan, such as the expansion of the earned

/

Income tax credit and'a new payment to offset taxes for loW-Income
workers, the $3,800 disregard wo~ld have ensured that "- larger share
of American fatamiles than ever before would become subject to the
worli disincentives now reserved for the very poor
The work disincentive Is not the only adverse effect of high
marginal tax rates, however. An equally acute problem'is the strong
financial incentive for the dissolution of nuclear families- In our
present system - an Incentive that would have been perpetuated under the President's PBJI.
-

The clearest incentiv for.famii9 break-up Is well known. Under
the present system, particularly In the states that do not offer a welfare
program for families Including both unemployed parents, a father who
.41 uninterested in working can provide his family with an income of as
much as $6,00O annually by the simple expedient of absenting himself
from the hbme ahid thereby enabling his wife to qualify for AFC
benefits and associated in-kind transfers. The PBJI, which offered
almost two times as much in benefits to single women with small
children as It does to Intact families, would have done little to reduce
this Incentive to family dissolution and fraud.
The Incentive for family dissolution is n6t confined to families
with unemployed fathers, however, nor Is it confined in its effect to
familles that would In the absence of the Incentive be close to
breaking up. The very same powerful financial incentives act on
families with fathers who do want to work and who may have
moderately weli-paying jobs. For example, the State of Michigan,
through Its AFDC p.-ogram, pays a "bounty" of nearly $4,000 per year
to each family that causes Its $9,000-per-year father to disappear - offllaliy -. from the household. Although the notion that adult couples
would be willing to maintain an informal or episodic living
arrangement in order to qualify for AFDC and secure a net g91In In
family Income of $4,000 may offend middle-class sensibilities, every
welfare caseworker can attest to the pervasiveness of this practIce
among the welfare beneficiary population.
The high marginal tax rates of the means-tested welfare system
also erode parental responsibility in homes in which the parents are
legally separated. According to a comprehensive HEW survey of
AFDC recipients, fully 83 percent of absent or non-supporting fathers

.

potentially had earning or child support paying ability; that is, they
were not dead, Incapacitated, or otherwise unavailable. Nevertheless,
only 86. percent were found to be subject to cOurt-ordered child sup,.
port payment obligations, and-less than an additlOnal four percent
were, provldlng support under a voluntary' arrangement. Moreover,
eventhe child support provided by this small fraction of fathers con.
slsted primarily of token payments, Halof 0fthe court-6rdered fathers
were paying less than $75 per month - frequently less than $25
and nearly two-thirds of those under voluntary arrangement were
paying $78 or less.
In short, only five percent of potentially capable, but absent,
fathers Were making more .than token payments for'the support of
their own children. Of course, not all of the 90 percent of absent
fathers falling to provide e child support are delinquent In the strict
-sense. Large numbers fall Into the "officially" separated category
-described previously. To some unknown degree, their children benefit
from the combined pool of shielded earnings and transfer payments
available to the family.
-

In the case of genulnei separations -which

undoubtedly num-.

ber In the millions - the legal machinery for enforcing child support
obligations Is nearly worthless. Under both the existing program and
the alterntlve proposals that came before the Congress this year, the
tax rate on child support payments Is 100 percent. The deserted mother.
thus has absolutely no Incentive to seek out the father or to cooperate
with civil enforcement authorities and the courts. Any amounts
retrieved go to recoup the state's'welfare costs or result in a dollarfor-dollar reduction In her benefit entitlement. It Is little wonder that so
few errant fathers are ever brought to task for turning-their child support responsibilities over to the public welfare administrator.
'

Perhaps the most serious failing of the welfare system we have
today, at least In the public -mind, Is the substantial amount of fraud
and abuse it engenders. The most common forms of recipient, fraud
are concealment or non-reporting of assets or Income in order to
establish eligibility for benefits at higher levels and failure to report
changes in financial circumstances In order to maintain eligibility.
The extent of fraud and abuse under the current system is
remarkable only In that it Is not even more widespread. The high
marginal, tax rates of the current system have raised the stakes for
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concealing Income tca level that can Justify quite a bit of risk. And
just'as With the Internal Revenue Code, the effect of these high tax
rates has led to the'creation of a labyrinthine structure of definitions
and distinctions for the determination of what Is "taxable" - in the
sense bf resulti'ng in benefit losses -- Income.
The average AFOC caseworker manual contains over 200
pages of text setting forth the distinctions between Income that
results In reduced benefits and Income that has -io effect on benefits.:
This mass of -paper grows apace as the system tries to take
cognizance of ever finer shades of definition in order to aohleve some
rough equity.- It Is little wonder that state AFDC programs require
more than 100,000 employees just to make payment determinations.
The high marginal tax.rates of the presentsystem contribute to
administrative complexity in another way by establJshing a strong
countervailing force to the stringent.-behavioral standards for employable welfare recipients that require maximum "Work effort."
Legions of caseworkers and investigal rs are needed to ensure compliance with the work effort standards: this should not come as a
surprise in a system that rewards work efforLby taxing away most of
the resulting earnings.
The Irony in all this is immense., We offer strong financial incentives to welfare, recipients to shelter a few hundred dollars In
earnings frpm tax by concealing them. Then, we pay welfare workers
$15,000 per year to ferret out fraud and bring it to the attention of
$30,000-per-year prosecuting attorneys. This can never be a winning
proposition.
The "Iron Law of the Beak-Even Point"
It would appear that the problems resulting from the high
marginal tax rates of the present welfare system would be amenable
to a simple solution. We could lower these high marginal rates to a
level at which work disincentive and the encouragement of fraud andfamily break-up would disappear. But it would be necessary to bring
the marginal rate to below 30 percent in order to produce any
meaningful change - and that causes us to run -into what may be
called the "Iron Law of the Break-even Point."
The "Iroh Law" is this: any -system that establishes even a
~1

2QP

benefit ontltiement
household
family inor-order
mInimum
barely adequate
requltes
hi
mrginai
tax "ates
to keep"the
break"even
point" (the in'comes level at which eligibility fdt public assistance
would end) St a politically acceptable income level.
The following examples Illustrate the operation of the Iron Law:
if the minimum family benefit for a family of four is set at the near.
poverty level of $6,000 and th6 marginal tax rate on earnings Is kept to
25 percent, the break-even point Is an annual Incom Of S240006. Under such a system morethan two-thirds of all Amerloanfamlllei would
r6celve some form of cash welfare payment! Eveni th6 marginal tax
"rate Is permitted to go up to 40 percent the break-eveh point Is nearly
$18,000. This would Include half of all families, i result that Is no less
.
politically Untalable than the first example.
Only a marginal tax rate of 70 percent or higher can lower the
recipient population to a reasonable fraction of the total population.
With the $6,000 benefit level,, a, 70 percent marginal rate yields a
break-even point of $8,800 In ahnuail Income.
The incremental approach to welfare reform favored by-the
Carter plan sought to circumvent the operation of the Iron Law by
placing a ceiling on Income for-ekry into the welfare system that was
below the break-even point for those already in the system. Thus,
those who qualified for benefits by reason of an Income below ths..
threshol(l would retain benefits even after their Income rose above the
threshold. This permitted the imposition of a lower marginal tax rate
on the efforts of welfare recipients to improve their earnings. This was
only achieved, however, by dint of the serious Inequity inherent In'this
device for restricting the ellgibl6 population to a.reaso~able level.
Thus, two neighboring families might each have current Incomes of
$7,000. One would be receiving significant welfare. benefits because
Its Income had earlier been lower. The other would ndt qualify for any
benefits.
Expedients such asthIs can ultimately offer little relief from the'
iron Law. Inevitably the constraints of limited budgets make the adop.
tlor of low break-even points, with'their companion high marginal tax
rates, a necessity. The special House Subcommittee on Welfare
Reform was forced to permit states that supplemented benefits above
the Federal minimum level to:ralse the benefit reduction rate - the
marginal tax rate for welfare recipients - from the 52 percent ceiling
In th. original Carter plan to 70 percent. Despite prodigious efforts,
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the Subcommittee was unable tO free the basic means-tested well,;;
system from high-marginal tax- rates without raising the break.evP, 1
point tO an Incoie leve too high'to be acceptable. Forced by the lraii
Law to make a choice, they fell back upon high marginal rates,
A Ridical Solution: Abolish Means-Tested Welfare
The preceding analysis suggests that the recent corn.
prehensive welfare reform proposals are variants of a single unviable
generic design: means-tested family entitlements. Even variants such
as the negative Income tax, which eliminate the problems associated
with high marglnil tax rates, suffer from other ailments arising out of
their dependence on the means test. In the case of the negative In.
come tax, for example, the complexity of'determining eligibility and
the Incentives for concealment of Income would be essentially the
same as under the current system.,
Itis thus evident that the only real solution to the problems of
means-tested welfare for the working or work.eligible population is to
simply do away with It. "Welfare" as we know It should be abolished
for all but thb non-working - the aged, blind, and disabled - whose'
eligibility can be ascertained by reference to physical characteristios.
This leaves us with some fundamental questions, however. Do
we .s a nation want some kind of transfer payment program for the
working population. If so, how should such a system be structured?
Judging by the high level of government resources currently
committed to Income transfer programs, and the consistent efforts of
the Federal government to expand coverage under these programs, it
is clear that-there Is an Implicit consensus that transfer payments are
appropriate for those with Inadequate Incomes.,
Just as clearly, there.appears to be a consensus that this policy
derives first and foremost from our desire to protect children. Ensuring adequate Income support for children Is the focus of the AFOC
program, as well as the original guiding principle behind the
-establishment of the personal exemption in the Internal Revenue
Code. Unlike the many tax preferences subsequently s-dded to the
Code In lieu of reductions In the high marginal rates of the personal
Income tax, the personal exemption was never a backdoor means of
lowering marginal tax rates. It was a Federal commitment to adequate
resources for raising children.
/
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The activeve suppOrt level provided by thb combination of the
transfer payment programs and the personal exemption varies,
however, by income. Tho high marginal tax rates associated with the
transfer payments quickly reduces the level of public support for eadh
child, which Is restored only very slowly as rising marginal personal
Income tax rates Increase the value of the personal exemption. By
putting In place a system of universal child payments, we could
satisfy this fundamental desire of society to provide for the support of
chIldren, while- slmultaneously- doling away with the problems
associated with the-means-tested welfare system. The universal child
payment system would eliminate all of the.problems associated with
high marginal tax rates,.slnce no change In Income'status would affeet eligibilty. It would eliminate all the administrative complexity of
exlstlng welfare programs, since the only determination necessary
would be, to Identify the- proper recipient for each child. Because It
would replace both our existing AFDOC transfer payment system and
the, personal exemption In the tpx code, the net cost of a universal
child benefit system could actually be less than the cost of the
existing system.
In addition to the implicit desire to provide for children evident.
existing welfare- and tax policies, there are other major
our
from
-policies In favor of Income transfer that Indicate that our society ISnot
content to'allow the market to allocate Income Without offering some
buffer. First,'there are explilcit transfer payment programs, directed at
adults whose Income falls below certain levels, such as food stamps
and AFDU.U. More significant, there Is the policy of redistribution Imploit In the minimum wage laws, which prevents the market from
valuing labor services below"a level that provides a certain level of income with the Intent of effecting a transfer of income within the
market structure,
In combination, the overt transfer, payment programs and the
minimum wage laws have had devastating effects. The. marginal tax
rates of the overt programs result in tremendous work disincentives
and the withdrawal of labor from the market. The minimum wage
results in the foreclosing of job opportunities by preventing employers from hiring workers whose productivity cannot support a
wage at the minimum, statutory level.
Any program to repair or replace the existing benefit programs
for adults will of necessity contain an element of income transfer.
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Perhaps the most likely candidate for a new mechanism for
distributing benefits is some form of wage supplements Implemented
through a negative Income tax withholndig structure for low-wage ,"
workers.
A tax credit of perhaps 20 percent of gross wages earned,
provided to low-wage workers immediately through a negative
withholding tax, and phased down to allow positive taxes only at a
level above the normal entry level wages for unskilled and semiskilled JObSwbuld have a strong work incentive effect. Such a'
-system- would, like the universal child payment., have many advantages. The system would Impose a negative marginal tax rate at.
the lowest ranges of the wage scale, giving very strong work Incentives, while simultaneously encouraging the largest possible number of workers to participate in the taxable labor market. The, Importance of drawing workers out of the underground labor market, in
which transactions escape all taxation through the use of Cash or
barter arrangements, cannot be overstated. Some economists hive
estimated the total anriual value of goods and services In the underground or black market at $100 billion.
The negative withholding system would also enable us to put a
freeze on the minimum wage. This would In time significantly expand
labor market opportunities for low-wage workers, without sacrificing
society's desire to see that every worker disposes of some mlnfmuv,
level of Income..
Because the negative withholding system would attach to the
workers and not to the family unit; It would encourage more than one
family member to enter, the labor market. It would actually 'be to the
advantage of the family to have two workers with nominal wages of
$3.00 per hour Instead of one worker earning 6.O0 per hour. The Increased labor market attachment for low inoome families that this
would produce would improve their ability to weather Job losses by Individual family members. A related positive aspect of the negative
withholding system would be Its complete neutrality in affecting
family behavior, since family status would be irrelevant to eligibility.
The most attractive alternatives for welfare reform available to
us thus take cognizance of the plain fact of the matter: means-tested
welfare is unworkable and harmful. By moving to systems such as the
universal child payment and negative withholding, we can shape Incentives at the margin that lead to higher labor output, greater family
stability, and a lesser burden on the economy-as a whole, while still
meeting the unstated but Implicit policy goals of providing a mlnimum
standard of living for those who cannot achieve it without some form
of assistance
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The CeAraMAN. We do follow the early bird rule, but Senator
Long is here. Do you have any statements you want to to make,
Senator Long?
Senator Loxo. I will take my turn when it com es, Mr. Chairman.
Thank yu

The &AJmmAN. Senator Byrd.

Senator Bran. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stockman, you and'the administration receive some criticism
from time to time. It seems to be incteasing In intensity recently. I
have not joined in that for this reasn: I feel that this-administration and you have-attempted to do more about controlling the increase in the cost of Government than any previous adminitration. I commend you for your work in that direction.
Now I think the great problem is this question of deficits. Everyone has different figures as to-what the deficits will be. I think you
have underestimated the deficits for the next 8 to 4 years, I think

BO h

baly overestimated them. But inmy judgment, they.

will run $00 billion a year for 8 to 4 years.
Now my question to you is this: Without getting into an argument as to whether the $100 billion is exactly the f gre that it will
be, assume that we run $100 billion deficits for 8 to 4 years, can
this
countr
survive by running such huge deficits over a 8 to 4
,year
perioda.

Mr. S&CKMN. Well, Senator Byrd, I think in some basic sense
we could survive, but I believe the burden on the economy would
be enormous. The effect on interest rates would be unacceptable.
The prospects for sustaining a permanent recovery rather than
simply a temporary recovery would not be high, and for that
reason, I would come to the conclusion that as a basic policy
matter, $100 billion deficits, back to back, year after year, in a
period in which we expect strong recovery and revival of our econoSsimply isn't a compatible prospect,
Senator BY". I certainly agree. And it appears to me that the
country and the busiess community not only agrees with that-,
what you just said-but assumes that that is going to take place or
someing appaching it. Do you agree that there's a lack of confideuce on the part of the public m -the business community'as to
what-will actually take place in regard to deficits in the next 3 to 4
Years?
Mr., SOcxw. Senator, I agree with that. But I don't believe it's
a lack of confidence in the program. I believe It's a lack of,confidence in the capacity of the executive branch and the -legislative
branch to jointly work together to implement the additional budget.
restral~t and revenue increases necesary to bring the deficit down
below the recession peak and -keep it moving on a credible genuine
Kath toward balance Over a period of time. The Way to restore con-i*
Ce ito
the cynics are politicie
wrong, and
thatunder
dep!tetheallc~rrent
oftthpressures
andprove
the temptationsto
issues
environment, the administration and the Conges world
tbgeth.,
er can fix into l* those b
that we need tolnsure that
the deficit does not break the $10Gbillon barrier that you, hOa
talked about, and moves steadily down ai the recovery gamers ma
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Senator BYiw. I ,"
with you. And I think It is essential that
the Congress and the President work together to do just that.
Now let me ask you this: What s the debt now, subject to limit
t on? And when wl that ceiling be breached?
Mr.Andthe
OrOcxe . Senator,
believe
the current
need an
we woul $1.08-tril'
later, figure
sometime
tion isI that
lion,
increasemn the debt due to these higher deficit costs for 1982 that I
have described. Treasury is currently working on a detailed scrub
t pin point pr,e
when that date would be or that pero 9f.
time. Iam sure
thatey
will beeans
providing that
lt this
t 'tthe
h ealestpot information
and
Comite
committee and
and the Wy*nien
sible date
Senator Bym., I assume that you anticipate it will be well before
the Setember 80 date, at which th6levelhas now been set?
Mr.
Srocmm
%That
would
be correct,
Senator
Evan. .Now
you
stated
i ou Senator.,
oenincometstati
Senayou
ope%%S
-comments that it
would take serious treatment of bg
dfktto lower interest
rates. Now could you amplifyrthat? What do you mean-b "serious,
treatment of budget deficits?" And, to what, degree,'do "the budget
defiditu need to be reduced-to bring about a lower interest rate?,
Mr. SocMA. Senator I think everyone has tried-to find" a
Imagc number as to what the deficits can be or what level would'be
tolerable or compatible, with delining interest rates and sustained
recovery. I don't think there is any magic number or scientific
answer. :But I do believe that it's important the deficit not exceed
the recession peak of $100'billion or so in 1982, as we move into a4
recovery in fscal years-1988-84.We must come below $100 billion,
and the more we can come below it, the better.
Second, . believe that an outyear path of deficits that is steadily
declining is essential to restoring confidence- in the financial
market. It seems to me the problem at the present time is in the
bond markets it's in the lone end of th-market. That market is
saying that the current inflation rate has dropped from 12 to 5 percent, but the permanent expectation OT inflation is still in-.the
double digit range I think the reason the marketshave maintained,
that view-that'the permanent inflation expectation is double digit
even though the current inflation rate is at 5 percent-is-simply
the belief Fhat thew deficits will not be reduced, and that sooner or
later the l~ed will be asked t- print,the money to pay for them. We,
the races again
in- terms
of excessive
rates of
would
be off
money the
growth
andtoinflationar
pressures
building
inthe economy.
It sems to me that once ithas been demonstrated that we have
"incorprated into law those entitlement,' revenue, and other fscpl
dlsiplihies that ar needed to remove these pros pective deficits, the

- infton expecttion, can change quickly and dramatically permitti a revive f th6 long-term bond market. That, of course, Will
bein to 'create a 1cia
environment in which'strong: economic
recovery is popible.ThUs, the restoration ofconfidence In the fi.
nancial mark iis all linked to our ability, in some basic:sense, to
deal
with 4ieavaD
projcteddficite
in *the"outyears.
Senator
tu "one concludg,
comment, if I may, Mr. Chair.ma.I agree withWhat yowasay there. I don't
re the oi
which yoUappea tave that it wi be accomplished. And.I'm not
encourage, Imust say by your assertion that the buget defci
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must not exceed $100 or so billion. It seems tome that is taking a
Ietty cavalier look at the deficits. Thank you.
_Senator
Heinz.
Senator H
. Boun
Thank you,
Mr. Chairman. Let's see if I have
some numbers right. As ! understand our fiscal situation, accor
td the Congreseional Budget Office, if we don't do any of the budget
''cuts that the President] has proposed-if we don't enact any of
them or any alternatives to them, if we don't do any of the revenue
enhancement the President has proposed-looking at both the on
aandoffbudget deficit, we would have a deficit of $176 billion, in
iscal 1988, $206 the ear after, and $226 In fiscal 1985. Those are
the CBO numbers. They add up to $608 billion on top of the existing.$l tilflion national debt. A 60-percent increase-in just years if
-we do nothing at all. Does that sound about right?
-The

'Mr. STocxiw.

Senator, with the CBO economic assumptions,

those numbers sound correct to me. Ours are slightly lower -witha
'lAerent set of economic assumptions. But, basically, I think you
can say that the cost of stalemate, of nonaction, of Sitting on our
hands over the years n thebudget period before us, is in the
rang of a half trillion dollars or better.
S"hstor HwNz. So domg .nothing is unacceptable. We understand
that, It would probably drive interest rates up even further if we
did nothing.

Mr. S1'ocxlLN. That's correct.
Senator
Under
the CBO reestimates of the Reaan adSministrationHINz.
budget,
the comparable
numbers are $187 bilon in
1988, $144 billion in 1984, $152 billion in 1985. That totals $483 bil.
lion in additional national debts. And that's if we did, according to
the Congressional Budget Office everything, everything that President Ieagan has asked the Congress to do. That Is a higher
number than the OMB estimates. 0MB would come up with a
number, oh, about,4180 billion less in deficits than that $488: billion, as I understand the numbers.
If you were a Member of Congress again, and f you believed that
OBO-was right rather thaOffice
of Manament and
Budget-andIrealize that is an extraordinary leap offaith to ask
of you at this time. But it Is not so extraoa
for Us. Would
ou,
seeing
$488
billion
worth
of
additional
deficit
if
did everything but nothing more than the.Prep.dent proposedwe would
ou
vote any increa9 in the debt ceiling bill when It came UP ufes
and until YOU got a far better-resolution of the budget? Woudyou
vote for an increase in the debt ceiling bill if you saw those kinds
vt-nuwnbrs(fc*
u
:Mr. Srocxwr. Well, Senator, Ithink Iwould have'to say that f
I Wee still a -Member of Congress I probably wouldn't 'believe
either set of numbers, CBO's orb
0
a's. But I do have to take some
objection to the 0CB reestimates., I think that rather drmatically
overstatesm the6 picture.
Senator Uunrz Let me not contest that With.you.,
Mz' 81ocx N..But i wil say on the specific legislative queon
"'that you have raised, I don't believe that I would havev"oted any
incres. I voted against debt ei0ing increases insistently whei 1
.l think that Iwould wanttoee as part of
-was in the Con

that debt cilin

inc

, some ajor treatmentof thE problem in

t:esense of serious, credle, rcef action to reduce the prospec-

tire deficit path.
Senator HMz. I totally r. Thank you, sir.
The C."UMr. Senator
.th.
Senator Roe. Mr. Stockman, I, like you, tend not: to believe.
either CB0 orMB. Not because I don't basically trusteither oUe,
but frnkl y I tik too much rel
is placed onrthese forecasts.
And ti concerns me very great. For example, Alice Riv in,n
an article written in March April of 1981 points out that the bi
-problem i not diversity of forecast at any one moment, but the
fact that during time the for
rs
e to
tare"ychange .,theit
minds. What concerns me is that these predictions, these guessti.
mates for,1983--not so much 1988-but 1984, 1985-1986 are gess-.
timates. They do depend. upon the assumptions made in' the n0del.
And yet I am fearful that' by-constantly emphasizing the negative,
the defcitswhich are extraordinarily serious, we are almost creating a -self-.Aintll promise. Mr. Roosevelt said many years ago
thatthe ony thin we need to fear is fear. All we ar hearing now.
is gloom and doom. And we forget that the basic purpose of the
Presidents Economic Act i4 to promote real growth.
NowI would ask you: Are these numbers ones that we can rely
on? Or are they go ing to be constantly subject' to change? These
forecasts>Mr. SionOX N. Well, Senator; I would. say two things. It's almost
unavoidable and inevitable
that these forecasts are subject 'to.
change. Let me, give you one example We had to lock up the
budget numbers .in December for the Commodity Credit CorPora.
tion.-We did not have access to more complete and newer inform a.
tionon, the size of the wheatcrop and the, pros p ive wheat price,
the size of the corn crop and so f,
when more
Complete information w =as
available, USDA reestimated fl. year.,
19 outlays from $2 to $7 billion. And those kinds of "things
con-,
stantly happen because in many areas of the budget you are deal'
wiha very
Vil -itoi
:ih second pomntlwould make sthat if you look atthe hitori
record, both-0MB and CB0 havp consisten4y estimated the deficit
wrong. You, are prmely correct on that. But the' further point I
woud make ithatthe error has always been on the under ide.It
is almost always underestimated.whether by.Republican, Demo
cratic,i congressional, or executive branch sources, -because,iobvi0ui.
ly iwe have a tendency to hope and expect the best
se obvioisSThe thr point I would make is that these deficit numbers that
w e are dealing with arethe mim
that we can expect because
the
isratonsforecast is based on the mostrapid economic growth
can the
expect;
-most
-rapid filthe
inthe
iflation that
rate
can rate
expect;
t we
mwe
and
mostthe
rapid
delieein
interestrate
we, Pan expect; IthraelIlcl ob n hnete
ilms
prb~~y
nandves jetoh
ear suing n erae
on averg Vfo0tas,
since World wa~ 'II. if you lok at this
you
weail have
o alz thate re is no way t omake the:problem easier or smleler bymoe"5
assum
a
er performanc of theCono,11
sn
YO

•
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Senator Rom. That basically, is not my point, My concern Is
whch are notn
forces assumption.
these economic
be relying
we seem tQbased
that predictions
Ana
upon upon
a certain
but
jthinkc it is a mistake. ;And I'm not being critical of eitheryour
outfitt or th ne .-here. But they are only a good as the basic asLet me ask you a second question. I, for one, am a st ngbeliever
-that defense canot be increased as rapidly as tlhe .adWmtration
ImporI think
commentbecause
akett
I that
f just
prop0.
is
'kinditofissupport
there is not the
back home,
understand
tantto
it
been proposedL
growth
thetotremendous
for
is going
administration
the ahas
t that
he things
o 'rcent
me that one18.
seems
of
is a setting
Pentagon
have oinlook
'to
growth
a real 7-percent
to me in
thatparticular,
area.Itthe
seems
thatat;and
Driorities
Ins
of10 pefnt, projected, is perhaps more realistic. But!
would urge you-to spend some time and energy, and the people. i
the executive branch, toforce priorities to be set in tht part of the
budget as well.
Thaink you.
-am
next. First, Dave, I want to say
YCli---. Believe
mithe past year and a half-efforts
your
appreciate
we
much
how
thinkyou
a
hal.
and
year
te
qu
not
Ithin most ofu on vbot
tion. Having said that, conrbutetuoourmo
in the rht
sides believe that we must do something more. There is a differonce of opinion on what we we must do. Some may not really want
to6do anything but talk of it. But I think for the most part, most
Republicans and Democrats understand the, necessity of doing
something: The, question: is "how much time do we have? Do we
extension
debt' ceiling
months?
6 weeks,in 2late
-80 dA
-have
floor
Senate,hearbe on the
It should
April.The
pibably'be
ingswill
inMy. 1 that to ]ate to-use the debt toiling as a vehicle for some
package if we can put it together?
Mr. ocmx. 'Well, Senator, that gets into the realm of legislative tactics, which you would be more, expert at than me. I would
the
0nly say from the point of view of economics, given the lap ixeUl
ear
frtfl
going to make major ch e or
-budgt,that If you areth'iicto
1988 thatwill reduce the deficiton the revenue saeo
!ment side, the earlier those change are enacted into, law the
better; As we learned last year 8, 4, or 5 months to implement
changes on the entitlement side because you needhearings, regulations, field level implementation, and so forth. Revenue" changes
cant be implmented immediately either.'
Second, I believe that Over the next month or so, we will have a.
window Of relative calm, hoplly, in the financial markets The
1pplyIs coin bac onto trackand Federal borrowing in
money
the flrt hf, of the year has been below expectations-.that Will
catch up later. 06"it seems to me that'if we want tobuild on that
we
of ,February-as
since the
been
has m
rors
rates come down
andmiddle
the short
conditions
rketmade
money
.eeen that
200 or 300 basis points and the prime rates start to ease--itwould,
be a critically important signa' to the, financial markets,toget
thatwndw
place
in, or
theip
probabilityI ofa
r
oSuch,
the
actionn prmaYenT
would lesseno Ir risk
t sOmetimeo
favorable trend that I Underway now. And, of course, If we can

keep that trend going, the prospects for an earlier and stronger
Ullbe improved, Ithink, substant!aledr every
Sand more sue
Well, as you know, there are a number of RepUb-,'
SThe~ CIm.
iion i
licans and I understand also, a number of Democrat mee
whether or not -we can agree on some change to present "tothe
President atthe appropriate time. I think, many of us left- the meet,
to
Ing yesterday with an indication that the P ident is l
y..
listen. ie dldii't suggest'that he was, going to change anyp
But think there was a feeling that he was receptive and tht gtve.
us encouragement ai continue our meetings.' They must become
at areas
iprtisan if they are going to succeed. W=e aicommittee such as medicare, mecala
I believe,
tu'
i' the medicare side-maybe more than medicaid-that there is
room for substantial reduction. There's a program that is almost
out of control, it you look at the growth over the Pot 10 or 12
years. As ou have indicated, ff we can't agree on what-you propose,
in the budget, then if we must find some other way to achieve that
savings
crned. or more. That is not really a problem as far as you are conMr. 8cxmN. That would be the case, Mr; Chairman. But I also
think that if you examine very carefully the detailed changes, say
in the medicare area you are discussing, you will find that many
them have great meri, are justufiable, and ought to be considered
very carefully by this committee.
As we took a hard look at medicare, we concluded there were
man provisions of a detailed and' sort of microcharacter, that..can
without harm to beneficiaries and without great dislobe ce
cation to the provider system.
Let me offer one example or two examples of the kfnds of things
was est ablshed, uncoy-,
we think should'be done. When. medic
ered services -were deemed reimbursable because there was a feeli g-it would take some time for povider. to become accustomed to
the ru as' to coverage. That rule is still there, it' is viscidual, it
ought tobe eiminatd..
We' have :a dual treatment now- i physician reimbursement.
Where most physicians are reimbursed at 80 percent of reasonable.'
and so
physicianst-radiologists
costs, hospital
and
customary
There is no strong justificapercent.
at 100' based
-reimbursed
forth-are
-tion for that'differential treatment and' it does lead to excess cost.-',"
We have anomalous situations where physicians-are appropiate
their overhead costs when they practice hlithe
ly reimbursed for
clinic or the office, but receive the same reimbursement rat f
Sth~ytreat a-patient-in the'outpatient wardofthe hospital.-:.
they are' not ying thecost; the hoe: In'that latter ce,
tey are being reimbursed under overall aggregate repitais.Yeth
.
Imbursement for basic cost under medicare
"That kind -of situation should"be remedied bY, a -lower rate of reimbursement foroutpatient, clinic basedervice..
youvwillfind a lot ofchang
tis'
S I think as YOU got.toa
of thstype that an beot.Wiet0aesalidvda
il* e
es ad4 u to enantdosvnghtwe
hesechp
If war ths gowt ofmedCaro dow~
tobrig
:~m

that.'
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The, final point+Iwould maIe, though 'that these kinds of
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Mr. Srocxbg.

cause, clearly, th

I don't believe if would have the same i2pct be---

1,
incia market ar cocern
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growth
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rnnnt
two,
0pendl
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a rear orbudget
foreFdra
military
splautmatic
to defer
were
not h v,VItbink the sameefct u mote, Waportanlr I -don't
believe the innca markets are looin fo deeneoutaso for
dascreitiousary outlays' or, for hlghwav 'outlays' i partl culaf" oei
preference t another. I think they are looking for a reduction
aggreate outlays from whatever appropriate source so that theIfnnanci4g and current borrowing, requiriehnits of the Government
y come down$
will steadJSenator 8YMM8, Since you mentioned highway outlays, I will ask

ou another question on that. Secretary- .wis exploded a trial bal-

for an Inrease in'the Federal gasoline tax of 5 cents a goo
would happen to come to Pass, what would your attitude be
S
I'that
about ending that money out of th6 trust funid?.
at the
being reviewed
that proposal
No- Well, comment
of presyour
In terms
on itsissubstance.
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entMr.
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highway
if
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collected
.latter question though, obviously,
and.lut intotie trust fund, then ought tO be spent fOb'the authorfied purposes for which the: trust find was created,
Senator SThMS. Well, I am glad to have you on :record sying
more. lam,
that, Dave.I imagine you and lwillbe discussing
very concerned about that p6int. I think when people look at places,
*towhere
the Federal Government could raise revenue, they always
look at the Federal gas tax. And that is probably one of the best
Federal programs that ison the' books. But it always seems like It
is a very difcult problem to get the money back Out -of the trust
fund once you get It in ther#, ! think the trust fund carries a bal*bflion. And guess in the'unified budget, 'that
ance Of, some
-helps y o make the budget. CouldI respond to that, Senator?
Mr.S~&

Senator Syms. Certainly.
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r, thos rates have not declined. The interest rates on
Od Ire-mr bonds, are- at an almost ateh~gh~wifle,
8 10Year
";.te-[lo4term
capital , markets "rt
y don't O
eXit. My co
-oirns1
tin- e dosn't go, far enough to imtha watyouar jropon ths
nmentn
market# I would like for you to c
'fp te f
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mUlcould it -take to convince tbeiakets
judgment oniIt. # ..That lare
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temporarily
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that
inflation
Lpe. nent. deficits will not
bi real bUt,IzeThat
we .areriotrunning
b of ontin the debt at some time down-the6- od.
the hig isk;
think we can come to some rough conclusion that cetaioly tripe
digit deficits aren't coMpatible withany appreciable reduction i
th eon term bond rate. The quicker andfaster we ca, reduce the
suffer in
sl
defiCit below the tripldigit level-..that w6wi ineyita
this recession year-the better ronsewe probably willWexpc to'
terms of the lo0n-term ,ratereduction and the revival of
'achiev6in
long.terncapital
market that, we need, But I don't know;that,ySbody has an, equatJon that- will tell. you 'that for evIery.$10 bon
reduction of the deficit you are gongto get a half point 'on the
that kind of thing exists.
price.IB don't t.Nordo1.
bond
Senator
Mr.. S.
But I think we do know the general direqon
and :the more We can do without violating other important objecimportant for the economy, the better off we
tions
-:, that. a al
-

Senator Borsow. Mr. Director,I think the point you made earlier about what we have to show in the,outyears is very importt. I
hin we ha"ye to show that there wll b e asubstantireduction in
the deficit ithe outyears. That is What will impress the nancial
ma rketi. TO accomplish that one of those t i that we will have
to consider is what we do about the tax system itslf. The deferral

of tie

year tax reduction is o oft

options.

e harbor

we will haveto substantly limit
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the objective.
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withcomment
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Mr, O A~. I would make two comments, Senator. Ithink for
bck, to HWS. But two points.
more detail you would have 'to
One, we have proposed to replace It with a mandatory commity
work xriene program so that thesame peoPlewho are involved
today presumably would be coverd by that;
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Senator BAuCUS. TUakyoaMr. Charm a
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torntlog go when advoca .t last years budget
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Orgy~yo# said that the administration is inter in and-I
oil tgotyou here "Intereated In curtailingeweak claimi-ratherthan w
cnts. And continuing ur quoe, "We have to show
that we are willing to attack pwe
clients with weak claims."
In light of those statements, I would just like to review some features o this year's budget. One, along the lines of Senator Bentsen,
the
It seems
a program
where notpowerit is ver
cost WIMporam.
effecuiveand those
tendtotome
be that's
weak clients
That-is,
ful clients. And they also tend to have powerful claims.
The second area is in respect to the medicare cuts. Secretary
- Schweiker, yesterday presented us with a chart showing the.administrations view thiat the meicare beneficiaries 're teceiving
0nly 9 percent of the, cuts; hospital, physician , and others rteiIng a greater, sha.'The fact of 'the matter isthat I don't think'..
Anybody on. this comtt6e believes that -medicar beniefiiaries,only receive 9 percent of the cuts. Ultimately, hey are gOing to be.-

receiin much more ofthe burden there.
And Senator Mo
yesterday, also pointed out how-working
welfare mothers aebigcut bc rsiclyb hs dldta

tion s budget proposals,
Then we have 'the .strong client That Is, the strongclentsWith
weaker claims. Anid that's thedefense budget. To me, that seemsto
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theavery
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c A1. Senator, let me respond thAt question with
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three points.One, I do iot' consider the DfaeS Department .a in"
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here
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The first question isdid you say that?
yes.

M,rocixuNM-Well, my answer iS
Senator Mnvcru. Thank you. My'second question is did YOU believe it when you said it?
Mr., STrockItAN Still do.
c Knator
You still do?
Se:
And I believe we've found a good deal of it. As
-Mr. -.-you know, Secretmry Weinberger has presented to the Congress the
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waste
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Now wan a songdefense. Md we are atki
increasing defene-spen0ding. The only queston is the rate creaese of defense spending. MidI just don' -see how you, in oo
conscience, believing wha you now. say youbelievec com e hee
and urge u* to- ut*-medicare; to cut medicaid, grinAdow thoseat
the,'bottom end 'of the. scale while .thisdefense, budget' really Is
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r'Well, Senator, don't see.hoW we -ca deternme
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i:.Senator M~cumz. Well, it's a in1 budget It is really a setting

of prirleo. And what I am sayingto you i thatthe human needO

of the elderly and th0 por of thicoun-try and 1 ofthe peopleof
this country just
as important to his Nation's securir
to,
notare
That s as

fles and 'otherfrms of litary things.
strategicc
denegrat
the_
necessity
fthe
every societyIn
of the
resolve hm
humanButWilland
bylatter.
powered
s been
historyh6
strng. of the people.
And machines, whlch supports
are ony
aS good
them.
ag theunderlying strength of the societyequipment
Mr. STocxitli. Senator, I agree with that, butI must'point out
that even 44tr the cuts that you are objecting to here, we Will
spend $72 billion on medicare and medicaid in 1988. That'd more

thanwe are spending for strategic wepons, for ships, planes,

tans, for all procurement practically in the Federal budget,
Senator MAUU You y that as though that is wrong.
:Mr. S ocxu .,No, I dont. I say that t sugt that ifwe a't
meet'the needs of the elderly and the low income on a $72 billion
budget by doing it better in trms of reimbursement, in terms of
e!bilty, in terms of administrative costs, then we have failed as
pcymakers to! make use of the ample resources that we have alocated to that purpose. I think the $72 billion isn't the problem,
it's how we can spend it more efficiently. I would invite you and
other members of Ihis committee to help us figure, out why we only
spent $14 billion for that purpose oie decade ago.
Senator Mrircu. We will be glad to do it. Can I make-just one
closing comment, Mr. Chairman?Very brief.
TheC.
Certnly.
Senator Mncnm.
I commend the chairman for his efforts to
prduce a bipartisan compromise. He talked about it earlier today.
!: is
exact
words
were, "it must
become bipartisan."
There
be
joint
effort
by Democrats
andRepublicans
in Congr
t must
produce
-a budget that does something about the problem Which I believe
the a
nration's'budget does not. But I-just wanted to sayto--.
you as. one'Democrat that there is not going to be a bipartisan comromie if one side doesn't want-to compromise. And as long,as the
President goes around the country attack inthe -most ,artisan..
shrill, manner any Democrat, who happens to d
with him,
there isn'tgoing to be a compromise. And to go out Wet and:con.,:duct highly pr isanpaWs and to say thisdoesn't applyjto
any RepUblicans, it applies -ly lo D mocrats., flut then to ,have
toetemcrats
0n6n
package.
:.i::Ithink you oht,
swe
to havego. ot .Presdeftd
o:n down:.hihetoic.
,
We, a.want t do, what I right fr this country. We' want to have
'-a budget, but,it takes twoto compromise. And the'only way..we are,
going to compromises to'et the tone to d it. And the tone is not
now
President.,',
Thebeingsetby
C'Th6. the
Senator
Long.
Senator LONGi Mr Stockmin, since reference was made to the
Atlantic Monthl rticle, 'I want to comment on. that. I've heard
w.hat :you said a tthematter. 'That the article was at variance
with
1e cae.dhaigread
press account
. both,'found
would be the first
to agree
was, the
myself
t that-that
that
theuonl
g thmat tu~
s y, w!lhrong with the article i: th it as '
pbihdpeaulyIIthdlenpublhda
a
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date, let's say 4t a time when: youhad gone, on your way Intosome
other endeavor, it not only would mark 9U a s a verywis man,
but perhaps the hero of"th adm4n*toni, It may yet before it iS
,
lover Wit, [Laughter.]
Find. nothn wrong with' whait you said in that Atlapt~c MonthCle,-read, the whole article in context. Apd I think, Iam
l. rtiF
are with regard tthe
vi I sunder"d
also rather
problem,ilarwith
Qoveral
May.I say.what
that your
I think
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of LouisiGoveror
I once worked as the executive counsel forthe
pot
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ana.
onthe theory that
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finding
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offering,
th6ught abut matters, and thatM .were
advis, what1
had sufficiently
Igoing
at variance
with what I would advis andthat it
woUl-d be appropriate for me to just go'on-my way
In my opinion, your judgment is as go9d and- perhaps better tan_
that of, anybody' they have got down there. I hope that you are
HOuse.
lWoi I
occupies the
around here -as long as Mr..
but
perf
not
ar
You
think you are don a oodjob you will continued 'stay atI dont
*what
who is.1 just hope
anybody
knowareao
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Now let me approach a problem that to me is rather evident It
may not betoi voters, but I think it is a very, evident problem. I
is
he in
doink what
ltic inpolitics
playing
Paul Volcker is not K
think
with It,
he s not playing
dog.thatmayisinerr,but
my judgment. Andhis story goes something like this: We can't
stand the deficits in the areas that have been projected, we should
reduce them, and they must be reduced if we are going to control
inflation and if we ar going, to get interest rates down. And he
suggested in good faith-- know he is in good conscience in suggesting thJs-that we should reduce spending by whatever amount we
can reduce it and having done that, we then ought to look to the
revenue side.
I was at the White House when my colleague Bennett Johnston
suggested to the.President that the third stage of the individual tax
cuts should be ,madedependent upon the performanceof the economy. I, myself, intervened atthat point to say that I thought the
it6 dbe
and
about
more concerned
be afford
President
wou
himself
that he else
stageanybody,
that third than
couldn't
.that f we would

as

us to cal -itoff.

,r ank y, a it stands today, I don't think we can afford it. I think
owe
ought, to. 4eferi it ju.t on the basis thatwhen we c afford it,
OK, you get the addtio
110
l-percepto
cut.
But that
If we can't
afford it-"if yOu are ging back
byway of
inflation
everythingyou
are gaining by way of a taxcut, and many people are gtting-a lot
getting by the. way of
"thantheye
more back bY way of, Inflation
a tax cut--then we ought just to defer t.hItlnk that ought to be
done. And ifwe don't do that, they are going to have to ind something else to do on.the revenue side. We aren't doig anybody any
favor when we project the idea of a tax cut, but what we are giving
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c.-hairman, the AFL-CIO appeciates this-opportunity. to present
number of
Views on the Administrations' proposed budget cuts in a

iMportant- programs- ijhin the Jurisdictio

of the Senate Finance

over the last half century, an indispensable national-structure
": 0 programs has been. built to meet the contingencies of life for millions
,o AmericanS,.; -Social security. unemployment compensation. Medicare and
idicaid, -)ublic assistance and other socialprogras are not governmental:&ots of charity,- They represent the conviction of the Ameriaii

and.
people" that government must try to preventpoverty and deprivatlow
" that. -4l Americans are entitled to protections against certain
contirlg*Acies..

Now tht ,structure is threatened not only by unwarrented' cuts,

-but by an Ill-conceived effort to abdicate national responsibility and,'.tO ,foist many of these programs on already financially overburdened
states.

Fifty years of social progress under the leadership of the

federal government is now in danger.
Last year ithe Congress, through reconcIlition, cut fiscal year
by $9
athis
committee JUrisdiction
'19.82 entitlement spending under
-he im"ct of thoesame-cuts in fiscal year 1983-was then
-bilii

"

reduction of $10 ,billiOn. -Now President Reaganis,
*asklng- this ou .ittee to cut-.another. billion in entitlement spending '
froi fi4ca year 1982 and another '$9 billion it entitlement -spending in
-calculated to

be

fiscal, ye19131.
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Mr

Chairman, let me

A.ministiation',
sspecific -P

ow outline so" of out, oncerns. about' the

biget propoesala
ram" and the peop

-la.1ils, the budget.

and the ilm ct of these protio

....

.

p!ootoctod b , them,.

ricidneiliation provisions; ..made major outi- in

t1* social security piogram.

These cuts Included benefits for- depndent

children in colee oto it-icondary schools.. idbimum benefitbi for new

applicants. off .t "of d4sabili benefits. eliination of the' 1 mab
death benefit when there ard no survvOrs*,and termination of survi"o

.

,parent's benefits when the youngest child reaches age 16 Instead of U.
Overall,, social security benefit .wore out by $22-26 billoh over the
ensuing five year.s
XZn I*? 1981v President Reagn aked Congress for additional reductions..,
. These far-ra.ling propose l vould have severely, reduced social -seOurity
. en6fi ts alilegdl
S The
'hardest

tb deal-with social'security-

"hit would have been early retirees

financing problms.the majority of whom

Are forced to ceae wo~kirl+for health reasons, or because of layoffs.
- The net leffet of thefsproposals would. hve .been to out early retirement
benefits #y. 43 porcent disability benefiti by ,one third and tbi oVerall
1 program by 21-23 -percent.". The impact of these proposed cuts
would have
been devastating to the program Ad to those-.protected by it.
The "drastic cuts were met-by a tremendous outpouring of public
opposition foec ng the PiLdent to change his positionand to appol02t

a. national Commission

oSocial Secrity Reform to stdy

" oaehmendatinaon, soci1a wvcurity 'sftiancing problem.

d t$ mie
I am

meer

of tbot 0088W86si96

The President has soft nwprcOVOli__tn the fiscal
year 093. bud*t for
,oal•pdin,
secrty
the
port Of the, Commiseice

' :+"+

"

,

:+

The Congressional leadership

which is due no later than December 1982.

of both parties cooperated In this efort by naming ten of the fifteen
Commission members,.

Thus, Congress should not act either through the

budget or legislative process until the Comission has made its report.
We are concerned about proposals recently made by leadinL members
of the Senate Budget Committee that, in advance of any recommendations
from the Commission, would free%* cost-of-living increases in social security
and federal retiree programs.

A freeze of the social security cost-of-

living adjustment for fiscal year 1963 would cut the benefits of the
average retired worker about $324,and for the average retired couple
about $468.

Even with the ost-of-living adjustment in these programs,

inflation already reduces the buying power of the elderly because large
arts of their income (private pensions, s.-vings. ete)
for increased living costs.

are not adjusted

Thus, while it is essentially true that

workers' wages have not kept pace with inflation, neither have the
incomes of most of the elderly.
The elderly as predominantly a lower income group are particularly
vulnerable to inflation.

The bulk of their income must go for the

necessities of life and for most of them, inflation means a reduction
in their ability-to buy these necessities.

In 1980, nearly 60 percent

of parsons age 65 and older had incomes below$10,000 compared to only 20
percent of the non-elderly.
Millions of the elderly have incomes just above the poverty line.
A $20 to $24 drop In their average weekly income In 1980 would have caused
their poverty rate to spurt to more than 25 percent.

This underlines the

importance of cost-of-living adjustments in preventing the erosion of
their retirement benefits by inflation.

Many of them are fighting a

losing battle oven with inflation adjustments. The aged poverty rate

Jumped from

$1.9percent in 1978 to 15.1 percent in 1979 and increased

slightly again in 1980 to 15.7 percent.
Thus the elderly are one of the nation's most economically Vulnerable groups.

A postponement or reduction in their cost-of-living

protection would do serious harm to their already precarious economic
situation and would accelerate the increase in the numbers of them being
pushed into poverty.
Because social security is separately financed, and because the
law requires that all social security contributions be used only for
social security purposes, the program should not be used to help to

hold down the budget deficit. There is a fundamental difference,
between a decision In a particular budget year to fund general revenue
authorizations at a lower level (such funding can be increased again
in a later year) and a permanent change in the benefit protection
provided by social security.

'In the latter case, the recommendation

is to permanently reduce, in a self-financed program, the level of
protection forwhich people have worked and paid contributions.
Social security policy should be determined by the purposes of that
program and should not be subject to the same kind of modification for
budget or fiscal purposes as general revenue programs. This does not
mean that some changes cannot be made but it does mean that they have
to be carefully thought through, adequately discussed, and not detract
from the basic protections of the program.

This cannot be achieved

through the budget reconciliation process.
The AFL-CIO believes that the locLal security program should be
separated from the general budget and made an independent agency. Only
-in this way can the earned rights of workers and retirees be protected
against the short-term policy swings of the budget process.

'
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3.t 1roa5 iRetirman

The Administration's budget for fiscal year 1963 would eliminate
this program which provides railroad retirement, unemloyment and sickness insurance.

The railroad retirement system would be abolished by

turning over the funding obligations p2.2 billion) ot Tier t benefits
to social security and by changing the Tier it benefits Into a private
multiemployer pnsion plan.
The impact of these proposals on the income security of railroad
workers and retirees Is potentially catastrophic.

Railroad retirement,

which is now a uniform national program, could be turned into a multiplicity of programs.

Because of the financial situation of railroads

varies considerably many of them won't or can't participate In a national
multiemployer program and will try to establish separate and less liberal
programs.

The result will be disruption In the level of retirement

benefits for railroad workers and in the collective bargaining process
as railroad unions clash with employers over pension Issues.
In addition, placing funding obligations of 42.2 billion on social
security increases its benefit obligations at a time when this program
18 experiencing financial difficulties.

In any event, the Congress in

the 1981 budget reconciliation legislation called foria Presidential
study and report on the retirement program.

No action should be taken

until this report Is made.
The Administration would also transfer the railroad unemployment
Insurance program to the states.

Railroad workers would be paid through

fifty state programs, many of which pay much lower benefits than the
railroad program.

This transfer would take place at a time when atate

unemployment compensation programs are under severe financial pressure.
Many are borrowing from the federal government so they can continue to

Parceling out of this successful national program tO
fifty financially hard-pwessed states doesn't mak sense.
The AI'6-C1O is opposed to all of the Administration's proposals

pay benefits.

on the Railroad Retirement System,
Mnamloymnt Insurance

The protections of the unemployment compenstion program,
particularly for the long-term unemployed, have been drastically
eroded as a result of ill-considered and harsh restrictiods
Initiated by the Administration and imposed by Congress for deficitreducing purposes. Since 1968 the unemployment Insurance trust
funds have boon included in the unified federal budget.

The

Administration, therefore, can project outlay-reouctions in unemploy.ment compensation for fiscal year 1983 as the result of cutbacks
already enacted even though the unemployment insurance system is
basically financed and administered by the states. To reduce the
likelihood of further cutbacks in the unmployment compensation program, we urge Congress to enact legislation that would exclude the
unemployment Insurance trust funds from the unified federal budget.
As the result of Congressional action in 1980 and 1981, the
extended benefit program is severely restricted. The national trigger has been eliminated, and extended benefit claimants are no longer
included in the calculation of the state triggers.

Long-term job-

less workers can now be compelled to take minimum wage jobs regardless
of skills

and previous wage levels.

As the result of two additional

restrictions that will become effective on October 1, 1982, extended
benefits will be paid in fewer states due to the mandated Increase
in the state triggers and 20 weeks of qualifying employment will be

K
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required for eligibility. Millions of jobless workers in the current recession, therefore, will be deprived of unemployment compensation after they exhaust regular benefits resulting In economic
disaster for them and their families, It is estimated that in fiscal
year 1983 over 3 million unemployed workers will be denied extended
benefits during period* when they otherwise would have been entitled
as the result of these changes.

These workers will be unemployed

as the result of economic events overwhich they have no control.

It

is unjust to make them bear the responsibility for their unemployment under these conditions.
During recessionary periods with accompanying high rates of

employmentn,

labor market conditions are such that the period of

job search for unemployed workers is much longer than in prosperous
times.

In addition, jobless workers who are receiving unemployment

compensation benefits exhaust these benefits while they seek suitable employment.

Thus, the regular benefit program with a maximum

of 26 weeks in most states does not provide adequate protection for
workers during periods of recession-induced unemployment.
The official unemployment rate of 8.8 percent seriously under-

estimates the severity of the unemployment crisis. If discouraged
workers who have stopped looking for nonexistent jobs and workers
who want full-time jobs but can find only part-time jobs were
included, the unemployment rate would be 12.4 percent.

Of the 9.6

million workers officially counted as unemployed, only 3.7 million

workers are counted In the insured unemployment rate of 4.1 percent.
The gap between the insured unemployment rate and the official
unemployment rate continues to widen.

During the 1974-1976 recession,

890

the gap averaged 3 percent.
5 percent.

This differentill has increased to almost

Because each state'a insured employment rate Is the trig-

get for extended benefits, even the present trigger levels are too
Rather than enacting a one percent increase, Congress should
have lowered the trigger. Once the increase takes effect on PV 1983,
extended benefits viii not be available until the official total
high.

Unemployment rate is near 1i percent.
In recognition of the necessity for additional weeks of benefits
for unemployed workers during economic recession the Congress has
several times enacted legislation establishing supplemental benefit

In 1958 end 1961, Congress enacted one-year programs
that proVided supplemental benefits of one-half the regular duration
up to a maximum of 13 weeks. As the establishment of these temporary
programs.

programs lagged behind the need for them,-a permanent extended benefit program providing up to 13 weeks of additional benefits Was
enacted in 1970.

This program was designed to trigger on automatically

-during recessions based on national and state trigger requirements.
In response to continued high levels and increased duration of

unemployment, temporary programs, providing up to an additional 13
weeks of extended benefits were enacted in 1971 and 1974, bringing
the maximum entitlement to 52 weeks.

Subsequent temporary legisla-

tion increased the maximum duration to 65 weeks through December 1975.
With this historical background, it is difficult to understand
how at a time of worsening recession and increasingly high levels of

unemployment, the emphasis has been on cutting back rather than
enhancing the program established to protect the long-term unemployed.
,.This situation is even more intolerable because jobless workers are
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to them.
finding that other resourceibare no longer available
make it
Tightened eligibility requirements for receipt of AMDC

to
virtually impossible for unemployed workers and their families
insurance
obtain any welfare assistance when they exhaust unemployment
for food stamps
benefits. These workers will also be disqualified
family can earn
due to the lowered ceiling on the amount of income a
to Imediately
in order to be eligible. We, therefore, urge Congress
that have
restore the protections of the extended benefit program
been eliminated and extend the duration of benefits to 65 weE-s.
The injustices that unemployed workers are forced to bear are
not restricted to the extended benefit program.

Recent funding

cuts in the Employment Service/Unemployment Insurance administrative'
budget have forced states to close local offices and reduce the size
of Employment Service staff.

As a result-, recipients of unemployment

ctuilljisation :enefita are faced with drastically 4iminiehed services.
These reductions began In FY 1981 with the closing of about 400 local
Employment Service offices and layoffs of 5000 staff.

Still further

cuts were to have taken place with the closing of 600 additional
offices.
Vigorous opposition by the AFL-CIO and other groups forced

the

Administration to support a supplemental request to allow the 600
local offices scheduled to close this year to remain open and to
cover the cost of the projected increase in unemployment compensation
claims processing.

However,

-have not been restored.

the Administration'a reductions in 1981

Congress should immediately provide funds

to reopen the 400 offices that are still

closed.

trade Adlustent, Asistanc"e
The crisis for jobless workers is exacerbated by the Reagan
Administration proposal to eliminate the cash benefits in the Trade.
Adjustment Assistahce Program (TA) after July 1, 1982, except for
those already enrolled in an approved training program, The objec.
tive of this program is to compensate workers who are laid off
because of the high inflow of foreign goods.

Compensation under

this program was severely restricted In the FY 1982 budget as the
result of a $1.2 billion cut. This cut was accomplished by changing
the benefit levels from the national standard to state unemployment
Insurance levels, by requiring that all unemployment compensation
benefits be exhausted before any TAA benefits could be received
and by restricting weeks of entitlement to benefits from both
unemployment insurance and TM to 52 weeks, or to an extra 26 weeks
for tbose in a training program.

Prior to this change, the duration

of TAA payments alone was 52 weeks with an extension of 26 weeks
for individuals over the age of 60.
Because the large inflow Of foreign goods is the result of
-national policy, the joblessness that is attributable to this policy
ip a national responsibility.

We urge Congress to meet

this

responsibility by strengthening rather than eliminating this program.
Other Snecial Emloyee Protectio Proorams

The Administration proposes to eliminate the Airline 3Mployees
and Redwood

employees Protection Prras. However, workers covered

by the ReKwood Amployess Protection Program who lost their jobs on
or before Decmber 21,'1978 would continue in the program.

Both

of these program wer desiged to cushion the impact on workers of

Ns

N
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in these two Industries.
federal legislation that imposed changes
a result of federally caused disWorkers who lose their jobs as
to compenaation not only
ruptions to their industries are entitled
but also for lost
for lost wages as a result of their unemployment,
j and obsolete skills.
f kingebenefits, diminished career expections
long after the legislation
It is unjust to eliminate these protections
to bear the responsibility
was enacted and thus forced these workers
for their federally induced unemployment.
Health ProarMa
in the western world.
The United States is unique among countries
a comprehensive and universal
It is the only one that does not have
In contrast to other free and
national health insurance program.
America, there are 25 million
democratic nations in Europe and North
without any health
people, nearly 10 percent of the population,
more with
-- public or private -- and many millions
insurance

Slashes in federal
inadequate coverage against the risk of illness.
proposed this year would
health programs enacted last year and those
those without health care
add millions of Americans to the ranks of
* protection.
in new cuts on top
The Administration has proposed $3 billion
year's budget reconciliaof about $1 billion already enacted in last
tion bill.
reduction in
The most devastating change would be a 2 percent
its biggest Impact
reimbursement to hospitals. This cut will have
and the public and
on the elderly and disabled covered by Medicare
general
ocwlity hospitals that serve them. Big city public

hospitals would be particularly hard hit since less than one-fourth
of their revenues ire derived from privately Insured patients,
rest comes froi

Medicare, 4edioaid (which, of

course,

slashed) and rapidly shrinking local tax revenues,

The

is also being

When they can@

hospitals will also try to shift the added costs to private patients

which could "result in an increase in hospital Insurance rates for
health and welfare plans and other health insurancepolicies.
Another change would be that claims for-uncovered or medically
unnecessary hospital services would.be disallowed.

This sounds

reasonable* but 'it is not easy, in many cases, to know whether a
.service is necessary

or unnecessary until after it Is performed.

once again, the extra financial burden would fall on the patients at
.a time when they are most likely to be financially strapped.
Another modification would require a 5 percent coinsurance
charge for home health visits.

Home health services are frequently

a lower cost alternative to expensive care in hospitals and nursing
homes.

They should be encouraged.

It would be the height of folly

to erect financial barriers to this cost-effective form of care and
thereby force patients into nursing homes and hospitals.
Federal workers do not currently pay the 1.3 percent Medicare
tax because most are covered by the Federal Employees' Health
Benefit Plan.

The 1983 budget proposals would require all federal

employees to pay this tax.

With FENBP premiums rapidly escalating,

.adding this tax makes the payments federal employees must make for
health care far greater than In-the past
cut In take.ome pay.

--

in effect, a significant

N
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of major concern to the AFh-OZO Is the Reagan proposal to
withdraw first dollar Medicare-coverage for employees between the
ages of 65 and 69 and to shift those costs to the private health
benefits plan at their place of work. Thus oven though theme
workers made the same Medicare contributions as retirees, they
would be denied full Nedicart coverage.> This would be a disincentive
Although the purported purpose of the
proposal is to bolster the Medicare funds, lessened employment
N
for hiring the elderly.

opportunities will mean less, not more, money coming into the Social
Security trust funds.
The Administration is also seriously considering a requirement
that Medicare beneficiaries pay coinsurance of as much as $15 or $18
a day for the 2nd through 60th days of a hospital stay on top of the
$260 they are already paying for the first day of hospitalization.
Under current law, the 2nd through 60th days are fully covered.
This means a hospital stay of 60 days could cost a Medicare patient
more than,$1300,

The Administration claims that its catastrophic

insurance plan would soften the blow, but this is not true.

Only 2

percent of the Medicare population would be hospitalized long enough
to receive anything from the catastrophic insurance plan.

Catastrophic

Insurance is cheap because so few benefit.

Medicaid
Last year, the reconciliation bill cut the federal share of
Medicaid for fiscal 1982 by $1 billion by restricting eligibility for
medically needy families and by changes in eligibility for Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC).
Americans were cut from the rolls --

Just under a million poor

600,000 of them children.
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For TY 1963 the Administration wants even deeper cuts which
together with the TY 1982 reduction would mei
from the FY 1981 level of services.

a slash of 17 percent

The proposed PY 1983 cuts would

deprive an additional 1.1 million poor of medical care average
including 600,000 children.

Many of them would be cut off the rolls

because they would lose their welfare payments azid thereby Medicaid
coverage foi themselves and their families as well.

Especially hard

hit would be working mothers and their children cut from both AFDC
and Medicaid.

The rhetoric of the Administration extols work, but

mothers are made vorse off by working.
more than the cut-off of payments is
coverage for their families.
enactment of H.R.

What many of them fear even

the consequent denial of Medicaid

The AFL-CIO,

therefore, supports

5199 which would permit states to restore coverage

for the working poor who are deprived

of Medicaid when they lose their

welfare eligibility.
In addition to the adults and children who will lose their
Medicaid coverage when they are dropped from AFDC, coverage for manyothers would be worsened or eliminated altogether as the result of
other Administration's current proposals including
*
ReguLring Medicaid recipients for the first time to pay for
medical and hospital care.

For people below the poverty level,

this can mean just one thing -;are they need when they need it.

they will not get the medical
In

eny cases$ postponed care

will result in the end in larger medical costs which will
somehow have to be paid..

Kducing by 3 percent fioer l matching paymntt
"optional" is a
(1) For so-called hoptionalw item. fte word
ites
complete misnomer ,-°.optionalo Includes such essential
a dental care, eyegls6es, hearing aids, drug$ and medicine
people who do not meet stringent
poverty when
welfare eligibility requirements but fal into
need.
they have to pay for the medical care they
fore many otates to
Cutting back on federal matching payments will
currently covering.
eliminate both care and individuals they are
off ADC advanced
Cut oft from Medicaid eligibility for those going
(2)

*

and i.terme4iate care.
For the medically needy

--

from 4 months to I month.
pay the costs of
Permitting states to require adult children to
In many workers'
Medicaid patients in hospitals or nursing homas.
for the kids
fanmilies this could mean a cruel choice between shoos
could
or keeping grandma in the nursing home. In addition, a lien
so that
bo placed on the home of the patient even while still alive
a home to
if the patient recovered, he or she would no longer have
return to.
will
If this gutting of Medicaid is permitted to teo place, where
Health Service
the former beneficiaries go to obtain health care? Public
were a
hospitals served merchant seamen and the armed forces but they
resource for the poor as well. The P11S hospitals have been closed.
Inner eity public and private voluntary hospitals already face severe
financial problems. Bore may actually have to close down. major health
resources have been community health centers in the cities and migrant
health centers in rural areas. Both of these programs have been
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drastically cut.. Thus while drastic Medicaid cutbacks are deprivinO
millions of the poor of access to medical care, th4-alternatives to
which they might have been able to resort are also being shut off.
Every American must have the right to needed medical care.-The
Administration-proposed cuts already enacted are unconscionable.
Those now proposed should be firmly rejected.

To do otherwise would

impose cruel punishment on millions of disadvantaged Americans

--

especially elderly# disabled, mothers and children.
Aid to Finilie

With Denondent Children

The cumulative effect of the Congressional Action in the OmnibusBudget Reconciliation Act of 1981 and the regulatory Interpretation of
the Act have made sweeping alternations in the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (MFDC)
ren and their families.

program that will profoundly harm poor childA1DC is the only program explicitly aimed at

protecting poor children by giving their families basic Income support
and nearly 70% of the recipients are children.

The program is critical.

to the survival and well being of millions of children who are among the
poorest of any group in America.
The cuts in federal spending combined with the consequent loss in
state matching funds are resulting In the denial of the most minimal
basic diet and medical care to poor children and pregnant mothers.
Additional harsh provisions affecting the AFDC program are punishing
the working poor, creating vast pools of forced labor# jeopardizing the
jobs of those now working and denying any assistance to needy children
of workers who excercise their legal right to striKe.

Only about half

of the states have yet been able to put the changes required by Congress

K

into place making it Impossible to assess the full impact on the people'
affected. It is outrageous that consideration is being given to the
enactment of additional measures designed to bring even more pain to
the nation's ,poor.
When President Reagan submitted his FY 1983 budget to Congress he
proposed revisions in almost every major support program that offers
assistance to the nation's low income families. His budget message
urged the nation "...to weather the temporary dislocations and pressures
that must inevitably accompany the restoration of national, economic,
fiscal, and military health.0 For the nation's poor, the results of the
Admilnistration's budget proposals are far worse than "temporary dislocations." In combination with the program alterations, enacted last
year in the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981, the FY 1983 budget
proposals Make poverty a more severe and permanent condition for
millions of low income families. The Administration's proposals com"blned with last year's changes will reduce the incomes of people who
are already poor, creating greater difficulty for families trying to
securethe necessities *of food, sheltbr, clothing and medical care.
As a result of last year's cuts in AFDC 750,000 families - 2,250,000
individuals - had their AFDC benefits reduced or completely terminated.
This year the Administration proposes to eliminate or reduce payments
to-an additional 921,000 households or approximately 2,763,000
individuals. The effect would be to decrease even more drastically the
financial incentive that once existed for families to work their way
off of welfare and leave the millions of children in families which
rely solely on AFDC with less income with whichh to supply the bare
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necessities of life.

Combined with cuts in child health programs,

community medical care programs, day care, and Title XX -- all of which
provided essential supports to disadvantaged children --

these cuts In

basic subsistence programs revoke the nation's commitment to providing
support and assistance to children in poverty and enhance the likelihood of generational dependency.
The FY 1983 budget proposals affecting AFDC, food stamps, Medicaid,

and housing assistance strike directly at the income of the nation's
neediest families and individuals. They hurt people who have no other
possible source of incomes children, the disabled, thp elderly, and
mothers unable to work

--

a total or approximately 14 million people.

They make conditions worse for large sub-groups of the poor who are
already most disadvantageds black and rural poor in the south in

particular.

In all areas of the country, these proposed changes

would move people who are already poor even closer to complete
destitution.
These are the major specific proposals of the Administration
-with respect to AFDC, all of which we vigorously oppose.
Reuirina states to
.

out NOW

assistantV, an income by which tb

LL can be reduced.

The whole purpose of trying to ease the pain caused the poor

because of the outrageous increase in fuel costs in recent years
wold be destroyed by this provision.

Although energy assistance

payments hagW offset less thsn a third of the energy price -increases
incurred by low income families during this period, these same families

would now have their AFDC grant reduced ddllar
amount of energy assistance received.

for dollar by the

The Administration .is

soalO

N
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proposing that the food stamp benefits of these .me families be
further reduced to reflect energy assistance payments causing further
erosion of the ability of poor people to secure the basic necessities
of life.
Proratn.

shelter and utilities for AJOC famlies livina In laraer

b ousebold&.

This proposal would result in the reduction of shelter and utility
allowances to AFDC families which have found It necessary to share
housing with other families.

The assumption is that they no longer

need the full amount of shelter assist ce available to a family of
their size.

The fact Is that the current full allotment for housing

and utility costa in virtually'every state is totally inadequate to

provide even minimally safe and decent housing which necessitates the
doubling up of families where they can.

To penalize these families

for doing so Ii not cost effective -- it's cruel.
Discontnuni

benefits to a family Vhen the vouncent child reaches 16,

The 1982 budget reconciliation eliminated AFDC for youth 18 to
.21 years of age.

Now the Administration is proposing to further lower

eligibility to age 16. -1he effect of these provisions is to deny
benefits to young people who most need them

--

children between 16 and

21 who are attending high school, vocational or technical school
or college,

Such an exclusion is short-sighted end insensitiVe.

As Jobs become scarce, education and training are even moreessential

for achieving economic self-sufficency.

If generational poverty is

to be avoided, children of poor families must have full opportunity
to'obtain education and skills.

It Is this opportunity that makes the

diffenence between long range dependence and future productivity.
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Bliminatino assistance to needy families of military oeronnel.
In its efforts to systematically chip away at the.jocial safety
net, the Administration has arbitrarily singled out groups of people
to whom asdistanoe will be denied regardless of their need.

Last

year needy families of workers who were exercising their legal right
to strike were denied assistance.

This year they propose to add.

poor families of military personnel to the list of those who will

-

arbitrarily be determined ineligible for assistance.
Cumulative effect on the working poor - removing the work incentive.
Instead of encouraging people to.-remain in the labor market,
the Reagan budget for fiscal year 1982 removed practically every
incentive for the working poor to continue working by reducing
their income more if they worked than if they simply relied on
AFbC and other income support.

Further disincentives are created by

the FY 1983 budget proposals in both AFDC

and food Stamps which, in

many cases will actually penalize work effort.

The impact of this

on a poor family can best be illustrated by an example drawn from
an analysis done by the Center for Social Welfare Policy.
"Nationwide, the total disposable income of the average workIng AFDC mother and two children would fall $163 a month. Incomes
for working AFDC families would be reduced so much that parents who
work would generally be little better off --

AFDC mothers who do not work.

or worse off --

than

In 24 of the 48 states included in the

study, the APDC working mother earning average wages would end up
with less.disposable income than the ADO mother who does not work.
In California, the working mother would have $82. a month (or nearly
$1,000 a year) less in disposable income than the mother who does
not work at all.-
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As public policy, this reversal of incentives toward work is
outrageous.
undercut.

Work efforts of these families should be supported, not
They are the families most on the edge between financial

self-sufficiency and full economic dependence.

The provision of

additional income to them through small AFDC supplements or food
stamps is of low cost to public funds, but of high benefit in terms
of preventing greater dependency and Increasing economic productivity.
By fundamentally altering the incentives and opportunities confronting
these families, the Administration is reducing the likelihood that
they will ever be able to work their way out of poverty or nearpoverty subsistence levels.
"andatina forced work Snd abolishiM-the Work Incentive Prooram (WIN).
After restructuring the AFDC program so that people will find
it advantageous to stop working in order to better provide for their
families, they propose a number of punitive and illogical "remedies"
for the situation they have created.

They would devise a program

whereby a parent choosing to work would have less income than if
she did not choose to work, but at the same time threaten the mother
with loss of AFDC benefits if she responds to the financial incentive
by-voluntarily leaving her job.
In addition the Administration seeks to mandate the often
punitive and discredited system of "workfare" - whereby parents will
be forced to work at make work jobs for no wages with no training and
no hope of advancement.

Under the optional program provided under

last years' AFDC changes, all but five states rejected the workfare
option with the vast majority choosing to continue the existing
Wqrk Incentive Program (WIN) or an alternative program which includes
greater emphasis on training, placement and other supportive services
than workfare would provide.
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In spite of this overwhelming preference expressed by the
states the WIN program is to be completely eliminated with workfare
'taking its place. It appears that contrary to the constant rhetoric
coming from the Reagan Administration purporting to maximize state
discretion and authority in the administration of welfare programs,
eagerness to punish the poor for their poverty seems to have the
higher priority.
The WIN program was specifically set up to provide the necessary
training and support services to move adults permanently out of welfare dependence and into non-subsidized private sector jobs.

Recog-

nition that the program's goals have not been met has never been matched
by an adequate financial investment needed to place the high number
of unassigned applicants.
availability of jobst

Critics frequently ignore the simple un-

In FY 1981 WIN spent $389.5 million to register

1.9 million persons, provide supportive services and training to over
200,000 registrants, place 310,303 in unsubsidized jobs and thereby
save $760 million in AFDC payments.

Any honest intention to move

welfare recipients into self-support argues for expansion of the WIN
program - not its elimination.
M4akina states Ray fOr errors over 3% and reducina funds for state administrative costs.
At the same time the Administation is increasing the complexity
of federal rules making it extremely difficult for the states to reduce errors. it is proposing to require the states to reimburse the
federal government for all errors over 3% in fiscal year 1983, 2% in
1984,

1* in 1985 .and zero in 1986.

Such unrealistic error rate re-

'quirements make it clear that the proposal is not so much a serious
attempt to reduce errors as it is an attempt to shift more of the
program costs to the states.
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Additional fiscal burdens to the states would result from the
proposal to combine the federal"sharb Mf the administrative costs of
AFDC, Food Stamps, and Medicaid and set It permanently at 95% of the
federal contribution in fiscal year 1982.
for inflation in future years.

There would be no adjustment

The Administration estimates'this pro-

posal would reduce the federal share of state administrative costs in
these programs by 12% in fiscal year 1983 and 25% by fiscal year 1986..
Social services & Child Welfare
An early victim to the retreat by government from Its fundamental.
responsibilities came last year with the brutal reduction of funding
"sand elimination of responsibility for providing life sustaining *orvices to the aged, blind, disabled and young children under Title XX
of the social Security Act. Following Congressional action which
turned a major portion of the services program over to the states and.
cut nearly 25% of-federal funding effective October 1, 1981, the
Administration impounded an additional 12% of funding which was
reflected in smaller checks sent to the states. Most state legislatures
had only begun to respond to these cuts as they began their January
sessions and the full impact will not begin to be felt until the
beginning of their fiscal years on July 1. Day care centers have
begun to close, mental health services for young children have been
eliminated, services for the elderly and handicapped have stopped
and many states have already curtailed/ oll but those services which
are literally life-saving.' With a monstrous display of insensitivity,
the Admini'stration is now proposing an additional 12% cut In Title

XX Social Services.

N--
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If these cuts are enacted it would reduce the number of people
receiving services such as. day care and homemaker aid to about three'fifths of the 1981 level, from 7.7 million to 4.4 million.

Such short-

sighted and cruel economies will have an immediate costly effect on
mothers having to leave their Jobs to care for their children and the
sick and elderly who will require Institutionalization because they have

been deprived of services which permitted them to remain in their homes.
The next human service program in line for this special block grant
treatment Is that authorized by the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare
Act of 1910 which was passed by an overwhelming bipartisan majority of
Congress.

Both Republicans and Democrats recognized that the continued

practice of warehousing children in institutions at outrageous state
expense and untold human deprivation was 4 national disgrace and after
five years of careful deliberation provided the funds and directions
necessary to return these children to family situations.

Now, in spite

of the overwhelming evidence demonstrating the Collective failure to
handle this problem, the Administration is proposing that it be turned
beck to the states with a 46% cut in funding.

This will mean that a half-

million children will be getting even less of a chance at a decent and
productive life then they were getting under the-old scandalous state
foster care system.
SuggnleMntal Seggritv TncogM

(SSLI)

Sparing no one but the wealthy from the vengeance of Reaganomics,
the Administration Is proposing that more than half of the poor,
elderly, blind or disabled persons,have their means of livelihood

eliminated or reduced.

Supplemental Security Income (SS) provides
monthly payments to individuals with little or no other income who
are aged, blind or disabled.
poorest citizens receive SB!.

A little over 4 million of the nation's
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Benefits for 2.6 million M81 recipients would be eliminated or
severely reduced by the TY 1983 budget proposals. Accompanying cuts

in educational, medical, employment programs, vocational rehabilItation. community and social services and food and nutrition
programs wou1, close off other avw ues of survival for these
unfortunate people.

The cuts being sought in the Food Stamp Program

would result in eliminating or drastically reducing the benefits of
92% of the elderly and disabled recipient households -- with the
average loss amounting to $200 a year. It is beyond comprehension
how tbey are expected to survive if these cruel cuts are enacted.
AD9n1lternativ to the Reaoan A&Iniatratlionle PronosalA
Besides stopping the proposed new budget cuts for social programs,
an overall economic policy requires addressing the basic questions
of jobs and revenues to pay for programs required to meet the, needs
of the American people.

The AFL-CIO has proposed a comprehensive

economic approach not only to provide the funds to offset the additional
$41 billion in budget outs proposed for fiscal 1983, but also to
provide an additional $23 billion in economy-reviving, job-creating
programs.

By correcting the main inequities of the 1981 tax law

some $31 billion could be recouped.
Specifically we proposet.
* Cap the 1982 and 1983 individual tax cuts at $700 per family
which would maintain the full reductions for nearly all taxpayers
with incomes below $40,000.
, Repeal the leasing of tax credits by corporations.
*

Repeal the new loopholes in the oil windfall profits tax.

,

Modify the widened.estate and gift tax provisions.
Repeal the future indexing of tax rates.

*
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The President's 1983 budget proposes a $33 billion increase in
defense outlays.

We reject the Administration's concept of raising

defense spending at the cost of vital social programs: of making the
poor and disadvantaged, who can least afford it,

pay a disproportionate

share of the costs of assuring the nation's security.
Instead, we insist that defense needs be carefully scrutinized.
If additional funds are Justified, they should be financed dollar-fordollar with a progressive surtax on corporations and individuals
levied so that all bear a fair share of the common defense burden.

To create jo4s, alleviate suffering and end the recession, we
call for a range of investments in people and in the nation's
future.

We see an urgent need for public infrastructure improve-

ments including sewer, highway, bridge, mass transit, railroad and
other essential facilities to reverse the rapid deterioration of
communities.- Human capital investments must be made through
effective training programs and public employment opportunities.
The AFL-:IO urges increased investments for low and moderate income
housing.
We call for establishment of a new Reconstruction Finance
Corporation to start the rebuilding of the economic and urban
industrial base that is the economic lifeblood of the nation.

We

urge a limit to those imports that damage already weakened domestic
industries and destroy jobs.
If,

in addition, Congress should decide to lower the budget

deficit we believe that the beat way would be to correct these tax
loopholes' which in the aggregate would raise some $47 billion.
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*

Change the dollar-for-dollar foreign tax credit to a

deduction.
* Repeal the foreign tax deferral tax preferences.
*

Repeal the tax deferrals of the Domestic International Sales

.Corporetion (DISC).
*

Repeal the Inmediate write-off of oil and gas drilling costs

and the special depletion allowances.
*

Reduce the Invest Tax Credit to its former levels.

*

Apply the lower corporate income tax rates only to corpo-

rations with profits of less than $100,000.
Our full program entitled "An Alternative to Reaganomics" as
adopted at the AFL-CIO Executive Council meeting in February, is
attached to this statement.
1r. Chairman,

the AFL-CIO believes that this comprehensive

program provides an alternative that recognizes the responsibility
of the Federal government to provide for the public welfare and the
common defense as well as an equitable tax program that assures
that those who are best able to bear the burden of government pay
their responsible share.

As-the Executive Council declared, "This

alternative economic program will put the nation on a path to
achieve full employment, stable economic growth, fairness in sharing
burdens and a society with compassion for those who have too little."
We commend the AFL-CIO's program to you for your careful and

sympathetic consideration.
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Statement by the AFL-CIO Executive Council
on

AlMternative to ReSMMomks
February 13, 1982
Bal Harbour, Fla.
The Reagan Administration economic policies, which caused the current recession,
inust be reversed. This recession has rapidly become the worst since the Great Depression.
The Republican Administration cannot blame anyone else for this recession. The
recession was started in 3uly 1981 with Reagan's job-destroying, tight-monxy, budget.slashing policies. These policies must be stopped. Anti-recession, job-creating programs
must be started Imnediately.
The unfair and excessive tax giveaways of 1981 must be changed to achieve greater
equity, pay for the anti-recession program and reduce the runaway Reagan deficits. And the
President's second-round budget cuts must be blocked.
The Administration has saddled monetary policy with an unbalanced fiscal-policy
resulting from President Reagan's huge tax giveaways to the wealthy. This abdication of
fiscal responsibility by the Administration places excessive strain on the monetary system
and leads to continued high Interest rates that further worsen the recession.
The catastrophic economic problems the Administration has created are made even
worse by a cruel and regressive Ideology which rewards the rich, forgets the jobless,
punishes the minorities, ignores the poor and destroys protections for working people, the

elderly and the needy.
The President's 1982 State of the Union Mess;e and his Budget Me .smge add up to a
total disregard for human needs and for the economic and b.'ciai costs of high unemployment
,rd recession. Nothing in his proposals will help jobless workers or hasten economic
recovery.

The President's "new federalism" should not divert public attention from the

Administration's blatant failure. The President would thrust basic national responsibilities
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tun the states, which have historkally failed their responsibilities. He would undercut the
Constitution and turn America back to the chaos of the Articles of Confederation.
In the year since the Reagan Administration has taken office, adult breadwinners
and blacks and other minorities have suffered worse unemployment than anytime since the
Great Depression of the 1930s.

-

Official statistics concede that some 9.3 million men and women are now without

-

jobs. But the true dimensions of the economic crisis are worse than the unemployment
statistics.

In addition, another 1.2 million discouraged workers have stopped looking for nonexistent jobs. These "hidden unemployed" don't show up In the governments unemployment
rate.
Another 5.4 million workers want full-time jobs but can find only part-time jobs.
These men and women and their families are suffering from reduced workweeks and reduced
I1n:once.
Today America has nearly 16 million men and women who ae suffering serious job
loss and income loss. The real unemployment rate is 12 percent.
During 1932, one out of every three people in the labor force, more than 30 miUlion
Atnericans, will suffer some unemployment.
President Reagan tells us to wait. The Reagan Administration accepts the recession
as unavoidable and engages In wishful thinking that a trickle.down investment boom will
develop by itself In this depressed economy, even thou h the government's own statistics

show t the business community has no such plan
BMamillions of Americans are suffering and cannot afford to wait. Americans need
jobs to put food on the tabe, pay the mortgage or rent and live in dignIty.
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Instead of acting to counter the deepening economic decline, the Reagan
Administration has cut unemployment Insurance benefits, reduced employment and training
programs, and welfare assistance at the same time it has destroyed more than one million
jobs putting more people on the streets in search of help that's not there. One has to look
buck 50 years to see such a heartless official reaction to the hardship and suffering of
millions of unemployed Americans.

The AFL-CIO calls upon the Congress to reverse these economic policies and set the
n, ttion ona path to full employment and balanced economic growth.
OPPOSE BUDGET CUTS

We urge the Congress to reject the newly proposed budget cuts of $41 billion w..ich
follow cuts of $33 billion last year. The serious impact of this new budget on workers and
the poor is evident in a partial listings
" 3ob training programs would be slashed even further from last year's cuts.
" Trade Adjustment Assistance would be practically eliminated.
" Ralroad workers' retirement, unemployment andsickness insurance would be
eliminated as a separate program.
" Medicare benef Its for the elderly and severely disabled would be scaled back,
* Federal employment would be cut by 73,000 over the next two years.
* Federal pay increases would be capped at 3 percent, regardless of comparability
with the private sector.
* Retirement benefit protections for federal workers would be lowered.
Housing support for low- and middle-income families would be curtailed or
eliminated.
* Maritime construction support (CDS and Title XI) would be eliminated and
operating subsidies (ODS) phased out.

I
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*

Mass Transit aid would bo cut.

'

Railroad transportation funds (Amtrak) would be reduced.

*

Educational help-to the disadvantaged would be lowered.

* Vocational Education support would be trimmed.
* Student aid and student loans would be cut back even further than last year.
* Economic Development Aid to communities would be terminated.
* Sewer and water treatment support would be postponed.
Energy programs would be curtailed.
* Energy assistance to low-income families would be cut.
*

Child nutrition would suffer further cuts.

* Welfare and food stamp programs would be sharply curtailed.
* Medicaid for the poor would be further reduced.
* Day care, foster care, adoption and child welfare would receive less.
RAISE REVENUES
In order to provide the funds for national priorities and basic protections to workers
and the poor, as well as to provide funds for new job programs, the AFL-CIO calls upon
Congress to undo the worst aspects of last year's tax giveaways to corporations and the
wealthy. We also propose the closing of some long-standing tax loopholes.
Specific changes in the 1981 tax law should:
* Cap the 1982 and 1983 individual tax cuts at $700 per family.

*

Repeal the iea4ing of tax credits by corporations.

*

Repeal the new loopholes In the oil windfall prof its tax.

* Modify-the widened estate and gift tax provisions
*

9.-

Repeal the future indexing of tax rates.

0 -82

-27

<
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In addition, Congress should correct these tax loopholes:
0 Change the foreign tax credit to a tax deduction.
* Repeal the foreign tax deferral privileges.
'Repeal

the tax deferrals of the Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC).

- Repeal the immediate write-off of oil and gas drilling costs and the special
depletion allowances.
* Reduce the Investment Tax Credit to its former levels.
Aiply the lower corporate income tax rates only to corporations with profits of
A
less than 1100,000.
Phase out the special capital gains exclusions.
Repeal the special capital gains at death exclusions.
Defense expenditures should be scrutinized carefully, and any increases found
necessary should be financed by a separate and equitable surtax on corporations and
individuals.
CREATE 306S
The Congress needs to enact a number of programs to provide jobs, alleviate the
suffering of the unemployed, and turn around the worsening recession:
-Invest In public infrastructure for the nation's deteriorating communities,
including sewer, highway, bridge, mass transit, railroad, and other needed
facilities.
* Invest in human capital through effective training of the unemployed and provide
public employment opportunities for those .vho still cannot find work after
lengthy searches.
Encourage low- and moderate-income housing.
* Establish a Reconstruction Financ'e Corporation to rebuild the nation's industrial
base by aiding sectors of the economy and of the country that need special
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assistance through loans, grants or guarantees.
Limit harmful imports that aggravate the impact of the recession and weaken

*

key industries.
Extend unemployment insurance benefits to protect the long-term jobless.
The Congress should reject the Administration's call for "Enterprise Zones" that
would create new sub-classes of citizens and instead, strengthen programs that directly
address the problems of unemployment and deteriorating neighborhoods.
The PreSident and the Federal Reserve shoud exercise their authority to control
credit and channel funds to productive purposes, Including housing, and to restrict
unproductive credit flows for corporate mergers, speculative excesses and foreign
investment.
The undue reliance on tight monetary policy, huge budget cuts in social programs, -and big tax cuts for-the wealthy must be reversed. Tax policy must provide sufficient funds
for-the nation to fulfill its responsibUlties to its citizens, and to provide appropriate balance
to the;Administration's one-sided monetary economic policy. Budget cuts cannot become an
end in themselves -- but should be evaluated In terms of justice and need.
The AFL-CIO is convinced that this alternative economic program wil put the
nation on a path to achieve full employment, stable economic growth, fairness in sharing
burdens and a society with compassion for those who have too little.
DUD
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TheAlternative provides fort increase revenues from undoing the worst aspects of
last year's tax giveaways, scrutinizing defense outlays and financing any required increases
with a corporate and in6ividual surtax, restoration of newly proposed budget cuts, and
establishing new Jobs programs. It points out ways to raise additional revenues by closing
speil(k: tax loopholes
INCREASED REVENUES
Increased Revenues from Revisions of Tax Law

- Antievenue

(InbUion,"

Cap the 1982 and 1983 individual tax cuts at $700 per family

$20

Repeal the leasing of tax credits by corporations

9

Repeal the new loopholes in the oil windfall profits tax

2

Modify the widened estate and iift tax orovisions

I

Repeal the future Indexing of tax rates
Tolal

$31 bUlion

Increased Revenues from Savings
Srutinize defense outlays and finance any required Increases
with a corporate and Individual surtax
Current proposed defense budget increase
Total

$33
$33 billion -

Total of Incrased Reveue & Savg billionn
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NECESSARY OUTLAYS
New 3obs Programs
x

dtues
bons

Invest In public infrastructure for the nation's deteriorating
cominunitiet, including sewer, highway, bridge, mass transit,
railroad, and other needed faculties

$5

Invest in human capital through effective training of the
unemployed and provide public employment opportunities for
those who still cannot find work after lengthy searches

5

FVncouragi low- and moderate-income housing

3

Establish a Reconstruction Finance Corporation to rebuild
the nationS Indutrlal base by aiding sectors of the economy
and of the country that need sped.ial assistance through loans,
grants or guarantees
Limit harmful Imports that aggravate the impact of the
recession and weaken key industries
l
Ixteii
unemployment insurance benefits to protect the
long-term jobless
Total

$23 billion

Restore Budget Cuts
Restore Proposed Budget Cuts

41
Total

$41 billion

Total New 3obs & Restoring
Budget Cuts

L/

$64 blion
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ADOfnONAL REVEN

S

Additional Revenue Ra isin Proposals AchieVed by Closing §ocilic Tax WogWe
AnticipatedJ
Revenues

$10

Change the foreign tax credit to a tax deduction
Repeal the foreign tax deferral privileges

I

Repeal the tax deferrals of the Domestic International
Sales Corporation (DISC)

2

Repeal the immediate write-off of oil and gas drilling
costs and the special depletion allowances
Reduce the Investment Tax Credit to Its former levels.

6
'

7

Apply the lower corporate income tax rates only to
-corporations with profits of less than $100,000

9

Phase out the special capital galns exclusions

6

Repeal the special capital gains at death exclusions

6
$47 billion

Total

Total Additional Revenes from
Ckaft
0
#

$47 billion

The C
Th:
w: Thank you, Mr. K(rkiand.
We operate under the early-bd rule--and, Senator Chafee, you
ea
-Chira.
Senator Ciuiv. Thank you;- Mr.Chairman.
.,Mr. Kirkland, as I read youth statement and look at the alternative to Reaganomics which you have submitted, it is as follows in
the loot three pages: Eliminate all of the defense increases that is,
$88 billion; cuts none of domestic programs as suggest by the
President and, indeed restore the cuts of last year; and repeal mot
of the tax cuts of last year except the 5-percent individual outthat
took place in October and the accelerated depreciation. The- 1982
and 1988 t individual
total of $700 or
perhaps
ouitcuts
fo are limited to,
butI itassume,
simpl a-states,
"Cap'the
1982 and 1988'indaidual cuts at -$700 per family.

So what you really are proposing, as I understand it, and correct,

me If lm wron, is a return to the situation-that existed prior to
this aion's
comiginto office. Is that a fair appraisal?-Mi MIrKLAND. No, sir; I don't believe so.
As to the defense expenditures, we do not propose the elimination 'of the defense increases; we propose that they be paid for by
an suitable surtax. So, the increase over the old base' the $88 billion, Inincreases, we propose be met by a surtax designed to raise
that
billion on a fair and equitable basis in proportion to abiliItyto $88
pay.
So we support, in its broad concepts a notion that improvements
-."have to be made in our defense capabilities; We make no judgment
as, yet on its details as to :whether it. is too much or too little. We
established a committee of the council to- make a long-range study
of that. And we will be commenting on the components and the
concepts behind that budget in greater detail in the future.
We simply say that it should not be financed out of the deficit,
that it should not be financed through the curtailment of programs
essential to, those, at the lower end of the economic and social
-ladder in this country, and'that those who have profited the most
from the values of this country should not be exempted from it as
'they were by simultaneously having their income taxes slashed at
time that we are building up defenses.
As to the specific revisions in the Tax Act of last year, as you
may recall we opposed that measure last year quite wgorously, and ,"
at that time offered an alternative which would not have drained
as much of the Federal purse as that bill did.
We do not believe, at a time when this country faces such grievous problems and such serious challenges and has such a backlog of
unmyet needs, that this is a time to strip the Federa purse, the
pulic purse, of the resources with which to deal with' it.
Senator CHAm. But you would stick with-the accelerated depreciation?
Mr. KAMAND. We do not propose the elimination of the acceleration. We do propos-Senator CHiR. As I read your program, it would repeal most of
the t cuts we enacted last year,
SMr. .KI AND [contm.uin ]. I don't subscribe to that characterization, sir. A cut of $700 in income taxes per family is a fairly sub-

stantial tax cut.
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Senator CiAMu. Would 'that be cumulative? Would that betotal for the 2 years? Or would that be $700 for -each of the years?
Kuu,~ $700 each year, sir;. And according to our clcula
Mr.
tons, that would retain the percentage cut up to the level of, Ibelieve, $45,000 of annual income, which covers about 85 percent of
the"taxpaying public.
Senator CHAn. Then, you wouldn't repeal the 5 percent we had
October?
last
'Mr.
Kv.

No.

Senator CnAm. And you would restore, as I read your program,
most of'-the cuts in social programs made last year, if not all of
them?
Mr. KIR N. I think that is a fair characterization, sir. I on't
believe that those programs should, have been cut last year, and We
believe they'should be restored. Thoae were essential programs and
vital to, those who really shouldn't be expected to bear or are not
able to bear the burden of the added austerity that has been imposed on them.
Senator CHiu . I notice my time is up, Mr. Cha an. Sincere
will have another chance, I have no more questions at present.
Thank you very much, Mr. Kirkland.
i . If I can-just comment a-little further on that and
- Mr.
give you our entire philosqphical basis of this, I think it was best
reflected in the understanding that we, after a lot of friction with,
the previous administration, negotiated an understanding on the
basis of which we agreed to support and commit ourselves to a prom a
gram of wage restraint. That understanding was incgrprated
document that was entitled "A National Accord." Aridthe concept
of that document was that, in order to combat inflation' and, toreturn the country on the road to national growth and full employment, a period of austerity and restraint might be needed.
We were prepared as a trade union movement to go as far as
anyone else in our society in accepting and cooperating With apro-y
gram of restraint, provided everybody else that could, went with us
and also bore;' their fair share of that burden, particularly those
who had, as I say, enjoyed to the greatest extent ihe benefits of our
society.
We said at that time, and: that was incorporated in that understanding that the only elements of our society which ought to be
- exempt irom sharing in'that common burden of austerity should be
those at the bottom of the ladder who didn't have any more
notches in their belt and didn't have anything further to give; that
on the contraryi they should be sheltered from that burden and
special provisions should be made to help bring them into the
rzlnstream of American life.
I just submit to you, sir, that.the approach that has now been underway for a year or so stands that concept on its head, reverses it,
and we don't subscribe to it.
Senator CnUm Well I think you have got some good points in,
d particularly urge you to stress the repeal of
this prowrIndA an ofta-rtsThspoi
future indexingo tax rates. This provison was enacted over my
SUp-l
muiterusmany
say back
I didn't
mustcome
strong
and hope
to haunt
But I thinkalthough
indexingI will
porters.Qppoition,
YOU are successucrtil)n hspr of your effors

-

t
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Tank you.

, MrA

I hope you will reca Senorthat our position

n.We condemned b6t
and nona
on the tax bill waimp
forward by the Demo-put
that
and
tion's taxbill
i
the
Senate;.
and
Crats in the House
Senator Ciauz. Thank you.
The C7hiN . Mr. Kirkland, following up on the indexing isue,
I have a different view and I don't understand Wih you take the
position you do. As Italk, working peoplein mY State, that's the
one povisiOn that they fuly understand. They get a cost-iig
adjustment, ,they end up in a higher tax bracket and p y more
why organized labor would not be supdon't understand
taxes.
: portingI index
full blast unless your concern that effective- 0ntrol over the tax burden is going to put the pressure on Congrest
be responsible. In other words, if we don't have the revenue windfall from inflation because of tax midexing, then we are going to
have to either raise taxes or stop spending so much -money. It
would seem to me that indexing certainly ought to be the No. Ipri.
ority of organized labor.
The people who benefit from indexing are the working People,
and I hope that we not only- keep it but that we convert Senator
Chafes and others who apparently haven't focused on it.
Senator CH"=. Now, wait a minute. I may disagree, but I have
on it.
certainiyfocused
iThe (3 iA UN Well, I mean not prorly foc used on it; excuse
me. I know-you have focused on it a lot. daughter. ]
But I am going to have Dr. Feldstein, who i hghy regade,
Cuss that atlength here one of these days.
'You didn't mention monetary- policy. Do you have any plans for
Mr. Vo1cker? I don't mean moving plans, but do you have any sug-gestions?
Well, we have a lot of plans that I wouldn't parMr ,IRmm-AN.
ticularly personalize in the form of Mr. Volcker, who is a very eng aing man and a good friend of mine. I disagree completely With
the course that he is now on, but I must say that he was undoubtedly appointed with the notion that that would bethe course that
he wo d ursue. That process, the appointment of a Federal Rean, is an act of policy, and I don't think anybody seserve C
lected Mr. Volcker with their eyes closed as to what his views were
on monetary, policy.
I do believe we, have for years been highly critical of the
independence :of the Federal Reserve Board and of its open market
committee and the manner in which those policies are made, and
we have advocated injecting a little element of democratization
into the process and a little representation' for those elements of
our society who bear the brunt of their abstract manipulation on
,the basis of their particular economic theories.
Th C.Theo- A. Would you support a -looser policy even if it
meant more inflation? D YoU think the Fed is too restrictive ff it
means inflationalterTiRxAw NOW you are givingme the fallacy of false
, MrK
ole. I don't think it necessary would be'inflaSenator
natives,
tionary i believe that the present policy i tlationary.InI believe
unemployment is inflationary.' I believe that we lve4 an ad-

vanced industrial economy where, in industry after industry that i
r than the cost of
can cite to you, the cot of hiring moneys great
hiring labor. And it has 'Always been diftult for me to perceive
ven inflation by during up the cok
how you can restrain ac
of hiring money, when it is a major component of cost That is tru.
in the housing industry; it is true in the utilities; it is true in the
industry that I comeout of-the maritime industry.
The opportunity cost of the money tied up in ship conruction tIs
a multiple of the cost of hiring the crew. You can lay off the crew,
but you can't lay off that bank. And a minor increase in interest
than a major increase in
effect'
cost of
significant
rates
industries,
i a variety
is true
Thatmore
costs.a far
wage has
Furthermore, I always believe, that that equati6n of supply and
demand which is supposed to govern inflation has two sides. Ipreo
sume, and I surmise that the theory by which tight money licks inflation Is by reducing the level of economic activity, and I agree If
you put it down-far enough nobody can buy anything, there*won t _
be any economic activity, and you won't have rising prices. But I
think that's a ruinous way to go about it.
If tight money and its impact on the housing industry deprives
us of a million or a million and a half houses that we would otherwise have had, I suggest to you that that aggravates the housing
shortage which is the root source of housing inflation in this country. And over the long pull it will have consequences precisely the,
reverse of those presumed.
The CaAxAN, Now my time has about expired. Is there any
single social program, any program at all, where you support cutting as much as 5 cents? Would you cut any program a nickel? Or
do you think every program is perfect or underfunded?
Oh, I think there are a number of programs I
Mr. ,.
would cut, sir.
The CiAIRMAN. Well, we would, like to know, because we are
looking for candidates.
Mr.

KIRKLAD.

The

CNWe

I would cut DISC.

The CHAmmAN. That is in the tax area, and we are going to
reviewMr. AIrxw
. I would -cut the Overseas Private Investment Corporation. There are a few I could find; yes, sir.
.MAN
But it would be helpful to have more specifics. I
The &A
-just can't believe that every social program, because the word
"social" is attached to It, can't be scrutinized rather carefully.
There is medicare, and we both serve on the social security task
force-I guess we meet again on,March 26.
We Just can't go on meeting like this.
Mr. K.
, we

are going to meet up here, too.

So it would be helpful to have your recommendations on the
spending side, because we are doing What you suggest in the last
page of your statement, You listed a number of tax expenditures
that you think should be addressed-leasing, for example. As [un
derstd, you are advocating outright repeal of the leasing proviSion.
KD$o. Yes, sir.
"Mr.
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The C.ump And that, in my view, should either be repealed
inthis committee.
or sharply modified, and it's a view widely heldU
So we are taking seriously your recommendations.
But if there are areas. on the social side where you, think we
could hten UP, we really are !ookq for candidates.
Mr. V"RAV ). I do not, believe, sir andi repeat what I said
before, that at a time like this-we are in the middle of a recession,
serious recession-the circumstances that people face in this
country-working' people, people on the bottom of the ladder-are
such that
that ought not to be the area -which we attack as-the
,means
of dealing
ith the Federal responsibility in our society.
I think that circumsaces of a modern industrial society inmpose
greater burdens and a greater responsibility on the _Federal G6v,ornment
in this day and age. I assert that, I believe that, and that
is
out position,
sir.
The Cummy. Well, I share that view, too. I don't want to be
misunderstod. I am not talkig aboit w
it out of people,
the low-income beneficiaries, but their providers, and some of the
administrative costs; we are looking at hospitals, physicians, and
others who-do quite well under medicare, for example. And I be!ieve we ought to focus on some of the people other than'those who
receive food stamps and WIC programs and AFDC payments. So
That is the area tNa I suggest that we may have some common
IgroUnd.
Mr. KKLAnD. Well, I think there are areas in that. We do not
believe that the structure through which we reimburse the provid%irs of medical care is adequate. And we also believe it is excessivelyI-flationary and does drive up costs and that alternative means
of controlling those costs ought to be pursued. And we have taken
that pOSition consistently.
The CAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan.
-Senator Moymmm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
MayI. welcome Mr. Kirkland and his colleagues and make a
point which would interest'them and
should be noted by this com'

,a

You are here representing the members of the AFL-CIO and
working people generally, yet you have devoted a very considerable
portion of your testimony to the concerns of some 10 million
,-women and children who are dependent, who are persons receiving
assistance under the AFDC program, part of the Social Security

-Act

Tis committee is in a serious way the trustees for those children, This administration has savaged them, and plans tosavage
some more. Senator Packwood, our disti ishedra n-Republican member ,has said that the administration is tUrng o 'all
women who work for a living in the marketplace, but It literally is
idecarng war on women on welfare who work. And they make it
'veryclear that they give these: Women the alternative to be cornjieIy dependent jon welfare or have no assistance of any kind
whateer. That w the choice the admlnsttat!on wants them to
To be completelyy dependent is the only choice they can seriously
a: mo er -to contoiue work
cs mpney. They gO on
,..
•:+: +:'f: ,
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welfare, and they will be the object of yet another series of tales
orange and a bottle of vodka.
about
Mr. an
Schweiker
was here the other day, going on in some way
that I found confused about AFDC mothers and the Government
paying their union dues. They are not union members; and few of
those children, one-half of whom are under eight,. are union members. But he said somehow we are paying their dues.
Mr. KIraIAND. I believe that more and more union members in
this recession are being forced on welfare because of the termination of extended unemployment benefits, and they don't do it
gladly.
Senator MoYNmHN. Right, but it happens., I have another question I would like to put.

Sir, it seems to me if there is one defining characteristic of
American public life in the last generation it has been that our
trade union movement, in contrast to almost every other such
movement in' the world, has been solidly supportive of the necessary defense expenditures of our Nation, .and has been soUdly suportive of international trade. You could almost describe America s
position in the world as being one that the American' labor move.
meant has made possible- that is, a strong military and an openness
to, international trade. hose are our two central policies. Without
them we would be a profoundly different country. Look at any
country where the labor movement has Its normal position, which
is to be against defense spending and against international trade.
-I

don't want to. be too sweeping in that characteristic, but cer-

tainly this has been the posion of the AFL-CIO. And you have
warned, over the last year and a half, that you could be driven out
of that position But nobody has heard you or nobody has thought
what that would mean.
You say today that the administration's 1988 budget proposes a
$88 billion increase in defense outlays, and you reject the administratiozn's concept of -raising that money by taking it away from
social programs. You say, if it is a choice'we have to-make between
the direct interests. of our people, we won't make it.
You also mentioned 'he proM d .liminatonof the trade adjustment assistance program dldnt deal with the question of trade and
trade geements. Two years ago, this committee and this Congress, adopted the Tokyo Round, a new and mejor trade agreement,
because the AFL-CIO came up to us and said, "We are for it, if it
is accompanied by trade adjustment assistance such-that those poor
workers who are put out of work as a policy of the U.S. Government are allowed unemployment compensation and retraining
Indeed, the'workers lose theirjobs in consequence of an a recent
we make in ,some other capital to cut our tariffs and the price
income of the goods. It's the Government's poeky that they shoul
lose their work; it should be Government policy to find them new
Work."
alJment
trade cu
-o close
Now, this present budget proposes to abolish yea
ose
raltgether-altogether-following last year
Ha younknov this would be done, would the labor -movemeqt
have supported the, Tokyo round? That this agreement would bie;
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made with you and then broken? And if it continues to be broken
can you, support the next proposal on International trade?
Mr. Krw
. The answer to that i negative.
all
we were involved
vividly,
I
recall
the
matter
on this in
floor.
that.Ireca
speeches deeplY
up tosince
of the discussions leading
I recall editorials in ourleadng journals Of opinion * this country.
And I recall academic argument to the effect that free trade must
be maintained at all costs but that those costs shouldn't be imposed
unfairly upon the innocent victims, and the way to deal with that
was generous-generous-trade adjustment assistance.
Yet, I would have to say, sir, somehow I always knew something
within me told me, that as soon as the consideration for that understanding had been achievedSenator MoymHM4. Your support, without which there would
have been no agreement,
Mr..-KmmL.xD. Yes. That as soon as the consideration for our
support began to cost money, that it would come under attack, and
probably frm some of the same sources that during the earlier
part of the debate came- forth- as leading advocates of generous
trade adjustment assistance, not trade adjustment assistance restricted and defined and narrowed and conditioned, but generous
"tradeadjustment assistance.
.Thathas- come to, pass. The same journals that advocated in edi.
torials their enthusiasm for liberalization of trade led the pack in
denouncing the heavy costs of trade adjustment assistance and the
fact, that some workers were drawing this money and that it was 80
.percent or so of what they would have made for working, and isn't
that awful? The fact that they would rather be working and
couldn't work was ignored, and they became alluded to as parasitical, in effect,.
Senator CHAin. Gentlemen, we have got a tight schedule here.
We have to quit by 12 p.m., because of the rule of the Senate. We
still have five other witnesses and, therefore, must restrict the in., terviewers. I hate to cut in, but we have others waiting.
Mr. vlwi,. We do refer to this in our testimony, sir, and ad.
vocate the restoration of trade adjustment assistance.
Senator CH zz. That fact and the rest of his testimony is on the

record.
Senator Bentsen?
Senator Bzwrsz. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
in reference to tax indexing that was made earlier, I want to say
that I am very much in accord with Senator Chafee's views on that
:7and voted against'tax indexation.
I 'can't help but remember that with the Joint Economic Commit6tee. sent some people down--I think it was in 1978-down to
Brazil. That is a primary proponent of tax-indexation. And they
said "Eon't fall into this trap." And the two countries that are the
primary proponents now of tax indexi are Israel and Brazil, Both
triple-digit inflation. It just
Saof them
pout. have suffered
"- doesn't work. It's
The other point, that was made earlier was the question about
monetarypol|cy. I don't want to go back opening the floo ates.
bUt I sure think we~cn have a moderate, stable increase
/iof credit,
the money
supply. Anytime that you have under 70-percent uti-

-
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ligation of capay and youiiave got 8..percent unemployent
and you are I a deep recession, then surely you can have a moderate increase in the money supply
And yet-the Chairman of the Federal Reserve, when he said he
was going to expand credit last year, 8 to 6 percent on an M-1
basis, came in at 2.2. And u had a wild gyration. You had a contraction in the second and third quarter, and you had a 12.6 increase in the fourth quarter. And that'just doesn't add Up to. aiything like bringing down interest rates; it holds it higher thanit
Now, Mr. Kirkland, I have pushed very hard for accelerated depreciation, because I thought we had to increase productivity in

country. And I think that was a step forward. I didn't agree

with the 10-5-8 as much as the one I helped draft on the previous

bill, which I thought was- fairer one, actually, but the thing that
is being neglected now is the human factor insofar as productivity.
You see the administration talking about $2.4 billion for,&
to replace CTA, but that focuses on the worker 25 years and
younger. And with the trade austment assistance going out, if
that happens, then you are not going to have anything to train
: them to-worker. And of all the developed nations in-the world,
none has been more neglectful of that. And with some industries
gomg down, obviously, and other industries increasing, we have tohave the training done to get those mature workers over into these
new jobs in order that we can be productive. And that Is apart.
from the human suffering and what happens there; that is just in
the productivity of our country.
Don't you think that It is time that we have a program that will
take care of the mature worker also in the transfer of skill and
the new skills that have to be learned? Would you comment on
that?
Mr. K_
. Yes. I would like to comment on what you said in
theb
as well as the recise question.
I think it is always useful to go back and see why things weredone and why structures were built before you start tearing them
down. I would like to point out an iron law that all problems are
caused by solutions, and the process of solving problems is an un-*
ending one. And the process of undoing solutions can bring you
back to the old problems, so it pays to look at those problems.
You talk about inde.xingmd those entitlement programs. Well, I
have sort of a recollection that that policy and that departure in
dealing with the needs of retired citizens was advanced by rather
conservative people. It was a good Government move; it was designed to depoliticize the social security system, because the problem which it addressed was the fact that every couple Of yeas -the
House Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Finano Committee tended to report out an increase in OASI benefits, which, i
believe, If you check back over time, you would find that they
tended to exceed the increase in the cost of living. And It happened
to be in election years..
So this was an exercie in civics. It was aood Government,
rather conservative move to depoliticize the OASI systm. And now
we want to do away with it. Well, if you do away with It you will
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back to the Old system' I presume, an'obc othe!old probSThe same is true of CETA and public service employment. I belivfyou search the Congressional Record you canfn mnn men of a conservative persuasion during that period when Washngton was burning and -Detroit was burning and Los Angeles was
burningSenator Bsmmm. Of course, I was referring specifically to tax indeoation.
D . KIRKLA.ND. Well, I think that could be addressed in the same
way' The taxes are going to be reexamined from time to time and
cot. The question is, do you do it on an ad .oc basis, on a basis
whereby you have the opportunity to examine the needs of the
" country at that time under a fair distribution of the burdens and
S:make that appraisal under the conditions that exist?
K Senator BzN'rN. Well, frankly, I think that is the better appr~aoh
I do, too. I do, too.
e-.
Mr.
Senator BN.sBN. But the main thrust of my question is the
question of training of the mature worker.
country
this creed,
resources
human to
the respect
N .think
Mr-::KItA
or
age, race,of sex,
without
Pbe
cultivated
ought
to move out of a depressed conopportunity
I think
color,
extended without respect to those factors.
to be
oughtany
of life
diton and
our society I think the aging are going to be a larger and
that resource and assume
if we neglect
andresource
component
:,i- latg
thatb they
are not ofa it,
good
for training and upgrading of
skills we will be depriving the country and our society of a great
potential asset.
: Te CHAIm"N. Senator Long, then Senator Heinz.
Senator LONG. I just want to talk briefly, because of the time
limitation. i would like to talk a lot, but I just want to commit'
.myself to Onething today. anyAs best I can make of it, Mr. Kirkland, I can't see where
any
on
out
come
we
where
bodV has shown us on this committee
for
here
sitting
recall
can
I
aceptble basis on our trade program.
supporting
was
who
Reuther,
Walter
like
i thinking that men
Years
liberaltrade policy, would go on to be compelled by -the trend of
events and change their position. Of course, he is gone, but his suc'cessor "eesthe prblem.
I )ave heard some economists explain to us about all of these diffitenSive,-where we are goig to
labor
ferentindustieS that are
have to get out of them because other people around the world
e lower wage standard. And I hear the conversation tt, we.
i.
.
imustbe more of a service-oriented country.
'f we ca d
nice,
be
would
services
these
of
some
am sure'that
ISfor
.
zamnp! , if we can-provi de banking services to other pe e0
t t
flding
other,
going to on
la:w.ysa
iti.t
ftor
em-:ing,
t dO b and
howcountries
long toCatch
e-themmyself
k' to found
Wd4oeit
,ce
pile; that atl things consd8Lred, ifqthe wage is adequate, that's
,on
workAneybdy ith ' oldest aniount 'of 'educatlo can
otk n
n a tbc ujs
"money nd, p4tI ntetl
'f
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Now, you've got some economic advice of people of youi choosing,
who I'm sure do a good job for you. Have all these people been
able-.that Is, business that -consults with you and labor and
others-have -they been able to show you that the-policies we are
purs
in' trade are going to enable us to have a balance? Is it,
anything as favorable a just a balance of trade, where we earn our
.. way by selling commodities that we are producing or selling service6 that we are producing?
Mr. K.
Well, r have never been convinced of that, sir,
and I have never heard any argument that was satisfactory to me.
S-. -I agree with your description of the argumentation, And I guess:
not too' long ago there werepeople Baying we ought to get out of
many of these industries where other countries -have a labor-cost
advantage and concentrate on things like microchips. Well, I see
going
it services.
in microchips, either, because they are
we
areit not
doing
better.
So to
nowdoit's
Well, Icome out of a service industry; I come out of the maritime
industry. And fellows that go to sea for a living would love to see"a
. littlel
e .phaison their particular service industry, but I'll be
damnei I see it. That industry i going down the chute. It barely
exists anymore, and we are getting all our services not from conventional seafaring nations but from nations who simply sell their
-flag to Americans.
In the labor movement, you know, we pledge allegiance to the
flag of the United States. Wel, we've got corporations in this counS-- try that pledge allegiance to the flag of Liberta
Senate LoNe. It seems to me that there are so many erroneous
assumptions and erroneous conclusions built into the trade program that we are pursuing, that I would hope that at some point
those who are advocating it and those that are trying to administer
it would undertake to trq to show us with such support as they can
_

_-find

from the multinational corporations and others who like it

that way how we are going to come out on that. Because the best I
qan make of it now, we are running a deficit in our trade, and we,
are making it up in balance of payments by selling America. In
other words, we are selling them our forms and our factories and
our, office buildings.
Now, no. other-country would be so foolhardy. as to pursue that
kind of a trade policy. Eventually, I guess, we would have to go to
.- work for-the Japanese. In fact, in some respects we are doing it
now; but eventually, I guess, we would all be working for the Japanese or the Germans or whoever has enough good judgment to
keep their own nose above the water and to be productive.
Soour
far exports
as I canenough
see, nobody is counting what it costs us to qubsidize
to pay our way. Now, when you are byl
something where you are goin to have to pay off one way or the
other, where you -spect their right to buy your real estate, your
stockmarket, everything over here, when you respect thei right to.
do all of that it seems to me at me point somebody had better
compute what those imports are really costing usin terms of What,it would cost us in order to-find enough services that we can export
that would make it back.
Now, when you start trying to figure out how you are going do it,,
it,looks to me as though ft'sa lot cheaper to sub dize some of your
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own services such as the merchant marine that u mentioned, to
'-make it up to yourself that way, even though It-bsts you more
theoretically
to make it up if you lookat what itis going to
covp you to subsidize sufficiently to put your commodities in the
other fellow's market.
But I just wondered. I thought maybe that they had at least
shown you something that they hop would be credible, to persuade you that in the end those, wom you represent-the rank
and file of American labor-were going to be able to get some jobs
back out ofThis enough to where we could pay our way.
Mr. K.
Senator, I share your description o the predicament, and I share the sentiments that you expressed. We are afflicted by a simple fact: capital is mobile and labor is not.
Other countries can put up barriers, and capil can leap them
and in fact exploit those barriers to our disadvantage and leave the
workers behind.
I don't subscribe to this notion that these-things happen on the
basis of pure comparative advantage. I think we export comparative advantage and have been doing t for some time. You look at
much of the modern robotics that are used in Japan, and if you examine them closely and look at the manufacturer's plate you will
see American patents on them. Our companies are seeing that capacity rather than doing it here. You won't see that machinery istalled in this country.
I believe that some critical components of that very-fast, new
French railroad are American patents.' They are not on any railroad in this country. Those things happen in those countries not by
virtue of the unseen hand but because there is an industrial policy
in those countries designed to achieve that result.
people a running around now, and it has become very fashionable to imitate or advocate the imitation of Japanee styles of managementr the organization of work in their factories. They ignore
one simple fact that -I think has a lot more to do with the resultthan any of those things which are manifestations of a different
culture and a different society, and that is that Japanese interest
rates are about one-half ours.
Now, theory tells me, somehow, that if you have lower interest
rates in another country you are going to lose all of your capital;
it's going to flow out. Somehow it doesn't leave Japan. They seem
to have some capacity to maintWn those interest rates at about 7
or percent I tink tis worth examine how they did that, how
they accomplished "'that economic miracle. I suspect it wasn't an
unseen had;Ithink it's managed that way.
Now, I believe that if we could do that, this country would
embark on a boom, if we could get those interest rates down to that
level. There s pent-up demand in this country. If you could get interest rates down to 7 and 8 :percent you would have a housing
boom, and all that follows from that, and this country would the
turn around.Senator LONG. Thank You very much.,
The-CuMUM. I just note, before I recognize Senator Heinz,
that of course the Japanese save money, too. They have a saving
rate of about three or four times ours, and they have a bi pool- of
private saving to Ifinnce their debt; so they therefore have lower
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interest rates. But-we built a lot of things into that tax package on
Mr. K.
Well, Senator assuming that's the case, no
matter how much they save, if they can put that money i, the
United States and get 18 percent for it, why don't they? Itdoespit
happen. It stays in Japan, and they get 7 percent orS percent for
it. Suggest that is no accident. Thatithe result of deliberate
policy and controls that bring that result about.
The CnAnwix. Senator Heinz?
Senator HmNz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Kirkland, one of-the proposals in your statement is to limit
harmful exports that aggravate the impact of the recession and
weaken key industries. That's on page 2 of the attachment to it.
As you know, there is a lot of concern in Congress about what
imports are doing to the steel industry,, to garments and textiles,
particularly from some of the "newly-midustrialized countries" as
we call Korea and Taiwan and Hong Kong.
You know, we inthis country
in an open-trading system,
but one that's fair. We believe, I think fundamentally, in free but
fair trade. It seems to me, correct me if I am wrong, that the Trade
Agreements Act of 1979 which liberalized world trade-it had para.
productions in this country that were supposed to go .Wand in hand
with paraproductions in other countries, had subsidies codes, the
dumping codes, the procurement codes-my recollection is that the
AFL-CIO supported the 1979 Trade Act Agreement. Is that right?
Mr. iaxrn. With qualifications, I think that's right.
Senator ..RIz.
Now, as I understand the-qualificat6ns, there
were some very real qualifications, and they included a commitment to adjustment assistance and to the administration of what
weMr.'
callKIRKAND.
"the escapeThat
clause,"
section Expedited
201.
is correct.'
process bythe Trade
Board.
Senator Hrmz. That's right, both of those programs, with very
different mechanisms. Onehelps workers and firms. If the workers
are laid off, you can get some trade readjustment assistance, kind
of an unemploment pent.
Section 201I, the escape clause, gives
industries time, gives them shelter-of a temporary nature from a
surge or from a catastrophic problem within imports
I think most Members of Congress, like yourself, supported liberalization of trade in general, on the assumption that those adjustment mechanisms would be maintained and would be in place; and,,.
second, that as we lowered our barriers to trade others would do
likewise.
'In, your judgment, having mentioned trade adjustment; asistance, the use of the escape clause, and the extent to which other
have engaged i the reciprocal opening ofmarkets, would you say
that an of those three commitments have been maintained.
Mr. KImAND. No, sir. They have all been violated. I think this
country is playing one game and the rest of the world is playing
another one. They all use the same labels. I go to a lot of ntrnation] meetings, and I hear eminent statesmen from many otthese
countries make the usual free trade speeches and denounce protectionism, ani simultaneously they engage in it.
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Senator Hmz. How long could.we ask the working p

oe of this

ay'andNo"to pro tet9
Upport a t " trade Policy
country
n,
fJ8P801r~
criji
plicieas bidaM he.One0tatw,
policyamda
American
no
is,
as.there,
Coinoon Market as long
clauie-201thad
p
gtting ecpoiyHangan efetveed
m rii no l
justment V lw?Or l ao goodtR p
thre of thoe? How long can we a the working people of ths
ountry.to just be patient and support this theoretcal macroecono
u11c concept of free trade which % not a two-way. street?
. That time has already passe, Senato. n fac,,
::Mr.~ Kmx
our affiliates and the ALIitself clung to
that
is
the truth
free-trade concepts long after the membership had become alienaated from it, because they see the consequences and they see t r
world right where they work and live.
our perception of this problem by what
We were forced to ch
came up from the ranks. In meeting aftr meeting, convention
after convention, ,this became the most hotly-debated issue. We
slowly and reluctantly departed from the assumption that these
in practice or that they, are universe ally
theories a work
knowledged and we have come to the view that we are playingone
e and Ie rest of the world is playing another. The game that
rhe rest of the world is playi is manage , economies and mercanfree trade"and they-continue to decallI itcontinuetobut
lism. They
nonmce
protctiormu
explored
this once wth one of them
and Cke h imWhat he really thought free trade" meant, and he
said it meant access t0 the American market and that's what, it
simple.
andthat
to them,
mean we
does
St.hink
oughtpure
to use
access to the- American market,
which is our greatest leverage in: these relationships, to achieve the
results that more neatly fit the assumptions.
leverage,
Senator Hznz. You know, you mentioned using ourUnion.
Seafarer's
the
and you mentioned your background with
-.
Mr. Chkrman, I w be brief and take 45 seconds.
Pennsylvafrom
We had a hearinglast week where a gentleman
nia-Colonial Beach-had been tryingto export beef to Japan. Japanese love our beef. -They had had- an experience a year or so
before with a trade promotioii device called a "boatique"-a boat
and other
with beef sd,
loaded
The Japanese
"I'm American
sorry,, you products.
can't come to Japan. We just
and
don't want that boat and people going in and bee
heard-:
who
hero
over
walking Out. I think it was the longshoremen
about tha. They sent a mesae to the Jaaese. They sad, "Wet
heard what you'said, but if that boat doesn-tland ther and if thatr
doesn't take place it is going t6 be very difficult, very difficult
indeed, for any Japanese ship any place in the United Sts to be
unloadd..
u o day later there was an invitation, just opening the dOOr
open arms, welcoming this boatique to every por
Japan. thl k
Sther is a moral there
Well, I think so, too, sir. I think we have to resort
SMr. I~~~~.
basibut i
to those attention-ge"ttng devices, not on an ahoc Governent
and
resposibility
Government
of
matter
a
think as
b0e1ithe only thing ta works.t
po~licy.itsemstr
Senate Ikz. Totally agree.
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Mr., Chlrmani thank you.
The 'CRkAn . Senator Bradley? Ch r- lsnator Ba.ZvW Thank you,
.fran.
"
Mr. K kland, it seems .-that wehad a meeting here about 2
weeks ago when Senator Grassley made a reaction thatUI thoUht
Wa' ricularly interesting.Re said,, When is the Fortune0%)
g0o69.
the President's
program gwork?"
ingmake
you have
the outo companies
gin,You
andhavethe
hiSpointUAW
was
that somehow or other, somewhere on the way to the promised
land, the Fortune 500 had strayed the path.
Is that the way you woild characterlzi it?'Or do you think that
the blame is not really with the Fortune 500 or with the AFL-CIO
but ma be with the
rnment?
Mr. Ku
w. Well, Senator, I think, we have made our views
known on the policy that is in question, rather abundantly; that is,
to the reaction of big business, the financial and corporate community in maintaining silence and'in helping organize sport for
that HolicY while e tax cuts were going through, frompoch th
benefit so handsomely, and then after it is
r oin-wthe
pc e
ing fault and picking out the flaws in this program*as they have.
Itreminds me of a scene from an old mowie called "Casablanca,"
where the Gestapo ordered the French prefect of police to Cosedown this establishment, the bar, which had a mg room in the
back. And the prefect of police went to the establishment that eve,
ning ..as was his custom, played roulette, won as they permitted
himn to' do regularly, emerged into the barroom, blew, his whistle,
and said, "Tlis establishment is now closed indefinitely."
The propretr came up to him and said, "Louie, what are y6u
doing? Why ae you doing this?" And simultaneously the employee
came out of the gaming room with a wad of francs which he
slipped to the prefect of Police, and he stuck it in his pocket and
said, "I'm shoked-shocked to discover that there, is gambling
going on in this place."
They took the proceeds of the riverboat gamble, and they've got
the money, and now they're indulging in a spasm of honesty and
candor. ILughter.]
Senator BRADLoY. The committee is going to be considering some
form of trade legislation. There are a variety of po-called reciprocity bills on the Hill. What I would like to know is if you would generally prefer reciprocity, legislation, which takesa bilateral. ap
preach, or would you prefer tightening up the exitig multilateral
mechanism under the General Agreement of Trade and Tariffs? In
other words, would you prefer making the multilateral recourse to
relief stronger versus'-the intrducing a bilateral approach wth
reCiproc itylegislat ion?.

-

'•

,, . Ki.
Senator, I would approach both. I don't thihk
they are exclusive, with regards to the General- Agreement on Tariffsand Trade and themultilateral agreement inistitutions.'The greatest weakness from' our tandp0int is the total
of any consideration of social and humane criteria. And wp,absence
together With our: colleagues in. other trade union centers of the .free
worldhave advocated th inclusion of what is known as the social
clause; that iseto sy that in orders toava onelf 1ofithb advan
tages of the GATT, every country oughtto commit.itself tothe ob-
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versatlon ofrtain minimum andards -Ilud4ngfredom of aesociation, which is a Unlversal insrument of the

trnatonal labor
Organization, widely violated --tbroughotiA the world, miniw
standards of health arid safety -in the manufacture of their p,-w
ucte, and other conditions not at our level but at a decent world
the ILOI think
the fines
the standards
minimum
that oughtlevel
to bealong
Pressed,
and I of
thinkit
is in ourofnational
interest
and ought to be our national policy to pres that in those forumS.
But I think the effective attention-getting devices that I discussed with Senator Heinz-there is much that can and ought to
be done in terms of our bilateral relations.
If we are golng to achieve fairness we are go'R to haye to have
means of affecting another country's itereo.I dnot think that
they respond to phiosophy or theory, Ithink hey respond to interest. And l don't think we are' going. to have much leverage or are
going to be able to be very persuasive with these countries unless
that is reinforced by a capacity and a willingness to affect their interest, and their interest, is access to the American market.1And I
think we ought-to use 't.
Would the Senator yield for a comment on reci.
Senator.h.
I believe its not really fair at all to the reciprocity measures
that have been introduced to say that they all seek bilateral solutions. Indeed, my preferred solution through the use of reciprocity
legislation would be, for example, to get the Japanese to open their
markets not just to us but to everbd, because in that way we
can expose them to the cold hard Wind of competition, keep them
from building up their infant industries until they march 25,000the rest of us and wipe us out.
strong
-it is upon
in our
beet interests to use our leverage, not just for our
own selfish interests but to open up other markets for all.
Senator BrADy. So your view of the reciprocity legislation is
that the U.S. Government should use it to pressure the Japanese to
open their markets to the Germans?
Senator Hzmwz. First for us, and also for others.
Senator BawrLy. All right.
Mr. Chairman, ,could I ask this one quick question?
The CUmr, . Well, I will just say we have five additional witnesses, and we hope to complete by noon.
Senator BwwaucY. Mr. Kirkland, given the state of the automobile industry, and given howfmuch they have a ste in small
automobiles, and given where the ofl price is going and, therefore
the gasoline price-decreasig'-and given the fact that we have
multlyear deficts of enormous p rations, and given the fact that
some
are on
uld'-you
your
wky
clear banks
to support
a the
oil verge
Impor offeeailing,
that would
alo see
move
toward
braknOPEC'?
I believe that the problem of our reliance on
energy controlled by OPEC: requires an approach that we recinmenddm 1974 Imnediately before the oil embargo was liftedW' W
missed a great opportunity at that time to bring some reality int
it and to begin to liberate ourselves from, that situation. And. it
oughttobe dealtwith as a package.
&

•
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Sdon't.t think that the,interests, of this country are adequately
repseuntw
in dealing
foreign ompanie
state
ntrolled
cartel
o4 monopIly
by leaving
it towith
our aprivate
who have
a footin
both camps to represent Us. sowe advocated atthat time t
he
G enent should take over the puc
o~fofl and ,the allocation'of it through, blind bid . tIhink tht just As good an idea
now, and i think"it's more likely to work at a time when there are
these
growing inpress-ures
I :think
oughtto td
exploit
iufOPE.
it-is not,
i1 our we
interestf
haethat
'them,' because
the -longon
arrangement continue.
We supported and advocated at that time a substantial tax on
gasoline, which would then be allocated to mass transit and some
major investments in the mass transit system of this country on a
large scale, and on energy conservation, and on rebates to those
-who had no options and no choice as to the extent Of their use of
gasoline, include going to work.
We have sort of changed our views on the tax thing because of
the fact that no progrs whatever has been made. And we have
become, I think, despite the use of the declining imports but because of a recession, -more dependent than ever in a real sense. We
haven't done anything about improving our capacity to transport
people other than by passenger automobiles., If anything, we are
more dependent on automobiles.
I don't think we have even dealt with the problem. I don't think
it is resolved by a simple import fee; I think it takes a more comprehensive program.
Senator B&*.buL1x Thank you.
The C.and we would
Mr. appreciate
Kirkland, thank
your testimony,
it if inyou
factvery
you much
could for
comment
on
some of the areas ,that we have suggested.
I have just one last question. I assume you would hope that there
should be some bipartisan approach to a solution and that we
ought to do it very quickly. Do you agree with that?
Mr. K=Tam.
_
Well, sir, I am more interested in the nature of
the solution than the mere fact that it might be bipartisan. I would
not like to see a bigpisan approach to a bad solution.
The HAmwM. Right. Well, make it nonpartisan, then.
Mr. KK
w.Rgt.
The CHAImA. Thank you very much.
Mr.
The Kmx&n.
Ciun
.Surely.
Our next witness is Mr. James Hacking, legislative counsel, American Association of Retired Persons/National Retired Tewchers Association, Washington, D.C.
Mr.""acking, first you might identify those who have accompa-,
nied you, and, second, youf entire statement will be made part of
the "ecord. We hope that you may be able to summarize the statement so we Iwill have some time for questions and still meet our
deadline.

Thank you.,
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AMERICAN: ASSOCIATIONOF RETIRED PEESONS/NATIONAL
RETIRED TEACHER ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

hnk you, lMr. Chairman.
'Mr.AC M-o.71uii
Marty Corry;
of our islativeconsultanta
On right is one
representatives,
legislative
our
on my immediate left is one .of

LaureFori; and on my far left is one of our economic consultants,
Sph Borsodi.
I will do what I can to smmarie our statement. Th-e statement
itself is cuite lengthy and does cover all of the item that fal
committee's
withintW
associations, Which now have, as I am sure
of the jurisdiction.
Ihi the opinion
you are aware, in excess of 18 million older persons as members
the Nation faces an economic and budget crisis of unprecedented
complexity and nearly unprecedented proportions.
Over the past decade a number of extremely dangerous economic
trends have several damned the economy's health. Over this
period the rate of iflation has tended to rise over time, reaching a
maximum of 1..8 percent in 1980. At the same time unemployment
has been very high andtending to ise under the influence of the
recession of 1974 and 1975, the recession of 1980, and again the re1982.
cession
Also, of
the rate of growth in realGNP and real wages has tended
ltb de4ine over time.. The combination of these economic trends
have taken their toll 'on the Federal budget. Basically, inflation
and other related economic trends at certain points have tended to
drive up program spending, while still other trends have tended to
dampen revenue flowing into the budget that would otherwise have
been there to help pay the costs of these progrs.
It is clear from the surveys that we have done over time, surveys
of the elderly as well as the nonelderly, that inflation is the chief
economic concern of older persons. It transcends everything else.
Older people want the -rate of inflation brought down and kept
down at rates that,people can live with-not 10, 8, or 6 percent, but
more like 2 percent a year.
The administration has sent up a budget to the Congress which,
because of the combination of the effects of the recession last
year's very large tax cut and the planned 18-percent increase n d1fense spending, could result in a budget deficit for the next fiscal
of a
year Of anywere from $98 to $125 -billion. In the absence fiscal
the
for
deficits
budget
the
growth,
economic
return ofrobust
years 1984 and 1986 could be even larger
We know from our visits to Capitol H that this budget has created a great deal of consternation, if not outright paic. It has cer,
thinly reted a lot of pani in the financial community and among
the-iublic at large.
in turn; generated a whole series of
of reaction
-This kind
propas
in -the
Congress-has,
to slash
cost-of-living adjustments in the
entitlement programs, and make drastio-reductions in other r basic
entitlement programs like medicare and medicaid on which the elderly,-through no fault of their own, have come to rely.
As far as the associatons are concerned, we want the Federal
budget deficit brought down and that budget ultimately brought
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into balance. We take that position for two baic reasons: The fis

i that it makes good eono mic sense t6o s

isoa'is

deft-

tat
ln
nitely out of sync wit monetary policy. We
over'th
th
0baac
maniig
and
Into
balance
the
b
udget
business
cYCle is
one ofthe poga.
n
elments
of a
comprehensive
anti-inflation
" 'In. any kiid
t
these kinds of budget deficits
Af th6 samin time we know ttlif
that are now projected actually begin to materialize they willH generate more and ultimately irresistible pressure to make drastic
cut, in cost-of-living adjustments in the entitlement programs.
COLA's have been singled out as an easy target to achieve very
substantial savihp quickly and make, the budget deficit look better.
to
flatly
opposed proposals
have
consistently,
associations
Some proin the
entitlements.
cost-of-ing
adjustments
ScutThe
back
he elderly have not _suffered too
such cutbacks say'
ponentsin of
terms of financial pin. We think they are not aware of
-much
the pain the elderly have really suffered.
Over the past decade, the Government expanded, programs to
reduce the rate of poverty among the elderly and buoy them-up
from the bottom of the income scale. At the same time the effect of
inflation on the income that the elderly have from private assets
that they put aside during their working years has been devastating. They have lost enormously in terms of purchasing power and
in terms of the value of the underlyg assets. Thus inflation has
tended to push the elderly down the income scale, leaving them
concentrated just above the poverty line, where they are extremely
vulnerable to cutback in entitlement programs.
there were such cuts. Medicare, for example, was
Now last y
billion, and these cuts directly translated into inreduced by $
creased cost to beneficiaries. Other programs too were cut, and now
-these same programs are slated for additional cuts-about $7 billion worth in the administration's fiscal year 1983 budget.
Others say that the -PI has tended to overcompensate the elderly, giving them more than was necessary to maintain the purchasing, power of their -benefits and enable them to make ends meet.
This is simply not the case.
' The best study that has-been done of the effect of automatic CPI
increases over the period 1976-80 indicates that in some years
there was some slight overcompensation, but that was offset by
some undercompensation in other years. The net effect, then, was
to leave the purchasing power of benefits relatively stable over the
period 1976-80, given what it is the elderly spend their money on.
As you know'that tends to be necessaries: food at home, fuel and
utilities, and medical care.
Those who think that the elderly can afford cost-of-living adjustment reductions ought to take a look at the statistics. They' are
quite dramatic. We now have 26 percent of all elderly-headed
households with income of $5,000 or less. That compares to 9 percent of non-elderly-headed households. We have got 56 percent of
elderly-headed households with incomes of $10,000 or less, as compared to only 20 percent of households headed by;a younger person.
The poverty rate of the elderly has risen from the low point of
189 percent at the end of 1978 to 15.7 percent at the end of 1980,
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year,
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subsequent years.
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We have had some projections developed that analyze the effect
r;of what would happen to the elderly if these proposals went
through. Let me give you some indication:
'in 1981 the avera benefit for a retired worker was about $885 a
month that's roughly $4,600-a year, and that is only $260 more
poverty line was roughly $.
than the poverliei
L proposals, a retiree
Under the IDomenici and Hollings
would lose a full month's benefit in the first year; they woUld lose
$R84j Over the period 1982 through 1985 they would lose about
-.in income,
$2,We have
also looked at these prpsals frofa the point of view of
single women, age 72 and older.Th group h an average i come
of roughly $,100. That's below the poverty level, even now. Their
social security income is, on average, $2,600. As you can see single
aged women depend on social security for approximately 84 percent
of their income.
ff the Donienici and Hollings prosals were put into place this
year, we have figured out that, rather than having 26 percent of
this subgroup of the elderly in the poverty category by the year
19909 we would instead have nearly- 0 percent of them in poverty.
Look at it another way, the net effet of the Hollings/ menici
-COLA proposals would be to push about 650,000 single women, age
72 and older, into the poverty category by 1990. Obviously, these
kinds of proposals are simply unacceptable to us. There is just no
way we could possibly go along with them.
NWeVertheless, we do recognize that we face a very serious budget
problem, and while our statement goes into great detail in terms of
how-we would deal with it, in summary I would simply say that we
want it dealt with primarily from the revenue side of the budget. If
you want to plan very large increases in defense, they are going to
be paid for, somehow. You can't have huge increases for defense
spending on the one hand, and enormous tax cuts on the other, and
avoid the resulting deficits by putting the burden' of curing those
deficits on those least able to cope.,
That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate having
had this opportunity to present it.
m . Well, thank you very much, Mr. Hacking.
The N
I have been advised by the majority leader that we cannot meet
beyond noon today. I have some questions that I wanted to ask, bes
cause I appreciate the spirit of your remarks, and I think we are
oing to hve to find some way to keep inflation down, which is
Public Enemy No. 1 as far as retired persons are concerned, and
also bring down interest rates.
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I, wonder if I might, submit'those questions in writing, if that
wouldbe satisfactory?.,
Uir,. HACKING. O rAPWnly, Senator.
The
.nator
Long, doyou have any questions?
Senator LON.
no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bradley?
.e responsee]
CH-AIWAn. Senator Grassley.
Senator GRAussly. Yes.
Are you adamant about any change in the CPI use for COLAs?
Mr, HACKING. Senator, we have long advocated that the Bureau
of Labor Statistics be required to create a CPI that is an accurate
reflection of what it is that older people buy. We think that if that
were done there might be, at least in the short term, some significant savings t6 the entitlement programs. By using the OPI we
have right now, which is not an accurate reflection of what it is
older people buy, you may get some overstatement and therefore
overcompensation just because what is happening in terms of housing costs and mortgage interest rates may not be offset by what is
happening in terms of medical care costs, food costs, and fuel costs.
we think that an accurate index that reflects what it is that
the elderly buy-should be put into place and implemented and'used
to adjust benefits in the entitlement programs. It might very well
result in some significant savings. Senator GAwsLziz. As responsible as your position is, and it is responsible, it kind of puts off, though, maybe 2 or so years before
any adjustment wouldbe made in the portion of the budget that
deals with what we call entitlements, and COLAs are a large part
of that category-42 percent of the budget, I think.
Is there anything you would accept as an interim solution until
we have the more accurate CPI?
Mr. HACKING. Well, Senator, we have been pressing this proposal
since 1974. Had it been done then, we might be in better shape
today.
'We have made proposals on how you could reduce the'rate of
growth in expenditures in medicare and medicaid, and-they are included in our statement. I do urge you to look at that, because,
after all, those programs too are indexed, not quite in the same
way that social security is but they are indexed.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr.-Hacking. We appreci-

ate your past cooperation with our committee, and we look forward
to looking with the staff and with all Senators.
Mr. HACKING. Thank you.

[The prepared statement follows:]

-
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STTmmNT or Tms NAviONAL RiriUiV TEACSU ASOCITION AND TMU AaawoC
AQC0TON Or Rzruu PmS
J.Overviow of the EZonomy and the PudgOt
The def iiti

projectedd

-in the near term are resulting from

the current intense recession,
-.

last year's huge and ill-targeted

tax cuts and-the large increases planned for defense spending.
Reducing the deficit and making progress toward a balanced budget
is critical to the economy for several reasons'.
First, large and continuing deficits are viewed by boththe. public and by business as inflationary.

This has created an

environment that is not only likely to stimulate the wage/price
spiral

but also dampen incentives to save and invest on the part

of individuals and business.

The passage of last year's Economic

Recovery Tax Act-has not brought about anrsJIgnificant danoriing
of the public's expectations for continued inflation.and has not
generated the savings and investment necessary to promote recovery
-and long-term economic expansion.
Second, given the Federal Reserve's tight money policy (which
unfortunately has been the only effective anti-inflation program
in town),

large defilcits will lead to soaring interest rates, making

it extremely difficult for the economy to-recover from the current
recession.

At best the result will be either stagflation or

a weak recovery followed by another recession.
Lenders are demanding high interest rates out of fearthat inflation will remain elevated and resurge with any reoovery,
no matter how modest. Uncertainty has gripped the financial
markets creating havoc and damaging the long-term investment which
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the economy needs.

While the current recession may be

bottoming out, the high unemployment and business disorder
give rise to fears that the recession could deepen even
further during the coming months.

At present, there are

Simply no reliable signs that a recovery is under way.

The

high interest rates and tight money conditions, which precipitated the present recession, wil. remain with us until
the deficit is brought down.
With respect to defense spending, we know of no instance
of deficit financing of defense expenditures that did not
prove to be inflationary.

National currencies in such cir-

cumstances tend sooner or later to be destroyed.

The threat

to the U. S. dollar that results from opting for deficit
financing to accommodate large increased defense expenditures
only tends to reinforce the public's and the financial market's
pre-dxisting expectation that inflation will be renewed -- and
perhaps with such a vengeance that it will climb to levels higher
than any previously experienced.
The economic outlook is bleak.

One of our most important

industries, automobiles, is best described as "on the ropes",
along with our major agricultural implement manufacturers.
housing construction is at a virtual standstill.

The
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savings and loan industry which supports home-construction,'is in
grave financial circumstances.

-Bankruptcy statistics of small and

medium firms have been approaching depression levels.

Unemployment,

now close to 9 percent, is likely to go to 10 percent.

Unemployment

in many of our snowbolt industrial cities has been rising towards
levels not seen since the Great Depression of the 1930s.
The leading indicators turned downward in January, pointing
toward a continuing reduction in business activity.

In fact,.

January marked the ninth consecutive month of decline for the index.
The stock market has recently dropped to new lows and the tbrm
"depression" has reentered our economic vocabulary.
(

Administration spokesmen are still predicting an explosion
in savings rates followed by a great flow of funds into new investment.

we would be very happy to see this, but there are..no advance

indications of such financial developments.

How can depressed

economy, >irrespective of the lowering of marginal tax rates,
generate enough personal income to boost savings?

Corporate

profits and corporate cash flows have been tepid.

Surveys of

the plans of business for capital investment show that it is doubtful that capital outlays, after correction for inflation, will be
any greater in 1982 than they were in 1981.
In.Augustr the Administration declared that once all of thoir
economic program was in place, public expectations of continuing

V,
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inflation would diminish, interest rates would decline,- and there
would be a rush of investment and ij
Dn6vative enterprise. This has
not happened and there is no good basis for believing that it will
in the near future. Revising the Administration's FY 1983 Budget so
that the deficits start coming down

would do much to bolster public

confidence in the economy in the coming months.
The recession has been virulent enough to bring about some. re.-duction in interest rates, but they remain astonishingly high when%
-=-

-eompared

to current inflation rates. We have had some temporary re-

lief from inflation; at the end of December, 1981, the three month
average'for the CPI-U was only 5.3 percent. The tight money policies of the Federal Reserve Board have substantially contributed to
lowering inflation rates along with an additional measure of relief
from the relative stability of crude oil prices.

The abundant

grain crop in 1981 also contributed in important ways to slowing
inflation rates.
We are most thankful that inflation rates have come down_.
Unfortunately, the public, and those with money to lend, simply
TY--°

o not see inflation remaining at low rates.

Deficit projections

that run as much as 50 percent higher than the Administration's
projections, frighten potential lenders all the more.

The dangers

of depression or, more likely, the dangers of a recession lasting
for months to come, are attributable to continuing.high interest
rates caused by massive deficits in the projected federal budgets.
The only way to dampen these fears is for either the Administration to submit a new budget to Congress with a believable program
for bringing the budget into balance or for Congress to develop

-4*
..

'it6 own.

CredibLlity must be restored to our economic programs.

For some weeks now, the Adminidtration has been working on the
-theme that d~fkcits do not matter that much; they are an unavoidable
part of the current economic -landscape.

Unfortunately, the American

public firmly believes that federal budgetary deficits are a
prime cause of inflation

*ironicaily'a
view which the current.

Administtation fostered.
Deficitd do matter, not only'because the public believes
that they do -- and the Gnomes of Zurich believe that'they do

--

but because they tend to inflate the money supply and because
they cause the government to dip into the national pool of savings.

A,

I

II. The Eldorly's Eroding Position in the Economy
The nation" faces a federal .budget crisis of unprecedented
proportions.

Annual deficits far in excess of $100 billion

are being projected for each of the next three years, pushing
reasonable prospects for a balanced budget out of the foreseeable
future.

These looming deficits are bad for the economy afid,

furb-kermore, directly threaten the already deteriorating economic
position of the elderly.

0ir A-2qociations arc pleased that Congress

is moving to revise the President's FY 83 budget.

Js

somaeohinq we mest avoid.

A, budget im,?asse

The consectuances !or the econw-

at large and for the elderl , in particular would be disastrous.
Tb:

('oimiI:ct,,

with its ji;risdictlon over tax policy and th

basic entitlement programs serving the elderly, bears a heavy
responsibility for pursuing a deficit reduction strategy
that, for the benefit of all Americans, will begin to move
the budget into balance.

This strategy, however must be pursued

in a manner that recognizes that a decade of inflation has forced
the elderly .nto an extremely vulnerable, economic position --

a

position in which they find themselves-heavily dependent on
government entitlement programs for the bulk of their income
support.

This Committee must realize that, the immediate consequences

of large-scale cutbacks in programs, such as social secur-ity, Medicare
and Medicaid, will be even grea..er increases in the elderly poverty
rate than we. are already experiencing and a more rapid deterioration
in their subsistence-level standards of living.

K
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In the past few weeks, we have witnessed a veritable
flood of budget proposals and alternatives.

Regardless of the

specifics of each, the essence of their message is readily
apparent:

large, escalating deficits are not acceptable.

What

is acceptable is, of course, more difficult to determine.
Realistically, no Member of Congress nor. any constituency
group is likely to be entirely happy with what is devised.' We
recognize that the elderly are not likely to be completely spared
some measure of pain--even though they have suffered much more
than their fair share already.

What we are seeking--and what,

we hope the members of this Committee are seeking--i's a fair and
balanced-package which makes good economic sense by making a
maximum effort to raise revenue and cut back expenditures in
areas and in ways that do not do damage to program benefits of
vital importance to lower income persons--especially the
elderly. Cuts--particularly those in basic entitlement programs-would drastically undermine the economic situation of the elderly
and leave them even more vulnerable than-they already are to the
escalating costs of health care and to inflation in general.

At

this time, it is safe to say, none of the alternative .budget
packages currently "on the table" meet the test of .fairness and
economic soundness that we have in mind.

91-1i

-'Si
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in 1980, Data Resources, Inc. (DRI) completed a study
for our Absdciations on "Inflation and the Elderly."

That

study found that the" average elderly incomes (in aggregate terms)
managed to slightly exceed the general rate of inflation from the
late 1960's through

the late 1970's.

Consequertly, by 1978,

the average income of those over age 65 was about 55 percent
of the average incomes of the non-elderly.

This progress

resulted from the deliberate expansion of coverruent
irottrans, osrecially social security,* in recoqnition
ot' the #:triny high (25-30%)
at that time.

elderly poverty rates prevailing

Also, the creation of Medicare, Medicaid and

SSI helped-a great deal to improve the elderly's economic
status.
Despite progress made in raising the elderly's average
income levels and reducing poverty among them, there is mounting
evidence that inflation has begun to wipe away that progress.
Elderly poverty rates, on a steady decline through 1978, increased
from 13.9 percent in 1978 to .15.1 percent in 1979 and again in
1980 to 15.7% -; the largest increase in the elderly poverty
rate since the Census Bureau began collecting such data and the
highest poverty rate of any adult age group.

We believe that the

fixeO nature of the elderly's income components as well as their
inflexible consumption patterns -- particularly for food, fuel
and medical care

--

are largely responsible for the substantial

increase in the elderly poverty rate.
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Moreover, despite-the limited growth in the elderly's income
during the period 1968-1978, the continuing escalation of the
elderly's poverty rate and other statistics demonstrate the
disadvantaged position of the elderly relative to the rest of
the population.

For example, in 1980, while only 9 percent of

non-elderly households ha&,annual incomes below $5,000, 26
percent of elderly households had annual incomes below $5,000.
Similarly, only 20 percent of non-elderly head-of-households
had annual incomes under $10,000, while 56 percent of the elderly
head-of-households had incomes .in that cateqory. Even
adding to their income the cash-value of the in-kind benefits
the elderly receive does not change the reality that the elderly,
as a group, generally subsist on low. and in many cases wholly
inadequate incomes.
65 and above --

In 1980,

over half of all individuals age

more than 13 million people

annual income of less than $5,000.

1.~

--

had an average
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Drastic COLA Reductions Unaccoptabli As Budget Alternatives
Faced With rising deficits, Congress has been casting about

for a rola'tivelv simple and quick means of reining in what now
makes up a larqe portion of the budqet. Cost-of-living increases in a!
federal entitlement programs, thus, represent a convenient
target.

What' is ignored by those who have espoused drastic

reductions in cost-of-living increases is the devastating impact
such cuts would have on the elderly population -- f especially
for subgroups among them --

namely the oldest among them and,

in particular, older women.
-For millions of older persons, cost-of-living increases
provided by social security and other retirement programs are
Indemling

the only income that stands between them and poverty.
mechanisms are the only inflation protection they have.

A

decade of high inflation has rapidly eroded the value of their
non-:indexed sources of income, such as, private pensions
savings and other dollar-denominated assets, which represent
about one-third of their total income.

This situation has

left the elderly -- through no fault of their own

--

heavily

dependent on federal entitlement programs.
A number of Congrepsional budget alternatives propose
to reduce cost-of-living adjustments.. Perhaps the two most
prominent are those offered by Senators Domenici and Hollings.

.

-.
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Their proposals would slash cost-of-iiving adjustments (COLAS)
in social security as wel.as theta other income security programs
such as SSI, civil service, military and railroad retirement
and veterans' pension program,

While there are some differences

between these two proposals they both would:

entirely eliminate

the JdY,'1982 cost-Of-living adjustments for these income security
programs and, in succeeding years, provide a COLA calcUlated
..,to be the Consumer Price Index (CPI) minus 3 percent.

(Senator

Hollings also .proposes to dplay the FY 83 and subsequent COL 's
by shifting them from July to October.

Currently, beneficiaries

receive the-full CPI based.COLA each July.)

Based on CBO

economic assumptions, this proposal iS estimated to save $3.6 billion
in IY l982 and about $84-87 billion in FY 1983 through FY 1985,
with over 80% of the savings from social security.
Lost in all the talk of macro-dollars and fiscal years is
the likely impact of such a out on the elderly.

To explain the

-impact of'the proposed COLA cuts in individual terms, social
security beneficiaries

--

by far the largest group to be affected

can serve se valuable examples.
SAccording to the Social Security Administration (SSA),

the

average social security benefit for a retired worker is $4p620
-per year -($385 per month)

--

only $260 above the official 1981

poverty level for singles of $4,360.

*

-.

--
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For this average social security benefibiary,- the, Vomenici/_
lollings proposals would cut benefits in th6 first year by $384
(almost one month's benefit) and by $2,592 ovgr the 1982-8S period.
Similarly, according to SSA, the average social security
benefit for a retired couple is $570 per month ($6,840 per year).
For a retired couple, the proposals would cut benefits in the
first year by $564 and by $3,792 over the 1982-85 period.
Ad of 1980. according to Current Population Survey statistics
there were approximately 1.3 million"single women 72 or older
who had total incomes of under $4000 pet year, an income level
very close to the poverty level.

The average social security

benefit received by these women was $2,619 - approximately $220
a.month.

Again for this same group, total average income was-

approximately $3,103 implying that the average widow", 72 or
older, relies on social security for roughly 84 percent of
all'of her income.
Even more startling, on the basis of preliminary simulations
prepared by DRI~I(using AARP's econometric model of elderly Incomes),
by 1990, implementation of the DomoniciYHollings proposal would,
result

in

39 percent of single women, age 72 or older,having

incomes under $4,000 in todayls dollars (this ts approximately the
poverty threshold for single persons).

Without implementation of

this proposal, "only" 26 percent of women age 72+ would be
in poverty.

The 8o1;ings/Domenioi proposal would add an

additional 656,000 elderly women to the poverty rolls expected
for 1990.

These are preliminary estimates and we will provide

the Committee with additional data reflecting the-impact of*
COLA cuts on other eldGrly subgroups.
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It is' often afigued-that the:CPI'has significantly overcompensated the elderly. These assertions are wrong. The
best studies show that the elderly concentrate their expenditures
on necessities "

food, fuel and utilities and medical care

the prices of which have risen rapidly.

--

Therefore,. while

there has been slight overcompeasation in some years, there
has been undercompensation in other years.

-,

Many have argued that the elderly have additional outside
income, and can afford a cut, i.e. no adjustment for increases
in the cost-of-living.

Given the nature.of social security --

a social insurance program and not a means-tested welfare program
some individuals in social security could get by. But, this
is a minority.

--

Again, one must consider the factst

*The elderly are an extremely vulnerable, lower income group,.
especially compared to the non-elderly -- in 1980, 56% of
persons age 65+ had income below $10,000 and 26% had incomes

below $5,0OO.
*Povorty rates among-the elderly are the highest for any adult
For two years in a row, the
age group and are rapidly rising.
aged poverty rate escalated dramatically from 13.9% in 1978
to'15.it in 1979 and up again in 1980 to 15.7%.
of-living protection would worsen this trend.

Reducing cost-

* So many of the elderly have incomes just above the poverty
line, that a crop of $20 to $24 a week in their averaqe income $n
1980 would have caused the aged poverty rate to soar to over 25%.

452For many el4erlyt cot-of-living increases are the only income
keeping them out of poverty.

CIt cannot be forgotten that $81i..

A. income security program for the poor elderly, would also

be subject to this cut.)
* In addition, the elderly

--

particularly the most vulnerable

among them (the oldest and widows) -- have just been hit by over
$4 billion in cuts in federal programs serving their health,
nutrition, ard basic income needs as a result of last year's
budget puts.

And

cuts in many of these programs are on the

agenda again this year.

Drastic cuts in COLA'S would be a major

step backwards by taking the "security" out of the income security
programs on which the elderly depend.

45&IV. The Need to Raise Revenues
To protect the economy and the well-being of the elderly,
the budget deficit must be reduced in a manner that is consistent
with the'goal of achieving economic recovery and will reduce the
mounting pressure to cut entitlements.

To do this, the Associ-

ations believe that revenues must be increased.

As a first step,

we feel that Congress should take a careful look at the tax codp
to remove tax expenditures that may no longer be useful.

Also,

new taxes may have to be implemented and existing ones raised.
Finally, if these measures do not raise a sufficient amount of
revenue, portions of the. Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 should
be scaled back or repealed.
The following provisions do not cover all revenue-raising
possibilities.

However, the Associations offer them as an

-

indication that significant revenue can be raised without jeopardizing economic recovery.

In fact, we believe that measures such

as these are absolutely essential if economic recovery is to
occur at all.
1.

Repeal tax expenditures if their costs
outweigh their economic usefulness
Changing economic circumstances make it imperative for

Congress to periodically review tax expenditures (i.e., tax
provisions that cause revenue loss) to determine their expense
and their value.

If Congress can control the growth of tax

expenditures, it will take a major step toward stabilizing the
federal budget.
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a) According to the Congressional Budget Office-/ a
repeal of certain oil and gas industry tax expenditures
could raise $10 billion. in FY 1984.

$1.6 billion can

be gained by repeal of the percentage depletionallowance, which is a write-off of 18 percent (in 1982) Of
the gross income (up to a*limit) from select oil and
gas welis.

This method often allows the well owner to,

recover much more than the cost of extraction.

Addi-

tionally, $8.4 billion can be raised by repeal vf the
expensing provision for-intangible oil and gas drilling
costs.

Th s would allow certain oil

and gas drilling

costs to be written off in the year they occurred rather
than adopting the general approach of depreciating these
costs over a period of years.

Given the major restruc-

turing of the corporate income tax that was a part of
the Economio Recovery Tax Act of 1981 and the rapid
increase in energy prices, these incentives to produce
may no longer be necessary.
b) The deductibility of consumer interest payments will
cost $7.8 billion in FY 1984.

Because of the increasing

need to encourage people to save and invest, this tax expenditure may be counterproductive.

Also, the tax break

is available only to persons who itemize their deductions in computing .their income tax liability..

Unless* otherwise stated, the revenue figures can-be obtained
the Congressional Budget Offices$ Report to the SenAte- and
louse Committees on the Budget, Part Ills Reducing the Pederal
Deficits Strategies and Options. February 1982.-

IRK
2.

Portions of the Economic Aecovery Tax Act of 1981
can be modified Without harming the Act's intent
a)

The corporate "leasing' provisions wilI cost about $4
billion in FY 1983.

If leasing is felt to be desirable,

Congress should at least structure the law to limit its
applicability.
b)

Repeal of the Windfall Profits Tax reductions would save
$1.7 billion in FY 1983 and $2.2 billion in FY 1984.
The Windfall Profits Tax proVisions include an exemption
for some royalty owners, reduced rats for certain oil
of independent producers, a reduced rate on newly discovered oil and an exemption for oil rights owned by
qualified charities that care for cfildren (the last
item has a very small revenue loss figure).

Source:

Joint Committee on Taxation Summary of H.R. 4242.
3.

New or increased taxes which are consistent with an,
economic recovery program should be implemented
" a)

A windfall profits t&x on deregulated natural gas could
raise up to $12 billion in FY 1984 if decontrol were
moved ahead to January 1, 1983.

b)

Doubling the liquor tax will raise $3.5 billion in FY
1984;

c)

Doubling the excise tax on beer and wine will raise
$1.3billion in FY 1984.

d)

Doubling the cigarette tax will raise $1.8 billion in-pY
1984C

Tho taxes discussed in proposals (b)

-

(4) were last ,raised

in 1951.
4.

The indexing 6f the income tax brackets, the zero
IbracKet amount and th0 personal exemption that is
due to bogin n.1955 should be repealed or delayed
untl economic ,conditions improve
The Associations realize that bracket creep due to inflation

has increased the tax burden of workers.
-of the indexing feature

However, the existence

in 1985 builds revenue losses into the

future on top of massive deficits.

The future deficit

projections

are creating havoc with the-credit markets.- We feel that awill.ingness to resolve the long-term deficit problem should be displayed
=

prior to the introduction of an indexing system into the code.
5.

If the deficit reduction measures listed above (along
with others Congress may choose) are insufficient,
the Personal tax rate reductions that are Included in

the Iconomic Recovery Tax Act should be postponed or
scaled back or- even repealed
While we believe that this should be a last resort f6r Congress,
a postponement of the rate cuts may be needed to improve the deficit
situation.

A postponement of the July 1983 ten prcent cut will

save $27 billion in FY 1984.

/

In total, these measures (excluding 14) will reduce the
federal deficit by about $70 billion in FY 1984.
when

they are implemented, they would also have-a positive impaot-

on the FY 1983 deficit.

'4

Depending on
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I'V,Uealth Care Cost Infaition and Medicare/Medicaid
A.

Medicare

The elderly'are well aware of the.escalating increases in
health care costs and the pressure such increases have generated
to slash the Medicare program.

Last year the Congress chopped $1.5

billion out of Medicare, resulting in a 27 percent increase in the-elderly's out-of-pocket costs for Medicare deductibles and co-payments which in turn automatically caused substantial-increases in
the elderly's out-of-pocket costs for supplementary Mediear- insurance.
The Administration's Medicare proposals fail to address the
major source of escalation in Medicare .expenditures -- explosive
hospital cost. inflation. instead, their proposals merely shift
the cost directly or indirectly to program recipients and private
paying patients.

The Associations believe that any changes in the Medicare program
must be evaluated by criteria that: (1) address the source of
pressure on the Medicare program (i.e., spiralling hospital costs);
(2) contribute to the development of less expensive, appropriate
care; (3) avoid cost shifting to program beneficiaries and (4) encouraqo

the elderly to be independent.

criteria in mind,

Thus, with these four

the Associations offer the folloving comments on

the Administration's major proposals to cut Medicare.
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,Forcing employers to pay health insurance coverage
for older workers (savings, $306 million, 12.2 percent
of thq tptal projected Medicare savings in FY'83),
Making the-employers' health insurance plan the primary source of coverage for-older workers health care
claims will force up the cost of employing older
workers because the employer's health insurance car-

riotfacbd with primary responsibility for covering
health claims heretofore covered by Medicare, will
insist on being compensated for the additional risk
of exposure.

Moreover despite the Age Discrimination

in Employment Act's provision allowing employers to
provide reduced health insurance coverage for older
workers (so long as the employer

spends the same

amount on premiums for older workers as younger
workers)o this proposal forces employers to provide
health insurance coverage for older workers as equal
to the coverage provided younger-ones on the penalty
of not being permitted to claim the full cost of
health insurance premiums as a tax deduction.

*Roduco waste and service utilization (savings,
$372 million, 14.9 percent of the total projected
Medicare savings ih FY'83).
The thrust of this initiative is to give Medicare
contractors greater responsibility for the identification and reduction of waste in the provision and

use of health care services.

Yet, despite nearly

9 percent inflation, the Administration refuses to
provide additional funds to pay contractors for
this additional responsibility.

Moreover, this

'proposal appears tO conflict with another of the
Administration's proposals

--

that is, to eliminate

federal funding for Professionals Stondards.Review
Organizations (PSROs) in July of this year.

PSROsI

responsibilities include the Administration's
objective of reducing unnecessary utilization.
Therefore, it is inconsistent for the Administration
to propose the demise of PSROs while at the same
time stress the need for increased utilization review
to produce substantial savings.
Our Associatiqns are very skeptical about this
proposal.

Though details are not yet available, it is

difficult to see how the large savings claimed are
possible merely from "eliminating waste and over-utilization.0

Forced to achieve such' savings, Medicare con-

t-actors are likely tc disallow heretofore covered
expenditures or to mak6 the reimbursement process even
more cumbersome, difficult and confusing for beneficiaries
than it already is.

* 2 percent reduction in reimbursement to hospitals
for the 'Sare of Medicare patients (s_4vings, $653 million,
26 percent of the proposed Medicare savings in FY'83).

-:*,.

v
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A large reduction in program expenditures undea

this

proposal are likely to be illusory because hospitals
can easily make up the loss by ordering more ancillary
services.

Moreover, since the federal reimbursement

rate is already 16-20,percent below whak hospitals
charge their private pay patients, such Medicare
specific cuts will likely shift more cost to private
patients.

-

The Associations believe that this proposal contributes nothing to solving, the real crisis facing the
Medicare program, namelyl

restraining the exorbitant

increases in hospital costs.

Furthermore, it

is likely

that any savings realized under thisproposal would be
shifted to private paying patients.

*Indexing the Medicre Part B deductible to the
*Consumer Price Index (savings, $65

million in FY'83);

institute co-payment for home health seriices (savings,
$35 million in FY'83); establish Medicare eligibility
at the beginning of the first full month after attaining age 65 (savings, $145 million in FY'83).
Taken together these proposals represent 9.8 percent
of the Administration's projected Medicare savings
in FY'983.

They seem to be predicated on the notion

that the elderly should beer a greater portion of the
health care costs under Medicare in order to- increase

0oOt-condoiousness.

The elderly are already. however,

extremely cost-conscious -- paying about 43 percent of
theik 'total health care expenditures out-of-pocknt.
They simply cannot afford to absorb additional-.costsharing under Medicare.
The Administration cite- certain findings of a
recent General Accounting Office (GAO) report at

justification for tharoing a copaymont for home
health services under Medicare,

The Administra-

tion's proposal to require beneficiary co-payment,
however, is a Misdireoted solution to the problems
in home'health services identified by GAO.

1rurthermore,

the introduction of a co-payment for home health services, contrary t6 the Administratton's intended purpose,
could result in greater Medicare cost because patients,
order to avoid increased out-of-pocket costs, would

-in

-hoose to remain either in the hospital or a skilled
nursing facility'.

Later this year." the Administration will propose measures
to improve .market forces in the health care industry and in
the Medicare program.

No costs or savings from these efforts"

are assumed until 1984, and as yet, no details have been"specified.

Since the program is likely-to include, however,

a voluntary Medicare voucher plan and a new Nedicare co-payment,
the Associations feel that a comment on this proposal is
appropriate-at this time.

.91-tS5 +
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-The proposal, as we understand it, includes a voluntary
voucher-plan, a new Medicare co-payment Of 10 percent of the,
daily cost of a hospital room, up to a maximum of $26 per
day, for the 2nd through 60th day of hospitalization, and
a catastrophic stop-losi provision that would 'indemnify Medi•

care beneficiaries for all covered hospital and physician
costs above $500

or $3000,per year.

(The stop-loss pro tec-

tion ddes not include expenditures incurred for noncovered service, such as,
home cate

outpatient presciiptions, eyeglasses, nursing

etch)

To the extent that 'a

voluntary Medicare voucher proposal

contributes to reforming this nation's costly health care
delivery system, the Associations welcome the dialogue such a
proposal would create.

At this point, however, we are skeptical

about any. plan that includes substantial new out-of-pocket costs
for Medicare patients. The elderly are still absorbing the substantial increasesAin Parts A and B deductibles and coinsurance
enacted last year. -Horoovor, tho catastrophic stop-loss pro-.
tection, while it would aid a small number

--

perhaps 3%

--

would be in exchange for a doubling of cost for the. average
hospItal stay of a Medicare beneficiary.
Therefore, the Associations believe that employers,
and the employees$ health insurance tax preference should
ho conditional on their group health insurers, adhering to

. .V

, 4edicsre *stabiished hospital relmbxirseaent limits and
offering a variety of health plans, including H84Os.

This

will cre~tq inaehtives to hold down slkyrooketin4 hospital
costs. By 'conditioning thesetax'expenditures in such
Iays,Uhe pmertfl incentives to devlop more
comprehensive
health insurance coverage will be reduced and pressure-from
employers and employees, on carriers and providers, will hasten
'the deveio'ent of less eXpensive health'care delivery systems.
Oh the supply side of tax oxpendituros, severe and iromodiate limitations.should be placed on the tax

exempt status of

hospital bonds. (For hospitals able to demonstrate the need for
new construction in 4 growth areaf-this subsidy could be retained
or gradually phased outdo, Approximately half of the funding for
hospital capitalprojeots comos from tax exempt bonds ($5.1 billion
of these bonds were issued in 1981).

The direct federal revenue

loss. from all outstanding hospital bonds in ?Y 1982 will b#
$700 million. Our Asbociations seriously question the efficacy,.
of this subsidy which allocates resources on the basis of a
hospital's financial standing rather than the need for such
facilities.

Moreover, the magnitude of this subsisly promises

to substantially increase should.local health planning and the
certificate of need process be phased out as the Administration
has proposed.

In those-areas of the country that are already

overbedded, tax exempt hospital bonds further escalate Medicare
and Medicaid reimbursement levels for empty unneeded-beds.
Every $1 saved by borrowing hospitals costs $1.33 in lost
federal revenue.
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The Associations recognize a responsibility to suggest

alternatives to the Administration's'Medicare budget proposal.
In that spirit and*.in light of the 'current. fiscal dilemma,
we urge this comitteq to thoroughly examine the efficacy of
tax-expenditurer in the health sector.

Unlike Medicaidi which

is a direct federal health subsidy benefiting the poor, health
-

insurance tax expenditures are indirect federal health subsidies
that, according to the Department of Treasury, primarily
benefit the middle and upper income groups.
8betVeea

Medicare expenditures grew at ain
andM99,#975

'annual rate of 17 percent per year.

At the same time,

health-insurance related tax expenditures grew at an
average annual rate of 19 percent per year. It is
grossly inqquitab-le to continue cutting direct federal,
health subsidies,
1 like Medicare and Medicaid, white ignoring
the fattest growing federal health subsidy
related tax exp.ndittires.

--

"Furthermore, these

health
tax expendi-

"tures-have created powerful incentives for comprehensive,
first-dollar health insurance covorage; this trend has
promoted excessive increases in health care costs, including
the costs nf the Medicare and Medicaid programs.

Aak
The Associations' havo'lontj urged the Congross to place.
federal limits on incroasos in hospital revenues po
Such an

admission-.

across-tho-board approach would not single Out Medi-

care or Modicaid beneficiaries for specialrostriotions, Time
and again, exporionco has demonstrated that'tledicara-Medicaid
specific approaches to hospital cost containment merely lead;
to cost shifting an4 thus, no reduction in the rate of inoreaso
in total hospital-costs.
Unfortuwatoly,

Congress has r-jctod the imjiosition of

uniform, 'across-the-boara limitations on increasing hospital
costs. Alternatively, the Associations rocommond that Congress
actively encourage th6 states to adopt mandatory hospital rate
review programs. Such programs have boon successful in the six
states that have thorn because they reduce both public and
private sector outlays for hospital care.

As an incentive for

states to institute rate review programs, the Federal Government
might share a portion (perhaps one-third) of the savings in
Medicare and Modicaid costs that are achieved through rate
review programs -inthe States.

Providing financial incentives

for states to initiate offoctivo hospital rate review programs could produce substantial savings to both government
and private purchasers of hospital care services.
-The Associations also would like to briefly comment on
other budget proposals that, while not in the Medicare program directly, would clearly escalate Medicare outlays.

First,'the

proposed phast,-out of federal support for

local health planning in FY 1983 risks substantial increases
in-halth care costs.

In essence, the Administration is

offering health care competition in lieu of regulatory "barriers"in the marketplace. 'While we believe that incentives can
change the health care delivery system In constructive ways, we
seriously doubt that "competition" alone can -OiTdi-the strong
constraining mechanisms--required to control-spiralling cbsts in.
the health care sector.

Moreover, we question the wisdom of

dismantling the only proven, locally base

cost-containment

program in place, before the efficacy of "competition" to
control costs has been demonstrated.

The Asdociations.view

health planning and the .ortificate of need process as a via I
stite and local decision-making process which has demonstrated
success in the battle against rising health care costs.
In their haste to eliminate health planning and deregulate
the.health care marketplace, the Administration will create a
void in which costs will skyrocket -- especially Medicare cost
rombursement for hospital capital expenditures.
The Associations urge the Congress to maintain a viable
local health planning &rsence and capability that will help
contain the increase in health care costs and thus, the cost
escalation in Medicare in FY 1983 and beyond.

t

..

-
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the Associations urge the Congress to provide"
olderly -edicaro beneficiaries equal access tO Ilealth Haintenance
Organizations (lMO) through changes in the way Medicare
Finally,

roimburses for services.

This would result in real, long-term

savings to the Medicare program.

As individuals, the elderly

for the most part cannot enroll in liMOs. Changing reimbursement
from a-cost plus to a prospective, prepayment basis for Mbdicare
•boneficiaries, with required oenon enrollment period', would act
as a powerful incontive for the development of the lIMO option
[or all segments of the population.

Clearly, retrospective,

cost-based reimbursement is no: financially attractive nor
Viable for all but the largest and richest liMOs. Without making
those reimbursement changes, tho elderly will, for the most part,
continue to be denied access to liMOs and Medicare outlays will
continue to oucplato at unnecosiarily high rates.
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13. Medicaid
Approximately 3.6 million low-income aged individuals
1 out of every 7 older Americans -- will be Medicaid beneficiaries in .1983. As the primary public'health care program addressing the long-term care needs of the elderly#
Medicaid-is an essential program for this vulnerable segment
of our population.
The Medicaid provisions in the Oximbusd
DAget Reconciliation Act of
1981 -cut Medicaid expenitures by approximately $900 million in FY 1982;
-they will cut another $900 million in federal Medicaid
expenditures in PY 1983.
For PY 1983, the Administration is requesting new Medicaid cuts totalling $2.0 billion.

The cuts proposed reduce

federal program costs by shifting thjqm to the states, program
beneficiaries and their relatives.

Yet, most states have

already reported funding problems and beneficiaries by
definition, are low-income individuals

-those

least able

to afford increasing out-of-pocket expenditures for health

T Ihr.v ,tajor &ininistration prqoou cuts are described below.
They represent over 50 percent of the proposed reduction in
federal Medicaid spending for FY 1983.

Like the Medicare

proposals, unfortunately, the Medicaid proposals do not
address the underlying cause of escalating Medicaid expenditures - soaring inflation

in the health care sector.

1 Reduce the federal match by 31 for optional services
ai ) .nteficiaries

(savingst

$600 million;-101 of the

.-
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proposed Medicaid cuts in FY 1983)
ThLis-proposai reduces federal Kedicaid matching payments
to the states for optional services to "th6 categorically
eligible and f.or all services provided to the medically needy
by 3 percent.

The effect of this cut is to shift costs from

the federal government to the states,
'

The majority of states are already facing* however

severe finenoial strains in their Medicaid program hence,
many states are cutting back on optional services aond restricting eligibi.Ity for Medicaid.

This.proposed reduction

--

on

top of the 4% reduction in the federal share of Medicaid
already scheduled for FY 1983
-

-'

will result in states making

additional cuts in optional services and further restricting
eligibility.
For the elderly who depend on Medicaid for long-term
care, this cut further threatens the availability of qualified
skilled nursing facility (SNF) and intermediate care facility
(ICF)

services.

ICF care would be particularly hard hit; as

an optional service, it would be subject to a 3% reduction
in the federal match for every beneficiary.
Furthermore, optional services include prescription.
drugs, dental care, eyeglasses, and hearing aids.

These are

critical services to elderly benoficiarios struggling to
maintain functional independence.

The introduction of or

increase in co-payments for these services...or their total
elimination... will reduce the elderly's access to needed care.

.

2. All-tates

to recover long-term'cake

(LTC) costs

from beneficiaries" adult children- and estates

:

(savings: -$283 million: 14 percent of the pr~o-pSed
Medicaid cuts in FY 1993).
This proposal would allow states to require adu-lt
children of institutionalized Medicaid beneficiaries to'"
contribute to the cost of their parent's care.
JAf

Inherent

such .apl icy decision, however* are difficult problems

of definition, equity and perhaps, due process of law.'
For example, could children living in one state be-forced to
contribute to nursing home care for their p'r-intsI'lbing in
another state?

Should children be required'to support their

parents, even in instances where the parents provided little'
or no support to their children?

How would adult children
If-

be defined (i.e., biologically related, step-children)?
the children refused to contribute, would the parent be
denied care?

oreover, elderly individuals needing nursing home care
are likely to be over-75 year old.

Their adult children

may be nearing retirement or already retired themselves

--

living on fixed incomes with their own health care-needs
increasing.

if the adult children are younger and have families of their

own, the choice may become paying for their-parents'
home care

,

,'.

or sending their own children -to coIlege.

'-'.

.

nursing.
-

.
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3. establish co-paymentS ffr Medicaid mandatory services
(savings: $329 million; 16 percent of the proposedMedicaid cuts in FY 1983).
The

cIspinstration is proposing to require a

1-.00 and

$1.50 per visit co-payment from.the categorically and medically
needy, respectively, for Ohysician# clinic, and hospital outpatient services; $1.00 and $2.40 per day co-payment for inpatient hospital care would be required of ihe categorically
ad medically needy, respectively, as well.

As Itith the Medic *4eproposals to increase beneficiary
cost-sharing, this Medicaid proposal is based on the notion
that beneficiaries should be more cost-conscious about health
care services, if co-payments are instituted, Lneficiaries

will think twicq, before utilizing theseservices.
While the stated purpose is to discourage the use' of
unnecesspry care, cost-sharing could cause beneficiaries
to postpone obtaining needed care until the illness or injury
reaches crisis proportions.- This could result in higher
treatment costs over the long term.
In addition, these co-payments -- added to existing
and expected co-payments for optional services (if
services continue to be provided at all)

--

those

would create

a hardship for Medicaid beneficiaries a..' already are, by
deinition, low-Income people."
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Beyond ppoas with latcge dollar savings

tvowever,,' the. proposed

m dicaid cIts reveal a serious ladkof empathy ftr so f the umt
Vulnerable -of. this nation's citizens.

The Administrationig'

proposal to reduce states' acceptable error level to zero over a
four year peri6d

is r case in point.

While the Associations

recognize that errors must be held to a minimum, human
oxj.orionce portends that it is not realistic to expect a
zeco error rate in a $32 billion program as complex as Medicaid.

The-effect of this policy phase-in will be to deny

Medicaid services to those who are unable to document every
detail of their Medicaid application.

States faced with a

prospective disallowahce for services already rendered, will
turn down otherwise qualified applicants because the information on their applications is either marginal*or of a pre-liminary nature.

Instead of offering help and hope, Medi-

caid will become a harsh and arbitrary, inflexible bureaucratic quagmire.-.
Furthermore, the Administration's intention to eliminate
special matching rates for nursing home inspections is a
serious threat to the most vulnerable aged.

The federal

government's encouragement of nursing home inspection programs is based on yeiis of documented nursing home abuses.
The Administration's retreat in this regard is particularly
unfortunate, especially in light of the severecuts in nursing
home reimbursements described, herein and HClA's continuing
efforts to "deregulate" the nursing home industry.
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In Py 1982, more than 95 percent of the nation's citizens_ 65 or older, and their dependents, will be eligible for soial
OASDI
security benefits. About 36 million persons receive
benefits* and more than 115 million workers currently contribute
to the system.
Federal outlays for OASDI totalled $139.6 billion in 1981,'
are estimated to total $158.1 billion in 1982, and (based on
1983.
CEO's baseline projections) will total $173.6 billion in
There is a gencral'consepsus that the social security system
is facing short-and long-term financing problems due, in large
part, to demographic trends and unfavorable economic conditions.
While action is needed to assure solvency of the social security
an
trust funds in the future, the budget cutting process is not
appropriate forumin which to address this problem.
Last year, the Congress and the American public overwhelmingly
rejected the Administration's proposal to make massive cuts in
However, this essential entitlement program Aid
not go unscathed during the budget process. The combination of
the 1981 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act and the Social Security
AmI.ndments of 1981 (H.R. 4331) resulted in social security cuts
social security.
*

elimination of the minimum benefit for new beneficiaries:
phase out of post secondary student's benefits; phase out of
mothers' and fathers' benefits when youngest child is aged 16 and
including:

overljelimination of lump-sum death benefit when there is no sur-

e

viving spouse-or surviving entitled child and retaining the
retirement test exempt age at 72 through 1982.
The combined effect of all enacted 1981 social security
legislation resulted in spending cuts totalling $2.127 billion
in calendar year (CY) 1982 and $2.854 billion in CY 1983.
Recognizing both the system's financing problems and the
political sensitivity-of the issue, the President created a
fifteen-memBer National Commission on Social Security Reform.
This c..unission, given the task of developing a bipartisan
solution to social security's financing problems, is not to.report back until the end of 1982.

Therefore, with tho Admin-

istration waiting for the results of the commissioWs work, it
did not include any social security (OASDI) proposals in its
FY 1983 budget.
As we have testified to this-Committee previously, social
security faces a serious short-term deficit which is expected
to persist throughout the 1980s.

This situation is the result

of adverse economic conditions.

Congress has little choice but

to develop a remedy for the short-term deficit, since exhaustion
of the reserves of Old Ago and Survivors' Insurance (OASI) Fund
as well as the Hospital Insurance (HI) fund is projected to
occur soon.

Interfund borrowing, reallocation of the payroll

tax rates or any other type of pooling-.of trust fund reserves
cannot be relied upon to carry the system safely through thiL
decade.

Indeed, recent projections indicate that interfund

borrowing which-was-only recently'authorized by Congress will
prove inadequate as early as mid to late 1983.

Rather than drastically reducing benefits through cuts in.cost-of-living adjustments or other precipitous, hasty befit
curtailmeAti, Congress.should cushion the system by tsing
limited.and temporary amounts of general revenue -- just enough
general revenue to permit it tO meet its short-term benefit
obligations.- Our Associations recognize the reluctance to
a4thorize the use of general revenue funds for social security.,
However, if the Congress continues.to face-one after another
sort term "crisis* in social security's financing -- again,
largely due to.worse than expected performance by the economy
tho more serious long term reform of social security will take a
-back seat., And, for each year that this task is delayed ito
resolution becomes more difficult.

Once .the social security

system is stabilized, as is expected after 199.0, any use of
general revenues should automatically cease. Action to implement
thio plan however, should be accompanied by initial steps toward
resolving social security's long-term deficit. Our Associations
testified before this committee last.July outlining our proposals
in dotall for long, term reform of social security -nd look forward to working with the Committee in the coming months in this
regard.
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ConOlusior

-

The nation faces a federal budget-6oisi6 of unprecedented ..
proportions.

This Comn. ttee, with its Jurisdiction, over tax

policy and thb basOW ehf ttlement programs serving the elderly,
bears a heavy responsibility for pursuing a deficit reduction
strategy that, for the benefit of all Americans, .will begin tomove the budget-into balance.

This Strategy, hoWever, must be

pursued in a manner that recognizes that a decade of inflation
has forced the elderly into a pOsiti

in which they find them-

selvese, through no fault of their own# heavily dependent on
government entItlement programs for the bulk of their income
support.

The immediate consequences of large-scale cutbacks

in programs like social security, Medicare and Medicaid will
be even greater increases in the elderly poverty rate than we
are already experiencing and a more rapid deterioration in
their subsistence-level standards of living.
What we are seeking is a fair and balanced package which
makes good economic sense by making a maximum effort to raise
revenue and cut back expenditures in ways that do not do damage
to program benefits of vital importance to lower income persons-especially the elderly.

,
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We now hIve a panel consistin, ofthe Honor- .
The C.
able Richard A. Snelling, Goverior, State of Vermont, and the
Honorable Scott Matheson, Governor, state of Utah.
Governor?
Gove nor SNXoUN. Mr. Chairman Governor Matheson w*l be
very bieftl delayed, but we have a div0n. of labor, anyway. So,
whenever you are r4ay, perhaps might begin.
Tbe CuI'The . Fine.
Again, we have a procedural problem in that -we canwt meet
beyond noon. So we have been asking witnesses if they could:s ummarize statements that we might'have some time for question ns,
his statement w Ve
and'. if Governor Matheson. is late, certa
included in the -record. He is a- excellent witness and has been

before this committee before"

So you may proceed in any way you wish, Governor.

STATEMENT'OF HON. RICHARD A.SNELLING, GOVERNOR STATE

OF VERMONT
Governor Smamro. Thank you very much, Mr. Chirman.
Senators, we are delighte4 to be askedto testify, and I willsummarize to the nth degree.
. The Governors have a consensus, which all by itself I -would hope
would be significantto the Congress, given the difficulties that you
mht expect in reahinga consensus on some of these subjects.-+
very closely with
Frtherm ore the Governors have'been work
legislators, county officials, mayors, and we- tink there- is n
emerging and ever-trengthen consensus among us on an intergovernmental basis as well.
Two fundamental propositions which need to be stated can be
stated briefly: We do not believe that -the fiscal year 1988 budget
cuts which have been proposed could be accepted by State and l0cal
with anykind of. a promise on our patt hat
ents ird
gove
we would n -fact deliver the services whichthe Congress and the
people are expecting us to deliver.
Furthermore, those budget cuts in many ways would erode the
of the Congress hope
very capacity which we anid many Members
wl be utilized i the future+to provide Government -which proceeds at a more appropriate, level, of governance.
No. 2, the-Governors feel very strongly, by a very,-very-large mathat federalism. is an idea whoe, time has come, that it
.jrty,
ought not,to be put on the back burner, it ought not, to be delayed,
and that it deas very fundamentally with" your long-term problems. -The question is, how to -get more appropriate actions which
meet the goals which you have set out and in some cases that the
Supreme Co.rthas set out in an era which is proabl going to
have todeal with financial restraint for Avery long time?
We believe that, the proposal that -has been offered by the Presiby the Govdent, and, the counterproposal which -has been offered
Senorp both represent very importat iniatives inti are. we
a let
ihopethat before another 80 days has passed that we
brlg toyou and to support a proposilon wc *lha vethe leadof the President and- te supportof almost all :of the nonep
+ederalwgovernmental uits.o It willput government where It can

-

.
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perform best, with a kind of flexibility necessary to makp a leer
perform better,
I woud like to hav the oporuty of answering any questions
that the Senators may have About either of these, bf course huge,

.-w.number Of dol
,uo.
,"

.

, Wwon,

i m*ght, Ray flit of all

Iht
viWthe
WoW

new federalism, including the trust fund and AFPC and iedtcaid,
all those matters are properly within the jwdction ofthis committe.. understand there mY be another com
trying
review
thoe
matter,
so
we
may
have
our
own
jorisdictonal
ques'tiol'to resolve. But I doi't see any real problem.
We appte
the fact that there have been Governors, Democrat and Republcan Governors alike, trying to reach pome consensus and help the administration develop a plan that you believe
that not only the present Governors but fu i Governors in-both
parties can ive with. Fthink that ih itself is encouraging.,I think It
sa0 excing concept tht h a lot: of work yet to be done, Some
of the programs probably can't be transferred; with some, maybe
we can compromise.
I want to yield first to Senator Long,, if -he has questions.
Senator LosG. I think that's- a fine statement, Governor, and I
find nothing to quarrel with about it.
The OuAu . Senator Bradley?
the ie
Senator BD ,Oovernor- Smalng._Iam interested in the idetha t
ted byofa nuoberoF-G o k
among them,
It says,b f we-are going lto get into this n4W-fm
debate that maybe we ought to separate programs which provide-ps, from,
assistance to individual, such as medicaid and food s
programs that affect institutions generally, such as law enforce-.
ment and transportation. If we are going to reallocate responsibility, are- ou in the school that thinks that the programs of assistanceto- d
to be handled almost entily by the Federal Government, with education and'the criminal justice programs
going back to the States?

-

Governor S'
Q. That isnot at allincomp3atible with the prod that the President has made. The ,trational position'of
MA--which Is not a -few Governors; the positions are always
adopted by at least a two-thirds majority and our present .position
has the support of perhaps 80 percent of the Governors--histrical'
ly has-been and is that it really
bebesttosortout, by letting
incomeI
amflowm
to the Federallvel and a very
large number of other
-some
of those that you mentioned: law enforcement,
on,local transportation and many,
other bm
responsible of the States.
But the principle here is that terebeaso'rtngout..The Prsident's response in harmony Withat principle but the Gove-nors do not, agree-that they shoud be ased to ta re.po sblity
for AFDQ and food stamps in exchange for a medicxd swap. They,
do value, and it should ,evalued highly, the offer tptake ovet
medicaid If the Conn would act favorbly on that it would be
relief
the States of e most rapdlyr n expase, the ona.
most resOonsive t Federal problems and'te.like.
What before usral. is, a proposal -whicb would be an evenGoveihnint w
no inherit-on Oan,

r
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tional dollar of burden. In our Judgment, neither should the States,
So the proposal i going
along the lines that you mentioned. If it'
were to be acceptable to the administration, the States would take"
over a package of responsiMilities from among. the 50some categorical grants that now address those areio Which++would equal in
cost the additional burdens to the Federal Government of medicaid.
Senator
BwDLm. As
I understand
theget
proposal,
tough,1988
there
or
out to about
be mismatch
inund's
when you
SWill
1989.
the Governors
that way? sending program back to
MY Did
concern
is that we read
wouldit be'simply
y ou without appropriate funding resources, and you would be raise
Uproperty taxes. That would t bq good for yo, would it?
overnor SNziLGo. No, that's not our idea. O" ideais that we
preserve
we tht aconstitutionally
concerns forand
cakpac
ity. SO wethe,
believe
trust nd oughtintended
to be established,
te
trust fund ouglkc to send-without any winers or losers-enough
dollars
to the States
that they
could in fact bear
burdens.
One specific
area insowhich
the Governor'
tion the
differ,
from
that offered by the President is, we don't believeL that the'trhst
fund
auto
atically die leaving
eachexample
State onis,its
Thaif should
would just
clearly
be iqtable.
The' prime
if own.
b6th
Utah and Nevada were allowed to assess liquor excise taxes,
would notbe of equal-benefit to the two States, for all'
reI
sons.
Senator BAAz. You Just ma
controversial statement:
You have just adv
encea of the windfl profit tax.
NULLI~G. No, I didn't advocate any such thig.
Senator BaDzy.u Well, don't the windfall profit tax revenues go
into this trust fund?Governor, SMNoUG. Senator, the other point of disagreement is
on the source of funding for the trust fund. You are referring only
to one possible source of funding for the trust fund.
Senator BRLY. The last question I have is: Is this timetable
ralistic?, If we make A,sortn oths
ofProrM. respoiibltsil
it-be possible to begin tomae
shifts ba to the States, NA
1985? Can you get ready for the shifts ifs say, the Federal Govern-

ment takes the individual assistance programs. and shis the institutional programs back to you? Can you make thattimetable?
ore rnor-JLU
. Wit- the caveats that ae In the Governors'
d

proposal as to protection-of capacity if i fact there were no winners or losers on the initial swap, if the burden which went to the
States was proportional to the burdens that they were relieved of,
there is no e n why such a thing shouldn't'be undertaken in
984,,as a poit of inittion, and why that wod not hi fact relieve the Congressof the United Stte of what other
some of thetr most pI
budgetig
tbmtPresident's
ime.
,Senator BRtno.
Well, letburdens
me sa-yofthat
I thoth ithe
suggestions initiated a debate that long neededitbink It wllf be
coplte sometime in, the 2 &t
bu tik
tisave'
lllIwodlke
debt,cnuy
to' thnkwe would get It all soteout,andItbl+k
under the able leadership of the chairman of the PinaceOommlttee wewil certaWly d :our ahar to federlige medicaid and wel,
fare."
1

-
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The C.

I think the States are vey anxious for us to take
they are anxious to-

medicaid, We ar Just trying to find someti

have.
Governor Swaau
o. We are, prepared to do that, Senator, on a,
il dollar-for.dollar matched basis.
The C IRIN. Right. And -it may not be food stamps* I find
some problems there;,dividing that up 50 ways.
Governor SNIoUML.N

We hope it won't be.

Senator GAsus . I would like to express a thought-I don't-j
hav aueton--in regard to what I,hope the dialog on oe-feder-Unlikethe present, where we havewhat
phave
the Federal GOvernment
r and what are jointly

tered and what

e

t %s,of
t

htbere-

taed b
ede
Government-that debate' has centered
te administration of programs and almost what I have Interpretedto,
status quo asthink
far aspart.
the pr t
'and
of spending men
of the aprograms-I
dialog the
oh level
in.ude a doing the assumption that we would maintained ex.
n evelxofexpenditure and the esting number of
rm; as
if, just who gngto adminster them? Because I think the total
level of expenditures and the total accumulation of programs and

whether
they ought t exist, at what level, and whether they ought
to existatafl-

Iamj~iot making any conclusions on It, but we ought to be discusng that, without the assumption that just because the States
and local government are going to take over everything that the
present level of expenditure isgoig to be maintained and that the
are goi tobe maintained. You know, some might be
prrs
maintained, others abolished; some might have more increases in
expenditures, some less. But I don't think we have really centered
on the totality of it at the Federal level, and whether the totality
ought-to exist or something lems or more-at the State and local
level. And I think itoght to'be partof the debate.
"Governor S W .Thn yOu
The planned division of labor here was that I was going to dis"
cuss federali
and Governor Matheson was gogto -discusthe
,pose
1988 budget. And I am very glad that my colleague has
S-hope you heard the statement by the Senator and are
ttlyprpremo respond:
GMATHEON. I titk perhaps I'll get my breath, and
then:maybe I'll ask for you to szai
that question for mnibe.
cueI just did arrive.
Governor 8OiU.n: It really wasn't a question, and I don't know
whetir. ypu have to ren
I wouldeoncoQ
you too f you,
want, to.[am not-goint6 be able. to strand !! n.to yourre
sponse, because have to go to another meting now ith the Un'
vesity of Iowa, people.
(Vernor.
0
MAtuoN. All right.
Cpmor Sfmuuob. Butyou can read it from the record.

r
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Thunoxy or Gov. RiCARD A. Omumo
Senator Dole sd Members of the Comittee:
nyame is Richard A. SuellinS and I as the Oovernot of Vermont.
I m currently serving as Chairmen of the ltional, GovernorsO Association
and am here s a representative of GA today. Accosqanying me is Governor
Scott Katbeson of Utah, who will succeed me as CMirmen of RCA. It is our
plan that I 4111 concentrate on the resident'ss federalism initiative,
and with a mmber of discretionary grant programs under the purview of your
Comittee. . Governor, Matheson will concentrate on the effet of the 1T 1963
budget on entitlement programs which are the Joint responsibility of the states and
tb federal govermet. The two art interrelated, however, snd our testimony
wll, 'I hope, sake that point,
Before proceeding with that general division of labor, I would like to
sake a few comments deind to plce the statements we are delivering to
you today in a comne framework.
The importance of the decisions which this Congress will be making In
the weeks aead may very well be unparalleled in the modern history of this
nation.- Seldom before has a sense of perspective been so essential to the
likelihood of a satisfactory outcome. President Ronald Reagan has correctly
identified three separate but related, taks which the nation mst promptly address.
These ares;
I.

to restore the nation's economic health;

2.

to rebuild our defenses; and

3.

to recapture that fundammul senae, upon which all other strengtbe
depend, that our government is "of the people".

lech of the three urgent'titiongoa16 but they are also interrelated.

asendas is separately en essential

I
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A str* defense csam-o obtaias by the Purche ot ams at a rate
that udaswo the economy. It is the ecomy which mut support the
capacity for defense.
Neither a strong econm not a strson defense can be achieved unless the
the public has confidence In the competence and fairnae of the government.
Since President Reaga's election, it is his proposals which has been

determining the shape and substance of the national debate. Ve have, quite
properly, put aside debate on ho fast taxes can increase and instead we are
-earuno loner allowing defense
debating bow fact they cen decrease.
spending to become a dwindlif pottion of the budgtl we are considering
how fast it should increase to afford the requisite security. And, for
the first time in a half century, the nation is discussffig bow to return
rater responsibility to state and local governments.
It is the duty of the nation to pick up the President's charge and
phrase a response in harmony with a national sense of hat will be worthy
to eadurs. Mr. Chairman, you have a critical role in this endeavor, and I
want you to know that the Governors are ;tepared to work with you in any
wy you would find helpful.

Let me turn nov to the federalivn reform opportunity before us. While
I realize that this Comttae is most ISmeditely concerned with recommendations
on the !f 1983 Dudget, the President's fedralim Initiative provides an
important now framework for those decisions.
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Before turning to the specific action taken by the Governors at our

winter meeting last month, Mr. Chairman, I believe It would be helpful to
discuss for & moment why we feel that progress on intergovermentl reform
is urgently needed. Although the grant-in-aid system has certainly done
such to alleviate poverty in this country, to strengthen the nation's capital
infrastructure, and to advance social goals, all the evidence now points to
the need to re-examine tke intergovermental partnership. An eleven volue
study recently published by the Advisory Comission on Intergovernmental
Relations concluded that the federal system is overburdened.
Indeed, we all
know that it is. With our hands tied by 500 separate categorical programs
and their attendant regulations, over 1000 separate mandates on state and local
government, and a paperwork burden estimated to cost $5 billion in 1977, we are
not surprised that many Americans simultaneously believe that government is not
meeting their needs and that it costs too much.
Governor George Busbes'described the confusion of roles and responsibilities
in the current ntergoverumental system as follows: It is "difficult to imagine
an issue too local or parochial to avoid the attention of Washington policvmakers.
Pot-hole repair, fire fighting, garbage disposal, building codes, have all been
the subject of solemn delLberations on the Potomac... to a point where the
Conressional Record sometimes bears an uncanny resemblance to the minutes of
a county commission meeting."
In view of the urgency with which the Governors view the ntorgovernmental
situation, we welcome the priority that the President has placed on the issue
by speaking about it so extensively in his State of the Union address. By his
action, the President has elevated federalism reform to a topic of national
debate. The action taken by your Comittee wrill have a major Impact on the
structure of the Congressional response.
HGA policy sets forth many federalism principles and guidelines that are
compatible with the President's federalism initiative. We are In full accord
with his proposal for federal assumption of Medicaid. We ao welcome his far
reaching suggestion that a range of categorical programs be transferred to
state responsibility. And we believe, as does the President, that a mechanic
for fimanciaA transition is essential.
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The President's federalism proposals contain some elements that are not
consistent with existing policy positions of the Ratlonal Governors' Association,
such as assigning responsibilities for food stamps and AYDC to the states.
However, we feel these differences can either be reconciled by negotiation or
temporarily set aside as we build a program based on existing areas of mtual
agreement. To this end, NCA and the White House have begun negotiations on the
federalism legislation to be suheitted to Congress.
tn preparation for these negotiationa, the Governors worked at the
winter meeting to Identify areas of consensus and to develop a federalism
initiative premised on the areas of agreement.. Governor KAtheson had a lead
role in crafting this compromise. Our proposal is as follows:
1.

The federal government would assume full responsibility for
Medicaid. The exact savings to the states would depend upon the
fiscal year 1983 appropriations levels and the setrices actually
assumed by the federal government.

2.

The AFDC-foo(stmp portion of the original proposal would be
deferred for further negotiations. The states will continue discussions
on the details of a later proposal for AFP and food stsmps.

3.

The states vould take over some negotiated set of federal categorical
Decisions on programs
progres (excluding transportation programs).
returned to the states will be made in a spirit of partnership and
cooperation with local govereneots.

4.

During the first year. states would be required to fund all programs
at the previous year's level. Over the rext three years, states
would have full discretion over the use of the funds.

S.

The transportation programs and the highway trust fund would be
dealt with separately, to recognize the unique relationship that
has existed between user fees (e:g. the motor fuels tax) and
transportation inlitives and the desirability of separating human
capital and physical capital programs.
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6.

Because of the cost to the states of the returned progress is in
excess of the federal government's estimated cost to assume Medicaid
programs, a trust fund would be created at the level of swap
difference. The trust fund would not increase in size, end would
be funded from any federal revenue sources.

7.

During fiscal year 1984, distribution of the trust fund would be
based on historical expenditure levels to hold states harmless.
In fiscal year 1985, 202 of the fund could be distributed according
to the fiscal capacity of the state in fiscal year 1986, 402 in fiscal
year 1987, 602; in fiscal year 1988, 802; and in fiscal year 1989, 100%
could be distributed based upon fiscal capacity.

/

8.

In fiscal year 1989, the President and Congress would re-evaluate the
total amount required for the trust fund and determine the most
efficient manner to allow the states to retain the appropriate revenue
base for returned services.

Mr. Chairman, this last point is an Important one. We shouldn't start down
the program turnback and trust fund phaseout road without considering where it
ends. We are not a nation of separate, sovereign, self-sufficient states. I
con't believe the founding fathers saw it that way and certainly no thoughtful
person would see our nation that way today. We are enormously impacted as states
by national policy, our own historical development, interstate migration, and
the luck of the dray as to where natural resources in current demand are located.
Hr. Chairman, it is not conceivable to ae that the end of this federalism
road is the turnback of responsibility for the domestic affairs of this nation
with the resources to pay for the left to the 50 states to work out for themselves.
Just as the President, with his Medicaid proposal, has moved in our
direction, we have moved in his:
First, we bave agreed to take over a substantial portion of the grant-inaid system without guarantees of permanent funding. The President proposed a
$30 billion swap. We have accepted his proposal.
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second'. we have accepted the concept of a trust fund that does not
increase in sixe. This position would have been unthinkable before this year.
Third, we have agreed to discuss an issue which arises in Congress whenever
reauthorisation ofl4ajor programs is debated on the floor. I refer here, of
course, to the formula through which federal funds are-distributed to the
states* As you know, this is a divicies issue. However, many students of
federalism agres that restructuring of the system cannot take place Without
review of the current distribution of funds. Our proposal addresses this
issue.

Finally, we hUve agreed to defer for further negotiations the AIDC-food
stamps portion of the original proposal. There is a strong consensus on the
historic MGA policy position that income security is a federal responsibility.
This policy was reaffirmed by the Governor last month. Stats assumption of
food stamps--nov a fully federally-funded Initiative-and AFDC is antithetical
to this policy. But we'have agreed to continue discussions on AFDC and food
stamps,

DISCRETIONAT PROGRAMS
Now . would like to turn briefly to the discretionary grant programs which
are under the jurisdiction of the Finance Committee.
If the President's projections are accepted by Congress, aid to states
and local governments vill drop from 15.92 of the federal budget in 1980 to
9.6Z in 1985. Spending on education, training, employment, and social services
will drop 202. The block grant programs, which support such Important activitiss
as maternal and child health, rehabilitation, alcohol and drug abuse, and child
welfare, will be cut 15.72 on top of 13.2X cut last year.
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Three programs deserve specia-1 mention. First, the 1? 1983 Budget again
proposes to reduce funding for the low income energy asistance program by over
$500 million and to count the remaining funds in determining eligibility and
benefits in the AFDC and food stamp programs. As you know, Mr. Chairman, this
program was designed to offset the increase in energy costs that resulted from
decontrol. While we have seen some stabilization of oil prices, we have also
seen rapid increases in the cost of natural gS". There has not been sufficient
time for basic aid programs to adjuut to these increases and continued assistance
is needed. Equally important, these payments for special needs should not be
%sed to reduce payments for the basic needs provided by food stamps and welfare.
Second, the FY 1983 Budget recommends that the Social Service Block Grint
be reduced by some $426 million and funded at a level of $1.974 billion. This
cut would leave social service funding some 34 percent below its FY 1981 level.
These reductions, when combined with other proposed reductions in WIN funding
and employment and training programs, will seriously hamper state efforts to
assist welfare recipients in becoming self-sufficient. In addition, other vital
services such as those which help to reduce the need for institutional care
will also be reduced. Such changes will work real hardship on individuals in need
of service and may, in the longer term, actually increase governmental expenditures
on the more costly entitlement programs.

(

Finally, the FY 1983 Budget proposes a new child welfare block grant to
be funded at $380 million. We are concerned that this funding level, a cut of
over 27 percent from FY 1981, will be inadequate to assure the availability of
the needed array of preventive and foster care services for abused, neglected
or boneless children. This proposed funding reduction is particularly
distressing in light of Congressional action over the past several years to
develop a more comprehensive program designed to help children find permanent
homes.
Kr. Chairman, citizens are complaining that government does not deliver
for then now: In the Judgment of the Governors, the cuts proposed by the
Administration in these and other grant programs So deeper than the fat it.
the grants system. It is for this reason that we have called for level funding
of discretionary grant programs in FY 1983.
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MC, Chairman, ve agree that the economy Is the major domestic issue with
that Congress mst tackle this session. But asZ have pointed out, the
Important problems addressed by tntergoveatental grants cannot be neglected.
These problems vill not be ",t by withered federal programs... progress starved
for funds and flexibility.. programs burdened by regulations designed for an
era of growvn appropriations and unsophisticated state and local governments.
That Is VhbyN believe that the President's federalism Initiative deserves
Immediate and serious consideiation by Congress &nd that such an initiative mist
be based on funding levels no les than those provided in the current fiscal
Year.
Mr. Chairman, this Conittee is in a unique position to reflect, through
its discussion of functional spending levels for 1Y 1984, the comitsent of
Conres to address the current inbalance in the federal system. We hope
your work will reflect support for enactment of federalism legislation that
will permt Coogress to focus en truly national concerns, that wll untio the
hands of state ad local officials to deliver services they are best equipped
to handle, and that will restore cltisens' faith in their government.
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STATEMENT OF HON. SCOW K MATESON, GOVERNOR OF
STATE OF UTAH

Governor MATHUSON. Thank you very much.

The C_
I might say;. Governor Mathesonj that under on
unusual rule we were not permitted to meet beyond 12.p.m. today,
because we have been involved in a special proceeding on the
Senate floor. Not with any disrespect to Governors, we have asked
Governor Snelling to summarize his statement, which he did, and
if ou could do the same it would be helpful.
I think since you ar6 on the budget side maybe you could insert
your statement, and I could ask a question or two for the record.
Governor MATamsn. Surely.
The
w. And, of course, we will be working closely with
the National Governors Association and members of their staff.
I can understand the Governors' interest in picking up lost Federal subsidies, but-we are told that the Federal share of social wel.
fare expnditures grew from 48 percent in 1960 to 62 percent in
1979, wlle the State and local percentage dropped from 52 to 88
percent. So I think that's an area where we have got a big problem,
too; I know the States have-maybe Utah doesn't have, and maybe
Vermont doesn't have, but other States may have.
But we hope, if in fact we can work out some of our budget problems, that we can work with the States and not counter to your
interestsGovernor MATmON. I think, Senator, that the Nations Governors are most anxious to have the opportunity to work exactly: on
that basis with you and your committee. We are certainly pleased
with the comments which you have made about the budgeting
process. I don't believe that we are in a position where we wouldnt
want to sit down and try, on a case-by .ase, very practical basis.To
solve the proposals I think that's-the only -way you can address
these problems these days. And we wanto do it on that basis.
The CaiNw. And I think the fact that we have a Democrat
and a Republican here this morning represen
the Governors, to
me, would be an indication of what we ought to be doing as we look
at the budget this year, and I might add with the help of the President. We can't do this in isolation. The President, sooner or later,
will need to provide the leadership and indicate some flexibility. It
probably is too early now.
As I understand, you don't believe we should make any medicaid
cuts in fiscal year 1988, that on top of some of the cuts made last
year that would be disastrous in some cases. I assume you allude to
that in your statement.
Governor MATEON. That is correct, Senator.
We have felt that we need to have this year to absorb the cuts
which we are involved in handling now, and examine it 9 years
later in terms of what adjustments ought to be made.
I don't think we want to be stubborn about it; I thinkwe are ba.
sically concerned about meeting the level of need. A transition year
is one that is necessary to do so. Then we can examine what can be
done and in an appropriate fashion. I think that's the process
which we would encourage, and I think all the Governors feel comfortable about-that.
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The
MAuw. Right. And I think one thing. that we hope to do
more o is communication, We start off in one direction which may
be going the wrong way as far as Governors are concerned. Maybei
before we start in any direction, if we had the meeting, we would
both be ph* in the right direction. We knowwe have to reduce
the cost Of government at the Federal, Stte and local levels.
'But I am wonderin#, Just
ques
.onandthat
m-ybe you both
could respond to: Why is it thatone
some
cltyo
county
officials seem
to fear New Federalism, because they don't believe that GoveMors
will look out for their interests-I don't mean that they will not be
fair, but there is some doubt in their mind whether they will benefit as much under New Federalism because, I guess, of the top level
in the State. That fear is' not Justified, is it?
Governor SNwU=o. No, Mr. Chairman. We don't think it is. We
think it's a ready explanation for the last decade or two, the place
where the money was was iW_ Washington. And mayors andlocal
officials have .been pretty well trained that, if they have a particutlar need, it might acUally be easier, take less effort, to accomplish
the enactment of a Federal piece- of legislation to address that now
than to have it tested in the arena, the local arena, of a State legislature,
I would certainly agree that legislatures, must be fairly apportioned. But if legislatures are f
apportioned, and we have any
faith in'the democratic s-stem, I think we do have to assume that
States can be fair and just partners and that they can deal with
the responsibilities that they have to local governments just as
fairly as the Federal Government is expected to deal with States.
TIe CaIAN. I assume you- share that view, Governor Matheson.
- Governor MaTHESON. Philosophically,I certainly do. I think it's
fair topoint out to you, however, that not all State legislatures nor
State Governors have looked upon local problems and concerns and
local elected officials in the spirit of getting the problems solved in
instances in the past. Andin some cases,! think the local units of
government pulled the end run on the State and came here because that was the only choice they had to solve the problem.
But I'think we have grown up and matured at the State level in
the last20 years to-the point where we have a new capacity. I
sense a totally different attitude about how to deal appropriately
and fairly wit local units of government
I think that it is our responsibility, to assume that burden. And
I for one, and I'm sure Dick agrees with me, would like to solve
tioee problems among us an& not involve the Federal system
unless it turns out that we are failures. And I think there is some
concern on the part of mayors that we want to play the game that
way; but I am certain the Governors are ver anxious tolo so.
TC
mN.. Finally, I have people tell me, "Well, you can't
take away this program' it affects handicapped : or mental health,
orsensitive
whatever, because State legislators ad Governor aren't "as
as Members of Congress. Wel, I don't subscribe t that. I

ere levels
isjustasthere
asreat'aa t nsitivltya
compassi on
thek"krobably
Stat
local
ere4eral eve.
Of course, no
wants to cut ose. I think thatpote problem
Theiy Pr". r
I.tsmwer o~te ~eter
rga
a
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be -lost as the State develops its priorities. Maybe it should be.
Maybo you are in a better portion to judge that than we are. That!
doesn't mean you lack sensitivity. I think that's a -weak argument,
but it s one we are going to hear.
Goerno MATSON. I think the statuoquo argument and the
turf problem will; be the best item, really, to overcome, when
you are teexiining your pprities, when you don't have enough
money
do it anymore.
that's
tough. But I think the time
of us.
for all
is hereAnd
and
thetoopportunity
The CAIMAN. Well, I would be prepared, if you would submit
your Statement, and I will be submitting questions through the association.
Governor MA~.T
N. We will be happy to do that, Senator. If
there is another time, and you feel it would be worth the committee's time, Governor Snefling and I would be pleased to come and
present further testimony and respond to any questions that you
think would be helpful.
The CAIRMA. All right. We hop by the end of this month to
have completed hearings and be in the markup process, and at that
time we may need some advice.
It is my hope that we can put together some package and add
that as an amendment to the debt ceiling, in an effort to bring
down the deficit and bring down interest rates. We know we are
going to have to do that, and everybody is going to have to contribute, and we will be looking for contributors. So we will be looking
to you, I guess.
.JJovernor MATHEON. As long as being a contributor doesn't
mean we send money back to you, Senator.
The CHAMMYN. Right. No; we just won't send quite as much to
you. [Laughter.]
Governor MATHSN. That would be fair enough.
Governor SNUNG. Mr. Chairman, -speaking strictly for myself
and not on behalf of the association, I want to say that I personally
commend you for the leadership that you have taken and for the
statements that you have made about the need which, I agree with
you, is obvious or should be obvious, that we do need to do something on the revenue side.
The Governors have not taken a position on that. How can we
fail, however, as individual Governors to see the connection between the rate of interest and the strength of the economy and the
capacity of the Federal Government to help us to meet our respon-sibilities?
Governor MATHEON. And, indeed, I would like to echo that com-

ment, Senator.
The CnwrMS. We are lookingat every tax expenditure, about
$280 billion worth, so we ought to be able to find a few billion dollars in that assortment. Plus, there are other areas in the bill
passed last year, particularly the leasing provision. There are areas
we can pick up-and even the so-called underground economy or-,
the tax compliance. Those are areas that we should address, which
may require some more reporting on behalf of the State with a
report to the taxpayer when he gets his State tax refund. That may
add some additional work in each State; but it means the Govern-
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meant cean pick up about $880 million, which could fund some of
these programs we hope to return to the States.
Thank you very much. We appreciate it.
Governor SNzuLNo. Thank you for hearing us, Senator.-Governor MATHEoN. Thank you, Senator.

(The prepared statement follows:]

91-115 0 - 82 - 32
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TmoN o Gov. SOT M. MATUoON
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Conmtttee:
My name is Scott Matheson, and I am the Governor of Utah.

As

Governor Snelling has indicated, I will focus my remarks on the impact
of the FY 1983 budget on the states.

A recent NGA analysis of the

budget will be supplied to members of Congress.
Fiscal hard times are already upon most states, before additional
adverse impacts due to new federal budget decisions are even considered.
The FY 1983 budget proposals and unanswered aspects of the President's
federalism proposal would significantly weaken our capacity to meet
the needs of our citizens directly and indirectly through our local
governments.
But before we address the 1983 budget, it would be useful to review

the states' experience in -F 1982. To begin with, states and local
governments took a disproportionate share of the budget cuts in FY 1982.
While we comprise only 12.6 percent of the federal budget, grants-in-aid
budget authority was cut 26 percent.
For years, the governors have urged Congress to rationalize the
current federal aid system through increased reliance on state and
local laws and procedures, fewer mandates and regulations, more revenue
sharing and block grant funding procedures.

Last year's block grants

were certainly better than dozens of programs for the same recipient
and purpose, but q

with flexibility and adequate funding.

Few governors will be interested in a replay of last year's
experience. We proposed a one-time 10 percent cut and significant
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flexibility to target funds according to state priorities.

What we

Sot were 20 percent cuts and very little flexibility from Congress.
Now further large cuts are proposed for FY 1983.

The states come before you to plead their case for equitable
treatment In the FY 1983 budget with the 1982 experience behind them

and a sagging economy before them. The states are anxious to see the
nation achieve economic vitality.

But we urge Congress to ensure

that we are not asked to carry a disproportionate share of the burden.
It might be helpful to provide some background for you on the current
fiscal condition of the states so you can better understand our
concerns about the FY 1983 proposals.

Fiscal Conditions of the States
At the outset, It might be helpful to provide some background for
you on the current fiscal condition of the states so that you can
better understand our concerns about the FY 1983 proposals.
With their revenues buffeted by the national recession, the majority
of states entered 1982 either projecting deficits or teetering on the
brink of deficit.

Since states cannot legally operate in the red, many

states face tax increases or large service cuts on top of a depressed
economy. As one measure of fiscal condition, a year-end balance equal
to five'percent of annual spending has been considered a prudent
cushion. However, according to a recent survey, 30 states in all part
of the country expect to conclude their current fiscal years in deficit
or with a balance below one percent.
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Nine other states forecast balances of one to five percent, and
only seven predict balances of more than ten percent.

Host of-the

states with large balances derive substantial revenue from their energy
industries.
Although more than half the states raised taxes during 1981
legislative sessions, state budgets in 1982 are austere, suffering
from sluggish revenue growth and increased recession related expenses.
States are also finding that actual revenue is falling short of
projections:

21 states indicated that revenue was below official

forecasts, while only 10 indicated it exceeded the forecast.

Since

the recession worsened significantly after October, when this
information was collected, the situation appears even more tenuous
today.

For example, Wisconsin originally responded to the survey

saying it expected a balance of more than $53 million.

But in late

January, legislative and executive estimates of the deficit for the
current biennium ranged from $377 million to $450 million.
Contributing to the problem has been the effect of the Accelerated
Cost Recovery System (ACRS) which Congress enacted as part of the
Economic Recovery Act of 1981.

While NGA has not attempted to make

estimates of the precise revenue impact of ACRS on the 44 states that
are tied in some way to federal depreciation definitions, we know that
the effect will be substantial.

By some calculations, if

all states.

adopted ACRS, state revenues from corporate income taxes in FY 1986
would drop nearly 402 (or $10 billion) from what they otherwise would
have been in FY 1986.

Given the magnitude of the potential loss,

state officials will be reviewing their response with some care, and

our decisions may change as our analyses are completed.
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According to a survey undertaken by the National Governors'
Association last month, it appeared that 20 of the 44 states affected
expected to fully conform to the changed federal rules, 10 were
conforming, but with modifications (such as raising the corporate tax
rate to offset lost revenue or allowing only a portion of the depreciation
exemption allowed under the federal law), 5 were not conforming, and 9
had not yet decided on a course of action.
FY 1983 Budget Proposals
In anticipation of the President's FY 1983 budget, the governors
officially communicated their views to him in-a letter dated
December 4, 1981.
The FY 1983 proposed budget falls short on several important points
_vhchthe_NGA's Executive Committee endorsed in the December 4 letter
to the President:
o

the Executive Committee urged level funding of state and local
"non-entitlement" programs in fiscal 1983 and 1984--the
Administration's budget cuts such programs by $5.9 billion;

o

the Executive.Committee proposed that if discretionary programs
were to be further cut, the reductions be balanced with comparable
increases in the federal share of welfare, Medicaid, and other
income security programs--the Administration's budget cuts
these state-administered income security programs by $3.9 billion,
including changes that reduce the federal government's current
share of all these programs.
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o

the Executive Committee called for greater scrutiny of defense
spending and tax expenditures and for even-handed treatment of
direct federal entitlement programs, many of which are not
based on-need, and state-federal entitlements, where need is
always a factor--the proposed budget increases defense" by 18
percent, proposes only'modest tax revisions, cuts direct federal
entitlements by 2.2 percent and state-federal entitlements
by 11.7 percent.

Importance of Grants in State-Local Finance
Governor Snelling has commented on several discretionary programs
with the jurisdiction of the Sena- -'F

ance Committee.

I would like

to relate these comments to the broader picture of federal grants
generally.
Table I, attached, shows the relative importance of grant programs
in the context of state and local finance and the federal budget.

If

the FY 1983 proposals are accepted by Congress, they would turn back
the clock on state-local-federal financial relationships to 1965 levels.
Another jRvid indicator of the impact of FY 1983 proposals is the
proposed level of budget authority for grant in aid.

As Table II shows,

using FY 1981 as a base year, grants proposed for FY 1983 would have
only 53 percent of the purchasing power needed to maintain constant
program levels.

This would be a cut of 47 percent in purchasing power

in just two years.
Mr. Chairman, you know that "state and local grants" do not go to
governments; theygo to the people of the United States.

In 1980,
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about $105 billion was granted to state and local governments to address,

the income security, public health, clean weter, job training, public
education, economic development and hundreds of other concerns which
affect citizens in the communities in which they live.
The 1982 budget made about $78 billion available for these programs
and these needs.
fundkn

The national consensus apparently was that in the past

for these programs had risen too fast, and had to be restrained.

The question now is, how shall we determine the right level for
intergovernmental expenditures?
I suspect that there are some good arguments to be made for continued

improvements in managing and targeting these programs, but after close
examination of who benefits from these expenditures, I am certain that
$13 billion cannot be cut from grants to people through state and local
governments while maintaining any true "safety net" for those in this
country who genuinely deserve help.
These reductions in purchasing power are-sizable enough to have a
major effect on state and local governments, private providers of
services paid with grants, and the recipients of services.

How the

losses are likely to be shared among these groups depends both upon the

nature of individual cuts and the programs in which they are ma4e.
As was the case with the FY 1982 cuts, it is likely that a
substantial percentage of these cuts will, of necessity, be "passed
through" state and local governments, so that the ultimate effects will,
fall upon service recipients.

States are largely unable in the current

economic climate to increase taxes to the extent necessary to replace
lost federal funds.

500Impact of Entitlement Cuts
The Administration has also proposed substantial reductions in the
needs tested entitlement programs of AFDC and Medicaid.

We are concerned

that needs tested entitlements have not been treated fairly when compared
io other entitlements.

For example, OASDI is projected to grow from

$155 billion in FY 1982 to over $200'billion in FY 1987.

Over the same

period, the Administration will cut AFDC and Food Stamps from
$19.3 billion to $15.6 billion.

This reflects not a reduced growth rate

as suggested by Secretary Schweiker but a concerted program cut.

At

the same time, Medicare will grow by almost over 37%, while Medicaid
will grow by only 152.
In my view, we have excessively reduced support for the poor and
for federal service programs administered by states.
are'critical and must be continued.

These programs

It is fair and essential that the

Finance Comittee consider the imbalance in past reductions in federal
spending on the poor and the services they rely on.

It is vital that

the Comittee develop spending targets that recognize the serious
reductions these-programs have already sustained.
While I understand that you will consider substantive legislation
at a later date, I think it is important to address some of the specific
changes as you discuss your more general strategy.

First, it is

important to recognize that the Administration's proposals seek
reductions in three different ways:
(1) changes in program structure which are generally designed to
encourage more efficient service, the more prudent use of
medAcal care and the maximum use of available resources;
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(2) cost shifts from the federal to the state and local levels
through error ratc sanctions, reduced administrative costs,
reduction in matching rates and the end of federal
participation in costs such as Part B Medicare Insurance.
(3) reductions in benefits to recipients with other available
income or resources to offset these levels.
We can, in general, support program changes such as prospective
hospital rate setting in Medicare and optional copayments which are
designed to maximize the efficient use or provision of service without
denying needed assistance or shifting costs to other levels of
government.

We must, however, strongly oppose changes such as the

proposed error rate tolerances, the combined grant for welfare
administration and reduced matching rates for optional Medicaid services
which merely shift costs to the states.

We also are concerned that

'further cuts not be directed toward those least able to afford them.

Proposed AFDC Changes
In the AFDC program the FY 1983 budget is based upon an
additional 15 changes to be made in the federal standards for the
program.

These revisions are projected to save $166 million more in

FY 1982 and $1.55 billion in FY 1983, putting total federal AFDC
expenditures in FY 1983 some $2.2 billion below the FY 1982 level.
The major changes to be imposed would (federal savings in parenthesis):
o require community work experience programs (CWP)

in every

state and mandate CWEP participation by unemployed parents
($135 million);
" mandate job searches for AFDC applicants ($145 million);
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o eliminate the WIN program ($245 million);

o prorate shelter costs for shared households ($174 million);
o

reduce benefits to reflect energy assistance as income
($175 million);

o

count income of unrelated adults living with AFDC families
($69 million); and

o eliminate reimbursement on erroneous payments over 3%
($234 million).

Effects of the Proposed AFDC Changes on the States
The federal government assumes that most of these changes will
produce comparable savings at the state level through benefit changes
or caseload reductions.

But some of the changes, such as the exclusion

of a parent when the youngest child reaches 16, assume the availability
of employment opportunities, and others, such as prorating of rent or
broader eligibility units, assume that persons will voluntarily
contribute to the care of children for whom they have no legal
responsibility.

To the extent that jobs are not found or contributions

are not made, the state may have to pick up those costs not eligible
for federal reimbursement.
In addition, the proposed program changes would substantially
increase administrative costs.

This is particularly true for work

relief and job search programs while the WIN program is eliminated
and federal aid for administrative costs is capped through the
combined welfare administration grant.
the new 3% target

Efforts to reduce errors to

ill also require additional unreimbursed state

administrative costs.

Moreover, it is unlikely that the proposed
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3Z error rate targets can, in fact, be reached during the next fiscal
year.

The large number of program changes made over the past year

may actually increase error rates while attempting to reduce total
expenditures.
The requirement that energy assistance benefits be counted in
calculating AFDC essentially denies such recipients any benefit from
the program. States may be subject to substantial pressure to increase
basic benefits to make up for this loss and for reduced food stamp
bonuses that result from the higher benefit reduction rate applied to
welfare benefits.
S

Proposed Medicaid Changes
In the Medicaid program outlays of $17.0 billion are proposed for
IT 1983, $2.0 billion under the FY 1983 current services'estimate of
$19.0 billion. Also, $200 million in reductions from FY 1982 current
services outlays are proposed.
Almost half of the proposed FY 1983 Medicaid savings are from
reductions in federal Medicaid matching rates.

A $600 million

reduction would be obtained by reducing each state's matching rate by
three percentage points for optional health services (e.g. drugs)
provided to categorically eligible recipients and for all services for
the medically needy. A savings of $203 million would be achieved
through elimination of federal matching funds for state payment of the
Medicare Part B premium. In addition, a federal expenditure reduction
of $64 million results from a proposed cut in the matching rate for
family planning services from the current 902 down to each state's
normal Medicaid matching rate (i.e., from 50 to 78%, depending on
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the state) and from a reduction in the matching rate fot.state
certification activities from 75% to 502.
A federal requirement for cost-sharing by Medicaid recipients i4s
estimated to result in FY 1983 federal savings of $329 million.

Proposed

federal legislation would establish a $1 and $1.50 per virit co-payment
for the categorically and medically needy, respectively, for physician,
clinic and hospital outpatient department services.

In addition, a

$1 (categorically needy) and $2 (medically needy) co-payment per day
would be required for inpatient hospital services.
Legislation to enhance state ability to recover costs from
deceased recipients' estates, and to allow states to -require that
adult children of institutionalized Medicaid recipients contribute to
--

the cost of their parents' care, would achieve an estimated federal
savings of $183 million.

An additional $100 million savings would be

realized through regulatory changes to allow states to recover longterm care costs from relatives.
A $59 million federal savings is budgeted for the phasing in of a
02 eligibility error rate.

As in AFDC, the current 4% eligibility

error rate target is to be reduced to 32 in 1983, 2% in 1984, 12 in
1985, and 0% in 1986.
In addition, a $75 million savings is included in the proposal to
reduce to one month the eligibility extension for recipients who lose
AFDC eligibility because of earned income.

Effects of the Proposed Medicaid Changes on the States
The proposed changes in Medicaid would shift substantial federal
costs to the states.

The impact on a given state of th* three

i

I'
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percentage point reduction in federal matching funds for optional
services and services for the medically needy will depend on the
scope and composition of the state Medicaid program structure.

It should

be noted, however, that intermediate care facility services, which
account for about 272 of Medicaid vendor payments nationally, are
technically an "optional" service.

In a number of states with very

tight eligibility and service coverage policies, intermediate care
facility services account for an even larger proportion of program
expenditures than the national average.
The proposal to eliminate federal matching funds for state payment
of the Medicare Part B premium would directly increase state costs by
the $203 million federal "savings."

The elimination of special matching

rates for family planning services and state certification~activities
woul4 shift an estimated $64 million in federal expenditures to the
/
states.
The mandatory co-payment proposal is intended to reduce the
unnecessary use of medical services and should result in both federal
and state savings.

States have pressed for latitude to implement

nominal co-payments for mandatory services, with the ability to apply
selective co-payments only to certain services, diagnostic groups and
settings. While the Administration's proposal would implement copayments for mandatory services, it would not give states the policy
latitude desired.
States would share in the savings from the proposal to give them
flexibility to recover long-term costs from recipient estates and to
require adult children to contribute to the cost of their parents' care
in nursing homes. States have asked the Administration and Congress
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for the ability to recover these costs.

The savings obtained in each

state will depend entirely upon state policies and programs.
We are concerned that the reduction from four months to one month
in extended eligibility for clients dropped from AFDC may have an
adverse impact on client behavior.

The four-month Medicaid erigibility

:extension is intended to improve incentives for AFDC recipients to work.
If fewer AFDC recipients obtain jobs because of the more immediate loss
of Medicaid benefits, this proposal will increase federal and state
costs.

Proposed Welfare Administration Grant
Finally, let me make a brief comment concerning the proposed
combined welfare administration grant.
Under current law, states are eligible to receive federal
reimbursement for all-necessary expenses involved in the administration
of the AFDC, Medicaid and Food Stamp programs.

In general, the

reimbursement'level is 50% of costs, although some special priority
activities are reimbursed at a higher rate.

As proposed by the

President, administrative reimbursement under the three stateadministered programs would be consolidated into a single grant and
capped at 95% ofU-he FY 1982 level.

6tate matching would be eliminated

-as would some of the detailed cost allocation requirements found in
current regulations.

Some higher matches in fraud control would be

retained, although the details are not specified.
The budget estimates that the cap will save the federal government
$307 million in FY 1983.

But these project savings are simply costs to

be assumed by the states unless they are able to reduce overall
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administrative costs accordingly.

Such reductions are extremely unlikely

in the face of new administrative requirements contained in the budget.
The loss of WIN funding and new work requirements could substantially
increase costs, as could expanded error reduction efforts needed to avoid
sanctions.
The proposed limitation of federal reimbursement appears--counterproductive at a time when we need to pay greater attention to improving
the accuracy and effectiveness of these vital programs.

The limitation

may be particularly unfair to states which have made multi year
comitments to acquire data processing equipment and may seriously
hamper additional computerization in the near future.

Conclusion
Hr. Chairman, from this testimony £ think you will see that the
Governors recognize the importance of budget constraints and the
difficult decisions you must make.

We appreciate the opportunity to

comment at this early stage and hope to consult further with the
Congress as it considers detailed legislation.
of the proposed FY 1983 budget cuts.

We will oppose many

We believe that block grants

should not be cut beyond FY 1982 reconciliation levels.

We are-concerned

that the integrity of needs tested entitements be maintained.

We are

concerned that defense and indexed entitlements share the burden of
restraint.

We also feel that tax expenditures should be carefully

scrutinized.

We look forward to working with you to develop a sound budget
policy that stimulates the economy and preserves the programs that
the American people rely on to meet their most basic needs.
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Table I
Grants In Relation to Total Budgets
Federal Fiscal Year

Grants as Perc

e

of

State/Local Budgets
13.3
19.2
23.0

9.2

1963
1910
1975
1980
198
1983

12.3

15.4
15.9
14.4
10.7
9.6

1983.

26.3

25.3
13.3
16.1

Table 11
Grant Allocations In Relatlon to Purchasing Power
($ bilions)
Budget Authority Outlays
FY 19*1 Actual
Amount required In FY 1983 to Maintain
FY 1981 Purchasing Power
Amount In Administration Budget, FY 1983
Admlrdstraton Recommendation as Percent of
Amount Required to-Maintaln FY 1981
Purchasing Power of Grants, PY 1983

$105.8

$ 94.8

122.7

110.0

65.2

81.4

53%

74%
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Mr. Cn u
. According to the schedule, we would now have a
panel consisting of Dr. John Albertine and Dr. Richard Rahn.
There is this 12 deadline. I don't think I would go to jail if we go
beyond it, but I am not certain what does ha pen.
As I understand It, Dr. Rahn would be willing to come back next
Tuesday?
Dr. R.AmI. Yes, sir.
The CHARmN.

And Dr. Albertine has a conflict, as I under-

_stand, next Tuesday.

Dr. RAHN. We could submit it for the record, if we can.
The CHAIMAN. If you could come up maybe briefly, we have

about 5 minutes.
Dr. RAmw. I think Dr. Albertine and I can,.ive our statements
probably within a minute apiece, if you would like, sir.
The CHAmuuA. Oh, fine. Well, you would go to the top of the list
as to people to be called back, if you can do that.
Dr. Albertine, I think you are listed alphabetically here. Are you
both supply-siders?
Dr. RA N. We agree with each other. He's a mighty fine economist.

Dr. AIzrTINE. The only differences we have, Mr. Chairman, are

in the areas of tribal loyalties-Richard is a Republican, and I'm a
Democrat.
STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN ALBERTINE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
BUSINESS CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Dr-- A.zwm. I can summarize in 15 seconds.
The only point that the American Business Conference would
like to leave with this committee is that there is a view abroad in
the land that if you defer the third year of the personal tax cut
enacted last year that you will, by definition, lower the fiscal year
1984 deficit.:
We would simply argue that that -is not unambiguously clear,
that you may in fact raise the deficit. And so, we would -urge caution with respect to any movement by this committee in that direction at this time.
STATEMENT OF DR RICHARD W. RAHN, VICE PRESIDENT AND
CHIEF ECONOMIST, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED
STATES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Dr. RAHm. I totally concur with that, Mr. Chairman,
Just two quick points: First, a major way of reducing expenditures is by.frezing COLAs for fiscal year 1988. That would save
about $24 billion and would just about offset the $21 billion in overpayment of COLAs from 1978 through 1981. In our statement we
have provided-an extensive discussion of this proposal.
Secondly, we would be strongly opposed to any major tax increases at this time. We feel it would be counterproductive and
would slow down the rate of economic recovery. Every simulation
we have done shows it would reduce both economic growthK and
real percapita incomes for all of our citizens.
The CnkIRMAN. I might ask each of you a question.
91-11S 0 - 82. - 33
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Do you see any pickup in business activity because of the tax bill
passed last year? We have heard a lot of criticism. I know we are
in a recession. A lot of people are saying,- "Well, the Fortune-500 or
business ought to get with it. We have given them the tools, and
they haven't respnded." If you see any pickup, I would appreciate
having that said for the record. If not, When do you anticipate it?
Dr. ALBzRmTnr. Well, Mr. Chairman, I have got a hundred members, CEOs, around the country, and I talk to them daily. The truth
of the matter is that the recession is clearly bottoming out. Over
the last month or so, our members are reporting that economic ac-

tivity in fact is picking up. And they do expect a recovery to be 4in
ful-swing during the summer months.
Dr. RAim. I totally concur with that. Our estimates are that the
economy probably hit bottom in late January or early February.
Indicatio ns are we are indeed coming out. As capacity utilization
starts to increase, I think you will see a sizable pickup of capital
investment.
We do frequent surveys of business confidence, and we will of
course foward them on to you.
The CHIMAxAN. Do both of you expect the interest rates to continue a downward trend in the next few months?
Dr. RAXN. We do. When you are forecasting interest rates, you
are essentially forecasting the behavior of the Fed. Our indications
are that the money supply is under better control than it had been
in December and January period. In talking to Wall Street people,
our bankers, and others in the financial community, we find they
all expect interest rates to-fall rather substantially over the next
few months. That, of course, will help out autos, housing, consumer
durables, and so forth.
Dr. AzETmz. We just did a poll--I don't want to announce it
hereThe CHAIMAN. Go ahead, I won't tell anyone. [Laughter.1
Dr. AiL azTmz [continuing]. Of the financial communit,, Senator,
that the chairman of the American Stock Exchange will announce
this week. It is clear that the overwhelming sentiment among the
financial community is that interest rates in fact are on a secular
decline in this economy.
The CHAmMn. Well, I share the view that I think you have both
expressed as far as the third year tax cut is concerned. I don't see
any reason -to even talk of jettionmg that tax cut. I don't believe it
would have the intended effects. It would take the pressure off Con.
gress to reduce spending. If that is the effect we are looking for,
obviously we would repeal all of the tax cut, and then we wouldn't
have to do anything.
Dr. Axszjtmwx.Righz.t
The CHIAmn .Bt there have been some options suggested.
Let's just take the scenario -that some in Congress will not compromise Unless we do something the third year. Others will say we
will not compromise if we do anything the third' year. Well, it
seems to me that in that case one possible option might be to speed
up the indexig proposal so both sides could claim victory. Now,
that may or may not be necessary. I am not advocating that; I am
Misting
that that would appear to me to be something that
nhtn
Weadressed.
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Do-1 understand that both witnesses are in favor of either repeal
,or modification of the leasing provision?
Dr. AiexRTmu. We are in favor of repeal, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAWWI. Total.repeal?
. r. ALDR rI. Yes, sir.
Dr. RAmH. We are not in favor of repeal. Some modification
might be in order, but our existing policy position is to support
leasing. If a clear and demonstrated abuse can be shown, we would
of course consider some modification.
The CHARMAN. I visited-brifly with Dr. Lesher yesterday, and
he indicated that, "You-realize that you, in effect, stopped the leasinI program with a press release?"
said, "Well, it would seem to me if the program is not working.
well and we have a chance to save a couple of billion dollars, that
we ought to do it. And if I could save a few billion more, I would
put out another press release. It would make our job a lot easier."
He said that not in a hostile way, just in a friendly way-I think.
(Laughter.]
The CHAt mN. We were attending a roast for someone you

know. Thanks for the flowers, by the way.

Dr. ALBERTIN. Yes, sir. Someone of great eminence.
The CH Rumn.

Yes.

Dr. RAHN. Well, actually, we think of leasing as working rather
well. Without it, you would have had additional numbers of distressed industries and firms. There have been considerable benefits
associated with it. I don't think these ought to be overlooked.
The CHMRmAN. I don't suggest, again, that we ought to throw
the whole thing out. We have about 20 options now that the Joint
Tax Committee and our committee staff have prepared from some
conversations with both of you, I think.
So if in fact it works, those portions ought to be retained. Whbre
it doesn't work, where it is just a gift to someone and there is no
.response to that as far as more productivity, more jobs, more expansion, then I think we might as well save the money. We don't
have much of it. Had we not had the recession, nobody would have
noted leasing. But we are looking desperately for a few billion dollars, and I guess that highlights anything that may appear to be
too generous.
Well, your entire statements will be made a part of the record,
and I appreciate your willingness to do that. We will be working
.with you and members of your staffs in the next few weeks.
Dr. RAHN. Thank you, Senator.

Dr. ALmBrnT.

Thar.k you, sir.

The CHAIMAN. Thank you.

[The prepared statements of the previous panel follow:]
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01 THE LIURCM N SINESS %COUF3REMP

before the
Senate Finance Cowttee
Match -i,
1982

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee
It is

a pleasure for me to have the opportunity to appear

today before this distinguished Committee.
The

American

Business

Conference

is a

relatively

new

organization limited to the chief executive officers of 100 of
America's most successful and energetic firms.

These firms have

annual revenues between $25 million and $1 billion, and each has
doubled in size over the last five years.
all parts of the country and represent

They are located in
the full spectrum of

American commerce.
The
America.
the

American

Conference

has

a

message

for

In spite of our country's current economic problems,

entrepreneurial

prosperous

Business

in the

spirit,
vorld,

which made our
is

still

alive.

country the most
There

still are

American risk takers who even now are creatingjobs and improving
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the quality of the American industrial machine.

The members of

the American Business Conference do not believe that Mmerica's
economic might is in inevitable decline.

They have a shared

sense of public purpose to help create an economic climate which
will make odore success stories possible.
The
believe

entrepreneurs
that our

of

country's

critically on the adherence
traditional

the

American

future

economic

Business

Cotference

prosperity depends

by the Federal Government to the

American philosophy which

allocate our nation's resources.

allows market

forces

to

-

While the American Business Conference

has generally been

very -supportive of the-Reagan Administration's spending and tax
initiatives,

we

budget deficits.

are

increasingly

concerned

about

the size of

Deficits of the magnitude currently predicted

by the Office of Management and Budget increase the risk that
long-term

interest

rates - will

remain

unacceptably

high.

Continued high interest rates could result in a slow, uncertain
recovery, rather than a rapid and vigorous one.
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Mindful

of

the

dangers

Inherent 'in

high deficits#, the

members of the American Business Conference believe that further
efforts must be made to eliminate wasteful spending practices

--

whether they occur in the civilian agencies or the Department of
The American Business Conference also favors a review

Defense.

of federal "entitlement" programs,

including social security, to

bring benefits .inline with the resources available to fund these
programs.

In a recent survey of the American Business Conference

membership,

over 801 supported restructuring the cost of living

adjustments for Federal entitlement programs.
The

demographics

indicate

that,

in future

workers will be supporting more retired persons.
circumstances,
wages.

years

fewer

Under the-s

benefits cannot continue to increase faster than

Restructuring the cost of living adjustment of social

security benefits can restore the solvency and reliability of the
system.

Failure to

restructure the

COLA's could

threaten

the
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-viability of

the

social security

system

as well

as

imposing

growth-inhibiting deficits on the entire economy.The American Business Conference. feels that spending must,
assume most of the burden of deficit reduction.

The American

Business Conference believes that the productivity performance of
the economy will be. enhanced as resources move from the public to
the private sector.

It is important to remember that increased

productivity is the only way that the real standard-of living of
all Americans, including disadvantaged Americans, can be raised.
The American Business Conference is not prepared to support
rescinding or

deferring

Congress last year.

the personal

The economy is

tax cuts

voted

by

the

still in a recession,

and

current evidence suggests that, absent the July 1982 tax cut, the
recovery will be far from robust.

In addition, postponing the

tax cut scheduled for July of 1983 may or may not lower the FY
1984

budget deficit.

present time to

Indeed,

attempt to guess

it would be

imprudent at

whether the economy

the

will need
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the stimulus of the-tax cut scheduled for July of-next year.

1n

a recent

of

survey of our membership, only about a quarter

American Business Conference members viewed the postponement of
the personal tax cuts as an effective means of narrowing the
budget gap.

The

American Business

Conference

continues

to

believe that the deficits will not drop significantly without a
strong economy, and a strong economy is predicated upon the
absence of disincentives to economic revitalization.
The American Business Conference

has

gone on record

as

opposing safe harbor leasing.

The American Business Conference

believes

inefficient,

that

leasing is

an

stimulating growth in our capital stock.
Conference

does

not

believe -that

expensive means

of

The American Business

the leasing

mechanism has

operated as the Congress intended.
Later this year,
minimum

tax,

when you consider changes in the corporate

the American Business Conference

would like

to

remind you of the importance of retaining incentives for economic
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Do not let the budget crisis facing this nation tempt

success.
you

to - abolish

existing

Incentives.

The

Administration's

projected deficits are not driven by the tax reductions enacted_
by the Congress last year.
at

fault.

growth.

The

hi-gh

Nor are increases in Federal spending

deficits

are

driven

by slow economic

A return to the old economic policies, which effectively

discouraged economic growth and thwarted entrepreneurship, would
be equivalent to signing a death warrant for America's economic
vitality.

Thank you.

__
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Nr. Chairman and members of this distinguished Committees

My name Is

Richard W. Habn. I an Vice President and Chief Economist of the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States. On behalf of our over 225,000 business, local
and state chambers of commerce and association mrs,
I welcome this
opportunity to testify on the Admnistration's spending proposals for programs
under this Comittee's jurisdiction.
The U.S. Chamber recently reaffirmed its support for the PreSident's
-program for Dconemo Recovery and endorsed those spending reductions proposed
by the Administration on February 8, 1982. We believe, however, that outlay
reductions beyond those proposed by the Administratio sust be made in order
to reduce the deficit, preserve the Economic Recovery Tax Act and reverse the
growth of the share of our gross national product accounted for by federal
spending.
SweNMW
o We urge the COngress to enact as many program reductions as It ta **
to achieve the President's overall spending targets and to exempt no
area form scrutiny fat waste, fraud, abuse and unnecessary. spending,
including .entitlements and defense.
o We recommend an acroes-the-board freeze on all federal COLW for one
year in order to make substantial progress in reducing the deficit
for a? 1983. A freeze is justified on the grounds of equity in
fiscal restraint, equity with private sector wage and price
concessions, and past overpayments in COs due to a seriously flawed
o We strongly oppose legislation cling for any major tax increases.
kracket-oreep and other factors alone will automatically increase
taxes in FT '83 by an estimated $39 billion, according to 0.
that
ismore than enough to fund the increase in spending proposed by the
resident.

-
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oWe support the President's budgetary proposals for slowing the growth
of entitlements. As we spell out in greater detail in our written
statement we fully endorse the President's :eforms for curbing the
costs of Medicare, edicaid, and unemployment compensation. In sone
instances such as Soolal Security and unemployment compensation, ye
offer recommendations on how additional budget savings may be
achieved.
o We believe that the Social Security program is In dire financial
straits and that action to improve the system must be taken this
year. We offer a variety of modest benefit and accounting
modifications that can yield sufficient savings to beginbbuilding an
adequate reserve to meet most economic circumstances that we might
faoe in the years ahead.
0 We urge you to continue the process of reform of out unemployment
insurance system begun in last year's budget process. We offer eight
specific imqpovements ranging from better fraud and abuse efforts to
togher rules on repayment of outstanding loans.
1963

UAL BUDGET ISSUBU

Last year, the Congress and this Comittee took dramatic action to
reverse deuces of rising taxes and excessive federal spending. Although the
enacted spending cuts were unprecedented in their magnitude, it has since
become apparent that they were insufficient when compared to the nearly
intractable problem of controlling entitlement spending growth.
The IT 1902 spending level, originally proposed at $695 billion, has
since slipped to an officially estimated $727 billion. Independent estimates#
including that of the Congressional Budget Office, place PY 1902 spending at
$740 billion. As a consequence, the projected deficit has ballooned from $46
billion to something in excess of $100 billion. Moreover, federal spending as
a share of GN?, which reached a peacetime record of 23 percent in FY 1961, Is
now expected to rise to 23.5 percent in 1! 1982. The financial market's
response to these deficit projections has-been one of coboern and
uncertainty. Real interest rates rose to record levels, contributing to the
recession that now confronts us.
In his 1983 budget, the President has proposed outlay savings amounting
to $43 billion. Although outlay reductions of this size and scope are well
above what Congress is usually inclined-to accepts the full enactment--of all
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proposed savings would still leave the budget substantially unbalanced vith an
officially projected deficit of $91. billion for the fiscal year. Other
independent analysts place the 1e 1983 deficit much higher, and their
projections for the out yes higher still.
In response to public conerwn.over deficits of this-magnitude, some in
the Ainistration, the Oorgress and the private sector have begun to advocate
policies that rely on tax Increases to reduce the growing divergence between
receipts and expenditures.
in our view, the enactment of.such policies would be a grave mistake
which would Jeopardize the recovery and the well being of our citizens. The
iDonomic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 is the foundation of a comprehensive set of
policies to revltallze our economy and reverse many years of economic
stagnation and limited growth in our standard of living. In response to our
widely-ecknovledged problems of low savings and investment, declining
productivity growth, diminished International competitiveness and severe
structural problems in acme of our core industries, the Prepident proposed and
Congress enacted a series of bold tax cuts to Increase capital formation and
work incentives.
Today, these same concerns are even more pressing than they were a year
ago, and the problem is now compounded by a recession that spread faster and
farther than any .of us had anticipated a few months ago.
Under these circumstances, it would be counterproductive to enacttax
increases or delay the already enacted tax cuts. To do so would simply weaken
the s onomy, create greater business uncertainty and risk an even wider
defLoit as revenues are depressed and spending rises in response to Increased
unemployment. The Comittee should note that the Imminent recovery predicted
by virtually all forecasters is predicated on the tax cuts becoming effective
according to schedule.
Concern for deficits, while clearly justified, can be misguided when not
related to the primary objective of the program for Eonomic Recovery reducing the share of our national Income that accrues to government. Because
this share has reached record levels, lowering It should be the major concern
of public policymakers., now this share should be extracted from the private
seetor, whether through taxes or borrowing, distracts from our primary
objective, and, indeed, may preclude our ever attaining it.
In eftect, a-tax increasethls year would be an acknowledgement of our
failure to control spending. we, at the Chamber, flnd this attitude to be
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dangerously premature. A large deficit provide* a reluctant Congress and a
cautious Preaident with a potrful incentive to out spending growth. Raising
taxes would diminish this incentive and reduce the sense of fiscal urgency
that will be required to make the tough choices on budget priorities.
Although wo are opposed to deficit reducing measures that rely on tax
increases, we are not indifferent to deficits of the magnitude now
contemplated in the President's budget. We recognize, however, that those
deficits are symptoms of deeper problems not directly related to any perceived
revenue sortfall in the present. Rather, these deficits are a result of
excess federal spending in the pest and a failure to yet come to grips with
entitlement progress that continue to grow at rates in excess of the Nation's
ability to finance both then and other urgent-national objectives.
-pcssed this way, the appropriate policy response to our deficit
problem is to seek further cuts in federal spending, with no area of the
budget exempt from consideration. In part, our current budgetary dilea
stems from decisions made by the Adninistration, with Congress' concurrence,
to exclude defense and Social Security spending from the budget reduction
exercise. while such a decision may have been appropriate last year, such an
exclusion is undesirable while the Nation is confronting what amounts to a
fiscal emergency.
Including net interest expenses, nearly 60 percent of federal spending
is or is designated as untouchable. It was the remaining 40 percent that took
the bulk of the cuts in the FT 1902 budget and it is in this area where most
of the VT 1983 outlay reductions are proposed. The continued reliance on
these remaining programs for-savings diminishes our ability to control federal
spending in this end the subsequent fiscal years. Since these programs were
the focus of most of the cuts last year, the opportunity for further
signficant savings is reduced. Proponents of these programs feel that they
have been unfairly singled out to bear the brunt of the .outs and will, thus,
offer greater-resistance to proposed reductions.
Last you, the sense of shared sacrifice was an Important contributing
factor to the suoesul enactment of the budget reductions. ---fo the extent
that this sense of shared sacrifice is mompomised, the necessary
operation
may not be fortooming. As a consequence, overreliance on only a portion of
the spending program could jeopardis efforts to make substantive progress in
limiting budget growth.
Wibels the Mmber has endorsed the President's .outlay reductions for the
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fr 1983 budget, we strongly enoourage this Clotittee to Seek further
reductions in the spending programs under Its jurisdiction. Specifically, we
ask that this Coemittee give consideration to our pcopoeod changes in Social
Security, inAluding a one-year freeze on the indexation of benefits,
unemployment compesation, trade adjustment aseistano.
and health care.
SCOAL SBCURTT
One ear, Prese on Cost of Living Adjustments
Am analysis of the budget by function indicates that the two major
sources of budget OunconUadlability' over the past dozen yeers have beenn
the areas of heath and inome security. Upon closer Inspection of the inome
security programs, It ir.tpadily apparent that the automatic Indexatlon
provision of the transfer payments s by far the most important-fotor
contributing to their recent rapid growth.- The tble on the next page
details the effect of automatic Indexation on the spending growth of five
income security program. While Medicare and Medicaid are not explicitly
indexed by law, they ace Indexed in practice. Tht Clonressional Budget Office
refers to them as "quasi-ndxed programs.
recognizing that Indexation of federal spending has contributed to
excessive growth In budget outlays# Congress has been considering a number of
proposals to modify the Indexation provisions or to Ce-index the programs
altogether. Listed below are a number of the proposals along with estimated
outlay savings fog the next two fiscal years.
Budget Savjngs from Changes to Indexing i Omudl

formula chances

St Outlay Savinas
S (billions)

1) full de-indexation (a freeze)
2) Administration's proposal
3), 2/3 of CI*?1*
4) CVr minus 30
5)'3 month delay In COLA payment*o
6) the leser of CH or Increase in
average wages

IV 1983

IPT its84

24
0.6
5.4
9
2.5

19
1.39.7
9.5
3.4

3.4
0
Fformula change is for federal retirees only. Change from full
*C? COA to lesser of CIPI or Increase in General Sohedule pey for
Federal JRployOes.
*, Congressional
Budget Office proposal. Pot Social Security oreyo
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Causes of Spending unoontollability
(Outlays, S Billions)

1979

1980

1961

1982

1983

Total Inorease
Indexed portion

83
6.6

10.4
8.5

14.5
13.8

20.9
19.9

16.7
16.0

other factors

1.7

1.9

.7

1.0

.7

Civil service Retirement
Total Increase
Indexed portion
other factors

1.2
.5
.7

1.7
.8
.9

2.3
1.3
1.0

2.3
1.7
.6

1.81.4
.4

1.0
.6

1.1
.7

--1.6
1.2

1.6
1.4

1.3
1.2

.4

.4

.4

.4

.1

.3

.2

.5

.2

.4

.3
. S-

.2

.2

.1

0

.1

Indexed portion

.1
0

.3
0

.1

.2
.2

.2
.2

other factors

.1

.3

0

0

0

social Security

Military retirement
Total Increase
Indexed portion

other factors
railroad Retirement
Total Increase
Indexed portion

"

other factors
Wterans Pensions
Total Increase

Source.

.

..

1

-

-. 2

.6

-. 4

Congressional research Service
Chamber of Comerce of the United States

Beyond spending controllability, budget savings from federal CLAs are
being considered for two other reasons - first# to reduce the squeeze being
placed on non-defense discretionary programs and second to make a- reduction
in the deficit below t-s pcojected 92 billion in the President's budget.
on-defense discretionary program funding in the President's budget would be
out from *129.9 billion in FT '62 to 98.7 billion n FY '63. The funding in
current dollar accounting would b*. a little below this level in the
out-years. Thee proposed savings come after a heavy round of saviis msqde in
non-defense discretionary spending in the VT 1962 budget.
Given the sixe of the deficit for this and the next fiscal year, and the
likelihood that the deficit may expand beyond these amounts in the out-years,
the U.S.-MOamber recamends that Congress enact the first of these proposals
-. a one year, full deo-indexation of all federal spending programs.

A
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Wile it might sem easier to adopt one of the modified indexing formuls
as a compromise, the political and economic consequences of this alternative
would be I believe, fta vore than a one-year froeee on COLAs. These
consequences area 1) a staggering deficit 2) a gross inequity in Incomegrovth between those who receive indexed federal entitlements and tho" who do,not.
The economic rationale for reforming federal indexation provisions has
been discussed in detail In the press and before a number of other committees
of the Congress. Lot me sumarize the arguments. First, flaws in the
Consumer Price Index as a measure of pure inflation caused excessive federal
payments of $21 billion to recipients of indexed programs from 1978-1981.
While a change In the homeowership component of the CPI has been made, it
will correct only 50 percent of the distortion in the index as measured in the
recent past and will not affect federal spending growth until FY 1986.
Second, full indexation to the CPI is highly inequitable with private
sector Indexing arrangements. Over 90 percent of the American working
population has no COLA whatsoever. Of the small percentage which does have a
formal COLA, the average protection is 58 percent of the CPI, not 100 percent
of the CPI as with federal transfer payments. In recent years of double-digit
Inflation, this inequity has resulted in a massive transfer of Incme between
generations and between those in the private sector and recipients of indexed
federal benefits.
Third, economic problem in a number of industries have led to
significant wage and COLA concessions in recent collective bargaining
agreements. The United Food and Comercial Workers International Union has
accepted a contract that freess all wages and COLAs through 1983. A wage
freeze and 25 percent COLA out Is in the process of ratification by the Teamsters. Unionized-airline employees at Western Airlines have accepted a 10
percent cut in wages.
Without comparable action on indexed federal entitlement programs now,
the inequities in income growth between the private sector and recipients of
indexed benefits will become even wider.
'While the economic rationale for a one-yar de-indexation of federal
spending progrs is compelling, opponents of the proposal have argued thatsuch a dramatic change would create substantial hardships for the recipients
of Social Security benefits. The results of a comprehensive survey
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of sources of income for the ret#d opuation, conducted recently. for
President Carter's Onxioilon on Pension Policy, @how thee fears to-be
unfounded.
According to the survey, 83 percent of all social Security recipients
reported at least one other source of income besides OU benefits. The most
typical recipient of Social Security income is a married couple, ages 65-74t
whose income was $12169 during the survey year. 1970. (This compare vith a
3A definition of an intermodiato budget for couples of $7844 for 1976).- Over
half of all married couples over 65 receiving Social Security have income from
at least three sources. The needy, by any definition of poverty, comprise
only a small fraction of Social Security recipients. Of the 17 percent of
Social Security recipients who have no other source of income, the typical
person is an unmarried or widowed woman over 75 with an average (1970) income
,of ,621.. This needy person repcesents only 4 percent of all social Security
these needy individuals have incomes considerably below an
reoiplent@s
intermediate singles budget. To provide a reasonable standard of living for
this group would require far sore than full Indexing to the CPT, and It is
misleading J* imply that fully indexed benefits &a maintaining a decent
standard of living for this small group of citizens.
The implicationof,.the discussion for fully indexed benefits is clear.
The vast majority of retired persons whose Social Security benefits are fully
indexed to the CPT have adequate incomes, and have no economic need for being
over-coeensated for- Inflation. A one-year freeze on indexing would about
compensate for past overpayments due to flaws-in the Cp' and help offset the
msiv-e transfers of income between regents of our population that have
since 1974, automatic indexation of
occurred over the past several years.
Social Security payments has allowed these benefits to Increase 26 prcoenC
faster than average spendable weekly earnings.
During-this frez&_period, a better Indexing formula than the CPl should
be found. This should be a top priority of the President's bipartisan
coi-ssion on social Security reform. Wiling this, Congress should consider
going back to a system of discretionary adjustments after the end of the
freeze. Among the most attractive proposals is the *Domnioi Proposal - CPl
minus 3 percent, and the COO proposal. - 2/3 of CPI, both of which-come cloe
to/equlty with private sector COLA protection.
-

K

94,-11S 0

-

82 - 34
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Neesarv. lone-bannStructural bfozis in Social Security

social Secuity is our largest and most important domestic pCogram. It
copises almost one quarter of the entire federal budget. the program
directly touches the lives of the vast majority of Amerloans. it provdes a
floor of protection for 9 out of every 10 workers and pays monthly benefits to
about one out of every six pereos in the United states. Wtis also a program
that is cm the ve
o-Lnolveny. According to the latest figures released
by the social Security Administration and predicting the muimm mount of
int*rfund baroving authorised under PeL. 97-123, the Old Age and Survivors
tust Fund will have Insufficient funds to pay benefits In July of 1953. We
are disappointedithat the many vital decisions necessary to avoid this
disaster ant be delayed pending the report of the National Cmisalon on
Social Security Reform which will not be forthcoming until the end of this
year. Mile ve regret that this means of addressing the issue yes found to be
necessary, we do support the work of the Comission and its effort to preserve
the financial Integrity of the Social Security program.
in addition to the automatic indexation of program benefits to the CPI,
there are six other aspects of the program indexed to increases in average
hey area
wages.
o the index factors used in the benefit formula to eospute the
benefits for workers first becoming eligible
o the decoupled benefit formula 'bend points*#
o the maximum

family benefit formula "bend points'

o the Social Security *wage base" (i.e., maximum annual amount of
earnings considered for both taxation and benefit oqautation
purposes)v
o the 'retirement test' annual exempt amount (i.e., maximum earnings
which a person my receive without suffering benefit reduction)#
o the earnings base necessary to be credited with one quarter of
Coverage.
Of these six areas the first three have the effect of increasing
Initial benefits, the fourth increases taxes to help finance those benefits,
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the next allows beneficiaries to keep more of their earnings and the last one
has veTr Ittle financial effect at all,
Ihe one yet free.. we advocate would affect only the benefits
themselves and not any of these other built in escalators. These factore, in
addition to the fact thet many more beneficiaries will be added to the Social
security roll in the coming year, assure that the program will still
experencs dramatic growth even with a CO A freese.
U addition to C=LA reform, ye would urge the National Commission and
Congress to fully oSider several aspects of the Social Security program and
make changes which will promote the financial integrity of the program. They
shond includes
(1) M0ndate Univeral coverse It is neaesary to require coverage
of all federal employees and thoe state and local government employees
not now participating in Social Secuiity. This step would provide a
temporary windfall to the trust funds at a time when added revenues are
oreover, it would end the
desperately needed to avoid insolvency.
withdrawals from Social Security by state and local government which
are eroding the tax base of Social Security and further threatening its
solvency.
Ninety percent of the American workforce is covered by Social
Security, but about ?000,000 workers, mostly federal, state and local
government eployees, are not. Wonethelesg, about 60% of the uncovered
employees finally qualify for Social Security benefits as'a result of
working in ooverd employment at some time in their career or
qualifying as a dependent.
If mandatory universal coverage were effective January 1963, over
$*100 billion in additional revenues could be expected by 1988. We do
not propose raiding the retirement trust funds for federal, state and
local government esgoyees. Those funds belong to these employees and
muet be used exclusively to pay promised pensions to both present and
future beneficLaries. We do propose, however, that all working
Americans have Social Security as their base line pension.
Mlpoyer-provided pensions, where available, should be supplemental to,
and integrated with, social Security just as they are now in the
majority of private and public sector pensions.
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(2) S iSO the rtirement age and disco€raQe early retrement. We
support proposals made to raise, the age of entitlemnt fOr Social
security benefits to 60 with actuarial reductions for retirement before
that age. For example, a 62yer-old would be eligible tot a benefit
equal to perhaps 640 of the full benefit at age 68 rather than the S0S
at age 65 that is now available. We support these proposal for two
basic reasons. Firt# people are living longer and healthier lives
today, and the retirement age under Social Security should reflect that
fact. Also, this proposal would go a long way toward solving the
long-term financial problem projected for social Security
Any increase in the retirement age would have to be phased in
gradually over a period of several years. We would suggest beginning
the phase-in during 1990 with the age 68 retirment age fully in place
by the year 2000. this Is a process which must be started as early as
possible in order to prepare individuals for this major change.
(3) nnact certain Prongsall suggested by the Reagan AUminitration lost
the haasber fully supports the proposals outlined by the
YeA
Administration in Nay of 1981 tot
(A) Change Benefit Computation Point from Age 62 to 65.
he benefit formula treats early retirement the sam as waiting
until age 65. After 65, there is an annual Incentive to continue
working. Barly retires at 62 get 80 of what they would get at 65.
This proposal would discourage early retirement by assigning sero value
to the age 62-64 period, thus reducing benefits In such Oases while
rewarding those who elect to work until age 65. This returns the
program to the formula used before the age of retirement for women was
lowered to 62 in 1956.
(9) Sequire medicall Only' Determination of Disability
Workers can now qualify for disability benefits on combinations Of
nedi a and non-medical factors, such as age, education and work
experience. Noce than one-third of disability cases age 60 to 65
involve non-medical factors, This proposal would limit qdalification
to medical factors alone, thus restoring program to original purposes.
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(C) Increae Witing Period to Si3

os the fot 1"bill

nefts.

Uder a -1972 liberalization of the program, the waiting p6#66 for
1
'disability benefits was reduced from six to five months on the
0assuptiu that aqle funds would be avalable. thiS proposal would
restote the six-mo thwalting period am Conforms to moat private
disability insurancee programs.
-(0) Require Prognosis of 24-plus Months of Disability
- fokers now seeking disability benefits must show only that
disability claimed will exceed 12 months or will result in death. The
12-month test, enacted in 1965, replaced a test of "long-continued and
indefinite duration" in prior law.This proposal would restore the
original intent of the law, requiring that the prognosis of disability
be of log duration, at least 24 months# a more reasonable definition
of disability.
(3) Increse Sequirement for Insured Status to 30 Quarters.
Workers may nov qualify for disability benefits even if they have
been in the work force only 20 out of the past 40 quarters. Therefore
a person could be out of covered employment gor 5 years and still
qualify This proposal would set the minimum at 30 out of the past 40
quarters, thus more closely tying benefits to the principle that they
are replacennt for wages recently lost.
(0) Sliminate Children's Benefits in Early-Retirement Cases.
IChildren under 18 ( or under 22, if in school) are now eligible for
benefits on the basis of a retired parent's wage record. Thus a
retiree with a child receives a dependent's benefit, whereas a retiree
with no children gets only his own benefit This proposal would end
this inequity in early-retireoment cases, encouraging the worker to
continue work until 65.
(0) Extend Disability Maximu ]rally Benefit to Retirement and
Survivors Cases.
Benefits for families of retired and deceased workers can now
actually exceed that worker's net take-home pay. The proposal would
extend the maximum limitation on benefitsa to families in disability
oases enacted 'in 1900 to retirement and survivor cases. This would
return, th.e program closer to its original purpose as a floot of
protection.
(8) Increase send Points by 501 Instead of 100% of Wage Ijn-reases for
19824-7.
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Zn 1977, the "bendpointsO (dollar amounts referred to in the,
weighted benefit formula) were made subject to aut@mqtiq wage .
indexing. this lgislated change intended, In pert, to offset the oet
Liact of earlier legislation and the faulty benefit omputation
procedure adopted in the 1972.amendments. Rowevere benefit levels
.today remain disproportionately high (by aitout 10 percent) comparedwith the pre-1972 levels. This proposal would restore the traditional
relative benefit levels tor future beneficiaries by Increasing the
end points' by 500 (instead of 1000) of Increases in average wage
earnings for the years [982-07, after vhich the 1000 factor would be
+_
restored to the formula.
All the fotegoing proposals are consistent with our conviction that' the
growth of social security's cost must be contained if we are to solve Its.
serious financial problems. These proposals are well thought out and would
contain that growth, in castes in a manner not inconsistent with the goals and
responsibilities of Social Security.. They are designed to reduce the adverse
effects upon the system of past liberalisatlons and should be enacted.
Although the Chamber has traditionally supported payroll tax Increases
to meet benefit obligations, we do not recommend this course of action because
of the adverse economic effect that a payroll tax increase would haV and Its Inconsistency with the President's economic recovery program.
We remain fundamentally opposed to general revenue financing in anyform. We would oppose both direct infusions from the Treasury, including
loans, and indirect methods such as income tax credits or deductions.
UW3IIL0T COWN1SATZOWI
-

We strongly support the Administration's budget proposals governing the
unemployment compensation (UC) program. Ne also urge the enactment of
additional reforms that will reduce the cost of unemployment benefits, improve
the financing of program administration, and strengthen incentives for responsible financing of benefits. These measures will also result in federal
budget savings.
Administrtion's Malor Themes
-Although 97% of American workers are covered by the regular UC program,
a number 'also are eligible for supplementary benefits under approximately 20
separate federal programs serving limited constituencies. These special
programs typically pay higher weekly benefits, and for a longer duration, than
regular OC. • Scperience with the special programs reveals that the added
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benefits are superfluous at best and, at worst, pto
the duration of
unemployment.
0 The largest and best known special program Is Trade Adjustment
Assisance (5A). TradbWnfits are available for claimants laid oft
from jobs in Industries cettified to be In decline because of foreign
ccqat iton-T.

..

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 included a
Comprehensive reform of UT uneploymmen-benefits, but even after those
reform, TMh provides from 13 to 26 weeks of extra unemployment
coMpenation solely because the Job loss was caused by a foreign rather
than a domestic competitor. These extza weeks of co pepstion are not
only inequitable, but provide disincentives for claimants to seek now
employment.
Advocates of TM have argued that It Is essential to secure public
support for free trade pollois. That nay have been true when TM wes
first implemented because regular VC benefits were much nore limited
than today. lnce the id-40'o, however, VC benefits are available for
at least 6 months during periods of economic expansion, and are
autmatically extended to 9 months when uneployment levels go up.
Benefits have been raised--a record $33 billion Is the projected payout
in 1982--and eligibility has been considerably loosened. Coverage has
expanded to include 970 of the workforce.
The Administration proposes to phase out the extra weeks of TM
benefits. Under this proposal, eligibility, amount, and duration of
benefits f6r all claimants will be determined according to the regular
federal-state unemployment-insurance system. The proposal eliminates
the inequity in the current law and reduces the Incentives for TMA
claLmnts to delay taking new jobs.
o Another program whose abuses have been well-documented is, the
Redwood bnployee Protection Plan (WP), created in 1978 to assist
loggers whose jobs were eliminated when Congress established the
Redwood National Park. RDPP provides weekly cash benefits that
supplement regular O--bringing combined benefits up to the amount of,
pre-ay-off wages--as well as retraining and relocation allowances and
other benefitse. ClaLmants receding VC and ROP benefits have little
incentive to find new jobs.
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the Administratlon proposes to limit RPP benefits to workers
unemployed on or before December 31, 1981. Additional savings,
boiver, could be achieved by phasing out RPP entirely instead of
continuing lifetime Income support for the able-bodied.
o Railroad Unemployment Xnsurance (PROW)
is a program administered by
the railroad retirement board independent of the regular tfderal-state
unemployment Insurance system. Benefits replace 600 of base-year
wages, up to $125 a week, and last 26 weeks (*xtended by as much as 26
additional weeks depending on length of employment and thr-melmployment
rate for the nation or the railroad Industry).
The Administration proposes to place rail workers under the regular
VC program as part of a phase out of the lRUX., Ilimination of fUl!
will result In higher unemployment benefits for moest railroad
eAployeesj since weekly maximums In most states are well In excess of
the current railroad unemployment insurance maximum. Nevertheless,
these cost Increases will be more than offset by savings from
eliminating the remainder of th* railroad retirement system.
urther
,,
Reform in the Unmlovment Comensation Proaram
The over-riding problem In the UC program is the impendir Insolvency
of the Unemployment Trust Fund.
tighten jurisdictions have depleted their
reserves, and the federal government has advanced funds out of general
revenues in order to continue paying benefits. These advances totalled nearly
87 billion as of January, Additional advances of general revenues to the
Extended Unemployment Compensation Account (RCA) total $6 billion. further
advances to the states and BOCA are expected. Combined with the existing
Indebtedness, advances to the Trust Mund from federal general revenues are
proected to total nearly $17 billion for 1Y 1982. At that point, the Trust
fund will be technically bankrupt.
A number of the borrowing jurisdictions have never repaid advances
received during-the 1974-75 recession and are nov In default, triggering an
automatic increase in the ludorel Unemployment Tax. That tax Increase applies
equally to ill employers in a defaulting state, regardless of their individual
Claims records.
The omnibus Budget Reco iliation Act of 1981 accomplished a number of
isportanr-reforms In the VC program, and also placed a coap on the luderal
Unemployment Tax Increase for employers in defaulting states that tak6 steps
to restore solvency.
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A nber of additional reform sbould be legislated to reduce coeto,
eliminate benefit ijoequities, and restore inentives for responsible
financing, 2bee inoude the following:
1. OifieoSd- et. Mmo.e the nemploymnt Trust Pnd from the
and inLome
unified federal budget. At present stat4s control outl
because they determine benefit amount and eligibility as well as
employer tax rates. 8tateo-colleted taxes, however are held by the
.B. 5reasuryp and states do not include V funds in their budgets.
Removal of the 'Trust Vun from the federal budget and requiring states
to include their O accounts in their own budgets would give them
greater Incentive to insure that benefits are fully financed.
2. Part/ia 3seavment of Loans. Permit defaulting states to make
pertial repayment of their debt bt allowing them to repay from their
trust account the equivalent of the amount raised by .the incremental
VUA increase. At-present a *tate may avoid default only by repaying
amount (for example
its entire debt. If a state cannot raise the =
is inadvisabe),
increase
tax
a
large
when
during an economic downturn
because there
amount
it has no incentive to voluntarily repay a smaller
will be an automatic lMA inacrease anyway. if a state-oould avoid the
MlTA increase by repaying the equivalent amount out of funds in its
trust account, there would be an Incentive to raise-the funds
voluntarily. This would allow the state to experience rate the tam
increase, more fairly allocating benefit costa to kesponsible employer.
Lor dismtes..Some state act ally allow workpre who strike to
3.
collect unemployment benefits, forcing employers to subqidise the
strike. Rven in states whose lIws appear to prohibit erikere'
benefits, courts have created loopholes allowing strikers to draw
benefits. It is up to states to enact legislation closing such
loopholes, but the federal government should prohibit extended benefits
for claimants who are out of work because of a labor dispute.
4. Benefit extensions. Under current lav, states are required to pay
extended benefits while the unemployment rate is above a set level,
even though that rate is normal for that state's economy. Nor exaMPle,
Alaska and Pustrto Rico, which have high insured unempJoyment rates
relative to other -uriadietions, have paid extended benefits

continuously since 19751 States should be given the option to set
their triggers foc extended benefits at higher rates but those triggers
should eapse after two years unless there has been a 20 percent
increase in unemployment.
S. fork igoentives. Claimants seeking extended benefits need
additional work incentives to combat work 2"Incentives created by the
benefit extension.
States are requird to pay extended benefits at the same rate as
the. last week of regular unemplyment benefits.
Federal law should
*limit the amount of extended benefits to 75 percent of the amount
payable for the last week of regular benefits to provide greater
Incentive to take jobs, and no claimant should regelve extended
benefits that* together with regular benefits, total more than-75S of
basn period wages.
6. Adanistration gosts. Congress recently approved a supplemental
appropriation requested by the Administration to provide funds to
adminater C claims and run the state Nployment Service. Both
functions are handled by the state employment security agencies, and
are financed by grants of Federal Unemployment Tax revenues to the
state governments. A supplemental appropriation was required
becausethere were insuffi1pient revenues in the Trust Fund. Future
deficits in adinistrative funds, however, could be reduced by
requiring federal and state agencies and non-profit employers to
contribute to the oost of clalms administration and to pay the full
costs of benefits.At present, pubiic-sector and non-profit employers must reimburse
the cost of benefits paid to tbeir employees, but business, must pick up
the tab for administering such claims. In some states, reimbursable
employers are not even required to pay the full cost of benefits
claimed by their employees, exacerbating financial strains on the Trust
PAnd.
7. Job findna. A substantial savings could be. accompilshed by
requiring alL extended benefits olaimants to participate in a program,.
to be run by the nployment Service, teaching claimants hcw to look for
jobs* Not only would fewer weeks of benefits be payable as claimants

ARK
find work, with an additional reduction in the .dmsnistratiye work
lowd, but those applicants who are not seriously looking for work-or
already holding jobs in the 'underground eoonony"-would be
disqualified.

a. koai and abuse.

A recent federal study found that the true rate

of Improper payments was double the rate reported in the oet accurate
city and 40 time higher in the least accurate. We estLnate that
Lproper-psyments are costing the VC program S3 to 84 billion a year.
Seducing that amount by enforcoLng existing law would result in
significant savings.
UsIk CA=Z
2he President has proposed a budget of $78 billion for health in 1Y
1983, $4.? billion note than in 1? 62. phout 93 percent of federal outlays
for health are for Medicare and Medicaid, including the proposed *3 billion In
reductLo,
A oang other areas scheduled for reductions ar. the Professional
Standards Peviw -Organimations, health planing&end health maintenarce
organizations. We support all the proposed'ieductions.
Medicare, Title MX of the Social Security Aot, was implemented in' 1946. In its first yeate it cost about $3 billion. Although this seems to be
a mere pittance omared to today's health care costi even this expenditure
was a great deal noer than Medicare advocates predicted.
Today, Medicare has grown into a *45 billion program serving not only
persons 65 yes e of age and older but, In sme cases# certain disabled
persons, for a total beneficiary population of nearly 30 million. An
estimated 500,000 of these are workers aged 65-69, according to the U.S.
Department. -of Labor.
The financing of health services for employees and their families
should be primarily by employer and eployee contributions. this conviction#
coupled with the Cansber's support for the Adainitcation's basic economic
goals, allows us to endorse the measure to have eployer--paid insurance be the
first payor of clais for working persons aged 65 to 6*, with Medicare
booming the secondary or supplemental program.

According to several estimated this reversal of current health care
liability'should cost employers an additional $300 million. however# the
Chamber and bulk of its members reoognise that business ust do tts._air share
in helping-to reduce the size of federal .government and revitalize the,
economy. This Medicare reform is one vay that business cai contribute to this
laudable goal.

-'

We realize of course, that this $300 million employer cost could
increase quickly as older workers, who consume health services at two to three
time the rate of younger persons, cause an employer's claim experience and
subsequent premiums to rise.
Naturally, we are concerned that this provision will continue the trend
by government to save money on public health programs at the.expense of the
private sector. This can occur in ways that are not always so obvious and
which are moet acute In payment$ for health care services.
Per example, a recent publication by the Eealth Insurance Association
of America reported that because of reimbursement out# by Medicare and
Medicaid, almost *S billion in 1981 were passed on to other patietos, those
insured by commercial plans and those paying directly out of pocket. Medicare
cost saving recomendations in the President's budget could have the same
result, With this in mind, out positions on other selected Medicare.'reform
provisions. in the Adinistraitionr;s budget follow.
1. Zexing Medicare Pert
BDeductibl . An estimated $65 million would be
saved in 11 '83 If the Supplemental Medical IZurance /(Iart B) of Medicare
were indexed to the Consumer Price Index in order to keep Its eanomic value
constant. This deductible, which acts partly as a deterrent to
over-utilization, is now $75 per person per year. The Chamber supports this
cost saving provision of the budget.
2. X1iibility to Start -uring Firat ull Month After Ae 6S. An estimated
$145 million would be saved in /P '63 If this provision were enacted. The
Chamber-supports this and similar changes proposed for other entitlement
programs.

3. establish part A 1ntitmegnt Coverage forPederalf workers. The Chamber has
long called for univeksal Social Security coverage. This provision would be a
first step in that-direction. By brIngin# federal employees Into Medicare's
Hospital Insurance (i1) (Part A), the program would realize a $619 million
revenue increase in 1983. It is vital that this provision be eiacted, since
I Trust liW expenditures vill exceed income in rI1198S and will be exhausted
by the early, 1990.
/
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4. Institute Co-hymetn for Han IWth BervLeo. Another cost-saving
. feature of the budget which we sup ort, this proposal is also designed to
reduce over-tiliuation by inposing a 5 percent oo-peyment for the, first 100
ome health visits and a 20 percent co-payment thereafter. Medicare would
aveabout $35 million Inft '13 under this change. Loft unaheoked. this
service-which is growing at an annual rate of 30 percent-would a celebrate
the depletimn of the at trust fund.
S. Imduoe Sate of Increase of EasNltal ftJdausomsnt by 1W Percent,- A
savings of $653 million is projected fot IT U.S it this pgmielon vere
enat4d. It is designed to offset hospital increases that average 20 percent
nationwide, well over double tbe general rate of Inflation tot 1961. Dovever,
man hospitals are already compimLning that Medicare is paying for only about
10 percent of their coats# Orequiringg them to pass on these Oloossos to other
psyors. In 196 this shortfall amounted to nearly $5 billion. Accordingly#
such savings amount to cost shifting. Clearly, nore systemic changes need to
be instituted to result in teal overall s ingo.
One such method is
prospective peymeto in which charges are established between providers and
peyors in advaoe. Hospitals then have the incentive to met those targets,
realizing the savings It they come under the target and being at risk if they
aoe over. Such a payment system would be consistent with the Admnistration'ls
plans to develop a more competitive health oare system as well as its proposed
payment system for renal dialyses provided to Medicare beneficiaries.o
Medicaid cutbacks would svO $3 billion in IT '63. We also support the
various Medicaid reform proposed by the Administration in the 1 '83 budget.
2hese include our support fto modest oest sharing by Medicaid recipients for a
total savings of $309 million,
dditioma reforms to Medicaid -ire included in
the Admnstration's proposal fto a New Federalism under the proposed plan,
the federal government i o
84 would assung complete respoibility for
Ndigaid, in eOhange for transoering to the States control of the Aid to
allies with Dependent Children sad food staa programs. lse Chamber
sopporte the New Pederalim concept and AiLawmiting' ore details and the
specific Admnistration bill.

8
rofessional Stam,,dar moview Oranixations (P2om)
PaVos promised tO save money In Medicare by employing physician peer
revieS groups to mnitor and evaluate the hospital care of Medicare and other
public health patients. Nearly 200 160mO have been operating at various
Levels of effectiveness for nearly 10 years, Yet, every independent
assessment of these programs reveals that P61Oe are spending motoethan they
are saving. *And, in sae cases, savings have been made at the expense' of the
private sector.* Yet, about lB percent of the PSIOe have achieved a positive
cost-benefit record. For this reason, private Industry has contracted with
abOut 25 PAROs to conduct private review on 50 private patient populations.
As we testified last. year, we support the phase out of fe&otal funds
for I1Os, which will save the government 876 million In FY '83 outlays.
However, consistent with our earlier reomndations, we are pleased to learn
-that Senator David Durenberget and others are considering introducing
legislation to help create private peer review groups that would contract with
the federal government or any other interested organization for their
services. Certainly, *awatchdog is needed on the care provided to elderly and
poor patients to eliminate fraud, abuse and waste. Private PSROs, under a
contractual arrangement -- not government subsidy - hold the promise to
provide this necessary service.
Health Planning
The President's budget also calls for phasing out federally funded
health planning, for a 1, '83 savings of 867 million. the Oamber supports
this proposal to remove the federal government from an activity which should
be supported and conducted at the local and state level, to assure that local
problems are treated with local solutions, not Washington-based edicts.
in many cases, over 200 federally funded health planning agencies have
concentrated their efforts on preventing hospitals from expanding their
capacity and generally looking in existing health care providers while denying
market entry to other alternative delivery systems. Such a program is counter
to the Administration-endoraed and Chamber-backed goal of creating a morecompetitive health care system.
Although not.established to replace local health planning bodies,
business coalitions on health In about 50 communities are recommending to
their private sector counterpartejn the health Industry a variety of
-voluntary methods they can use to contain rising health care costs. We feel

con
that these kinds of private, cooperative efforts boA the best hope of
containing tieng health care coses without relying on government
intervention.
Wealth Maintenance Organlzakio
Also scheduled to be phased out by IT '84 are federal funds for health
maintenance organizations (UWOs), which -are prepaid, multi-speoialty group
medical practices. This phase out would save the federal government an
additional $7 million by ft 'e3.
Since the federal program of grants and loans for IOMbegan about a
decade ago, 250 Mos have been created with a total enrollment of over 10
million.
The federal program was initiated as an experiment, and, for the moat
part, the experiment has been successful and should be terminated. Continued
- fedeli support for MoO would result in prolonged subsidies and in unfair
^competition to non-federally funded 3605 and other forms of health care
delivery, Including fee-for-practict
, solo practitioners. the, mergence of
iOM has instilled some long needed competition into the health car system.
Thin comptition should continue without federal financial aid# as more
private capital is infused into these alternative health care delivery
systems. We note that many health insurance companies are investing
subtantial sums into .such interprises.
The Presidet's 1 1983 budget for health represents a continued trend
in the right direction to reduce the federal role in health care and return
more control to state ano local governments and to private operations.
Considerable sums of money can be eved by adopting this course of action.
-

Such& strategy will also make our pluralistic health care system more
responsive to local needs and resources.
We rec"Ize that some of the reforms in the President's budget require
ml es to make certain sorifices, including, Ndioar becoming the
seooondakI-payo 0f-health Olaims for the working elderly. vowver, business
is prepared to do Its part.
We also ace poepaed to call attention to those strategic that appear
to be saving money but, in reality, ate shifting costs from the government to
the private sector. However, we must contain our rising national health oae
bill, ho pegged at about $300 billion annually. Th President's budget ts
another stop in the right direction to achieve this objective.
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The C uon. We will meet again tomorrow morning at 10 a.m.
(Whoreupon, at 12:07 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
(BY direction of the chairman the following communications were
made a part of the hearing record:]
TESTIMONY ON MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH SERVICES,
WOMEN , INFANTS AND CHILDREN).BLOCK GRANT
... Mchigan Department of Public Health

Batlus Walker, Ph.D., Director
March 11, 1982

The Michigan Department of Public Health strongly supports the full
authorization level of funding for the Maternal and Child Health

Services Block Grant. The Department strongly opposes incorporation
of the Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants, and

Children (WIC Program) within the block grant. The Department urges
a moratorium on any additional changes in the Maternal and Child
Health Services Block Grant.
The Maternal and Child Health Services Block Grant (as designed in
1981-82) supports critical programs which assure service accessibility
to those in need ard contributes to reducing Infant mortality and the
incidence of preventable diseases and handicapping conditions. '.
Continuation funding for these .MCH programs is essential to meeting
a minimum level of need. Preferably, funding should approximate at
least the 1981-82 ,Authorization level for the block grant. This
would allow a service capacity which more closely approximates the
needs identified for prenatal care, child health care, services for
handicapped children, etc.

Incorporation of the WIC program into the MCH Block Grant, coupled
with the drastic reduction in funding, would reduce the level of
investment in our children, at the expense of a program which has
proven.to be effective. If budget cuts are made at the federal
level, itcannot oe assumed (especially In Michigan) that state

funds would be made available to make up for the lost federal funds,
In addition, the current matching requirements in the ICH Block
Grant, if applied-to the expanded MCH-WIC Block Grant, may present
serious problems to many states.
a,
p e
The desirability for coordination between the MCH programs and the
WIC program is well accepted and a reality in this state. Bringingthese two efforts into one block grant, with the accoempanying-ftnng
reductions, Will force competition rather than coordination. Neither
1CH nor WIC should.be reduced-at the expense of thoofher. Coordinationcan and should be brought about without having to create an expanded
block grant..
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OF DANIEL K. O'CONNELL.
WEFRE TE
SENATE PIMANC COMMIT

$TATEMN

Mr. Chairman, I a* Daniel K. O'Connell, Executive Vice President
Corporate Affair& of Ryder System, Inc. Ryder is engaged principally in
truck leasing and renting, specialized highway transpQrtation and truckstop
operations. We wish to bring to the Comuuittee8 attention certain concerns
and suggestions we have relating to the structure of the proposed alternative

miniwmm

tax on corporations.

The following statement is contained in the Treasury Department's
February 26, 1982. "General and Tec.hnical Explanations of Tax Revisions":
"Thb amount pf any credit or net operating loss carryover or
carryback +llowable in computing the regular corporate tax will
be deemed-to be absorbed, even in years in which the corporation
pays the corporate minimum tax instead of the regular tax.
However," in order to prevent a loss of tax benefits from credits,
NL carryovers, or any other deductions used in calculating the
regular tax, a minimum tax credit will be created. This minimum
tax credit Will equal the excess of the corporate minimum tax
liability in any year over the amount of .regular-corporate income
tax calculated for that year. The minimum tax credit will apply
after all other credits available against the regular tax have
been exhausted. The minimum tax credit may be carried over for up to fifteen years.
Oar chief concern arises from the sentences "The minimum tax credit will
apply after all other credits available against the reglar tax have been exhausted." Since 1976, the Internal Revenue Code has permitted taxpayers to use
investment tax-credits (ITCs)
on a first-in, first-out (FIFO) basis. Thisallows a taxpayer that generates ITC carryforwards, to roll them forward in time,
as the older credit carryforwards are used and are replaced by new credit carryforwards.

The FFO method of carryforward application greatly lessened the

danger that any Credit will expire before the taxpayer has an opportunity to use
it.
The danger of expiration has been further lessened by the 1981 provisions
extending the ITC carryforvard period from 7 years to 15 years.
Although the Treasury proposal provides a 15-year carryforward for unused
minimum tax credits (MTCs) It does not appear to provide the FIFO treatment
accorded ITCs. The alternative minimum tax proposed by the Treasury Department
will result -in lTCs being converted to NTCs-to the extent ITC. are used to
reduce regular tax below the alternative minimum tax.
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Regular Tax
Taxable Income
Regular Tax before Credits at 46%
Less XTi
Regular Tax

$100
46

(_.36)
$ 10

MAnIMS Tax
Taxable Income
Preference Income
Minimm Tax Base

Minimup'TaX at 15s
IMC Generated

$100

20

120
18
$ a

In Example 1, $6 of the $36 of ITC applied was converted, in effect,
of $8. If NTCe so generated must be accumulated and not used
into an WIW
-until all-available ITCe are exhausted (as the Treasury Exlanation appears
to provide)s then substantial amounts of HTC may veil expire before they can
be applied. This 1*,so.because many taxpayers are constantly replenishing
and increasing their aggregate 12C carryforwards with newly generated ITCs.
The generating of these now lTiC becomes a bar to the eventual use of the
.Ce which were created to replace ITC for which the taxpayer received no
benefit. This problem will be particularly acute for corporations which
already had accumulated laige ITC carryforwards prior to 1982.
We understand that the purpose of the proposed alternative minimum tax
on corporations is to defer the use of tax benefits and thereby assure certain
revenue flows to the Treasury. It Is not the purpose of the proposal"to cause
the forfeiture of benefits or to increase the likelihood of forfeiture." It
wouldd be ironic indeed if forfeitures of Wis were the result of the taxpayer
generating new ITv. by making qualified investments in response to the investment incentives of the internal Revenue Code.
The potential forfeiture problem we have described here can be avoided
simply, by treating fTC carryforwards In the samt manner as ITC carryforwards.
.PCs vould be aged, just as ICe ate, and the HTC generated in a particular
year would be use4, on a PIFO basis, immediately after the ITC generated in the
same year.

IT,
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ltsgulaw Tx
Taxable Incom
Regurax Tax before Credits (46%)
ITC - Vintage 1984
Vintage 1984
NT-

196

1969

$100
46
( 32 )
9.4)
(

$110
48.3

11C - V.tage 1981

3.6)

(

(33.0)

NTV - Vintage 1985
Regular Tax

-

$

4,6

$

4.8

Example IX Illustrates how aged HTCs could be applied along vith aged
ZTCs, oan a FIFO basis, to prevent the forfeiture of benefits. The taxpayer
in the example had ITC carryforwarda of $32 from 1984 and $33 from 19851
and m carryforwards Of $13 from 1984 and $13.50 from 1985. Note that in
the example, we applied credits to offset only 90%of regular tax liability.
As a result, $6.60 of the 198S-vintage MC carryforward is available for use
in 990 before publication of 1986 ITO carryforwards,
Although the question was not treated in the Treasury explanation, it
will be important to clarify whether ;e 90% limitation ph the use of ITCO
.applies to MKTs as well. The answer will affect the calculation of regular
tax and the aging and expiration of HTCe.
Since we believe none of the revenue projections for the alternative
ministmm tax are based on increased forfeiture of benefits, our proposal to
age and apply -Tc carryforwards in a way similar to 1TC carryforwards will
have no adverse affect on those revenue projections.
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by the A

J-,

sdn stration, would force mothers to leave

aell chide

n under

.i~r; •

-.
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questiosabl, child cae aronpmats while providing tem7 ith neither real
work eperience nor fianel
speolfi

-pin.

o* inoome bom eawr

s enaotod by CO press to till s perceived gp

assistenoe,
should. not sul-b

se~quntly and arbitarily be termed dllative by tbd Adoinistratis, epe.
olafl

in ,Ugbt of the continued, inflatiou and static Public

benefits of the pest fty yes.

In lew York 8tate

asstance

for ona* .,

the baic

pblo asistanoe gant resm d unchan e frdm'1974 until 1981, during
vhio tim the area's cost of living ro*6 1W TO percent and utility costs

ty as uch as lpercot.

Altbou*b a l percent great increase was enacted

in 1981, a siable pp remains between available benefits and atm.l needs,
even with the help of federal enr& assistance.
Sounding benefits down to the lower whole dollar, another Adenstration proposal, would mean that people would not ewn receive the ameumt of
Mcoy to which they ane actually entitled and would reduce the income of-all
recipient

Since similar rounding down proposals have been mado

famJilies

for the food stasp and

upplemntal Security ncome

proanso, a poor fraly

would face the likelihood of two (and the possibility of three) separate
monthly benefit reductions.

Proposals to madate 4ob search for APDC appli-

cants and to eli inate military service by the father as a reason for AFDC
elgibility would

eay or deny aid to children even though the need for the

aid would not be in question. - DIequiring applicants to look for a Job '(in
-fadlies where there are no small children) and putting nore effort Into
finding absent serve
able proposals.

men vho could eipport their families ar not unreason-

Wtat is unreasoable Is the wthholdLn

of aid to these

families while the search fox Job or father is being conduted.
Oae of the ways the Adeinitratiou prooe to out Medicaid expenditures

-

4>t

•

,

ter IT 83'IS to "rverebeneficiaries to outribute to the cost of their;
health caze.

e
Covqimate case peOPe to 100" prevent

amntoloi-v

care and to delq seeking medical -attention util their health problem
have vorsomed,
hards hi

fot only does rov rins patient contributions cause severe

for WdiceIG recipients, but -it also mes that hospitals

serve the poor ta
-

cannot pe

,

i increasing financial burde because of peoplewh

for theiw health care.

Mhe asaalstrative costs involved In

collecting copaents often exceed the moAes rcwed.
whtittling
)
a

Ueh

Instead or

on eligibility and benefits for proga
pm recipients, Medicaid

should be dealt with in the cotext of the overall, problem of escalating
ooets In the health owae industry.
encourse

A strong foral posted is needed to

states to establsh rate control system and to divert patients wa

fre costly Institutional cae

to care in less epensive but appropriate settLs.

Sor care, preventive an_ primy care, and ambulatory surge

er ex*les

of proven cost-eteeotive alternatives to hosital eand nursing hom care.
ge Adealstratiou is proposing to ake further outs in social Trorams
such as AMDand ldicaLd at a tim Vhen every available social Indicator
reveals that the need for them is Increasing.
tt

Census Bureau data Indicate

poverty is an the rise: fvm 19T9 to 1980 the pere tae of the popu-

lation that is poor rose ftom

1.6 percent 'to 13 percent.

Labor vaeftlaymnt rates have spiraled qiverds

2

Departmet of

the Jobless, rate of 8.8

Percent In 1%bruazy 1982 vAs the second bildest a~ae the begin in
War n.

of World

The Cosumr Price Index shovs that Inflation, whie it has slowed

own, has not ceased the cost of livfig for the New York Ares rose 8.3

,o-'-.

percem for the yeer eding-December 191.

ievwrthelessm

the

dinistratiou

persists in seeing & solution to the Problem, of the nat4o= by reduoin
beneftlt to the poor aundthe sick, to helpless children and impoverished
aged.

-

More a m be/lIttle &obtsr longer that the poor end p werless have
borne th* brunt of the Adinistration's econo propain. We urge that
this Punitive. short-sighted and ultimo3.y elt-difeatUn policy be
abandoned,

Instead, if musively burgeoning deftiits ar

to be a

restd, ws

ul'i the membersoi the Senate to begin along .overdu evaluation of the
matt&* budgt, to serLous consider. repeal of the pending sto of
last year's hl

y dNcrimnatory tax cuts, end to probe carefully the

eceive revenue oUtflov in off-budget propamis An tax eenditures..
CrtaLnly the prouem Vhlch &idthe poor, snd over vhich this Cocmtte
jurisdiction, he already been cut by w"r

has

than their fair share.

rt changes are to be mae in the AFDC and MdicaLd propgre in IT 83,
ve believe they should be mad. o the bas
not qmt

and prejodicoe.

of real-world economic problexi

Restore effective work incentives .for those oan

AFDC instead of punishing the working poor. Mount a wjor national effort
to contain health costs and rationalise the health delivery system rather
than sl1shng federel, IWpat for essential health cares flor indigent
fmlea Vho rely on )bodicaid.
CB has log bon in the forefront of those who seek effective reorgenisation of the welfare system. We have been critlca of nnecessr-
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i:. n ?mr; wasteful, 4tlitoS" orpnMitio

madpezvoikI

4 seIrvice

systm VbIob simtis~ looe the real ieeds of 0eople while
nn
adrIpoee
we see
lntAiMSa out4te prop s MAd Institutms. mhat
'l budpt is not "nfom" of the Ve3.fae SYStsa, o"verw
Pt+ldeat Dewa
balm7e

but its ebitra

destruotion,

Ve vin outlu,

tboit

* to speak out -smin tbo" prqjpoels
,re

i+.oh hrm the ,ila.ms of persons

o tbroi* no ta,.t of their ovn mat

an
oft publlo as stnce to survive. We wL contibum to motor
slad aopta ad to suest alteratioS
sma3 a the r results of progm
this OCittee
i poP==de consideation. We vill continue to infora
and t4 un oer of-our findings sad bope to have n more opportunitis
sector can vok
in the fure to discuss waYs In wh vs in the private
offtotivel v.ith ConoeSo to s&hive true welfare reform.
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The Comnttee On FnanceThe United States Senate
Rom 2221 Dirkson Building
Washington, D.C.
Hr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Committees
Here is the !k).xvay to balance Ohe budget that woud be acpeptable
to all. It i simple, e4qutable and palatable. Just a small four (4 percent
• gavest ent- Stimulus Feel". fully refundable via income tax credit at
year-end, would eliminate the $lO+billion deficit and create a
possible surplus for Fiscal 19831 It would also give all competing
political factions what they say they are seeking
* The Administrations Tax Cuts Untouched No Increase in Income Ta
-.
No Cuts in zyn programs, Especially Defense.
e Congressional Liberals and Moderates We Curtailment 4.n Social Programs
Trim the Budget Deficit.
* Congressional Conservativest A Balanced Budgeto No Cuts inDefense.
AND, ACCOMPANIED BY EVER LOWER PRICES, IHPLKEATION OF THE "FEE" WOULD i
o lImediately launch the biggest manufacturing nrod construction
boom,-including housing, in U.S. history.
0 Evolve into a permanently fully employed economywithin two(M)years.
* Provide a means of eliminating income tax within five(S)years.
e BE WELCOZDby all consumers, workers-and producers.
CAN ANY CONSCIENTIOUS LEGISLATOR or ADMINISTRATION OFFICIAL AVOID

GIVING MOST CAREL CONSIDERATION TO THE "Inv stment Stimilus Fie ?
If the following discourse interests you, please note that I sa
willing to work with anyone with the dedication to follow through. I
am available to answer questions, discuss, testify, lecture, or whatever forthis non-inflationary, non-punitive, success-guaranteed solution
to our economic and tax problems, consistent with the origins of our
unique, democratic country. I welcome your comments whatever your level
of coirmitent tQ the program succinctly explained in the attachmit.
Respectfully submitted,
(See footnotes & definition summary at end of proposal)
ZNot *form of Sales or Income Tax
1A surplus.could occur the very first year.

HarkVayda

-661kfellow citizens ... k4vise and frugal
e i i * . hall not tka from the mouth
of labot the biead it has earned."
-Thrms Jefferson
first Inauu&aI Address

"ACase For The "Investment Stimulus Fee".
by Kark Vayda
develop and inpleInt systems that
"e Ist
will asowe *At pdive ontaprise beoms W*AS~za

for all

a of averae, cowpetence* or ve

will lose the opportunity to have it work
w (see page f27) .. *IskVAY
for at sni"
gQf course, involving all of those vho can
produce, ever sote effectively i. the productive
s the
in
burdees
process, lightens
for those
tyer--uceg
benefits available,
who cannot attain avo i eo"Opeice *
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Summarx
The purpose of this discourse is to establish the validity, palatability
and expediency of a very simple, non-inflationary way to balance the budget,
launch the greatest re-industrialization in history and, within two years
permanent, fully employed econo~sv. The solution is applicable
evolve into
to all Privato economy countries. It is to be expected that the incontestable

success, that follows wili dissipate the cdmotitivo hate of

,as well as

lAaBtnsA Inequitites in the U.S.anAother private-antmurice economies. With today'
communications it would not be long before even our most dangerous adversary
nations would find.thesse-yes compelled to imitate or exponodtially more
successful example, including the greater-than-ever freedoms implementation of
this "solution" would necessitate. ,Would not such a-sequence of events move us
a verx long way toward a strife-free world??
Without this Usolution", and resultant sudceses which I shall demonstrate
are s0 easily within our reach, we are in great Jeopardy. Despite fundamentally faulted systems, during the past decade some of our socialist-coimzist
adversaries haVe achieved hard-product growth rates up to six times that of
some private economy countries including the United States. Meanwhile in the
U.S., the industrial disincentives, of which the most important iS the tax
structure, have converted the U.S. into a :'"ost rapidly d-industrializing
fl~&g1| With the U.S. now Imnortin the majority of both sophisticated
product and basic manufactures, and only thirtp(301)nercent of the work-force
still sployed in the manufacturing industries we are ill-advised to consider
'ourselves secure economically or politically, let alone militarily
The hate-inspired rhetoric of leftist totalitariar* in arid'but of power,
will continue to make trouble for the private economies, especially the
democratic ones, any time that, all of the important indices in the U.S.
do not far exceed co4arable indices within those totalitarian, planned
economies. However, it would not be difficult for us to, almost immediately,
turn around our negative indices and permanent, outdistance all of those
adversaries through Implementation of my surplus-snerating "solution".
I have called this solution tht"Investment Stimulus Fee", which creates a
-_--_budget surplus in the process of stimulating a permanently fully employed,
. non-inflationary, private enterprise economy capablq of genrating the
highest, most balanced economic growth rates in history[
You may find it surprising to hear that the resolution of our molt
complex economic and socio-political problems can evolve from the implementation of a simple "Investment Stimulus Fee".
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I believe in the good intention$ of my fellow AmericanS and our
politjIt reloresentatives.i Because of that faith f am taking this occassion'
to bring t-to o for careful attention, a solution to our present economic
dilesat.
That solution, the concepts od which it is based, and the
observations ffromwhich this concept was synthesized arethe result of my'

nearly thirty yeare as an International market .analyst, giving the
necessary attention to politica-economic iactori. From that perspective
I have been able to view economics A a way that few persons hyve been
able to share , Those with whom I have spoken have urged me to do so now.

In the next thirty pkges
obiservations. and exim'
* ntorqxis* econom~i

..attemvt to briefly eposa you the

'tinting up d "'Wisin- Inko"fteddt

aejrvt

6?&dv
wnlybir Hadsr
I attwyt tdcredw aci lt
to four brief pages. This.Sumaiy will have t6"' leave questions uinsswered
neceess
ting' the *ead.i, 4t atleast.the, thirty page discouase, if not further
referanceto" the .auth and psstbly" his related writings. So here is a
sumroioih observations axi muand deductions leading to -the 'solution' i
I *.ThePoorer Countries lave HiSher Priced Land Tha SuccessfulCountrdIM'
2. In almost every instance, the nations with the highest land prices are.
the same nations quffertnS fto" the hifiels inflation and interesterate11
3. The reasons for these anomalies are always the same, The PoorerNations
obtainn Relatively Lo~er FVacentagis of Governrewit Revenues From'
the Land Than Do the Economically More Successful Countrieffl4, High Land Prices Have an Exponentially Negative Effects on Now Investment in Industrial DKvelopment, liiting.introduction of new, tore
competit~yo produfit Limited developments of course, limits employment
opportunities aud th Vesujtpt development of new skills and knowledgVf
Italso results' in higher prices from existing product suppli6f.
5. Without sufficient "Stimulus" to assure that land is utilized in accord
with the age-old concept of "Best and Highest Use",existing invdstment,in
eluding -land, buildings; -and sometimes evsnexisting factories and
product lines, become more profitable than innovative, productive
new investment. This condition is due to phenomena that I call
"Control" and "Unlmproved Appreciation , which, in turn, have their
origin Il a phbncoqna that I call "maxium d&comfort leveltS&AU
(Without a full understanding of these phenomrim the~full impact of
the recomended 'oiution" can never be fully appreciated.)
% FcoWpMot , of course* 801
1es to private economy countries only. (see pages _89)

6. Every dollar earned in !'Unimprovs4 Appreciation". results in S multiple
actor of dollArs removed froi productive investment with all the
obvious consequences for the economy and the ultimate consiwsr.
These phenomena frustrate the innovative would-b6 entrepreneur, contribute to business cvcyel and overall instability effecting all members

of society.
7. Anthr Agl= that I call the "Natural Order of Economics and.Profit"t
We are born consumers and remain consumers until we diai thus consuming
is our first order of priority.. Second are entrepreneurs. Third we
are worker-producers.in the service of successful entrepreneurs. Fourth
we are contributors to our fellow man. It is importyt that tjax* and
other law conform to out natural order of priorities.
8.it is generally understood that sales and income taxes fall hardest on the
workingpoor. What is not-generally understood is that every dollar
of sale* or income tax you pay not only leaves you ofie dollar poorer,
but makes everything that you buy cost more by a compound factor of the
dollars taken from you in tax, i.e., Inflation.
9. Also, the only beneficiaries of inflation are those holding major
* "underdeveloped asete". These are mostly no-productive assets -such
as raw land, which appreciate faster than the general rate of inflation
thruiuathWbeen describedprevioulyas -ontrol Appreciation". So, In
truth it can be said that the re-distributive sales and income tax
system acts in reverse of its supposed intention by making the non-productive rich, richer and the Igrkin2 poor, poorer.
10. The U.S. is the only country that started with the land tax the only
legal tax on its citizens. tand tax Afla= the amer to prockce or sell(ratstr
than withhold investment byochers)resulting in more investment, jobs,
lower prices, etc. This is why I call it the only capitalistic tax,
A land tax is the only tax that can be thrown in the ocean after
collection and everyone. excet the Pure sneculator. is better oft
than before the tax was implemented.
ll
-
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Since inception we have been applying socialistic solutions to cure
capitalistic problems ... and they have not worked. The land tax is
an example of curing capitalistic problems with capitalistic answers.
But by now you and I have become the victims of our many millions
more recently arrived Europen ancestors, who brought with them the
the centralist, socialist thinkingremedieandaystems which were
the root cause of the 'ixed hierarchy of man-over-man, limiting
individual opportunity, which they supposedly fled Europe to escape.
Of course these systems are eroding our founding fathers ideals of
economic and individual freedom.

,
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13. "ICatdh mt,-o"
negative balance
,, a In our present state of low competitiveness, (witness
of trade) while interest rates remain high, the consr
market will be
less than norms, decreasing incentive for manufacturers to invest
in
comnounded by the interest costs for new improvements
cmmprovemts,
and for carrying even normal inventory. Hence, much of industry will
continue to lose money and even fail until costs of labor and materials
drop to a level competitive with foreign suppliers. Theresultiscilled
recession ... ol even depression. This will be further exacerbated
by any rise in Sales and Income TaP. 2" 3 1 'With US industry already
reduced insoth competitiveness and size, to a lower percent of our
working population than Anytime in this century, consider the possible
political consequences of permitting * further oxtaibint ofInstryandeplaoymet.
13b. If interest rates drop before American industry is once again
competitive with the imported product, all of the savings which have
been encouraged by high interest rates, will siphon off, once again,
into investments offering "Unimproved" and "Control Appreciation"
creating further inflation and further weakening the economy. Am I saying that there is no answer? Not in the least I ... Iae is a waltable mwr,
14. Just a simple four(4%)percent (average-rental value-of-land')
"Investment Stimulus tee", fully refundable via income tax credit
at year-end, COULD RESULT IN BALANCING THE US BUDGT-1983, while
inducing new and existing industry to invest in the most competitive
and biggest, most permanent, non-inflationary boom in history, providing
the conditions for phasing out of all forms of economic regulation' The US
would be performing like a private enterprise economy is supposed to
performs offering an ever broadened line of ever better better goods
and services et ever better .pricealIt'
15. The result would be the first time that no one would have any reason
to feel excluded from the economy, as within two(2)years there would
exist more than one challenging Job for everyone seeking to workli This
would remove any pretext for artificailly controlling the price of
labor, as a genuine competition by employers would exist for the services
of all-levels of-employees III This is what I call"Curing Capitalistic
Problems With Capitalistic Answersl"
After reading this proposal, I would appreciate hearing your comments.
I shall then send you supplemental data now in preparation, including
a"(omparison of Re-industrialization Incentives" showing that the
,"investment Stimulus Fee" is the imly positive stimulus fot Mcstif &SOW iA&sttY.
-

* Introduction. "Two Wronus Don't Make a Rilht'or.Sha
and LIBERALS

on Both COMS1VATIVES

To me the launching of the World's first successful democracy was
the zenith of man's philosophical achievement to date, as was the
capitalistic miracle that followed so inextracably tied to the free
am, the free vote, and the rinht to acquire and hold private property,
Over any and all,Othes..
Of course, like any concept so revolutionary, there were some
missingg links",- of which some have become almost full-tim occupations
s today. Perhaps the most important of these was and stillfo
is the development of-& (capitalistic, iftdividalltio thus economically
"viAble) solution for bringing all those'who are able into the productiveconsumptiVe Okodess, and providing a network that adequately cares for
those who, for no fault of their own, can never be a part of this process.
By now you and I have become the victims of our more recently
strivod aulti-millionslot European ancestors, brinxini with thee the
thinking, remedies, and resulting centralistj Socialist sys ems which
were the root cause of the stifling, fixed hierarchy of-m-ver-man,
and the'limited indiMidual opportunity, that they supposedly fled
Europe to escape.
The resulting collage of an economic system I suppose we would
call"Welfare-State-'merica" it now has grievous problems,in manY respects
greater than at the founding of the young republic. Firstly, most of us
would admit that the approaches taken to resolve the problems of the
to date, have only served to weaken the efficiency of capital'needy'
istic enterprise. Seoondly, the process of attempting"totake from the rich to'
ggive to the poor" is totally alien to the original, concept of freedom
United States.

Thirdly, it has not worked ;..

it has not resolved

i the
.the
problem for those at 'the bottom of the economic ladder. The spread
rich and poor today is greater than when these proram -blgan
:_between
to receive major support (i.e., 1932) and the percent of people below the
. vertv line isbisuer than ever (fo0lowing fifty.years during which the
Do you know ANY
size of government has increased 10.000 percentll
such In thetest
that
growing
to
close
came
even
other statistic that
analysis?
a
cost-benefit
for
time
not
it
I.
.
'fifty years? ..
4

yes, in this tim interval there has been but one economic statistic that has

values in laud
equ~11ed and surpased the Spovth of sovernmenatt The increaseinofuasy
cases exceeding
and property in situtions of close "Control Appreciation",
IU (Soo footnotepagO'16
twety-thosand (20,000),oren+t

during the sas period

-

1,

Let uAs, fr 'a rmoliet~j.
flecton iWhat'l-call "aeNatural Orde~r'of
SednomicspCttiofroi the moment yoU' are bdrn And take your -first nurishant, you are
..
and yOU never quit until the day you di..
Consumption would then be your number one priority . Your s4.conrd level
of action •is creativ., or entrepreneurial, vitfies. the exteinaly-ipternaill* oriented child akin his first creative marks on apiece of paper...
While that creative entreprenuoiial activity is Senerally intermittent,
t remains• the veyu4 through which man contributes most totdamU ad to ho gelaN
mar., and-thus should remain in second "place, The third level, through
which most of us must pass, is securing and carrying out a Job1ir 'searchof a livlihood, ata worker in the service of a more successful entreprneut. Of -ourse, the fourth and final level of involvement -comes
from our !Murplus" 2 timb and funds; commitin$ our energies ahell
0there(utiliziag the knowledge we;have extracted firock the experiences
our lifs-times.)
Would it not seem natural then,. that out elected representatives
should follow a iimlar order of priorities in their efforts to protect
the interests of the citisent" Does this mean that I am suggesting that
we should be fed, housed and clothed by the $tate ... by no means I But
it does mean that, without the express permission of the voter, nothing
should be done to interfere with the bringhofn 1 be.ter and less expensive
Ajood. more acessibll to the market place, md tothe consumer, In its
crudest form, capitalism supposedly achieves these objectives (and
very well it might if it were not for a "missing link" required
to cope with a concept of paramount Lamortance,having a major no ative
-

effect on SU economies, which I call maximumm Discomfort Lvelle

As long as a "system" were to provide all the welfare-state
benefits, wouldn't even the socialistically inclined welcome the chance
to "stimulate" capitalisticoenterprise to fulfil its function better
than everibringing greater abundance, more variety, more pconomical,
and higher quality goods and services to market than any other system ever
has or ever could, provide- the ,onsumer? Well,-that is exactly what the
"Investmnt Stimulus Fee" system purports, and WILl, DO[
.- As presently constituted one group would be tess*thans'.anthusiastic
about the new "Fee" beoaus.e it would make more work for t.his group of
'capital-holders, (note,I did not say
sa.)%ho,
-n
in a comfortable foimof conservatism,align themselves almost religiously with aggressive liberals pressing
re-distributive measures "4esigned"to remedy the problems of those at the
bottom of the sconomi- latter,. -It is Impossible to know whether- either
%aeDefinitions pae 27.

of these' groups'fully'recognize that, these reodistributtve measures have
to crdate ,Infletionary effect. leavingA the Mogr. PO-OrMe tha before I
and th9se"Conservatives" . supposed .targets of
-distribatio)the
fic
with n6t-productivi assets increasing in value at a rat4 for exceeding
ta*
itoeo
wofe
fIfaing
hi other activities.
Am I here sugesting another "robinhood" scheme under a different uisid?
" Far from itl The rich having thecapital doesn't do anybody any harm.

What is harmful, in my Soralistic, socio-econofsic judgment, is th6 flC'

*.of% jor investors toward the more 'undrdeveoped"so-called'9oneervttv.'
Investments. Worse than non-productive, these act to restrain productivee
investment, and for so doing, attaig a wield ar hiar
than the
productive" entrepreneu. This has a major negative effect on the economy,
as explained within the .ollbwing proposal!
So, in lmmry, we note that neither the-actions of the Liberal
or the conservative do anything in thoeway of increasing cootitive,
innovative production. The actions of-neitbr of theses iPOltical
p}cq" assist in the production of more., better',"less- expensive$ or
more varieties of gods'. To the contract, as the attached 401 adequately
demonstrate, the actions of both'add to the costs of " consumers,
7
and benefit only the holders of'.d M'
, :IMait a"
andthose who hav, the
,'good fortune to have a portion of the "public trust" under their direct contol.
What ie.missins'then. is an effective "stimulus" to the largeholder of
undereveloped'dapital encouraging him to either assist the innovative
producer, or compete with him, in accelerating the development of improved
"products, and/or intensifying the level of competition,to the benefit
of the consumer. It is'important that the largest holders of underdeveloped.
capital be "stimulated" to particapate in this constructive process.
Wrhave often heard of the phenomenon of "over-production". Until-,
every man, woman, and child in the entire world have sufficient food
clothing# housing, and transportation, there can be no such thing as
'over-productOn'. Then whet we really experience periodically, and
even on& continuis,is a vast problem of WMjsn-pr6duction, Mge-utilisation of resources, (incluAdinm human capital) and Ujg=-distribution of
finished 1roduct... that "stimulated" capitalism can accompLIsh faster,
cheaper, and better than any other-system. Along with the concept of
'over-production' is usually mentioned the even more widely-held misconceptiom Tne"inevitability of business cycles".9 If we ever get the theme of this
prOposal Off.the ground, I shall be happy to convincingly demonstrate
4' '7
e' see footnotes nod Definitions, pages .26-30.
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that 'business-yales'

aedniot be inavitablet

-

Certainly,-after balancing the budst,+attaining'full employment,.
and continually lower levels Of rirces, there will remain other,
major social and ecp omic ptoblems- for resolution. However, in addition
to solving the former, as this proposal.promiseto do, it is also
my not-too-modst aspiration for this.propose1 to Ilntoduci our

legislators to A,nw method of analxin'cost-benefit-ratigs, teaching

them no net gain can be achieved in attempting to esolve a problem
in.a way thatiInvolves taking from the 'aotor-power' (i.e, ta n the
income) of the national I

What t m,. In effect suggesting tha is that we begin to seek-

"capitalistic, answers to capitalistic, problems" rather than continue
to attempt to solve capitalistic problems with "socialistic"answers.
That futile .c6rse is UIke'our old saying of "aixing oil and water ...
they just wn't #Is". All It can do is render capitalim vet more
ineffective until-it eventually, succombs to a much les efficient and
personally 'lees satisfying 'militant seciiLm". I hope there axe not
many seeking a socialist eoldtioNbut', v*itbabit chansing toutse,it Md6,bkt
will happen, I am willing to wager you that I can prov, it willto any
human being willing to reason 'with me. All w mney is "lb aIIlable to
the-thinking person who I cannot convince that socialism ultimately
no vwates
has to-lead to a loss of individual rights and ibertie, preserve.
.. of genuine individual democracy. .,. Just trx moll
Americans must become idealogicall Wht is our idealogy? Free
* elections, a free man, free Association and the sacredness of private
property. This All we have to sell, and indeed,sell it.we mst.
other elitist, .centralist states,
The resultant dictatorships ofal
will not relent in their efforts to destroy any vestage of democracy,
against which an informed free man will never knowingly select.
Ourcontinuing interference with the election InS1 Salvador, in support
of an elitist dictatorial land and bank nationalization ,will require
quit. some time for L.A. supporters ofUSA and freedom to forgive forgett
So where does all of this leave us? -Simply with the task of purifying and humanizing the beautiful old concept of "Free Enterprise" in
It
a way that will add to Its efficiency rather than subtract from it.
is just plain amazing to me that,-with all that has been written about
the private enterprise system, that no one has ever attempted to'"ork with it" v that is to say "enhanc"it. It reminds moof the socialist concept of human naturee which they treat as bsically flawed, retUirinr.

e6l

force to overcome, instead of finding Away to-work !Mth and use man's
basic nature for his and everyone else's benefit. The sage goes for
capitalist. We must learn to work with it and eaximize its usefulness
to man and yoso even improve its efficiency- .. but that would require
underqtanding its full nature, in which understanding, I am afraid, 0'
a nation we are sadly lacking.
The capitalistic answer which I promise in this proposal involves
an "Investment Stimlus-Ye" which will supply the funds needed to continUe
the present level of "social benefits" for as long as needed or desired
However, the "Stimulus."'liminates the need for many of those social
benefit programs, and in the process, the us of the "Investment Stimuluq
Fod'shoul4oteach an entirely new wat of resolving future social and
economic problems.
It-I i a#proach that faults current positions of boih major political
positions yet gives each what theY say thol are Veekins,
* Conservativest No more taz on Productive Income61
An opportunity of more businesses to bemore succeasfu'
* Lib~ralst Ample funding for Social Programs oriented toward
those.at, the bottom rung of the economic latter.
S...(and I know that the worker-corrumser and the productiveentrepreneur would jump through hoops in order
to have thit program enacted)
._
I began this Introduction'stating my belief in the good intentions
of my fellow Americans and our politicians. Because of that faith
I em taking time to bring a newand far-reachingly effective solution
to your attention. The solution, concepts on which it is based and
observations from which these concepts were synthesized, are the
result of spending thirty years as an international market analyst,
with the necessary attention to political-economic-factors. I have
been fortunate enough to be able to view economics from a perspective
that few have been able to share. Those with whom I have spoken have
urged m to do so now, and it is in this context that I am contacting you.
Assuming that you find the concepts and resulting solution as
comfortable as I do, where-do we so from here? First, I look forward to
hearing your. reactions, answer-any questions you may have, and'offeryou
supplemental data, ouch as a comparison of economic costs and yields
of the various re-industrialization incentives, including the "Investment
Stimulus Fee"; the tool recommended here for balancing the budget.-

"1M0W 13 US-1981 -BUDGET IN A VAY PLZASINO TO ALL, ANI) CRZTE
" TO3LN
o
Full W21mnt. Private 3nterxis
,Pernentl
[achieveble iSnany country within two (2) yearsQ)"

(O4tomvrtsht 1982, by Park Vs"y.

Here is a simple explanation of how to. create an economy of
unparalleled material trd spiritual success anywhTer*e (ranging from
the U.S. to 9l Salvador to the Zimbabwean Republic. The first country to
implement this system-of stimulated private enterorise will-creatt, for
the first time in history, a permanent excess of demand (by emloyers)
for the services of labor, with all the benefits for labor, and the
economy- that this iuplies. The result is a nation where, stimulated
to dive t their wealth to more productive enterprise, the . ch aaii
wealth fater than ever before.., yet in creating new product and-wealth, circstances are created wherein the poor's disoosible incom

improves even faster ... the income distribution

a biteen th'O

and poor
well-to-do and the workin' poor beis to close. (5thrih
i
aincs
Aill bef it most Mrked -: in' the poorer third wol
to implement the plan.)
This plan will place -any nationP on a cirso iatiefyLng to all its
citizens within a month or two, and result in full employment and
optimized economic conditions on a permanent basis within two (2)
yeart[, Quite a promise for two short years ,.. or any length of time,
ilntsi't? Some of the more striking of these opticzed conditions include?
1. "At least one productlvo emoloyment-opportunity for 'every
persjo seeking to work.
2. Ahvimediate and-increasing budget surplus (with ever lower
punitive taxes on.investor-prOqucers, workers and consumers).
3. Lower. no-inflationr 1 Prices, higher "real" profits, and much
).
lower interest rates Ce.g., to(2Z)percei
Depending on other vrtal but even. simpler to implement enhancements, these
additional benefits are possible:
4. No more nation-wide recessions or business cycles ...ever aainI
S5. A consistent balance of trade and a stable. highly valued
currency.
6. A greater level of freedom for the individual and the corporation.
7.

(Of course, all of the above would tend to increase individual,
national and international security, creating a climate for
growth of indiv dual and natT6iiol.ielf-worth, at rates of
advancement untinkable in this world of ours today.

SSee footnote sumaM pages 26-30.

D!tqr Ugt complete list of advantages see pages 19-2).
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* Relationship of Land Prices to Economic Progress

-

World-wide.

Let uo now begin by considering a very important axiom of mine,
not generally recognised and therefore the implications of which have
here-to-fore not been adequately examined
"The Poorer a Country Be. the Hither the Price of thS LandI" 'A
Amazing, isn't it? ... But truel (There-ero some exceptions but their
circumstances only further reinforce my concluutons and suggested solutionab)
This anomaly has profound negative effects on the U. S, economy, as well as
that of every other nation in the so-called "free-world". It is a
primary, "diincentive for investment in development". It is obvious
that a high land pride is a %a J o r deterrent. in attract productive
investment to a developing odtry. Just as obviously, land prices can -be 'adetermining 'factor for new industry selecting among otherwise comparable sited in highly developed nations. Even when nations start at
'the same general level of developreent, their differing "policieS" vary
the speed of development. Just whi.h policie6- .. and why? The nation
that stimulate the most intensive Use o£ resources (i.e., land,, minerals,
existing plant--plus uncommitted financial and human capital and, of
course, attrats foreign investment) registers the biggest increases in
GN, net vorth, and, we are told, provides the greatest level of
Improvement for all its citizens. Without interaction of the land,
nothing happens.
Why then do not land-owners and development commissions in the
poorer nations attempt to make their land-holdings attractive to the
world'financial markets? Answer: These poorer nations with the high
priced land are generally the same ones experientcing the highest rates
of inflation. The large landiwoner paticipates generously in inflation
by a phenomena I call "control appreciation!" and therefore has little
incentive to make accommodations to foreign buyers. Development
omissions often operate on the thesis that high land prices help to
assure an adequate participation for their "native (land)--investor" in
joint ventures with foreign investors'- (On another occasion I shall be
pleased to sugest other more effective', and equitable, means to raise
investors in the poorer countries to a level competitive with those
from-the investor countries.)

S15Of course their are other deote

Manalysd for you at a later

sts to development.

.

ta

Those not covered here can be

.Adthe lover the pdrcentage of government revenues that come from

the land.
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* Comarative Evolution of Taxes in the United States and Other Co.trisal
Do you know which country (until recently) had the lowest land
prices(for compareble use) among all countries where land is a freely
traded commodity? Yes, it gas the United States where traditionally a
larger portion of government revenues came from reet estate than any
other country. A land tax stimulate* owners to follow the age-old real
estate maxim, "Best and Highest Use," or sell the property to someone
who will. Did you know that for the first winety Years of U.S. History
(from the Boston Tea Party until Lincoln introduced a sales tax to pay
for the Civil lar) the land tax was the only legal levy on the U,8.
citizen? Here is an example of how it worked, By the time he became
President, Ceorge Washingtoh was a very wealthy man. He owned 9,000
acres of first class farew on the Potomac and 30-40,000 acres in Kentucky.
However, his less Productive heirs lost tho land by the tme of the Civil
War because they could not pay the land taxgl The new buyers had to be
convinced that they could make the land pay off (to do so requires new
investment, resulting in more jobs, increased owetiticon, low prices Ad sn
improved living standard for everyone). In Contrast, Gen2ral ,de Velso
was awarded one-third of Cuba for defending Havana against the English
u
in 1654. When Castro took over in Cuba in 1959, de Velasco's he ir.
owned most of that land, including a still undeveloped parcel, bigger

All de Velasco's heir, like those I knew, may have all been upstanding,_hard-working people. Nevertheless, these heirs had to reach
what I call "the maxiun discomfort level- in effort required to tend
their lands, cattle, employees, etc., (at which point, for inability to
make more Uteniive use of resources, a land-owner should be "stimulated'
to sell his lesser-used property to the resourceful individuals, who in
effect are offering to commit additional resources to seek "best and
highest use" for the land). However, land taxes were non-existent to
inconsequential in C4b,
The U.S., hak reversed its tax base from
1932 to present (Now only 201 of government revenues are land-related.
The other 801 of the present tax base will be analyszd further on),mdso'the
U.S. presently encourages an orientation toward "control oPvreciatiOAO"
and all the problems that it create.
The same principles apply whether talking about the rural countryside or the slums of the inner-city. SlM generally develop on the
Per ihary of the most expensive and highest use real estate. However,
UdestaOodim the dofinition of the concept Of

axaim discomfort

maoiportance to Caderstending the'see" tbeory,
hbaaJ~

l

o",

datiou~ag 26. 21.)
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whether present owners be residing in the slum or not, searching for
"best and highest use" is not how they will realize a profit. Because
annual "unimproved appreclatcon" far exceeds carrying costs in slum/
high-ue real estate (without applying the new concept of the "investment
stimulus fee"), owners will continue to restrain "active" productive
investmenlr-until their financial concerns, generally unrelated to the
property in question, "stimurlite" present owners to relinquish control.
4 The Neative Aspects of "Unimproved" and "Control Appreciation"
Productive C4pitalists attempt to earn !-living, offering us a
competing selection of new or improved products and services ... At
whose cost and rie? Only that of these creative risk-takers themselves.
... And for whose benefit ? ... Amazingly, largely those who buy (whether
you buy a n product offering or that of an established competitor, the
competition will have a positive effect on the quality, price, service,
or all three).
"Control Appreciation" frustrates or stifles the innovative and
resourceful, raising the costs of introducing their inventive products
and services to the market. Apart from the obvious effect of control
appreciation on land prices and interest rates,' other negative effects
includes LOSS OFt 1) productive investment, 2) product improvements,
3) wages, and 4) living standards (not achieved)... AND prices continue
to rise (only with intermittent recessionary-relief).
The "Control Speculator" profits by delaying, or denying willing
buyers access to hia underdeveloped real estate investments. (Let us compare
him to the productive risk-taker.] If the control speculator loses, who
I If the loss occurs
bears the cost? John 0. Public--always! .
in good times, the control speculator has already retarded the sale and''
cased some inflation. If the loss occurs in bad times? only another
speculator would 1) be in a position to, and 2) wants to, buy.
Now, ,..
what happens if the control speculator Is successful"
Only he Is successful ... there are no fringe benefits for any pert of
,society .. ; nothing becomes better, or less expensive. (Incidentally,
the control speculator generally has the staying power to be successful.)
What .we are saying is that the control speculator's "risk,"ina long-term
inflationary, primary seller's market, is one of holding an asset
(almost always increasing in market value), anticipating actions by
other 18'which may "up-rade" or intensify the market. accelerating the
SWith the LVImmtation of the "Imesti'ot Stimults ee", It is possible to dPni
the Stan

Of b

More complete explonation under "Definitions ip26-28.
Kess
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rate of "unimproved appreciation" during the period that th4 "control
speculatOr's" investment is obstructing investment in productive
"
Improvement by others, and contributing to the cost of everything
that we buy.
- Impact of Unimroved.Ap2reciation on Present U.S, Economic Squesse

-

In the period (1932-82) when the U.S. reversed from a "land
stimulus" to a "tax-srab-from-income," everything from cars to coffee
has risen in price from one thousand to three thousand percent (1000%30002)--an average of fifty (502) per year... And that Vill get much
worse.., as interest rates drop, pressures of two year.' limited housing
starts, and peraons--"trading-up" with a similar fixed mortgage payments will
rachet housing's percentage'take of the individual's net income up. still
another notch. (Strange, isn't it, that the U.S., originator of a
rudimentary 'land stimulus, would evolve to tax laws now resorving the
hiaheat level of rewards for those investing in "control appreciation"
and obstructing the innovative risk-taker in his effots to brina more
economical, and improved. products and services to the maret?I )
Historically too little attention has ben given to distinxuishinA
between Productive Caoitaliss'and Control Syeculatio.
Economists,
inclined toward both the left and the right, have 1enerallv accepted,
"Land Speculation as an inseparable part of Productive Capitalism"WrSBAh)
But, by now I expect you can visualize how a proper form of "land-tax stimulus'
would render "'Land Speculation"and "Productive Ca.itaisls' as'
very separate and distinct activities and easily isolated from each
other. You have seen how "Control Speculation" cotmteracts the economics
of Productive Capitalismdtat w,uldbrint prices down and quality up. It
major portions of the populus from entering the productive'consumptive
sector to gain a their self-respectinS share of the "fruits of p production.
Without spending even one'red cent of taxpayer money, the "Investment
Stimulus Fee" of this proposal creates an incentive to invest,- in new
and more productive assets, and improve productivity of existing assets..,,
O... to sell to someone who will. The "ISV', Is not intended for, nor
does it result in, re-distribution of wealth. .Its .sole purposisi'
to stimulate existing capital sources (especially those currently in-,
vol.ved in "Control Appreciation") to, directly or indirectly, invest
in new or improved plant and product, from which, as we hve .already
shown, the worker-consumer has to be the ultimate beneficiary.
-

4,
.4.

Now--you can sppreciate why I say thata(diffedrng from all other
taxes)The "Investment Stimulus Fe*" is the ONLY source of-S0vernment
revenue that CAN BA THROWN INTO THE OZCJA after collecting it. and that
everyone. including the majority of land-owner-taxpayers, is better
of financially than before the "Investment Stimulus Fee" was inplemented..., Thus,, 1 call it the ONLY tax for the advancement of a healthy
and-competitive capitalism (., for-a healthy and wealthy economy and

-

-populus.)

-It is not proveable whether the founding fathers of the
United States fully ippreciatet-the soundness of the structure they "
wrer-launching-with their land tax. It was the first and only example
of men volunteering to tax their own land and avoiding all for" of tax
o income of any sort. it probablywas more out of compassion for
those not yet having land,combined with their awareness of how the
'!evils" of "income related taxes" L., sales and income) bad worked
in their own disinterest,-that they selected the land tax on themselves
as the only-remaining alternative. HOWEVER, not only did their land
tax move in a limited but positive way to emphasize productive investment
-

e

". m.rol appreciation" but it helped them to avoid the very negative,

or what the may have considered " evils" of income related, re-distributivA
-taxation. (These taxes form the second negative force leading to the 8suolute
ia mn"Iest wt Stjlus Fee"L2)
ule
t
nec-ssi. of
s The.Compound Negative Effects of Sales and Income Taxes on Everyone_
Aie you aware of the fact that "For every dollar of SALES and INCOME
TAX you pay. notonly doyou have less dollars with which to purchase your
needs, but everything You buy will Cost more by a multiple factor of the
amount of tax you pay?.
Does that sound strange?fll Well, it is just as true as the axiom
about the price of'land (i.e., '"the poorer the- country, the higher the
price of land$I..; and the combined effect of both, of these axioms on all
-ofus, the John Q, Publics .of this wokd, . absolutely disasterouSI If
-lifetime,
we had the benefit of a land stimulus fee in existence during
the average of Us would only need to work two (2)hours per day by now,
to-live at a far .increased standard of living instead of the now increasrden on our large and ineffective service worker component and
:• ever lower coMitment to productivity and. production..-In the United States
the effect has been to eliminate hard industry to the-extent that only
Sthirty(30Z)percent of the work -force is employed-in productive activity.
,No nation in such condition can consider itself a world power, and secure
against long.run. threats of fords without further destroying .the economy.

"

.

now, for contrast, let us take A Lnute-to simply domongtrateo smi
imnoltant negative effects of Balsa -and Income asfogl csue
wviitiig-to-be-w6rker.,producer within a society i
S
Let us' suppose that yo are a hrtmaker and ;- a shoeMr._ Lt

us a7 that I dotide.- ocuit "king shoe and go to work for i 'hgoven-h
ment instead. My reasons aro uziiportait. I my be seeking higher pay.
job seurity, fringe obiefits such as vacation and/or tetireiet or
to train new shoemAkerS...or whatever. In any case, yow have to pay a
fraction moeo tak.e to cover my new government wages. Let us say we .are
a smal1island naitb and dait your share of my new wage comes to an
additional dollar ($1.00) in tax.
Here are someneAatiLve effects on your money supply, and the cost

of Vhat you buyI
1.
2.

3.

9frioUsly, yOU .hav one les dollar (-$I) available to
Wuyyour next pair 0 $no*.$1
I no longer mike my own shoes, but sttilt onsa.p, so now
I represent one additional consumer of shoes causingg a
shortage of shoes and a pressure toward a higher price
for shoes.
I no lohier as.Yyour choss'(or anyone else's) so, it i

less1 sboe'. Ae

a

rpurcse,

and those th I

cost)

+o

~(+$,cost)
-undoubtea.y" will cost~ you more.
4. helping
.i.and wet still
have
not
thin
in
the
way
of.
inn-ow Shoemakr
(one more $l please)
.-$
-5.
... nor have we given shoos to undgrivilele*d... or whateVer
other oupp ad radletributlve beneflt the government had in
-mind for my employment in the first place. (Again, one
more, $14please)-$
6. The
st of product gof your shirts, other shirtmakers
and s0oe
ersi - and other producers in society has Increased
b
axes eventually to a point where other shoanakerv,.
$ofss tpiik
Or ' anoedbe
forced to de ert our
field
As a shirtmsket.rasu nig n mo ve
r rs? 2
r
igt bidding,onoroeIU
dT 4
-

7. Now the higher prices of domestic product invites foreign
compeiti6fion ths remaininS shirtmakerS and shoemakers,
bringing about still" oth r cost to y oa s d by an inbalance-o -td
and Re subsequent •deva
+t$o-ogt
8.

*

Those in power, attempting to show sensitivity to-the worker
(but lacking an understanding of product marketing economics)
Suggest:wagg increases to off -st
he accumulated inflation,
depleting further
corporate competitiveness and the poss,
biU tiesof guiding capital toward productive investment.
The result is acontinual do
i
rod ;
alit,
and net
€'d
sIr
industry DOCOMOSLOSS SnO LOSS
xs.
A
0124UM36
A*
4ooIi
rbAnlor pass'm ,increased costs.., And costs
will rise faster than ever.
(+$ 'cost)
-

Bee Footnotes page 30.
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-1marvof Sose'taior Neative Effects of Sales Income Taxe'
$1 of redisiributivi
14
tU0v We have seen- hay 'each adit-4.oial dolar
taxation, and my now government employment, decrease the dollgirs you

-+6) .
have+~va~4vailable (e;0.

nc€.ass the coitof everything you

b.y by a compound factor including at least the eight

0(+) cost/item"

,,that we have listed above.-' There ae +others, however, the above afe
sufficient to demonstrate that, not only is there "no"free lunch," but
that under the system of taxing sales and income, costs tO both the
provider and the recipient are so high that both have lost more through
the future ineffectiveness of the entire economy, than the vell.
intentioned gift was meant to cost or provide. If the '%skst .omumdcs" merc0s
+,t
just discussed is not especially clear to you, T expect that
economy
as
activating
appreciate how the "Investment Stimulus Fee", by
through collection alone,, has some special advantages over sales and
taxes, which must be sen to achieve their (questionable) benefits.
It-is important to.. note that every dollar of sales and income tax
,increases the cost of U.S. manufacturesincreasing the advantages of the
'product of other nations over our own. It also increases the handicap
for U.S. manufacturers trying to compete in international trade.
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W: haveJuetseen how two xtrmely n ov.otivc.omi
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e

ting economy.

forces

t -whie' caugin$

You weight now-

like toe e how'the "'nVvestunt StimulUs Fee" works * theprocoss
of developing a positive economy in vtUch nether of those negative
force can ever axaln have significant impact a
Assign a small -Otrcentasgeof the 'veirss usag
a
rantag ineod from
every unit (i.e,, square foot) of land of -the nationV
"Averasge"
meaning that no ne va
a "fee" rate based on,.his own specific hold-ins but rather on the average rental yield of the entire zone.
"Usage"lmaoLn the rental income assigned to an owner-occupied site
would equal the rental income of one occupied by a lessee. "Rental
Income" referring to the rent, or appropriate proportional income,
distributed over every unit (i.e.square foot of land)assigned only
to the active asset . The resultant "fee," of course, applies
uniformly to all properties within the "zone," regardless of variations
in level-of development, present value, profitability or activity.
"Zones" would be defined as adjoining lands of generally si ilar
"categorization.," -"Categorization" may generally, fotlov present
zoning codes...
A change would occur in the percentage rate of the "fee" only
hen the selling price of property within the zone increased by
more thin the sum of the followins
a, The average (over all lands within the zone) of the interest
cost for carrying unLnoroved lands on Y.
gomet4cally accelerated rates or capital generation that result
from an increasingly active, efficient productive plant, drtve
interest rates down to as low as two percent (2Z).)
b. The actual improvements, or capitalization of increases in
rental income (whichever is greater) for each property,
totalled(f6r all' properties within the zone;
o Definition of "Unimproved AppreciAtioW
The Sell1ngt Pric#fles thb sum o the Purchase Price and (a)+(b))
equals what I term "unimproved appreciation." By increasing the
"investment timmlul fee" rate to offset unimproved appreciation, the
"tee" continues to divert''control appreciation" into productive
investment. "Control appreciation" isthe result of "passive" ownership,
or investment In improved, or unimproved, land with or without the'purposd'
of obtaining -grimary profit from delaying "active". productive investment
'or development.
-

hIayable in monthly installment.
. t..
Above definition of Unimproved Apprsciatlon(crose reference phase
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the "vriaee"
For example, Let u take a home-ower who represents
-inhis"zone"I Ahouse valued at $100,000, located ona1QO0o0sf. lot,
with ai alternative, rental value of $10,080 per year. (Let it say hi present
"taxable income is $30,000 per annum.) 1st us assue that th, "zonea' does
not-cQnta&in commercial, or industrial property not doesit contain'
any ndoveloped land, Let us confirm that the hoie-owne- housb and lt,
are truly representativetof, averaging the income per square foot,for all
the land within the "zone". ,An annual four(UZ)percent "Invetment
Stimulus Fee" would result in the home-owner paying an additional $400.
"fee" i set
per year (i.e., $33.33 per month) as his assessment. $f -the
all
zero,like
to
Appreciation"
+ufffiiently high to limit. "Unimproved
tax
income
an
to
entitled
be
would
er
* other landowners, the home-o.
the
from
"tee"
his
of
hundred(1OO)percont
credit, to return up -to One
--nationai
tteasugry "sorplus,!Ifor that year.
9 Hew Federal Revenns resulting from the implementation of the "Fee,.
The implementation of a four(14)percent "fee" could generate well
hows
*inexcess of the f611owin* revenues for the U.S, Oudget 1983. Here's
of
rental
.average
an
.and
homes
eiAhty-six(86=)million
than
more
With
.a)
rwi"~ewtial
t
for
revenues
direct
"ISP"
as renorted:j* census, 'the
$7,0001pr,
gStg would exceed $12loillion in new revenues from the "fee". #leo cone
Ilion,
n. respect veiv. Sub-total
$on'i
nd 11
2+0 -.il' o
b)The 'stimulated"economy (without considering the savings in'revenues
',fromfuller employment, lose welfare, ,etc.)! additional revenues from
already established taxes and revenue -source -would ,yield a minimum of
Sub-totol ... $100billiOl.q
$5(f billion.
" .

ye'm

commercial and industrial sectors would

*

...

c)Assuaing te cea policy cou ent. to aradutly reduce "unimproved

-aporeoiatiot"i'+to "zero, during telnitial peod new, roductve investment
thewould be attracted- into the economy -at a level, 'eSSWi
dollar
every
for
iteoest-rate
h
going
th
t
100
following formula:(
i.e., $50 billion x 100 * 20,1 $250 billion now
d) L
Of"Ifeoe lco' c
establ~shed
S,--investment.-Applying. a en(10Z)percont tax yield from
an
yield
would
new.investment
year,
first
tax sources for-the
bllon.
125
,.
..
Total
Grand
revenue
induced
IS?
billion.
additional $25

-Even ihin emplojin$gthe sounde+dconcepts', such as we have, conomio

oJect are Mgeit 'apect.However, tbose informed on factors' statistics
employed.here wil concur to thirscrupiously conservativecomposottion.
Ed"-T are other non-redistributive revenues measures also now needed
with would further assist re-industrial.iation.Shalldtecueeon'requeet"
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,on sh
Of coursetheir aspirations of owing
their own horn wil become evr more tesote (if events
are lpermtittsd to run
thi3.r course). 'at *e move into the mot r
-idboost
In housing costs ihistoryI
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Under the tax c1ystemi now- in favor in the wqzrl4, the poor -especially'teorigpor, can only expect' to beco04 Poorer-.. and
the middle calas
Will -not 'fair much better. Who, gAiW Arr an inflationr
cnm?..~mrl
who .have the st. "ale to'k.nflate" (eg. land ,building.,
factory,
farm, min~e, lumber,-4etc.). Their yrimarvagainwIll~n
"A"oc,.~t
ADAM"bt't n the- 'uniuproved
A. ohier- prices fo~i
a ~f f.
Plentand product occuwing at the cost, of productive-consumptivei s~ciet)%
which just could not happen with
Stmlu TnJnesmn
1e"1.
'
For Ij~Amricana, then wod itntb
pr
aisyn
o
start
to establish the most effibiedt -fuly employesd aoccitt in histoty
in
totl
eein wth bur democratic and'personal liberties?
A'society
'wheir0-h6'rich become richat thon ever,directing thei
apia toward
imroveftnts in production. prodpet adsevi rltn
n
araeo

-those

-apprsciatioA"4
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n standard of, living never ,b~fove thought 0poi-k wt
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in wealth and income propriaty
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• WUl not 'uch Nconditibulan
.tate.
the Ui.ed

that old %at,-Amrica'
sat

\+week

do Such t

d rtb

at lbofe and abroad wbQ alvay, ae.k our "

eote,which a' O6r'pioblai-has groa, dwe lis on the 'ali"nation' -itizea status for our unemployed and working poor.

and Ieecond- lasC

Nevor *ind. thb.tthe," people are Cared fot better than thosemch
n futthe*

up the.,proftessionil slid cultifal tcal'' in .Other Couti0 6 htipwu~cttc
are right... TheY Viont,k ad Ve s"r3udt asmase a lomluof
'wt
ate.o m fs
actiVe Oxoduative
tnIi ch eventually hands over, nt onli hgher

s-,.tandard of 'living, to our advers.rLe.,but endanger. urvery,ability to

economally1 and iitfarily survive iin comptii with'these fundpmentall)*
faulted system I hat
an sayinl is that we Can take no relief in noting
and analyzing thtiefults of "those other tyzintes"ifUwe do nothing to
philisophiafty and economically !!"
the only Mytn* thia cfante

.

11o
... tto~

Iontin

ni. of Private fterpiat Zf our adveraaries, by whatever means

to post "hard-pioduct" .OP, no$eaes

,

eceeh of our own, it
vill only be a matter, of -time before we have fallen' behind t-hin
oll important factor, called "stands-rd of lin",which in the-mind th'A'at.
-

ofmoat,,of th people of .this hungry orld, is-how success iosjudged;

44 Lirespectiye 'Of

siiy consideraton. of individual choice. frtedom,

and liberty.
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iai 'dditiou to advat *40 M.Op
P1 of thli letter ... )
0, Advantazes Of,!'ISP" t0 ,itizesA,8
he 1lAndvidut IFor Business sFor Gov1t
'

Aidvtate for. Opqrstion of.-Gvernments
Wepq~ned
t
orn 0i~er -Nndipg of Federal 4.udt a
for:prct-P ent 2"Ipvatsnt
Stimul.s. F~ee', In.substution fosml comee
related. taxes
..
e.atis
a
evenue
"Gross $urplu" (i.e., all the 11e"
can
r
nto the ocea and the
entire economy would be. in btt
con4itionthan befoe t, +
wascollected!
."fee"
...
something
no
boom e thit_onomy,
can assure us. The 'resultlng
uei
other source of revet
evolving towardful empoyment, can sustain thi-zost extensive
programs that vouldbe than attep ted by elected repsentaty * nte ose
t
I the genuine ell-.bi
of thep itect0rte. kEcpt
+or:..osii
engaged
principally
in land
would have only pOsitive
S
the "1SF"
effects
on thespeculative
income and ativit,
financil-resounres - .
of the individual.
. Remove the need to consider "Inflation" as A cost in• making
"
the Ftderal Budget'-,

•.he "Investment Stim.lus Fe,
economy,

in the *ventual fully deployed

after attending to the remaining needi of the citizenry
- nd the government, and retiring thhe atonal
debt, would continue
Sto generate eve larger 'utplusWV,
whtc 'should be returned'
to the -'itizen-by the most democratic process.
. The'Investment Stimulus -Fee" id the first revenue concept in h1itory
capable of keeping representative government Outof debt. It
establishe.: genuine, permanent cOdres :for the basic collomi problems
plaguing tt~e entireworld, on which approach a new concensus
should
emerge. As long as- "Unimpr~ved aLreciation" stays above zero,
.
The higher the "Stimulus Fe.", thebigger ae the revenues of
government -from all sources."The "Investment Stimu lus Fee" (:compared to Sales and Income TaXes)
t 1) much easier to Initiate+ Iftstalt, administrate, .. , and
.infinitely lees costly in compliance to both the private sector
and the government, 2) much easier to audit-compl Lance, administration,
and efffectiveness of results, and 3)because ofits Structural
Oi plicity, hopefully, will be less subject to 'tinkering'.
Assuming a comitment Ito gradually reduce
Citalt
Frmati nf
. unpr ovdd apreoati.On" to zero, initially, the "Fee" itself,
S would 'llsithislat6 new . nestment at a rate approximatinS1004 the
going 1tereit rate xkkhe Cotal&.,"fees'' collected] The continually
improving ondit0ins would create and attract capital
of unprecedented magnitude, including fordi- sources.
-Advantages for Business.

.

• Interest rate would-srad.ially drop to historic lows in response
the thleincreasing y competitive market for a geometrically
+e _pandin; variety tf goods and services.
..
matched by unequalled.
" b~iyins power in
fully eployed economy.
.*Thlarg. . IoNstablo. apidLv ' ro ingm rke+ ' (which, with some
Other matter adjusted, cod avoid business-cycles) would offqr .
incomparable opportunitis .ot-new. venture and nawproduct lamn-,
T- mfre comptitive environment,especially iiIth t 'e',Ithe: matters",
refetted to 4bove 'resolved', w6uld assure A sland -o.
-re
,
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,of~living increments to meet inflation

budget'requlJreI" ets,

te r
8 6 sher

wol

ve

ume
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ins achiesble

would. compete
Wore.employere
In an environonnt
' ever fo: -an
",
worker';
productive
.evermore

"

oarnin.g"for the worker. (FeebnO hiSgerthan
ater-tak
f.re
.,
%o'r thirty(301)percent
-than sus of previous tax obligatIonV (0nne,
"incometorelated
" replaces
"IS'that
non-owner)the
gRoV, taxes
Oill continue
the "Nedl.other
elected
While £ e util
-terms of i:hat the ownstworker drwq from the
real '"net cost' init
.g.
economy will, become increasingly j
Regular and increasing portionss. of earned income would be,
poductivel* invested by the vorkerWhose Income s. Lon standards
to s. edtiveU
advancing 4o rapiyT -Woreti. would have- more tit
rtl5r. bop and Lhvest, serving both his self-.intrestIand
,
*his
biusnes.
competition seeking
hnins
•
o course, result' from the lower rates of inflation, * Lover pricesj9,
higher producatvitty', and inteneitied competition.
. The (potential) absenceiof business cycles* would further
stimulate the followingt More innovative and margiStl competitive
product entries in-the .market places More _competitive quality,
variety, prLce, and service,. another non-pric aidvantages.
* ,Miscellaneous Agvatages

,

a ventuAl.er-orientation of accounting and audit functions of
bothovernment and private sector would contribute much to
product improvement and new venture planning, eliminating much
of the negative activity now necessary in-adinistering and
monitoring more oMlex re-distributive tax systems presently
in place.-(l actually see a'net gain in the need for accountingtrained ,personnel.)
A more iiportant role for unions, generating interest by those not
presently allied with their cause as unions begin directing themselves toward negotiating constructive formulas for retirement
instead
.and profit participation in a fully employee marketplace
,of havil to negotiate in*the negative atmosphere of having to
protect jobs, wage levels, etc.
to titrn to-inadequacies
be expected
thenimportant
attention would
* Healthy
In keeping
interest"sroups
of other,
ii the treatment
. .wit4 what must be described as the "natural order of economic
interest"sl) first *of all wS are CONSUERS1 2) entrepreneurs,
•INDIVIDUAL STOCK-HOLDRS I 3id), we are workers, including the'
non-union worker.'
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4 1. ,

I expect, bylow, the investment Stimulus Fee"ls beginnint

4.

,:.-tosound q0tq plausablbto yu. However, solutii
.

'that s-, ben

14ft unsolved for so 'OnU is'
iuspit
to most people. ',They'begin to'
look f6o easons why i's-amvrkwAle, ifair,
ortnmaceptabl to -som .O;rt
of the -06p0il. ,The following are some of the -questiois 'I hear from,"
tPmL
otoime concetsing the "Investment Stimulus -ee., . (I shall
be pleased to amplify ih' ansvrs, as vell as address any others you

~iht, have.)
1..' NOW CAN SUFFIIEN UVt
0ESR
DBRZjV4D 7R03 A "1LAN) :STflULUS FEE"
MEETT ALL 1MB "M
S OGVROE1
a). Just-tOlend prsp'ective- in this -confused world of ofirs,
half -facetiously I ask -i the questioner"i more interested in
the "needs, of government' than in the needs of the people
government supposedly serves?? .. .bt then ).e
seriously. "I
,
attempt to address my response to the largest dollar
aiure
the questioner could have in mind. - member, lust collecting
the nevO*timumis 'fee" 'provides an inducement to invest, and
results iha malor stLmlus to the economy.a.d a treasury surplus.
S (As long as improvedd apprediation,, existei the higher-the-pet,-c€nts g* stimulus: feoi the greatei the revenue collection. as
well as the resultant economic ase on which the revenues *re
collectedj., I then aski -"Just what percentage of.present
-government services do you believe would be required to properly
-care for -the.0pub1jlcsector in a-permanently, fully employed
economy?" Thei answers usually vary from thirty to sixty percent (30-60trof present requirements'. Interestingly enough, the
aggregite Of the land-owners in most countries at present provide
in excess of 851 of-thAir government's revenue from all sources
including incomeand Sales taxes." Also interesting to note,
the largest portion of those revenues are contributed by the'
modest' lsnd and homeowner, middle-income toxpayer -(In sm
countries this distortion of tax burden against the iddle-income
taxpayer is further accentuated because of shelter provisions
favoring the largeland-owner/speoulator, i.e,, favoring "controlappreciation.") " To show the availability of revenue from a land
taxi l of et-the folloosi
example.- (Of course 'it isn't an oppoa6ch
I recommend, but I believe itdois serve the size of the revenue
base obtainable throuSh- a land revenue approach.)_
_
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land-owner would -py no mcvOi tax thin bfoe.e
Of idourse. he.
might be Inclined to' asses future Invilitment decision.s 8so8ewhat
differently.
risOns £ndli corporaitions -with -large epe culaitive
land hOdnO wold'be I.'stimulated, _to put More of their resources
Into productive investment or, Sell their properties to" or
..
aggressive poreohs who woeld. Everyone would then besin eo-derive"*
the positive effectt of lower' price levels, improved living tn-.
darde end the consequntial poec*-and tranqud!..y of ,Oeiity a
:
a whole.

2.

"Y TUE LAb STIMLUS

UME
I TO _1RECE SALES Af INCOW

,

TAXS VXNALLY, WOULDN'T THE ENTIRE .'USURDE' PO
FOR TAXE LlO ALLY
FALL $ftlRELY ON TIMl LAND-OWNER?"1
Would you say' that tthe land-Ownervat given a 'burden"l1) ifhis total,
"net" tax bIll was.no greater.than before, and 2) ifhiis new aSM01
benefits became a MU LIDl of the sumn of 1 his "fee" an*d2
0)hsfe

tax and Loflat on "nail$

'l uneaized proveded goroiatiq(U.

would you cay that '6hi land'-owne'r'hes take on ab, additional burden?.
The lend-ownet vould gain ini the following ways
a) ' In the early years ,of implementation, -the land-owne would-,
receive a tax-dcredit against ht previous, level of sales and income'taxes equal to his payment for investment stimulus "fee." (Note
that in economic modeling- the newly stimulated economy grow s
sufficiently, that while major portions of sales and income taxes',:
remain in place, the increased ise .of the economy provides
additional revenues from added sales and income taxosfar exceed-:
Ijng .thes original "stimulus" feeb against which th0rdt
ieegvn
w~iuh~e ated the added revenue i) Of course ,the Llend-ownerI'
tax-offset
jJiua
ae
have been etimnated.., as,-n a fully employed economy, would

%

"

unemployment benefits, and other negative reasons for those taxes
to 0ist.
b)

it the land-owneir comparei the new. unin&flated cost ofeverythna

he buys 1' though the ye~i-to what those costs wor before the"--,
15;Me .
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'investent '44=m1%v fee," t bAe
g bsomeer(exoptiftng
those w"o-had gained, ,the *ajortty of'tbeir anut',,lAncom froi
speculation)'j wuld find that the 'fea'" dvelops. aanalsns
for the avaaS land-owne? neil in excess of the .#um of the fee

and whateverfturt "uniu rgv.d Ar2?oitl"

that no onsgr Accrues

this
property.. ItWs importantto-r'oeoSnue that every
gained inunLu roved apprecia!.on" removes l maltiole of dollar
t
amount in unralized new '1epitel" otherwise available fo1 invest
sent in plant and panduct for production and on m tion. T
That
"unilmproved Appreelcatiot" deprlves Vo l -of jobs and Imnvad
hin
I
stand.rds by a compound fact r of that appreciation,)
Rave -shown youiwhy "unimproved appreoiationO in land and the
compound negative effects it creates on the-entire economy is
atchd only-by the eoquall neaatv . redistjibut.ve t1_xes e_y. ...
th favorkft.igt
non-producer/speculator
C) if the land-owner bapnmes go be a coloration,, or is In
business, the- resultant economy(now devoid of business

.
-

cyoles)

-would make future planning and inVestent simpler and
ore secure.
(From person s still behievins the "investment sti/ulu, fee" to be
€omparabla to.other forms of taxation,# about this point t-usually
expect to bear the commit that the land-ownet could be expected
to 'pass his fee on" to his customer. Fortunately or unfortunately,
unlike all oiher form of tax, the nature of this unique "fee"
i iusilatescompetitiou among suppliers of all types such that a
econtinual."pass-on' is -not possible.
.0 Th;e corporate and business/product-oriented land-owners

benefit from en
r- arter markotfor their products
!:W permanently fully eM lOye"economy.
o The high, table value of the currency benefits the
lend-owner1 iftiternationatadjjianI dotical.y
putha~s foreign products.,of course a highly valued
currency makeSItravel. ora aovealtnx (and lees expensive).
-

*

3.

"BUT WHAT WILL RAPIEN TO MY POOR OLD ORANSTMER -W0
ON HEE
PEsIoN NDOR "-4OCMAL SZCURIV qMK? WOULD SHE AL LIVM
TO
TO LIVE IN'HER ODHOUSS ON HAIN STRI94T.,1BS
SHE WAS HARRIED

SMEA

LIVEDb SINCE

That- depends; If she is living in an area where "best and highest
use" would dictate more rapid. development (where she probably would
not be very comfqrtable) she may fId the etilug fee to Steep, but

/

579
lb oUld be able to 9ind better houseIn 2uted to her needs (and
possibly more to her liking) elsewhere for g& less than she would
have to payunder the present tax system. li, however, her old1ountry
house happens to be in an old count" town, or on a dusty country road,
Icol
gi that her new fee would tetal less than her present taxes.
In either cireumtance, grandmother, like every other taxpayer, w
oar lees for all her needs. rodote and eeviLcea, as either a fee-payer
ar non-fee payer In a lower cost, higher &ving standard, stimulated
capitalistic society, in contrast to ecgtipnuall !nflatiMa costs under
a system emloTnt resent tax metbods. She woulA no loner need to
wrry about whether her fixed income pension would' see her through, nor
about her future financial plans being eroded by inflation. Grandmother
would be les subject to the uncertain actions of government that could
affect both her land and pension, as is possible under the present tax
system and the loes successful economy that St engenders.

/

4.

"DOES THE LAD STIMLUS FEE INTER
FOR REAL ETATE?"

WITH THE 'MARKET THEORY'

The land tax concept reserves and accelerates
l, natural market
1eactiogs on improved and unimproved real estate. The tax must be
implemented in a way that does not distinguish between levels of
development within a tax sone. Using the market as the test does
however tend to differentiate between passive capitalism (i.e., control
speculotion)-and active capitalism (I.e., investment in productive
development).
S.

"RRUY HOMEOWE HAS INVESTED IN A BIG HOME AT HIGH INTEREST RATES
TO OFFSET THE COSTS OF InLATION TO PROVIDE THE FUTURE CAPITAL
THROUGH 'UNIMPROVED APPRECIATION' TO PROTECT WIFE WILMA AND
HIMSELF FOR THEIR RETIREMENT.
WITHOUT THE 'UNIMPROVED APPRECIATION'
COULD TOBY ON= THEIR RE H=4?M.DER A SYSTEM Of ' INVESTMENT
STI4ULUR FEES' SUCHt AS YOU PROPOSE?"

a) Harry Homeowner should be aware that even when appreciation
on his home annually begins to rival his income, present out-ofpocket living costs and economic pressures affecting his future
stability, including his job, are increasing by a multiple of every
dollar that he now "earns" from that house in 'law,unimproved
appreciation.

j,

580
b) I expect he to also concerned over the future of hi seon Harry,
Jr. and daughter' joni." With "continuing inflation, where are-these
young people going to et the money to even hitch their wagon to,
the "inflation rocket"? ... and if they do, how are they going to
make the payments on a house that is going to be an ever greater
percentage of their annual earnings? (Mile all other costs will
continue to rise at similar rates.)
) Now about the kind of world Harry, Jr. and Jane will be living
in? .#.or for that matter, Harty and Wilma as well. With so many
people's aspirations frustrated under the system caused by~redistributive economics, the general run of people obviously will be
harder, more self-seeking, and less concerned over integrity;
crime will continue to rise.
d) Wouldn't Harry prefer a life where all of these indices improved.
every dayl in a world where everything he purchased improved in
quality and price continually ... like we have heard capitalism is
supposed to work? A world where Harry, Jr. and Jane could begin to
save for the future and know a maximum cost of their future needs,
whether it be for schooling, housing, vacations, retirement, or
whatever?
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